“Adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of culture is limited by a
very simple fact: nobody has yet figured out what might be the cultural
equivalent of heat or energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the
‘energy’ in cultural matters … the concepts of ‘cultural temperature’
(see: social temperature) to refine our understanding of ‘cultural heat’
(see: social heat) have not yet appeared. This is one of the most pressing
problems for the next generation of anthropologists, and the difficulties
are profound.”
— Paul Bohannan (1995), How Culture Works
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Introductory note
The following are the divisions of the ten-volume ‘print set’ of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, a prolegomenon to derivation:

Hmolpedia, Volume 1 (A-B)
Hmolpedia, Volume 2 (C-Ek)
Hmolpedia, Volume 3 (El-Goe)
Hmolpedia, Volume 4 (Gof-Ir)
Hmolpedia, Volume 5 (Is-Mr)
Hmolpedia, Volume 6 (Ms-Ra)
Hmolpedia, Volume 7 (Rb-Sw)
Hmolpedia, Volume 8 (Sx-Z)
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
Hmolpedia, Volume 10 Misc (J-Z)

1-682
683-1352
1353-2058
2059-2750
2751-3444
3445-4064
4065-4762
4763-5466
5467-5986
5987-6496

(686-pgs)
(674-pgs)
(710-pgs)
(696-pgs)
(698-pgs)
(624-pgs)
(702-pgs)
(708-pgs)
(524-pgs)
(514-pgs)

The following are four addendum books, the first two embedded into EoHT.info, the third a JHT pdf, the fourth a
precipitate of the 2008 IQ:200+ rankings, scheduled to be published (estimated page count shown) as
accompaniments to the encyclopedia set:

Elective Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded | 280-pgs
Morality Squared: Religion Dissolved in Nitric Acid | 70-pgs
Shannon Thermodynamics: Science’s Greatest Sokal Affair | 120-pgs
500 Greatest Geniuses: Ranked by IQ | 250-pgs
The total print set is meant as a backup hardcopy of the online version; a repercussion of which, being that, in the
conversion process, robust editing of the latter is limited; noticeable areas being: hyperlinks removals, justified
paragraphs, among slight issues; as the total set—online and print—is meant only as a tool, according to which
functionality takes precedence over tool presentation. The following quote seems to encapsulate the gist of the
content of Hmolpedia:

“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie
next to it; and thus, to know anything — you must know all.”
— Oliver Homes (1886), American jurist

In 1957, Keith Burton, when asked why he found publication increasingly difficult following the publication of his
famous 1957 tables of "Free Energies of Formation—of chemical species, general and biochemical—from the
Elements", replied: “of the impossibility of saying anything without saying everything.” Thims, likewise, would prefer
to say simply that ‘humans, like smaller textbook chemicals, have free energies of formation, per state of existence’,
which quantitatively defines the thermodynamical nature one’s state of ‘being’, as a person, with a simple citation to
‘see: Burton (1957) for biochemical species [an antiquated term] and Lewis (1923) for general methodology’, and that
these tables can be used cogently to predict, guide, and or predetermine human reaction pathways, or the
feasibilities of future states of existence, but such a result is not palatable to the general public, whose mindset is
largely anchored in the paradigm hues of ancient mythologies, e.g. Aristotelian models of purpose, a turn of mindset
requisite to a modification of five thousand plus years of ingrained beliefs; hence Hmolpedia is elaboration on details
of explicits. The content of Hmolpedia, in short, is a corpus of footnotes to a change of beliefs.

“One’s beliefs or theological holdings can be divided into two classes: those
for which a man would go to the stake, and those for which a man would not
go to the stake.”
— Edwards A. Park (c.1870), American moral philosopher

Knowledge, in the discerning words of Francis Bacon, is power. Power, in the quantifications of James Watt, is work
per unit time. Work, in the unimpeachable formulations of Gustave Coriolis, is the result of a force moving a body
through unit distance. Force, as defined by the illustrious Newton, is influence—mediated via field particle exchanges
(in modern terms)—that tends to change the state of rest of a body or its uniform motion in a straight line. The body
of interest herein is the light-stimulated power (knowledge) animated CHNOPS+20 molecular body or phase reading
these words.
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A
In symbols, A is the symbol for

A Manual of the Steam Engine and Other Prime
Movers
In famous publications, A Manual of the Steam Engine and Other
Prime Movers is a 1859 book by Scottish engineer William Rankine,
often referred to as the world’s first thermodynamics textbook. [1]

Overview
In this work, Ranking introduces terms such as adiabatic and isothermal
and stated one of the first definitions, after William Thomson (1854), of
thermodynamics: [2]
“It is a matter of ordinary observation, that heat, by expanding bodies,
is a source of mechanical energy; and conversely, that mechanical
energy, being expended either in compressing bodies, or in friction, is a
source of heat. The reduction of the laws according to which such
phenomena take place, to a physical theory, or connected system of
principles, constitutes what is called the science of thermodynamics.”
Rankine also gave the following definition of the second law: [3]
“If the absolute temperature of any uniformly hot substance be divided
into any number of equal parts, the effects of those parts in causing
work to be performed are equal.”
The first chapter on the subject of "thermodynamics", according to
Scottish physicist James Maxwell, is found in Rankine’s Manual, titled
“Principles of Thermodynamics”. [4]

References

page to the 1859 A Manual of the Steam
1. Cengel, Yunus A. and Boles, Michael A. (2002). Thermodynamics: an Title
Engine and Other Prime Movers by Irish
Engineering Approach (pg. 2). New York: McGraw-Hill.
engineer William Rankine.
2. (a) Rankine, William. (1859). Manual of the Steam Engine and Other
Prime Movers (adiabatic, pgs. 302) (chapter III: “Principles of Thermodynamics”, pgs. 299-478). London: Charles
Griffin and Co.
(b) 1888, 12th Edition.
3. Ewing, James A. (1902). The Steam-Engine and other Heat-Engines (Section 73: Rankine’s statement of the Second
Law, pgs. 89-90). University Press.
4. (a) Tait, Peter G. (1868). Sketch of Thermodynamics. Kessinger Publisher (reprint).
(b) Maxwell, James C. (1878). “Tait’s ‘Thermodynamics’ (I)”, (pgs. 257-59). Nature, Jan. 31.
(c) Maxwell, James C. (1878). “Tait’s ‘Thermodynamics’ (II)”, (pgs. 278-81). Nature, Feb. 07.

External links
● Manual of the Steam Engine and Other Prime Movers – Encyclopedia Britannica.
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In video channels, Atheism Reviews playlist is the
video playlist for the Atheism Reviews channel.
● Examining the s gma of atheism | CNN (Ѻ)
● Bill O’Reilly vs Richard Dawkins (Ѻ)
● Hannity (Chris an) vs. David Silverman (atheist)
(Ѻ)
● Hannity (Chris an) vs. Hitchens (atheist) (Ѻ)
● A Poet, a Physicist, and a Poli cian discuss
Descartes | Fritjof Capra (Ѻ) | IJ1:21:00
● Dawkins vs Lennox (Ѻ)
● A Muslim Who Hates Atheists | Richard Dawkins
(Ѻ)
● Muslim vs Confused Theist | First Cause (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Christopher Hitchens (Atheist) vs Frank Turek
(Christian) | Debate One (2008) (Ѻ)

Thor picks
The following are Thor picks:
● Frank Turek (Chris an) vs Dennis Normark
(Nontheist) | 2014 (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Drafts | Storage
The following are older draft video possibilities:
● AR playlist 1
● AR playlist 2
● AR playlist 3 | 97+ shows (drafts | archives)

See also

A screen image for the word scramble mnemonic for the belief
system of modern “extreme atheism” (aka extreme realism),
which is the driving force behind the Atheism Reviews show,
namely:
A | Atomic theory: all atheists believe in the existence of atoms.
T | Thermodynamics: belief that the universe operates according to
the laws of thermodynamics.
H | Enthalpy (H), aka "heat content": belief it is the measure of
security in society, per the Rossini hypothesis.
E | Energy: belief that everything can be boiled down it, per massenergy equivalency E = mc².
I | Ignorance: an understanding that 99% of people are ignorant to
either thermodynamics or religio-mythology.
S | Entropy (S): belief that it is the measure of freedom in society, per
the Rossini hypothesis.
M | Matter: all atheists are materialists, i.e. believe in the existence
of matter (or transformations per E = mc²).

● Atheism Reviews playlist | Published

AR playlist 3
● Dear Santa: All I Want for Christmas is to Skip Church! (Ѻ)
● Why Atheists are Smarter than Theists? (Ѻ)

28 Jan 2015
● Son of Hamas (Ѻ) | Quran 9:5 (Ѻ)
● Is There an A erlife? | Atheists Christopher Hitchens and Sam Harris vs Theists David Wolpe and Bradley Shavit
(2011) | Reviewed (Ѻ)
● Bill Nye: Crea onism is Not Appropriate for Children | Review (Ѻ)
● Brigi e Gabriel Slams Muslim American | Ideology Solu on? (Ѻ)
● Why I Am Not a Chris an (1927) | Russell | Thims' Commentary (Ѻ)
● Secret of Life | Alan Wa s | Upgraded (Ѻ)
● Richard Dawkins Teaching Evolu on to Religious Students | Reviewed (Ѻ)
● Atheism Documentary | CBC News | Review (Ѻ)
● Muslims Go Bat-sh*t Crazy During Gay Film (Ѻ)
● Behead those who Insult the Prophet Rally | Australia (2012) (Ѻ)
● This is Islam | Documentary (Ѻ)
● A Muslim Rips on Muslims (Ѻ)
● Muslim’s are Brainwashed | A Woman Tells it Like it Is! (Ѻ)
● 11-Year-Old Child Bride Speaks Out (Ѻ)
● Second Law Disproves Evolu on? | Responses 1. TomWalksThrough (Ѻ), 2. Steve Shives (Ѻ), 3. ZombeePIctureShow
(Ѻ), #4. (add), … 10. Atheism Reviews (Ѻ)

Cartoons Kill | Charlie Hebdo
● Hannity vs Imam Choudary | Hebdo Shoo ng Jus ﬁed! (Ѻ)
● Charlie Hebdo Shooting | JaclynGlenn (Ѻ)
● Is it OK to mock religion? | Charlie Hebdo & Muhammad Cartoons (Ѻ)
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● The ONE QUESTION atheists have been UNABLE to answer! (Ѻ)
● How to Deconvert a Religious Person (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Throw your Quran into the Trash Day! (Ѻ)
● Victor Stenger vs Zack Manis (2009) | Eviden alism (Ѻ)
● What Good Comes from Being an Atheist? (Ѻ)
● MrRepzion (aka Daniel Sulzbach) Religious Deconversion Documentary (Ѻ)
● The Force Awakens | Oﬃcial Teaser Analysis: Science vs Religion (Ѻ)

Art | Themes
The following are good God-believer cohost videos:
● Prayer as Self-Talk | Atheism (Ѻ)

New | 25 Dec 2014
● Dane Cook on Atheists (Ѻ)
● Extreme atheism (Ѻ) | Inter-stitched with adjacent explanation.
● Dawkins vs Brian Green | God ques on? (2013) (Ѻ)
● Religious Government vs Godless Government | Which is Better? (Ѻ) | IJ1:2:09
● Dawkins vs Wendy Wright | Show me the Evidence! (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Hitchens rips Fox News anchor | God is Not Great (2007) (Ѻ)
● An Atheist Physicist converts to Islam |
Review (Ѻ) | 6 IJs before 6:26

New | Pre 24 Dec
● Deepak Chopra is full of [quantum] s**t!
| Julia Sweeney (A) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Death as an Atheist | Julia Sweeny (Ѻ)
● If Evolu on is Fact, we are Deluded and
Without Hope | Dawkins (Ѻ) | 6:30
● 6th Grader schools Pastor about Noah’s
Ark (Ѻ)
● Chris an call-in | 3-times no proof (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Requested | Debate reviews
The following are debates that have been
requested to be reviewed:
● Sam Harris vs Reza Aslan | Debate
Reviewed (2007) (Ѻ) | Requested by: 503Workshop (Ѻ)

New
● Richard Dawkins vs John Lennox | God delusion debate (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● God is NOT a magician with a magic wand | Pope Francis (2014) (V) (Ѻ)
● Smart Religious People | Oxymoron | Sam Harris and Kyle Kulinski (Ѻ)
● Top 10 Crea onist Scien sts Ranked by Idiocy (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Other
● Baby I Love Your Way | Nietzsche | Will to Power | Freebird song and book discussion
● Benjamin Carson on Poli cal Correctness | Religion (2013) (Ѻ)
● If God Doesn’t Exist, Then Who Wrote the Bible? (Ѻ) | 2012
● Stop Calling Theists Stupid!!! | Atheist Experience vs Theists | 2014 (Ѻ)

King reviews
The following are good co-host with King videos:
● Spiritual Atheism! Ahh … What? (2011) (Ѻ)
● It’s POINTLESS to talk to an atheist!!! | MrRepzion (Ѻ) | Original: 26 Jan 2014 | IJ1(0:56)

Short | Seemingly
The following are potentials that seemingly will be short and quick reviews:

“I don’t have kids, no
wife, no car, no credit
…. it might be a little
pompous to say, but I
prefer to die standing
rather than living on
my knees.”
— Charb (c.2013), said
(Ѻ) after being placed
on Al-Qaeda’s mostwanted list (Ѻ)
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● Best Richard Dawkins Moment Ever!!! | Review (Ѻ) | 2009 | IJ(0:20): the problem here is that he debates with tools
and lightweights; in short: (a) he doesn’t debate with heavy hitters, (b) he, being but a zoologist, and thereby
ignorant to the physical sciences, rides on a bandwagon platform of baseless albeit popular “self-genes” theory, has
never done any real battle, and (c) [add]
● Dawkins on the Banana Man and Kirk Cameron (Ѻ) | Review (2009) | IJ1(0:50): compare the Bill Nye did debate
with Ken Ham and the effect it had, the soberness of his passion, and followup book, and "Richard Dawkins debates"
6.8M+ view count (Ѻ) in seven, as compared to 6.7M+ “Bill Nye debates” view count (Ѻ) in two years.

Newer
● How to remain Chris an! (Ѻ) | Citing sources (Ѻ) | 2014
● Shelly Kagan vs William Craig | Atheistic morality (2014) (Ѻ) IJ1(2:18)
● Sam Harris vs Fareed Zakaria | Islam is crap? (2014) (Ѻ): IJ1(7:00-7:22)
● Stephan Baldwin vs Dawkins | Why are the apes s ll here? (Ѻ) | Note: Thor pick (Ѻ) | Insert: (Ѻ)
● Kate Smurthwaite vs Chris an | Abor on, Heaven & Idiots | Original 2011 (Ѻ)
● OG Furious (Dean Leysen) vs Big Bang theory | Atheism debunked | Original 2013 (Ѻ)
● Meaning in atheism if we’re just chemicals (Ѻ) | Insert: soulless bag of chemicals
● Eric Hovind, Daniel Johnson, and Shawn Karon vs atheist monument (2013) (Ѻ)

Draft | Board | New finds
The following are new potential reviews and or new finds:
● Ravi Zacharias vs Nietzsche, Hitler, and morality | Original: 2013 (Ѻ) | IJ1(8:30-15:28); IJ2(16:23): “morality” |
Insert: the “Hitler card” (Ѻ) | Insert: (Ѻ)
● Atheists do exist vs Atheists don't exist? | Jaclyn Glenn (2014) (Ѻ) | IJ1(0:50): “studies show that even people who
claim ‘atheism’ tacitly hold religious beliefs, such as soul, karma, cosmic justice, etc.”
● Muslim vs Lawrence Krauss | Morality (2013) (Ѻ) | IJ1(0:15): “atheist’s moral judgments are relative and
subjective”; IJ2(1:01): “evolution has no true meaning, it’s just survival and reproduction” + Michael Ruse (Ѻ)
● Burka-covered vs Open-faced woman | French law (2011) (Ѻ) | Insert: new atheism bit about the school girls who
burned because the had burkas on | Insert: The Burka ban law “exposes unveiled Muslim women to being raped by
Muslim men” as punishment (1:30-ish) (Ѻ); “who are you trying to seduce” (14:41)

Slated
● Sam Harris and Michael Shermer vs Deepak Chopra (2010) (Ѻ)
IJ1:1:24 (ontic opening); IJ2: 2:29 (new age, quantum consciousness, thermodynamics); IJ3:2:56 (woo woo physics,
Ryan Grannell) (Ѻ); IJ4:4:14 (non-locality, connected universe); IJ5:5:07 (ad homonym); IJ6:5:55 (credentiality, Buffett
number, Moriarty-Thims debate, 8-degrees problem [George Scott]; IJ7:7:19 (Einstein: “Science without religion is
lame, religion without science is blind”); IJ8:7:32 (Hawking: “It would be very difficult to explain how the universe
should [“would” Chopra] have begun in just this way except as the act of a God who intended to create beings like
us”, anthropic principle); IJ9:7:51 (misattribution, anachronism [Robert Doyle]); IJ10:8:08 (God-given: insight,
inspiration, creativity, free will, conscious choice, imagination … “are your neurons doing that or are you doing
that?”); IJ11:8:36 (personal god), IJ12:9:23 (closeted atheists issue: 95 percent of AAS members are atheists, but
“they do not like to say so” as Napoleon found); IJ13:10:27 (public embarrassment). [3]
Location: Caltech. Date: 23 Mar 2010. Topic: the question: "Does God Have a Future?", presented by ABC's Nightline.
Participants: Sam Harris and Michael Shermer vs Deepak Chopra and Jean Houston. Moderator: Dan Harris; See also:
Karl Pearson on consciousness per segment (Ѻ)
● Tennessee Chris an students vs biology teacher | Evolu on (1996) (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Hitchens vs Hitchens | Iraq and God (Ѻ)

Newer
The following are very new:
● Atheist Jessica Alquist vs Cranston West High School | Prayer banner (2012) (Ѻ)
● Richard Dawkins vs Virgin birth lady | Bishops in parliament (2012) (Ѻ)
● Christopher Hitchens vs Theist | Why battle god-belief if God doesn’t exist? (Ѻ)
● Black atheist vs. black catholic | Suicide Jesus (2014) (Ѻ) | IJ1(3:04):
● Miss USA contestants vs Evolu on | Ignorance (2011) (Ѻ)
● Bill Nye vs News Anchor | Biblical harm (2012) (Ѻ)
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Semi-Newly added
The following are newly added AR debate possibilities:
● Lawrence Krauss vs Ian Hutchinson | Miracles (2012) (Ѻ) | IJ1(2:10): ontic opening argument; etc.
● Bill Maher vs. Bill O’Reilly | Noah's ark (2010) (Ѻ) | IJ1(1:00): Noah’s ark, IJ2:
● Neil deGrasse Tyson vs Sam Harris (2006) (Ѻ) | IJ1(1:24):
● John Stossel vs. theist Fox News anchor (Ѻ) | IJ1(1:25)
● Amazing Atheist vs William Craig (2013) (Ѻ) | IJ1 (5:21)
● Atheist Ma Dillahunty vs theist | Existence of Jesus (2014) (Ѻ) | IJ1 (0:29)
● Jaclyn Glenn vs Muslim man | Sperm drinking morality (2014) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
● Atheist Dan Barker vs Muslim apologist Adam Deen | Atheism is not ... (2012) (Ѻ) | IJ1(0:48): “atheism is not …”
● Atheist Annie Gaylor vs. Oprah | Religion as addi on (1984) (Ѻ) | IJ1(1:40): opium of the masses
● Ben Aﬄeck vs Sam Harris and Bill Maher | Islam (2014) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

Older | Potentials | Slated
The following are tenable debates to review and or in the slated stage:
● Atheist evolu onist vs Muslim (2014) (Ѻ) | IJ1:7:30-ish (evolution)
● Atheist-Agnostic Ralliers vs Christian Crusaders (2012) | IJ1: 1:41 (Ѻ)
● Sam Harris vs Oxford grad student | IJ1:1:15 (Ѻ)
● Atheist Peach vs Numb Nut Theist (2010) | IJ1: 1:01 (Ѻ)
● Egyp an Atheist vs. Islamic Talk Show Hostess (2014) | IJ1: 1:00; IJ2: 2:14, etc. (Ѻ)
● Peter Atkins vs William Craig (1998)
● Bill Nye vs Ken Ham (2014)
● Jaclyn Glenn vs Muslim (2014)
● Lawrence Krauss vs Deepak Chopra (2013)
● Oprah vs Atheist Annie Gaylor (1984) | IJ1: 1:17 (Ѻ); IJ2: 3:09
● Chris an chemist Gunnar Dieckman vs Atheist protester (2012) (Ѻ)
IJ1:time (going to hell); IJ2:4:13 (who wrote the old testament and new testament); IJ3:4:39 (“Always be ready to give
answers …”, see: ABR (Ѻ));
● Crea onist Student vs Tim White (2011) (Ѻ)
IJ1:0:32 (quote: “Why should be base the validity of all of our life’s beliefs on a theory?”); IJ2:1:17 (quote: “Evolution
is a fact, it’s not a theory”); IJ3: (add)
● Atheist Michael Sizer vs theist Mariano Grinbank (2010) | Morality: Natural or Supernatural? (Ѻ) IJ1:time
(Hamilton’s rule)
● University of North Texas Atheist student vs Street Preacher (2011) (Ѻ)

Pat picks
The following are debate picks by king atheist Pat:
● Bill Maher vs Chris an Ross Douthat (2012) (Ѻ); author of Bad Religion: How We Became a Nation of Heretics (17
Apr 2012) (Ѻ) | IJ1(6:56-7:08): “Where is the idea of universal human rights, if not metaphysical principle? Can you
find universal human rights under a microscope? Is it in the laws of physics? No.”

Atheism Reviews playlist (published)
In videos, Atheism Reviews playlist (published) is the list of published videos by the YouTube Atheism Reviews
channel hosted by American extreme atheist and electrochemical engineer Libb Thims.

List
The following listing are completed and uploaded Atheism Reviews videos—those wherein either co-host Pat aka
King Atheist, or other special guests, are in the studio, are shown as indicated. Filming dates are in Goethean calendar
years.

#

Title

Atheism Reviews | Intro

Original Filmed Published

[Ѻ]

15 Sep
2014

CoHost[s]/Guest[s]

Draft Notes / Page anchors
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1.

History of atheism | Timeline

[Ѻ]

5 Nov
2014

2.

Why belief in Atomic Theory
leads to Atheism

[Ѻ]

6 Nov
2014

3.

Christian comedian Brad Stine vs
atheists | In God We Trust

[Ѻ]

4.

Allah-based Islam vs Chancebased atheism

King

Atomic theory

12 Nov
King, Lawyer
2014

Material: (Ѻ) | IJ1(1:18) |
Followed by: (Ѻ); MP3 (Ѻ)

13 Feb
[Ѻ]
2014

11
Nov
264
AG

12 Nov King, Baby
2014 Darwin

Material: (Ѻ) (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

11
Nov
264
AG

King, Baby
13 Nov Darwin,
2014 Persian
Princess

Material: (Ѻ) | IJ1(0:46)
"that's just based on
misinformation"; IJ2(1:04):
"they never quote the
primary sources"

19 Nov
2014

YouTube atheism channels

21 Nov
2014

Soulless bag of chemicals

Christian William Craig vs OsirisHorus Jesus connection

[Ѻ]

6.

Top 20 YouTube Atheism
Channels | 2014

[Ѻ]

7.

Gingers DON’T have souls |
Neither do YOU!

[Ѻ]

8.

An Atheist Interviews a Free
Spirit

[Ѻ]

9.

Why Atheism Doesn't Make
Sense!!! What?

[Ѻ]

11.

King

11
Nov
264
AG

5.

10. 10 Biggest Lies

2005

2012

18-19
Nov
264
14 Jan
2010
27
Nov
2014

12 Dec
2014

Bam
King, Big Pun,
Bam, Lawyer,
King Jew

29 Feb
2013

(Ѻ)

[Ѻ]

16 Dec

Atheists Are Under Attack! | Sam
[Ѻ]
Harris vs Reza Aslan (2014)

17 Dec

Semi done: (Ѻ)

24 Dec

Intro done: (Ѻ)

12. Napoleon Laplace Anecdote

[Ѻ]

13.

God or god? | Capitalization
psychology

[Ѻ]

14.

God and the fine tuning constant
[Ѻ]
argument | Robert Rosenkranz

15.

[Ѻ]

16.

[Ѻ]

17.

[Ѻ]

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
(add discussion)
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See also
● Atheism Reviews playlist

Atheism Reviews debates chronology
In debates, Atheism Reviews debates chronology is []

Debates
The following is a work-in-progress chronological listing of atheism-centric relevant debates slated to be reviewed by
Atheism Reviews or already reviewed:
# Year

Mo

2009 Mar,18

Atheist |
Agnostic

Richard
Carrier

Theist

William Craig

Topic

Did Jesus rise of the Dead?

Vid

Aud

(Ѻ)

(Ѻ,Ѻ)

AR:
Date/link

External links
● The Big List O’ Debates (600+) – Blod.AlwaysData.net.

B
In symbols, B is the symbol for

Buzan IQ
In genius studies, a Buzan IQ is an IQ assigned by Englishmen
accelerated learning expert Tony Buzan and grand chess
master and literature scholar Raymond Keene, as found in
their 1994 Book of Genius, in which they attempt to rank the
hundred greatest geniuses of all-time using an eight category,
835-point, scoring methodology, assigning IQs to each genius
along the way.

Methodology
To make their list, Tony Buzan and Raymond Keene scored the
world’s leading minds on an 835-point scale (GS=Genius
Score): dominance in the field (100), active longevity (100),
polymath (100), versatility (100), strength and energy (100),
IQ (100), ongoing influence (100), prolificness and
achievement of prime goal (100), universality of vision (15),
outstanding originality (10), deliberate desire to create
teaching avenues or academies to further the genius’ ideas
(10).

Notes

Englishmen accelerated-learning expert Tony Buzan
(1942-), pictured left, and chess grandmaster and Oxford
literature scholar Raymond Keene (1948-), pictured right.

Of note, in Buzan's list, we removed the great pyramid
builders, ranked number three in Buzan's GS scale listing, as this is not one person—though, to note, Imhotep (26352595BC) may well fill this slot; also there is slight discrepancy between the IQs of the top fourteen geniuses as
assigned in his 1994 book and those assigned as found in his 2005 book Buzan’s Book of Mental World Records. [2]
The values below use the newer estimates.

Top 14 | 2005
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The following is Buzan-Keene top 14 ranked by IQ 2005 version:

List
The following is the listing of 99 geniuses (excluding the Pyramid builders):
Ranked by IQ (1994)

Ranked by GS

1.

Da Vinci (IQ=220)

1.

Da Vinci (GS=822)

2.

Goethe (IQ=215)

2.

Shakespeare (GS=818)

3.

Shakespeare (IQ=210)

2.

Goethe (GS=816)

4.
Einstein (IQ=205)
----------------------------------------5.

Newton (IQ=195)

6.

Edison (IQ=195)

7.
Jefferson (IQ=195)
----------------------------------------8.

Aristotle (IQ=190)

9.

Archimedes (IQ=190)

10.
Brunelleschi (IQ=190)
----------------------------------------11.
12.
13.

4.

Michelangelo (GS=814)

5.

Newton (GS=810)

6.

Jefferson (GS=809)

7.
Alexander the Great
(GS=808)
8.

Phidias (GS=808)

9.

Einstein (GS= 804)

10.

Edison (GS=799)

11.

Homer (GS=797)

12.

Plato (GS=797)

13.

Euclid (GS=795)

14.

Elizabeth I (GS=795)

15.

Archimedes (GS=798)

Copernicus (IQ=185)
Mill (IQ=185)
Franklin (IQ=185)

14.
Eliot (IQ=185)
-----------------------------------------
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15.

Leibnitz (IQ=182)

16.

16.

Euclid (IQ=182)

17.
Brunelleschi (GS=788)
18. Carnegie (GS=785)
19. 1st Ch'in Emperor (GS=783)
20. Sinan (GS=782)

17.
Borges (IQ=182)
-----------------------------------------

21.
18.

Copernicus (GS=780)

Galileo (IQ=180)

19.

Faraday (IQ=180)

20.

Curie (IQ=180)

21.

Aristotle (GS=798)

Hawking (IQ=180)

22.
Plato (IQ=180)
23. Alberti (IQ=180)
24. Bell (IQ=180)
25. Pitt (the Elder) (IQ=180)
26. Bonaparte (IQ=180)
27. Alexander the Great (IQ=180)
28. Khan (IQ=180)
29. Pavlov (IQ=180)
30. Phidias (IQ=180)
31. Dali (IQ=180)
32. Stravnsky (IQ=180)
33. Elizabeth I (IQ=180)
34. Carnegie (IQ=180)
35. Sinan (IQ=180)
36. Duchamp (IQ=180)
----------------------------------------37. Doyle (IQ=182)
38. Tinsley (IQ=182)
-----------------------------------------

22.
Beethoven (GS=779)
23. Picasso (GS=777)
24. Alberti (GS=777)
25. Pavlov (GS=776)
26.
Faraday (GS=776)
27. Stravnsky (GS=770)
28.

Franklin (GS=770)

29.
Darwin (GS=769)
30. Sophocles (784)
31. Ali (GS=763)
32. Vyasa (GS=756)
33. Doyle (GS=755)
34. Bell (GS=754)
35. Dali (GS=752)
36. Aquinas (GS=750)
37. Borges (GS=750)
38. Milton (GS=746)
39. Khan (GS=744)
40. Bach (GS=741)
41. Disney (GS=740)
42. Columbus (GS=739)
43. Ueshiba (GS=739)
44. Graham (GS=739)

39.

Descartes (IQ=175)

45.

40.

Michelangelo (IQ=175)

46.
Leibnitz (GS=737)
47. Cezanne (GS=734)
48. Marconi (GS=733)
49. Wright (GS=732)
50. Stephenson (GS=731)
51. Aeschylus (GS=730)
52. Crick (GS=725)
53. Montessori (GS=723)
54. Wren (GS=723)
55. Heisenberg (GS=722)
56. Socrates (GS=715)
57. Brunel (GS=714)
58. Gates (GS=713)
59. Cesar (GS=713)
60. Bonaparte (GS=712)
61. Lister (GS=710)

41.
Spinoza (IQ=175)
42. Dante (IQ=175)
43. Homer (IQ=175)
44. Picasso (IQ=175)
45. 1st Ch'in Emperor (IQ=175)
46. Averroes (IQ=175)
47. Suli (IQ=175)
48. Erasmus, D. (IQ=175)
----------------------------------------49. Heisenberg (IQ=173)
50.

Gates (IQ=173)

Curie (GS=738)
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51.
Darwin (IQ=173)
52. Crick (IQ=173)
53. Sophocles (IQ=173)
54. Milton (IQ=173)
55. Stephenson (IQ=173)
56. Aeschylus (IQ=173)
57. Euripides (IQ=173)
58. Lao-Tzu (IQ=173)
----------------------------------------59. Cesar (IQ=170)
60. Confucious (IQ=170)
61. Lincoln (IQ=170)
62. Raphael (IQ=170)
----------------------------------------63. Marconi (IQ=165)
64. Wright (IQ=165)
65.

Beethoven (IQ=165)

66.
Machiavelli (IQ=165)
67. Aquinas (IQ=165)
68. Bach (IQ=165)
69. Lister (IQ=165)
70. Wren (IQ=165)
71. Brunel (IQ=165)
72. Sun Tzu (IQ=165)
73. Sappho (IQ=165)
----------------------------------------74.
Socrates (IQ=160)
75. Mozart (IQ=160)
76.
Jung (IQ=160)
77. Suleyman (IQ=160)
78. Gandhi (IQ=160)
----------------------------------------79. Montessori (IQ=157)
80. Vyasa (IQ=156)
81. Hannibal (IQ=155)
82. Alexander, F.M. (IQ=150)
83. Verdi (IQ=150)
84. Dickens (IQ=150)
----------------------------------------85. Cezanne (IQ=149)
86. Graham (IQ=148)
87. Ali (IQ=147)
88. Megellan (IQ=145)
89. Wellesley (IQ=145)
90. Nelson (IQ=145)
91. Titan (IQ=145)
92. Rembrandt (IQ=145)
93. Zizka (IQ=145)
94. Gutenberg (IQ=140)
95. Washington (IQ=140)
96. Columbus (IQ=140)
97. Chaplin (IQ=140)
-----------------------------------------

62.

Jung (GS=708)

63.

Hawking (GS=708)

64.
Galileo (GS=707)
65. Alexander, F.M. (GS=707)
66. Suleyman (GS=706)
67. Pitt (the Elder) (GS=701)
68. Megellan (GS=699)
69. Eliot (GS=699)
70. Duchamp (GS=697)
71. Tinsley (GS=689)
72. Verdi (GS=689)
73. Dickens (GS=688)
74. Confucious (GS=687)
75. Lincoln (GS=683)
76. Chaplin (GS=680)
77. Mozart (GS=676)
78. Nelson (GS=675)
79. Euripides (GS=673)
80. Wellesley (GS=672)
81. Lao-Tzu (GS=671)
82. Averroes (GS=655)
83. Raphael (GS=654)
84. Dante (GS=653)
85. Sun Tzu (GS=652)
86. Gandhi (GS=639)
87. Washington (GS=638)
88. Suli (GS=632)
89.
Mill (GS=620)
90. Titan (GS=611)
91. Descartes (GS=609)
92. Machiavelli (GS=597)
93. Erasmus, D. (GS=569)
94. Rembrandt (GS=549)
95. Zizka (GS=540)
96. Hannibal (GS=536)
97. Gutenberg (GS=529)
98. Sappho (GS=514)
99.

Spinoza (GS=491)
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98. Ueshiba (IQ=131)
99. Disney (IQ=123)

See also
● Cox-Buzan IQ
● Cox IQ

References
1. Buzan, Tony and Keene, Raymond. (1994). Book of Genius. Stanley Paul.
2. Buzan, Tony and Keene, Raymond. (2005). Buzan’s Book of Mental World Records (IQ table: World’s top 14 all-time
highest IQs (180-220), pg. 31). D&B Publishing.

Further reading
● Methodology (Buzan 100 Geniuses) – Braintrust.org.
● Greatest Geniuses of All Time (1-50) – Buzan’s book of Genius.
● Top 10 Geniuses of All Time (1-10) - Buzan's Book Of Genius.
● Top 10 Geniuses of All Time (1-10) - Buzan's Book Of Genius.

C
In symbols, C is the symbol for

Catch up effect
In genius studies, catch up effect refers to
the phenomenon that works produced by
geniuses, in some cases, have such a
significant erudition, acumen, and
foresight—or in some cases impenetrability
(density)—that the immediate intellectual
world (or intelligencia) suffers from a
"peculiar myopia" (Morris Zucker, 1945) or
"mental inertia" (Henry Adams, 1907), the
result of which is that there is a delay or
"adjustment period" (Percy Bridgman,
1919), of several years or decades or some
cases centuries before the world of the
official intellectual elite is able to catch up,
mentally, in conceptual assimilation terms,
and adjustment or reformulation of belief
system, to the work of the said genius.

Jean Sales
(211+ years ahead)

Johann Goethe
(210+ years ahead)

Henry Adams
(134-years ahead)

Three examples of accelerated "active mind" geniuses—namely: Jean Sales,
who was imprisoned for his human molecule based moral philosophy, yet
visited by Voltaire; Goethe, who for 23-years was not "vouchsafed many kind
words" concerning his controversial Elective Affinities; and Henry Adams,
coiner of the mental inertia theory, who was so far ahead of his time, in
Density
to the chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics of human socialThe pinnacle example of a dense work is the respect
history that in 1995 he was still being labeled, in a nearly upside down
1876 appearance American engineer Willard manner, as "more of a crank than a prophet" (John Diggins)—whose minds
Gibbs' science changing On the Equilibrium were so accelerated, as contrasted with immediate intelligencia, that the
of Heterogeneous Substances, which he
educated crowds of the generations to follow, afflicted from a type of myopic
mailed to a significant number (see: Gibbs
mental inertia, were forced to vicariously play a game of “catch up” to their
mailing list) of the of the leading scientists of work.

the world, of which, as the story goes, only
one person (James Maxwell) in the world could understand what he had did; the following are few example quotes:
“Only one man lived who could understand Gibbs' papers. That was Maxwell, and now he is dead.”
— Connecticut Academy member (1879), circa Nov, said in meeting
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“It was a number of years before its value was generally known; this delay was due largely to the fact that its
mathematical form and rigorous deductive processes make it difficulty reading for anyone, and especially so for
students of experimental chemistry whom it concerns most.”
— Henry Bumstead (1903), “Josiah Willard Gibbs”, American Journal of Science

It would not be until the arrival of Gilbert Lewis (1923), some 47-years later that Gibbs methods would be distilled
and deciphered down into a usable form that typical physical chemists, lacking in the necessary mathematical
background, could understand. It might well be said, moreover, that the world still has not yet caught up to Willard
Gibbs, his work being like a giant wave that people are still riding, barely cling on to, many falling off.

Discussion
Some of this "catch up effect" phenomenon might have something to do with the fact that the so-called "active
mind", as Henry Adams (1907), in the third person, described himself, differs in some way from the so-called "walking
encyclopedia" mentality—as Daniel Dennett (2001) described the typical valedictorian—of the typical intelligencia (or
elite intelligence) of the world, the result of which being that he active mind may spend more time focusing on
adjustment and correction of belief system to be in alignment with the the findings of modern knowledge, whereas
the walking encyclopedia type mentality may spend more time focusing on retention of knowledge, rather than on
questioning of knowledge:

The result of which being that the walker, with their fixed belief system, will have a certain slow going crowd-like
reactive "inertia" to sensory input, yielding a certain common or average trajectory, whereas the runner, focused on
adjustment to belief system, will have a more accelerated momentum, often times with a trajectory not in alignment
with the typical intelligentsia.

Gauge
The following 1945 statement by American physical historian Morris Zucker, indicating that it took the world 15-years
to catch up to work of German history philosopher Oswald Spengler (IQ=), particularly the ideas found in his twovolume 1918/1922 The Decline of the West, and that it took 50-years to catch up to the work of Karl Marx (IQ=),
particularly his 1867 three volume Capital: a Critique of Political Economy:
“Over thirty-seven years ago, Seligman first published his Economic Interpretation of History. It has gone through
several printings, editions and translations. In itself that work is a living example of the peculiar myopia which afflicts
the intellectual world. Sometimes it takes ten or fifteen years for that world to catch up with a Spengler. Kyserling
was more transparent. Seligman himself in 1902 commented upon the fact that fifty years after Marxism had made
its first appearance and had stirred to the depths economic, social and philosophical thought among European
scholars, here in America Marx was scarcely known outside of a few obscure immigrants socialists.”
would seem to indicate that an "IQ" vs "time to catch up" correlation table could be constructed via crude
extrapolation of Zucker's two datum point (15-years Spengler; 50-years Marx) if reliable IQ estimates can be
obtained.

Overview
American two cultures genius Henry Adams, who was some 134-years ahead of his time in thinking, e.g. with with his
view that: “social chemistry, the mutual attraction of equivalent human molecules, is a science yet to be created”
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(human chemistry was established as a science in 2007)—himself having to self-educate on his own beyond his
Harvard education, which he considered to be a completed waste, that by 1907 he concluded that the highly “active
mind” tends to be surrounded by less active minds moving with a type of “intellectual inertia”, inertia defined as the
resistance of any physical object to any change in its motion (including a change in direction):
“The object of education should be the teaching [of] how to react with vigor and economy. No doubt the world at
large will always lag so far behind the active mind as to make a soft cushion of inertia to drop upon; but education
should try to lessen the obstacles, diminish the friction, invigorate the energy, and should train minds to react, not at
haphazard, but by choice, on the lines of force that attract their world.”
— Henry Adams (1907), The Education of Henry Adams

The following are equivalent mental inertia quotes:
“When a true genius appears in this world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him.”
— Jonathan Swift (c.1730), a Terrence Tao (IQ=180±) favorite quote [2]

“It is difficult to overestimate the value of Goethe’s work to humanity. The bequest which he left to the world in his
writings, and in the whole intellectual result of his life, is not as yet appreciated at its full worth; because,
intellectually, the world has not yet caught up to him. His influence today asserts itself in a hundred minute ways—
even where no one suspects it. The century has received the stamp and impress of his mighty personality. The
intellectual currents of the age, swelled and amplified by later tributaries, flow today in the directions which Goethe
indicated.”
— Hjalmar Boyesen (1885), The Life of Goethe

“I must say, I started watching your videos over a year ago, and have re-watched many. And they still fascinate me.
I’m only 17 and I’m seriously considering doing a degree in chemistry after watching your videos. The only downside
is not many people I know can have a conversation about the things you’re talking about. You were right your videos
are decades if not a century in front of its time.”
— Benjamin Cresdee (2011), comment on Human Chemistry 101 YouTube channel

“Sadly logic barely has any significance amongst a swarm of imbeciles. Some people are doomed to feel like an alien.”
— Torandrius (2011), commentary on Libb Thims' HumanChemistry101 YouTube channel (Ѻ)

In other words, active mind genius often suffers from what is called the "catch up effect", namely, a multi-century
delay in respect to the ability of culture to digest what a " lightening bolt genius" (person, date) or "hammered
genius" (William James, 1880) produces. While some of this “mental inertia” issue, that active geniuses have to face,
can be attributed to the so-called Semmelweis reflex—the reflex-like tendency to reject new evidence or new
knowledge because it contradicts established norms, beliefs, or paradigms—other aspects of it would seem to have
to do something with the time it takes to rewire the cultural brain to the new truths perceived by the active mind,
who may well be accelerated in thinking by some 1,000 books (e.g. Thomas Young) to 5,000 books (e.g. Goethe) in
reading and digestion level, whereas for the cultural brain it may be delayed by multiple generations in respect to the
same level of learning about nature and the universe. American physicist Percy Bridgman, in 1919, summarized this
intellectual adjustment delay issue as follows:
“The first business of a man of science is to proclaim the truth as he finds it; and let the world adjust itself as best it
can to the new knowledge.”
This "world adjustment", for some truth seekers, e.g. Benedict Spinoza, will only accrue posthumously.

See also
● Semmelweis eﬀect (Ѻ)

Reference
1. (a) Zucker, Morris. (1945). The Philosophy of American History: The Historical Field Theory (pg. 300). Arnold-Howard
Publishing Co.
(b) Seligman, Edwin. (1902). Economic Interpretation of History (pg. 25). Columbia University Press.
2. Terrence Tao (favorite quotes) – Math.UCLA.edu.

Cattell 1000
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In genius studies, the Cattell 1000 is a list of thousand most eminent
individuals of history, made in 1894 by psychologist, Science editor,
and Popular Science Monthly founding editor James Cattell (18601944), based on the degree of overlapping appearance and length of
coverage in six biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias. [1]

Cox geniuses
In 1924, American psychologist Catherine Cox, and her team of
psychologists at Stanford University, started with Cattell 1000, and
took those who were of adulthood age between the years 1450 and
1850, and ranked them by IQ, arriving at a listing of the top 301
greatest geniuses (see: Cox IQ) existive during this period of history.

Methodology
The methodology used by Cattell is best described in his own words:
American science magazine editor and America's
first psychologist James Cattell, maker of the
“The method I followed to discover the 1,000 men who are
Cattell 1000, an 1894 listing of the top thousand
preeminent was this: I took six biographical dictionaries or
encyclopedias (Lippincott’s Biographical Dictionary, The Encyclopedia preeminent people of history. [1]
Britannica, Rose’s Biographical Dictionary, Le Dictionnaire de Biographie Generale, Beaugean’s Dictionnaire
Biographique, and Brockhaus’ Conversations lexicon)—two English, two French, one German, and one American and
found the two thousand men (approximately) in each who were allowed the longest articles. In this way some 6,000
men were found. I then selected the men who appeared in the lists of at least three of the dictionaries, and from
these (some 1,600) selected the thousand who were allowed the greatest average space, the value of the separate
dictionaries being reduced to a common standard. Thus was obtained not only the thousand men esteemed the most
eminent, but also the order in which they stand.”

A fairly interesting and discerning procedure, to say the least.

List
The following are the results of Cattell’s study, showing the top 1000 men of history, ranked by degree of eminence:
1-100

1. Napoleon
Bonaparte
2. William
Shakespeare
3. Mohammed
4. Voltaire
5. Francis Bacon
6. Aristotle
7. Johann Goethe
8. Julius Caesar
9. Martin Luther
10. Plato
11. Napoleon III
12. Burke
13. Homer
14. Isaac Newton
15. Cicero
16. John Milton
17. Alexander the
Great
18. Pitt
19. George
Washington
20. Augustus
21. Wellington
22. Raphael
23. Rene Descartes

101-200

101. Talleyrand
102. Fenelon
103. Carlyle
104. Pius IX
105. Pitt
106. More
107. Hannibal
108. Benedict Spinoza
109. Chateaubriand
110. Abelard
111. Grant
112. Charles I
(England)
113. Charles Darwin
114. Mazarin
115. Bolingbroke
116. Elizabeth
(England)
117. Ovid
118. Joan d’Arc
119. Livy
120. Corneille

201-300

201. Herodotus
202. Hadrian
203. Humphry Davy
204. Frederick II
(Germany)
205. Catherine II
206. Conde
207. B. Jonson
208. Antony
209. Lucretius
210. Pompey
211. James II
(England)
212. Canning
213. Strafford
214. Mencius
215. La Feyette
216. Alexander
Hamilton
217. Alfred the Great
218. Pierre Gassendi
219. Cortez
220. Ludwig
Beethoven

121. Rabelais
122. Huss
123. a’ Becket
221. L. Bonaparte
124. Jean d’ Alembert 222. Sevigne
223. Xenophon
125. Grotius

301-400

301. St. Basil
302. William of
Orange
303. Longfellow
304. Philip IV
305. Sully
306. Christiaan
Huygens
307. Louis VI
308. Charles
Montesquieu
309. Eugene
310. Charles II
(England)
311. Bernadotte
312. A. Severus
313. Klopstock
314. Innocent III
315. Zoroaster
316. Attila
317. G. Monk
318. Adam Smith
319. Ney
320. Victor
Emmanuel
321. Prescott
322. Pindar

401-500
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24. Christopher
Columbus
25. Confucius
26. Penn
27. Scott
28. Michelangelo
29. Socrates
30. Byron
31. Cromwell
32. Gautama
33. Immanuel Kant
34. Gottfried Leibniz
35. John Locke
36. Demosthenes
37. Mary Stuart
38. Calvin
39. Moliere
40. Abraham Lincoln
41. Louis Philippe
42. Dante
43. Rousseau
44. Nero
45. Benjamin Franklin
46. Galileo Galilei
47. Johnson
48. Robespierre
49. Frederick the
Great
50. Marcus Aurelius
51. Hegel
52. Petrarch
53. Horace
54. Charles V.
(Germany)
55. Mirabeau
56. Erasmus
57. Virgil
58. Hume
59. Guizot
60. Gibbon

126. Peter I
127. Polo
128. Carl Linnaeus
129. Raleigh [John
Strutt]
130. Palmerston
131. Lamartine
132. Jos. Bonaparte
133. Tennyson
134. Plutarch
135. Charlemagne
136. Aristophanes
137. Philipp
Melanchthon
138. St. Ambrose
139. Richelieu
140. James I.
141. Hunter
142. Hugo
143. Disraeli
144. Dryden
145. Origen
146. Titian
147. Boccaccio
148. Alberoni
149. Lessing
150. Fichte
151. Condillac
152. Dickens
153. Wallenstein
154. Friedrich
Schelling
155. Durer
156. Charles VII
157. Kepler
158. Trajan
159. Knox
160. Constantine

224. Wycliffe
225. Alfieri
226. Charles X
(France)
227. William Harvey
228. Marius
229. Juvenal
230. Firdousee

323. Beranger
324. Gregory VII
325. Beaumarchais
326. Rossini
327. Jeremy Bentham
328. Drake
329. Moreau
330. Michael Faraday

231. Johannes
Gutenberg
232. Lope de Vega
Carpio
233. Pierre Laplace
234. Garibaldi
235. Necker
236. Froissart
237. Arius
238. Aeschylus
239. Etienne
240. Epicurus

331. Boetius
332. T. Moore
333. S. Clarke
334. Channing
335. Alexander II
(Russia)
336. Maria Theresa
337. Wagner
338. Joseph Priestley
339. Josephine
340. Thackeray

241. Mithradates
242. Isocrates
243. Jerome
244. Andrew Jackson
245. Canova
246. Atterbury
247. Bulwer
248. Joseph GayLussac
249. Wilhelm I.
(Prussia)
250. Barthold
Niebuhr

251. Fielding
252. George IV
253. Albrecht Haller
254. Friedrich
Schleiermacher
255. James Watt
161. Jean La Fontaine 256. St. Bernard
162. Van Dyck
257. William III
163. Cervantes
61. Blaise Pascal
258. Joinville
164. Germaine Stael 259. Arago
62. Bossuet
260. Fouche
63. Thomas Hobbes
165. Hippocrates
64. Swift
166. Louis XVIII
261. Handel
65. Thiers
167. Clive
262. Herbert Spencer
66. Louis XIV
168. Rembrandt
67. Wordsworth
169. Denis Diderot
263. Joseph Lagrange
68. Louis XVI
170. Chaucer
264. Johann Herder
69. Nelson
265. Velasquez
70. Henry VIII
266. Robert Bunsen
171. Michel
Montaigne
267. Alcibiades
71. Addison
278. De Foe
172. Napier
72. Thucydides
279. Hastings
173. Sand
73. Fox
280. Colbert
174. Marmont
74. Racine
175. Tiberiius
75. Friedrich Schiller 176. Peel
281. Metternich
76. Henry IV (France) 177. Francis I (France) 282. Richard I.
283. Tertullian
77. William Herschel 178. Nicholas I

341. Nicolaus
Copernicus
342. Blucher
343. Soult
344. Maximilian
345. Carnot
346. Philo
347. Averroes
348. Calderon
349. Bolivar
350. Sulla
351 Ali-weli-zade
352. Le Sage
353. Heinrich Heine
354. Robert Boyle
355. Loyola
356. Marie
Antoinette
357. Wesley
358. Poussin
359. Winckelmann
360. Turenne
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179. William I
78. Tasso
79. Thomas Jefferson 180. John Mill
80. Ptolemy Claudius
181. Sophocles
81. Augustine
182. John Adams
82. Pope
183. Webster
83. Machiavelli
184. Athanasius
84. Emanuel
185. Bentely
186. Savonarola
Swedenborg
187. Marlborough
85. Philip II
86. Leonardo da Vinci 188. J. Cook
189. Seneca
87. George III
190. Zwingle
88. Julian
89. Pythagoras
191. Cavour
90. Macaulay
192. Buffon
91. Rubens
193. Goldsmith
92. Burns
194. Brougham
93. Mosart
195. Alexander VI
94. Humboldt
196. Gerson
95. Auguste Comte
197. Alexander I
(Russia)
96. Cousin
198. Louis XV
97. Cuvier
199. Roger Bacon
98. Justinian
99. Euripides
200. Pericles
100. Camoens

501-600

601-700

284. Lamennais
285. Leo X
286. Cobde
287. Gustavus
Adolphus
288. Christoph
Wieland
289. George Berkeley
290. Law
281. Maintenon
282. Cranmber
283. Samuel
Coleridge
284. Chrysostom
285. Beza
286. Murat
287. Mazzini
288. Marquis de
Condorcet
289. Polybius
290. Ariosto
291. Chatterton
292. Phiny (Elder)
293. Turgot
294. Tacitus
295. Nicolas
Malebranche
296. John of England
297. Danton
298. Chalmer
299. Germanicus
300. Haydn
701-800

801-900

901-1000
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In intellectual categorizations, a certified genius is someone with an historicallycertified 140+ range IQ. In terms of what constitutes "certification", the issue is
a bit murky, in the general sense of the term; as it is relatively easy for someone
Genius icon: used various eoht tables
to go online, find the appropriate IQ test, and become a certified genius in a
to signify that the person is known be
matter of a few hours (e.g. Mensa-certified, Mega-test certified, etc.). This,
a 200-range IQ certified genius.
however, is not what is meant in the original Lewis Terman 1910s IQ-defined
genius level (140+). The only true means of asserting genius certification is by
peer-certification, namely when one well-known genius specifically labels another as a genius. The original
psychology-based genius certifications were done in the 1920s by American psychologist Catherine Cox and here
team of psychologists at Stanford University who ranked the 300 greatest genius who lived between 1450 and 1850.
The second study on greatest geniuses of all-time was the 1994 ranking done by English accelerated learning expert
Tony Buzan who ranked the 100 greatest geniuses of all time. The cream-of-the-crop of these geniuses, namely those
with assigned IQs at or above the 200-range, from each respective study, are shown below, and can each be said to
be "certified geniuses" in the true sense of the word:
Cox's 200-range Geniuses (1926) of 300-geniuses

Buzan's 200-range Geniuses (1994) of 100-geniuses

1.
Goethe
(IQ=210)

1.
Da Vinci
(IQ=220)

2.
Leibnitz (IQ=205)

2.
Goethe
(IQ=215)

3.
Grotius
(IQ=200)

3.
Shakespeare
(IQ=210)

4.
Wolsey
(IQ=200)

4.
Einstein
(IQ=205)

See also
● IQ: 200+
● IQ: 225+
● Cox-Buzan IQ
● IQ: 200 (±) candidates
● IQ: 200+ (references)

Chemical Affinity in 1806
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In famous publications, Chemical Affinity
in 1806 is a two-page subsection
discussion on the human chemical
thermodynamics of German polymath
Johann Goethe’s 1809 novella Elective
Affinities, found in chapter two
“Thermodynamics and Chemical
Reactions” of the 2004 book
Heterogeneous Kinetics, by Japanese
chemical engineer Tominaga Keii, in
which Keii gives his opinion that
Goethe’s treatise “did not add any
scientific knowledge.” The section, which
is shown below, seems to focus on the
famous chapter four of Goethe's work,
from which it quotes from at the end of
the discussion: [1]

Discussion
(add)

Compare
See main: Gibbs and Goethe

The two only other people to have,
independently, made connections
between Gibbs and Goethe, being:
American science historian and Gibbs
science biographer Fielding Garrison
(1910), who commented the following:
[2]
“Suppose chemical substances to be
represented by a number of men and
women of varying degrees of strength of
character and "attractiveness," and
suppose the marital combinations or
what Goethe called the "elective
affinities" between these men and
women to be determined by certain
mysterious "laws."
If a man strong in character should mate
with a woman, weaker but otherwise
"attractive," or vice versa, one set of
observers might affirm that the union
was due to the man's superior
potentiality or masculinity, others might
maintain that the real strength in the
combination or "affinity" lay in the
woman's "attractiveness "; or vice versa.
Curiously enough, these
anthropomorphisms, which seem so
plausible and fascinating in Goethe's
novel, are daily and hourly employed to
explain the facts of chemical
combination.”
and American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims, who after discovering
Goethe in 2006 spent the following 18months and 14-days writing out the
world's first textbook on human
chemistry. [3]
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Works cited
The footnotes include references to the chemical affinity / chemical free energy works of Theophile De Donder
(1922), Jacob Berzelius (?), Jacobus van’t Hoff, Willard Gibbs (1876), Torbern Bergman (1775), and C.M. Guldbergh
and P. Waage (1864):
[14] Goethe, Johann. (1972). Elective Affinities. Insel Taschenbuch 1. Insel Verlag. Frankfurt am Main.
[15] Bergelins, J.J. (2000). Oxford Dictionary of Chemistry (pg. 68). Oxford University Press.
[16] Van’t Hoff, J.H. (1884). Etudes de Dynamique Chemique. Amsterdam: Frederick Muller & Co.
[17] Gibbs, J.W. (1961). The Scientific Papers of J. W. Gibbs. Dover.
[18] Goethe, J.W. (1971). Elective Affinities, trans. R.J. Hollingdale. Penguin Classics.
[19] Bergman, T.O. (1775). De Attractionibus Electivis, Upsala.
[20] ref. 18, Introduction to Hollingdale.
[21] ref. 18, pgs. 50-54.
● (a) De Donder, Theophile. (1922). “ar cle”, Bull. Ac. Roy. De Belgique, Cl. des Sc. 5 serie, 8, 197.
(b) De Donder, Theophile. (1925). “article”, Comp. Rend. Acad. Sci. 180, 1334.
(c) De Donder, Theophile. (1936). Thermodynamic Theory of Affinity. Sanford Univ. Press, London.
● (a) Guldbergh and Waage (1867), are cited as the ﬁrst to have arrived at the law of mass ac on.
(b) Quote: the most important issue of Guldberg and Waage seems to be that in an equilibrium system respective of
processes balancing each other take place by a “chemical force” (chemical affinity) which is expressed in terms of
“active masses” of chemical species.
(c) C.M. Guldbergh, P. Waage. (1879). “article”, J. Prakt. Chem. 19, 69.

Note
The date of this chapter subsection seems to be a error, as Goethe did not even mention his soon-to-be scientific
novella on human elective affinities until 1808. Hence, the date of 1806 by Keii seems to be a typo?

References
1. Keii, Tominaga. (2004). Heterogeneous Kinetics: Theory of Ziegler-Natta-Kaminsky (ch. 2: Thermodynamics of
Chemical Reactions, pgs. 11-20; section: Chemical Affinity in 1806, pgs. 16-17). Springer.
2. Garrison, Fielding H. (1910). “A Note on Traube’s Theory of Osmosis and ‘Attraction-Pressure’” (elective affinities,
pg. 285) Science, 32: 281-86.
3. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

Child prodigy
In genius studies, child prodigy, of which
there are two types: innate prodigy as
contrasted with a forced prodigy, is a
highly talented child or youth greatly
accelerated intellectually and more
prodigious as compared to others of a
similar age.
“For every child prodigy that you know
about, at least 50 potential ones have
burned out before you even heard about
them.”
— Itzhak Perlman (c.1990), IsraeliAmerican violinist
The discussion here of "burning out" here
needs further discussion, as this is a
thermal word, in need of dissection.

Goethe

Sidis

(innate prodigy)

(forced prodigy)

Left: a photo and caption of German thinker Johann Goethe (age 15), from the
1927 Journal of Heredity article “The Child Hood of Genius”, by scientist Paul
Papenoe. [1] Right: a 1987 article, by Cathie Spense, on American reserve
energy theory forced-genius prodigy William Sidis, America's so-called
"greatest" child prodigy.

Overview
(add discussion)

Hmolpedia prodigies
The following, among the 1,000+ Hmolpedia biographies, are noted child prodigies, listed chronologically by date of
reaction start (inception):
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Hmolpedia
Prodigy

IQ

Factoids

1.

Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

IQ=230
IQ=225+
cited

At 6½ was arranging and conducting plays on the miniature puppet
theater stage, and had learned of Faust; at age 7, to sugar the pill of
grammar, he invented a novel in which the members of a family in
various parts of the world wrote letters to each other in six different
languages and styles; at age 9, built his own alter to nature out of his
father’s natural history collection, surmounting it with a candle, which
he lit when making his devotions; at age 15, completes his first
landscape drawings of the Frankfurt area; studies the works of Plato,
Aristotle, Plotin, and the Stoics; age 16, enters the University of Leipzig:
starts to read law; further lessons on drawing with Adam Oeser; age 17
first reading of Shakespeare; age 18, began his studies in chemistry,
particularly the work of Paracelsus and Susanne Klettenberg; and was
conducting chemical experiments in his attic using a draught furnace
(heat), so to reveal the "principle [secret principle] that permeates the
whole universe."

2.

Carl Gauss
(1777-1855)

IQ=195

At age 3, corrected an error in his father's calculations of wages to be
paid to his fellow workers; claimed to have learned to calculate before
he could talk.

3.

William Thomson
(1824-1907)

IQ=185

Entered Glasgow University at age 10.

4.

William Sidis
(1898-1944)

IQ=185
IQ=225+
cited

Known as "America's greatest child prodigy"; BS mathematics at
Harvard at age 16; thermodynamic theory of everything at age 18.

IQ=190

Able to divide eight digit numbers in his head, exchange jokes in
classical Greek, and to memorize the names, numbers, and addresses in
phone books (displayed as a game to guests), all by the age of six; his
early mathematical ability is said to have been a product of his intrigue
of his grandfather’s ability to rapidly perform complex mathematical
calculations.

IQ=160

A precocious child, cited with an IQ of 170 at age 9; at age 15, after
finishing high school, he entered the University of Minnesota at age to
study biochemistry, interested in science as a goal in itself, rather than a
way to establish a career.

IQ=140185?±

Performing with the New York City Opera Children’s Chorus at age 11;
winning a number of state and national awards in mathematics,
language, and computer science, and gifted talent searches by age 15;
graduated first out of 225 students in high school, and at age 22
graduated first out of about 550 students of the MIT school of
engineering, simultaneously completing three undergraduate degrees:
SB in physics, SB in electrical science and engineering, and SB in
mathematics.

IQ=190
IQ=225+
cited

was noticed to have an accelerated mind at an early age. At age 3, he
entertained himself, at the grocery story, by calculating the total bill of
items in his parent's shopping cart, item-by-item, by weight, quantity,
discounts, and sales tax. He was also reading the Dr. Seuss series to
himself, able to recite the alphabet backwards, and had coded the
alphabet sequence numerically, e.g. that the letter ‘O’ was 15th in the
sequence. In 1st grade, he was doing algebra. By age 12, he was talking
college-level courses in physics and multivariable calculus. At age 13,
gained fame by winning gold medal at the 1996 International Physics
Olympiad (IPhO), an international competition among the world’s
smartest math and science students (up to age 19), becoming the

5.

John Neumann
(1903-1957)

6.

Dean Wooldridge
(1913-2006)

Robert Pirsig
7.
(1928-)

8.

9.

Alexander Wissner-Gross
(c.1981-)

Christopher Hirata
(1982-)
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youngest medalist ever. At age 14, Hirata entered the California
Institute of Technology (Caltech) and two years later began working
with NASA on a project exploring the possibility of colonizing Mars. At
age 18, completed his BS in mathematics at the Caltech, with a 4.2 GPA,
and PhD in astrophysics in 2005 at Princeton,

Prodigy pressure
Some prodigies not only burn out, as Itzhak Perlman (c.1990) points out, but crack under pressure and commit
suicide. A noted example, is American prodigy Brandenn Bremmer (1991-2005), shown below left, in 2001, at age 10,
next to the stack of books he had absorbed to finish high school prior to entering college that year, who shot himself
in the head four years later (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ):

Another example is Chris (or Justin) Chapman (1996-) who in 2002, at age 6, was purported, by his mother Elizabeth
Chapman, via underlying motive fabrication, to have an IQ of 298, and was removed by child services after he
attempted suicide a year latter.

References
1. Popenoe, Paul. (1927). “The Childhood of a Genius: A Review” (extract), Journal of Heredity. 18(4): 145-51.

External links
● List of child prodigies – Wikipedia.

Cox IQ
In IQs, a Cox IQ is one of the 301 IQs
assigned by American psychologist
Catherine Cox of the three-hundred
greatest geniuses that lived between 1450
and 1850, as published in her famous 1926
book Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred
Geniuses. [1] This was the first attempt at
assigning geniuses IQs, generally based on
the methodology Cox's PhD advisor Lewis
Terman, inventor of the modern IQ scale,
used in assigning Francis Galton with an IQ
of 200.

Cattell 1000
See main: Cattell 1000

In 1894, American psychologist, Science
editor, and Popular Science Monthly
founding editor James Cattell, starting with A 1994 summary of Cox’s IQs by Dean Simonton. [2]
several standard reference works, compiled
a list of the 1,000 most eminent creators and leaders in Western civilization, ranked according to amount of space
they received, the results of which he summarized in his lecture “A Statistical Study of Eminent Men”. [3] Started with
Cattell’s list, Cox selected the best of the best, in terms of criterion such as those who achieved eminence own their
own (as contrasted with throne inheritance based eminence), highest eminence rankings, etc., and also those who
were of adulthood age from 1450 to 1850. [2]
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Ranking methodology
To make this list, a team led by Cox, Lewis Terman, the co-inventor of the IQ test, and psychologists Florence
Goodenaugh and Kate Gordon gave an historically determined IQ ranked listing of the top 300 geniuses who lived
between 1450 and 1850, by reading through 1,500 biographies and to each genius independently assign an estimated
intelligence quotient, based on The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale, based on each individual’s
life accomplishments and childhood abilities.

List | 1-100
The following is the listing of Cox's IQs:
1-100

101-200

101. Reuchlin (IQ=170)
102. Robespierre (IQ=170)
1.

Goethe (IQ=210)

4.
Wolsey (IQ=200)
-----------------------------------------

103.
Smith, A. (IQ=170)
104. Strauss (IQ=170)
105. Tennyson (IQ=170)
106. Turgot (IQ=170)
107. Velasquez (IQ=170)
108. Vergniaud (IQ=170)
109. Wagner (IQ=170)
110. Wieland (IQ=170)
-----------------------------------------

5.

Pascal (IQ=195)

111.

Boerhaave (IQ=165)

6.
Sarpi (IQ=195)
-----------------------------------------

112.

Darwin (IQ=165)

7.

Newton (IQ=190)

113.

Watt (IQ=165)

8.

Laplace (IQ=190)

114.

Diderot (IQ=165)

9.

Voltaire (IQ=190)

115.

Beethoven (IQ=165)

2.

Leibnitz (IQ=205)

3.

Grotius (IQ=200)

10.

Schelling (IQ=190)

11.

Arnauld (IQ=190)

12.

Berkeley (IQ=190)

13.

Haller (IQ=190)

14.

Melanchthon (IQ=190)

15.
Pitt (the Younger) (IQ=190)
----------------------------------------16.

Galileo (IQ=185)

17.

Lagrange (IQ=185)

116.
Bach (IQ=165)
117. Addison (IQ=165)
118. Bayle (IQ=165)
119. Beaumarchais (IQ=165)
120. Beza (IQ=165)
121. Bronte, C. (IQ=165)
122. Burnet (IQ=165)
123. Canning (IQ=165)
124. DeFoe (IQ=165)
125. Disraeli (IQ=165)
126. Fielding (IQ=165)
127. Fouche (IQ=165)
128. Guicciardini (IQ=165)
129. Guizot (IQ=165)
130. Guizot (IQ=165)
131. Hastings (IQ=165)
132.
Hegel (IQ=165)
133. Heine (IQ=165)
134. Herder (IQ=165)
135.

Herschel, W. (IQ=165)

201-301

201. Schleiermacher (IQ=160)
202. Sevigne (IQ=160)
203. Sumner, C. (IQ=160)
204. Thiers (IQ=160)
205. Wesley (IQ=160)
----------------------------------------206. Adams, J. (IQ=155)
207. Ait Weil Zade (IQ=155)
208. Balzac (IQ=155)
209. Baxter (IQ=155)
210. Beranger (IQ=155)
Bulwer (IQ=155)
Cervantes (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Younter) (IQ=155)
Cervantes (IQ=155)
Cobden (IQ=155)
Danton (IQ=155)
Durer (IQ=155)
Emerson (IQ=155)
Fox, G. J. (IQ=155)
Fox, George (IQ=155)
Fulton, R. (IQ=155)
Gambetta, L.M. (IQ=155)
Hamilton, A. (IQ=155)
Hawthorne, N. (IQ=155)
La Fontaine (IQ=155)
Maintenon (IQ=155)
Miller, Hugh (IQ=155)
More (IQ=155)
Necker (IQ=155)
O’Connell (IQ=155)
Palestrina (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Elder) (IQ=155)
Prescott (IQ=155)
Rembrandt (IQ=155)
Savonarola (IQ=155)
Seward (IQ=155)
Swift (IQ=155)
Temple, W. (IQ=155)
Van Dyck (IQ=155)
Walpole (IQ=155)
Warburton (IQ=155)
Wilberforce (IQ=155)
Blake, H. (IQ=155)
-------------------------Bright (IQ=150)
Burns (IQ=150)
Cobbett (IQ=150)
Franklin (IQ=150)
Lincoln (IQ=150)
Marmont (IQ=150)
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18.

Davy (IQ=185)

19.

D'Alembert (IQ=185)

18.
Comte (IQ=185)
17. Campanella (IQ=185)
21.
Gassendi (IQ=185)
22. Humboldt, the Younger (IQ=185)
24. Leopardi (IQ=185)
25. Mirabeau (IQ=185)
26. Niebuhr (IQ=185)
----------------------------------------27.

Da Vinci (IQ=180)

29.

Descartes (IQ=180)

30.

Bacon (IQ=180)

30.

Michelangelo (IQ=180)

31.
Mill (IQ=180)
32. Byron (IQ=180)
33. Arago (IQ=180)
34. Bailly (IQ=180)
35. Bentham (IQ=180)
36. Bossuet (IQ=180)
37. Brougham (IQ=180)
38. Chattterton (IQ=180)
39. Condorcet (IQ=180)
40. Dickens (IQ=180)
41. Erasmus (IQ=180)
42. Fenelon (IQ=180)
43. Gibbon (IQ=180)
44. Hugo (IQ=180)
45.
Liebig (IQ=180)
46. Malebranche (IQ=180)
47. Milton (IQ=180)
48. Musset (IQ=180)
49. Oersted (IQ=180)
50. Peel (IQ=180)
51. Pope (IQ=180)
52. Scalinger (IQ=180)
53. Stael (IQ=180)
54. Tasso (IQ=180)
----------------------------------------55.
Huygens (IQ=175)
56. Kepler (IQ=175)
● Kant (IQ=175)

136.
Hobbes (IQ=165)
137. Holberg, L. von (IQ=165)
138. Jenner (IQ=165)
139. Johnson (IQ=165)
140. Law (IQ=165)
141.
Linnaeus (IQ=165)
142. Locke (IQ=165)
143. Mazzini (IQ=165)
144. Mendelssohn (IQ=165)
145. Montaigne (IQ=165)
146.
Mozart (IQ=165)
147. Newman, J.H. (IQ=165)
148.

Priestley (IQ=165)

149.
Raleigh (IQ=165)
150. Robertson (IQ=165)
151. Sainte-Beuve (IQ=165)
152.
Schiller (IQ=165)
153. Scott (IQ=165)
154. Shaftesbury (IQ=165)
155. Sheridan, R.B. (IQ=165)
156. St. Simon (IQ=165)
157. Swedenborg (IQ=165)
158. Tieck (IQ=165)
159. Weber (IQ=165)
160. Webster (IQ=165)
161. Winckelmann (IQ=165)
162. Wordsworth (IQ=165)
163. Zwingli (IQ=165)
----------------------------------------164. Alfieri (IQ=160)
165. Andrewes (IQ=160)
166.

Berzelius (IQ=160)

167.
Boyle (IQ=160)
168. Bunyan (IQ=160)
169. Canova (IQ=160)
170. Channing (IQ=160)
171. Chateaubriand (IQ=160)
172. Chesterfield (IQ=160)
173. Claredon (IQ=160)
174. Clarke, S. (IQ=160)
175.
Copernicus (IQ=160)
176. Corneille (IQ=160)
177. Cowper (IQ=160)
178. Dryden (IQ=160)
179. Dupin (IQ=160)
180. Eliot, G. (IQ=160)
181. Etienne (IQ=160)
182. Franklin, B. (IQ=160)

Moore (IQ=150)
Murillo (IQ=150)
Nelson (IQ=150)
Rousseau (IQ=150)
Soult (IQ=150)
Thackeray (IQ=150)
Wilkes (IQ=150)
--------------Alberoni (IQ=145)
Anderson, H. C. (IQ=145)
Blucher (IQ=145)
Garrison, W.L. (IQ=145)
Gluck (IQ=145)
Hogarth (IQ=145)
Jackson, A. (IQ=145)
Marlborough (IQ=145)
Meheme Ali (IQ=145)
Moreau (IQ=145)
Napoleon (IQ=145)
Poussin (IQ=145)
Reynolds (IQ=145)
Rossini (IQ=145)
Sherman (IQ=145)
---------------------Bernadotte (IQ=140)
Clive (IQ=140)
Cortez (IQ=140)
Garibaldi (IQ=140)
Lee, R.E. (IQ=140)
Monk (IQ=140)
Vauban (IQ=140)
Washington (IQ=140)
+ 11 more below 140
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57.

Hmolpedia

Spinoza (IQ=175)

58.
Gay-Lussac (IQ=175)
59. Humboldt, W. (IQ=175)
60. Bunsen (IQ=175)
61. Spenser (IQ=175)
62. Adams, J. Q. (IQ=175)
63. Agassiz (IQ=175)
64. Bichat (IQ=175)
65. Buggon (IQ=175)
66. Calvin (IQ=175)
67. Cardan (IQ=175)
68. Coleridge (IQ=175)
69. Cuvier (IQ=175)
70. Jonson, B. (IQ=175)
71. Lamennais (IQ=175)
72. Macaulay (IQ=175)
73. Southey, R. (IQ=175)
74. Thou (IQ=175)
75. Vega, de (IQ=175)
76. Wolf, F.A. (IQ=175)
----------------------------------------77.

Lavoisier (IQ=170)

78.

Faraday (IQ=170)

79.

Carnot (IQ=170)

183. Gaskell, E.C.S. (IQ=160)
184. Grimm, J.L. (IQ=160)
185. Grote (IQ=160)
186. Haydn (IQ=160)
187. Helvetius (IQ=160)
188. Hunter (IQ=160)
189. Jansen (IQ=160)
190. Jefferson (IQ=160)
191. Lamartine (IQ=160)
192. Lessing (IQ=160)
193. L'Hopital (IQ=160)
194. Madison (IQ=160)
195. Martineau, H. (IQ=160)
196. Mazarin (IQ=160)
197. Moliere (IQ=160)
198. Richelieu (IQ=160)
199. Rubens (IQ=160)
200. Sand (IQ=160)

80.
Hamilton (IQ=170)
81. Atterbury (IQ=170)
82. Bentley (IQ=170)
83. Calderon (IQ=170)
84. Canope (IQ=170)
85. Chalmers (IQ=170)
86. Chalmers (IQ=170)
87. Constant (IQ=170)
88. Fichte (IQ=170)
89. Handel (IQ=170)
90. Irving W. (IQ=170)
91. Kotzebue (IQ=170)
92. Longfellow (IQ=170)
93. Luther (IQ=170)
94. Marat (IQ=170)
95. Metastasio (IQ=170)
96. Napier (IQ=170)
97. Penn (IQ=170)
98. Racine (IQ=170)
99. Raphael (IQ=170)
100. Renan (IQ=170)
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See also
● Hart, Michael. (1978). The 100: A Ranking of the Most Influential Persons in History. Citadel Press.
● Simmons, John G. (2000). The Scientific 100: a Ranking of the Most Influential Scientists, Past and Present. Citadel
Press.

External links
● Estimated IQs of the Greatest Geniuses – (Goethe ranked 1st (IQ = 210))
● Cox's IQ Estimates of 301 Geniuses - IQComparisonSite.com.

Cox-Buzan IQ
In IQs, a Cox-Buzan IQ is the mean IQ of the geniuses common to both the 1926 Catherine Cox genius list (300
geniuses) and the 1994 Tony Buzan genius list (100 geniuses). The following table shows the geniuses common to
both the Cox and Buzan genius IQ lists, named as CB IQs in short. HCR stands for Hmolpedia citation ranking, which
gives the modern corrective to the Cox-Buzan IQ, each adjusted up or down per HCR number, respectively:
#

HC
R

Person

1.

Goethe
(17491832)

213

347

2.

Da Vinci
(14521519)

200

43

3.

Leibnitz
(16461716)

194

62

4.

Newton
(16431727)

193

235

5.

Galileo
(15641642)

183

73

6.

Mill (18061873)

183

28

7.

Descartes
(15961650)

178

58

8.

Michelange
lo (14751564)

178

9.

Erasmus
(14661537)

178

10
.

Milton
(16081674)

177

10
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Hmolpedia
Cox IQs (top 300 genius IQs) + Buzan IQs (top 100 genius)

11
.

Faraday
(17911867)

175

44

12
.

Spinoza
(16321677)

175

21

13
.

Copernicus
(14731543)

173

41

14
.

Franklin
(17061790)

173

15
.

Eliot (18191880)

173

16
.

Raphael
(14831520)

170

17
.

Darwin
(18091882)

169

18
.

Dickens
(18121870)

165

19
.

Beethoven
(17701827)

165

20
.

Bach (16851750)

165

21
.

Napoleon
(17691821)

163

22
.

Mozart
(17561791)

163

23
.

Lincoln
(18091865)

160

12

218

15

36

Discussion
A key benchmark on the IQ scale is the number 140, above which one is said to be in the genius level of intellect. The
question immediately becomes: 'Who is the ceiling genius?' and 'What do the IQ values look like at the ceiling?' A
solution to answering these two questions, noting that there are numbers far-fetched IQ estimates on the 200+ IQ
page in the 200-400 range, is to average the independent estimated geniuses IQs of individuals reoccurring in the top
100 geniuses of all-time on both the Cox (1923) and the Buzan (1994) genius lists. This gives the above fifteen-point
ceiling to affix to the top of the standard IQ scale, each of which can be considered as a representation of a hard-core
'anchor point genius':
These combined genius IQs give a excellent estimate to the top "ceiling IQ" on standard IQ scale as devised by
Stanford psychologist Lewis Terman, in which IQ: idiot (below 20), imbecile (20-49), moron (50-69), deficient (70-80),
dull (80-90), normal (90-110), smart (110-120), superior (120-140), genius (140 and over), top 100 all time genius (172
and over), ceiling genius (213) . [19] To be considered near the ceiling in IQ one would have to meet the following
requirements, at a minimum:
(a) Have continuously produced genius work past the age of 60.
(b) Work must have two-century long "star quality"; i.e. still producing heat or brightness 200-years after publication.
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(c) Have had an active vocabulary near the 100,000 word range.
(d) Have had a near mastery of all branched of knowledge, particularly the sciences.
(e) Have had pushed known knowledge into new uncharted territories.
As key rule here, then, according to the ceiling Cox-Buzan geniuses, to have had a legitimate IQ score in the 172 to
213 range, one would, at a minimum have been dead for at least 100-200 years, so as to allow for ‘generational
judgment’ on the question of whether or not their accomplishments were truly genius and thus deserving of on of
the world’s highest IQ scores.

See also
● IQ
● IQ: 225+
● IQ: 200+ (references)
● IQ: 200(±) candidates

External links
● IQ – Wikipedia.

CR
In acronyms, CR is short for "Citation Ranking", specifically Hmolpedia Citation Ranking, referring to the number of
pages in which a person’s name is cited or employed within Hmolpedia. To exemplify, the Hmolpedia article on
Sigmund Freud, on 24 Apr 2012, was coded as (CR=162 | #16), meaning that the surname “Freud” was used in 162
Hmolpedia pages or articles and he was, on that day, the 16th most-cited name in hmolscience. A more recent coding
format being used is (CR:16|162).

See also
● GS

Creationism
scientists ranked
by idiocy
In rankings, creationism scientists
ranked by idiocy is a ranking of scientists
who believe in creationism, in any of its
forms, who mix science and religious
arguments together, to “create”, no pun
intended, published or stated idiocy.
“Behe is an IDiot. It’s the same thing as a
creationist, only with a thin veneer of
more lies coated over it in an attempt to
American investigative journalist Charles Pierce’s 2009 Idiot America: How
come across as scientific.”

Stupidity Became a Virtue in the Land of the Free, depicting George Washington
riding a dinosaur, is scathing raucous rant on the prevalence of ubiquitous idiocy
and lunacy in America, largely surrounding creationism beliefs, using the Ken
“I lost 5 IQ points reading Strobel's book, Ham’s 2007-launched Creation Museum (Ѻ) as a starting point, a discussion on
which was nothing more than mindless how America as gone “marching backwards into the twenty-first century”, as
Pierce puts it. [6]
— Anon (2011), blogspot post on the works
of Michael Behe (Ѻ)

propaganda.”

— Anon (2003), commentary on Lee Strobel’s
The Case For Christ (Ѻ)

The term “idiocy”, while not aiming to be derogatory or ad hominem, is used herein to refer to a scientist who (a)
believes in the existence of god—knowing specifically that fewer than 5% of leading scientists currently believe in the
existence of god—who created humans, earth, and or universe and (b) openly states, produces, and or publishes
work arguing for “something notably stupid or foolish”, in the Merriam-Webster Dictionary sense of the matter, in
support of point (a). In abbreviations, CSRI:#, e.g. William Dembski (CSRS:5), signifies the given person is ranked at
that # in the following listing of creationism scientists.
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The following is the work in progress ranked listing of creationism scientists ranked by descending order of idiocy:
#

Creationist

1.
Michael Behe
(1952-)
American
biochemist

2.

Nickname

“an IDiot” (Ѻ)
“Irreducibly
stupid” (Ѻ)

Reasoning/Description

In EpicIdiot.com (Ѻ); he takes the cake!; his biochemical
arguments in Darwin's Black Box, make the head hurt more and
more, with each turn of the page, they are so incorrect.

“Krazy Kent” (Ѻ) In EpicIdiot.com (Ѻ); see: Monkey Girl (pg. 33)
Kent Hovind
(1953-)
American
amateur scientist

3.

John
Sanford
(1950-)
“Creatard idiot”
American (Ѻ)
plant
geneticist

4.

“Morris the
moron” (Ѻ)

Believes in the
existence of Noah’s
ark (Ѻ); his 1961 The
Genesis Flood
(1961), co-written
with John
Whitcomb, argues
that geological
theories do not truly
depend on scientific data but are rather a "moral and emotional
decision," in which evolutionists seek "intellectual justification for
escape from personal responsibility to his Creator and escape
from the ‘way of the Cross’ as the necessary and sufficient means
of his personal redemption"; was eventually kicked out of Virginia
Tech, in 1970, because his creationism writings were becoming
"too controversial."

“Dumbski
Dembski” (Ѻ)

In EpicIdiot.com (Ѻ); stated, in his 2005 “A Reply to Henry Morris”
that” (Ѻ), that “ID is part of God's general revelation," and "I've
found that it opens the path for people to come to Christ" (Ѻ);
see also: Monkey Girl (pgs. 288-89), 2007.

Henry Morris
(1918-2006)
American civil
engineer

5.
William Dembski
(1960-)
American

Believes that people used to live to the age of 900 as stated in the
Bible and argues that God gave us the genome and that the
second law of thermodynamics can be found by plotting the
descendents of Noah vs. life-span of each descendent.
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mathematiciantheologian

6.

_____

Bjorn
Sponberg
(1976-)

Thinks that Jesus Christ was a real person; that the Bible
discussion about the lake of fire have something to do with
thermodynamics; etc.

Norwegian
geneticist

7.

Deepak
Chopra
(1947-)
Indianborn American
physician and
new age author

8.

“Blithering
moron” (Ѻ)

Uses quantum mechanics to promote "woo woo physics"
(Michael Shermer, 2010) quantum spirituality.

“Cuckoo Ken”
(Ѻ)

In 1980, he spearheaded the formation of Answers in Genesis, in
Australia, to promote creation science, centered around the
premise of Biblical inerrancy in the Book of Genesis; in 2007, built
the Creation Museum, Petersburg, Kentucky, showing humans
playing with dinosaurs, all conceptualized as coming off Noah’s
ark after the Biblical flood; in 2014, he debated Bill Nye the
science guy, at the Creation Museum, the supreme loss by Nye
being one of the goads to the initiation of Atheism Reviews.

“American
loon” (#270)

Guy behind the
so-called
“homology”
exhibit at the
Creation
Museum (see:
atheism timeline,
2007);
contributed to
the study of
baraminology
(Ѻ), a god-friendly alternative to Linnaean taxonomy
classification. Exhibit Description: (Ѻ)
“Dr. David Menton, biologist, talks about the similarities (known
as homology) in the skeletons of vertebrates. While the biology is
similar in many ways, the differences between man and any of
the animals are obvious. Most importantly, God created man in
His image and with the ability to communicate with Him by
reading the Bible and talking to God in prayer.”

Ken Ham
(1951-)
Australian-born
American
philosopher

9.
David Menton
(c.1937-)
American
anatomist

Nickolas
Dorfman
(1941-)
Russian10.
born
American tumor
immunologist

His Was Mona Lisa Created by Physicochemical Reactions Alone?,
poses (pg. 33), that the trinity (father, son, and holy spirit)
division of Christianity is representative of the science trinity or
three “building blocks” of: protons, electrons, and radiation (or a
soul); prior to this page 33, of his 91-page booklet, the margin
notes: “stupid” (6), “what a mess” (1), “so stupid” (1), “retarted”
(2), “very retarted” (5), “V.V.R” (1), abbreviation for “very very
retarted”, and “jumped off the boat” (1), numbers indicated the
number of times that epitaph is employed, are written in the
Thims personal copy; the book cites Bernard Haisch (#13) and his
The God Theory (2006) (Ѻ), but goes downhill from there.
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American loon
(#421)
Quantum kook
(Ѻ)

11.
Fred Wolf
(1934-)

His Taking the Quantum Leap (1981) uses quantum mechanics to
argue that “God’s order appears to us as a principle of
uncertainty”, that we are “free to choose”, but that we “cannot
predict the results of our choices”; his dozen or so books
_____
thereafter venture off into new age kingdom, e.g. his The Spiritual
Universe: How Quantum Mechanics Proves the Existence of the
Soul (1996), argues that individual souls don't exist, but rather
there is one cosmic soul which is mysteriously linked with the
vacuum of space; American theoretical physicist Jack Sarfatti
(1939-) claims (Ѻ) that he and Wolf started the “new age physics”
movement with the publication of their 1975 book Space-Time
and Beyond, whose work was cited in Gary Zukav's 1979 The
Dancing Wu Li Masters: an Overview of the New Physics. (Ѻ)

Michael
Denton
(1943-)
“Knowledgeable His Evolution: a Theory in Crisis (1985) was inspiration to Michael
12.
BritishIDiot” (Ѻ)
Behe (#1). [2]
Australian
biochemist

13.
Stephen Mayer
(1958-)
Philosopher
physicist

14.
Bernard Haisch
(c.1950-)

Mirza Beg
(1932-)
Indian“Babbling
born
15.
baboon” (Ѻ)
Pakistani
organometallic
chemist

Described as the leader of the “Idiots at the Discovery Institute”,
conceived in 1994 over during a dinner conversation with George
Gilder as “think tank opposed to materialism”; his 2013 Darwin’s
Doubts turned him into a “fumbling bumbling fool” (Ѻ); has
debated atheists: Peter Atkins, Eugenie Scott, and Michael
Shermer.

Astrophysicist and former editor of Astrophysical Journal; his The
God Theory: Universes, Zero-Point Fields, and What’s Behind it All
(2006), is cited by Nikolas Dorfman (2008), employs double ontic
opening arguments, e.g. “the Heisenberg principle mandates that
all of space must be filled with zero-point energy” [hence] “living
consciousness is the offspring of God, temporarily living in the
realm of matter … we are immortal spiritual beings”.
Believes in the
existence of Allah,
Muhammad, and
his superluminal
"flying horse" (Ѻ);
believes: (a) that
physicochemical
principles govern
human
interactions and
reactions but also
believes that (b) “it is only those who do not believe in the
doomsday and the life after death that are the disciples of Satan
and are bent on consuming for the so called development.” [1]
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e.g. Boltzmann brains, thermodynamics arguments, relativity as
ontic opening, etc. (Ѻ)

16.
William Craig
(1949-)
American
philosopher

“Lightweight
dufus” (Ѻ)

17.
Francis Collins
(1950-)

18.
Gordon Wylen
(1920-) is an
American
mechanical
engineer
David
Berlinski
(1942-)
19.
American
philosopher and
mathematician

20.

David
Roemer
“Creationist
(c.1942-)
crank” (Ѻ)
American
physicist

Described by Paul Myers (2009) as a “lovable dufus” when it
comes to issues of religion and some scientific principles (Ѻ); as
head of NIH, banned US stem cell research because he believed
that stem cells have souls put into them by god; as described in
his 2006 book The Language of God: A Scientist Presents Evidence
for Belief, that after evolution had prepared a sufficiently
advanced “brain”, that at some point God gifted humanity with
the knowledge of good and evil, what he calls the “moral law”,
with free will, and an immortal soul, and that some humans use
their free will to break the moral law, leading to an estrangement
from God, for which Jesus is the solution. [6] When pressed about
the scientific details of his belief in soul and resurrection,
according to Sam Harris (Ѻ), he deflects the question to
consultation of English theoretical physicist and priest John
Polkinghorne and English bishop N.T. Wright, whose work,
according to Harris is “pure madness, a bizarre conflation, a word
salad”.

The 1973 edition of his Fundamentals of Classical
Thermodynamics, co-authored with American mechanical
engineer Richard Sonntag (1933-2010), wherein he states that
the second law is “man’s description of the prior and continuing
work of a creator”, has become a citation classic by creationists,
and idol for other creationist thermodynamicist authors, e.g. see:
Gilbert Wedekind (#20) and his 2003 Spiritual Entropy (pg. 148).

Author: The Devil’s Delusion: Atheism and Its Scientific
Pretensions (2008); Berlinski, along with fellow Discovery Institute
associates Michael Behe and William Dembski, tutored Ann
Coulter on science and evolution for her book Godless: The
Church of Liberalism (2006)
Mailed his US senator Kirsten Gillibrand to American physicist
Daniel Styer’s 2008 article “Entropy and Evolution” retracted
from the American Journal of Physics, because of its “absurd”
assertion that second law applies to biological evolution, hence
contradicting the Bible ideology that the tendency to disorder
views of the second law is proof of God's handwork in ordering
human evolutionarily.
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A 2008 “Moron of the month” at Creationist Idiocy blogspot (Ѻ);
Quote (2005): “several people have said The Science of God
(1997) is completely unconvincing [because] reason #3: the
author is an idiot” (Ѻ); Quote (2011): “Today's crackpot is Gerald
Schroeder. “ (Ѻ)

21.
Gerald Schroeder
(c.1937-)
Gilbert

22.

A thermodynamics professor who believes that entropy is
spiritual and wrote a book on this.

Wedekind
(1946-)
American
thermodynamicist

Adrian
Hough
(c.1958-)
23.
English
physical chemist
and priest

24. Christopher
Langan
(1952-)
American
autodidact

His his 2010 The Flaw in the Universe attempts to explain both sin
and natural disaster in terms of the second law

“American
loon” (#226)

He’s a crank who objects (Ѻ) to being called a “crank” or
“crackpot”; promotes what he calls a “theory model”, a
terminology redundancy, which he further confabulates into the
acronym CTMU, which he repeats ad nauseum, to argue that the
Boolean algebra work of George Boole explains everything,
including God.

Advocates for Christianity in debate (15:45); in 2013 debate with
Lawrence Krauss and Michael Shermer, argues for miracles in
physics terms (Ѻ).

25.
Ian Hutchinson
(1951-)
Plasma physicist
and engineer
DMR
Sekhar
(1952-)
26.
Indian
chemical
engineer
Granville Sewell
(c.1944-)
American
mathematician

Developed a concept (2007) called “genopsych” (or genpsy), a
contraction of gene + psyche, which he believes is god or a part of
god, inside of humans, that counters entropy, giving humans selfdrive or self-motion, acting to evolve humans to their present
form.
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26.
Henri Bergson
(1858-1941)
French
philosopher

27.
Stuart Kauffman
(1939-)
American
physician and
biochemist

Curator of thermodynamic-themed "creative evolution" theory
(1907); not necessarily idiot, but embedded or rather riddled with
coded error.

Not necessarily idiot (actually the last of the sharp ontic opening
theorists), but embedded or rather riddled with coded error.

Very sharp guy, whose theories boarder on reality, albeit slightly
slanted towards religious patching.

28.
Pierre Teilhard
(1881-1995)
French priest and
physical chemist

Fairly sharp ideologies; his belief system consisted of the core
belief that "God's willings are the immutable laws of nature".

29.
Edwin Slosson
(1865-1929)
American religion
reconciling
chemist

30.

Ilya Prigogine
(1917-2003)
Russian-born
Belgian chemist
and
thermodynamicist

His views, a bit camouflaged by nonequilibrium thermodynamics,
are a modified Pierre Teilhard bifurcation-divided omega point
theory, a god-guided automaton universe, as he says in his 1983
Omni magazine interview with Robert Tucker (Ѻ), wherein we
approach increased spirituality up to each new bifurcation.
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(add discussion)

Religious IQ
The term “idiocy”, employed herein is used in the
reference not necessarily to one’s “general” IQ, on the
100 = average (normal) scale, a modern 21st century
person may very well be a Harvard-educated
Christian, but specifically with reference to one’s
“religious IQ”, the term religion employed herein—
nor necessarily per the notion of “Religious IQ” as
2010 Pew researchers define the term, based on a 32question quiz (Ѻ), e.g. “when does the Jewish Sabbath
begin?” (Fri, Sat, or Sun) or “what is Ramadan? (Hindu
festival, Jewish day, or Islamic month), etc.—but
rather in the etymological sense of the Latin -ligare
“to bind” meaning the belief system or belief state
that binds a person to an ideology or group of people
in possession of similar ideologies:
A general range IQ scale, according to which "idiots" are classified
as having an IQ of 20 in general intelligence; someone, scientists in
particular, likewise, who makes belief system statements
comprised of idiotic logic has a "religious IQ" in the 20-point range.

according to which one’s actions are guided or in “restrained, tied back”, in the sense of religare, i.e. beliefs one relies
on, wherein IQR = 100 equates to average (or normal). Hence, someone such as Benedict Spinoza, in whose Ethics
very few if any at all “idiotic” arguments can be found, cited with a general Cox-Buzan IQ of 175, also has a very high
“religious IQ”. Conversely, however, when one is a science-educated Christian, Muslim, or Hindu there is occurs a
collision in the mind of the recipient of two competing and incongruent belief systems, whereby, often times,
amendment, reconciliation, or two belief system patching is attempted, ripe statements of idiocy quickly tend to
arise, according to which one’s religious IQ falls into the “idiocy” (IQ=20) category range. A physical science trained
scientist who, e.g. believes in both speed of light traveling flying horses and the theory of relativity, simultaneously,
becomes an “idiot”, pure and simple, being that the former idea is impossible under implications of the latter.

Rosetta stone | Turning point
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With fewer than 5% of leading scientists
believing in the existence of god, shown
adjacent, scientists who go against the grain
and argue for a theory considered defunct by
95 percent of modern scientific thinkers,
idiocy is sure to sprout. There was, however, a
time when this was not so. Isaac Newton, e.g.,
was a believe in the existence of god. As to
when the turning point or tipping point
occurred, the adjacent graph indicates that
the point at which the switch from leading
scientists believing in god being a majority to
a minority, i.e. the 50% belief view, occurred
in the period 1812 to 1870.
The years 1814 to 1818, in which English
polyintellect Thomas Young (IQ=200), a
devout Quaker, by religion—who, for the
most part, remained private about his faith— A graph showing the trend lines for belief in the existence of god by
began to translate the Rosetta Stone, the key scientists, both general or randomly polled US scientists (o) and ‘greater’ or
National Academy of Science (NAS) member scientists (♦), based on the
to Egyptian origin to seventy-two percent of
James Leuba (1912,1924) studies and the Edward Larson and Larry Witham
all modern religions, might well be the
(1996,1998) studies, of over 3,000+ American scientists combined. [3]
demarcation point in which true scientist
would seemingly need to begin to come to grips with the foundations his or her faith, as far as existing knowledge
allows or be left with one of two options: (a) remain private about one’s own faith or (b) speak out about one’s faith
in the face of both growing scientific knowledge and understanding about natural phenomena and the mythological
basis of Egyptian origins to the world’s modern religions. [4] It is in option (b), particularly into the 20th century,
wherein one begins to find idiocy in argued opinion among so-called “scientists”, albeit not “real scientists”, as Peter
Atkins (1997) sees things, quote below on results of adjacent data set: [5]
“You clearly can be a scientist and have religious beliefs. But I don’t think you can be a real scientist in the deepest
sense of the word because they are such alien categories of knowledge.”
Young, in short, was a genius par excellence, yet he never published not stated any “idiocy” regarding his faith;
though, to note, he did publically cease to be a Quaker in his mid-twenties, marry a non-Quaker, and later began to
regard himself as a member of the Church of England in adulthood. [3] In this scenario, owing to the taciturn
philosophy of Young, in regards to his religious opinion, it is very difficult to find any citation referring to Thomas
Young as an “idiot”. When, conversely, a modern scientist, or semi-modern, e.g. William Thomson (c.1905), follows
the path of option (b), statements to the effect of near-idiocy may accrue:
“Mathematics and dynamics fail us when we contemplate the earth, fitted for life but lifeless, and try to imagine the
commencement of life upon it. This certainly did not take place by any action of chemistry, or electricity, or
crystalline grouping of molecules under the influence of force, or by any possible kind of fortuitous concourse of
atoms. We must pause, face to face with the mystery and miracle of creation of living creatures.”
While not completely "idiotic", Thomson does chalk off the issue to the hands of god and miracles. In any event, into
the mid 20th century and going forward is where some of the more idiotic publications are found, the idiocy of which
tends to increase in reciprocal proportion to disbelief in god by leading scientists.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Who exactly are these ‘smart people’ you speak of still advocating god? I happen to be on page 220 of Stuart
Kauffman's 2008 Reinventing the Sacred, and I have written the terms: idiot, moron, stupid, garbage, retarted, etc., in
the margins over several dozen times so far. The worst of all of them is Michael Behe, and Kauffman is not far off.”
— Libb Thims (2010), post #9 reply to “Whoever wrote the ‘God’ section” thread, Nov 27 (Ѻ)
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External links
● List of creationist scientists – Creation.com.
● Main (2009) – CreationistIdiocy.Blogspot.com.

D
In symbols, D is the symbol for

DN
In acronyms, DN is short for "Dawkins number", a 1-7 number (in original Dawkins 2006 formulation) or 1-10 number
(in extended Thims 2009 formulation), or numbers in the range … -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 …16+ (in
some recent answers), on the so-called Dawkins scale, invented by Richard Dawkins, in his The God Delusion (2006),
and employed in Hmolpedia biographies, beginning in circa 2010, as shorthand to quickly note a person’s religious
belief system or belief state outlook, as to the question of the existence of god or the "hypothesis of god" as Pierre
Laplace (1802) referred to it. The notation Paul Dirac (DN=7), e.g., signifies that, based on his published views and
statements on the hypothesis of god, Dirac was Dawkins # 7 atheist, at best approximation. The notation Mirza Beg
(DN=1), with his mentions of Muhammad the “Prophet (b.p.u.h.)” and statements such as may “Allah bless his soul”
in his book dedications, signifies that Beg is a Dawkins #1 theist in religious outlook.

E
In symbols, E is the symbol for

Early parental death and genius
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In genius studies, early parental death and genius, or
correctly early parent "dereaction" (death) or analysis"
(see: defunct theory of life), particularly scientific
genius, is a salient anomaly, common to biographies of
geniuses, in particular double Nobel Prize Laureates,
heads of scientific revolutions, and thinkers at the top
of the genius IQs listings.

List
The following is a work in progress listing of geniuses
who were products of early parental death (analysis or
dereaction)
● Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543) (IQ=190) | father
age 10
● Blaise Pascal (1623-1662) (IQ=190) | mother age 3
● Robert Boyle (1627-1691) (IQ=185) | mother age 3
● Isaac Newton (1643-1727) (IQ=215) | father age 0
● Robert Hooke (1635-1703) (IQ=195) | father age 13
● David Hume (1711-1776) (IQ=180) | father age 2
● Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-1778) (IQ=150) |
mother age 9 days
● Adam Smith (1723-1790) (IQ=170) | father age 0
● Charles Darwin (1809-1882) (IQ=175) | mother age 8
● Willard Gibbs (1839-1903) (IQ=200) | mother age 16
● Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) (IQ=180) | father age
5
● Marie Curie (1867-1934) (IQ=185) | mother age 10
● Fritz Haber (1868-1934) | mother age 3 weeks
● James Maxwell (1831-1879) (IQ=210) | mother age 8
● Arthur Eddington (1882-1944) | father age 2
● Linus Pauling (1901-1994) (IQ=190) | father age 9
● Albert Camus (1913-1960) | father age 1

A noted selection of early parental death geniuses: the top three
of which, Copernicus (Copernican revolution), Newton
(Newtonian revolution), and Darwin (Darwinian revolution), each
peculiarly being initiators of large scientific revolutions; image
being a scan (24 Sep 2007) from page of American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' personal copy of his newly
published Human Chemistry, showing the age at which the
mother or father died for each: Nicolaus Copernicus (father age
10); Isaac Newton (father age 0), Charles Darwin (mother age 8),
and James Maxwell (mother age 12); a phenomena Thims has
been curious about and keeping track of since the mid 1990s,
since the phenomena is one common to himself, being that his
mother analyzed (died) when he was age 12. [6]

A partial list of scientists, philosophers, and psychologists, common to the phenomenon of early parental death, is
given in Dean Simonton’s 2002 book Great Psychologists and Their Times. [9]

EPD genius battles
Of curiosity, among early parent death (EPD) geniuses, are the battles, between Newton and Hooke in the 17th
century and Hume and Rousseau in the 18th century.

Mother | Father death
One study indicated that one-third of creative geniuses had lost their father early in life. (Ѻ) The 1981 IQ study by
American learning and education scholar Herbert Walberg, et al, inclusive of a research team involving 76 scholars,
found that “poets, novelists, and dramatists” tend to have an absence of father commonality, whereas scientists tend
to have an absence of mother commonality. [10]

Overview
One study of 699 eminent ﬁgures showed that 45% had lost a parent before age 21. A quarter of eminent
mathematicians had lost a parent before age ten. Another study of British Prime Ministers found that 63% had lost a
parent, a number much higher than a comparable control group of English peers. (Ѻ) American science and medicine
historian William Woodward’s 1974 article “Scientific Genius and Loss of a Parent” cites Anne Roe, in her 1952 book
The Making of a Scientist, as being the first to cite the environmental factor of the death of a parent during the
childhood of a scientist to one of most salient non-genetic or non-family relatedness factors behind the making of
scientific genius. [3] Roe comments specifically: [4]
“One of the first things that stands out is the frequency with which these subjects report the death (reaction end) of a
parent during their childhood.”
American genius and creativity theory psychologist Dean Simonton, from his 1991 chapter “When Giftedness
Becomes Genius: How Does Talent Achieve Eminence?”, summarizes the phenomenon as follows:
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“For both creators and leaders, the percentage of geniuses who lost one or both parents before reaching early
adulthood is appreciably larger than what appears to hold in the general population or any other comparable group.”
Simonton buttresses this statement by citing Walberg, Rasher, and Parkerson (1980); Berrington (1974); Silverman
(1974); and Martindale (1972), which, he seems to indicate, are just a few examples. [2]

Scientific revolutions
A large percentage of the leaders of scientific revolutions have been the product of an early parental death
childhood; namely: Copernican revolution (Nicolaus Copernicus, father age 10), Newtonian revolution (Isaac Newton,
father age 0), Darwinian revolution (Charles Darwin, mother age 8), Maxwellian revolution (James Maxwell, mother
age 8), Goethean revolution (Goethe, blue baby; Libb Thims, mother age 12), to name a few.

Dual Nobel Prize winners
Among individual to have one two Nobel
Prizes, as depicted adjacent, namely Marie
Curie, Linus Pauling, John Bardeen, and
Frederick Sanger, 3 out of 4 have been the
product of an early parental death
childhood.

Discussion
American genius and creativity theory
psychologist Dean Simonton argues, in his
1999 Origins of Genius: Darwinian
Perspectives on Creativity, that parents who
are more intelligent tend to delay
reproduction until later in their existence,
after their professional careers are
established, stating that data shows that
parents of eminent personalities were older The Dual-Laureate Similarities section from American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims’ 2005 IoHT profile page, where he lists Nicolaus
than is the norm when their illustrious
Copernicus, Isaac Newton, Charles Darwin, James Maxwell, Willard Gibbs,
progeny were born—he gives the example
Friedrich Nietzsche, Edger Allan Poe, Lucille Ball, James Dean, JFK, Marilyn
of Darwin’s mother being in her 50s when
Monroe, Madonna, and Julia Roberts, as examples. [7]
she ended—and argues that heightened
education level in correlation with heightened age of the parent may be the explanation for the anomaly over that of
traumatic experiences, meaning that geniuses' parents were older, older people have a higher death rate, and that
this explains the anomaly. [5]
This argument, however, does not seem to align with way in which elite geniuses view their situation and the
great intensity and voracity about which they conduct their remaining days. German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche,
founder of what might be called the atheism revolution, whose father (age 36) ended when he was five, would go on
to hold to a philosophy centered around the the idea of "life-affirmation", involving an honest questioning of all
doctrines that drain life's expansive energies, however socially prevalent those views might be. [8] In this sense, early
parental death would seem to trigger a sort of non-status quo, culturally-unbounded, orthodox-questioning energy
release reaction phenomenon, whereby those activities which drain creativity and progress toward solution are
strictly avoided.
Likewise, Scottish physicist James Maxwell, one of the most intellectually deep and prolific of scientific geniuses,
all through his days was acutely aware of his end, as exemplified by the fact that he penned his rare inner in his last
and dying poem, “A Paradoxical Ode” (1878), written in his final year as he was in the final stages of stomach cancer,
as he went into his 48th year, the same age his mother died previously from the same disease.

Terminology
Of note, in regards to terminology (see: life terminology upgrades) a person is a molecule (technically a powered
animate chemical) and, technically speaking (see: defunct theory of life), and molecules cannot “die” but only be
formed (de-formed) or synthesized (or de-synthesized); hence, it is more scientifically accurate to speak of “end” or
“termination” of a parent as compared to the defunct term “death” of a parent; a comparative example being
someone speaking about the death of the water molecule H2O in a water sodium reaction. For the sake of Internet
search functionability, however, in this article, the older religio-mythology term "death" will be retained in the title,
over that of either the politically-neutral term "loss", which implies that something has been lost (which is a blurry
conception), or the scientifically-correct terms "termination" or "end", but which are less palatable.

See also
● Founders of thermodynamics and suicide
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Economic TPs
In HT pioneers, the economic thermodynamics pioneers page is a file-tree header for grouping individuals, some
ordered in the dropbox to the left, in the category of pioneers of economic thermodynamics.

Economic thermodynamicists
The following are some of the noted individuals to have contributed either ideas, theories and concepts in economic
thermodynamics or on connections between economics and thermodynamics:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Hermann Gossen (1853) - speculated on human energies in the context economic exchange.
Sergei Podolinsky (1880) - scrutinized the economic process from a thermodynamic perspective.
Friedrich Engels (1881) - argued that it is totally impossible to express economics in physical terms.
Carl Neumann (c.1880s) - argued that all economic life could be expressed by an exchange of energy.
Emanuele Sella (1910) - outlined "economic temperature", entropy, and specific heat of economic systems.
Frederick Soddy (1922) - outlined his views on wealth, energy, economics, and thermodynamics.
Jacques Rueff (1922) - argued that thermodynamics could be applied to economics.
Harold Davis (1941) - coined the term "economic entropy".
Kenneth Boulding (1966) - coined the term "material entropy".
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen (1971) - developed a rudimentary second law theory of economic
process.
Lev Rozonoer (1973) - discussed economics and resource allocation via thermodynamic analogies.
John Bryant (1974) – synthesized thermodynamic theories of economics.
Herman Daly (1977) - outlines a theory on laws of thermodynamics in relation to a steady-state economy.
George Gilder (1981) - argues that Shannon information theory reconciles evolution, economics, and growth.
Xenophon Zolotas (1981) - outlined his view that the entropy law governs economic growth.
Julian Simon (1981) - argued that the second law is irrelevant to long term continual growth of human
welfare.
Malte Faber (1983) - began applying and using entropy in economics and sociology.
Thomas DeGregori (1986) - published “Technology and Negative Entropy” on resources and states of
entropy.
Juan Martinez-Alier (1987) - wrote on thermodynamics and ecological economics.
Bela Lukacs (1989) - articles and lectures on using thermodynamics and economics.
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21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.

Philip Mirowski (1989) - outlined a dismal view of the use of thermodynamics in economics.
Matthias Ruth (1992) - PhD dissertation on a synthesis of economics, ecology, and thermodynamics.
James Reiss (1994) - wrote a chapter on comparative thermodynamics in economics.
Jürgen Mimkes (1995) - formulated various economic and sociological thermodynamic theories.
Stefan Baumgärtner (1996) - furthered thermodynamic investigations in ecological economics.
Kozo Mayumi (1997) - applied entropy in ecological economics.
Michael Macrakis (1997) - developed a thermodynamic theory of capital.
Bernard Beaudreau (1998) - has views on physics and thermodynamics terms applied to economic theory.
Wayne Saslow (1999) - developed a analogy formulations of temperature, entropy, free energy, etc. of
economic systems.
Philip Parker (2000) - situated the conception of "physioeconomics" to explain the equatorial paradox.
Jing Chen (2002) - outlined an analytical economic thermodynamic information theory.
Dimitris Keranis (2005) - outlined a Gibbs free energy economic theory.
Eric Beinhocker (2006) - outlined a Georgescu-Roegen based entropy-irreversbility-fitness theory of wealth.
Octavian Ksenzhek (2007) - proposed a economic thermodynamics energy-entropy view of virtual
money.
Arthur Jonath (2009) - developed a thermoeconomic theory.

Note this is only a partial listing, tallied up until early 2010; after which newer finds have been added to the HT
pioneers page, listed chronologically as indicated by the dollars sign icon.

Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics
In encyclopedias, Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics (EoHT.info) is the
2007 to 2011 name for Hmolpedia, thereafter, at about the 2,000-article
mark, renamed: Hmolpedia: Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human
Chemistry, and Human Physics, representative of the grown encompassing
nature of the site. [1]

Overview
The articles on subjects in the encyclopedia are arranged in groups, as shown
in the adjacent navigation box, such as by sub-branches, by pioneers of human
thermodynamics, by topics in human thermodynamics, by new articles, etc.,
and listed either alphabetically or by importance, and are contained in the set
of freely-available online Wetpaint wiki pages (eoht.info), that anyone can
edit.

Name | EoHT → Hmolpedia
The general written-in-text name, for lengthy "online Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics", as used in discussions, since the sites 2007-launch, seems
to have traditionally been either: EoHT, EoHT wiki, or EoHT.info. In 2011, the
acronym term EoHT seems to have become unwieldy in the case of repeated July 2010 draft-cover for the printed 5use, e.g. used three or more times in one paragraph, and a newer lower case volume set of the Encyclopedia of
alternative seems to be needed, similar to Wikipedia, which is easier to type
Human Thermodynamics
that EoHT, which requires increased keyboard dexterity (one shift-key type,
one type, followed by two shift-key types). Some of the alternatives (a subject still in limbo), in descending order of
preference, are listed below:
● Hmolpedia (signifying that the encyclopedia covers (a) human thermodynamics, (b) human chemistry, (c) human
physics, and (d) human molecule; albeit with general focus on the thermodynamics.)
● EoHT
● EoHT.info
● Htpedia
● Humanthermopedia
● HTpedia
● Eohtpedia (seems redundant?)
● Thermopedia (taken, see below)
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● Eoht
● EHT

Encyclopedia
The purpose of an encyclopedia, in the words of French philosopher and writer Denis Diderot, editor-in-chief of the
famous Encyclopédie, is: [3]
“An encyclopedia's aim is to collect knowledge, disseminated around the globe; to set forth its general system to the
men with whom we live, and transmit it to those who will come after us, so that the work of preceding centuries will
not become useless to the centuries to come; and so that our offspring, becoming better instructed, will at the same
time become more virtuous and happy, and that we should not die without having rendered a service to the human
race.”
The aim herein is the same, namely to collect knowledge, in a systematic way; albeit with focus on the subject of
human thermodynamics, thermodynamics, and topics periphery to these.

Wiki encyclopedias
The aim of a free online wiki-based encyclopedia, as expressed by Wikipedia (launched 2001) founder Jimmy Wales,
is that: [10]
“Wikipedia [compared to Britannica] begins with a very radical idea, and that’s for all of us to imagine a world where
every single person on the
planet is given free access to
the sum of all human
knowledge.”
The purpose of the
Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics is the
same, but with specific focus
on the multifarious theories,
postulates, ideas,
conceptions, and people
connected to the twocentury long study of the
thermodynamic
Left: advertisement for the 11th edition 1911 Encyclopedia Britannica (a reaction to the French
understanding of the place
Encyclopédie), which is still praised for its excellence, used as reference for some articles of the
of the human being in the
EoHT. [11] Right a 2010 screenshot of Wikipedia, launched in 2001, the prototype model for
wiki-style encyclopedia construction.
universe. In the words of
American historian Henry
Adams, “Man as a form of energy, is in most need of getting a footing on the law of thermodynamics.” [4]

History
See main: EoHT (history)

The Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics was started in December of 2007 (see: progress report) by American
chemical engineer Libb Thims in association with Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev in efforts to organize
thermodynamics. [8] The core of the EoHT is being built using Thims’ thermodynamic book collection, that he began
collecting in 1995, along with his vast file of articles, facts, and notes to organize the set of known information on the
thermodynamic understanding of human life, in conjunction with tools such as Google Book Search , Google Scholar
, JSTOR , Amazon , etc., and local and university libraries and book stores in or around Chicago. By December of
2008, the EoHT had 19 members and over 620+ articles. At the start of 2009, seeing that the topics connected to the
thermodynamics of human existence seem to connect to all other branches and topics in thermodynamics, like a
spider web, the following 1886 quote, by American jurist Oliver Holmes, is beginning to summarize the direction that
the EoHT is taking: [9]
“To be master of any branch of knowledge, you must master those which lie next to it; and thus, to know anything —
you must know all.”
The cover page (above) shows the draft-version of the hardcover printed EoHT, which may be available in late 20102011.

Comparison sites:
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The main comparison thermodynamics-related online encyclopedia is the 2006-launched Thermopedia.com or
● Thermopedia.com (site ) or “A-to-Z Guide to Thermodynamics, Heat & Mass Transfer, and Fluids Engineering
Online” (trademarked : THERMOPEDIA™ in circa 2006); based on:
● Hewi , Geoﬀrey and Shires, G.L. (1997). International Encyclopedia of Heat and Mass Transfer (abs). CRC Press.
The best comparison example of a good online science encyclopedia is MathWorld created by American physicist
and astronomer Eric Weisstein , the biggest math site on the Internet, which currently has more than 13,000 entries,
the majority of which were authored by Weisstein. [6] As to the origins of MathWorld, beginning in 1995 Weisstein
took the vast collection of mathematical facts that he had been accumulating since his teenage years and began to
deploy them on the early Internet. A newly developing thermodynamics wiki is the SklogWiki, started on February
15th, 2007 by Spanish physicist Carl McBride , in association with the Complutense University of Madrid, for people
interested in thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, and computer simulations, with particular focus on simple
fluids, complex fluids, and soft condensed matter. The site, as of 2009, however, seems to consist of 950+ mostlyempty stub pages, linked to lists of either related topic articles or related journal articles. It now seems to be a journal
article organization website. A now-inactive ThermoWiki, having been an active wiki for a few months (May 27 – July
26) in 2007, was started by American chemical engineer J.M. Haile , which produced 47 articles . A comparitive
example of an active collaborative wiki science the Encyclopedia of Earth (EoE), launched 2006, with approximately
1,000 articles, which uses a one-person peer review sign-off process. As of April 2008, they had a listing of 700+
authors and 2,000+ articles. [5] The thermodynamics articles in the EoE, however, are notoriously filled with obvious
errors, particularly when it comes to thermodynamics. [7]

See also
● Science wikis
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External links
● Encyclopedia Britannica (current)
● Encarta
● Colombia Encyclopedia
● High Beam Encyclopedia - Encyclopedia.com
● BookRages
● Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics, Scientific Biography - Eric Weisstein’s Worlds.
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● Thermopedia - (limited free search; $3,500 cost: full search)
● Encyclopedia of Thermodynamics - Department of Geosciences, University of Basil.

EoHT (history)
In science wikis, EoHT (history) refers to the pre-history, origin, and ongoing development of the encyclopedia of
human thermodynamics (eoht) wiki. A short overview is outlined below.

Overview
In circa 1995, undergraduate chemical student Libb Thims, at the University of Michigan, began to wonder how the
spontaneity criterion (ΔG < 0) applies to the central process of society, that in which a man meets a women, they fall
in love, produce a child; and entity which then begins to detach from the family household at about the fifteen-year
mark; a process that 85 percent of people will go through. In the years to follow, Thims began to read up on mate
section books as theorized in evolutionary psychology, in search to find a framework of understanding. The issue,
however, remained a puzzle.
On 15 Nov 2001, at 3:00
AM, while up
memorizing anatomy for
several hours, during a
short mental break, a
reading of some of
Male M and female F react yielding the product
The spontaneity criterion can be used to
British physicist Stephen
of a 15-year old child C
determines if a reaction if feasible
Hawking’s 1996
Illustrated A Brief
History of Time, chanced
On the 2010 occasion of the completion of fifteen-hundredth EoHT article (John Herapath, Jul
Thims on the view that
7th), it is interesting to note, in retrospect, that this entire encyclopedia, along with the 824page, two-volume 2007 Human Chemistry textbook, and the 120-page, 2008 book The Human
the entropy S of one's
Molecule, a detailed history of the concept of the ‘human molecule’, have purely been a product
central nervous system
of the curious question as to how the above reaction can be explained using the above criterion,
will decrease during the
which arose as a puzzle in the mind of American chemical engineer Libb Thims, while sitting in
process of eduction.
one of his circa 1995 chemical engineer thermodynamics classes, at the University of Michigan,
With this clue, along
but for whatever reason, contrary to his regular practice, failing to raise his hand in class to ask
with ideas that enthalpy
the question.
H, described by Dutch
physicist Heike Kamerlingh-Onnes in 1909 as ‘heat content’, may related to physical beauty, and that free energy G,
described by American engineer Willard Gibbs in 1873 an ‘available energy’ to do work, the three variables related by
the equation G = H – TS, Thims began to glimpse the view that the phenomenon of chemical reaction spontaneity
may be able to explain the ‘beauty-brains paradox’, the observed phenomenon that beauty tends to be associated
with decreased mental ability where conversely brains tend to be associated with decreased physical appearance,
and that the entire average eighteen-year, on average, child production reaction, can be defined, entirely, by a free
energy of the reactants in their initial state Gi, the day the two fall in love at first sight, and a free energy of the
products in their final state Gf, the day the precipitate of the child detaches from the family.
At that moment, and in the weeks to follow, Thims was content that he had obtained a partial solution to the
puzzle. This glimpse into the nature of the second-by-second changes in Gibbs free energy involved in the course of
the process of ubiquitous conception of "love the chemical reaction", however, only opened up the door to more
puzzles and various "glass walls" of conceptual difficulty, during continued investigations in the decade to follow.
Two months after this 3:00-AM insight, Thims arrived upon the view that it would be in his own interest
(objective funding) as well as the public's interest (scientific revolution) if he wrote out a short presentation (article or
even a short booklet) on the explication of this logic. In the four years to follow, Thims began to read-up on others to
have approached this problem, such as Alfred Lotka, Erwin Schrodinger, Ilya Prigogine, Georgi Gladyshev, and Jing
Chen, etc. (a group that would eventual amount to over 300+ thinkers), and to conduct research of his own to find
data on various parameters involved in the problem.

15-Year Puzzle
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In 2005, Thims began to go public with a preliminary
presentation, with the launching of the website
HumanThermodynamics.com and to contact,
interact with, and link up with, via email, phone calls,
and meetings, the various dozens of authors,
professors, and researchers on the bulk topic of
applying thermodynamics to the explication of
human activity.
In the course of the writing of the various
webpages of HT.com site, various terms, such as
'human molecule' or 'Gibbs free energy', needed
either Java script mouse-over pop-up definitions (as
some sites used at the time) or hyperlink-to-page
definitions. Initially, Thims mainly used the newly
launched Wikipedia (2001) to fill this gap, eventually
joining on as Wikipedian, owing to the fact that
during the course of key-term-hyperlinking to
Wikipedia articles, he was forced to join so as to
correct the numerous errors he found in those
articles; during which period (2005-2007), as a
Wikipedia editor, he started over 180 articles and
uploaded over 42 images.
Articles for key terms that he could not find in
Wikipedia, however, were anchor-linked to
paragraph definitions listed the A-Z pages of small
The index to the A-Z pages of the HumanThermodynamics.com
glossary of terms, found on the
glossary of terms (click picture), which culminated in the writing of
87 terms (shown above). [1] The HT Glossary + Wikipedia experience
HumanThermodynamics.com website, which
culminated in the writing of 87 terms (adjacent). [8] was a precursor to the launching of the EoHT wiki.
During the writing of these Glossary terms, wherein
the slow inefficiency of the of the process setting up each webpage, adding anchor links, linking each anchor link to a
second index hyperlink, etc., compared to the ease of use of page creation at Wikipedia, led to the view that a wikistyle human thermodynamics glossary would be needed.
The transition from the idea stage to the startup stage resulted, following a period of several months of difficulty
at Wikipedia in attempts to start three articles there: human thermodynamics, human chemistry, and human
molecule (still topics not permissible at Wikipedia); owing to numerous community 'consensus' objections, too many
to list; after which this site was launched, on 24 Dec 2007 with the writing of three articles: Sadi Carnot, human
thermodynamics, and human chemistry.
The essential problem is that Wikipedia is a geared towards articles primarily on only mainstream topics.
Attempts to write articles on rare terms and concepts will quickly be deleted at Wikipedia. This wiki was launched,
essentially, to fill in that gap, by actively writing on rare terms, such as inverse entropy, or obscure people such as
Andre Lalande, or bulk subjects, such as the twelve schools of thermodynamics, without having regard to whether
the term, person, or subject is "notable" (meaning requisite to having its own article page) according to Wikipedia
standards or if there is some sort of "conflict of interest" in regards to having an expert write on the topic of their
expertise. [2] Each topic is thus given a detailed in-depth examination.
Since its launching, the EoHT wiki has been used, essentially, as an
online niche encyclopedia, a referenced file cabinet of sorts, for the
mental storage of the key terms, topics, biographies, anecdotes, and
equations, etc., germane to the subject of human thermodynamics
in particular, thermodynamics in general, and those subjects being
connective to the former, namely human chemistry and human
physics, acting sort of like a niche topic Wikipedia. The main purpose
of the encyclopedia, tentatively speaking, is to serve as a general
framework of connective terms, topics, and people for the backbone
of a possible future college teaching textbook on the subject of
American engineer Libb Thims and Russian physical human thermodynamics. A prerequisite to this attempt, however, is
a completed mastery of the works of Clausius, Gibbs, and Lewis,
chemist Georgi Gladyshev during a 16 Dec 2007
which has not yet been done by anyone. In the mean time, step-bymeeting in Chicago.
step additions to this site serve as growing template towards the
completion of this potential task, by someone in the future.
The site's first member (joined: Dec 31) was Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev, author of the famous
1978 article "On the Thermodynamics of Biological Evolution" and the follow-up 1997 book Thermodynamic Theory of
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the Evolution of Living Beings, whom Thims had been in weeklymonthly discussion with since 2005 in consultation and exchange of
ideas in the peer-review of the writing of Thims various books and
manuscripts.
Many notable people (and nearly two dozen college professors
and teachers) have since joined, including: French physicist Pierre
Perrot author of the 1998 A to Z of Thermodynamics, Chinese-born
Canadian mathematician Jing Chen, author of the 2005 The Physical
Foundation of Economics: an Analytical Thermodynamic Theory,
and German physicist Ingo Muller, author of the 2007 A History of
Thermodynamics, the first attempt at a full history of
thermodynamics, among numerous other authors and intellectuals.
The 100th member of the site, user:巩方建, joined on July 19th,
2010, and the 1,500th article, John Herapath, was written on July
07th 2010. The site has since been used as a lecture teaching tool
in various college engineering classes.

References
1. Glossary – HumanThermodynamics.com.
2. (a) Wikipedia:Notability – Wikipedia.
(b) Wikipedia:Conflict of interest – Wikipedia.

EoHT wiki: Cover
In the EoHT wiki this Cover page discusses the possibility of
printing of the EoHT as a 5-volume set (~2,500-pages). The first
draft cover, for the possible hardcover casewrap printing of the encyclopedia, in circa 2010 or later, is pictured
adjacent. The first draft cover was made on 04 April 2008 by Libb Thims. The article pages are being written one at a
time online via the wiki. Please post comments or suggestions below the photo or in the bottom threads.

Need to print the encyclopedia
The general drive or force to print the encyclopedia results according to the following logic:
(a) Their exists the general urge or intuition to have a backup stored copy of the EoHT wiki website (in case of system
crash).
(b) The Wetpaint site allows site creators to "back up" the contents of this wiki by exporting the pages as HTML into a
zip file (to down load to a computer), but it doesn't back up the images.
(c) With this in mind, a stored file of HTML code, seems good but messy if it were to be reloaded somewhere?
(d) Hence, the next logical step would be for Thims to copy the site, page-by-page, onto a word document, for
safety's sake.
(e) If this were to be done, it then wouldn't be that much more work to edit the file, make a PDF file of it, and then
print it with an ISBN for Amazon and global distribution (or at least so to have one hardcover copy on Thims'
bookshelf).
(f) Beyond this, knowing the volatility of webpages, so the knowledge will be preserved for future generations, i.e.
the books will be in circulation for others to read, study, and build on, in 100-years or more from now.

Publisher
The publisher at present will be LuLu, as they are quick, affordable, simple to use, and have excellent quality textbook style hardcovers (no dust-jacket). A second choice might be to find a seasoned science encyclopedia publisher,
e.g. McGraw-Hill.

Costs
The costs for the the ISBN fees, printing costs, advertising, etc., will be paid by Libb Thims.

Price
As to retail price, most scientific encyclopedias cost between $500 to the $12,000 dollar range (examples below). To
note, there seems to be only two other "thermodynamics" type encyclopedias published (or available). A few other
comparative examples are below:
● The 620-page, 1-volume 2002 Encyclopedia of Thermodynamics and Electrified Interfaces is $505 dollars (or
$0.81/page).
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● The 1,744-page, 2-volume, 2004 Encyclopedia of Supramolecular Chemistry is $540 dollars (or $0.32/page).
● The 3,000-page, 4-volume, 2004 Encyclopedia of Biological Chemistry is $1,385 (or $0.46/page).
● The 5,373-page, 6-volume, 2004 Encyclopedia of Energy is $2,395 dollars (or $0.45/page).
● The 10,370-page, 11-volume, 2009 Encyclopedia of Complexity and Systems Science is $5,699 dollars (or
$0.55/page) print or $7,124 (or $0.69/page) print + eReference.
● The 14,344-page, 15-volume, 2001 Encyclopedia of Analytical Chemistry is $11,860 dollars (or $0.82/page).

Page length
Possibly the EoHT will fall in 1,000-3,000 page range (being that the wiki is near to passing the 1,000 mark). An idea
would be to print the first edition after the biographies, theories, terms, etc., of the top-200 human thermodynamic
pioneers are found and written or after the first 1,000 wiki pages are written?

Proceeds
As to potential proceeds, the basic goal will be to (a) pay for the cost of the EoHT wiki, (b) buy more human
thermodynamics books, to further the growth of the EoHT wiki, and (c) pay for printing costs. A possibly residual idea,
assuming funds are available, would be to donate a number of copies to libraries and schools.

Epicenter genius
In geniuses, an epicenter genius (IQavg=210) is a thinker
whose intellectual output is so bright that he or she
attracts a circle of surrounding geniuses, and the effect
of the aggregation acts to increase the brightness, and in
this sense, in analogy to the description of earthquakes,
becomes an "epicenter" or the part of the earth’s
surface directly above the focus of an earthquake.
“At the 1927 Solvay conference—which was to become
a landmark in physics—Einstein was the uncrowned king
of physics. At the epicentre, of the debates about
quantum theory, were Bohr and Einstein’s
disagreements about Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle,
The three main epicenter geniuses, each depicted below
which Bohr defended successfully against Einstein’s
surrounded by a large group of geniuses: Aristotle at the School
repeated onslaughts.”
— Graham Farmelo (2009) [9]

of Athens (c.350BC), Goethe at Weimar (1803), and Einstein at
the Solvay Conference (1927).

The following "genius epochs" statement by American reserve energy theory psychologist William James, from his
1880 lecture "Great Men and their Environment", given to the Harvard Natural History Society, might well capture
the idea of the epicenter genius: [1]
“Sporadic great men come everywhere. But for a community to get vibrating through and through with intensely
active life, many geniuses coming together and in rapid succession are required. This is why great epochs are so rare,
- why the sudden bloom of a Greece [Aristotle], an early Rome, a Renaissance [Goethe], is such a mystery. Blow must
follow blow so fast that no cooling can occur in the intervals. Then the mass of the nation glows incandescent, and
may continue to glow by pure inertia long after the originators of its internal movement have passed away. We often
hear surprise expressed that in these high tides of human affairs not only the people should be filled with stronger
life, but that individual geniuses should seem so exceptionally abundant. This mystery is just about as deep as the
time-honored conundrum as to why great rivers flow by great towns. It is true that great public fermentations
awaken and adopt many geniuses who in more torpid times would have had no chance to work. But over and above
this there must be an exceptional concourse of genius about a time, to make the fermentation begin at all. The
unlikeliness of the concourse is far greater than the unlikeliness of any particular genius; hence the rarity of these
periods and the exceptional aspect which they always wear.”
An epoch genius, or epicenter genius, is a hammered genius, one that depends on concourse, forged into hardened
shape by concourse other geniuses. Historically, as represented in classical artistic depiction, as shown below, there
have been three dominate epicenter geniuses: Aristotle (IQ=195), Goethe (IQ=230), and Einstein (IQ=220). With the
inclusion of Voltaire (IQ=195), shown below, Café Procope (circa 1750), at a genius center, this yields and IQavg of 210
for an epicenter genius.

Aristotle's circle
The following is a depiction of epicenter genius Greek physicist-philosopher Aristotle (#15) and his circle in circa
350BC:
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A vivid depiction of the School in Athens, Greece, circa 350BC, drawn by Italian painter Raphael (1510) (IQ=170),
giving a well-imaged viewing of Aristotle's erudite intellectual circle: 1: Zeno of Citium 2: Epicurus 3: unknown 4:
Boethius or Anaximander or Empedocles? 5: Averroes 6: Pythagoras 7: Alcibiades or Alexander the Great
(IQ=180)? 8: Antisthenes or Xenophon or Timon? 9: unknown or the Fornarina as a personification of Love or
(Francesco Maria della Rovere?) 10: Aeschines or Xenophon? 11: Parmenides? 12: Socrates (IQ=160) 13:
Heraclitus (Michelangelo (IQ=180)) 14: Plato (IQ=180) (Leonardo da Vinci (IQ=205)) 15: Aristotle (IQ=190) 16:
Diogenes 17: Plotinus (Donatello?) 18: Euclid (IQ=185) or Archimedes (IQ=190) with students (Bramante?) 19:
Zoroaster 20: Ptolemy? R: Apelles (Raphael) 21: Protogenes (Il Sodoma, Perugino, or Timoteo Viti).
The following is closeup the of the lower left section, depicting the Heraclitus vs Parmenides debate, showing:
Epicurus, representative of the atomic theory view, Pythagoras, representative of the mathematical geometrical
view, Parmenides, representative of the immovable being view, Heraclitus, representative of the flux, fire, and
eternal change view of nature, amid an unnamed woman, said to be representative of "love", who glares out of the
scene, in a strikingly peculiar way, that draws one's attention::
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Galileo's circle
Italian physicist Galileo Galilei (IQ=200) might well be classified as an
epicenter genius, who had in his immediate communication circle and
number of thinkers, such as: Francesco Sagredo, Giovanni Baliani,
Evangelista Torricelli, and an aftermath of a number of people affected
by his experiments and influence, Blaise Pascal along with Pierre Petit,
to name two.

Voltaire’s circle

At Café Procope (circa 1750): at rear, from left to
right: Marquis Condorcet (IQ=180), Jean-Francois de
La Harpe, Voltaire (IQ=195), with his arm raised, and
Denis Diderot (IQ=165). [4]

As to whether or not
French philosopher,
scientist, and writer
Italian physicist Galileo Galilei, who might be
Voltaire (1694classified as an epicenter genius, shown giving
1778)(IQ=195) can
physics and astronomy lessons to the senate
be classified as an
“epicenter genius”, of Venice.
he was ranked by Catherine Cox with an IQ of 200 and he did have
a rather large and impressive circle, as what some have classified
as “Voltaire’s circle”, such as depicted adjacent, at the famous
Café Procope (circa 1750): at rear, from left to right: Marquis
Condorcet (IQ=180), Jean-Francois de La Harpe, Voltaire (IQ=195),
with his arm raised, and Denis Diderot (IQ=165)—one of the
locations of the “age of enlightenment” beginnings, at which
Voltaire is said to have drank forty cups of coffee a day, mixing it
with chocolate. [5]

Voltaire's circle had connections and homes in France, from which he was banished from in 1726 (and again in 1834),
England, where he occupied himself mainly with mathematics and made himself familiar with the philosophy of
Newton, and Leiden University, Netherlands, the home to the original heat experiments school of thermodynamics,
where he studied the experimental works of Boerhaave and Gravesande. Other encyclopedists met at Café Procope,
including: did Benjamin Franklin, John Paul Jones, and Thomas Jefferson. [5] French mathematician Marquis de
Condorcet (IQ=180) is described as “one of the philosophers of Voltaire’s circle.” [2] In 1734, following his second
banishment from France, at the invitation of a highly-intelligent woman friend, Emilie Chatelet (IQ=190), the so-called
“smartest woman ever”, Voltaire moved into her "Chateau de Cirey" near Luneville in eastern France. They studied
the natural sciences together for several years. She became the mistress of Voltaire, who commented on her in
retrospect: “in 1733, I met a young lady who happen to think nearly as I did.”
Voltaire began a correspondence with Frederick the Great in August 1736. Frederick greatly admired Voltaire and
invited him to come to Prussia many times; the invitation did not include Emilie. Frederick and Emilie did not like each
other—both were competing for Voltaire. After Emilie's end, Frederick offered Voltaire the position of Chamberlain
and 20,000 francs a year if he would come to Prussia. Voltaire accepted and spent three years at Frederick's court
from 1750 to 1753. The materialist philosopher Baron d’Holbach was defined as being “one member of Voltaire’s
circle”. [3] In 1777, a year before his end, he visited French philosopher Jean Sales (IQ=190), the initiator of the
human molecular hypothesis, and gave 500 pounds to towards his release.

Franklin | Madison
The following shows the depiction of the famous 1789 signing of the Constitution of the United States, centered
around Benjamin Franklin and James Madison, the father of the constitution, said to have used his Princeton social
physics training and ideas to formulate a Newtonian government:
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Goethe's circle
See main: Goethe’s circle

The following is a depiction of epicenter genius German polymath Johann Goethe (read dinner jacket, standing
center) and his circle in 1803:

A vivid depiction of Weimar, Germany, in 1803, drawn by German painter Otto Knille (1884), giving a well-imaged
viewing of Goethe's erudite intellectual circle: Johann Schlosser, Georg Hegel (IQ=165), Johann Fichte (IQ=170),
Jean Paul, Ludwig Tieck (IQ=165), Wilhelm Humboldt (IQ=175), Alexander Humboldt (IQ=185), Friedrich
Schleiermacher (IQ=160), Carl Gauss (IQ=195), who knew all of Goethe's poetry works, August Schlegel, Friedrich
Klinger (KUnger), Peter Cornelius, Heinrich Kleist, Johann Pestalozzi seated left red jacket hunched over, who
affixed Goethe with the title "prince of the mind", Barthold Niebuhr (IQ=185), Johann Herder (IQ=165), in whom in
1784 Goethe first confided his discovery of evidence for human evolution from lower animals, Johann Gleim, Lorenz
Oken, Johann Voss, Johann Blumenbach, Friedrich Klopstock— and Goethe (1749-1832) (IQ=230)—the big dog,
standing at the center of attention—followed by Christoph Wieland (IQ=170), seated right front, who in 1810 called
Goethe's self-defined greatest theory "childish nonsense and fooling around", August Iffland—and last but not least
Friedrich Schiller (IQ=175)—Goethe’s closest intellectual friend—in whom, in 1796, he first confided his newlyforming human elective affinities theory—and a bench mark for the launching of the science of human chemistry
and in effect the seeds to the newly-forming overly-complex 21st century science of human chemical
thermodynamics (see: human free energy theorists).
(add discussion)
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Clausius circle | Boltzmann circle
Shown below is the connectivity diagram of the
twelve founding schools of thermodynamics, showing
that Rudolf Clausius, having the most nodal
connections (nine), might be an epicenter genius:

An 1887 group photo (Ѻ), showing (standing, from the left):
Walther Nernst, Heinrich Streintz, Svante Arrhenius, Hiecke, and
(sitting, from the left): Aulinger, Albert von Ettingshausen, Ludwig
Boltzmann (seated at middle), head of the Vienna school, who can
be considered a type of epicenter genius (though Clausius, not
shown, is the main genius of the thermodynamics network), Ignacij
Klemencic, Hausmanninger.

It may also be cogently argued that both Maxwell (IQ=210), leader of the Edinburg school of thermodynamics (four
nodal points) and Clausius (IQ=205), central founder of the Berlin school of thermodynamics—the biggest of the
thermodynamic schools (nine nodal points), were epicenter geniuses, but artistic representation of this view, nodal
diagram aside, seems to be lacking.

Einstein's circle
The start of German-born American physicist Albert Einstein's rise to "epicenter genius" seems to have found its seed
in his 1902 two-person, turned three-person "Olympia Academy". Specifically, sometime in 1902, Einstein, having
recently graduated (1900) from the Ecole Polytechnique of Zurich, with a degree in mathematical physics, and
working for a minimal wage at the Berne Patent Office, put an advertisement in the paper offering to teach physics as
a private tutor at so much an hour.
Shortly thereafter, Rumanian college student Maurice
Solovine (1875-1958), shown seated center, adjacent
photo, who was studying a mixture of subjects at Berne
University, including literature, philosophy, Greek,
mathematics, and geology, became Einstein’s first tutor
pupil. The two men struck up a close relationship and
Einstein was to say to Solovine a few days after meeting
him:

Conrad Habicht (left), Maurice Solovine (center), and Albert
Einstein (right), circa 1902-1903, at one of their Olympia
Academy meetings, during which time they read Karl
Pearson's 1900 The Grammar of Science, with its
superluminal Filon-Pearson demon note. [6]

"It is not necessary to give you lessons in physics, the
discussion about the problems which we face in physics
today is much more interesting; simply come to me when
you wish, I am pleased to be able to talk to you."

On the third visit, Solovine suggested that they should read
some of the standard works and discuss the problems they
presented. Einstein then proposed they start with Karl
Pearson’s 1900 The Grammar of Science. This was followed
by John Stuart Mill’s (IQ=185) A System of Logic, David Hume’s (IQ=180) Treatise on Human Nature, Benedict
Spinoza’s (IQ=175) Ethics, Ernst Mach’s (IQ=?) Analysis of Sensations, Henri Poincare’s (IQ=195) Science and
Hypothesis, the work of Bernhard Riemann (IQ=?), whose non-Euclidean geometry was utilized in Einstein’s
development of his 1916 general theory of relativity, along with literary works, such as Miguel de Cervantes’s
(IQ=155) Don Quixote. At some point along the line, Conrad Habicht (1876-1958), Einstein’s old friend from Zurich,
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who had recently arrived in Berne to continue his mathematical studies, joined the study group. [7] The three formed
a weekly discussion group that eventually came to be known as the Olympia Academy. [7] Twenty-five years later,
Einstein's three person intellectual social club, amassed into the following expanded global circle of intellectuals,
showing Einstein seated center front at the 1927 Solvay conference, giving a well-earned depiction of him as an
"epicenter genius":

The iconic group photograph of the 1927 Solvay conference, in Brussels, Belgium, giving a well-imaged viewing of
Einstein's erudite intellectual circle: back row: Auguste Piccard, Emile Henriot, Paul Ehrenfest, Edouard Herzen,
Theophile de Donder, Erwin Schrödinger (IQ=190), Jules Verschaffelt, Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg (IQ=180),
Ralph Fowler, Leon Brillouin; middle row: Peter Debye, Martin Knudsen, William Bragg, Hendrik Kramers, Paul
Dirac, Arthur Compton, Louis de Broglie, Max Born, Niels Bohr (IQ=185); front row: Irving Langmuir, Max Planck
(IQ=190), Marie Curie (IQ=185), Hendrik Lorentz—and at center front, Albert Einstein (IQ=220), intellectual
protégé of Goethe—seated next to Paul Langevin, Charles Guye, Charles Wilson, and Owen Richardson.

Thims circle
In 2012, Belgian philosopher David Bossens, suggestively joked, in a thread post, after reading the above page,
whether jokingly or not, that American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims be ranked as an "epicenter genius" (see:
Libb Thims (genius ranking)), with him in the center, surrounded by other hmolpedias; the following photo, from the
2013 University of Pitesti Econophysics and Sociophysics Workshop, might give a glimpse into the future:

An after workshop group photo of some of the speakers at UPESW 5 (29 Jun 2013): Libb Thims (center),
wearing Hu element golf shirt, Constantin Bratianu (Thims’ right), Daniel Pele (Thims’ back right), Mircea
Gligor (Thims’ back left), and seated in front left to right: Ion Siman and Gheorghe Savoiu, all noted
members of the Romanian school of physical socioeconomics.
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“People behave as if Einstein is the sun around which all wisdom revolves around like planets.”
— Monydit Malieth (2013), The Future Affects the Past [10]
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F
In symbols, F is the symbol for

Famous atheists
In existographies, famous atheists refers to historical
thinkers, past or present, who have gained a certain
notoriety, fame or infamy, depending, for either being
labeled an atheist, declared non-believer in the
existence of god, and or contribute explicitly to
atheism, anti-theism, and dissolution of religiomythology based ideologies; below is chronological
listing of famous atheists, past and present.

Overview
The following are example quotes of famous atheists
grouped into association:
A screenshot of an atheism genealogy video (Ѻ), showing the core
“Nietzsche launched a new building project that
represents an advance for atheism. Meslier denied all famous atheists and branches, such as: atomic theory branch
(Epicurean atheism), the Feuerbach branch (Freudian atheism and
divinity, Holbach dismantled Christianity, Feuerbach
Marxian atheism), and the Goethe branch (Schopenhauerdeconstructed god. Then Nietzsche introduced
Nietzsche atheism).
transvaluation: atheism is not an end in itself. Do away
with god, yes, but then what? Another morality, a new ethic, values never before thought of because unthinkable,
this innovation is what makes it possible to arrive at atheism and to surpass it. A formidable task, and one still to be
brought to fruition.”
— Michel Onfray (2005), Atheist Manifesto [11]

“Michel Foucault, Ludwig Feuerbach, Friedrich Nietzsche, George Santayana, Denis Diderot, John Mill, Richard
Dawkins, Noam Chomsky, Bertrand Russell, Bertolt Brecht, Ayn Rand, Democritus, David Hume, Albert Camus,
Sigmund Freud.”
— Cary Solomon (2013), God’s Not Dead (film); the “what do these individuals have in common?” scene [1]
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(add discussion)

Atheists | 1-100
See also: Top 100 atheists (ranked)

The following are noted atheists “1 to 100” — assumed, attributed, categorical, labeled, famous, extreme, and or
legendary — chronological ordered, by either birth (reaction start) or event significance (next: 101-200, 201-300);
those colored light pink are noted female atheists:

Atheists 1 to 100
#

Person

Date

Significance

“The universe, that is the all, is made neither of gods nor of men, but ever has been
475BC and ever will be an eternal living fire, kindling and extinguishing in destined
measure.” [3]

1.
Heraclitus
(c.535-450BC)

2.
Leucippus
(c.500-450 BC)
(2142-2092 BN)

Often called the 'father of atomic theory', he was the first to conceive of the theory
of atoms, arguing that the universe consisted entirely of atoms and void, a theory
450BC purposely contrived so to contradict Greek philosopher Parmenides' earlier view
that voids are impossible; called by Francis Bacon, in his "On Atheism" (1620), the
chief or head of the school "most accused" of atheism.

The first person to be “labeled” an atheist, for the following views:
“Concerning the gods, I am unable to discover whether they exist or not, or what
they are like in form; for there are many hindrances to knowledge, the obscurity of
the subject and the brevity of the human mind.”

3.
Protagoras
(c.490-420BC)

Technically, these views are what we now characterize as “agnostic”, a term coined
in 1869 by Thomas Huxley.

4.
Democritus
(c.460-370BC)

5.

Critias
(c.460403BC)

“Critias seems to be from the ranks of the atheists when he says that the lawgivers
of ancient times invented god as a kind of overseer of the right and wrong actions
of men. Their purpose was to prevent anyone from wronging his neighbors
secretly, as he would incur the risk of vengeance at the hands of the gods.”
— Sextus Empiricus (c.200AD) (Ѻ)

● Su on, Dana. (1981). “Cri as and Atheism” (Ѻ), The Classical Quarterly, 31(1):3338.
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Quote: “Men think epilepsy divine, merely because they do not understand it. We
will one day understand what causes it, and then cease to call it divine. And so it is
with everything in the universe.” Note: while often deemed atheist, the Hippocratic
oath (Ѻ) speaks of “gods and goddesses” being witness to oath.

6.
Hippocrates
(c.460-370BC)

“With reason did the Athenians adjudge Diagoras guilty of atheism, in that he not
only divulged the Orphic doctrine, and published the mysteries of Eleusis and of
the Cabiri, and chopped up the wooden statue of Hercules to boil his turnips, but
openly declared that there was no god at all.”
— Athenagoras (200AD), A Plea for the Christians

7.
Diagoras of Melos
(c.448-388BC)

Semi-labeled as the "first true atheist"; known as “Diagoras ‘the Atheist’ of Melos”,
a disciple of Democritus (Ѻ), cited by Cicero, among others, sometimes referred to,
in the history of atheism (Ѻ), as the “first atheist” or history's earliest known
“confirmed atheist”, as some (Ѻ) describe him.
“The Theodoreans derived their name from Theodorus, known as ‘the atheist’, and
adopted his doctrines. Theodorus was a man who utterly rejected the current
belief in the gods. And I have come across a book of his entitled Of the Gods which
is not contemptible. From that book, they say, Epicurus borrowed most of what he
wrote on the subject.”

8.
Theodorus of
Cyrene
(c.340-250BC)

— Diogenes Laertius (c.225), Lives and Opinions of Eminent Philosophers [9]

Classified, along with Diagoras of Melos, as one of the first two “outright atheists”.
[7] Studied the lectures of determinism philosopher Zeno of Citium. [8]

In his “Letter to Herodotus” (Ѻ), supposedly (check), he relegates the gods to the
role of non-interfering material entities, in capable of controlling human affairs. [2]

9.
Epicurus
(341-270 BC)
10.

Euhemerus
(c.325BC-250BC)

AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10)
In his On the Nature of Things, a summary of the main points of the atomic theory
of Leucippus, Democritus, Epicurus, in poetic form, on “gods” his aim is the
following:
“My object is to dispel the fear of the gods, which arises simply from the fact that
there are so many things which men do not yet understand, and therefore imagine
to be effected by divine power.”

11.
Lucretius
(99-55 BC)

On where everything came from, without a "creator", he has the following to say:
“For surely the atoms did not hold council, assigning order to each, flexing their
keen minds with questions of place and motion and who goes where. But shuffled
and jumbled in many ways, in the course of endless time they are buffeted, driven
along, chancing upon all motions, combinations. At last they fall into such an
arrangement as would create this universe.”
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“All formal religions are delusive
and must never be accepted by
self-respecting persons as final.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

12.
Hypatia
(350-415)

“Fables should be taught as
fables, myths as myths, and
miracles as poetic fancies. To
c.400 teach superstitions as truth is a
most terrible thing. The child
mind accepts and believes them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy
can he or she be in after years relieved of them. The reason for this is that a
superstition is so intangible a thing that you cannot get at it to refute it.”
— Hypatia (c.400)

She was stripped, stoned, and burned for her anti-Christian, anti-religious, proscience views.

[HD:1] Described by Christopher Hitchens (2007) as a skeptic, whose poetry was
satirizing the claims and practices of religion. [5]

13.
Omar Khayyam
(1048-1131)

14.

Frederick II
(1194-1250)

“Frederick II, this pestilent king, a scorpion spitting out poison from the stinger of
his tail, has notably and openly stated that—in his own words—the whole world
has been fooled by three imposters, Jesus Christ, Moses, and Muhammad, two of
whom died honorably, while Jesus himself died on the cross. Moreover, he has
dared to affirm, or rather, he has fraudulently claimed, that all those who believe
that a virgin could give birth to the god who created nature, and all the rest, were
fools. And Fredrick has aggravated the heresy by this insane assertion, according to
which no one can be born without having been conceived by the prior intercourse
of a man and woman; he also claims that people ought to believe nothing that
1239 cannot be proven by the strength and reason of nature.”
— Pope Gregory IX (1239), address to monarchs

This resulted in the anonymous Treatise on the Three Imposters (aka The Atheist’s
Bible), either written by Frederick II or Simon of Tournai (1130-1201) or Bernardino
Ochino (1487-1564), which began to circulate (Ѻ) in the centuries to follow; in In
1770, the great Enlightenment satirist Voltaire, published a response to the hoax
treatise entitled Epistle to the Author of the Book of the Three Impostors (Épître à
l'Auteur du Livre des Trois Imposteurs) (Ѻ), which contains one of his best-known
quotations, "If God didn't exist, it would be necessary to invent Him."

15.

Etienne
Dolet
(15091546)

1535

In 1535, was rumored to be a
“materialist” and to deny the
immortality of the soul (Ѻ), and
eventually was convicted of the “crime”
of atheism, tortured, strangled, and
then burned, with his books.
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“Man is certainly stark mad: he cannot make a worm, yet ye will make gods by the
dozen.”
— Michel Montaigne (c.1570) (Ѻ)

16.
Michel Montaigne
(1533-1592)

17.
Giordano Bruno
(1548-1600)

18.
Christopher
Marlowe
(1564-1593)

[HD:2] Many commentators assert that he was an atheist or skeptic who hid is true
beliefs for his own protection or for the sake of social stability; evidence for the
claim he was an atheists rests on his reply to the second objection against
Raymond Sebond’s circa 1425 Natural Theology: the Book of Creatures. (Ѻ)
A debatably-labeled (Ѻ) (Ѻ)
“atheist” and or “courageous
thinker who lay under the stigma
of atheism” (Ѻ), in opposition to
Thomas Aquinas’ causality
argument, added Lucretius’ atomic
theory together with Copernican
heliocentrism to argue for an
1600
infinite world’s hypothesis, and for
these views, which he would not
recant, was burned at the stake.
Bruno's burning, in the history of
atheism (Ѻ), is said to mark a transition point for the re-emergence of atheism;
though, to note, his works remained on the Index of Prohibited Books until 1965,
and it was not until 2000 that he received a public apology from the Catholic
Church. [2]

[HD:3] England’s most-famous “alleged atheist” of the time; in his The Jew of
Malta, the Italian political thinker Niccolo Machiavelli (anglicized to “Machevil”)
declares, “I count religion but a childish toy … ”; his Doctor Faustus, Marlowe’s
most important play, was even more dangerous: Faustus declares, “I think hell’s a
fable”, which some have attributed as his view. (Ѻ)

William
[HD:4]

19.
Shakespeare
(1564-1616)

Italian philosopher, physician and free-thinker, who was one of the first significant
representatives of intellectual libertinism; among the first modern thinkers who
1619 viewed the universe as an entity governed by natural laws (nomological
determinism); was the first literate proponent of the thesis that humans evolved
from apes; was executed for the "crime of atheism".

20.
Lucilio Vanini
(1585-1619)

21.
Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679)

[HD:5] His Leviathan: or the Matter, Form, and Power, of a Common Wealth
Ecclesiastical and Civil, an attempt to develop a political theory out of the
1651 mechanical view, sometimes associated with the term “atheist’s bible” (Ѻ), is
described by British atheism historian David Berman, as a “crypto-atheistic work”.
[4]
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Walter
Charleton
(16191707)
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The so-called “main conduit for the transmission of Epicurean ideas to England”,
and friend of Thomas Hobbes and reader of Pierre Gassendi, published his The
Darkness of Atheism Dispelled by the Light of Nature, followed by Physiologia
1652
Epicuro-Gassendo-Charletoniana: or a fabrick of science natural, upon the
hypothesis of atoms (1654), largely based Gassendi’s Animadversiones (1649),
Epicurus's Morals (1656), and Natural History of the Passions (1674).

[HD:6] Debatably labeled a pantheist or atheist, per his “god OR nature” style of
argument; was a springboard for a number of atheists to follow: Goethe, Shelley,
Einstein, among others.

23.
Benedict Spinoza
(1632-1677)
24.

John
Locke
(16321704)

[HD:7]

Kazimierz
25.

1689 Known as the “first Polish atheist” (Ѻ); executed for the crime of atheism.
Lyszczynski
(1634-1689)
“Meslier’s Testament is the
most singular phenomenon
ever seen among all the
meteors fatal to the Christian
religion.”
— Voltaire (1766) [2]

26.
Jean Meslier
(1664-1729)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Oft-said to mark the start of
"true atheism"; overtly, a
1729 French Catholic priest (abbe)
who was discovered, upon
his death (dereaction), to
have written an atheism
advocating essay like book
entitled Testament, that denied the existence of the soul, dismissed the notion of
free will, denounced all belief in God, and all religion, with a “frenzied anger that
makes Richard Dawkins’ The God Delusion (2006) seem like a work of reasoned
scholarship”, as atheism historian Nick Spencer characterizes (Ѻ) him.

Charles
27.

[HD:8]
Montesquieu
(1689-1755)
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David
Hume
(17111776)

28.

29.
Julien la Mettrie
(1709-1751)
|→ Extreme
atheist

JeanFrancois
de la
Barre
(1745-

30.
1766)

[HD:10] Described by John Adams [HD:14] as
an “atheist, deist, and libertine”; denounced
by John Q. Adams as the “atheist Jacobite”
(Ѻ); known as the “great infidel”; oftclassified as an agnostic atheist; his first work
A Treatise on Human Nature (1740), which
1740 includes considerations against an immortal
soul, develops a system of morality
independent of a deity, attempts to refute
occasionalism, and argues against a
necessary being, led to the charge of
atheism. (Ѻ)

An “extreme materialist” (Ѻ) philosopher Julien la Mettrie—a translator of Seneca’s
essay on happiness—in his The Natural History of the Soul (1745), argued for a
mechanist materialistic position, according to which there was no need of the soul
to animate matter, that life was a property of matter, not something breathed into;
to quote: “What is the soul, but an empty word to which no idea corresponds?”
Likewise, his 1747 Man a Machine, dubbed a “materialist manifesto” (Ѻ), rooted in
quasi-atheistic principles, caused a scandal because it denied Cartesian dualism, i.e.
it denied that there was a distinction between humans, who alone had souls (in the
1745
pineal gland), and animals who, like machines, had none. He rejected immortality,
arguing that humans, like all other beings in the entire universe, consist of nothing
but matter. He attacked the monadism proposed by Gottfried Leibniz and his
supporters as “incomprehensible” writing that: “They have spiritualized matter
rather than 'materializing' the soul.” He was known throughout Europe as an
advocate of godlessness and vice, was eventually condemned, his books were
burned, after which he fled to Prussia, where he was granted a safe haven by King
Frederick II, where he was asked to be the King’s personal physician. (Ѻ)
Was tortured,
beheaded, and his
body burned for
alleged vandalism of
a crucifix; a case that
became celebrated
because Voltaire
1766
tried unsuccessfully
to have the sentence
reversed (Ѻ);
adjacent (right): is a
circa monument to Barre at Sacré-Cœur de Montmartre (1906); adjacent (left):
interrogation of the chevalier de La Barre as depicted on the monument to him in
Abbeville (1907)

[HD:9] Translated (watered down version of): Jean Meslier; known as the most
“influential atheist of Europe in his day” (Ѻ); technically: an "atheism-curious
1768
agnostic deist" (see: Voltaire on religion); one of the rocks to avoid in the Christian
captain anecdote;

31.
Voltaire
(1694-1778)
32.

Benjamin
Franklin
(17061790)

[HD:13] AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10)
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[HD:11] Read: Jean Meslier; sometimes incorrectly labeled as the "first true
atheist"; some label him an "explicit atheist" [4]

33.
Denis Diderot
(1713-1784)

34.
Baron d’Holbach
(1723-1789)
|→ Extreme
atheist

35.

John
Adams
(17351826)

36.

Edward
Gibbon
(17371794)

37.

Ethan
Allen
(17381737)

38.

Matthew
Turner
(c.17201788)

Read: Jean Meslier; explicit atheist; wrote volumes against religion, the most
famous being The System of Nature (1770), itself known as the “Atheist’s Bible”; for
thirty years (1750-1780), at his second mansion Le Château de Grand-Val, outside
of Paris, he ran a bi-weekly intellectual salon, with the entice of excellent food,
expensive wine, and a library of over 3000 volumes, he attracted many notable
visitors, including: Diderot, Grimm, Condillac, Condorcet, D'Alembert, Marmontel,
1770 Turgot, La Condamine, Helvétius, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Adam Smith, David
Hume, and Benjamin Franklin.
“All children are born atheists; they have no idea of god.”
— Baron d’Holbach (1772), Freethoughts Opposed to Supernatural Ideas [5]

He is widely known as the “Newton of the atheists” (Ѻ) even cited so in history of
atheism documentaries. (V|1:45)
[HD:14]
[HD:12] Has an enlarged reputation for harboring “irreligion” or atheism (Ѻ); his
1776-1788 six-volume The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,
1776 noted for its open criticism of organized religion; quote: “Religion is regarded by
the common people as true, by the wise as false, and by the rulers as useful” (Ѻ);
and or a paraphrase of Seneca the Younger. (Ѻ)
[HD:16] (Ѻ)
The supposed scholar (Ѻ), or possibly two authors combined, of Answer to Dr.
Priestley’s Letters to a Philosophical Unbeliever (Ѻ), in response to Joseph
Priestley’s book against atheism (Institutes of Natural and Revealed Religion, 1772),
1782 published by an anonymous “Mr. Hammon”, by stating the following, becomes the
first overt or avowed atheist in Britain:
“As to the question whether there is such an existent being as an atheist, to put
that out of all manner of doubt, I do declare upon my honor that I am one.”

[HD:15] Known as the “leading atheistic writer in the American colonies” (Ѻ); his
1794 The Age of Reason (1794) is the most-widely cited “atheist’s bible”, historically
(Ѻ)(Ѻ); one of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain anecdote;

39.
Thomas Paine
(1737-1809)
40.

Joseph
Lagrange
(17361813)

Quote: “How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither
he nor Monge, nor Berthollet, nor Lagrange believed in God. But they do not like to
say so.” (Napoleon to Gaspard Gourgaud, c.1814)

41.

Gaspard
Monge
(17461818)

Quote: “How comes it, then, that Laplace was an atheist? At the Institute neither
he nor Monge, nor Berthollet, nor Lagrange believed in God. But they do not like to
say so.” (Napoleon to Gaspard Gourgaud, c.1814)
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Claude
Berthollet
(17481822)

43.
Thomas Jefferson
(1743-1826)

Quote: “Bah! Laplace was an atheist, and Berthollet too. At the Institute they all
were atheists, and yet Newton and Leibnitz were believers. Atheists compare man
to a clock; but the clock-maker is a being of superior intelligence. They grant that
creation is the result of matter, as warmth is the effect of fire.” (Napoleon to
Gaspard Gourgaud, c.1814)
[HD:17] In 1800, during his presidential campaign, he was said to be unfit to hold
office because he did not have orthodox religious beliefs and called a “howling
atheist”; in 1802, he added the separation of church and state clause to the
1802 Constitution; in the years to follow he became reticent, vacillated in belief system
labels over time; in private letters, variously refers to himself as "Christian" (1803),
"a sect by myself" (1819), an "Epicurean" (1819), a "materialist" (1820), and a
"Unitarian by myself" (1825). (Ѻ)

“I had no need of that [god] hypothesis.”
1802 — Pierre Laplace (1802), response to Napoleon why the divine was not found in his new

44.

celestial mechanics book (see: Napoleon Laplace anecdote)

Pierre Laplace
(1749-1827)
“Crebillon … treats the
passions like playing cards,
that one can shuffle, play,
reshuffle, and play again,
without their changing at
all. There is no trace of the
delicate, chemical affinity,
through which they attract
and repel each other,
reunite, neutralize [each
other], separate again and
recover.”
1809 — Johann Goethe (1799),

45.

comment to Friedrich Schiller on the lack of realism in the works of Prosper Crebillon, Oct 23

Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

“The moral symbols of nature are the elective affinities discovered and employed
by the great Bergman.”
— Johann Goethe (1809), comment to Friedrich Riemer, Jul 24

[HD:19] His Elective Affinities, showed that physical chemistry invalidates the logic
of the sixth commandment; the "trainer of assassins of god", namely: Arthur
Schopenhauer, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Libb Thims; among which, Nietzsche, who
went beyond good (right) and evil (wrong) declaring "God is dead!" (1882) and
venturing into thermodynamics (1888) in his last penned notes, before going
insane, according to Albert Camus (1942), is “the most famous of God's assassins.”
See: Goethe on religion; Goethe on the soul.
46.

47.

James
Madison
(17511836)
Johann Fichte
(1762-1814)

[HD:18]

Semi-labeled as the “first true atheist”. (Ѻ)
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[HD:20] Noted for Napoleon Laplace anecdote (1802), wherein Laplace declared he
1802 no longer had need for the “hypothesis of god” in celestial mechanics; noted for his
famous French scientific elite atheism queries (see: Napoleon on the soul)

48.
Napoleon
Bonaparte
(1769-1821)

Trained by Goethe, at age 18, to become the first "god assassin"; himself later
training Friedrich Nietzsche in the art of god assassination.
“Schopenhauer was the first admitted and inexorable atheist among us Germans.”
49.

1806
Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)

— Friedrich Nietzsche (1882), The Gay Science (Ѻ)

“Schopenhauer prided himself on being the first true atheist in German
philosophy, and scorned his contemporaries’ attempts to substitute a world spirit
for a bankrupt deity. Yet he never abandoned a notion of cosmic justice.”
— Susan Neiman (2004), Evil in Modern Thought: an Alternative History of Philosophy (Ѻ)

“If ignorance of nature gave birth to gods, knowledge of nature is made for their
destruction.”
— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

“Every time we say that god is the author of some phenomenon, that signifies that
1811 we are ignorant of how such a phenomenon was able to operate by the aid of
forces or causes that we know in nature.”

50.

— Percy Shelley (1811), The Necessity of Atheism (inspired by Spinoza)

Percy Shelley
(1792-1822)

Described as the “most famous of all British atheists”; his: The Necessity of
Atheism, got him expelled from Oxford.

In 1836, he proclaimed “make your own Bible” (Ѻ); in 1841, in his Essays, his
second book, is found his essay “Self-Reliance”, described by his aunt as “strange
1836
medley of atheism and false independence” (Ѻ); listed in CelebAtheists.com (Ѻ);
one of the promulgators of the godless Goethean calendar.
Ralph Emerson
(1803-1882)
Known for this Essence of Christianity; known as a
"legendary atheist" (Ѻ) (Ѻ), whose “extreme atheism”
(Ѻ) was sometimes tempered with “divine humanism”,
whose work is a forerunner to Marx-based Soviet
atheism, who was said to have become more of an
extreme atheist in later years.
“Someday the scientific revolution, chemistry in
particular, will dissolve Christianity in vat of nitric acid.”

51.

1841 — Ludwig Feuerbach (1850), The Natural Sciences and the
Ludwig Feuerbach
(1804-1872)
|→ Extreme
atheist

Revolution

“Whenever morality is based on theology, whenever the
right is made dependent on divine authority, the most
immoral, unjust, infamous things can be justified and
established. Morality is then surrendered to the
groundless arbitrariness of religion.”
— Ludwig Feuerbach (c.1860) (Ѻ)

52.

Elizabeth Stanton
(1815-1902)

[HD:28] In 1848, she began to engage in the conflicts between the Bible and
1848 women’s rights (Ѻ); in 1895, she penned The Women’s Bible; therein becoming one
of the pioneers of “atheist feminism”. (Ѻ)
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[HD:30] In 1854, in the house of Adolf Stahr (1805-1876) she defended Goethe’s
“everything holy overturning” (Heinrich Heine, 1810) physicochemical morality
based Elective Affinities, the “sixth commandment” overthrowing end chapter
1854
(P2:C18) dénouement, which Stahr faulted; Her nonbeliever efforts comprise
chapter 10 of Christopher Hitchens’ The Portable Atheist: Essential Readings for the
Nonbeliever (2007).

53.
George Eliot
(1819-1880)

54.
Jacob Moleschott
(1822-1893)

55.
Ludwig Buchner
(1824-1899)

“Force is no impelling god, no entity separate from the material substratum; it is
inseparable from matter, is one of its eternal indwelling properties. A force
1850 unconnected with matter, hovering loose over matter, is an utterly empty
conception. In nitrogen, carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, in sulphur and phosphorus,
their several properties have dwelt from all eternity.” [3]

Modern Christian apologists consider Büchner the father of atheistic evangelism
(Ѻ), or antitheism, in Germany, a counterpart to Thomas Huxley, who some
consider to be the first atheistic evangelist—though Huxley himself denied,
1855 supposedly, that he was an atheist, preferring the term agnostic, which he coined
in 1868—the ‘atheistic evangelism’ standard, as some have categorized, since then
has been carried by Bertrand Russell, Henry Mencken, Richard Dawkins, and Sam
Harris.

|→ Extreme
atheist
Karl

1867

The eponym of “Marxian atheism”, a derivative of Epicurean atheism, Ludwig
Feuerbach, and new scientific ideas, the result of which was dialectical materialism.

Marx
(1818-1883)
“All that is good and commendable
now existing would continue to exist if
all marriage laws were repealed
tomorrow.”
— Victoria Woodhull (c.1872) (Ѻ)

56.
Victoria Woodhull
(1838-1927)

In 1871, at age 33, after arising from
sexually-abuse and financially
exploited by her father, as a child, and,
at age 15, forced via escape method
into an 11-year “nightmare” marriage,
1871 prior to obtaining of very-difficult to
obtain "divorce", penned the
Introduction to the first English
translation—done by "anonymously"
by James Froude (whose Nemesis of
Faith was publicly burned in 1849, during reverend William Sewells’ moral
philosophy class at Oxford)—of Goethe’s “everything holy overturning” (Heinrich
Heine, 1810), sixth commandment usurping, physicochemical morality based
Elective Affinities, during which he outlined the Goethe revolution; in 1871, she
became the first female presidential candidate; in 1872, she was derisively
characterized by Thomas Nast as “Mrs Satan” (Ѻ) for her "divorce rights"
advocation; in 1885, William Patton (1821-1889), a minister turned (1877) Howard
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University president, in his “Women and Skepticism” sermon, named Woodhull as
“representative of the movement in America that gave evidence of atheism and
immorality.” (Ѻ)
57.

William Reade
(1838-1875)

58.

1872

His The Martyrdom of Man: From Nebula to Nation (1872), in the 19th century, was
conceptualized as an “atheist’s bible”. (Ѻ)

1873

A Haught disbeliever (#24); declared his atheism, and that of his father, in a famous
essay published posthumously. [6]

John Mill
(1806-1873)

59.
Charles Bradlaugh
(1833-1891)

As a youth, was kicked out
of his family for
questioning things in
Sunday school, such as
discrepancies between the
39 articles of the Anglican
Church and the Bible; at 17,
gave his first public lecture
on atheism and published A
Few Words on the Christian
1880 Creed (1850), Who Was
Jesus Christ, and What Did
He Teach (1860), A Plea for
Atheism (1864), and in 1880 after being elected to a seat in Parliament, was kicked
out for refusing to take the Oath of Allegiance, which invoked God: [2]
“I, (Insert full name), do swear that I will be faithful and bear true allegiance to Her
Majesty Queen Victoria, her heirs and successors, according to law. So help me
God.”
Legal battle ensued over the next five years, culminating in the Oaths Act of 1888.
(Ѻ)

60.
Robert Ingersoll
(1833-1899)

61.

Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1844-1900)

[HD:34] Nicknamed the “great
agnostic”; image shown is the
frontispiece from his 1879 The
Gods and Other Lectures (Ѻ); by
1888, known as a “great
1880
American atheist” (Ѻ); his Some
Mistakes of Moses (1880), is one
of the books cited in the
Redford deconversion model; is one of the most-prolific atheism quotesmiths; one
of the rocks to avoid in the Christian captain anecdote;
[HD:40] Quote: “God is dead.
God remains dead. And we
have killed him. Yet his
shadow still looms. How shall
we comfort ourselves, the
murderers of all murderers?
What was holiest and
1882 mightiest of all that the world
has yet owned has bled to
death under our knives: who
will wipe this blood off us?
What water is there for us to
clean ourselves? What
festivals of atonement, what
sacred games shall we have
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to invent? Is not the greatness of this deed too great for us? Must we ourselves not
become gods simply to appear worthy of it?”
Left: the 23 Dec 2010 pro-Christian “God is” billboard (Ѻ), on the New Jersey side
of the Lincoln Tunnel , which replaced the American Atheists 26 Nov 2010
“Christmas is a myth” billboard (Ѻ) , graffiti bombed with the word “Dead” (Ѻ), in
reference to Nietzsche’s famous proclamation.
“That must disappear!”

62.
Johannes
Wislicenus
(1935-1902)

— Johannes Wislicenus (1885),
order to his guide, during his
orientation tour of the University
of Leipzig, as the new chemistry
professor successor to Hermann
Kolbe, in reference to Kolbe’s
1885 Biblical quotation "God has
arranged all things by measure
and number and weight" (Wisdom
of Solomon 11:20) in large letters,
such as depicted adjacent, above
the periodic table chart of the
chemical elements at the front of
his lecture theater (Ѻ)

“Everything we sensually experience can be reduced to energy relationships
between our sense organs and the world around us.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1809), autobiographical reflection of his spring “pentecostal
inspiration”; as recounted in his Lifelines: an Autobiography, 1926

“Research workers were, at one time, obliged to endeavor to ensure that their
theories did not contradict those of the church; nowadays, in contrast the church is
at pains to prove that its teachings are compatible with those of science. In other
words, the church acknowledges science as the higher authority.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1909). “On Catalysis”, Nobel Lectures

“I am made from the C-H-N-O-S-P combination from which a Bunsen, Helmholtz,
Kirchhoff came.”
— Wilhelm Ostwald (1926), Lifelines: an Autobiography

“Ostwald, who was the most ‘radical atheist’ among these scholars [Marx, Buchner,
1901 Fourier, Weber, Riehl], used the instrument of the ‘Monistic Sunday Sermons’ to
spread his ideas on rationality.”

63.

— Gird Spittler (2010), “Beginnings of Anthropology” [10]

Wilhelm Ostwald
(1853-1932)

64.

Thomas
Edison
(18471931)

Next | Previous

In 1901, gave a seven part lecture series on "natural philosophy", wherein he
sought to upgrade, in his own words, the classical atheistic “matter-and-motion
theory (or scientific materialism)” with the new replacement theory named of
energetics; in 1905, he was relieved of his lecture duties owing to “religious
questions” issues, as biographer Eduard Farber puts it, at the time of the official
obsequies for freethinker Johannes Wislicenus (1935-1902); after retiring in 1906,
with Ernst Haeckel, he founded the “Monisten Bund” or German Monist League
(Ѻ), in Jena, a free-thinking organization; in 1910, Haeckel elected Ostwald as the
president of the Monist League, after which he began giving his famous “Monistic
Sunday Sermons”, at the center of which was his energy or energetics based
universal belief, which usurped god and religion; in 1912, his The Energetic
Imperative, outlined a thermodynamic imperative to Kant’s “categorical
imperative”.
[HD:41] His 1910 New York Times interview (see: the Edison on the soul) on
1910 whereabouts of William James [HD:38], following is passing, is a fairly cogent and
frank religion-ripping piece of work.
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● Famous atheists: 101-200 | 1911 to present
● Famous atheists: 201-300 | Slated

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“In the list given by Drachmann [1922], others designated atheoi in the period up to the 3rd century BC are Diogenes
of Apollonia, Hippo of Rhegium, Diagoras of Melos, Prodicus of Keos, the aristocrat Critias of Athens, Theodorus of
Cyrene, Bion of Borysthenes, and Euhemerus of Messina.”
— Michael Palmer (2013), Atheism for Beginners [3]

“After Harris came high pope Dawkins, then cardinal Hitchens, the bishop Dennett, and then the lower and more
moderate figures in this new atheist priesthood: Krauss, Stenger, Atkins, Shermer [and all the rest] e bella
compagnia.”
— Bo Jinn (2013), Illogical Atheism (loc. 286)

See also
● Atheism timeline
● Famous publications
● Famous publications by age
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Famous atheists: 101-200
In existographies, famous atheists refers to historical thinkers, past or present, who have gained a certain notoriety,
fame or infamy, depending, for either being labeled an atheist, declared non-believer in the existence of god, and or
contribute explicitly to atheism, anti-theism, and dissolution of religio-mythology based ideologies; below is
chronological listing of famous atheists, past and present.

Atheists | 101-200
See also: Top 100 atheists (ranked)

The following are noted atheists “1 to 100” — assumed, attributed, categorical, labeled, famous, extreme, and or
legendary — chronological ordered, by either birth (reaction start) or event significance (previous: 1-100, next: 201300); those colored light pink are noted female atheists:
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Atheists 101 to 200
#

Person

65.
Clarence
Darrow
(1857-1938)

Dat
e

Significance

Son of an atheist father who famously defended high school biology teacher John
192
Scopes, in the Scopes Monkey Trail, accused of teaching evolution to high school
5
students.

192 [HD:51] [L50:15] (Ѻ) Eponym of Freudian atheism, a synthesis of Feuerbach, Epicurean
7 atheism, and German atheism; noted Moses religio-mythology debunker.

66.
Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)

“My atheism, like that of Spinoza, is true piety towards the universe and denies only
gods fashioned by men in their own image, to be servants of their human interests.”
— George Santayana (1922), “On My Friendly Critics”, Soliloquies in England (Ѻ)(Ѻ)

67.
George
Santayana
(1863-1952)

68.
Bertrand
Russell
(1872-1970)

69.

70.

Margaret
Sanger
(1879-1966)
David Brooks
(1902-1994)

“Faith in the supernatural is a desperate wager made by man at the lowest ebb of his
fortunes.” (Ѻ)

Oft-ranked as the greatest atheist of the 20th century, for his Why I Am Not a Christian
(1927)—itself sometimes referred to as an “atheist’s bible”—among later television
192
appearances; quote: “I see no reason, [owing to the universal nature of] the second law
7
of thermodynamics, to believe in any sort of god, however vague and however
attenuated.”

187 [HD:54] Leading birth control activist; founder of Planned Parenthood; declared “no
9 god; no masters”; braved the opposition of the Roman Catholic church. (Ѻ)

193
3

[HD:52] A self-defined atheism-leaning agnostic of the Spinozan atheism variety, who
repeatedly denied the existence of a "personal god", but not explicitly god, per se.

71.

See: Einstein on religion; Einstein on the soul; Einstein on free will
Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)
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“Nowadays, anyone who wishes to combat lies and ignorance and to write the truth
must overcome at least five difficulties. He must have the courage to write the truth
when truth is everywhere opposed; the keenness to recognize it, although it is
everywhere concealed; the skill to manipulate it as a weapon; the judgment to select
those in whose hands it will be effective; and the cunning to spread the truth among
such persons.”

Bertolt
Brecht
(18981956)

— Bertolt Brecht (1935) “Writing the Truth: Five Difficulties” (Ѻ)

Quote: “Brecht was an atheist who believed not in the truth, but in probability. In
contrast to the agnostic, he did not doubt for the sake of doubting; he weighed
alternative courses of action for the sake of choosing one, and he chose Communism
not because it struck him as infallible, but because he saw it as the most likely
instrument of anti-Fascism and social justice” (Ѻ); listed in PositiveAtheism.org (Ѻ);
quoted in AtheistNexus.org (Ѻ)
“Any further assumption implied by belief in a god which one may have in one’s faith is
inadmissible from the point of view of modern science, and should not be needed in a
well-organized society.”

73.

Paul Dirac
(1902-1984)

192 — Paul Dirac (1933), hand-written note to self
7
In 1927, during the fifth Solvay Conference, famously, during smoky hotel lounge
conversation, began to rip on Einstein, and his “god talk”, to Werner Heisenberg and
Wolfgang Pauli.

Ernest
192 “All thinking men are atheists.”
9 — Ernest Hemingway (1929), A Farewell to Arms

74.
Hemingway
(1899-1961)
75.

76.

Albert
Camus 194 Oft-cited as someone "born Christian; died atheist"; quote (1942): “Nietzsche was the
(1913- 2 most famous of God’s assassins.”
1960)

Richard
Feynman
(1918-1988)

77.
Ayn Rand
(1905-1982)
|→ Extreme
atheist

In 1946, at his father’s funeral, know that his father was atheist, and that he was,
194 refused to take part in a mourner’s prayer in praise of God. In his 1963 Danz lecture
6 turned book The Meaning of It All, was self-classifying himself as an atheist, in a beat
around the bush manner. (see: Feynman on religion).

195
7
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78.
Martin
Heidegger
(1889-1976)

— Martin Heidegger (1966), interview with Spiegel (Ѻ)

See also: “The Basis of Heidegger’s Atheism” (Ѻ)
“My father was almost entirely absent from my childhood, having been divorced from
my mother when I was 2 years old; in any event, although my father had been raised a
Muslim, by the time he met my mother [1960] he was a confirmed atheist, thinking
196 religion to be so much superstition.”
1 — Barack Obama (2006), “My Spiritual Journey” (Ѻ), Time, Oct 16

79.
Barack Obama,
Sr.
(1936-)
80.

“Philosophy will not be able to bring about a direct change of the present state of the
world. This is true not only of philosophy but of all merely human meditations and
endeavors. Only a god can still save us. I think the only possibility of salvation left to us is
to prepare readiness, through thinking and poetry, for the appearance of the god or for
the absence of the god during the decline; so that we do not, simply put, die
meaningless deaths, but that when we decline, we decline in the face of the absent
god.”

Born Muslim, turned Christian (age 6), turned atheist (age 24); AskMen.com Top 10
Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#4)

Joseph
Characterized as an “American freethinker and atheist activist” (Ѻ); gave a 1960
Lewis 196
address, delivered over Radio Station WIME, Miami, Florida, on “The Philosophy of
(1889- 0
Atheism” (Ѻ)
1968)
Her Murray vs Curlett (1963) landmark
Supreme Court ruling ended official
Bible-reading in American public
schools; that year she founded American
Atheists; she published: Why I’m an
196
Atheist; Including a History of
3
Materialism (1980).

81.
Madalyn
O'Hair
(1919-1995)

82.
Steven
Weinberg
(1933-)

83.
Annie Laurie
Gaylor
(1955-)

Right: O’Hair (1983) in front of the
Robert Ingersoll statue in Glen Oak Park,
Peoria, Illinois.

Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#24) (Ѻ); an “avowed atheist” (Lee Strobel, 2004); in
197 his 1977 The First Three Minutes, he argues that according to the second law the
7 universe is godless, albeit questionably pointless; his 1992 Dreams of a Final Theory,
gives a number of noted atheism positions are stated.

A third-generation free thinker (on her mother’s side); debating believers as an atheist
in 6th grade (Ѻ); together with her mother Annie Nicole Gaylor (1926-2015) and John
Sontarck (Ѻ), in their kitchen (1976) started the Freedom From Religion Foundation
197
(incorporated in 1978), after deducing that deduced that the root cause of much of the
8
opposition to her pro-abortion and women's rights efforts came from organized religion;
did battle on national television with Oprah (1984); author: Women Without
Superstition (1984); wife of noted preacher turned atheist Dan Barker. [1]
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197 In 1972, at age 23, penned some kind of atheism book (Ѻ); most-noted for Atheism: the
9 Case against God (1979) along with two other atheism books.

84.
George Smith
(1949-)

In 1980, Sagan, became famous for his
PBS series Cosmos, co-written with his
wife Ann Duryan, wherein he defines a
human as “star-stuff” (Ѻ); used the term
"cosmic perspective" for the advanced
perspective; and seemed to conjecture
for a universe that is god-free, though, it
seems, not stated so explicitly.
“I am not an atheist. An atheist is
someone who has compelling evidence
that there is no Judeo-Christian-Islamic
God. I am not that wise, but neither do I
198 consider there to be anything
0 approaching adequate evidence for such a god. Why are you in such a hurry to make up
your mind? Why not simply wait until there is compelling evidence?”

85.

— Carl Sagan (1996), “To Robert Pope”, Oct 2

Carl Sagan
(1934-1996)

“Raised Muslim, wore a head scarf, prayed 5-times a day. Thanks to Bertrand Russell
and Carl Sagan, am now an atheist.”
— Annisa Ihsani (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 22

“Regarding myself, atheist at 11, thanks to Carl Sagan's Cosmos, who showed how
marvelous is the universe without a god!”
— Alexandre Costa (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 24

Technically, was a “near-atheist”, “agnostoatheist”, or “DN: 6” or “DN:6-” on the
Dawkins scale. The adjacent image shows him as the poster-boy for the most-viewed
“atheist” video, by term search on YouTube.

86.
Simone de
Beauvoir
(1908-1986)
Michel
87.
Foucault
(1926-1984)

88.

An “implicit atheist” (of the chemical atheist variety); his 1981, his Creation, outlined a
Darwinism + physical chemistry view that humans are emergent types of unimportant
Peter
"molecules equipped for competition, survival, and reproduction" amid a purposeless
Atkins 198
universe; has debated William Craig (1998), John Lennox, among others, up the present;
(1940- 1
ranked by Bo Jinn (2013) as one of the “lower and more moderate figures in this new
)
atheist priesthood”, along with “Krauss, Stenger, Shermer [and all the rest] e bella
compagnia.”

89.

Dan
A preacher of 19-years, who, in 1984, came out as an atheist, going on a number of talk
Barker 198 shows, e.g. Oprah (Ѻ); publications: Losing Faith in Faith: From Preacher to Atheist
(1949- 4 (1992), Godless: How an Evangelical Preacher Became One of America's Leading Atheists
)
(2008), and The Good Atheist: Living a Purpose-Filled Life Without God (2011). (Ѻ)
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“I’m a hardline atheist, I have to say.”
— Salman Rushdie (2006), “Interview with Bill Moyers” (Ѻ)

198 AskMen.com Top 10 Unknown Atheist (Ѻ) (#10; Note: as a teenager, he demonstrated
8 his rejection of religion by eating a ham sandwich, and waited in vain for the
thunderbolt from heaven; his The Satanic Verses (1988), in the Muslim world, drew
accusations of blasphemy and unbelief; the Ayatollah of Iran issued a fatwa ordering
Muslims to kill him, which was backed by the Iranian government until 1998. (Ѻ)

90.
Salman
Rushdie
(1947-)
Douglass
91. Adams
(1952-2001)

199 Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#43) (Ѻ); a self-described “radical atheist”; Richard
0 Dawkins dedicated his The God Delusion to Adams.

Michael
92. Shermer
(1954-)

An former fundamentalist evangelistic Christian turned circa 1991 “agnostic-nontheist
atheist” scientific skeptic, who in 1992 found the Skeptic Society (Ѻ), which began as a
199
hobby in his garage; came into notoriety with his Why People Believe Weird Things
2
(1997); in the 2000s, began to engage in many atheism vs theism debates, on the
atheism side (e.g. with Sam Harris).

James
Eponym of the Haught disbeliever, the top 64 atheists or disbelieving near-atheists, of
199 the last two-millennia, as found in his 2000 Years of Disbelief: Famous People with the
6 Courage to Doubt; technically, he self-classifies as a “skeptic” (2012), when confronted
with god-talking Unitarian preachers. (Ѻ)

93.
Haught
(1932-)

A conceptualized “atheist”, e.g. a Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#33) (Ѻ); technically,
Stephen Gould 199 was a Clarence Darrow fan agnostic who “if forced” would bet on atheism (Ѻ), but an
94.
(1941-2002)
7 agnostic, nonetheless; noted for his “Non-Overlapping Magisteria” (1997) dualism
ideology often bandied about in atheism/religion discussions.

95.
George Carlin
(1937-2008)

96.
Neil Tyson
(1958-)

97.

Julia Sweeney
(1959-)

“I’m an atheist because George Carlin explained it all.”
199 — Mark Law (2012), “I’m an atheist because …” tweet (Ѻ), Nov 25
9
Carlin, notably, did a Mad TV “Touched by an Atheist” (Ѻ) skit on Pascal’s wager

His “Holy Wars” (1999) article gives frank commentary on how if his lectures on the
universe are “in America” the end questions “eventually reaches god”; oft-perceived
atheist, albeit self-aligned (2012) agnostic, who frequently has to correct his Wikipedia
199
page to clarify this (Ѻ), known for being outspoken against intelligent design (Ѻ), how
9
faith and reason are irreconcilable, how the Bible is bunk, etc.; his 2014 interview with
Bill Moyer (Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ) seems to give the impression that he is a "hard core atheist, but
reluctant to commit to such a label.
A Johnson 100 atheists (Ѻ); in 2001, began working on her autobiographical “Letting Go
of God” (Ѻ) deconversion comedy routine, on how she dug herself mentally out of her
200 entrenched Catholic upbringing into Deepak Chopra (Ѻ) pseudoscientific quantum
1 spirituality transition stage to intelligent design and then into rational sober atheism;
available in DVD form in 2008; some of which was referenced in Dawkins’ The God
Delusion.

Lewis
200
Noted atheist who has spoken out against the argument for evil (Bo Jinn, 2013).
2

98.
Wolpert
(1929-)
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99.
Sean Carroll
(1966-)

10
0.
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Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#49) (Ѻ); in 2003, penned: “Why (Almost All)
Cosmologists are Atheists” (Ѻ); in 2004, with Shadi Hartsch, taught a course on the
200 history of atheism at the University of Chicago; in 2012, organized a workshop entitled
3 “Moving Naturalism Forward”; in 2013, blogged “Why I Won’t Take Money from the
Templeton Foundation” (Ѻ) (Ѻ); in 2014, received the “Emperor Has No Clothes” award
from the Freedom From Religion Foundation”.

Cited by Michael Palmer (2013) as atheism battler on the side of Victor Stenger and
Daniel Dennett, attacking for all they are worth, believers like: William Craig and Alister
McGrath [4]; books include: The Case Against Christianity (1991), Theism vs. Atheism:
the Internet Debate (2000), Atheism, Morality and Meaning (2002), among others.
(Ѻ)(Ѻ)(Ѻ)

Michael
Martin
(1932-)

JeanMarie
200 Quote: “It is a scene I won’t forget in a hurry”, in commentary in defending (2006) his
Lehn
6 atheism at a packed public conference at the new Alexandria Library in Egypt. (Ѻ)
(1939-

10
1.
)

10
2.

Noted for his 2010 atheist’s creed statement; publications include: The Question of God
(2001), The Atheist’s Primer (2012), Atheism for Beginners (2013), among others.

Michael
Palmer
(1945-)

“I am a sworn atheist and therefore from my point of view the Talmud or the Koran
don't constitute works of political philosophy but rather writings that stand in utter
contradiction to concepts like logic, freedom, feminism, secularism, brotherhood - which
are my ideals.”
— Michel Onfray (c.2005) (Ѻ)

10
3.
Michel Onfray
(1959-)

10
4.

Noted epicurean (Ѻ); did preface to first English translation of Jean Meslier’s Testament;
his 2005 Atheist Manifesto: the Case Against Christianity, Judaism, and Islam, has sold
over 200,000 copies (Ѻ); cited as one of the big three modern atheists, behind Dawkins
and Hitchens; backs his work by: Epicurus, Nietzsche, Georges Bataille, Jean Meslier,
Baron d’Holbach, Michel Foucault, Jeremy Bentham and Freud. (Ѻ)

In 2002, became an atheist, in May, following 9/11, when she looked at herself in the
mirror and asked “do I really believe in God?” (V); on 29 Aug 2004, her film Submission
(V) — done while working with writer and director Theo van Gogh (who was shot 8
times, semi-decapitated, and stabbed in the chest, on 2 Nov 2004, at 9AM while biking
Ayaan
Ali
200 to work), wherein she wrote the script and provided the voiceover — was aired on the
(1969- 4 Dutch public broadcasting network, which criticized the treatment of women in Islamic
society, which was juxtaposed with passages from the Qur'an, were scenes of actresses
)
portraying Muslim women suffering abuse, and an apparently nude actress dressed in a
semi-transparent burqa was shown with texts from the Qur'an, written on her skin,
interpreted as justifying the subjugation of Muslim women.

10
5.
Sam Harris
(1967-)

Launching the "new
atheism"movement,
something he began to
initiate the day after 9/11,
200 as he described in his 2004
4 The End of Faith:
“I began writing this book
on September 12, 2001.
Many friends read and
commented on a long
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essay that I produced in those first weeks of collective grief and stupefaction, and that
text became the basis for this book.”
which would go on to sell over 250,000 copies within three years alone. (Ѻ)
10
5.

Paul
In 2005, began atheist blogging at Pharyngula, as PZ Myers, a top-ranked science blog,
Myers 200 according to Nature (2006); published his Atheist’s creed (2008); visited (Ѻ) the Creation
(1957- 5 Museum; was one of the ten famous atheists at the 2012 American Atheists Conference
)
(Ѻ), etc.

10
7.
Lawrence
Krauss
(1954-)
Noam
10
8.
Chomsky
(1928-)

10
9.
Richard
Dawkins
(1941-)
DN=6.5

Engaged in public debate with Michel Behe (Ѻ); “Every atom in your body came from a
star that exploded. And, the atoms in your left hand probably came from a different star
than your right hand. It really is the most poetic thing I know about physics: You are all
stardust. You couldn’t be here if stars hadn’t exploded, because the elements - the
200 carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, iron, all the things that matter for evolution and for life 5 weren’t created at the beginning of time. They were created in the nuclear furnaces of
stars, and the only way for them to get into your body is if those stars were kind enough
to explode. So, forget Jesus. The stars died so that you could be here today.”
— Lawrence Krauss (2012), A Universe from Nothing: Why There is Something Rather Than
Nothing (pg. #) (Ѻ) (3:50)

An label-avoiding agnostic, oft-classified as an atheist; quote (2006): “When people ask
me if I’m an atheist, I have to ask them what they mean. What is it that I’m supposed to
not believe in? Until you can answer that question I can’t tell you whether I’m an
200 atheist. I don’t see anything logical in being agnostic about the Greek gods. There’s no
6 agnosticism about ectoplasm. I don’t see how one can be an agnostic when one doesn’t
know what it is that one is supposed to believe in, or reject” (Ѻ); in 2012, claimed to be
an atheist, while at the same time deriding the “new atheists” as an embarrassment and
as narrow-minded and ill-informed bigots. (Ѻ)

In 1986, in his The Blind Watchmaker, he argued for the view that humans were not
created by God, but by blind random purposeless chance; his 2006 The God Delusion,
200
takes aim at the theory of god, arguing that god does not exist, that religion is a
6
delusion, and in which he introduced the 1-7 Dawkins scale of belief in the existence of
God, on which he says he is about a 6.5 or "6 leaning towards 7" whatever that means.

Daniel
200 His Breaking the Spell: Religion as a Natural Phenomenon (2006), supposedly is a top 5
6 atheism book. (Ѻ)

11
0.
Dennett
(1942-)

11
1.

200 His God is Not Great (2007) launched him into new atheism stardom and into many
7 debates to follow; one of the new four horsemen of atheism.
Christopher
Hitchens
(1949-2011)
Victor
200 Penned: God: the Failed Hypothesis (2007), God: and the Follow of Faith (2012), God:
7 and the Atom (2013).

11
2.
Stenger
(1935-2014)
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11
3.
Bill Maher
(1956-)
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Technically an agnosticatheist, who in 2011 selfdefined as a “apatheist”, or
“apathetic atheist” (Ѻ), born
to a Catholic father and
Jewish mother; noted for his
200
2008 documentary Religulous
8
(Ѻ), a humorous look at
religious silliness; in 2008, on
his Bill Maher show, he
interviewed Richard Dawkins
who said he “might be a 6.9” on his Dawkins scale; in 2012, Maher was being parodied
in respect to Jesus myth and Gerald Massey connections.

“Cosmology is a kind of religion for intelligent atheists.”
— Stephen Hawking (c.1962), description (Ѻ) to his wife, when they first met, about himself

11
4.
Stephen
Hawking
(1942-)

201
0 Other quotes: “the universe was not created by god” (2010); “there is no heaven or
afterlife; that is a fairy story for people afraid of the dark” (2011). (Ѻ)

After becoming president of the American Atheists, has done a number of notable
201 public awareness accomplishments: atheism billboards (2010); atheism bench (2013);
0 launched 24/7 AtheismTV (2014) on television available vis Roku (Ѻ); political
conservatism atheism (2015), etc.

11
5.
David
Silverman
(1966-)

11
6.

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
DN=10
↔ Extreme
atheist

A self-characterized “chemical atheist” (2015); labeled
“strong atheist” (David Bossens, 2013) and “extreme
atheist” (DMR Sekhar, 2011); his circa 2003 draft
manuscript Human Thermodynamics, deconstructed all
of modern religion back to its pure Nile River mythology
(80% world belief) and Yellow River mythology (10%
world belief) origins (via transcription and syncretism);
his 2005-launched Journal of Human Thermodynamics,
conditionally-stipulated that two submissions NOT
acceptable were (a) religious argument and (b)
information theory arguments; later (c.2013) added (c)
"life theory" arguments as not acceptable; his 2007
two-volume Human Chemistry was “atheism implicit”,
200 i.e. it was assumed implicitly that chemistry (or
9 thermodynamics), a god-free subject, applied to the
explication of the humanities, is, without fanfare, a
concordantly god-free subject; so-called “god talk”, i.e.
god (Ѻ), soul (Ѻ), spirit (Ѻ), was relegated to a tentative
end section on “Cessation Thermodynamics”; in 2009, amid the Moriarty-Thims debate,
self-classified himself as a “10” on the original 7-point Dawkins scale; during 2010
lectures, to bioengineering students, began to see (see: student responses (Ѻ)) how
“implicit atheism” may not be a fully-effective approach, i.e. one that is, in effect, a
bush-beater or rug-sweeping approach (e.g. see: chemistry professor paradox); soon
thereafter, began to be labeled an atheist, of the "strong" or "extreme" variety—
particularly for his avocation of the view that life does not exist, that it is a defunct
scientific theory, a carryover from our religio-mythology heritage:
“Arrogants like Eddington, despite his achievements, are the cause as to why people like
Libb Thims fall from one position to another lower position. First Libb argued that life is
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a defunct theory to justify the application of classical version of the second law of
thermodynamics to living systems, ignoring statistical thermodynamics. Then to justify
‘life is a defunct theory’ he argues that his actions and behavior or not ‘self-controlled’
or ‘self-driven’ [see: self-motion] but are governed by external electromagnetic forces.
Arrogance leads to ignorance and scientific blindness as we noted from the example of
Eddington and Nobel laureate Chandra Sekhar. Libb Thims’ science is laced with
extreme atheism and materialism and hence his precarious position. Science needs to
be kept at equal distance and away from both atheism and theism. I can’t stop but laugh
at myself when I think that I am not alive or I am not moving myself.”
— DMR Sekhar (2011), “Eddington’s Psycho-Syndrome”

“Libb Thims is a strong atheist, adheres to a physics-based morality, and considers
himself a Goethean revolutionist.”
— David Bossens (2013), Debates of the Hmolpedians

In 2011, he drafted Purpose? (in a Godless Universe), with non-mythological dating
system; albeit an effort that stalled out (c.2013) at the 105-page level. [2]
His 2013 draft-initiated Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities,
became bottlenecked, in the intro, in attempting to address the “religious issue” (i.e.
belief conflict issue), in less than a three-pages; opening to quotes of Pierre Laplace
(1802), Wilhelm Ostwald (1909), and Paul Dirac (1933), shown adjacent. [3]
In 2014, launched the Atheism Reviews channel, in the wake of the Beg-Thims dialogue,
wherein Mirza Beg admitted that he believed in flying horses (i.e. the winged buraq (Ѻ)
that Muhammad rode during his superluminal night journey to visit Allah, as described
in the 17th surah of the Quran), in aims to digress on mythology-debunking pro-science
“explicit extreme atheism”, of the Meslier-Mettrie-Holbach "extreme atheism" mindset
and the Goethe-Schopenhauer-Nietzsche "god assassination" technique approach.
Image (above right): a 2015 draft-cover (Ѻ) for tentative 80-120 page booklet entitled
Morality Squared: on the Feuerbach Prophesy, Goethean Revolution, and Nietzschean
Void, an elaboration on Ludwig Feuerbach’s famous 1850 nitric acid [HNO3] quote +
Goethe’s 1809 sulphuric acid [H2SO4] based “moral symbols” explaining P1:C4 and Ten
Commandments overthrowing P2:C18 end chapter (see: Goethean revolution).

11
7.

Christopher
Redford
(c.1982-)

Noted for his 2009 to 2012 “Why I Am No Longer a Christian” video series, wherein he
200
recounts, in an inside the mind look, at his deconversion (see: Redford deconversion
9
model) from Bible-thumping Christian to evidence based atheist.
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Science humor cartoonist of Gilbert Lewis as the new prophet of
chemical thermodynamics based scientific religion; Dawkins
number polled by Libb Thims (c.2012); gave his atheist’s creed in
2014.
11
8.

11
9.

201
William Jensen 2
(1948-)
DN=7

Brainz.org top 50 brilliant atheist (#24) (Ѻ); a labeled “inoffensive atheist” who publicly
Peter
derides Richard Dawkins, the self-described “militant atheist” dubbed “Darwin’s
Higgs 201 Rottweiler”, for being too much of a “fundamentalist” (Ѻ); received the 2013 Nobel
(1929- 2 Prize in physics for his work on the Higgs mechanism, which predicted a new particle,
)
the Higgs boson, later (1993) ironically dubbed the “God particle” by Leon Lederman in
conversation with Dick Teresi as a sort of joke (Ѻ).
In Jul 2011, while visiting White Sands National Monument,
with his brother, on a road trip through the southwestern
United States, it struck him in the natural beauty, “how many
people believe that without god, one’s life has no purpose or
meaning”, and therein decided to combine his photography
and filmmaking passions and to spend two years traveling
though the US, Canada, and UK to interview and photograph
100 atheists (or non-believers), a mixture of everyday working
non-believers and famous atheists, to “visually capture the
diversity of non-believers and the ways they maintain a better
life, not in spite of their atheism, but because of it” so to
201 counteract the prevalent atheist stigma stereotype:
2 “Rigorous atheism casts a wasting shadow over every human
hope and endeavor.”

12
0.
Chris Johnson
(c.1989-)

— Ross Douthat (2011), “On Christopher Hitchens Death”, Dec (Ѻ)

which he captures well in his 2012 video “What Do You Think About Atheists?” (Ѻ) In
2014, published A Better Life: 100 Atheists Speak Out on Joy & Meaning in a World
Without God (Ѻ)(Ѻ), a result of two-years of in-person interviews, funded by a $100K
pledge via KickStarter (Ѻ) , to make a photo-interview book of 100 famous atheists,
Including: A.C. Grayling, Daniel Dennett, Derren Brown, Donald Johanson, James Randi,
James Watson, Janet Asimov, Julia Sweeney, Lawrence Krauss, Michael Shermer, Patricia
Churchland, Penn & Teller, Richard Dawkins, Sean Carroll, and Steven Pinker. a follow-up
video seems to have resulted as well.
“I believe in energy. You have sex,
there’s friction … that’s heat.
Then a baby shoots out. It’s all
energy. The sun's a giant orgasm.
Like if you see a hot girl ... and
she's soo hot, you can't even
touch that sh*t. You're like
daaammn!”

12
1.

201 — Pat Fergus (2014), when queried
4 on Easter (Apr 20) about what—as an
atheist—he believes in?

Patrick Fergus
(1985-2015)
(DN=9.5),

A hard-core "no-god", "no-soul", "no-spirit", physics-based energy-believing atheist.
In Nov 2014, became the launching co-host, with Libb Thims, of the Atheism Reviews
channel; in Apr 2015, a memorial park (Ѻ) bench was installed in his honor in Morton
Grove, IL; shown adjacent is Thims, Art the god believer, and Yoni the agnostic, doing a
Mar 2015 mid-night Bacardi 151 fire circle toast to the atheist who believed in energy.
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“This is a satirical paper produced by left-wingers and
when I say left-wingers that goes all the way from
anarchists to communists to Greens, Socialists and the
rest. Above all it is a secular and atheist newspaper.”
— Stephane Charbonnier (2011), comment to Reuters amid

201 office firebombings, the day after it named Mohammed as
5 its ‘editor-in-chief’ for the week’s issue, Nov 02 (Ѻ)

12
2.
Stephane
Charbonnier
(1967-2015)

“I prefer to die standing rather than living on my
knees.”
— Stephane Charbonnier (2013), said (Ѻ) after being placed
on Al-Qaeda’s most-wanted list (Ѻ)
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Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“After Harris came high pope Dawkins, then cardinal Hitchens, the bishop Dennett, and then the lower and more
moderate figures in this new atheist priesthood: Krauss, Stenger, Atkins, Shermer [and all the rest] e bella
compagnia.”
— Bo Jinn (2013), Illogical Atheism (loc. 286)
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● Atheism timeline
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● Famous publications by age
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Famous publications
In science, famous publications are a number of memoirs, books, and textbook that have been instrumental in the
development of chemistry and thermodynamics. The following table lists famous core publications particularly
germane to the subjects of human chemistry and human thermodynamics. Short articles on selections of these
publications are listed in the “Wiki pages” file subsection (adjacent) to this header page; others are listed below.

List
The following is the work-in-progress list of famous hmolscience-related publications. Highlighted publications
indicate pure classic works on human thermodynamics:
Date

Famous Publication

Significance

Person[s]
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75BC

On the Nature of Things (De Rerum Natura)

Outlined the basics of the atomic theory as
developed by Leucippus, Democritus, and
Epicurus in which the universe, and
humans, are comprised of and worked by
the operation of atoms and voids.

1620

Elements of Chemistry

Established Boerhaave's law; later used by
Lavoisier.

Herman
Boerhaave

1660

New Experiments: Physico-Mechanical,
Touching the Spring of the Air, and its
Effects: Made, for the most part, in a New
Pneumatical Engine

In defense of this publication, found in the
1662 second edition, contains Boyle's law,
a forerunner to the ideal gas law.

Robert Boyle

1686

Principia: the Mathematical Principles of
Natural Philosophy

Established the laws of motion: first law of
motion, second law of motion, and third
law of motion.

Isaac Newton

1690

A New Method of Obtaining Very Great
Motive Powers at Small Cost

Laid out the designs for the steam engine
and described the outline of the Carnot
cycle.

Denis Papin

1718

Query 31

Seeded the logic of affinity chemistry; used
by French chemist Étienne Geoffroy to
make the world's first affinity table.

1738

Hydrodynamica

Defined pressure and verbally stated the
precepts of the ideal gas law.

1775

A Dissertation on Elective Attractions

The founding textbook of chemical affinity;
used by Goethe in his human elective
afffinity theory.

Torbern
Bergman

1787

Elements of Chemistry

Introduced the world, and particularly Sadi
Carnot, to caloric theory.

Antoine
Lavoisier

1798

"An Enquiry Concerning the Source of the
Heat which is Excited by Friction"

Laid question to Lavoisier's caloric theory;
thus initiating the postulate of the
mechanical equivalent of heat.

Benjamin
Thomson

Lucretius

Isaac Newton
Daniel Bernoulli

1809 Elective Affinities

Founded the science of human chemistry
by explaining the mechanisms of human
relationships, e.g. marriage, friendships,
daily work, occupation, and society, etc., in Johann Goethe
terms the logic of elective affinity (or
chemical affinity A) and affinity reactions
(chemical reactions) to

1824

Reflections on the Motive Power of Fire

Initiated the science of thermodynamics
with its description of the Carnot cycle.

Sadi Carnot

1829

Calculation of the Effect of Machines

Mathematically defined work and kinetic
energy.

Gustave
Coriolis

1834

“Memoir on the Motive Power of Fire”

Introduced physicists (particularly
Thomson and Clausius) to Carnot's
Reflections.

c.1845 "The Mathematician in Love"

Gives the first ever equation of love in
thermodynamic terms.

1845

“On the Mechanical Equivalent of Heat”

Established the mechanical equivalent of
heat.

1848

“On an Absolute Thermometric Scale
founded on Carnot’s Theory of the Motive
Power of Heat, and Calculated from
Regnault’s Observations.”

Introduced the absolute temperature
scale.

Émile
Clapeyron
William
Rankine
James Joule
William
Thomson
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1849

“An Account of Carnot’s Theory of the
Motive Power of Heat; with Numerical
Results Deduced from Regnault’s
Experiments on Steam”

Introduced Clausius to the difficulties
inherent in Carnot's principle.

1850

"On the Moving Force of Heat and the Laws
of Heat which may be Deduced Therefrom"

Began to lay the foundations for the
science of thermodynamics (mechanical
theory of heat).

1851

“On the Dynamical Theory of Heat"

Contains the Kelvin-statement of the
second law.

William
Thomson

1852

“On a Universal Tendency in Nature to the
Dissipation of Mechanical Energy”

Introduced dissipation and energy to the
lay public; and established the law of
dissipation.

William
Thomson

1857

Initiated kinetic theory of gases and later
"On the Nature of the Motion which we call
the development of the MaxwellHeat"
Boltzmann distribution.

1859

A Manual of the Steam Engine and Other
Prime Movers

First textbook on thermodynamics.

1859

On the Origin of Species

Situated the theory of evolution as an
upward process.

Charles Darwin

1865

The Mechanical Theory of Heat

Founded the science of thermodynamics.

Rudolf Clausius

First book to address the philosophical
ramifications of the newly-formed
universal science of thermodynamics;
Hirn's work is that to which the term
'human thermodynamics' was first used
(1893).

Gustave Hirn

Implications of
1868 Philosophical
Thermodynamics

1872

Contained the first explicit probabilistic
"Further Studies on the Thermal Equilibrium
expression, the H-theorem, for the entropy
of Gas Molecules"
of an ideal gas.

1874 “The Mathematician in Love”

A equation of love containing poem about
love being a type of thermodynamic
potential.

William
Thomson

Rudolf Clausius

Rudolf Clausius
William
Rankine

Ludwig
Boltzmann
William
Rankine

1876

On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous
Substances

Founded the science of chemical
thermodynamics.

1877

“On a Relation between the Second Law of
Thermodynamics and Probabilities”

Contains the origins of proportionality
equation between S and log W (S = k ln W).

Ludwig
Boltzmann

1878

“A Paradoxical Ode”

Maxwell's final private thoughts about the
relationship of science and religion, choice
and chance, death and eternity.

James Maxwell

1882

"The Thermodynamics of Chemical
Processes"

Showed that free energy is the measure of
affinity.

Hermann
Helmholtz

1884

Studies in Chemical Dynamics

Defined affinity as the maximum external
work done by the chemical reaction at
constant temperature and volume

Jacobus van't
Hoff

1886

"The Second Law of Thermodynamics"

Introduced the life is a struggle for entropy
riddle.

Ludwig
Boltzmann

First book to contain a chapter devoted to
the application of energetics (and
thermodynamics) in sociology and
economics.

Georg Helm

1887 The Doctrine of Energy

term "human thermodynamics" was
1893 "The Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn" The
coined in it.

Willard Gibbs

Bryan Donkin
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1895 “A Project for Scientific Psychology”

Outlined of a chemical thermodynamics
based psychology; the Helmholtz terms
Sigmund Freud
'bound energy' and 'unbound energy' were
first employed in a psychological sense.

1898 Essay on Social Mechanics

The first paper on human chemical
thermodynamics.

1899 Lessons on Social Movement

Explains large scale social movements, i.e.
gross aspects of business, social events,
states of a society, etc., in terms of pure
thermodynamics, using Carnot efficiency,
Mayer's conservation of energy, and
Clausius' entropy, etc., discussed in the
guise of mechanism and reaction.

Maurice
Hauriou

Teaching of Pure Political Economics
1900 "The
and Social Mechanics in Switzerland"

The first article to outline (and advocate)
the teaching of a course on applied
thermodynamics in sociology, politics, and
economics at the University of Geneva
(1894-1900).

Leon Winiarski

1901

Introduced the “energy element”,
launching quantum mechanics, solved the
ultraviolet catastrophe, applied
“On the Law of Distribution of Energy in the
Boltzmann’s 1872 H-theorem version of
Normal Spectrum”
entropy, in the form of S = k log W, to black
body radiation, situated the principle of
elementary disorder.

Leon Winiarski

Max Planck

1910 A Letter to American Teachers of History

Argued that the teaching of the second law
in history courses (history
thermodynamics) should be mandatory.

Henry Adams

1912 The Energetic Imperative

Introduced the subject he called "anthropic
physics", based on the energetic
imperative, translated later into the
thermodynamic imperative and the
translated rule-of-thumb "waste not free
energy" (William Bayliss, 1915)

Wilhelm
Ostwald

1914 Human Chemistry

First booklet on the science of human
chemistry; viewing people as "human
chemical elements" with ideas on human
entropy, affinities, reactions of individuals,
etc.

William
Fairburn

1923

Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of
Chemical Substances

Made the obtuse concepts of Gibbs'
Equilibrium readily available to the
chemists.

Gilbert Lewis
Merle Randall

1925

The Animate and the Inanimate

An attempt at a reconciliation of the
second law with animated life on the
premise of entropy reversal.

William Sidis

1925

Elements of Physical Biology

Attempted a reversible heat engine
deconstruct of systems of interacting
evolving biological species.

Alfred Lotka

"Transmission of Information"

Introduced the logarithmic model
for information, where H
is the amount of information associated
with n selections of s possible signals (0s or
1s).

Ralph Hartley

1927
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1929

Disposed of Maxwell's demon via showing
“On the Decrease in Entropy in a
Thermodynamic System by the Intervention that the information collection abilities of
of Intelligent Beings”
the demon would require energy.

1933

Modern Thermodynamics by the Methods of The second book to distill Gibbs'
Willard Gibbs
Equilibrium.

1938

Man on His Nature

Parlay into the defunct theory of life
position.

1938

The Phenomenon of Man

Attempts a reconciliation synthesis of
evolution, the second law, consciousness,
and religion.

Pierre Teilhard

1941

“Metabolic Generation and Utilization of
Phosphate Bond Energy”

Presented the theory of free energy
coupling in the context of phosphate bond
energy use.

Fritz Lipmann

1941

“The Story of the Contented Molecule”

Empedocles-style children's parable.

Quaker State
Motor Oil

1944

What is Life?

Introduced the lay world to the simplified
postulate that life is something that "feeds
on negative entropy".

Erwin
Schrödinger

1948

We Human Chemicals

Prototype book to the science of human
chemistry.

Thomas Dreier

1952 The Next Million Years

The first book to use the terms "human
molecule" and "human thermodynamics"
in one theory

C.G. Darwin

1956 Thermodynamics of Humans

One of the first books to describe human
existence and function using
thermodynamics formulations.

Mehdi
Bazargan

1957

First book to summarize recent
developments on the subject of 'internal'
biological energy transformations, a
subject later called biological
thermodynamics.

Hans Krebs
Hans Kornberg
Keith Burton

Energy Transformations in Living Matter

Leo Szilard
Edward
Guggenheim
Charles
Sherrington

Thermodynamics in the Real
1971 “Chemical
World”

Argued, using the combined law and
equilibrium constant, that the interplay
between enthalpy and entropy explains
the paradox between freedom and security
in society.

Frederick
Rossini

1971

The Entropy Law

Introduced entropy to the economists.

Nicholas
Georgescu

1972

"Thermodynamics of Evolution"

An attempt at a nonequilibrium
thermodynamics explanation of evolution.

Ilya Prigogine
Gregoire Nicolis
Agnes
Babloyantz

1977

Self-Organization in Non-Equilibrium
Systems: From Dissipative Structures to
Order Through Fluctuations

Introduced the world to the view that life
is a far-from-equilibrium dissipative
structure.

Ilya Prigogine
Gregoire Nicolis

1978

"On the Thermodynamics of Biological
Evolution"

Outlined a Gibbsian thermodynamics view
of evolution.

Georgi
Gladyshev

Social Thermodynamics of Ilya
1979 "The
Prigogine"

One of the first articles devoted to the
prospect of using thermodynamics to
understand social processes.

Wil Lepkowski

1984

Introduced the lay world to the “dissipative
structure” theory of bifurcations and
fluctuations.

Ilya Prigogine

Order Out of Chaos
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Mirza Beg

1992 "Human Molecules"

Established the postulate that "economic
agents" should be considered as "human
molecules", according to which concepts
from thermodynamics should apply.

Theory of the Evolution of
1997 Thermodynamic
Living Beings

The first book to explain evolution via
changes in Gibbs free energy.

Georgi
Gladyshev

Defense of Thermodynamics: an
1997 “In
Animate Analogy”

Outlined the subject of "animate
thermodynamics", the thermodynamics of
animate matter and the animate world.

Sture
Nordholm

Prototype article for the 2005 launching of
the Journal of Human Thermodynamics;
the Muller dispersion force and Muller
stability ratio are based on this paper.

Erich Muller

A lighthearted discussion on the Gibbsian
thermodynamics of human relationships
from a human chemical reaction point of
view.

David Hwang

Ecological Stoichiometry: the Biology of the
Elements from Molecules to the Biosphere

Contains first published calculation for the
human molecular formula for a human
molecule.

Robert Sterner
James Elser

Chemical Affinity in 1806

Chapter sub-section which discusses
Goethe's human elective affinities in the
context of modern chemical
thermodynamics.

Tominaga Keii

1998

“Human Societies: a Curious Application of
Thermodynamics”

2001 "The Thermodynamics of Love"

2002

2004

Chemistry (ch. 16: Human
2007 Human
Thermodynamics)

The first textbook on human chemistry (ch.
16: human thermodynamics); expounding
on the view of systems of humans as
Carnot cycle driven thermodynamic
systems of chemically reactive human
molecules.

2008

The first book on the history of the concept
of the "human molecule" the central
component of a human thermodynamic
system.

The Human Molecule

Wealth, Energy, and Human Values: the

2009 Dynamics of Decaying Civilizations from
Ancient Greece to America

Applies physical chemistry logic, i.e.
reactions, dynamics, mechanisms,
transition states, etc., to the explanation of
the historical growth and decline of
civilizations, using concepts such as
reaction equations, A + B → C + D, Le
Chatelier’s principle, and most importantly
the Gibbs equation, ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, which,
as he says, 'determines whether processes
conducted by society will take place'.

Alan Nelson

Libb Thims

Libb Thims

Thomas
Wallace

Discussion
Among these, the 1923 textbook Thermodynamics and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, by American physical
chemists Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall, has been called "the world's most quoted scientific book" and among
schools of thermodynamics it is the core book of the Lewis school. In the reference section to thermodynamics books
and textbooks it is the certainly the most referenced [1] In mechanical engineering community, it is the view of the
MIT school of thermodynamics, particularly according to Italian engineer Gian Beretta, that the 1965 Principles of
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General Thermodynamics by George Hatsopoulos and Joseph Keenan is more referenced than that of Lewis and
Randall. [2] In the physics community, the 1985 textbook Thermodynamics and an Introduction to Thermostatistics by
American physicist Herbert Callen is very popular and is likely the most-referenced modern statistical
thermodynamics book. [3] Other famous publications having a direct bearing or influence on human thermodynamics
are listed below. Of these, Austrian physicist Erwin Schrödinger's 1944 book What is Life? is one of the most
references thermodynamics book in the non-thermodynamics community.

See also
● Famous publications by age
● Most-referenced thermodynamics publication
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Forced prodigy
In genius studies, forced prodigy, or parentallycreated genius, as contrasted with an “innate
prodigy”, e.g. Jeremy Bentham, found as a toddler
sitting at his father's desk reading a multi-volume
history of England, who, at age 3, began studying
Latin, Carl Gauss, at age 3, correcting errors in his
father’s wage payroll calculations, or Christopher
Hirata, at age 3, entertained himself, at the grocery
story, by calculating the total bill of items in his
parent's shopping cart, item-by-item, by weight,
quantity, discounts, and sales tax, refers to a child
prodigy, whose accelerated talents are built into
them or rather "forced" into and in turn out of the
mind via highly-driven and pressurized instruction
and educational conditions, typically, but not
always, carried out by the father.

List | Discussion

William Sidis
(1898-1944)

Margaret Fuller
(1810-1850)

Two famous forced prodigies: William Sidis and Margaret Fuller
made genius via intense childhood instruction and education
pressurization by their father.

The following is a work-in-progress listing of "forced
prodigies", shown in descending order of resulting successfullness of either genius output, going into adulthood or in
adulthood, or resulting genius-target finding effect, e.g. how John Mill found or was drawn to Alexander Pope or how
Margaret Fuller found or was drawn to Johann Goethe. Among "forced prodigies", to note, there seems to a
noticeable division between those who seemingly are "too-forced" (e.g. Sidis), not able generally to discern new
insights, abbreviated herein via "2F", as contrast with those who are "forced in controllable balance" (e.g. Hypatia),
and able to discern new insights, abbreviated herein as "N2F" or not too forced.

Hypatia
Greek thinker Hypatia (360-415), who leaned more towards N2F, was the daughter of Theon, the last head of the
great Library of Alexandria, before it burned—which at its zenith had two libraries, filled with 500,000 book scrolls, a
laboratory, and a research facility—and as part of his plan, he established a regimen of physical training for Hypatia,
such as rowing, swimming, and horseback riding, to ensure that her body would be as healthy as her well-trained
mind. As a teenager, she was educated at the Neoplatonist Academy in Athens, learning mathematics, astronomy,
and philosophy. Resultantly, her intelligence and knowledge surpassed her father's at an early age. People would
come from other cities to hear her talk and learn from her. She was eventually stoned and murdered for her beliefs.
IQ unknown, but often cited in the 180-200 range, and considered the only known female universal genius. She was
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said to have had a superior intelligence, said to have surpassed that of all other philosophers of her time and her
accomplishments in music and science paled all others. The following are noted accomplishments:
● Is rumored that to explain the seasonal varia ons of the apparent size of the sun, she conceived of elliptical orbit
heliocentrism, over a thousand years before German astronomer Johannes Kepler, formulated this into a law in 1609.
● She authored: Commentary on Diophantus, The Astronomical Canon, and a commentary on The Conics of
Apollonius.
The following Hypatia quotes attest to the genius of her resulting mind:
“Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as truths is
a most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy can
he be in after years relieved of them. In fact, men will fight for a superstition quite as quickly as for a living truth—
often more so, since a superstition is so intangible you cannot get at it to refute it, but truth is a point of view, and so
is changeable.”
“Life is an unfoldment, and the further we travel the more truth we can comprehend. To understand the things that
are at our door is the best preparation for understanding those that lie beyond.”
“All formal dogmatic religions are fallacious and must never be accepted by self-respecting persons as final.”
“Reserve your right to think, for even to think wrongly is better than not to think at all.”
(add discussion)

Montaigne
French statesman, philosopher, and realism writer Michel Montaigne (1533-1592) (IQ=165) was raised, from birth,
via a very elaborate meticulously-arranged education process; similar it seems to Hypatia and John Mill.

Witte
The intense program of learning (Ѻ) of Karl Witte (1880-1883), who currently holds the record for youngest PhD (age
13), is the subject of a book written by his father: The Education of Karl Witte: Or, The Training of the Child (Ѻ), and
may possibly be an example of a “forced prodigy” or accelerated learner via the father’s methods. (Ѻ)

Fuller
American Margaret Fuller (1810-1850), who fell somewhere between 2F and N2F, albeit closer to the latter,
described her rather intense education-raising, carried out via the direction of her father Timothy Fuller, a scholarly
man, Harvard graduate, congressman, and lawyer, process as follows: [1]
“Thus I had tasks given me, as many and various as the hours would allow, and on subjects beyond my age; with the
disadvantage of reciting to him in the evening, after he returned from his office…. I was often kept up till very late;
and as he was a severe teacher, both from his habits of mind and his ambition for me, my feelings were kept on the
stretch till the recitations were over. Thus frequently, I was sent to bed several hours too late, with nerves
unnaturally stimulated. The consequence was a premature development of the brain, that made me a “youthful
prodigy” by day, and by night a victim of spectral illusions, nightmare and somnambulism, which at the time
prevented the harmonious development of my bodily powers and checked my growth, while, later, they induced
continual headache, weakness, and nervous affections, of all kinds. As these again re-acted on the brain, giving undue
force to every thought and every feeling, there was finally produced a state of being both too active and too intense,
which wasted my constitution, and will bring me,—even although I have learned to understand and regulate my now
morbid temperament,—to a premature grave.”
The following is a Fuller quote that attests to the genius of her resulting mind:
“I now know all the people worth knowing in America, and I find no intellect comparable to my own.”
Not to mention that she somehow found Goethe, who like all other great geniuses, became her intellectual mentor.

Mill
Englishman John Mill (1806-1873) is the classical example of the successful N2F "parentally-created genius" prodigy.
He was the eldest son of the Scottish philosopher, historian, and economist James Mill and Harriet Burrow, and was
educated by his father, with the advice and assistance of Jeremy Bentham (also a former child prodigy) and Francis
Place. He was given an extremely rigorous upbringing, and was deliberately shielded from association with children
his own age other than his siblings. His father, a follower of Bentham and an adherent of associationism, had as his
explicit aim to create a genius intellect that would carry on the cause of utilitarianism and its implementation after he
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and Bentham had died. He learned Greek at 3; wrote a treatise on the history of Rome at 6; reading Plato, etc. at 7;
Latin, geometry, and algebra at 8; conic sections, spherical section, and Newtonian arithmetic; chemistry age 13 at
the Royal Military College; at 14, chemistry, zoology, metaphysics, and logic at Montpellier University; law at 16
under John Austin. Mill is a top six Cox-Buzan genius; he is one of the fabled "last persons to know everything"; he is
also, supposedly, a split-brainer who “could write Greek with his left hand while writing Latin with his right.” [2]

Sidis
American William Sidis (1898-1944) is the classic example of the 2F child prodigy. His father Boris Sidis, a student of
Harvard psychologist William James, theorist behind the so-called "reserve energy" theory of the mind, i.e. the
hypothesis or premise that if you keep pushing the mind, you will get second and third winds, similar to a runner
hitting the wall, or a hiker getting his "second wind" during a long hike up a mountain. Boris Sidis tested this theory
out on his son. The rest is well-documented history. Sidis the younger, e.g., is the person behind the now famous 10
percent myth. William Sidis did, of note, produced his thermodynamics based The Animate and the Inanimate and
had discarded belief in the existence of god by age seven; hence, some fruit resulted.

Stern | Edith experiment
One of the most famous forced prodigies is
American Edith Stern (1952-), cited as
having had an IQ=200-203, whose father
Aaron Stern dubbed her daughter the
“Edith experiment” (or Edith Project), a
genius rearing program that he carried out
on his daughter, a premise that by using
the certain type of progressive education,
he could turn even a tribal child into a
Edith Stern reading, next to her father Aaron Stern, who supposedly was doing
genius.
“I can foster the same meteoric IQ in the
children of the Tasaday tribe, a Stone Age
people living in the Philippines.”

calculations before age one and read an entire encyclopedia before age 4, and
finished her BS in mathematics (age 15) and MS in mathematics, focusing on
numbers theory, by age 18, then went to work in applied mathematics at IBM,
in the area of telecommunications. (Ѻ)

— Aaron Stern (1971), The Making of a Genius

Aaron Stern is a Jewish survivor of WWII, although he suffered from lung and heart conditions from his time living in
the forests. He was a professor of language (knew 7 languages) who taught children in displaced persons camps using
travel posters - the only things available. In this book he writes of how he spent time with his young daughter in NYC,
teaching her to read in grocery stores. They made museum trips on Sunday and talked about everything they saw
from the time they left home until they returned. He emphasized how he always asked open-ended questions and
asked his daughter to do research. She could communicate with flash cards at eleven months old; and was able to use
the cards to say how old she was. At age one, she was able to speak simple sentences and identify letters on flash
cards. At age two, Edith knew the entire alphabet. By age 4.5 four, she read straight through volume one of the
Encyclopedia Britannica (Ѻ), and by age 5 had read through the entire set. [3] Aaron Stern motivated his daugter by
the use of colorful posters, flash, cards, and an abacus--which made math concrete and easier to grasp. Every
moment was a learning opportunity--even a walk
to the grocery store. (Ѻ)
In 1973, Aaron Stern, in his The Making of a
Genius, explained his so-called “total education
submersion method”, which is the term he used
for the method he used to make everything that
caught the interest of his children into an
opportunity for learning and developing their
minds. At the earliest opportunity, he began using
travel posters, classical music, ethnic dolls,
counting and spelling blocks and many other
things to engage the attention and interest of his
daughter Edith Ann Stern when she was just a few
weeks old, and still in her play-pen. Using these as
A 16-year-old Edith Stern teaching college trigonometry, following the
a focus, he would explain many concepts of life in forced prodigy rearing methods of her father Aaron Stern, who held a
very simple terms, teaching her ethics and
press conference two days after she was born, declaring in front of
compassion for all races, elementary mathematics, reporters that he would make her daughter into a genius. [3]
simple concepts of physics such as leverage, auto
mechanics and a wide range of other mind expanding experiences of everyday life. When they would go out for a
walk, he would push her in her baby carriage and explain what different signs meant, and when they would pass a
construction site, he would explain simple concepts of physics like leverage, and how it was being used there. When
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they passed a picket line, he would use this as an opportunity to explain labor-management relations concepts.
EVERYTHING that caught her attention was used as an opportunity to further educate her, and expand her
understanding of concepts and how her world worked.
At age 5, she was tested for her intelligence level. She tested at between 196 and 205 I.Q. At age 16 she was
given the position of Assistant Professor of Abstract Mathematics at Michigan State University. Later she went to
work for IBM as a computer consultant, and eventually became a V.P. in the Research and Development Dept. of
IBM, according to her father. She married, and I believe had one child. Her mother, who had been filled with fear by
her husband's methods because the pediatric "experts" were all telling her that he would ruin the mind and social life
of her daughter, later acknowledged that far from ruining her daughter, he had turned her into a very mature,
compassionate, kind, intelligent and wise young woman of whom she was very proud. (Ѻ)
Aaron Stern was a survivor of concentration camps. Was hospitalized 170 times due to cancer. His cancer
treatment, at the Mayo Clinic, was paid for, for some reason, by Albert Einstein. [3] Wanted to make his daughter a
genius. Took her away from her mother from the day she was born. Designed the ‘total educational immersion’
technique. Played only classical music. Made flash cards for Edith with pictures, letters, and animals. He demanded all
of Edith's time. (Ѻ) His total focus on his daughter apparently strained the relationship between Edith and her
mother. In 1977, she told reporters that her mother apparently "doesn't understand" and that she was a "nasty little
thing". [3] A South Florida newspaper reported that Aaron Stern and his daughter were not speaking toward the end
of his life (reaction existence).

Others
Other forced prodigies, albeit without notable fruit or who are generally non-notable, but nevertheless interesting
case studies, include:
● Adragon De Mello (1976-), cited by his father to have had an IQ=400, is the extreme example of a paternal-driven
genius child. Adragon seems to have had the same relationship to his father as Beethoven had to his. Beethoven's
father wanted to create the next Mozart and drove him relentlessly from birth to adulthood, beating him along the
way, to achieve perfection. Before Adragon was born, Agustin De Mello, Adragon’s father, had written a book about a
child prodigy that was born that went on to save the world, so to speak, with his great intellect. Cathy Gunn,
Adragon’s mother, said she was horrified by the father's obsessive pressure on their son but there was nothing she
could do about it, she says. She eventually had to leave the family, fearing for her life. Agustin De Mello would go to
any lengths to get his way, according to Gunn. "He threatened to kill himself in front of me. He did that in front of
A.D. in order to get him to do things," she recalls. Adragon's father would yell at the top of his voice and scolding the
child to no end to achieve his vision. After Adragon began to burnout, his father threatened to come into the college
with a hammer and bash the teacher’s heads in if they did not give Adragon his degree. Adragon eventually was put
into foster care.
● Susan Polgar, Judith Polgar, and Soﬁa Polgar, cited with IQs in the 170 to 180 range, were part of an "educational
experiment" carried out by their father László Polgár, who sought to prove that children could make exceptional
achievements if trained in a specialist subject from a very early age. "Geniuses are made, not born," was László's
thesis. He and his wife Klara educated their three daughters at home, with chess as the specialist subject.
● Suﬁah Yusuf (1984-), a child math prodigy who entered Oxford at age 13, but eventually ran away and become a
$400 per date ($95,000 annually) escort. Her domineering father Farooq Yusuf, early on subjected her to his
"accelerated learning technique", in which her days revolved around stretching and breathing exercises in freezingtemperature rooms so as "to keep her brain attentive"; Sufiah would then study hard and be forced to play tennis
with just as much intensity as fanatical Farooq drove her on. The routine was so effective, that Sufiah was seeded
number eight in the country for under 21s (link). After three years at Oxford (age 15), Sufiah ran away, sparking a
massive police hunt. In 2008, she commented that “she is still haunted by her hellish childhood-subjected to her
father Farooq's accelerated learning technique, where she studied math day in day out in rooms kept freezing cold to
improve her concentration. "As I grew older I began to clash with my father," she says. "He was violent on occasions.
Because he pushed me so far academically, I became more confident for a girl of my age. I grew up too quickly. From
11, I was studying maths all the time. I didn't have any friends. I wasn't in the Brownies. My father said they didn't
teach Muslim values. I hardly ever played with other children" (link). She passed her maths A level aged 12 and
started at St Hilda's College, Oxford. "It was an amazing place but I was too young. By the time I was 15, I wanted to
be in control of my life. I fought back." Sufiah sparked a two week nationwide police hunt when she ran away instead
of going home at the end of term, saying she'd "had enough of 15 years of physical and emotional abuse".
● Asia Carrera (1973-), cited with an IQ=156, is similar to Yusuf’s story is the story; Carnegie Hall pianist (age 13);
studying Japanese and economics at Rutgers University; homeless by age 17, after running away from home because
of the pressure her demanding parents put on her; after which she turned to stripping, and then to porn, so to never
be homeless again, in her own words.
Others who might well fall in the parentally created category include: Michael Kearney (1982-), college graduate by
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age 10, cited by his parents to have had an IQ=325, whose father had absenteeism regrets (away at sea in the Navy
when he was born) and Ainan Cawley (1999-), cited by his father to have an IQ of 349, whose father Valentine
Cawley, aka “Mr. True Genius” as he goes by in his online handles, such as at YouTube, seems to have missed or failed
prodigy regrets in himself.
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G
In symbols, G is the symbol for

Genius
In terminology, a genius, from the Latin gignere (meaning to
‘beget’ or produce), is someone who is able to hit targets
invisible to others, in whom intellect tends to predominate over
will much more than the average person, wherein a strong
leaning and inclination tends to exist, and often in which a
polymathic nature and autodidactic traits tend to reign. [1]

Latitude | Genius
See main: 42˚ rule (see also: Monydit Malieth)

The optimum latitude for the development of genius minds is 42
degrees in latitude ±10˚.

Quotes | New
The following are recent genius quote related adds:
“The first and last thing which is required of genius is the love of
truth.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1810) [7]

“The task of the early investigators who lay the foundation is
quite a different one from that of their successors. The former
have to seek out and establish the weightiest facts only, and to
do this, as history teaches, calls for more intelligence than is
generally believed.”
— Ernst Mach (1897), The Mechanics in Their Historical-Critical
Development [26]

“The test of a first-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two
opposing ideas in the mind at the same time and still retain the
ability to function.”
— F. Scot Fitzgerald (1936) (Ѻ) [31]

“Improvement makes straight roads, but the crooked roads,
without improvement, are roads of genius.”

A typical genus poster, depicting archetypical geniuses:
Albert Einstein, Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla, and
Leonardo da Vinci, a group representative of the motto:
“a genius is someone who has mastered certain
principles and ways of conducting themselves, so that
they can achieve any desire they want—because there
are certain laws at work which we are not aware of, yet
which the genius has discovered through trial and
error.” [6]

— Edgar Poe (c.1840) (Ѻ)

Genius’s genius
The term “genius’s genius”, similar to the term “shoulder genius”, e.g. Rene Descartes and Robert Hooke being
shoulder geniuses to Newton, is a term spuriously attributed to a few individuals, including: Leonardo da Vinci (Ѻ),
Isaac Newton (Ѻ), Heinrich von Kleist (Ѻ), Johann Goethe (Ѻ), Samuel Coleridge (Ѻ), Theodore von Karman (Ѻ)(Ѻ),
and John Neumann (Ѻ), to name a few.

Genius | Age
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See main: Genius age rule; See also: Famous publications by age

What is referred to as the “Holmes hypothesis”, cited by genius studies scholar Dean Simonton, states that the 40th
year mark is the making or breaking point of genius. [29]
“If you haven’t cut your name on the door of fame by the time you’ve reached 40, you might as well put up your
jackknife.”
— Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. (c.1840), publication (Ѻ)

In physics, likewise, the make or break point is said to be the 30th year, so says Einstein and Dirac, likely on the
former's ideology:
“A person who has not made his great contribution to science before the age of thirty will never do so.”
— Albert Einstein (date), publication (Ѻ)

“You are now past 30 and you are no longer a physicist.”
— Paul Dirac (1931), comment to Heisenberg shortly after his 30th birthday (Dec 5) [28]

Simonton, however, points out that: Newton published his Principia at 45, Kant his Critique of Pure Reason at 57,
Copernicus his Revolution of the Heavenly Spheres at 70, as examples to contradict the above. We may, herein add to
this, that Goethe published his Elective Affinities at 60 and Faust at 82, Adams and Rossini both published their
famous treatises at age 72, and Wallace published his magnum opus at 74.

Brain temperature
The condition which produces optimal thinking is for the upper part of the body, particularly the head region, to be
within a temperature range of 69 to 72°F; whereas when temperature increase to at or above 75°F thinking tends to
slow. It is best to have two digital thermometers, one at 2.5-feet above the ground and another at the 6-foot level
above the ground, so as to monitor head zone temperature. In the summer, air conditioning is needed along with a
tilting circular fan angled at 45° to keep up down convection of air in circulation.

Marriage
See main: Bachelorhood and genius

In respect to genius attainment level, there seems to exist some yet unwritten law according to which genius rank is
inversely proportional to time spent married. Sudanese-born American thinker Monydit Malieth summarizes this as
follows: [30]
“Geniuses are often misanthropist; they enjoy their lonesomeness because their minds are their best entertainment.
Geniuses are also inclined to misogyny. If a background check is run on all of the world’s geniuses, a substantial
percentage of them had relationship problems with women and a high percentage of them never married.”
Said another way, genius level, in many cases, seems directly proportional, in increasing amount, to the amount of
passion, devotion, and time one puts into his or her work, which is reciprocal, in decreasing amount, to the amount
of passion, devotion, and time one puts into his or her relationships.
“Look what happens to people when they get married.”
— Niels Bohr (1937), comment to George Gamow, in reference to Paul Dirac’s 1937 post-honeymoon lackluster cosmology theory
letter to Nature (Ѻ)

Accordingly, there is a certain correlation, to some extent, to genius and bachelorhood; the following is an example
quote by Tom Siegfried (2006): [27]
“Adam Smith had a lot in common with Isaac Newton. Both were lifelong bachelors. Both became professors at the
university they had attended. Both were born after their fathers had dies. And both became fathers themselves of a
new scientific discipline. Newton built the foundation of physics; Smith authored the bible of economics.”
Three of the biggest mononym geniuses: Newton, Gibbs, and Tesla, never married.

Will to power | Will to genius
The following three quotes, based on Nietzsche's will to power idea, come to mind here:
“Training is nothing! The will is everything! The will to act.”
— Christopher Nolan and David Goyer (2005), Batman Begins (vid)

“I know the rage that drives you. That impossible anger strangling the grief, until the memory of your loved ones is
just poison in your veins.”
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“Like you, I was forced to learn the rhythm without decency. Your anger gives you great power, but if you let it, it will
destroy you, as it almost did me.”
— Christopher Nolan and David Goyer (2005), Batman Begins, version (Ѻ) as heard by Thims (vid)

The two geniuses above Newton, were Einstein (he may be below Newton, this is an undecided issue) and Goethe;
the seeds of the latter were terminated within one generation (see: Goethe genealogy). Another bachelor genius is
Oliver Heaviside (Ѻ) .

Genius IQs
See main: Genius IQs (ranking of the top 1000 geniuses)

The standard numerical value for the classification of a genius IQ is the standard Terman definition of an IQ at or
above 140, as listed below, along with other noted assignment criterion proposals and definitions: [2]
IQ = 125+ Catherine Cox definition (1926)
IQ = 140+ Lewis Terman definition (c.1917)
IQ = 140+ Tony Buzan definition (1994)
IQ = 145+ Ronald Hoeflin definition (1982)
IQ = 160+ Leta Hollingworth definition (c.1930)
In terms of how these high-end IQ values have been determined, there have been two general ways to categorize socalled ‘geniuses’ in terms of IQs: one being the retrospect peer ranking method, namely assigning an IQ value to
historical geniuses, in the context of the peers of that time period and prior. A meta-analysis of this sort yields the
Cox-Buzan IQ anchor point geniuses.

Insanity and Genius
See main: Insanity and genius; See also: Crackpot

There is no form of genius, Aristotle famous pointed out, “without a tincture of madness.”

Lightening genius
In circa 1850, Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard, one of the four main existentialism founders, along with Fyodor
Dostoyevsky (1821-1881), Friedrich Nietzsche, and Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980), explained the “lightening genius” as
follows: (Ѻ)
“There are two kinds of geniuses. The characteristic of the one is roaring, but the lightning is meagre and rarely
strikes; the other kind is characterized by reflection by which it constrains itself or restrains the roaring. But the
lightning is all the more intense; with the speed and sureness of lightning it hits the selected particular points - and is
fatal.”
“Geniuses are like thunderstorms. They go against the wind, terrify people, cleanse the air.”
“The ‘established’ has invented various lightning rods to counteract or divert geniuses: if they are successful—so
much the worse of the established, for if they are successful once, twice, thrice—the next thunderstorm will be all
the more dreadful.”
It remains to track down who he had in mind in making these statements.
“Great men are meteors that burn so that the earth may be lighted.”
— Napoleon Bonaparte (c.1820) (Ѻ)

(add discussion)
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Hiatus effect | Bueller effect
See main: Genius hiatus effect

A significant number of geniuses seem to have the
commonality of what seems to be seeds or inceptions
of novel and/or revolutionary theory developed or
conceived in preliminary outline during times of
hiatus—gaps or breaks in the interruption of space,
time or continuity, or in some cases spells of
convalescence. We might well refer to this as the
"hiatus effect" or convalescence effect.
Three hiatus effect geniuses: Newton (2-yrs), Goethe (1-yr), and
Rankine (6-yrs), each of whom entered a period of "forced"
convalescence prior to their rise to genius-stature fame.

The preeminent example of the hiatus effect genius
being William Rankine who in 1830, at age 10, was
forced to leave school owing to an illness, thereafter
spending the next six years being taught by his father David Rankine, a respected railway engineer in the Edinburgh &
Dalkeith Railway, who four years later, when he turned age 14, gave him a copy of Isaac Newton’s Principia, in Latin,
which he subsequently absorbed, thus laying the foundation of his knowledge in higher mathematics, dynamics, and
physics, shortly thereafter, in the next decade or so, penning out the world's earliest known equations of love, as
found in his circa 1845 "The Mathematician in Love" poetry song. The same "forced" hiatus phenomena is common
to equation of love theorists: Goethe (1809): two year hiatus, and Thims (1995): 10-year hiatus, discussed further
below.
We might well also refer to this, stepping out the incessant flow of time genius phenomena, as the Bueller effect,
based the well-known film line:
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it.”
— Ferris (1986), Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

English physicist Isaac Newton’s forced private studies at his home in Woolsthorpe, following the August 1665
Cambridge University temporarily closing as a precaution against the Great Plague, over the subsequent two years
saw the development of his theories on calculus, optics, and the law of gravitation, the seeds of what would become
his greatest work. German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s age 18-19 forced period of convalescence at home in bed
(1768-1769) is where he began his studies in chemistry, particularly the work of Paracelsus (1493-1541) and Susanne
Klettenberg (1723-1744), and was conducting chemical experiments in his attic using a draught furnace, the seeds of
which would result in what he would later describe as his “best book”, namely his 1809 physical chemistry based
Elective Affinities, wherein he explains the human chemical theory part of his metamorphology theory of evolution.
German physicist Albert Einstein, in 1900, after being awarded the Zurich Polytechnic teaching diploma, was
unable to find a teaching post, and so while taking a digression from the normal university path, he worked as a
patent clerk, during which time he notable developed the mass-energy equivalence theory, the photon theory of
light, and the theory of relativity all arrived at in 1905. Einstein would latter comment the following, in reflection, on
the nature of these depressurized theoretical fruits:
“Science is a wonderful thing if one does not have to earn one’s living at it. One should earn one’s living by work of
which one is sure one is capable. Only when we do not have to be accountable to anyone can we find joy in scientific
endeavor.”
— Albert Einstein (1951), reply letter to female student thinking about becoming a professional astronomer (24 Mar)

In modern terms, where time moves pretty fast, as Ferris says, both American economist Thomas Schelling and
Romanian-born American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan conceived the work they are best known for while stuck
on a plane, thus having “hiatus time”, so to speak, to think.
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, likewise, developed the seeds of the work he is best known for
after taking a forced step out of the main flow of the typical top-of-the-class engineer, when in circa 1997, nearing
the final year of finishing two of the highest paying degrees available—chemical engineer and electrical engineer,
finishing in the top 10 percent of his class at one of the world’s top engineering schools, and being very sought after,
company recruit wise—abruptly called and cancelled all of his scheduled company recruitment, all-expense-paid trips
out to New York and California, with companies including Big Five financial corporation, a Silicon Valley computer
chip producing company, among others, sensing, owing to a number of other compounding factors, that something
was not right, and that he needed to step out of the hoop-jumping fast lane. The following quote by Einstein captures
some aspects of this:
“I, too, was originally supposed to become an engineer. But I found the idea intolerable of having to apply the
inventive faculty to matters that make everyday life more elaborate—and all, just for dreary money-making. Thinking
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for its own sake, as in music! … When I have no special problem to occupy my mind, I love to reconstruct proofs of
mathematical and physical theorems that have long been known to me. There is no goal in this, merely an
opportunity to indulge in the pleasant occupation of thinking.”
— Albert Einstein (1918), Letter to Heinrich Zangger

It was during this period of detachment that ,on 15 Nov 2001, at 3:00 AM, Thims began to see through the so-called
"reverse engineering problem"; to wit, how one can reverse-engineer the equations of chemical thermodynamics to
explain human movement and human spontaneity, something which he had been puzzled about since 1995 (see:
history). No doubt, had Thims chosen the path "more traveled", the road of the well-paid, but intellectually
unrewarded, engineer, over the path "less traveled", he would never have had the so-called "hiatus time" to arrive at
solution.

Magnitude geniuses
The biggest pound-for-pound genius in magnitude, i.e.
the genius with the greatest ratio of intellectual output
per year goes to James Maxwell (IQ=210), hands down,
whose reaction existence ended prematurely at age 48,
when he terminated, strangely, at the same age as his
mother, and as a result of the same disease (stomach
cancer) that she had succumbed to.
Second place, in the category of thinkers with
incisive, prolific outputs in short bursts of time and
Three magnitude geniuses: Antoine Lavoisier (RE=51), James
energy, might well go to French chemist Antoine
Maxwell (RE=48), and Ettore Majorana (RE=32), who each
Lavoisier (IQ=175), whose intellectual output, prior to
produced a great density of genius work in a very compacted
being guillotined at the age of 50, during the French
number of years, as compared to epicenter geniuses, e.g.
revolution years, for some trumped up tax conspiracy
Aristotle (RE=62), Newton (RE=84), Goethe (RE=83), Einstein
charges, was unprecedented, in his achievements,
(RE=76), whose genius productions extended over a larger
theories, experiments, and impact. French
reaction extent (RE) or number of years (age) of reaction
mathematician Joseph Lagrange (IQ=185) had the
existence.
perspicacity to comment, on this ironic situation: "It took
them only an instant to cut off his head, but France may not produce another such head in a century."
Italian engineer and theoretical physicist Ettore Majorana (IQ=195), who, prior to a mysterious disappearance at age
32, independently described the existence of the neutrino (1932), synthesized an exchange force theory of nuclear
bonding, and who, in his 1935 sociophysics article “The Value of Statistical Laws in Physics and Social Sciences”,
suggested the application of quantum statistical physics to social sciences(something that is even beyond grasp, for
many, in the modern day: see Moriarty-Thims debate), might well rank in as second to Maxwell in regards to genius
magnitude.
“There are several categories of scientists in the world; those of second or third rank do their best but never get very
far. Then there is the first rank, those who make important discoveries, fundamental to scientific progress. But then
there are the geniuses, like Galilei and Newton. Majorana was one of these.”
— Enrico Fermi (1938) (IQ=190), Italian physicist

Indian mathematician Srinivasa Ramanujan (IQ=185), might fall in a distant third place, who prior to ending at age 32
from malnutrition, independently compiled nearly 3900 results, mostly identities and equations, most of which have
been proven correct.
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Genius puzzles
Of significance, to quickly note a few salient points discerned
from the above genius IQs table, firstly: every single genius in
the IQ=205+ range, namely Da Vinci (c.1508), Newton (1704),
Goethe (1826), Maxwell (1871), and Einstein (1908), by no
coincidence, worked on the "blue sky problem", in some way or
another, prior to and even after (in the case of Einstein) its
partial solution by Rudolf Clausius (IQ=205), in 1847, and final
solution by John Strutt (IQ=190), in 1899.
The hardest intellectual genius puzzle of them all, however,
is the "elective affinity problem": namely to explain human
passions and experience via the chemical affinities or free
energies, such as depicted adjacent. The elective affinities
problem is the only puzzle common to the rare ceiling geniuses
cited in the IQ=225+ range, namely:
● Goethe (1796) (IQCit=225; IQ=230), who called his solution to
this problem his "greatest work" or "best book" (1809), of all his
142+ collected works publications, in which he embedded a
secret principle which he said was “true” and which was “only
production of greater extent” in which he was “conscious of
having labored to set forth a pervading idea”;
● Einstein (IQCit=225; IQ=220), who commented on the problem
(see: Einstein on love), in a somewhat irritated perplexment
A playboy art style depiction of the "elective affinities
scribble note: “gravitation cannot be responsible for people
problem", namely how to explain passions of existence
falling in love” (1933) and previously in query to geneticist
in terms of Bergman's 1775 chemical affinities theories
Thomas Morgan: “how on earth are you ever going to explain in (Goethe's day) or in terms of Gibbs' 1876 free energies
(modern day).
terms of chemistry and physics so important a biological
phenomenon as first love?” (1920s);
● Thims (1995) (IQCit=225+; IQ=190), who was led into the problem, similar to Goethe, via a mixture of the "love
thought experiment" and the "reverse engineering puzzle";
● Hirata (2000) (IQCit=225; IQ=190), who called his solution a "fun compilation of worthless applications of physics
and mathematics to relationships";
Even the great child prodigy William Sidis (IQCit=250-300; IQ=195) attempted a solution, in a round-about-way, via his
1920 theories on animate matter and entropy.

No formal education geniuses
Thirdly, as far as self-made, informally educated geniuses go, the title ranking seems to go to: George Green (IQ=190),
who learned via his Nottingham Subscription Library membership; he is followed closely by Michael Faraday
(IQ=175), largely self-taught through reading of books at a bindery he worked at as a child; third place might go to
Srinivasa Ramanujan (IQ=185), who, supposedly, by age 12, had re-discovered the Euler identity by reading Sidney
Loney’s trigonometry book (in the strict sense of the matter Ramanujan did seem to have a certain educational
contact; contrary to his myth-like Good Will Hunting film description: “he lived in this tiny hut somewhere in India,
but he had no formal education. He had no access to any scientific work. But he came across this old math text. And
from this simple text, he was able to extrapolate theories that had baffled mathematicians for years.”).
Likewise, American Charles Breder, while possibly not necessary a genius, claimed that all he learned about
biology, ichthyology, and, supposedly, entropy, origin of life, and the arrow of time, having only a high school
education, was from the Newark Public Library. (Ѻ)
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Library of Alexandria | Dark ages
The burning of the library of Alexandria coterminous with the 415AD
stoning-to-death of Greek universal genius Hypatia can be well-said to
mark the start of the dark ages, a period of intellectual decline, which
would continue until the century to following the invention of the
printing press by German inventor Johannes Gutenberg in 1450. To a
certain extent, many of the famous genius puzzles, such as heliocentrism,
atomic theory, the nature abhors a vacuum problem, etc., had to be resolved all over again. The five most “tantalizing losses from the Library of
Alexandria”, supposedly, are: Hero’s (IQ=190) circa 50AD Pneumatica, in
which, he overview of the physics of Strato and Ctesibius, outlines an
atomic theory in which matter consists of particles mixed with distributed
vacua, and in which he describes how to make an aeolipile; may have
used a type of Philo thermometer (240BC) in his experimental work; was
said to have openly challenge the nature abhors a vacuum belief, etc.,
along with the works of Aristarchus of Samos (IQ=?), Hypatia (IQ=190),
Sappho (IQ=?), and Berossus (IQ=?) and his Babylonaica. [10]

Universal genius
See main: Universal genius; Last universal genius; Last person who knew
A depiction of the burning of the books of the everything
Library of Alexandria by Gustave Dore.
A rare few are considered as universal geniuses, being one with a

universal mastery of knowledge, Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519), the one to whom this eponym is generally assigned.
The so-called "last universal genius", frequently mentioned include: Gottfried Leibniz (1646-1716), and Johann
Goethe (1749-1832), Goethe being the preeminent example of this group:
“Goethe comes as close to deserving the title of a universal genius as any man who has ever lived”; “Scholars agree
that Goethe was the last universal genius: practically nothing within reach of the human mind escaped his attention”;
“The middle of the eighteenth century witnessed the first powerful revolt against cultural tradition, which is marked
by Rousseau. This tradition was restarted by universal genius Goethe. But it was restarted for the last time. Goethe
had not been succeeded by another universal genius”; “Since my method is juxtaposition, I delight in bringing
together universal genius Goethe, with Sigmund Freud, Samuel Johnson, and Thomas Mann.”
The universal genius mindset is summed up well by Goethe who commented that “if one does not know what went
on for the last three thousand years, he or she remains ignorant, merely surviving from day-to-day.” In 1832 terms
this amounts to having in one's possession a personal library, actual and mental, of over 5,000 books, and having
written works in the over a 50-volume
set level, as was the case with
Goethe.

Reading habits | Standing up
See main: Stand up writing

Isaac Newton wrote his entire
Mathematical Principles of Natural
Philosophy, during the years mid 1686
to 28 Apr 1686, in which he proved by
geometry, the mode of universal
gravitation, namely that if a body Q
orbits in an ellipse, the implied force
toward the focus S (not the center C)
varies inversely with the square of
distance, as diagrammed adjacent,
while standing. As summarized by
Left: American literary genius Ernest Hemingway reading and writing at his standup
desk. Hemingway once declaring that: “writing and travel broaden your ass if not
James Gleick: [12]
your mind and I like to write standing up,” which he did by perching his typewriter

on a chest-high shelf, while his desk became obscured by books. [14] Center:
"The alchemical furnaces went cold;
Newton's geometrical proof of universal gravitation: in which he showed that if a
the theological manuscripts were
body Q orbits in an ellipse, the implied force toward the focus S (not the center C)
shelved. A fever possessed him, like
varies inversely with the square of distance; a proof that he derived while standing
non since the plague years. He ate
up. [12] Right: Goethe reading ajar during his Roman adventure years (c.1787); he
mainly in his room, a few bites
began to read avidly, at age six, following the disturbing news of the 1755
standing up. He wrote standing at his earthquake of Lissabon, Portugal, during which more than 30,000 people dereacted.
desk. When he did venture outside,
he would seem lost, walking erratically, turn and stop for no apparent reason, and disappear inside once again.
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Thousands of sheets of manuscript lay all around, here and at Woolsthorpe, ink fading on parchment, the jots and
scribbles of four decades, undated and disorganized. He had never written like this: with a great purpose, and
meaning his words to be read."
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=190±), during the first year of his ascension up the education
ladder, at about the age of 20, learned that to get an perfect score on a test, he had to drink diet coke studying during
the night and in particular to keep the mind awake to place a chair on the dinner table and to read with the book
placed on the seat of the chair while standing. Thims did this ad hoc chair-rigged method for some years, before, in
circa 1995-1996, he solidified the method by taking a 70x32 inch gray folding, such as shown adjacent, and elevating
it to the sub chest level by placing stacks of books under each leg so to raise its height from 29 inches to 44 inches.
When he moved to Chicago, in circa
1998-2000, he upgraded the
cumbersome book stacking method, by
removing the metal folding legs and
replacing them with permanent crossbraised wooden legs with 2-inch caster
wheels so that the table would be
motile.

Knowledge rift
See main: Two cultures genius

Left: Thims' circa 1995-1998 72x30-inch width by 29-inch height gray folding table,
which he raised to 44-inches, by stacking books under each leg, so to "read (and
write) standing up", as did Newton when he wrote his Principia from 1686 to 1688.
Right: the same 44-inch sub chest-height / belly-button height standing-up-table,
modified with permanent wheeled wooden legs attached, circa 1999-present.
Right: Knottmann’s 1899 sit-stand desk, a semi-modern genius study method; the
"stand method" being common to geniuses such as: Newton, Hemingway,
Nietzsche, and Thims. [15]

A turning pointing or rather breaking
point in the so-called grasp of the
universality of knowledge at the genius
level can be said to have occurred or
typified in the 1833 Whewell-Coleridge
debate after which the term "scientist"
was coined over the older term "natural
philosopher". This rift is captured well in
American literature scholar Frederick
Burwick's 1986 discussion of this
growing rift, in the framework of
Goethe's Faust:

“The age of Faust [1772-1832] had been
the age of the ‘Renaissance man’, a time
when the possibility of a universal
knowledge, mastery of the arts and
sciences, still seemed to be open to the
ambitious mind;thereafter the
separation and dispersion of intellectual
endeavors, dubbed the ‘two cultures’ by C.P. Snow,resulted; whereafter, in the decades to follow, individuals such as
Thomas Young (1773-1829), Humphry Davy (1778-1829),and William Hamilton (1805-1865), could all make serious
claims to humanistic breadth, if not universality, in their intellectual accomplishments; nevertheless, a rift between
the arts and the sciences was evident.”
The term scientist in this period (1833) came to be defined as a student of the knowledge of the "material world",
with an explicate footnote that the "moral world" was to be left to the natural philosophers and religious thinkers.
This divided tension soon led to the 1874 Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate on the question of whether religion should
submit completely to the control of science.
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This rift still exists in modern times, with over 72% of the lay
population of the world still adhering to one variation or
another of the Ra theology version of morality.

Traits | True geniuses
See also: Real genius

Noted traits of true geniuses, such as Albert Einstein or Thomas
Young, are firstly the trait of tending to process knowledge at a
slower rate, then as compared to the tendency to pass over
and assimilate given knowledge at a high rate of speed as being
assumed correct. Young comments on this in his
autobiographical sketch about himself: [3]
“Though he wrote with rapidity, he read but slowly, and
perhaps the whole list of the works that he studied, in the
course of 50 years, does not amount to more than a thousand
volumes.”

Aristotle’s (IQ=195), above middle right, had the habit of
walking about while he talked; his followers, called
Peripatetics, are said to take their name from the word
peripatêtikos, meaning “given to walking about”) or
because he held lessons beneath the colonnades (or
peripatoi) of the Lyceum. [16]

A second trait is the initiation of a sort of unwritten combatant
with the densest of works of the geniuses of the past. Young,
for instance, comments on his intellectual battle with Joseph Lagrange (IQ=185) as follows: [3]

“Scientific investigations are a sort of warfare, carried on in the closet or on the couch against all one’s
contemporaries and predecessors; I have often gained a single victory when I have been half asleep, but more
frequently found, on being thoroughly awake, that the enemy had still the advantage of me when I thought I had him
fast in a corner.”
Similarly, Einstein comments:
“I have little patience for scientists who take on a board of wood, look for its thinnest part, and drill a great number
of holes when the drilling is easy.”
These examples tend to highlight the criterion for "genius" as one who drawn to problems based on their density, the
higher the density or difficulty the greater
the draw.

Epicenter geniuses
See main: Epicenter genius

The following noted quote by William
James, from his 1880 article “Great Men,
Great Thoughts, and the Environment”
(Ѻ), exemplifies the phenomenon of the
genius who is an epicenter of geniuses:
“Sporadic great men come everywhere.
But for a community to get vibrating
through and through with intensely active The three big epoch or "epicenter geniuses" of history: Aristotle, Goethe, and
life, many geniuses coming together and Einstein, about which a regular secession and hammering of surrounding
in rapid succession are required. This is
geniuses produced the hardest blade of intellect centrally.
why great epochs are so rare, – why the
sudden bloom of a Greece [Aristotle], an early Rome [Cicero], a Renaissance [Goethe], is such a mystery. Blow must
follow blow so fast that no cooling can occur in the intervals. Then the mass of the nation glows incandescent, and
may continue to glow by pure inertia long after the originators of its internal movement have passed away.
We often hear surprise expressed that in these high tides of human affairs not only the people should be filled with
stronger life, but that individual geniuses should seem so exceptionally abundant. This mystery is just about as deep
as the time-honored conundrum as to why great rivers flow by great towns. It is true that great public fermentations
awaken and adopt many geniuses who in more torpid times would have had no chance to work. But over and above
this there must be an exceptional concourse of genius about a time, to make the fermentation begin at all. The
unlikeliness of the concourse is far greater than the unlikeliness of any particular genius; hence the rarity of these
periods and the exceptional aspect which they always wear.”
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Epicenter geniuses include: Aristotle (IQ=195), Goethe (IQ=230), Voltaire (IQ=195), Clausius (IQ=205), and Einstein
(IQ=220).

Nutritional needs
Caffeine: Voltaire (IQ=195) was said to drink 40 cups of coffee a
day. Warren Buffett (IQ=175±) at age 16, had read at least one
hundred books on business (see: Buffett number); shortly
thereafter, he entered the Wharton School of Finance, wherein
upon arrival he reported that ‘he knew more than the professors’;
on a return trip home, he was warned not to neglect his studies, to
which he replied insouciantly: ‘all I need to do is open the book the
night before and drink a big bottle of Pepsi-Cola and I’ll make 100’.
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=160-230±), early
Common dietary needs of the genius: caffeine,
on in his age 19 launched quest to master the hardest subjects and
which has a synergistic effect with calcium inside of to discern the hidden secrets and puzzles of nature and existence,
brain cells to facilitate memory and thinking speed;
read that a famous 20,000+ person study of physicians showed that
chocolate, which has some kind of yet unidentified
synergy between genius thinking and the brain (see drinking upwards of 12 cups of coffee per day was did no harm, and
also: chocolate theory of love); fish oil consumption, has since steadily consumed 1-4 Vivarins per day along with
continuous drinking of Diet Coke.
similar to milk (particularly in infants), is well
documented to be associated with higher IQ levels.

Chocolate: Voltaire (IQ=195) notably mixed his 40+ cups of coffee
with chocolate. American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=190±) learned early on, in his pre-engineering
studies, that to excel on tests one needs to consume large amounts of chocolate, particularly brownies; he has daily
consumed about 4-9 ounces, on average of Hershey bars, either with almonds (or with almonds and toffee chips) for
some two decades. Jeanne Calment (1875-1997), the French supercentenarian who had the longest confirmed
human life span in history, reacting to the age of 122-years, 164-days, ate more than two pounds of chocolate per
week; rode a bike until she was 100, and had a penchant for foie gras (fattened duck liver).
Red meat: Warren Buffett (IQ=175±) has a strange penchant for hamburgers, to the exclusion of other foods; quote:
"[Buffett] just eats hamburgers and drinks Pepsi-Colas" [Fred Stanback]. Oleic acid, one of the main oils of red meat,
is the main component of myelin sheath, the white matter of the brain that surrounds never fibers: the thinker the
sheath, the faster the firing of the nerve
messages.
Milk: The association between milk and genius is
puzzling phenomenon, the underlying nutritional
reason of which remains to be discerned.
Oliver Heaviside (IQ=?), the person who
condensed Maxwell's field equations with 20
variables down to four equations with two
variables, had very specific food preferences and
an unnatural interest in food. He sometimes lived
like a cat, drinking bowls of milk for days. Milk,
and nothing else. Strangely, as eccentric geniuses
biographer Clifford Pickover reports (1998), Tesla
(IQ=195) also lived on milk, and for many years.
Thomas Edison's (IQ=180) only foods were milk
and the occasional glass of orange juice. [11]
Right: one of the many milk scenes from the 2004 film The Aviator, the
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
most memorable being the "come in with the milk", which is based on
(IQ=160-230±) frequently consumes 2-3 gallons of the reaction existence of Howard Hughes (see also: why is this site
here?). The 1971 film A Clockwork Orange written, directed and
1% milk (2% or sometimes whole) per week,
especially so after long extended 10-hour+ periods produced by Stanley Kubrick, adapted from Anthony Burgess's 1962
of study, after which milk is the only thing that will novella A Clockwork Orange, has a similar sort of milk scene.
quench and calm the brain. Richard Kirwan, the
“brilliant 18th-century polymath”, as Pickover describes him, existed entirely on a diet of only milk and ham.
Theodore Kaczynski (IQ=165), math prodigy turned unabomber, as noted by his college dorm mates, had a room
piled with trash two feet deep underneath it all were what smelled like unused cartons of milk.
The most-famous film depiction of the genius milk phenomenon is the “come in with the milk” scene from the
2004 film The Aviator based on the existence reaction of American aviation and film pioneer Howard Hughes
(IQ=175±) (see also: why is this site here), as shown adjacent, wherein one can count 60 milk bottles filled with urine.
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Fish oil: The main brain nutrient of fish is DHA and EPA: the main component oil of the white matter of the brain. It is
well known that babies fed DHA/EPA enhanced breast milk, result to have higher adulthood IQs. American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=190±) attributes a large part of his early acceleration to the top 8 percent of
his chemical engineering graduating class, starting from a dead bottom high school educational level, to fish oil: at
one point, unknowingly, he was consuming so much fish oil, owing to his early body building dietary protein
consumption needs, that at one point he was purchasing upwards of 9-10 cases (48 cans per case) of tuna-fish per
shop; owing to mercury build up side affects, in the 2000s he switched over to Norwegian bottled cod liver oil
(sometime after reading Udo Erasmus' 1993 Fats that Heal, Fats that Kill), which he drinks 2-3 times daily.
Other: Other important nutrients for the genius mind include: nuts, oils (almond, walnut, flax), eggs (at least one per
day drank raw) mixed into oil-protein-milk-oat-all bran shake; so as to keep uptake of the high usage rate of the
brain.

Genius exercise habits
See main: Genius and exercise

Einstein (IQ=220) has frequently commented
that a large number of his theories were
conceived while riding his bicycle. Einstein
famous commented “I thought of that while
riding my bicycle” in comment on his theory of
relativity.
Hypatia (IQ=190): as part of his plan for his
soon-to-be universal genius daughter, Theon,
the last head of the Library of Alexandria,
established a regimen of physical training for
Hypatia, such as rowing, swimming, and
horseback riding, to ensure that her body
would be as healthy as her well-trained mind.

Epicenter genius Albert Einstein famously commented “I thought of that
while riding my bicycle” in comment on his theory of relativity. Greek
polymath and smartest female ever candidate Hypatia, famously had a
rigorous physical training regime. The majority of the solutions to various
conceptual human chemistry problems, as found in "highest IQ ever" cited
genius Libb Thims' 2007 Human Chemistry textbook, were arrived at while
Thims (IQ=190±) early on followed a motto that running at 7.8-mph at a 15% incline, for an average of 6 miles per day,
"once goes the body, so goes the mind"; early throughout the 2000s; photo at right is a circa 2012 shot of Thims' 15%
on in his educational climb, he frequently rode incline running apparatus, with four hold on handles, four stop watches,
his bicycle some 20 miles per day, nearly
and iPhone holder.

throughout his entire electrical engineering
education; most of the writing of his 2007 Nobel Prize nominated Human Chemistry textbook, which Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev claims "symbolizes the beginning of a new era (epoch) in human history", was done at
while running on the treadmill at a 15% incline, at various Powerhouse/X-Sport gyms; in fact towards the tail end of
the writing process, in order to ensure completion, Thims ran continuously ever day, seven days a week, for six
months straight, exactly 6 miles per day, at a 15% incline, at exactly 7.8 miles per hour, for a total of 1,080 miles,
during which time new concepts and theories and solutions to problems were pushed out and grew in the mind while
on the treadmill. At one point, prior to this six month stretch, on one particular day, Thims had ran a record total 40miles, at the same rate and incline, although broken up into 10 four mile chunks, with 15-minute breaks in between
run sets. It is well-known that rats running on tread mills, as compared to non-running rats, experience growth in
brain structure, in areas not solely connected to motor function.

Geniuses who failed | intelligence tests | school | labeled as dunces
See main: Mislabeled geniuses and IQ tests

French physicist Henri Poincare did so poorly on the Binet IQ that he was judged an imbecile (IQ=35); although we
now rank him at IQ=195. American chemist Linus Pauling, who we now rank, in retrospect, at IQ=190, notably, failed
to take some required American history courses and did not qualify for his high school diploma. The school awarded
him the diploma 45 years later only after he had won two Nobel Prizes. Those who many consider the three
greatest scientific minds of all time—Newton, Maxwell, and Einstein—were all viewed as ‘dunces’ in
childhood. [8] Albert Einstein (IQ=220), supposedly, was three or four years old before he could speak and seven
before he could read—he was born with a misshapen head: as a result, his parents feared he was mentally retarded;
he so withdrawn or "set outside the group" that one governess nicknamed him ‘Father Bore’. [9] Einstein latter
attempted to skip high school by taking an entrance exam to the Swiss Polytechnic, a top technical university, but
famously failed the art portion. Isaac Newton (IQ=215), supposedly, did poorly in grade school. [9] Thomas Edison
(IQ=180), as a boy, was told by his teachers that he was too stupid to learn anything. [9] Walt Disney (IQB=123) was
fired as a newspaper editor because, supposedly, he had “no good ideas”. [9] Leo Tolstoy (IQ=?) flunked out of
college. [9] Winston Churchill failed sixth grade. [9] American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=190±), who in
2012 was cited as having the "highest IQ ever", above that of Goethe, Newton, and Einstein, famously "flunked"
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second grade, i.e. was held back second grade and made to take the entire year over again, owing to teacher reports
stating that he was "bored in class".

Genius physical and mental overstressings
A number of over "stresses", both physical and
mental, are common to geniuses. In 1735, Swissborn Russian mathematician Leonhard Euler
(IQ=195) lost sight in one eye, supposedly, by
overexerting himself to solve a problem in three
days that normally took months. In 1766, he lost
sight in the other eye. An operation to restore
the better of the two was successful, but
infection invaded both eyes. After horrible agony
he permanently lost his sight. His collected works
are said to amount to the size of several
Left: Swiss-born Russian mathematician Leonhard Euler (IQ=195) lost
sight in his right eye in 1735 from studying too hard continuously for
encyclopedias. [13]
William Sidis famous cracked at age 11 after three days straight while work on a complex problem; years later he lost
giving a lecture to the Harvard mathematics club sight in the other eye, in likewise manner. [13] Right: In 1937, the
America's greatest child prodigy William Sidis, cited with a 250-300 IQ,
on four dimensional bodies. A commonality
among extreme genius is to permanently dereact sued the New Yorker, for their "April Fools" article on him, and
Advertiser, which eventually settled for $375. In a breach-of-privacy suit
(die) via aneurism or brain hemorrhage.
against the New Yorker, the court ruled that Sidis could not claim privacy
Sidis later met their reaction end following
rights because he was still a public figure. In 1944 the magazine paid a
cerebral hemorrhage. Likewise, the so-called
reported $500 to settle a companion suit for malicious libel. Sidis died,
Russian female Einstein, Naida Camukova, only
met his reaction end, of a cerebral hemorrhage three months later. He
child of a neurosurgeon mother and lawyer
was 46.
father, who is said to have published 25-books
and read 3000 books, able to read a 300-page book in two hours, who, to note, many claim is some kind of genius
racket scam artist, whatever the case, supposedly: had a brain hemorrhage at age 23 (was in coma for 20-days).

Sleep methods
Geniuses have always been particular about sleep, amount of sleep, and division
of sleep, study in relation to sleep, among others. Italian genius Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519) is said to have utilized a "sleep formula", sleeping no more than four
hours at a time, so to optimize his intellectual output. Several thinkers including
Aristotle (IQ=195), Aristotle’s student Alexander the Great (356-323BC), and John
Wilkinson (1728-1808) used the ball in hand sleep method, in which they would
sleep with an iron or brass ball in their hand, which was held over an iron or brass
A number of geniuses, including
Aristotle, used the ball in hand sleep jug, whereby if they stirred, typically owing to say a dream, they would wake up,
and thus insure continued interruption to their slumbers, in some cases waking up
method.
to write down the thought or inspiration of their dream. [17] Ichondras of Milletus
contrived a plane so narrow that he could not sleep on it except at full length, and of such an height and length as to
insure his sliding down it in about six hours, at which point his feet would dip into a vase of cold water, thereby
disturbing his rest. [18]
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims typically uses a two alarm system, with the day divided by two
segments of sleep, being that dreaming and nightmares in particular are very effective for producing and processing
effect knowledge assimilation, digestion, and consumption. Thims, in respect to alarm devices, devised a two-stage
alarm system, wherein he had first alarm, and in times wherein sleep total amounted two four-hours (range) per day,
he employed a second loud radio alarm that was locked in a box, with the key to the box placed off in a distant place,
e.g. out in the car, so to be sure he was alert enough to get up during periods of intense sleep deprivation.
In modern times, to note, it is known that too much sleep has a inverse ratio to genius effect, according to the
neurochemical finding that too much sleep has an effect on one of the drive or depression neurochemicals (check).
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Catch up effect | Intellectual inertia /
myopia
See main: Catch up effect; Posthumous genius

American two cultures genius Henry Adams,
who was some 134-years ahead of his time in
thinking, e.g. with with his view that: “social
chemistry, the mutual attraction of
equivalent human molecules, is a science yet
to be created” (human chemistry was
established as a science in 2007)—himself
having to self-educate on his own beyond his
Harvard education, which he considered to
be a completed waste, that by 1907 he
concluded that the highly “active mind”
tends to be surrounded by less active minds
moving with a type of “intellectual inertia”,
inertia defined as the resistance of any
physical object to any change in its motion
(including a change in direction):

Accelerated "active mind" geniuses who were victims of the so-called mental
inertia effect: Jean Sales, who was imprisoned for his human molecule based
moral philosophy, yet visited by Voltaire; Galileo Galilei, who was banished in
exile and forced to recant heliocentric theory; Goethe, who for 23-years was
not "vouchsafed many kind words" concerning his controversial Elective
Affinities; and Henry Adams, coiner of the mental inertia theory, who was so
far ahead of his time, in respect to the chemistry, physics, and
thermodynamics of human social-history that in 1995 he was still being
labeled, in a nearly upside down manner, as "more of a crank than a
prophet" (John Diggins).

“The object of education should be the teaching [of] how to react with vigor and economy. No doubt the world at
large will always lag so far behind the active mind as to make a soft cushion of inertia to drop upon; but education
should try to lessen the obstacles, diminish the friction, invigorate the energy, and should train minds to react, not at
haphazard, but by choice, on the lines of force that attract their world.”
— Henry Adams (1907), The Education of Henry Adams

The following are equivalent mental inertia quotes:
“When a true genius appears in this world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him.”
— Jonathan Swift (c.1730), a Terrence Tao (IQ=180±) favorite quote [21]

“It is difficult to overestimate the value of Goethe’s work to humanity. The bequest which he left to the world in his
writings, and in the whole intellectual result of his life, is not as yet appreciated at its full worth; because,
intellectually, the world has not yet caught up to him. His influence today asserts itself in a hundred minute ways—
even where no one suspects it. The century has received the stamp and impress of his mighty personality. The
intellectual currents of the age, swelled and amplified by later tributaries, flow today in the directions which Goethe
indicated.”
— Hjalmar Boyesen (1885), The Life of Goethe

“Over thirty-seven years ago, Seligman first published his Economic Interpretation of History. It has gone through
several printings, editions and translations. In itself that work is a living example of the peculiar myopia which afflicts
the intellectual world. Sometimes it takes ten or fifteen years for that world to catch up with a Spengler. Kyserling
was more transparent. Seligman himself in 1902 commented upon the fact that fifty years after Marxism had made
its first appearance and had stirred to the depths economic, social and philosophical thought among European
scholars, here in America Marx was scarcely known outside of a few obscure immigrants socialists.”
— Morris Zucker (1945), The Historical Field Theory [23]

“I must say, I started watching your videos over a year ago, and have re-watched many. And they still fascinate me.
I’m only 17 and I’m seriously considering doing a degree in chemistry after watching your videos. The only downside
is not many people I know can have a conversation about the things you’re talking about. You were right your videos
are decades if not a century in front of its time.”
— Benjamin Cresdee (2011), comment on Human Chemistry 101 YouTube channel

“Sadly logic barely has any significance amongst a swarm of imbeciles. Some people are doomed to feel like an alien.”
— Torandrius (2011), commentary on Libb Thims' HumanChemistry101 YouTube channel (Ѻ)

In other words, active mind genius often suffers from what is called the "catch up effect", namely, a multi-century
delay in respect to the ability of culture to digest what a " lightening bolt genius" (person, date) or "hammered
genius" (William James, 1880) produces. While some of this “mental inertia” issue, that active geniuses have to face,
can be attributed to the so-called Semmelweis reflex—the reflex-like tendency to reject new evidence or new
knowledge because it contradicts established norms, beliefs, or paradigms—other aspects of it would seem to have
to do something with the time it takes to rewire the cultural brain to the new truths perceived by the active mind,
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who may well be accelerated in thinking by some 1,000 books (e.g. Thomas Young) to 5,000 books (e.g. Goethe) in
reading and digestion level, whereas for the cultural brain it may be delayed by multiple generations in respect to the
same level of learning about nature and the universe. American physicist Percy Bridgman, in 1919, summarized this
intellectual adjustment delay issue as follows:
“The first business of a man of science is to proclaim the truth as he finds it; and let the world adjust itself as best it
can to the new knowledge.”
This "world adjustment", for some
truth seekers, e.g. Benedict
Spinoza, will only accrue
posthumously.

Types
Among geniuses, the great
“universal genius” types aside,
there are a number of subject
specific geniuses, including:
political genius, military genius,
Among “types” of geniuses, one example is “economic geniuses”, six of which,
literary genius, economic genius,
from Sylvia Nasar’s Grand Pursuit: the Story of Economic Genius (2011), are
philosophical genius, among
shown above, namely: Karl Marx (first), Paul Samuelson (fifth), and four others.
others. Adjacent, e.g., as shown
[5]
on the cover of the 2011 Grand
Pursuit: the Story of Economic Genius, by Sylvia Nasar, are six examples of “economic geniuses”, showing Karl Marx
(first), Paul Samuelson (fifth), and four others. [5] In regards to "political geniuses", in 1758, American political thinker
John Adams, great grandfather to two cultures social Newton genius Henry Adams, soon-to-become second
American President (1797-1801) and most intelligent president, according to Dean Simonton, wrote a short essay on
the nature of “genius”, which he defined as follows: "someone who is capable of inventing new systems or
combinations of old ideas." After discussing the various different kinds of genius, based on this definition, e.g. writing,
mechanics, morality, etc., he then went on to discuss the political genius: “he who as faculty of combining … these
[laws of human nature] into rules, for the government of society, to procure peace, plenty, liberty, has great political
genius.” [24]

Genius on genius
See main: Uber genius comparison quotes

The following are geniuses commenting their views on the greatness of other geniuses:
“1642 [the year of Newton’s (IQ=220) birth] is the Christmas of the modern age.”
— Goethe (IQ=230) (Ѻ)
“I admire Goethe (IQ=230) as one of the smartest and wisest men of all time.”
— Einstein (IQ=215) to Leopold Casper [22]
“What Descartes (IQ=195) did was a good step. You [Hooke (IQ=195)] have added much several ways, and especially
in taking the colors of thin plates into philosophical consideration. If I have seen further it is by standing on your
shoulders of giants.”
— Newton (IQ=220), letter to Robert Hooke (1676)
“If all the geniuses of the universe were assembled, Newton should lead the band.”
— Voltaire (IQ=195)
“Taking mathematics from the beginning of the world to the time of Newton, what he has done is much the better
half.”
— Leibniz (IQ=200), told to the Queen of Prussia
“The five greatest men I can name are: Newton (IQ=215), Bacon (IQ=180), Leibniz (IQ=200), Montesquieu (IQ=?), and
myself.”
— Buffon (IQ=) when asked how many great men he could name
“Goethe (IQ=230) and Da Vinci (IQ-205) are perhaps two of the most many-sided intellects known to us.”
— Otto Weininger (IQ=?), Sex and Character (1903)
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“Gibbs’ (IQ=200) work is the greatest synthetic achievement in science since Newton’s construction of the theory of
universal gravitation.”
— Boltzmann (IQ=195) [18]
“Newton (IQ=220) was the greatest genius that ever existed.”
— Lagrange (IQ=190) (Ѻ)

Quotes
See main: Genius (quotes)

The following are related quotes:
“The secret of genius is to carry the spirit of childhood into maturity.”
— Thomas Huxley (c.1890)

“Shakespeare, Bacon, Newton present an individual element which nothing in their parentage or nationality or
locality serves to explain. Why each expended his power in a given way, may in part be made clear, but the source of
those original gifts in inscrutable. The word, gifts, indicates this. Genius in any form is not a product to be
compounded by the most subtle organic or social chemistry. This assertion does not deny a genetic dependence, but
only a complete and exhaustive one. This proper name Milton or Goethe, remains forever the final designation of
underived, unweighted combination of powers.”
— John Bascom (1876) [20]

“Towering genius disdains a beaten path. It seeks regions hitherto unexplored.”
— Abraham Lincoln (1838), Speech, Jan 27 (Ѻ)

“When nature has work to be done, she creates a genius to do it.”
— Ralph Emerson (1841), “The Method of Nature”, Aug 11 (Ѻ) (Ѻ)

“A genius is simply one who has taken full possession of his own mind and directed it toward objectives of his own
choosing, without permitting outside influences to discourage or mislead him.”
— Napoleon Hill (c.1925) (Ѻ)

See also
● Certified genius
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Genius and exercise
In genius studies, genius and exercise refers to the
exercise habits peculiar to geniuses, e.g. walking,
riding bikes, running, in their daily or weekly regimen,
and also to studies on brain development and
exercise.

Studies
A number of studies show positive correlation
between exercise and cognitive ability. In the 1990s,
Carl Cotman, and colleagues, at the University of
California at Irvine, conducted experiment in which
they found that putting rats on treadmills induced
their brain cells to produce chemical “growth factor”
that spurs growth of dendrites, thereby expanding
communication networks. The study found that
neuronal grown happened not only in parts of the
brain that have to do with motor control, but also in
areas of the brain that control memory, reasoning,
thinking, and learning. Exercise was also found to
increase blood flow to the brain. Moreover, older
humans who exercised scored higher on tests of
cognitive function than nonexercisers. Cotman
summarized his findings as follows: [1]

A number of geniuses follow a regular exercise routine and or
think up their best insights and solutions while exercising, such as:
Einstein (biking), Hypatia (rowing, swimming, horseback riding),
Dirac (walking), Kierkegaard (walking), and Thims (inclined running
and biking).
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“Simply running a few days a week increases brain proteins, and helps protect nerve cells from injury, cells known to
be associated with cognition.”
Another study, conducted by Arthur Kramer, at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, wherein 124 men and
women, aged 60-75, who never or rarely exercised, were put on an exercise program of either a brisk one-hour walk
or yoga type stretching, three times a week, after which, six months later, found that “walkers” scored 25 percent
higher than “stretchers” on cognitive tests of executive control or memory, specifically in higher functions of
decision-making, planning, scheduling, ability to quickly switch tasks, look up and remember phone numbers. [1] In a
study by William Greenough, at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, wherein rats were raised in three
different environments: alone in cages, two to a cage, and in a large playground cage with many young rats, toys, and
treadmills, it was found that only with four days of exposure, rats in playground environment “went wild with new
growth—the dendrites of their synapses and the length of their dendrites increased profusely and rapidly and they
suddenly acquired more connections per nerve cell—more synapses—and a lush forest of dendrites”, as Jean Carper
summarizes. [1]
In a study done by neuroscientist Fred Gage, at the Salk Institute
for Biological Studies, La Jolla, California, new born rats were put either
into ordinary laboratory housing and others into enriched environment
housing, replete with climbing tubes and running wheels, novel food,
and lots of social interaction, after which, two months later, the
teenage rats, per examination using a tracer drug to pinpoint new
brain cells, varied to the effect that the standard environment rats had
270,000 neurons per hippocampus hemisphere, whereas the enriched
environment rats had 320,000 neurons per hippocampus hemisphere,
i.e. the enriched rats had 20 percent more brain cells in the memory
and learning centers of the brain. Moreover, the enriched rats were
smarter, performing better on water maze tests of memory and
learning. [1]
American anthropologist Helen Fisher, citing the New York Times
article “Runner’s High”, reports the following: [5]
“Jogging, biking, and other forms of strenuous physical activity are known to drive up levels of dopamine in the
nucleus accumbens of the brain, bestowing feelings of euphoria.”
The cited article, as reported by former addict Bill Fox and recreational bicyclists, notes that two-hours of sweaty,
intense, vigorous exercise, produces an equivalent effect equivalent to cocaine, a “well-being kind of feeling, that
Superman kind of feeling”. [6]
Fisher continues:
“Exercise also elevates serotonin and some endorphins, calming substances. And it increases BDNF (brain-derives
neurotropic factor) in the hippocampus, the memory center, which protects and makes new nerve cells.”
(add discussion)

Genius exercise habits
A number of geniuses either followed a certain exercise regimen-philosophy or, if they were forced prodigies, had
parents who initiated a certain physical exercise program to coincide with the mental exercise program. The most
famous of these is Greek female universal genius Hypatia (IQ=190) who, per the guidance of Theon, the last head of
the Library of Alexandria, as part of his plan to raise a female polymath, established a regimen of physical training for
Hypatia, such as rowing, swimming, and horseback riding, to ensure that her body would be as healthy as her welltrained mind. German-born American physicist Albert Einstein (IQ=220) frequently commented that a large number
of his theories were conceived while riding his bicycle. The most famous of these responses, was when Einstein was
queried about his theory of relativity, to which he replied, something to the effect that he conceived the relativity
while riding a bike.
Paul Dirac famously preferred to spend his nights talking long, solitary walks around the city, of Copenhagen,
setting out from his lodgings after dinner, take a tram to its terminus and walk the streets back to his digs, thinking
about the problems of quantum mechanics. [3] Danish philosopher Soren Kierkegaard took what he referred to as a
“people bath” each day walking around his native streets for some two decades in the 1830s chewing over ideas. [4]
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims early on followed a motto that "once goes the body, so goes the
mind"; early on in his educational climb, he frequently rode his bicycle some 20-miles per day, nearly throughout his
entire electrical engineering education; most of the writing of his 2007 Nobel Prize nominated Human Chemistry
textbook, which Russian physical chemist Georgi Gladyshev claims "symbolizes the beginning of a new era (epoch) in
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human history", was done at while running on the treadmill at a 15% incline, at various Powerhouse/X-Sport gyms; in
fact towards the tail end of the writing process, in order to ensure completion, specifically after chapter 10 (Goethe’s
Affinities), Thims ran continuously every day for six months straight, exactly 6-miles per day, at a 15% incline, at
exactly 7.8 miles per hour, for a total of 1,080 miles, during which time new concepts and theories and solutions to
problems were pushed out and grew in the mind "while on" the treadmill. At one point, prior to the writing of Human
Chemistry, on one particular day, Thims had ran a record total 40-miles, at the same rate and incline, although broken
up into 10 four mile chunks, with 15-minute breaks in between run sets.
German polyintellect Johann Goethe noticeably met his reaction end at the reaction extent (age) of 82 without
an ounce of fat on his body, as recounted by Eckermann: “Frederick drew aside the sheet, and I was astonished at the
divine magnificence of the limbs. The breast was powerful, broad, and arched; the arms and thighs were elegant, and
of the most perfect shape; nowhere, on the whole body, was there a trace of either fat or of leanness and decay”
(see: Goethe timeline, 23 Mar 1832).
In forced prodigies, Sufiah Yusuf (1984-), similar to Hypatia, albeit not a success in the long run, was forced child
math prodigy, who passed her maths A level aged 12 and started at St Hilda's College, Oxford at age 13. Her
domineering father Farooq Yusuf, early on subjected her to his "accelerated learning technique", in which her days
revolved around stretching and breathing exercises in freezing-temperature rooms so as "to keep her brain
attentive"; Sufiah would then study hard and be forced to play tennis with just as much intensity as fanatical Farooq
drove her on. The routine was so effective, that Sufiah was seeded number eight in the country for under 21s (Ѻ). The
pressure and or technique, however, was too much, and at age 15, she eventually ran away and become a $400 per
date ($95,000 annually) escort, telling the police that she'd "had enough of 15 years of physical and emotional
abuse".

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“I have walked myself into my best thoughts.”
— Soren Kierkegaard (date) [4]

“All truly great thoughts are conceived by walking.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (Ѻ)

“I thought of that while riding my bicycle.”
— Albert Einstein (date), response to query about relativity [2]
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In genius studies, genius age rule is the folklore rule-of-thumb that one
has to make their mark by a certain age, or else they never will; a rule that
seems to vary with specialty: music (circa early 20s), physics (by age 30),
general fame (by age 40), and meta-philosophy (by age 60-74).

Overview
In general fame, what is referred to as the “Holmes hypothesis”, cited by
genius studies scholar Dean Simonton, states that the 40th year mark is
the making or breaking point of genius. [4] In physics, at least was the
inside joke in the 1920s, the make or break point is said to be the 30th
year, so later said Albert Einstein and Paul Dirac. In particular, the age 30
rule in physics seems to, unwrittenly, stem from Einstein’s 1905 age 26 socalled “miracle year” (Ѻ), during which he published four pioneering
articles on: space, time, mass, and energy, which altered modern physics
thereafter. American genius studies scholar Dean Simonton, however,
points out that: Newton published his Principia at 45, Kant his Critique of
Pure Reason at 57, Copernicus his Revolution of the Heavenly Spheres at
70, as examples to contradict the above. Outside of physics proper, the
rule is inexact. Darwin, e.g., didn't publish Origin of Species (1859) until
age 50.

Hmolscience
See main: Famous publications by age; hmolscience (youngest thinkers)

A parody of the "age 30 rule" of physics,
namely that if one doesn't make their mark
by their 30th birthday, they never will. [1]

In hmolscience, the standing benchmark is the 1809 age 60 publication of
Elective Affinities by Goethe. After Goethe, stepping a century ahead in time, in the field of inquiry of people are
viewed as molecules or chemicals, the following (shown bolded) are the new general intellectual benchmarks:

Adams and Rossini both published their famous treatises at age 72, and Wallace published his magnum opus at 74.
Of note, is Vilfredo Pareto (SN:3), being that it is often said that he didn’t start his so-called "second career" until the
second half of his reaction existence; specifically he didn’t initiated the start of his intellectual legacy until age 48
(Course on Political Economics), and didn’t complete his four-volume (Treatise on General Sociology magnum opus
until age 64.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“If you haven’t cut your name on the door of fame by the time you’ve reached 40, you might as well put up your
jackknife.”
— Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr. (c.1840), publication (Ѻ)

“You are now past 30 and you are no longer a physicist.”
— Paul Dirac (1931), comment to Heisenberg shortly after his 30th birthday (Dec 5) [3]
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“A person who has not made his great contribution to science before the age of thirty will never do so.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1940), publication [2]
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Genius hiatus
effect
In genius studies, genius hiatus effect,
convalescence effect, or Bueller effect,
refers to the commonality among a
significant number of path or
groundbreaking breaking geniuses of
the germination of seeds or inceptions
of new, original, novel and or
revolutionary theory developments,
conceived, in preliminary or trajectory
outline, during times of convalescence
Isaac Newton (1642Johann Goethe (1749William Rankine (1820or hiatus—gaps or breaks in the
1727)
1832)
1872)
interruption of space, time or
continuity—reoccurring examples
Three hiatus effect geniuses: Newton (2-yrs), Goethe (1-yr), and Rankine (6-yrs),
being: prolonged illnesses followed by each of whom entered a period of "forced" convalescence prior to their rise to
genius-stature fame; two of which, Newton and Goethe, found the idea seeds of
periods of recovery, school closures
their greatest contributions in those convalescence windows.
owing to outbreaks, academic
interruptions or moves due to war and
or other various unusual circumstances, in which a slowed down prolonged stepping out of time, out of the normal
fast paced pressurized and structured flow of normal existence occurs.
The term "Bueller effect", based on the following well-known film quote, seems to, in some sense, capture the
essence of this forced hiatus phenomena:
“Life moves pretty fast. If you don't stop and look around once in a while, you could miss it.”
— Ferris (1986), Ferris Bueller’s Day Off

(add discussion)

Alhazen
The prolific output of Arabic polymath Alhazen, particularly on optics and the nature of light, has been attributed to
the genius hiatus effect, namely, according to legend, owing to the caliph’s anger over his supposed inability to
regulate the flow of the Nile, he feigned madness and was put under house arrest from 1011 to 1021, during which
time he wrote his influential seven-volume Book of Optics, along with treatises on astronomy, geometry, number
theory, and natural philosopy.

Newton
English physicist Isaac Newton’s forced private studies at his home in Woolsthorpe, following the August 1665
Cambridge University temporarily closing as a precaution against the Great Plague, over the subsequent two years
saw the development of his theories on calculus, optics, and the law of gravitation, the seeds of what would become
his greatest work.

Goethe
German polyintellect Johann Goethe’s age 18-19 forced period of convalescence at home in bed (1768-1769) is
where he began his studies in chemistry, particularly the work of Paracelsus (1493-1541) and Susanne Klettenberg
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(1723-1744), and was conducting chemical experiments in his attic using a draught furnace, the seeds of which would
result in what he would later describe as his “best book”, namely his 1809 physical chemistry based Elective Affinities,
wherein he explains the human chemical theory part of his metamorphology theory of evolution.

Rankine
The preeminent example of the hiatus effect genius being William Rankine who in 1830, at age 10, was forced to
leave school owing to an illness, thereafter spending the next six years being taught by his father David Rankine, a
respected railway engineer in the Edinburgh & Dalkeith Railway, who four years later, when he turned age 14, gave
him a copy of Isaac Newton’s Principia, in Latin, which he subsequently absorbed, thus laying the foundation of his
knowledge in higher mathematics, dynamics, and physics, shortly thereafter, in the next decade or so, penning out
the world's earliest known equations of love, as found in his circa 1845 "The Mathematician in Love" poetry song. The
same "forced" hiatus phenomena is common to equation of love theorists: Goethe (1809): two year hiatus, and
Thims (1995): 10-year hiatus, discussed further below.

Einstein
German physicist Albert Einstein, in 1900, after being awarded the Zurich Polytechnic teaching diploma, was unable
to find a teaching post, and so while taking a digression from the normal university path, he worked as a patent clerk,
during which time he notable developed the mass-energy equivalence theory, the photon theory of light, and the
theory of relativity all arrived at in 1905. Einstein would latter comment the following, in reflection, on the nature of
these depressurized theoretical fruits:
“Science is a wonderful thing if one does not have to earn one’s living at it. One should earn one’s living by work of
which one is sure one is capable. Only when we do not have to be accountable to anyone can we find joy in scientific
endeavor.”
— Albert Einstein (1951), reply letter to female student thinking about becoming a professional astronomer (24 Mar)

(add discussion)

Henderson
In circa 1903 to 1907, the seed for
what would become the famous
Harvard Pareto circle, which
blossomed in the decade 1932 to 1942,
was planted into the mind of American
physical chemist and physiologist
Lawrence Henderson (1878-1942).
American psychologist Burrhus Skinner
explains this as follows: [1]
Libb Thims
Lawrence Henderson
“Pareto’s influence had reached
Mehdi Bazargan
(c.1975-)
(1878-1942)
Harvard through a strange accident:
(1907-1995)
Professor L.J. Henderson, who may be
Three of the biggest geniuses of human thermodynamics: Henderson, Bazargan,
remembered longer for his Fitness of
and Thims, all produced the fruit of their work owing to, in part, the hiatus effect
the Environment than for his
phenomenon.
pioneering work in the chemistry of
blood, had ulcers. In the middle or late twenties he was recovering from an attack in a hospital in his beloved Paris,
when his friend William Wheeler, the entomologist, brought him a copy of Pareto’s Traite. Henderson read it with
complete absorption during the rest of his stay in the hospital and on the voyage back to America, and he returned to
Cambridge a dedicated convert.”

(add discussion)

Sidis
In 1920, American child prodigy William Sidis wrote his magnum opus The Animate and Inanimate, while incarcerated
in his parent's insane asylum, as a stipulation of his parole for his May Day protests.

Heisenberg
In 1925, Werner Heisenberg, to alleviate his suffering from hay fever, took a vacation in the lonely North Sea island of
Helgoland, to get away from the flowering fields near Gottingen. This "moment", according to Steven Weinberg,
marks the birth of quantum mechanics. [3]

Warntz
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In 1943, American third year economics undergraduate William Warntz, at Penn University, enlisted in the US Army
Air Force, amid the interruption of WWII, and the following year, following a crash landing from a mission, was sent
to Cambridge to recuperate, during which time he read Isaac Newton's papers, from among the library that contains
the largest single deposit of such papers in the world. After the war ended, Warntz remained in the Army Air Force
and was posted to Gander at the Newfoundland Base Command for sea search and rescue missions, wherein, in
base’s small library he found John Q. Stewart's Coasts, Waves and Weather for Navigators (1945), with its appendix,
or “exotic chapter”, as Warntz called it, in which Stewart described “population potentials”, likening equipotential
lines to isobars within a cyclonic system. Warntz later said that was his “Ah-ha” moment, when “social science and
the things I learned about meteorology and navigation” came together. This was the seed or glue for the eventual
formation of the Princeton social physics school, one of the four modern quantitative schools of geography.

Bazargan
Iranian mechanical engineer and thermodynamicist Mehdi Bazargan, who in 1979 became 75th prime minister of
Iran, wrote his Thermodynamics of Humans, something nobody has yet accomplished even into the 21st century, i.e.
publish a book entitled "human thermodynamics", American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims unpublished 20022004 draft manuscripts aside, from Spring to Autumn of 1955 during a 5-month incarceration resulting from his
political views, a precipitate of the 1953 Iranian coup and its subsequent political restrictions. The book was first
published in 1957, according to private documents in possession of Bazargan's biographer Saeed Barzin. [2]

Thims
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, likewise, developed the seeds of the work he is best known for after
taking a forced step out of the main flow of the typical top-of the class engineer jump to high-paying working
engineer, when in circa 1997 nearing the final year of finishing two of the highest paying degrees available—chemical
engineer and electrical engineer, finishing in the top 10 percent of his class at one of the world’s top engineering
schools, and being very sought after, company recruit wise—abruptively called and cancelled all of his scheduled
company recruitment paid for flights out to New York and California, with companies including big five financial
corporation, a silicon valley computer chip producing company, among others, sensing, owing to a number of other
compounding factors, that something was not right, and that he needed to step out of the hoop-jumping fast lane,
until the sense of flow correctness returns. The following quote by Einstein captures some aspects of this:
“I, too, was originally supposed to become an engineer. But I found the idea intolerable of having to apply the
inventive faculty to matters that make everyday life more elaborate—and all, just for dreary money-making. Thinking
for its own sake, as in music! … When I have no special problem to occupy my mind, I love to reconstruct proofs of
mathematical and physical theorems that have long been known to me. There is no goal in this, merely an
opportunity to indulge in the pleasant occupation of thinking.”
— Albert Einstein (1918), Letter to Heinrich Zangger

It was in this period of detachment, outside of the high-paying six-figure salary engineering fastlane, when on 15 Nov
2001, at 3:00 AM, Thims began to see through the so-called "reverse engineering problem", namely of how one can
reverse engineer the equations of chemical thermodynamics to explain human movement and human spontaneity,
something he had been puzzled about since 1995 (see: history), which is the same problem worked on by both
Goethe and Henderson, in their forced convalescence periods, the resultant finished product (Elective Affinities,
1809) about which Goethe claimed was his greatest work (see: best book), completed 40-years after his
convalescence period of introspective thought (1769).
Another noted precipitate of Thims forced hiatus was the 2009 arrival of solution to the great problem of natural
philosophy (1836), the explanation of how life came from non-life, a subject in most cases broached, partially, only by
a few discerning minds, well into the near retirement years, in passing, and hence not deep enough to see solution.
Had Thims chosen the path "more traveled", the road of the well-paid, but typically unrewarded intellectually,
engineer, over the path "less traveled", he would, no doubt, never have had the so-called "hiatus time" to arrive at
solution.

Plane flights
In modern terms, where time moves pretty fast, as Ferris says, both American economist Thomas Schelling and
Romanian-born American mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan conceived the work they are best known for while stuck
on a plane, thus having “hiatus time”, so to speak, to think.
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Genius IQ candidates
In genius studies, Genius IQ candidates refers to individuals tentatively slated, estimated, or nominated to have
possible have a genius IQ of 140 (Terman) to 160 (Hollingworth) or above ranking in the tentative future project of
the 1000 greatest geniuses of all time listing, a list actively growing presently at the Genius IQs rankings table, whose
nominations stem from a number of sources: such as peer genius rankings, multiple thread nominations, historically
established genius fame and retrospect ability, among others. This page, to some extent, is an expanded spinoff of
the IQ: 200 (±) candidates page, just as the Genius IQs page is an expanded spinoff of the IQ: 200+ page. Thread
nominations (with reason) are welcome.

Text adds
As far as military geniuses go, known IQ estimates are Alexander the Great (IQ=180), Napoleon (IQ=175), who are
grouped with Charlemagne and Genghis Kahn, by physical historian Morris Zucker, as the four dominate examples of
“purely synthetic creations of individual genius”, in respect to great man theory of history. [17] One person cites
Winston Churchill as a missing IQ=200+ candidate (Ѻ), who also is listed as gifted child who failed sixth grade (Ѻ).

Candidates | Historical
The following are new listed filtering stage candidates, with peculiarly noted intellects, in loose random order:
● Alhazen (c.965-1040)
● Jean-Francois Champollion (1709-1832) – described as a “brilliant son of an impoverished bookseller, who at age 16
decided he would devote his life to the decipherment of hieroglyphs” (Ѻ); rival to Thomas Young, in this regard (see:
Rosetta stone).
● Albert Camus (1913-1960) IQ=155± (Ѻ) | a Stokes 100 (#74)
● Jean-Paul Sartre (1905-1980) IQ=155± (Ѻ) | a Stokes 100 (#73)
● Roger Bacon (1214-1294)
● Georges Le Sage (1724-1803)
● Wim Klein (1912-1986) (Ѻ)
● John Hunter (1728-1793)
● Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar (1910-1995)
● Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) – conceived (1910) the supercontinent (Pangea) and continental drift theory; in 1912
went on expedition to find evidence of fossil plant overlap between fitting continents; a Simmons Scientific 100 (#53).

Draft table
The following are in the slated to be added to the genius IQs table.
IQ

Person?

Stanley Jevons
(1935-1882)

Karl Marx
(1818-1883)

Estimate

Description

In 1865, published the Coal Question; in 1874, nearly solved the great
problem of natural philosophy, with his nitrogen/phosphorus,
heat/energy/electricity continuity theory of the chemistry of organized
substance, life being conterminal with earth and stones (aka no origin
theory of life); his 1862 work is discussed in Leon Winiarski’s Essay on Social
Mechanics (1898) and his utility theory is discussed in Georg Helm’s The
Doctrine of Energy (1887) and in; also, somewhere, published a sun spot
cycle theory of industrial cycles, critiqued by child prodigy William Sidis
(1818); described as a “true polymath, with interests in chemistry, physics
(published two papers on Brownian motion), botany, etc., and in his Theory
of Political Economy (1871), supposedly, employed a physics-based “particle
theory” of people and firms in economics (Ѻ); his The Principles of Science
(1877) is cited, along with William Whewell (Novum Organon Renovatum,
1858), as the two classics in the field of what science is, by Bruce Bathurst in
the 2009 Moriarty-Thims debate (part two).
A 2005 empires history forum poster (Ѻ) lists: “Leonardo Da Vinci (IQ=200),
Adam Smith (IQ=170), Aristotle (IQ=195), Julian the Apostate, Marx, Rene
Descartes (IQ=195), Isaac Newton (IQ=215), Albert Einstein (IQ=220), Niels
Bohr (IQ=185), Ludwig Wittgenstein (IQ=180), Georg Hegel (IQ=165) and
Ludwig Beethoven (IQ=165)” as being the top 12 most intelligent figures of
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history; which when averaged yields IQ=189 for Marx, which might give a
tentative, first draft, albeit overly high end, estimate (see: catch up effect).
Adolf Hitler
(1889-1945)

Claude
Shannon
(1916-2001)

3,200+ thumbs up at TopTens.com's "10 Smartest People in History" (Ѻ); IQ
=141 cited at 141 (Ѻ); must be at least comparable to: Alexander the Great
=160± (IQ=180), Genghis Khan (IQ=?), or Napoleon (IQ=175), all of which sought
world domination.
As a boy, he rigged a telegraph machine to the barbed wired fence that ran
along his country road, so that he could talk to his friend ½-mile away via
Morse code; his 1937 (age 22) master’s thesis, which single-handedly
founded the digital age, via applying Boolean algebra (0,1 number logic) to
telecommunication signals and computer circuitry (switches and relays), has
been described as "possibly the most important, and also the most famous,
master's thesis of the century" (Howard Gardner); quote: “apparently,
Shannon is a genius [IQ=140+]” (Vannevar Bush, 1939) [13]; in 1948, he
founded information theory; he described John Neumann (IQ=185), as the
‘smartest person he had ever met’, above that of Einstein's (IQ=220) whom
he occasionally bumped into at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton,
=180± where the three of them worked in 1940 to 1941; quote: “I think [Norbert
Wiener] (see: Ex-Prodigy: My Childhood and Youth, 1953) had a great
brilliance. I’m not putting down his great mind. I think he really did have a
tremendous IQ and a tremendous grasp of many things” (Shannon, 1982).
[14] quote: "There were many at Bell Labs and MIT who compared
Shannon's insight to Einstein's. Others found the comparison unfair—unfair
to Shannon"; quote: "Shannon's genius was like Leonardo's (IQ=205),
skipping restlessly from one project to another, leaving few unfinished";
friends rated John L. Kelly, Jr., a gun collector who predicted football results
by computer, as the “second smartest man at Bell Labs—next to Shannon
himself.” [13]

In 1894, following his inception, his father Leo Wiener—a Harvard professor
Norbert
of Slavic languages—gave a press conference announcing that the child was
Wiener
=175- to be turned through forced book reading into a genius. [15] Completed BA
(1894-1964) 180±
in mathematics (age 14), Tufts College, and PhD in mathematics (age 18) at
Harvard.
Ptolemy
(c.90c.168AD)

Karl Pearson
(1857-1936)

A Cattell 1000 (#80); in his 130AD Syntaxis Mathematica, he was supposedly
the first to introduce the zero number; a greatest mathematician ever; his
150AD geocentric model was not superseded for some thirteen centuries,
namely until Nicolaus Copernicus established the heliocentric model (1543).

=

Mathematician (Cambridge third wrangler), physicist, philosopher, lawyer,
statistician, evolutionist, Germanic literature scholar, and Goethean-style
polymath, whose learning philosophy is summarized quite well in his first
book (of 67+ to follow) the 1880 The New Werther, which opens to
discussions of Goethe (IQ=230) and the following:
“What is this word ‘life’ for him who has only existed in order to hand down
his name to posterity in the footnotes of a classic or as an inventor of an
integral. [To answer this question] I rush from science to philosophy, and
from philosophy to our old friends the poets; and then, over-wearied by too
much idealism, I fancy I become practical in returning to science. Have you
ever attempted to conceive all there is in the world worth knowing — that
not one subject in the universe is unworthy of study? The giants of
literature, the mysteries of many-dimensional space, the attempts of
Boltzmann (IQ=195) and Crookes to penetrate nature's very laboratory, the
Kantian (IQ=180) theory of the universe, and the latest discoveries in
embryology, with their wonderful tales of the development of life — what
an immensity beyond our grasp! … Mankind seems on the verge of a new
and glorious discovery. What Newton (IQ=215) did to simplify the planetary
motions must now be done to unite in one whole the various isolated
theories of mathematical physics.”
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His 1892/1900 Grammar of Science, digs into aspects of the defunct theory
of life (e.g. “there is no single sense impression which can be said to be that
of life”), relativity, and the issue of irreversibility in nature, via his very
unique discussion of a superluminal relativistic Maxwell's demon (FilonPearson demon), that can watch evolution in reverse, among other deep
topics, and was the first required reading book of Albert Einstein's (IQ=220)
so-called Olympia Academy intellectual club; quote: “even the prolific
Leonhard Euler (IQ=195), whose collected works are still being published
more than two centuries after his death, falls short of Pearson in sheer
volume—a moderate collection of his works occupies 5 feet of shelf space”
(Stephen Stigler, 2008).

Nicholas of
Cusa
(1401-1464)

Charles
Townes
(1915-) ↓

Herman
Hollerith
(1860-1929)

Buffon
(1707-1788)

William
Gilbert
(1544-1603)

=180

Proposed the earth was a sphere, spinning daily on its axis orbiting the
sun—also, in opposition to Aristotle’s circular orbit theory, argued that
perfect spherical orbits are impossible, thus predating the elliptical orbit
theories of Johannes Kepler; that heavenly bodies were made of the same
material as the earth; proposed dropping objects from towers to see why
they fell as they did; described rules for experimentation; took the pulse;
forecast the weather; argued for an infinite universe; invented reading
glasses; wrote on squaring the circle, among other mathematical subjects;
his best known work is his Learned Ignorance, according to which a person
of learned ignorance is not a person of erudition (link); Nicolaus Copernicus,
Galileo Galilei, Giordano Bruno, and Kepler were all, supposedly, aware of
his writings, the latter citing him in the first paragraph of his first published
work; commonly labeled as a polymath also many-sided genius.
Invented of the “laser” while sitting on a park bench in Washington, D.C.,
1951, when he was struck by the thought that molecules might be made to
vibrate a certain way and to release a certain type of stimulated microwave
radiation; downgrade (↓) for promoting religion-science-spirituality
compatibility views, two years after winning the Nobel Prize in physics
(1964).
Adapted or extrapolated on his brother-in-law’s Jacquard—a new
automated loom that used a control mechanism consisting of a sheet of
paper with a pattern of holes, according to which when sprung wire hooks
were pressed against the paper, a hood would go through where there was
a required thread, thus making complex weaving automated—to make
punch card based consensus data tabulating machine (computer
prototype), replacing the hooks with electrified wires, that triggered the
clock hand of a counter on the other side; he described this in his 1889
Columbia University PhD dissertation “An Electric Tabulating System”,
according to which the device would “count or tally statistical items
separately or in combination by means of mechanical counters operated by
electro-magnets the circuits through which are controlled by the perforated
sheets”; in 1896 he founded the Tabulating Machine Company, which in
1911 merged with three other companies to form International Business
Machine Corporation (IBM).
Quote: “Five: Newton (IQ=215), Bacon (IQ=180), Leibniz (IQ=200),
Montesquieu (IQ=?), and myself” (when asked how many great men he
could name).
His 1600 De Magnete is the start of electric, magnetic, and magnetic gravity
theories branches of science; he is known as the "father of electrical
science".
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Kurt Godel
(1906-1978)

Ernest
Hemingway
(1899-1961)

[GLAE]: quote: “The world breaks everyone and afterwards many are
stronger at the broken places.”

Charles
Babbage
(1791-1871)

Designer of the well-known calculating engine, described in his ninth
Bridgewater treatise.

William Harvey
(1578-1657)
Evariste
Galois
(18111832)
Gregor
Mendel
(1822-1844)

Ranked as scientific genius. [3]

[GME]; ranked as scientific genius. [3]

Ranked as scientific genius [3]; see also: The Monk in the Garden: the Lost
and Found Genius of Gregor Mendel, the Father of Genetics (2001).

Robert Koch
(1843-1910)

Ranked as scientific genius. [3]

Ivan Pavlov
(1849-1936)

Ranked as scientific genius. [3]

Ernest Rutherford

[GPE]

Louis de
Broglie
(1892-1987)

Hippolyte
Taine (18281893)
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Is a Pickover top 14 “most influential” GME; some think his “incompleteness
theorem” ranks him up with Aristotle (IQ=195) (video: “The World’s Most
Incredible Mind”, 2011), which seems a bit overzealous; downgrade for
giving an ontological proof for the existence of god (See: Godel’s ontological
proof); quote: "whoever became more intelligent by reading Voltaire
(IQ=195)?" (link), downgrade two; was a Leibniz (IQ=200) proselyte; was a
transmigrationist, supposedly (link); known for his 1931 Godel’s demon
(see: scientific demon); his incompleteness theorem was used in John
Boyd's successful war thermodynamics invasion design of the first Gulf War
(1990-1991); see also: A World Without Time: the Forgotten Legacy of Godel
and Einstein (2005); 8+ thread posts on him.

[GPE]

Influential HMS pioneer (to Henry Adams (IQ=190), in particular); Quote:
[the objective of the historian is to] "write the psychology of the human
molecule, or a particular group of human molecules, in their various
transformations" ; Quote: “If measured in his day, Taine would have had a
very high IQ”; believed that playing several games of blindfold chess was an
achievement in visual memory and high intelligence. [2]
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Quote: “Those who rely simply on the weight of authority to prove any
assertion, without searching out the arguments to support it, act absurdly. I
wish to question freely and to answer freely without any sort of adulation.
That well becomes any who are sincere in the search for truth”; father of
Galileo Galilei (IQ=200.

Vincenzo
Galilei
(1520-1591)

Marcus
Aurelius
(121-180)

=

William
James
(1842-1910)

Lucretius
(99-55 BC)

Quote: “For any particular thing, ask: What is it in itself? What is its
nature?”; Quote (Miguel Unamuno): “Among men of flesh and bone there
have been typical examples of those who possess this tragic sense of life. I
recall now Marcus Aurelius (IQ=?), St. Augustine, Pascal (IQ=190), Rousseau
(IQ=150), Rene, Obermann, Thomson, Leopardi, Vigny, Lenau, Kleist, Amiel,
Quental, Kierkegaard—men burdened with wisdom rather than with
knowledge." [1]
Known, in 1912, as a "famous American thinker" [1]; theorist behind the
reserve energy theory of the mind, a theory famously tested in the raising
of William Sidis (aka Will Hunting); a theory which has since come to be
known as the 10 percent myth.

His 75BC On the Nature of Things, which outlined the atomic theory of his
predecessors: Epicurus (341-270 BC), Democritus (c. 460-370 BC), and
Leucippus (c. 500-450 BC), is the first of Hmolpedia's "famous publications"
listing; Quote: “You are right; we must speak with respect of Lucretius; I see
no one who can compare with him except Byron (IQ=180), and Byron has
not his gravity nor the sincerity of his sadness. The melancholy of the
ancients seems to me more profound than that of the moderns, who all
more or less presuppose an immortality on the yonder side of the black
=180
hole. But for the ancients this black hole has the infinite itself; the
=150- procession of their dreams is imaged against a background of immutable
160
ebony. The gods being no more and Christ not being not yet, there was
between Cicero and Marcus Aurelius (IQ=?) a unique moment in which man
stood alone. Nowhere else to I find this grandeur; but what renders
Lucretius intolerable is his physics, which he gives as if positive. If he is
weak, it is because he did not doubt enough; he wished to explain, to arrive
at a conclusion!” (Gustave Flaubert writing, circa 1875, to Madame Roger
des Genettes) [1]

Ken Uston
(1935-1987)

Entered Yale age 16; MBA at Harvard; youngest ever vice president Pacific
=169 Stock Exchange; thereafter inventing team card counting and becoming
known as the “genius card-counter”. (link)

Existive candidates
The following are genius IQs potentials who are still existive [alive + reactive] sometime of which have been affixed
with the title "smartest living person", which, to note, in a somewhat oxymoronic fashion, if one was indeed cited as
the smartest "living" person, he or she would at least be smart enough to know that there is no such thing as a "living
thing", person or otherwise, as Nikola Tesla disproved this doctrine nearly a hundred years ago (see: defunct theory
of life), and as such would be in possession of learned ignorance, or possibly be a pseudo-intellectual or an
intellectual moron.
IQ

Person?

Edward
Thorp
(1932-)

Estimate

200

Description

Didn’t speak until age 3 (similar to Einstein); at 3.5 spoke like an adult, could
count to a million, and had a photographic memory; to win ice cream cones,
he would bet grocers that he could add customers’ bills in his head faster
than the grocer could using an adding machine; for fun, would take IQ tests
at the local library, typically scoring in the 170 to 200 range; made
=170- homemade explosives such as nitrocellulose and ammonium iodide to blow
up things and make rocket cars; in 1955, while a physics graduate student at
UCLA, one bare boned budget of $100 a month, while putting in 50-60
hours studying and in classes, he realized time was money, so he began to
read books on psychology for tips on how to study faster; thereafter he
began to study the ‘physics’ of roulette wheels, and in 1961 invented the
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world’s first wearable computer, learning Fortran to do the programing, to
make predictive bets in the few seconds after the croupier releases the
white ball, while bets are still open; in 1960, while a mathematics instructor
at MIT, became gambling (blackjack/roulette) theorist cohort with Claude
Shannon (IQ=180±) and together they built pocket computer casino device.
[13]
[GPE] Taught himself calculus at age 7 (link); in 1961, he (and Kazuhiko
Nishijima) to introduce a classification scheme for hadrons, elementary
particles that participate in the strong interaction (this scheme was
independently proposed by Yuval Ne'eman)—his scheme is now explained
by the quark model; in 1964, Gell-Mann and George Zweig, independently,
went on to postulate the existence of quarks” (a term coined by Gell-Mann),
particles of which hadrons are composed.

Murray
Gell-Mann
(1929-)

Edward
Witten
(1951-)

String theory, quantum gravity, quantum field theory researcher; first
physicist to be awarded a Fields Medal (1990); named by Time (2004) as
world’s greatest still existive [existing+reactive] theoretical physicist; 10+
thread posts on him as "missing candidate" (here) (thread).

Noam
Chomsky
(1928-)

His Manufacturing Consent was mentioned in Good Will Hunting; oftlabeled as the "smartest person alive". [4]

Chess players
The following are chess players:
Bobby
Fischer
(19432008)
Garry
Kasparov
(1963-)

Scored 180-187 on the Stanford-Binet at about age 15 (1958) at Erasmus
Hall High School, Brooklyn, prior to dropping out and becoming the world's
leading chess player. [2]

=180-187
=135
=185190

New prodigies
The following are collection of recent child prodigies (ranked loosely in descending order by guesstimated
intelligence) with claims to high-genius range test scores (mostly ratio IQs), albeit without noted comparative
accomplishments, discoveries, works, theories, etc., to verify or rank accordingly their claimed genius-range IQ
scores, accordingly:
IQ

?

Person

IQ estimates

Dylan Jones
(1992-)
10)
Sho Yano
(1990-)

Entered engineering school at age 10 (Colorado School of Mines);
photographic memory; able to recite pi to the 500 places and e to
=140-175
100 places; completed BS in mathematical and computer science at
=200 (age age 16, with a minor in bioengineering and life sciences; entered
medical school age 17, with aims (as of 2009) to become a
neurosurgeon, board certified by age 28.
=200 (age

10)

Description
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Jacob Barnett
(1999-)

Ainan Cawley
(1999-)

=115-145
=170

Quote: “12-year-old Jake is studying electromagnetic physics at
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis and has an IQ of
170.” [5] Said to be doing work on Einstein's relativity theory.

Passed the O level exam (in chemistry) at 7 years and 1 month old,
=263-349
with a score of "C" (the average grade, supposedly, because he had
(age 7)
studied the wrong syllabus, owing to a misunderstanding about
=110-140 which exams he would be taking).

Colin Carlson
(1997-)

Victoria Cowie
(2000-)

Pranav Veera
(2003-)

=110-140
=160

[6]

=162

[7]

=110-140
=176 (age [8]
6)

Oscar Wrigley
(2007-)

Elise TanRoberts
(2007-)

=160

[9]

=156

[9]

Prodigies | Old
The following is a listing of old child prodigies, now into adulthood without notable "genius range" intellectual
accomplishments, above the fray, so to speak:
IQ

Person

Edith Stern
(1952-)

Nathan Leopold
(1904-1971) ↓

Michael Grost
(1954-)

Michael
Kearney
(1982-)

IQ estimates

=200,
201-203

=200,
206-210
=145-155
=200
(age 8)
=135-155
=325
(age 4)
=200
(age 14)

Downgrade for delusionally believing himself to be a Nietzsche
uberman (IQ=183+) and for attempting a kidnapping-murderransom heist to prove this.
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Marnen LaibowKoser
(1975-)

=268

Merrill Kenneth
Wolf
=182
(1931-2011)
(age 14)

Adragon De
Mello
(1976-)
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=110-125
=400
(age 5)

AB in music from Yale in 1945 (age 14) and MD from Western
Reserve University School of Medicine in 1956 (age 25); Quote:
“[Merrill Kenneth Wolf]’s of 182, which is only 23 points lower than
Einstein’s [IQ=205]”. [10]
Set the record in 1988 for becoming the youngest person (age 11
years and 8 months) to graduate from college (BA computational
mathematics, Univ of Calif, Santa Cruz); but thereafter severely
burned out; turning instead to socializing and friendships; never
again returning to academic-intellectual pursuits; was the product
of his father's prodigal son dreams (the subject of a book he wrote
before Adragon was even conceived).

Other | Misc
The following are a mishmash of random individuals with claims of IQs in the genius (140+) or supergenius range
(200±):

Evangelos
Katsioulis
(1976-) ↓↓

=180205, 258

Is the founder of the so-called “World Intelligence Network”,
whose online magazine (2006) explains that “spirit is the vital
principle which gives the physical organism life, in contrast to its
material components”; citing Pierre Teilhard as justification (link);
lists himself as IQ=180-205 [11]; a YouTube page lists him as
IQ=258 [12]; quote (2011): “I created my high IQ societies and the
World Intelligence Network, in order to host spiritual and human
interactions in a safeguarded, morally respectful environment.”
(link)

Quote: “In Australia, I was fortunate to come into contact with and
=196-197 employ one of the then three most intelligent people in the world,
Chris Harding. This trio all had I.Q.'s over 200, well off the
=200
Stanford/Binet scale” (biographical writings of Allan Skertchly). [#]

Christopher
Harding
(1944-)

Showboaters | Scams | etc
The following are a mishmash of newcomers, relatively unknown prodigies, or so-called "high IQ testers", recently in
the news prodigies, etc., said to have, or have claimed themselves to have, genius-range IQs, but as of yet, without
noted accomplishments to verify or rank accordingly their genius-range IQ claims:

Jim Diamond
(c.1945-)

=160+

Philip
Emeagwali
(1954-)
Christopher
Langan
(1952-) ↓↓↓

A retired magician who runs MegaGenius.com where he claims to
be the "man with the perfect IQ" (link) and sells how-to-be-agenius videos; claims his IQ at 160+ (link).

Smartest man ever? (link); Genius or Crook? (link); quote: “IQ is too
=130-160?
high to be measured on conventional tests.” (link); “reported by
=190
Sahara reporters as having an IQ of 190” (link).
=174,
190
=195,
190-210

Huge downgrade for (a) being an IQ test addict, (b) vocalizing his
opinion that he "has seen farther than anyone who has come
before him, and (c) being an intelligent design theorist.
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Marilyn vos
Savant
(1946-) ↓↓↓↓

Rick Rosner
(1960-) ↓↓↓

=186
(age 39)
=127 (age
7)
=167
=157
=228

Huge downgrade for (a) knowingly publically faking a 228 IQ, based
on falsified records of age-contrived Stanford-Benet test ratio IQ
score (sent to Guinness for the purposes of self-promotion), for
nearly three decades now, and (b) never having produced anything
of intellectual note, other than being a newspaper columnist (a job
she landed based her falsified IQ fame), and (c) being a IQ test
junky (and IQ test maker).

=140 (age
18)
=180200

Huge downgrade for (a) going back to high school at age 25, (b)
being an IQ test junky, (c) publically boasting of having a 200-range
IQ, etc.

=250
Naida
Camukova
(c. 1976-)

=125-140
=200

Supposedly, some kind of fraud who touts about having an
IQ=199.9, in and about Turkey, so to gain money for her institution,
or something along these lines.

See also
● IQ history
● IQ: 225+
● Last person to know everything
● Smartest person ever

● Polymath
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius
● IQ+ 150+ | Smartest woman ever

● Two cultures genius (two cultures)
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In IQs, a genius IQ is intelligence quotient or
integer number at or above 140 (Terman) or 160
(Hollingworth), “which expresses the relative
brightness or intelligence of any given individual”
(Cox, 1926), the validity of the method used to
discern IQ number being of prime importance.
“Talent hits a target no one else can hit; genius
hits a target no one else can see.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer (IQ=185), German philosopher
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The original definition of a genius range IQ according to American
psychologist Lewis Terman (1916); alternatively, American psychologist
Leta Hollingworth (1942), in her "Children Above 180 IQ", sets the
genius mark at 160+. [1]

The following table is the draft page to the
weighted meta-analysis intellectual ranking of the top 500 geniuses of all time, albeit only 460+ geniuses current
(Jan 2014), i.e. 421 (below) + 39 (candidates page), wherein left column IQs are considered true IQs. In these
rankings, strong weight is affixed to the conditional term “genius”, from the Latin gignere “to beget” (to produce), in
the sense that one may have a strong aptitude, marked capacity, or heightened inclination in some area, but if one
does not beget of esteemed respected intellectual note, one is not necessarily a genius and the IQ estimate may be a
pseudo-estimate, false positive, or over-estimate. The genius IQs table itself is an expanded version of the popular
2008-2010 constructed IQ: 200+ table, albeit extended down to the 140 range, with cited IQs shifted (↑,↓) up or
down ± 5-10 (upgrade/downgrade) or more points (per modern day hard science perspective), giving a blended
representative, realistic, and comparative listing of elite geniuses, media-promoted genius, new comer geniuses, child
prodigies, and others, and their said-to-be IQ estimates (third column), listed in realistic descending order of
intelligence. The updown arrow (↕) is shown next to still reactive (existing) individuals, and or a newly-added yetunprocessed individual, listed on the table; being that true genius IQs, which can change per decade (shift up or
down), can only be estimated in retrospect—thus allowing for clear unbiased prolonged digestion of the weight of
the person’s work.

Methodology
See main: IQ ranking methodology

The following (under construction) listing is ranked in descending order of realist (real), or "true IQ", using genius
studies pioneer Catherine Cox's 1926 term, in the sense of who is the smartest, ranked by a number of factors, firstly
meta-analysis of known IQ estimates (Cox, Buzan, Guinness, psychologists, etc.), universal genius [UG] or "last
universal genius" [LUG] status (IQ=207+), last person to know everything [LPKE] , two cultures genius [TCG], greatest
physicist ever [GPE], greatest mathematician ever [GME], greatest chemist ever [GCE], greatest engineer ever [GEE],
greatest philosopher ever [GPhiE], greatest thermodynamicist ever [GTE], greatest literary author ever [GLAE],
polymath (IQAVG = 189), uberman (IQ=186+), double Nobel Prize [DNP] winners, among other factors, and last but not
least Hmolpedia citation ranking [HCR]. The twenty-three agreed upon classic, elite, or anchor point "Cox-Buzan
geniuses" (Catherine Cox (1926) + Tony Buzan (1994)), shown bolded in RED, is the reference point IQ-estimation
benchmark ruler (common geniuses to both IQ studies), each of which are adjusted, upon which the other known
genius IQ estimates are fitted. A KEY below the table explains the icons and IQ subscripts. Those geniuses with
enlarged (75px) photos are shoulder geniuses, e.g. Newton claiming that he saw farther by standing on the shoulders
of Descartes (shoulder genius) and Boyle, Tesla speaking about how he read through 100 volumes of Voltaire
(shoulder genius), Einstein speaking of Euclid (shoulder genius) as the "holy geometry book", and of course Aristotle,
whose name resonates beyond a certain discernible and controllable circumference, in short: names recurrently cited
by other large geniuses, that the seem to have established a certain genius within genius ranking.
IQ

Person

Future Genius
(years)

IQ estimates

Description

The future genius will: (a) find the secret principle of the universe;
(b) embody Henry Adams' (IQ=190) famous 1910 “call for the aid of
another Newton" (IQ=215), someone who comes forth to give the
“complete solution”, as Adams, who worked on the problem
through Gibbs (IQ=200), Clausius (IQ=205), Darwin (IQ=175), etc.,
put it, to the elective affinities problem: explaining morality,
sociology, economics, and history according to chemistry, physics,
and mechanics, via pure mathematics, symbols, figures, and one
"common formula"—in a sense, the "new Goethe" (IQ=230); (c) be
the final version of Nietzsche’s 1883 prophesized “final Uberman”;
and (d) solve, among other things, the: gravity/electromagnetic
force problem, double slit problem, accelerating universe problem,
and the spin-coupling problem (see: modern queries)—all
integrated with new findings in particle physics, the final version of
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quantum mechanics, among other new experimental findings that
may arise, all subsumed under the auspices of first law
(fundamental law) and second law (supreme law) of
thermodynamics—the only science, of universal content, "least
likely", in the words of (Einstein (IQ=220), to ever be overthrow.

Johann
Goethe
(17491832) ↑↑↑
CR:1|916

=213
=180,
225

— Occupations: 35+
1 Polyglot: 7+ languages
Collected works: 142+
Library: 5,000+ books
Vocabulary: 100,000+
words

Isaac Newton
(1643-1727) ↑
CR:6|392
Occupations: 7+
— Library: 1,752+ books
2 (369 scientific)
Albert Einstein
(1879-1955) ↑
CR:12|293
Occupations: 2
— Polyglot: 2+ languages
3 Library: 650+ (52+ by
Goethe)

—
4

—
5

James Maxwell
(1831-1879)
CR:5|410

Willard Gibbs
(1839-1903)
CR:2|759

=210
=215
=200

=193
=200
=190
=195
=170

=160,
200, 225
=205

#2 in genius meta-analysis rankings; #1 social Newton (historical);
epicenter genius (IQavg=210); a dual scientific revolutions genius;
blue sky problem theorist; [LUG] [LPKE] [TCG] [polymath]
[uberman]; a GLAE candidate; a Cattell 1000 (top 10); founder of
human chemistry (theory: human elective affinities (1796);
forerunner to the future 22nd century hard science of human
chemical thermodynamics); known for: literature (second ranked
WorldCat behind Shakespeare (IQ=185)), evolution theory
(forerunner to Darwin (IQ=175)), poetry (top 10 greatest ),
anatomy (discovered the intermaxillary bone, proving an
connection between humans and lower animals); physics (color
theory of light in opposition to Newton's (IQ=215) corpuscular
theory); philosophical and intellectual mentor to: Einstein (IQ=220),
Tesla (IQ=195), Helmholtz (IQ=195), Freud (IQ=180), Elliot (IQ=190),
Jung (IQ=160), among others; a founder of religious mythology
(1770); world's largest active vocabulary (50,000-90,000 words);
very high in emotional intelligence; highest-ranked "longevity
genius" (⅘th-century-long prolificness).
#1 in genius meta-analysis rankings; triple scientific revolutions
genius; blue sky problem theorist; [GPE] [GME]; a Cattell 1000 (top
20); known for: mechanics, laws of motion, gravitational theory,
Query 31: affinity chemistry launcher; differential equations,
optics.

#6 in genius meta-analysis rankings;
epicenter genius
(IQavg=210); a triple scientific revolutions genius; blue sky problem
theorist; [GPE]; known for: the light quanta hypothesis (quantum
mechanics); relativity, radiation thermodynamics; kept a bust of
Goethe in his study.

A dual scientific revolutions genius; blue sky problem theorist;
[GPE]; known for: electromagnetic theory (electromagnetic force),
=195-215 kinetic theory, thermodynamics (graphical thermodynamics);
intellectual giant to Einstein; highest-ranked "magnitude genius"
(prolific output in short time).
[GTE] [GCE] [GPE] [GEE]; first American PhD engineer whose his
intellectual stature is summarized best by Albert Nock (1931):
“In the last generation, this country produced one of the most
eminent men of science in the whole world. His name was quite
unknown among us while he lived, and it is still unknown. Yet I may
say without too great exaggeration that when I heard it mentioned
in a professional assembly in the Netherlands two years ago,
everybody got down under the table and touched their foreheads
=195-210 to the floor. His name was Josiah Willard Gibbs” .
central founder of chemical thermodynamics, statistical mechanics,
vector analysis; quote: “[untold number of] Nobel Prizing-winning
careers [have been] launched from a passing remark or footnote in
Gibbs’ monumental masterpiece [Equilibrium, 1876]” (Frank
Weinhold, 2009); his 700-equation Equilibrium is the mostcomplex, dense, and treasure-filled scientific treatise ever
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published—the key to the elective affinities problem (see: affinityfree energy equation)—the greatest of all genius puzzles—that was
described by John Strutt (IQ=190), official solver of the two-century
long blue sky problem, the problem worked on by every IQ=205+
range genius (above), as being “too difficult and too condensed for
most, I might say all, readers”—James Maxwell (IQ=210), in fact,
was the only one, of the 300 scientists Gibbs mailed it to, that
immediately understood it (see: thermodynamic surface).

—
6

Epicenter genius (IQavg=210); a dual scientific revolutions genius;
blue sky problem theorist; [GTE]; known for: thermodynamics
(founder and greatest), entropy, kinetic theory; intellectual mentor
=195-210 to Gibbs (IQ=210), Maxwell (IQ=210), and Einstein (IQ=220); see:
Euler genealogy to discern the significance and density of his
influence.

Rudolf Clausius
(1822-1888)
CR:3|614

↑ 205+

—
7

—
8

—
9 books

=183 #6 in genius meta-analysis rankings; dual scientific revolutions

Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642) ↑
CR=99

genius; [GPE]; a Cattell 1000 (top 50); known for: dynamics,
=185
vacuum theory, temperature, astronomy, heliocentric theory;
=180
intellectual giant to Einstein.
=185-200

=200 [GEE] [LPKE] [uberman] ; blue sky problem theorist; a Cattell 1000

Leonardo da
Vinci
(1452-1519)
CR=61

=180
=220
=210
=167

(top 100); known for: animal heat theory, art, engineering, warfare
technology, flight; said to have utlilizied a "sleep formula", sleeping
no more than four hours at a time, so to optimize his intellectual
output; wrote in code, backwards and upside down, so that only
those clever enough to look at the document in a mirror would be
able to read it.

[LPKE] [polymath]; noted physical sciences encyclopedist pioneer;
known for coining the the modern term "energy" (with
formulation), double slits (experiment inventor), Rosetta Stone
(translator); quote: “scientific investigations are a sort of warfare,
carried on in the closet or on the couch against all one’s
=185-200 contemporaries and predecessors; I have often gained a single
victory when I have been half asleep, but more frequently found,
on being thoroughly awake, that the enemy had still the advantage
of me when I thought I had him fast in a corner—and all this, you
see, keeps one alive” (commentary on the mathematics of Joseph
Lagrange (IQ=190)).

Thomas Young
(1773-1829)
CR=86
Library: 1,000+

↑ 200+

—
10

—
11

[LUG] so-called "last of the last universal geniuses" (following
Goethe); quote: “I believe it is a common saying that Helmholtz
was the last universal genius, and we are fast arriving at the point
where even a single subject becomes too vast for one man. At any
=190-210 rate, whether or not any of my learned colleagues could write an
entire chemical engineering handbook, I could not—hence the
present [multiple contributor] form” (Donald Liddell, Handbook of
Chemical Engineering, 1922); solver of the thermodynamic theory
of affinity (see: affinity-free energy equation).

Hermann
Helmholtz
(1821-1894)
CR=362

Aristotle
(384322BC) ↑
CR=108

=195
=190
=190210

#4 in genius meta-analysis rankings; epicenter genius (IQavg=210);
first dominate blue sky problem theorist; [LPKE]; a Cattell 1000 (top
10); student of Plato (IQ=180)—teacher of Alexander the Great
(IQ=180), the synergy and transmission of which, in Alexandria,
resulted to bring about the unification of Aristotelian cosmos
theory with Egyptian cosmos theory into what we now know as
Christianity; first to document the Mpemba effect; in his circa 350
Metaphysics, was the first to dominantly introduced the term
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energy; central advocate of the nature abhors a vacuum dictum—
that complete vacuums are impossible. [10]

—
12

—
13

—
14

—
15

—
16

—
17

Gilbert Lewis
(1875-1946) ↑
CR=389

Gottfried
Leibniz
(16461716) ↓
CR=92

Pierre Laplace
(1749-1827) ↑
CR=86

Ludwig
Boltzmann
(1844-1906)
CR=336

Leonhard Euler
(1707-1783) ↑
CR=81
Voltaire
(16941778) ↑
CR=51

[
:35] Eponym of the Lewis school of thermodynamics, first to
translated and distill Willard Gibbs' (IQ=200) On the Equilibrium of
Heterogeneous Substances—the densest scientific treatise of all
time—into a practical and workable language chemists could
readily understand; invented the dot structure pair model of
chemical bonding; did some of the first work on relativity; coined
the term photon; Linus Pauling's (IQ=190) On the Nature of the
Chemical Bond (1939) was dedicated to him; quote: “Lewis was the
direct
mentor of more Nobel Prize winners in chemistry than any
=190-200
Nobel Prize winner in any category” (Adriaan de Lange, 1998); his
1925 Anatomy of Science, speculated on hmolscience, i.e. on
whether or not him writing this book was nothing but a large
"chemical reaction" (extrapolate up) or conversely whether crystals
"think" (extrapolate down); his protégé Frederick Rossini, author of
the 1950 Chemical Thermodynamics, followed up on the former
approach with his 1971 Priestley Medal address ‘Chemical
Thermodynamics in the Real World’, which sparked the later 21st
century Rossini debate.

=194
=205
=182
=200

=190

[LUG] [LPKE]; a Cattell 1000 (top 40); known for: differential
equations, dynamics (vis viva, vis mortua); told the Queen of
Prussia that in mathematics there was all previous history, from
the beginning of the world, and then there was Newton; and that
Newton was the better half. [23][24] Downgrade (↓) for having his
1710 optimistic approach to the problem of evil, i.e. his assertion
that this is “best of all possible worlds”, lampooned by Voltaire in
his 1759 Candice (see: Alexander Pope) and also ridiculed by
Schopenhauer (Ѻ).
Known for his famous Napoleon Laplace anecdote (1802), where
when queried about God in the framework of the new celestial
mechanics, famous replied ‘I had no need of that hypothesis’.

A dual scientific revolutions genius; formulator of the famous Htheorem model of entropy (1872), the seed to the 1901 later S = k
ln W model of entropy; initiator of the "What is Life?"—in physical
science terms—debate (see: theories of existence), via his
infamous riddled postulate: 1886 postulate that "life is a struggle
=190-195 for entropy" (1886); initiator of the quantum hypothesis (quantum
mechanics): “I see no reason why energy shouldn’t also be
regarded as divided atomically” (1891) (see: energy element); hung
himself (1906) as a result of prolonged attack by the energetics
school of his usage of atomic theory to explain thermodynamics.
[GME]; upgrade for his reciprocity relation (mathematical proof
=180-200 behind state functions, in particular entropy; see: Mathematical
Introduction); see: Euler genealogy.
=190
=200
=185-200
=185

An epicenter genius (IQavg=210); a Cattell 1000 (top 10); upgrade
for his support of Jean Sales (IQ=190) and his human molecular
hypothesis; known for: Newtonian mechanics, physics, literature,
hmol philosophy, religious mythology; lover of Emilie Chatelet
(IQ=185); very high emotional intelligence (a greatest philosopher
ever candidate).
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—
18

—
19

Rene
Descartes
(15961650) ↑
CR=77

Nikola Tesla
(1856-1943)
CR=59
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=178 [GME]; Cattell 1000 (top 25); known for: Cartesian coordinate
=180
=175
=175
=230310
=200
=140-

system, atomic theory revival (1637), vis viva theory (c.1640), the “I
think, therefore I am” philosophy, automaton theory (mechanical
theory of life), ethereal heat theory; intellectual giant to Newton.

Known for: defunct life theory, electricity, magnetism, human
energy, radio technology, alternating current, electromagnetic
motors; adhered to a Goethean philosophy, to the exclusion of all
other philosophies.

160

—
20

—
21

—
22

—
23 12+

Ettore Majorana
(1906-1938)
HCR=33
200

Henri Poincare
(1854-1912)
CR=40

=183-

Known for: human quantum mechanics, neutron discovery,
exchange force, chemical bonding theory; quote: “There are
several categories of scientists in the world; those of second or
third rank do their best but never get very far. Then there is the
first rank, those who make important discoveries, fundamental to
scientific progress. But then there are the geniuses, like Galilei
(IQ=200) and Newton (IQ=215). Majorana was one of these.”
(Enrico Fermi (IQ=190)).

=180-195 [LPKE] [GME]; known for: Poincare conjecture, relativity,
thermodynamics, mathematics. [5]
=35
A triple scientific revolutions genius; intellectual giant, along with
Descartes (IQ=195), to Newton (IQ=215); self-taught: mastered
Euclid’s Elements by age 15; claims (c.1679) to have been the first
to arrive at the inverse square law of gravity (before Newton);
inventor of the pneumatical engine; possibly mathematician
=190-205 behind Boyle’s law; nature abhors a vacuum theorist; heat as
motion advocate; in 1685, defined the a universal law of volume
expansion (for all bodies) some forty-years before it was codified as
law (Boerhaave's law, 1724), evolution theorist, cellular anatomist;
light theory (wave theory of light), etc., etc.

Robert Hooke
(1635-1703)
CR=87

#2 social Newton (historical); penned nine-volume American
history set solely to prove cause and effect; his The Education of
Henry Adams (1907), which is ranked as the greatest American
nonfiction book of the twentieth century (American Library),
grapples with: Goethe (IQ=230), Gibbs (IQ=200), Clausius (IQ=205),
Thomson (IQ=185), Pearson (IQ=185?), Darwin (IQ=175), among
others, in search of a unified theory of the humanities and physical
sciences; prophet of the "another Newton"; biggest hmolscience
thinker since Goethe; spent five decades on the social-history
=185-195 aspects of the elective affinities problem; quote: “social
chemistry—the mutual attraction of equivalent human
molecules—is a science yet to be created, for the fact is my daily
study and only satisfaction in life”(1885); quote: "I would travel a
few thousand-million miles to discuss with [Thomson] the
thermodynamics of socialistic society” (1909); probably the first
true hmolscientist (human chemist + human thermodynamicist +
human physicist); known to many as an enigmatic genius of
political thought.

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)
CR=241
Collected works:

↑ 195+
24

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
↑↓
CR=133

=185195±

#3 social Newton (historical); his four-volume Treatise on General
Sociology as been characterized as the Principia of the social
sciences, destined to bring about a revolution (see: Goethean
revolution) in social methodology (Andrew Bongiorno, 1930); a
“scholar of encyclopedia ambitions and Machiavellian dispositions”
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Occupations: 5+
Collected works: 12+

25

—
26

—
27

—
28

—
29

Carl Gauss
(1777-1855)
CR=50

Oliver Heaviside
(1850-1925)
CR=8

Emanuel
Swedenborg
(1688-1772)
CR=22

Joseph Lagrange
(1736-1813) ↑
CR=73

Jean Sales
(1741-1816)
CR=68

(Steve Fuller, 2000); his system has been characterized as the
alternative to that of Karl Marx; eponym of the influential Harvard
Pareto circle; Quote: “Pareto was one of the last Renaissance
scholars. Trained in physics and mathematics, he became a
polymath whose genius radiated into nearly all other major fields
of knowledge.” (Joseph Lopreato and Sandra Rusher, 1999) (Ѻ); he
might go up or down ↑↓ depending, a er his corpus of work is
completely translated into English and fully digested; and likewise
compared and contrasted with his peer Leon Winiarski, none of
whose work is yet translated into English, and who may resultantly
outrank him in intellect, though the matter is still undecided.
[LPKE] [GME]; known for: mathematics, astronomy,
electromagnetics; at age 24 famously solved the Ceres tacking
problem; considered by Laplace to have been the greatest
mathematician in the world; described as a “powerful intellect” by
=180-195 Maxwell; downgrade (↓) for his late age 60 religious-fallout
grappling issues, commenting, e.g., how religious matters, such as
ethics, destiny, human future, etc., are outside the province of
science.
Almost entirely a self-taught genius: although he went to school
until age 16 and finished fifth among more than 500 candidates for
a College of Preceptors Examination given in 1865, he had no
formal education after this point; in 1918 he wrote of his obsessive
need to absorb Maxwell’s (IQ=210) writings: “I saw that it was
great, greater and greatest, with prodigious possibilities in its
power. I was determined to master the book and set to work … It
=190-195 took me several years before I could understand as much as I
possibly could. Then I set Maxwell aside and followed my own
course. And I progressed much more quickly”; the result of which,
he was able to condense Maxwell’s equations with 20 variables
down to just two equations in two variables; he played a significant
role in the Gibbs-Heaviside vector algebra method supplantment of
the older less-congruous Hamilton-Tait quaternion method.
=165
=210
=205

[LPKE]; a Cattell 1000 (top 90); known for: nebular hypothesis,
atomic theory;

=185

Noted for his 1788 Lagrangian formulation of the total energy or
force function quantification of a system; see also: Euler genealogy;
quote: “the invention of dynamics as a mathematical science [was
founded by] Galileo (IQ=200), and [through] the wonderful
extension which was given to that science by Newton (IQ=215)—
among the successor to those illustrious men: Lagrange has
perhaps done more than any other analyst to give extent and
harmony to such deductive researches, by showing that the most
varied consequences respecting the motions of systems of bodies
may be derived from one radical formula; the beauty of the
method so suiting the dignity of the results, as to make of his great
work a kind of scientific poem” (William Hamilton (IQ=180), 1834).

=190

Initiator, through the publication of his multi-volume 1775 The
Philosophy of Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature, of the
human molecular hypothesis (1789):
“We conclude that there exists a principle of the human body
which comes from the great process in which so many millions of
atoms of the earth become many millions of human molecules.”
a theory and work that was condemned, for presenting morality
views contrary to religion; he was imprisoned and eventually
banished from France for this; while imprisoned, in 1777, he was
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visited by Voltaire (IQ=195), who gave 500 pounds to towards his
release.

—
30

—
31

—
32

—
33

—
34

Sadi Carnot
(1796-1832)
CR=310

Christiaan
Huygens
(1629-1695) ↑
CR=43

Erwin
Schrödinger
(1887-1961)
CR=122

Initiator of the science of thermodynamics; quotes: “Sadi Carnot
was, perhaps, the greatest genius, in the department of physical
science at least, that this century has produced” (Robert Thurston,
=180-195 1890); “The most original work ever written in the physical
sciences, with a core of abstraction comparable to the best of
Galileo” (Tom Shachtman, 1999); son of Ecole Polytechnic founder
Lazare Carnot (IQ=175).

=175

Mathematical mentor to Gottfried Leibniz (IQ=182-205) (see: Euler
genealogy); liaison between the vacuum work of Otto Guericke and
the invention of the steam engine, via his gunpowder engine
research with his associate Denis Papin (Papin engine, 1690);
determined that the quantity mv² (later called vis viva by Leibniz)
remains constant during perfectly elastic collisions; noted for his
wave theory of light (1678), in opposition to Isaac Newton’s
(IQ=190-200) later corpuscular theory of light.

Known as a polymath (IQAVG=196) (Schrodinger: Centenary
Celebration of a Polymath, 1989); his rather unique formulation of
1926 “Schrodinger equation” is the capstone to quantum
mechanics, in the derivation of which he combined De Broglie’s
1924 electron wave postulate together with the Lagrangian
classical version (K + U = E) of the conservation of energy of a
system, to synthesize a “wave equation” that that represents
mathematically the distribution of a charge of an electron
distributed through space, being spherically symmetric or
prominent in certain directions, i.e. directed valence bonds, which
gave the correct values for spectral lines of the hydrogen atom; his
1943 “What is Life?” lecture-turned-book (a) seeded the later
discovery of DNA (in 1953 by James Watson (IQ=?) and Francis
Crick (IQ=173)) and (b) launched the what is life: thermodynamic=185-195 view debate (see: theories of existence), wherein he famous gave a
derivation that "life" is something that feeds on negative entropy; a
view that, however, soon came under rigorous attack (e.g. Linus
Pauling (IQ=190)), after which he had to append an infamous “Note
to Chapter 6”, explaining that had he been catering to a rigorous
hard science audience that he would have “turned the discussion
to free energy”; a very-riddled proposition, more-correct than the
latter position, but one that eventually led to the “defunct theory
of life” (Thims, 2009)—the discernment that “life” is something
that does not exist (atoms and molecules, of which humans are the
latter variety (i.e. human molecules) of, are “not alive”, and cannot
be made to come alive (or die) or given life—as the olden-days
creation by breath (divine creation), creation by spark, creation by
heat, Urey-Miller creation, or auto-catalytic creation into perpetual
motion, etc.., theories would have things.

A universal genius, possibly a "last universal genius", after
Helmholtz, though no citation for this term can be found; upgrade
for 1934 economics thermodynamics "variables table" work;
John Neumann
=163upgrade for Neumann automaton theory (1940s); down grade for
(1903-1957) ↑ ↑
180
Shannon bandwagon initiation (1939); upgrade for being known as
↓
CR=130
=185-200 the "father of the computer"; upgrade for quantum
thermodynamics work; upgrade for famously solved the “fly
puzzle” in a matter of seconds at a cocktail party; could multiply
eight digit numbers in his head as a child, etc., etc.
Hero of
Alexandria
(c.10-70AD)
CR=53

[GEE] Physicist, top five greatest engineers ever
(EngineeringDaily.net), and top forty greatest mathematician ever
=180-195 (W.C. Eells, 1962), noted for: his circa 50AD Pneumatica, in which,
he overview of the physics of Strato and Ctesibius, outlines an
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atomic theory in which matter consists of particles mixed with
distributed vacua, and in which he describes how to make an
aeolipile; may have used a type of Philo thermometer (240BC) in
his experimental work; was said to have openly challenge the
nature abhors a vacuum belief, but his attempts to create an
artificial vacuum failed; invent and build the world’s first working
heat engine, namely a steam engine that opens temple doors; built
a number of famous “automata”, wind turbines, and hydrostatic
fountains; said to have discovered imaginary numbers; his
Pneumatica was translated by Gottfried Leibniz (IQ=200) and also
read by Denis Papin (IQ=), likely being influential in the inception of
the Papin engine, the first piston and cylinder steam engine; his
works, along with the works of Aristarchus of Samos (IQ=?),
Hypatia (IQ=185), Sappho (IQ=?), and Berossus (IQ=?) and his
Babylonaica, are said to be the five most “tantalizing losses from
the Library of Alexandria”. [30]

—
35

—
36

—
37

—
38

—
39

Linus Pauling
(1901-1994) ↑
CR=55

Richard
Feynman
(1918-1988)
CR=57
Enrico Fermi
(1901-1954)
CR=44

Pierre Gassendi
(1592-1655) ↑
CR=122

Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662) ↓
CR=44

[GCE] [DNP]; startup chemical company (before age 15); BS
in chemical engineering age 21 (1922), during which time he
became aware of the work of Gilbert Lewis (IQ=190) and Irving
Langmuir on the electronic structure of atoms and their bonding to
form molecules, PhD in physical chemistry and mathematical
physics (1925), then (1926) to Europe on a Guggenheim Fellowship,
to study under Arnold Sommerfeld (IQ=180) in Munich, Niels Bohr
(IQ=185) in Copenhagen, and Erwin Schrödinger (IQ=190) in Zürich,
during which time he became interested in how quantum
=160
mechanics might be applied in his chosen field of interest, the
=180-195 electronic structure of atoms and molecules; also, in Zürich, Pauling
was also exposed to one of the first quantum mechanical analyses
of bonding in the hydrogen molecule, done by Walter Heitler (IQ=?)
and Fritz London; after which he became one of the first scientists
in the field of quantum chemistry and a pioneer in the application
of quantum theory to the structure of molecules; his 1938 The
Nature of the Chemical Bond has been referred to as the “bible” of
modern chemistry; gets upgrade for, in 1989, ripping apart
Schrodinger's thermodynamic views on life (see: Note to Chapter
6).
=190
=125

Motto: "believe in the atomic hypothesis" (Feynman time
capsule wisdom); known for: quantum electrodynamics; see also:
Feynman problem solving algorithm. [4]

=175-195

Known as the “last universal physicist”, in the tradition of great
men of the 19th century, and “the last person who knew all of
physics of his day”. [17]

=164

=185

Was one of the first to revive the atomic theory work of Epicurus
(IQ=), writing a set of books on the philosophical implications of
this subject, supposedly written to counter the philosophical views
of Rene Descartes (IQ=195); was the first to coin the term
“molecule”, which he described as “fitted together atoms”; gave
one of the first chemical creation models: “atoms” → “molecules”
→ “small structures similar to molecules” descrip on of evolu on
(a forerunner to the later human molecular hypothesis (1789) of
Jean Sales (IQ=).

=195
=192

A GME (top 20); a Cattell 1000 (top 70); at age 19 (1642), made a
counting machine, with toothed wheels and gears, moving drums
carrying numbers, that could add, subtract, multiply and divide;
built 50 in total—they impressed Rene Descartes (IQ=195); in 1646
repeated Evangelista Torricelli's vacuum experiments; from 1652-
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64, spent all his time on the mathematics of gambling; after his
1654 brush with death (age 31) he "found God" and thereafter
seems to have lost his ability to think objectively and productively
(relating all his theories to the Bible); dereacted at 39.

—
40

—
41

Max Planck
(1858-1947)
CR=203

A dual scientific revolutions genius; a top three greatest
physicist
of all time; known for: launching the quantum mechanics
=180-195
(quantum revolution), radiation thermodynamics, and for solving
the ultraviolet catastrophe.

=173

Nicolaus
Copernicus
(1473-1543) ↑
CR=55

=160
=185
=100-

Known for: his heliocentric universe model, which launched the
scientific revolution (Copernican revolution).

110

—
42

—
43

—
44

—
45

—
46

Christopher
Hirata
(1983-) ↑
CR=80

George Green
(1793-1841)
CR=8

Archimedes
(287-212BC)
CR=28

John Strutt
(1842-1919)
CR=21

Emilie Chatelet
(1706-1749)
CR=20

Youngest medalist ever (age 13) of the International Physics
Olympiad; upgrade for his circa age 17 derived "relationship
=225
physics" version of human chemical thermodynamics (a very niche
=170-195 subject strangely common to IQ=225+ thinkers: Goethe, Sidis,
Thims); astrophysics; high emotional intelligence.
At age 35, a self-educated miller (read books via the Nottingham
Subscription Library), having had almost no formal schooling, selfpublished his 1828 “An Essay on the Application of Mathematical
Analysis to the Theories of Electricity and Magnetism”, wherein
starting from the work of Pierre Laplace (IQ=190), he introduced
=170-190 the concept of “potential function”, i.e. the potential as a function
of Cartesian coordinates V(x,y,z), particularly the potential energy
of an arbitrary static distribution of electric charges; he also
derived the divergence theorem independent of Carl Gauss
(IQ=195); is the eponym of the Gauss-Green-Stokes theorem
(fundamental theorem of calculus).

=190

[GME]; Known for: hydrostatics, statics, and an explanation of the
principle of the lever; one of fabled "last persons to know
everything".

Called, by some, the “last of the great Victorian polymaths”
(IQAVG=196); noted for his 1870 discussions with Ludwig Boltzmann
(IQ=195) on the so-called truth of the second law; his 1871 "scatter
theory" solved the two-millennium old blue sky problem (the only
problem common to the IQ=205+ group), about which he gave the
definitive explanation of in 1899; his 1892 discussions with Willard
=180-190 Gibbs (IQ=200) on statistical mechanics; his 1894 isolation, with
William Ramsay, of the element argon (work for which he would
win the 1904 Nobel Prize in physics); and his 1900 formulation of
spectral energy flux density of black body radiation, which led to
the ultraviolet catastrophe problem, and hence to the "energy
element" solution by Max Planck (IQ=190), which launched the
science of quantum mechanics.
Eponym: "smartest woman ever"; combined Isaac Newton’s
definition of energy (E=mv) with Gottfried Leibniz’ definition of
energy (E=mv²) with Willem Gravesande’s brass balls clay surface
impact experiments to synthesize the first version of the
=170-190 conservation of energy (vis viva into vis mortua); mistress of
Voltaire (IQ=195); had immense library comparable to the Paris
academy of science; ran the biggest research lab in France; very
highly ranked "magnitude genius" (prolific output in short time).
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Hypatia
(360-415)
CR=16

George Eliot
(1819-1880) ↑↑
CR=20

Athanasius
Kircher
(1602-1680)
CR=9
William
Shakespeare
(1564-1616) ↓
CR=82
Friedrich
Schelling
(1775-1854)
CR=6

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; only known
female universal genius; noted early irreligionist; her famous
=170stoning to death can be said to mark the start of the dark ages; is
210
rumored that to explain the seasonal variations of the apparent
size of the sun, she conceived of elliptical orbit heliocentrism, some
=1801300 years before Johannes Kepler (IQ=180) formulated this into a
200
law in 1609; Bertrand Russel (IQ=180) and Voltaire (IQ=195),
=175-192
supposedly, rendered her the most uplifting compliments and
praises. [7]

=185
=160

A GLAE candidate; gets five point upgrade, above Buzan IQ
estimate, for basing her most-famous 1872 realism novel
Middlemarch on Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities, which has been
has been described as the “greatest novel in the English language”
by those including Martin Amis and by Julian Barnes; Eliot cogently
and correctly considered Goethe (IQ=230) to be "the last true
polymath to walk the earth"; she took a three-month pilgrimage to
Goethe's home town of Weimar; was said to have been able to
read and absorb 40 books per month (which, using the
conservative estimate that she began reading at that rate at age
10, would indicate that she had read over 24,000+ books in her
existence; in her time, she acquired the epitaph of “very wise
woman” and also was measured by a phrenologist as having “very
large brain”; quote: “the quickest of us walk around well-wadded
with stupidity.”

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; Johann Goethe
(IQ=230) commented, during his researches of optics and other
subjects, “thus, entirely unexpected, Father Kircher is here again”;
=180-195 was present at the 1641 Gasparo Berti test of the "nature abhors a
vacuum" experiment; coined the term electromagnetism; the first
Egyptologist; formulator of magnetic cosmology (1667).
A GLAE candidate (#1); a Cattell 1000 (top 10); one of Nietzsche’s
=210
uberman (IQ=186+); known for: literature, literature chemistry,
=175-190 Promethean heat; very high emotional intelligence.

=190

His 1795 natural philosophy theory, according to Frode Pedersen
(2011), influenced Goethe and his 1796 chemical philosophy
theory; the two were conducting “optical experiments” in 1798 and
the year prior Goethe had been conducting magnetic experiments,
after reading his Ideas Towards a Philosophy of Nature, in attempts
to find a unified theory.

↑ 190+

William
Thomson
(1824-1907) ↑ ↑
↓
—
52 HCR=252

Known for: absolute temperature, thermodynamics; Glasgow
University age 10; defended Joseph Fourier’s 1822 theory of heat
over that of Philip Kelland’s 1837 heat theory (age 13); by age 1516; published first scientific papers by age 17; in 1845 (age 21),
after graduating second wrangler (Cambridge), simultaneous
unearthed (↑ ↑) the then unknown and forgotten memoirs of Sadi
=185-190 Carnot’s 1824 thermodynamics memoir and George Green’s 1828
memoir on the mathematics of electricity and magnetism, now
known as two of the most-original works in science; and gave the
first mathematical development of Michael Faraday's (IQ=170-180)
idea that electric induction takes place through an intervening
medium; downgrade (↓) for latter religious undertone based
calculations, e.g. age of the sun, etc.
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60

—
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Hugo Grotius
(1583-1645) ↓
HCR=14

=200
=197

Thomas Wolsey
(1472-1530) ↓
HCR=11

=200

Robert Boyle
(1627-1691) ↑
HCR=117

William Sidis
(1898-1944) ↓
HCR=114

Otto Guericke
(1602-1686)
HCR=60

Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860) ↑↑
HCR=69

Friedrich
Schiller
(1759-1805) ↑↑↑
HCR=82

Stephen
Hawking
(1942-)
HCR=89

Euclid
(c.340280BC)
HCR=20
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A dual scientific revolutions genius; corroborator with Isaac
Newton (IQ=215) in the initiation of affinity chemistry; supervised
=160
Robert Hooke (IQ=195) in the construction of the pneumatical
=170-185 engine, the experimental device that led to the discovery of Boyle's
law, the first gas law.
Person behind both the 10% myth (the reserve mental energy
theory was used, by his father, in his accelerated upbringing) and
=250the character of Good Will Hunting (excelling in math, physics,
300
chemistry, law); down-grade for his magnum opus: The Animate
and the Inanimate, a rather convoluted second law based "no
=200
origin" theory of life, utilizing a two-section universe model, which
=180-195
results to being a patched-together mess of an argument, in spite
of his legendary genius prodigy fame status.
See: Thomas Coulson’s 1943 booklet “Otto von Guericke: a
Neglected Genius”; the originality, variety, polymathly, and
influence of Guericke's contributions are difficult to summarize in
=175-195 short; to say the least: he is the person behind the invention of the
vacuum engine and the so-called: “first and greatest of the
electrical discoverers”.
His two-volume 1,100+ page The World as Will and Representation
(1814, 1844) built on on Goethe's human elective affinities theory
=170-190 (see: elective affinity problem) to explain "will" in a universal
manner, similar to Goethe, e.g. in terms of the "will of the copper"
atom in electrochemical reaction.

=165

Gets a 20-point upgrade, above Cox IQ estimate, for (a) being the
person in whom Goethe (IQ=230), in 1796, first confided in his
newly-forming solution to the elective affinities problem and for (b)
being Goethe's closest intellectual comrade (see adjacent: Goethe
looking into Schiller's skull); a Cattell 1000 (top 80); they discussed
philosophy, science, aesthetics, and satirical poetry, etc; in 1797, in
Jena, he introduced the Humboldt brothers, Wilhelm (IQ=175) and
Alexander (IQ=185), to Goethe, an epicenter genius circle of
intellect wherein they discussed, in Goethe's own words, “all of
nature from the perspectives of philosophy and science; Goethe's
last words mentioned him.

=160-190
Noted: black hole thermodynamics; public advocate of atheism;
=180
(link).
=160

=182

[GME]; His geometry treatise Elements was influential to many,
including: James Thomson (mathematician), father to noted child
prodigy William Thomson (IQ=185), who edited a version of
Elements (1834); James Maxwell (IQ=210), who mentions Euclid in
his last-dying poem “A Paradoxical Ode”, Albert Einstein (IQ=220),
who at age 12 was given a text on Euclidean geometry, which he
called the “holy geometry book”; to Sarah Sidis (tutored by Boris
Sidis; mother to William Sidis (IQ=195)) who in 1891 (age 17)
"propped Euclid up above the sink, and studied while she washed
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the dishes"; and to Yevgeny Zamyatin, who intersperses his 1923
literature thermodynamics work with mentions of Euclid.

—
62

Humphry Davy
(1778-1829)
HCR=44

John Mill
(1806-1873)
—
63

Jean D'Alembert
(1717-1783)
—
64
Marie Curie
(1867-1934) ↑
—
65
Auguste Comte
(1798-1857)
—
66

—
67

Alexander
Humboldt
(1769-1859)

Paolo Sarpi
(1552-1623) ↓
—
68

—
69

Srinivasa
Ramanujan
(1887-1920)

Niels Bohr
(1885-1962)
—
70

=185

Noted for his 1799 “ice-rubbing experiments”, one of the first
mechanical equivalent of heat experiments; for his 1806 lecture on
electricity and chemical affinity; for his 1813 “point atom” theory
of a human; and for the discovery of a number of elements.

=183
=180
=185
=200

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; known for:
political philosophy, utilitarianism; was a split-brainer who could
write two different languages simultaneously, one in each hand.

=185

Known for d’Alembert’s principle; PhD advisor to Pierre Laplace
(IQ=195) (see: Euler genealogy); noted encyclopedist: his 1772
Encyclopedie, co-written with Denis Diderot (IQ=165), is said to
mark “end of an area in which a single human being was able to
comprehend the totality of knowledge” (see: "last persons to know
everything").

=180
=200

[DNP] [GPE]; Nobel Prize in physics (1903) for the discovery
of radioactivity; Nobel Prize in chemistry (1911) for the isolation of
pure radium.

=185

A Cattell 1000 (top 100); one of the early pioneers of human
physics (see: HP pioneers); outlined the view that 'social physics'
needs a Galileo-Newton type description.

=185

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; a Cattell 1000
(top 100); was one of the first to propose that South America and
Africa were both joined; in 1797, in Jena, with his brother Wilhelm
(IQ=175), Friedrich Schiller (IQ=175), and Johann Goethe (IQ=230),
the four discussed, in Goethe's own words, “all of nature from the
perspectives of philosophy and science”.

=195
=187
Self-taught mathematics prodigy and autodidact who, with almost
no formal training in pure mathematics, made extraordinary
=160-185
contributions to mathematical analysis, number theory, infinite
=190series and continued fractions; G.H. Hardy ranked him in the same
210
league as Gauss (IQ=195), Euler (IQ=195), Cauchy (IQ=), Newton
(IQ=210), and Archimedes (IQ=190). [6][14]
His 1913 “Bohr model” of the atom proposed that normally
each electron in an atom is confined to a particular electron shell
or what he called “orbits” (see: molecular orbital theory), which
may be spherical as well as elliptical, but that—in very a very
science-redefining
way—an electron can move or "jump" between
=175-185
adjacent orbits or orbitals only when the atom (or electron?) emits
or absorbs a certain quantum amount (energy element amount) of
radiant energy, of the amount ‘hν’, where h is Planck’s constant
and ν (nu) is the frequency of the electromagnetic energy or light
emitted or absorbed.
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Thomas Edison
(1847-1931)
—
71
George Berkeley
(1685-1753) ↓
—
72
Germaine Stael
(1766-1817) ↑
—
73
Antoine Arnauld
(1612-1694) ↓

Albrecht Haller
(1708-1777) ↓

—
78

—
79

=190

In 1713, in his "Moral Attraction", outlined a social gravitation like
theory; later derogated by Pitirim Sorokin (1928), but defended by
Bernard Cohen (1994).

=180

Banned from France in 1803 by Napoleon (IQ=175), for publishing
her controversial novel Delphine, after which she migrated to
Germany and entered into the Goethe circle; upgrade for
commenting favorably on Goethe’s Elective Affinities.

=190

—
75

77

=195

=190

—
74

—
76
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Invented: practical light bulb, phonograph, and motion picture
camera; and originated the concept and implementation of
electric-power generation and distribution to homes, businesses,
and factories; gave pretty decent stance on religious theories (e.g.
soul, life, immortality, spirit) query during 1909 New York Times
interview.

Philipp
Melanchthon
(1497-1560) ↓
CR=8

=190
=180

Downgrade for describing Copernicus’ 1514 heliocentric theory as
an “old joke” (see: crackpot), implying that it was a superfluous
revival of a frivolous circa 250BC suggestion by Aristarchus of
Samos. [32]

William Pitt (the
Younger)
(1759-1806) ↓

=190

A Cattell 1000 (top 20).

Filippo
Brunelleschi
(1377-1446) ↓

=190

Barthold
Niebuhr
(1776-1831)

=185

Imhotep
(26352595BC)
—
80

=170200
=185

Part of Goethe's 1803 Weimar circle.
Egyptian polymath, first architect, engineer, and physician in early
history, who served under third dynasty king Djoser (Zoser) as
chancellor to the pharaoh and high priest of the sun god Ra at
Heliopolis, architect of the world’s first pyramid, the Step Pyramid
at Saqqara, who may be the possible main theorist behind the
current world dominating Anunian theologies, namely: Ab-ra-hamic theologies (Christianity, Islam, etc.) + B-ra-hma-ic theologies
(Hinduism, Buddhism, etc.) and in turn the clay creation myth
model of a human.

↑ 185+

—
81

William
Hamilton
(1805-1865) ↑

Known for the Hamiltonian formulation of the force function
(energy) of a dynamic system; multilingual by 5; knew thirteen
=175-190
languages by 13; was correcting errors in the work of Pierre Laplace
=170
(IQ=190) at 15; became an astronomy professor while still a
university student. [8] His energy formulation was cited by Rudolf
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Clausius as a precursor, role model, or near synonym to his
formulation of internal energy.

—
82

—
83

Werner
Heisenberg
(1901-1976) ↑
Immanuel
Kant
(17241804) ↑
CR=62

Francis Bacon
(1561-1626)
—
84

—
85

Arnold
Sommerfeld
(1868-1951)

Johannes Kepler
(1571-1630) ↑
—
86
Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939) ↑
—
87
Plato
(c.423-348BC)
—
88

—
89

Alexander the
Great
(356-323BC)

=173

Known for: uncertainty principle, exchange force.

=175

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; an oft-cited
"smartest person ever" missing candidate; a Cattell 1000 (top 40)

=180

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; a Cattell 1000
(top 10); known for introducing the scientific method.

[
:81] Nominated a record eighty-one times for the Nobel Prize,
and served as PhD supervisor for more Nobel Prize winners in
physics than any other supervisor before or since; introduced the
2nd quantum number (azimuthal quantum number), 4th quantum
number (spin quantum number), the fine-structure constant, and
pioneered X-ray wave theory; in an odd twist of fate, in April of
1951, in the midst of writing a series of physics books: mechanics
(1943), electrodynamics (1948), optics (1950), he had begun the
=175-185 writing of the hardest subject of all—thermodynamics—and after
famously commenting, in rather frank and truthful terms, that:
“thermodynamics is a funny subject. The first time you go through
it, you don't understand it at all. The second time you go through it,
you think you understand it, except for one or two small points.
The third time you go through it, you know you don't understand
it, but by that time you are so used to it, it doesn't bother you
anymore”, he was injured in traffic accident, while walking his
grandchildren—during which time his end came.

=175

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; known for his
“laws of planetary motion”, which provided one of the foundations
for Isaac Newton's (IQ=215) theory of universal gravitation.

Used the chemical thermodynamic bound energy, free energy, and
conservation of energy principles of Hermann Helmholtz (IQ=190)
=175-185
to script out a 24-volume collected works set, that now call
=156
"psychology" (see: A Project for Scientific Psychology, 1895); very
high emotional intelligence. [11]

=180

A Cattell 1000 (top 10).

=180

A Cattell 1000 (top 20); was tutored by the famed philosopher
Aristotle (IQ=190); by age of thirty, he had created one of the
largest empires in ancient history; established the Library of
Alexandria, unified Greek science with Egyptian theology to form
Christianity; Would carry the works of Homer and Aristotle into
battle (Ѻ).
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—
90

—
91

—
92

—
93

Friedrich
Nietzsche
(1844-1900)

Thomas
Jefferson
(1743-1826) ↓

Willem
Gravesande
(1688-1742)

Benedict
Spinoza
(16321677) ↑

Bertrand Russell
(1872-1970)
—
94

—
95

Jeremy
Bentham
(1748-1832)
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=180

First to proclaim “God is dead” (1882) and to postulate an
“uberman” (1883), a person with an IQ of 180+ (according to
Bertrand Russell (IQ=180)), who would eventually become the
replacement model for the “idea of God” (theory of God); role
models of whom, according to Nietzsche, are: Socrates (IQ=160),
Caesar (IQ=170), Da Vinci (IQ=205), Michelangelo (IQ=180),
Shakespeare (IQ=185), Goethe (IQ=230), and Napoleon (IQ=175),
or a person who would become a synthesis of these seven
intellectual giants (IQave=186).

=195
=160
=160

One of fabled "last persons to know everything"; a Cattell 1000
(top 90); library=6,487 books; known for: American government
founding and atheism advocation; was a polymath who spoke five
languages and was deeply interested in science and political
philosophy; he once stated "I cannot live without books”.

His circa 1718 brass ball clay surface experiments, wherein he
allowed brass balls to be dropped (or rolled down a ramp) with
varying velocity onto a soft clay surface and found that a ball with
twice the velocity of another would leave an indentation four times
as deep, that three times the velocity yielded nine times the depth,
and so on; shared these results with Emilie Chatelet (IQ=190) and
=160-180 with Voltaire (IQ=195) who in turn, predominantly the former,
subsequently corrected Newton's (IQ=215) formula E = mv to E =
mv², and thus synthesized the first version of the conservation of
energy (vis viva into vis mortua); he also is the inventor of the ball
and ring experiment, a significant experimental precursor to the
eventual formulation of thermodynamics.
Philosophy: “I shall consider human actions and desires in exactly
the same manner, as though I were concerned with lines, planes,
and solids”; bright from an early age and especially impressed by
Rene Descartes (IQ=195) and his axiom: “Nothing ought to be
received as truth until it has been proved by good and solid
reasons”, schooled himself in the classic and ancient systems of
philosophy, mathematics, algebra, physics, chemistry, optics; met
and advised both Christiaan Huygens (IQ=190) and Gottfried
=180-190 Leibniz (IQ=200); the result of which was his posthumouslyEthics—which had a great effect on Goethe (IQ=230),
=175 published
opening out for him a “boundless view of both the sensible and the
=175
moral world” and his later physical chemistry based "moral
symbols" morality system—used the methods of Euclid (IQ=185) to
=175
describe a single entity (god/nature), of which mind and matter are
two manifestations, whereby events and actions are caused, free
will is illusory, all explained in such a way, as Goethe says: “what
especially riveted me to him, was the utter disinterestedness,
which glowed in his every sentence”; Albert Einstein (IQ=220), in
1921, famously commented, in response to a Rabbi who asked him
if he believed in god: “I believe in Spinoza’s god, who reveals
himself in the orderly harmony of what exists.”

=180

20th century's greatest atheism advocate; considered his IQ to
be 180, which he defined as the uberman cutoff IQ.
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Ludwig
Wittgenstein
(1889-1951) ↓

Mary Somerville
(1780-1872)
—
97

She schooled Ada Lovelace (IQ=160) in mathematics and science,
introducing her to Charles Baggage (IQ=?) and Michael Faraday
(IQ=180); Joseph Laplace (IQ=190) commented on her: "there have
=175-185 been only three women who have understood me. These are
yourself, Caroline Herschel, and a Mrs Grieg of whom I know
nothing."

John Bardeen
(1908-1991)

[DNP] Nobel Prize physics (1956) for the invention of the
transistor;
Nobel Prize physics (1972) for the theory of
=175-185
superconductivity; see True Genius: the Life and Science of John
Bardeen: the Only Winner of Two Nobel Prizes in Physics (2002).

Frederick
Sanger
(1918-)

[DNP]; Nobel Prize in chemistry (1958) for the structure of
the
insulin
molecule; Nobel Prize in chemistry for virus nucleotide
=175-185
sequencing; quote: “I and my colleagues have been engaged in the
pursuit of knowledge.”

—
98

—
99

=190

Supposedly, commented or critiqued Arthur Schopenhauer’s
Goethean-based theory of an “elective affinity will” or “will to
power” (attacking one’s fears). His two biggest works are
Philosophical Investigations and Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus,
which according to some “show more raw intellect than anything
Shakespeare has written”; some have ranked him above Bertrand
Russell. He is also noted for his atomic fact model of language units
and molecular hypothesis version of paragraphs. Downgrade for
having so many “God-this” and “God-that” quotes attributed to
him. [27]

Jorge Borges
(1899-1986)

=182

—

—
98

—
99

Arthur Doyle
(1859-1930)

=182

Noted: Sherlock Holmes writer.

Marion Tinsley
(1927-1995)

=182

Noted: checker player.

=180

A Cattell 1000 (top 30); quote: “adversity is the path to truth”;
father of Ada Lovelace (IQ=160); Tom Stoppard’s 1993
juxtaposition of times play Arcadia compares Byron, in a way, to
Goethe (IQ=230), intermixed with heat, sex, the second law, and
the “attraction that Newton left out” (chemical affinity/human
chemical affinity).

Lord Byron
(1788-1824)
—
100

—
101

Leon Alberti
(1404-1472)

Alexander Bell
(1847-1922)
—
102

—
103

Nicolas
Malebranche
(1638-1715)

=180

=180

Inventor of the telephone.

=180

In 1664, chanced to read René Descartes' (IQ=195) Traité del
l'Homme, which moved him so deeply that (it is said) he was
repeatedly compelled by palpitations of the heart to lay aside his
reading; and was from that hour consecrated to Cartesian
philosophy; was inspirational in the development of physiocracy.
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—
104

—
105

Pitt (the Elder)

=180

Duchamp

=180

Sinan

=180

Carnegie

=180

Dal

=180

Phidias

=180

Pavlov

=180

Khan

=180

Stravnsky

=180

Michelangelo
Buonarroti
(1475-1564)
Desiderius
Erasmus
(1466-1537)

John Milton
(1608-1674)

Campanella ↓
Giacomo Leopardi
(1798-1837)
Mirabeau ↓
Marquis
Condorcet
(1743-1794)
Jeremy Bentham
(1748-1832)
Hans Orsted
(1777-1851)
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=178
=180
=175

=178
=180
=175

A Cattell 1000 (top 30); one of Nietzsche’s uberman (IQ=186+).

A Cattell 1000 (top 60); one of fabled "last persons to know
everything".

=177
=180
=173
=167

A GLAE candidate; one of fabled "last persons to know everything";
a Cattell 1000 (top 20); known for: Paradise Lost.

=185
=185
=185
=185

=180

=180

=180

Discovered that that electric currents create magnetic fields;
mentor to Ludwig Colding; supposedly shaped post-Kantian
philosophy.
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David Hume
(1711-1776)

William
Whewell
(1794-1866)

=180

Noted for his 1740 A Treatise of Human Nature and for his 1783
essay “On the Immortality of the Soul”, which argued that “it
appears difficult by the mere light of reason to prove the
immortality of the soul”; Immanuel Kant ’s (IQ=180) 1788 Critique
of Practical Reason and his categorical imperative, according to
Miguel Unamuno, are both criticism launching points off the two
latter works of Hume.

=180

Noted for his involvement in the 1833 Whewell-Coleridge debate,
with English romantic philosopher Samuel Coleridge (IQ=175),
revolving around the question of what exactly someone who works
‘in the real sciences’, as Coleridge had phrased it, should be called,
and what exactly are the real sciences, in the context of the tree of
knowledge; a result of which Whewell coined the term "scientist".

Arago

=180

Bailly

=180

Jacques Bossuet
(1627-1704)

=180
=177

Brougham

=180

Chattterton

=180

Fenelon

=180

Gibbon

=180

Victor Hugo
(1802-1885)

=180

Musset

=180

Peel

=180

Pope

=180

Tasso

=180

Joseph Scaliger
(1540-1609)

=180

↑ 180+
Antoine
Lavoisier
(1743-1794) ↑
Michael Faraday
(1791-1867) ↑

Herman
Boerhaave
(1668-1738) ↑

=170

=175
=170
=180

=165

Known for: electromagnetic induction, chemistry; largely selftaught through reading of books at a bindery he worked at as a
child; intellectual giant to Einstein.
Noted for: Boerhaave’s law, the volume expansion law precursor
to caloric theory; for comparing the force of affinity with “love, if
love be the desire for marriage” (1732); mentor to Andrew
Plummer, whose ideas on attractive and repulsive forces involved
in chemical affinity had influence on his successors William Cullen
and Joseph Black; and for his 1736 ball and ring experiments with
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Willem Gravesande (as reported by Voltaire (IQ=190), a study of
his during this time).
Lazare Carnot
(1753-1823) ↑

Joseph GayLussac
(1778-1850)

Benjamin
Franklin
(1706-1790)

=170

Founder of the Ecole Polytechnique; father to Sadi Carnot, initiator
of thermodynamics.

=175

Noted for his formulation of Charles law (volume-temperature gas
law) (1802), Gay-Lussac’s law (pressure-temperature gas law),
both precursors to the ideal gas law, and the law of combining
volumes (1808).

=173
=160
=185
=160

A Cattell 1000 (top 50); a so-called "last universal genius"
candidate.

Co-inventor, along with John Bardeen (IQ=) and Walter Brattain
(IQ=), of the transistor; all three received the 1956 Nobel Prize in
physics; at age 8 he scored IQ = 125 on the Stanford-Binet and 129
William Shockley
=150-175
at age 9; these early IQ scores frustrated him, and he would later
(1910-1989)
=125frequently joke about how he could win a Nobel Prize in physics,
129
but not qualify for Terman’s gifted study; see: Broken Genius: the
Rise and Fall of William Shockley, Creator of the Electronic Age
(2008).
Charles Darwin
(1809-1882) ↑

Justus Liebig
(1803-1873) ↓

Napoleon
Bonaparte
(1769-1821) ↑ ↑

Howard Hughes
(1905-1976)

Johann Herder
(1744-1803) ↑

Grigori Perelman
(1966-) ↑

=169
=165
=173
=160

=180

=163
=145
=180
=142

Known for: the theory of evolution (by natural selection); for his
warm pond model of the origin of life.

Top five chemists of history (according to James Partington); first
to publish Robert Mayer’s 1842 controversial mechanical
equivalent of heat paper (previously rejected elsewhere); his use
of vitalism (Animal Chemistry, 1842), which was quickly attacked
by the Helmholtz school, gives him a down grade.
A Cattell 1000 (top 10); One of Nietzsche’s uberman (IQ=186+);
was the first to systematically query all leading French scientists
about theory atheism beliefs (see: Pierre Laplace (IQ=190)); high
military IQ; Goethe and Napoleon were mutual devotees of each
other; read Goethe’s (IQ=230) Sorrows of Young Werther over six
times during his various campaigns; was on a philosophical bent
ascertain (or disprove) the theory or location of the soul in the
context of modern physical science.

=160-180 See: why is this site here and geniuses (milk section).

=165

Noted for his evolution theory of language; he was the person to
whom Goethe (IQ=230) wrote in 1784 that he had found
morphological evidence of human evolution (discovered the
human intermaxillary bone), of humans and lower animals being
related; a date which marks the start of evolution theory,
according to Darwin (IQ=175).
Upgrade for having turned down the Fields Medal; outside of
the mainstream mathematics community, who in 2006 solved
the Poincare conjecture, originally proposed in 1904 Henri
Poincaré (IQ=195), the most famous open problem in topology
(video ).
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Terence Tao
(1975-)

=220230
=211
=170-190

Elizabeth I
(1533-1603) ↓

Bill Gates
(1955-)

Warren Buffett
(1930-)

Wilhelm
Humboldt
(1767-1835)

=180

=173
160-180

Like Linus Pauling (IQ=180), started first company when he was a
teenager; quote (age 17): "I will be millionaire by age 30"; dropped
out of Harvard December 1774 (age 19) to, in his own words
“write really interesting software that lots of people would buy”
and left decisively at that moment because “we were afraid if we
waited, someone else would beat us” (GatesNotes.com) [28];
founded Microsoft (age 20); net worth of $101 billion (age 44);
high pure and applied entrepreneurial IQ in computer technology.
[18]

At age 16, had read at least one hundred books on business (see:
Buffett number); shortly thereafter, he entered the Wharton
School of Finance, wherein upon arrival he reported that ‘he knew
more than the professors’; on a return trip home, he was warned
not to neglect his studies, to which he replied insouciantly: ‘all I
need to do is open the book the night before and drink a big bottle
=170-185 of Pepsi-Cola and I’ll make 100’; born in the great depression, has
gone on to become the world's leading financial mogul, wherein,
from 1965 to 2005 has produced an annual average return of
21.5%, a feat unsurpassed, becoming, along with Gates, one of the
world's top five wealthiest persons; quote: “you don’t need to be a
rocket scientist. Investing is not a game where the guy with the
160 IQ beats the guy with the 130 IQ.” [29]

=175

Dante

=175

Homer

=175

Picasso

=175

1st Ch'in Emperor

=175

Suli

=175
Robert Bunsen
(1811-1899)

Known for: mathematics, green–tao theorem; child prodigy;
Fields Medal age 31.

=175

Edmund Spenser
(1552-1559)

=175

J. Q. Adams

=175

Agassiz

=175

Bichat

=175

In 1797, in Jena, with his brother Alexander (IQ=185), Friedrich
Schiller (IQ=175), and Johann Goethe (IQ=230), the four discussed,
in Goethe's own words, “all of nature from the perspectives of
philosophy and science”.

Noted for his investigations, with Gustav Kirchhoff, of the emission
spectra of heated elements; the eponym of the Bunsen burner.
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Buggon

=175

Cardan

=175
Samuel
Coleridge
(1772-1834)

Georges Cuvier
(1769-1832)

=175

Noted for his involvement in the 1833 Whewell-Coleridge debate,
with English science historian William Whewell (IQ=180), revolving
around the question of what exactly someone who works ‘in the
real sciences’, as Coleridge had phrased it, should be called, and
what exactly are the real sciences, in the context of the tree of
knowledge; a result of which the term "scientist" was coined.

=175

A French zoologist, known as a brilliant champion of the machine
metaphor, who following Rene Descartes’ view, believed that all
species were like animated gears in a great machine—that were
fixed and forever unchanging; he, supposedly, is said to have been
able to recall in detail the contents all twenty-thousand volumes in
his library.

Ben Jonson
(1573-1637)

=175

Lamennais

=175

Thomas Macaulay
(1800-1859)

=175
=180

Robert Southey

=175

Thou

=175

Lope de Vega

=175

Friedrich Wolf

=175

Francis Crick
(1916-2004)

=173

Stephenson

=173

Aeschylus

=173

Euripides

=173

Lao-Tzu
(c.625-575BC)
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=173

Co-discoverer with James Watson (IQ=), in 1953, of the
structure of the DNA molecule.

Supposed author of Tao Te Ching, the book that founded of
Taoism ("Daoism"); possibly not a real person, but rather a
synthesis of mythologies and legends, similar to the way Jesus is a
re-write of Osiris mythology (Ra theology).

↑ 175+
Max Weber
(1864-1920) ↑

Thomas Hobbes
(1588-1679) ↑ ↑

=165

One of the first to incorporate Johann Goethe's (IQ=230) elective
affinities theory in sociology.

=165

A Cattell 1000 (top 70); his 1651 Leviathan, which draws analogies
between laws of mechanics and features of society, indirectly
advocated atheism and initiated the field of human physics (see:
HT pioneers).
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James Watt
(1736-1819) ↑

Niccolo
Machiavelli
(1469-1527) ↑

Adam Smith
(1723-1790)

Raphael
(1483-1520)

Julius Caesar
(I00-44BC)

Stephen Baccus
(1969-) ↑

Confucius
(551-479BC)

Norman Schwarzkopf
(1934-)
Martin Luther
(1483-1546)

John Calvin
(1509-1564)

81. Atterbury (IQ=170)
82. Bentley (IQ=170)
83. Calderon (IQ=170)
84. Canope (IQ=170)
85. Chalmers (IQ=170)
86. Chalmers (IQ=170)
87. Constant (IQ=170)
88. Fichte (IQ=170)
89. Handel (IQ=170)
90. Irving W. (IQ=170)
91. Kotzebue (IQ=170)

=165

Central steam engine developer; the main person behind the
industrial revolution; and a central figure in thermodynamics.

=165

A greatest philosopher ever; a Cattell 1000 (top 90); upgrade for
his "end justifies the means philosophy" (Machiavellian
philosophy), as detailed in his The Prince; his fox/lions typology of
human instincts is said to have influenced Vilfredo Pareto’s
circulation of elites theory; supposedly, first to advance the idea of
cyclic development of societies.

=170

An early HP pioneer, whose 1759 invisible hand theory and 1776
Wealth of Nations were said to have been inspired by Newtonian
mechanics.

=170
=170
=170

A Cattell 1000 (top 30).

=170

A Cattell 1000 (top 10); one of Nietzsche’s uberman (IQ=186+).

=190

His IQ was estimated by psychologist Aaron Stern (father of child
prodigy Edith Stern [IQ=203]), following an age 10 interview; BS
computer science, University of Miami; entered University of
Miami’s law school at 14, graduating at 16, making a name for
himself by successfully suing the State of New York for its age
restrictions on the bar exam after receiving a special waiver in
Florida; began practicing law at 17; MS computer science from
NYU age 18; made partner in a firm by 19; PhD in neuroscience age
29 at University of Miami; currently neurobiology professor at
Stanford Medical School.

=170

A Cattell 1000 (top 30).

=170

Noted gulf war general. [18]

=170
=157

Downgrade for describing Copernicus as “a fool wants to turn the
whole art of astronomy upside down.” [32]

=175
=165
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92. Longfellow (IQ=170)
94. Marat (IQ=170)
95. Metastasio (IQ=170)
96. Napier (IQ=170)
97. Penn (IQ=170)
98. Racine (IQ=170)
100. Renan (IQ=170)
101. Reuchlin (IQ=170)
102. Robespierre
(IQ=170)
104. Strauss (IQ=170)
105. Alfred Tennyson
(IQ=170)
106. Turgot (IQ=170)
107. Velasquez (IQ=170)
108. Vergniaud (IQ=170)
109. Wagner (IQ=170)

↑ 170+
Michel
Montaigne
(1533-1592)

Carl Linnaeus
(1707-1778) ↑

Steve Jobs
(1955-2011)

Jons Berzelius
(1779-1848) ↑

Denis Diderot
(1713-1784)

Sofia
Kovalevskaya
(1850-1891)
Charles Dickens
(1812-1870)

Joseph Priestley
(1733-1804)

Ludwig
Beethoven
(1770-1827)

=165

=165

Noted for his 1753 binomial nomenclature classification of species
scheme; for his 1758 centigrade thermometer work; upgrade for
being a mentor to Torbern Bergman, who used the scheme in his
1775 physical chemistry textbook; and upgrade for being a great
influence to Johann Goethe in his early 1780s botanical studies in
search of his moving order metamorphosis of form theory.

Co-founder of Apple (1976); initiator of the smart phone
revolution, via the development of the iPhone (2007); quote: “In
=160
fourth grade, he had an IQ of 160” “The IQ of Steve Jobs” (2011);
=155-170 high entrepreneurial IQ; see also: Steve Jobs : American Genius
(2012).
=160

Upgrade for his split affinities theory (influential to Goethe's
human elective affinity theory)

=165

Noted encyclopedist (Encyclopedie (1751-1772), co-written with
Jean d’Almbert (IQ=185)).

=170
=156

=165
=180
=150

=165

=165
=165
=165

Known for: classical music; met with Goethe.
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Ralph Emerson
(1803-1822) ↑

=155

Noted Goethean philosopher; quote: “In every work of genius, we
recognize our own rejected thoughts; they come back to us with a
certain alienated majesty.”

=200

His IQ estimate was super over-estimate, based on an age four
letter he wrote to his sister, that he could read any English book,
multiply, and knew the pence table; quote: “God alone knows how
[Terman] estimated Galton’s IQ as 200” (Peter Medawar)

=165

Noted philosopher; his 1807 Phenomenology of Mind employed
the concept of kraft (force).

=165

[Cattell=36] [GPhiE]; part of Newton’s circle; oft-classified as
dominant materialist alongside Thomas Hobbes; influential to the
Lausanne school of physical economics.

Marconi

=165

Competitor with Nikola Tesla (IQ=195) for the patent for radio
technology.

Wright

=165

Thomas Aquinas

=165

Francis Galton
(1822-1911) ↓↓

Georg Hegel
(1770-1831)

John Locke
(1632-1704)

William Herschel
(1738-1822)

Johann Bach
(1685-1750)

Joseph Lister
Benjamin Carson
(1951-)

=165

=165
=165
=165
=165
Raised by a illiterate single mother he would go on to become one
of the most celebrated neurosurgeons of the world; director of
pediatric neurosurgery of Johns Hopkins by 33; and in 1987, made
=140-170 medical history by being the first surgeon in the world to
successfully separate siamese twins (the Binder twins) conjoined
at the back of the head (link).

Wren

=165

Brunel

=165

Sun Tzu

=165

Sappho

=165

Walter Raleigh
(1552-1618)

=165

117. Addison (IQ=165)
118. Bayle (IQ=165)
119. Beaumarchais
(IQ=165)
120. Beza (IQ=165)
121. Bronte, C. (IQ=165)
122. Burnet (IQ=165)
123. Canning (IQ=165)
124. DeFoe (IQ=165)

Noted astronomer.
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125. Disraeli (IQ=165)
126. Fielding (IQ=165)
127. Fouche (IQ=165)
128. Guicciardini
(IQ=165)
129. Guizot (IQ=165)
130. Guizot (IQ=165)
131. Hastings (IQ=165)
137. Holberg, L. von
(IQ=165)
138. Jenner (IQ=165)
139. Johnson (IQ=165)
140. Law (IQ=165)
143. Mazzini (IQ=165)
144. Mendelssohn
(IQ=165)
147. Newman, J.H.
(IQ=165)
150. Robertson (IQ=165)
151. Sainte-Beuve
(IQ=165)
153. Scott (IQ=165)
154. Shaftesbury
(IQ=165)
155. Sheridan, R.B.
(IQ=165)
156. St. Simon (IQ=165)
160. Webster (IQ=165)
161. Winckelmann
(IQ=165)
162. Wordsworth
(IQ=165)
163. Zwingli (IQ=165)

↑ 165+
Robert Pirsig
(1928-)

=170
(age 9)

Downgrade (↓) for ratio IQ; upgrade (↑) for hmolscience quote
about motives and morals.

=160
Abraham Lincoln
(1809-1865)

Socrates
(c.469-399BC)

Thomas Wallace
(c.1937)

=150
=170
=147
=148

=160

A Cattell 1000 (top 40); high in wisdom, interpersonal intelligence,
leadership intelligence, and strong oratorical skills.

Quote: “the beginning of wisdom is the definition of terms”; one
of Nietzsche’s uberman prototypes (IQ=186+); objected to atomic
theory; leader of the Plato-Aristotle school of philosophy.

In his 2009 Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, he seems to have
been the first to apply or model the rise and fall of civilizations
using reaction mechanism formulations, the Gibbs equation, and
reaction coordinate diagrams—all using a purely physical
chemistry terminology and depiction, e.g. using the double dagger
=140-175 "‡" to indicate a molecular reactant species in an unstable
transition state, the double arrow "↔" to represent a reversible
reaction, and a one-way arrow "→" to represent an irreversible
reaction, a drop down arrow "↓" to represent ossification of a
society, etc.
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Carl Jung
(1875-1961)

Kim Ung-Yong
(1963-) ↓

Ada Lovelace
(1815-1852)

Christoph
Wieland
(1733-1813) ↓

Eric Weisstein
(1969-)

Salman Khan
(c.1975-)

Wolfgang
Mozart
(1756-1791)

Ayn Rand
(1905-1982)

Suleyman

=160

Known for: psychodynamics.

=150-175
=200
=210
Daughter of Lord Byron (IQ=180); from an early age, owing to her
mother’s idea that education would root out any insanity
associated with her father’s side, she was taught mathematics and
=145-165 science from some of the world’s leading scholars, including Mary
Somerville (IQ=170); wrote the world’s first computer program
(1842), an algorithm for calculating a sequence of Bernoulli (IQ=)
numbers with Charles Baggage’s (IQ=) analytical engine.

=170

Commented in a letter to German philologist and archeologist Karl
Böttiger, which he suggested should be "burned" after it is read,
that: “to all rational readers, the use of the chemical theory [in
Goethe’s Elective Affinities] is nonsense and childish fooling
around”; supposedly, objected owing to the "radicalness of its
Christianity" (Jul 16); in another letter, whose addressee, a
woman, is unknown, he stated: "I confess to you, my friend, that I
have read this truly terrifying work not without feeling or
concern."

Noted encyclopedist; since 1995 has written over 17,000+ articles
=135-165 on science and mathematics in his MathWorld (13,000+) and
ScienceWorld (4,000+) sites.
Noted video encyclopedist; BS mathematics, BS electrical
engineering, MS electrical engineering (MIT), MBA (Harvard
Business School); in 2004, starting from a tutoring request from his
cousin, Nadia, working from a small office in his home, via video
upload (using using Yahoo!'s Doodle notepad), founded Khan
Academy, from which he has personally produced over 2,600
=135-165
videos elucidating a wide spectrum of academic subjects, tending
=160
to focus on mathematics and the sciences; Bill Gates (IQ=175),
who funds his project, stated on him: "I'd say we've moved about
160 IQ points from the hedge fund category to the teaching-manypeople-in-a-leveraged-way category. It was a good day his wife let
him quit his job." (a hedge fund manager position he quit in 2009
to devoted more time to his project.

=163
=165
=160
Upgrade (↑) for her objec vism philosophy, a philosophy favored
by many in Mensa (IQ=132-148), as extolled in her The
Fountainhead (1943) and Atlas Shrugged (1957), supposedly favors
the forward acquisition of knowledge and is said to only “available
for a people with an IQ of 150 (or above)” (link); downgrade (↓)
=140-170 for her so-called proof of the existence of free will and possible
downgrade for her fierce criticisms of David Hume (IQ=180),
Immanuel Kant (IQ=180), and Friedrich Nietzsche (IQ=180) (link);
see also: her 1972 “Letter to Boris Spassky” (link) on Bobby Fischer
(IQ=?).
=160
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=160
Theodore
Kaczynski
(1942-) ↓

=167
(fifth grade)

Known as: the unibomber (downgrade). [8]

164. Alfieri (IQ=160)
165. Andrewes (IQ=160)
168. Bunyan (IQ=160)
169. Canova (IQ=160)
170. Channing (IQ=160)
171. Chateaubriand
(IQ=160)
172. Chesterfield
(IQ=160)
173. Claredon (IQ=160)
174. Clarke, S. (IQ=160)
176. Corneille (IQ=160)
177. Cowper (IQ=160)
178. Dryden (IQ=160)
179. Dupin (IQ=160)
181. Etienne (IQ=160)
182. Franklin, B. (IQ=160)
183. Gaskell, E.C.S.
(IQ=160)
184. Grimm, J.L. (IQ=160)
185. Grote (IQ=160)
186. Haydn (IQ=160)
187. Helvetius (IQ=160)
188. Hunter (IQ=160)
189. Jansen (IQ=160)
190. Jefferson (IQ=160)
191. Lamartine (IQ=160)
192. Lessing (IQ=160)
193. L'Hopital (IQ=160)
194. Madison (IQ=160)
195. Martineau, H.
(IQ=160)
196. Mazarin (IQ=160)
197. Moliere (IQ=160)
198. Richelieu (IQ=160)
199. Rubens (IQ=160)
200. Sand (IQ=160)
201. Schleiermacher
(IQ=160)
202. Sevigne (IQ=160)
203. Sumner, C. (IQ=160)
204. Thiers (IQ=160)
205. Wesley (IQ=160)

↑ 160+
Heinrich Heine
(1797-1856) ↓

Ludwig Tieck
(1773-1853) ↓

=165

Downgrade for going against Goethe and his elective affinities
theory; is said to have claimed that Goethe was a corrupter of
religion; that his Elective Affinties overturns "everything holy" and
is an attack against religion, morality, and the social forms.

=165

Downgrade for going against Goethe, calling his theory-containing
novella "torture affinities"; a fact that German writer and novelist
Bettina Brentano (1785-1859) let Goethe know.
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Maria
Montessori
(1870-1952)

=157

Vyasa

=156

Hannibal

=155

Honore Balzac
(1799-1850)

Miguel de
Cervantes
(1547-1616)

Jean de La
Fontaine
(1621-1695)
Simon Bolivar
(1783-1830)
Adams, J. (IQ=155)
Ait Weil Zade (IQ=155)
Baxter (IQ=155)
Beranger (IQ=155)
Bulwer (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Younter)
(IQ=155)
Cobden (IQ=155)
Danton (IQ=155)
Durer (IQ=155)
Fox, G. J. (IQ=155)
Fox, George (IQ=155)
Fulton, R. (IQ=155)
Gambetta, L.M. (IQ=155)
Hamilton, A. (IQ=155)
Hawthorne, N. (IQ=155)
Maintenon (IQ=155)
Miller, Hugh (IQ=155)
More (IQ=155)
Necker (IQ=155)
O’Connell (IQ=155)
Palestrina (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Elder) (IQ=155)
Prescott (IQ=155)
Savonarola (IQ=155)
Seward (IQ=155)
Swift (IQ=155)
Temple, W. (IQ=155)
Van Dyck (IQ=155)
Walpole (IQ=155)
Warburton (IQ=155)

Early child education reformer; eponym of Montessori education
method, the let the child follow their own following interests
educational approach.

=155

A GLAE candidate; noted, in literature chemistry, for his usage of
chemistry or chemical theory in literature, in some way or another,
such as, supposedly, in his 1834 Search for Absolute Truth.

=155

A GLAE candidate; his 1615 Don Quixote was ranked by the
Norwegian Book Club’s 2002 100 Best Books of All Time listing as
the “best literary work ever written”, based on 100 top ten lists,
submitted by a 100 writers, from 54 countries; a book notably read
by Albert Einstein (IQ=220) and his Olympia Academy group (see:
Filon-Pearson demon).

=155

His 29th fable quote: "Hippocrates in time arrived at the
conclusion that he had not sought whether the heart or the head
was the seat of either reason or sense in man and beast" is
inscribed at the base of the 1869 Democritus mediating on the
seat of the soul statue (Paris).

=155
=145
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Wilberforce (IQ=155)
Blake, H. (IQ=155)

↑ 155+
Jean-Jacques
Rousseau
(1712-1778)
Rembrandt
(1606-1669)

Joseph Leidy
(1823-1891)

Thorstein Veblen
(1857-1929)

=150
=150

Quote (Ernst Curtis): “The middle of the eighteenth century
witnessed the first powerful revolt against cultural tradition, which
is marked by Rousseau. This tradition was restarted by universal
genius Goethe. But it was restarted for the last time. Goethe had
not been succeeded by another universal genius.” [22]

=150
=155
=145
One of fabled "last persons to know everything" (although this
epitaph seems to more of an overzealous labeling of his
biographer American anatomist and biologist Leonard Warren,
=130-155 who was curious to know about this rather unknown University of
Pennsylvania biology-paleontology pioneer folk hero, pictured
above his office).
=130-155 One of fabled "last persons to know everything".

Alexander, F.M.

=150

Verdi

=150

Cezanne

=149

Graham

=148

Muhammad Ali

=147

Bright (IQ=150)
Burns (IQ=150)
Cobbett (IQ=150)
Franklin, J. (IQ=150)
Marmont (IQ=150)
Moore (IQ=150)
Murillo (IQ=150)
Nelson (IQ=150)
Soult (IQ=150)
Thackeray (IQ=150)
Wilkes (IQ=150)

↑ 150+
Megellan

=145
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Wellesley

=145

Nelson

=145

Titan

=145

Zizka

=145
Jay Gould
(1836-1892)

Ninth richest American in history; see: Dark Genius of Wall Street :
the Misunderstood Life of Jay Gould, King of the Robber Barons
(2006).

Alberoni (IQ=145)
Anderson, H. C. (IQ=145)
Blucher (IQ=145)
Garrison, W.L. (IQ=145)
Gluck (IQ=145)
Hogarth (IQ=145)
Jackson, A. (IQ=145)
Marlborough (IQ=145)
Meheme Ali (IQ=145)
Moreau (IQ=145)
Poussin (IQ=145)
Reynolds (IQ=145)
Rossini (IQ=145)
Sherman (IQ=145)

↑ 145+
Gutenberg
Sylvia Plath
(1932-1963)

George
Washington
(1789-1797)

Christopher Columbus
Charlie Chaplin
(1889-1977)

Bernadotte (IQ=140)
Clive (IQ=140)
Cortez (IQ=140)
Garibaldi (IQ=140)
Lee, R.E. (IQ=140)
Monk (IQ=140)
Vauban (IQ=140)

=140

=140+

Quote: “In her last three years of high school, the overachieving
Sylvia continued to outclass everyone (IQ test scores ranked her as
a genius).” [18]

=140
=140
=140
=135
=140

=140

A Cattell 1000 (top 20).

A Cattell 1000 (top 30).
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Discussion
The following is a representative quote giving
justification why Goethe—although already welljustified with a #1 Cox-Buzan IQ ranking—is ranked
first herein, namely he did something more difficult
that what Newton accomplished:
“Compared to physics, it seems fair to say that the
quantitative success of the economic sciences is
disappointing. Rockets fly to the moon, energy is
extracted from minute changes of atomic mass
without major havoc, global positioning satellites help
millions of people to find their way home. What is the
flagship achievement of economics, apart from its
recurrent inability to predict and avert crises, including
the current worldwide credit crunch? Why is this so?
Of course, modelling the madness of people is more
difficult than the motion of planets, as Newton once
said [c.1690]. But the goal here [see: social ideal gas
law] is to describe the behaviour of large populations,
for which statistical regularities should emerge, just as
the law of ideal gases emerge from the incredibly
chaotic motion of individual molecules.”
— Jean-Philippe Bouchard (2008), “Economics Needs a
Scientific Revolution”

Goethe, likewise, is ranked above Einstein, not only by
virtue of the fact that Goethe was most-dominate
author in Einstein’s personal library, and that he kept a
bust of Goethe in his study, but that whereas Einstein A playboy art style depiction of the "elective affinities problem",
famous proclaimed in exasperation (c.1928): “How on namely how to explain passions of existence in terms of
Bergman's 1775 chemical affinities theories (Goethe's day) or in
earth are you ever going to explain in terms of
terms of Gibbs' 1876 free energies (modern day).
chemistry and physics so important a biological
phenomenon as first love?”, Goethe made it the focus of his research program.

Genius IQ candidates
See: the genius IQ candidates page, candidates for possible inclusion in the future top 1000 geniuses listing, for
newly-added tentative genius candidates to possibly be added into the above Genius IQs rankings table.

Genius puzzles
Of significance, to quickly note a few salient points discerned from the above genius IQs table, firstly: every single
genius in the IQ=205+ range, namely Da Vinci (c.1508), Newton (1704), Goethe (1826), Maxwell (1871), and Einstein
(1908), by no coincidence, worked on the "blue sky problem", in some way or another, prior to and even after (in the
case of Einstein) its partial solution by Rudolf Clausius (IQ=205), in 1847, and final solution by John Strutt (IQ=190), in
1899.
The hardest intellectual genius puzzle of them all, however, is the "elective affinity problem": namely to explain
human passions and experience via the chemical affinities or free energies, such as depicted adjacent. The elective
affinities problem is the only puzzle common to the rare ceiling geniuses cited in the IQ=225+ range, namely:
● Goethe (1796) (IQCit=225; IQ=230), who called his solution to this problem his "greatest work" or "best book"
(1809), of all his 142+ collected works publications, in which he embedded a secret principle which he said was “true”
and which was “only production of greater extent” in which he was “conscious of having labored to set forth a
pervading idea”;
● Einstein (1920s-1933) (IQCit=225; IQ=220), who commented on the problem (see: Einstein on love), in a somewhat
irritated perplexment scribble note: “gravitation cannot be responsible for people falling in love” (1933) and
previously in query to geneticist Thomas Morgan: “how on earth are you ever going to explain in terms of chemistry
and physics so important a biological phenomenon as first love?” (1920s);
● Thims (1995) (IQCit=225+; IQ=190±), who was led into the problem, similar to Goethe, via a mixture of the "love
thought experiment" and the "reverse engineering puzzle";
● Hirata (2000) (IQCit=225; IQ=190±), who called his solution a "fun compilation of worthless applications of physics
and mathematics to relationships";
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Even the great child prodigy William Sidis (IQCit=250-300; IQ=195) attempted solution, in a round-about-way, via his
1920 theories on animate matter and entropy.

Einstein's circle
The following is a depiction of epicenter genius German-born physicist Albert Einstein (seated center front) and his
circle in 1927:

The iconic group photograph of the 1927 Solvay conference, in Brussels, Belgium, giving a well-imaged viewing of
Einstein's erudite intellectual circle: back row: Auguste Piccard, Emile Henriot, Paul Ehrenfest, Edouard Herzen,
Theophile de Donder, Erwin Schrödinger (IQ=190), Jules Verschaffelt, Wolfgang Pauli, Werner Heisenberg (IQ=180),
Ralph Fowler, Leon Brillouin; middle row: Peter Debye, Martin Knudsen, William Bragg, Hendrik Kramers, Paul
Dirac, Arthur Compton, Louis de Broglie, Max Born, Niels Bohr (IQ=185); front row: Irving Langmuir, Max Planck
(IQ=190), Marie Curie (IQ=185), Hendrik Lorentz—and at center front, Albert Einstein (IQ=220), intellectual
protégé of Goethe—seated next to Paul Langevin, Charles Guye, Charles Wilson, and Owen Richardson.

Goethe's circle
The following is a depiction of epicenter genius German polymath Johann Goethe (red jacket, standing center) and
his circle (see: Goethe's circle) in 1803:

A vivid depiction of Weimar, Germany, in 1803, drawn by German painter Otto Knille (1884), giving a well-imaged
viewing of Goethe's erudite intellectual circle: Johann Schlosser, Georg Hegel (IQ=165), Johann Fichte (IQ=170),
Jean Paul, Ludwig Tieck (IQ=165), Wilhelm Humboldt (IQ=175), Alexander Humboldt (IQ=185), Friedrich
Schleiermacher (IQ=160), Carl Gauss (IQ=195), who knew all of Goethe's poetry works, August Schlegel, Friedrich
Klinger (KUnger), Peter Cornelius, Heinrich Kleist, Johann Pestalozzi seated left red jacket hunched over, who
affixed Goethe with the title "prince of the mind", Barthold Niebuhr (IQ=185), Johann Herder (IQ=165), in whom in
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1784 Goethe first confided his discovery of evidence for human evolution from lower animals, Johann Gleim, Lorenz
Oken, Johann Voss, Johann Blumenbach, Friedrich Klopstock— and Goethe (1749-1832) (IQ=230)—the big dog,
standing at the center of attention—followed by Christoph Wieland (IQ=170), seated right front, who in 1810 called
Goethe's self-defined greatest theory "childish nonsense and fooling around", August Iffland—and last but not least
Friedrich Schiller (IQ=175)—Goethe’s closest intellectual friend—in whom, in 1796, he first confided his newlyforming human elective affinities theory—and a bench mark for the launching of the science of human chemistry
and in effect the seeds to the newly-forming overly-complex 21st century science of human chemical
thermodynamics (see: human free energy theorists).

Aristotle's circle
The following is a depiction of epicenter genius Greek physicist-philosopher Aristotle (#15) and his circle in circa
350BC:

A vivid depiction of the School in Athens, Greece, circa 350BC, drawn by Italian painter Raphael (1510) (IQ=170),
giving a well-imaged viewing of Aristotle's erudite intellectual circle: 1: Zeno of Citium 2: Epicurus 3: unknown 4:
Boethius or Anaximander or Empedocles? 5: Averroes 6: Pythagoras 7: Alcibiades or Alexander the Great (IQ=180)?
8: Antisthenes or Xenophon or Timon? 9: unknown or the Fornarina as a personification of Love or (Francesco
Maria della Rovere?) 10: Aeschines or Xenophon? 11: Parmenides? 12: Socrates (IQ=160) 13: Heraclitus
(Michelangelo (IQ=180)) 14: Plato (IQ=180) (Leonardo da Vinci (IQ=205)) 15: Aristotle (IQ=190) 16: Diogenes 17:
Plotinus (Donatello?) 18: Euclid (IQ=185) or Archimedes (IQ=190) with students (Bramante?) 19: Zoroaster 20:
Ptolemy? R: Apelles (Raphael) 21: Protogenes (Il Sodoma, Perugino, or Timoteo Viti).

IQ quotes
The following are related or relevant quotes about intelligence ratios:
“Children of 140 IQ waste half their time. Those above 170 IQ waste practically all their time in school.”
— Leta Hollingworth, author of Children Above 180 IQ (1942)
“People who talk about their IQ are losers.”
— Stephen Hawking (IQ=180), when asked what his IQ was (New York Times interview)
"I will advise parents in Hong Kong there's no need to know the IQ of your children. Just try to do your best to nurture
them and give them space to develop.”
— Tony Boedihardjo, father of March Boedihardjo (1998-), BS and MS mathematics, Hong Kong University (age 13)

Key
See main: IQ key

The following is a key to the icons and IQ subscripts used above:
Symbol

Key

IQSymbol

The following are the links to various
(Terman IQ),
(Cox IQ),
(Buzan IQ),
(CoxBuzan IQ),
(Ratio IQ),
(Deviation IQ),
(Mega Test IQ),
(Guinness Book IQ),
(Psychologist IQ),
(Other IQ: cited at IQ references, or per numbered reference),
(Guesstimate
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American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' original
circa 2007 personal folder listing collection of fifteen
IQ=200+ range geniuses, the precursor to the 430+
geniuses listed above (asterisk being Cox IQs).

IQ), e.g. estimated fit per extrapolation of established previously made Cox-Buzan IQ estimates,
(Stanford-Binet),
26),

(or AI IQ) (development to age 17),

(or AII IQ) (development from 17 to

(YouTube community "IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever" , video thumbs up rankings/votes),

(Esquire “Gεπ1us Tεst” IQ),
(Baez crackpot index score),
(comparison-to-person
with existing IQ estimate),
(Walberg et al IQ),
(Simonton IQ estimates). [31]
Won a Nobel Prize; two medals signifies two wins.
[

:#] Nominated for a Nobel Prize but did not win; number signifies number of times nominated.
Won a Fields Medal, the highest award in mathematics, for thinkers under the age of 40.

List curator
The following the shows IQ measurements, citations, and estimates of American electrochemical engineer,
thermodynamicist, hmolscientist, encyclopedist, Goethean philosopher, and paradigm change initiator Libb Thims,
the originator, curator, and current meta-analysis re-ranker of the above genius IQs listing—a list aiming to hit the
top 1000 geniuses of all time—a listing that owes it origin to field of human chemical thermodynamics (Thims’ home
turf), by virtue of the curious finding that IQ=225+ range thinkers are common or rather attracted to the subject: the
first two discovered, in 2007, being William Sidis and Johann Goethe, and later Christopher Hirata (in 2010), Thims
himself, by community vote (in 2012), then of course Einstein (in 2006) and his paradoxical views on the physics and
chemistry of love.
Historically, the above table originated in Thims' circa 2007 15-person personal folder collection of newly discovered
200+ range geniuses (with citations), scan of list shown adjacent. This was made into a first-draft 2008 online listing:
IQ: 200+ table (version 18). This list, being purely ranked at this point via highest IQ cited (no questions about method
of calculation), began to grow. At the point (version 300) when Adragon de Mello, with his age four IQ=400 citation
(calculated by father), was added to the list, it thereafter became completely nonsensical to rank purely via IQ
citation number, after which point meta-analysis reality-based up or down adjustments began to be implemented
(version 568).
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In 2009, the online list was made into a quickly-made 10-minute YouTube video entitled “IQ 200 | Smartest person
ever”, containing about 18-individuals, getting about 30,000 views. In 2010, the video was remade and reranked into
the format of better-quality 52-minute four-part video series, containing 37-individuals, was uploaded to YouTube,
having since attracted over 600,000+ views (Jun 2012). Commentary, feedback, suggestion, and debate from this
growing collection of videos and online listings resulted in this Genius IQs webpage (launched on 24 Oct 2011), which
is aiming to get to the top 500 geniuses mark.
IQ

Person

IQ estimates

Description

[
:1]
Library=1,250+
books; main
initiator of
modern human
chemical

thermodynamics—the subject defined, in 1910, by Henry Adams, after continuously
working on the subject for 37-years, as one requiring the “aid of another
Newton (IQ=215)”—the only science common to the queries of adulthood
IQ=225+ geniuses—a very rarified group, inclusive of: Johann Goethe (IQ=230),
William Sidis (IQ=195, 300), and Christopher Hirata (IQ=190, 225); adheres to a
Goethean philosophy, to the exclusion of all other philosophies (similar to Tesla
(IQ=195)); noted for discerning the “defunct theory of life” solution to existence
(2009); a theory also independently arrived at, in 1925, by Tesla (IQ=195); a
scientific revolutions—Goethean revolution—genius (IQAVG = 189); a considered-toLibb
be polymath (IQAVG = 189)—urged to apply for membership to Giga Society
=225+
(IQ=196+) by Mensa Society (IQ=132+) friend (c.2003); quote: “Thims’ edits are far
=210
and wide. Unless Physchem is an incredible polymath, I doubt he would be able
to pick up on all the BS a Thims-type editor introduces. That’s not knocking
Thims
=140-150
Physchem, I don’t think there is anyone who could deal with the range” (Keith
(c.1975-)
=135 Henson , 2007); quote: “I stumbled onto your website by accident but I have to
confess this might be one of the most stunning undiscovered intellectual
achievements of the 21st century. I have browsed through your wiki and I cannot
express how tragic it must be to a man in your position—to be a pioneering
thinker yet to be rejected by an uptight academic community with neither the
depth nor will to understand your unique work, defending their own turf like dogs. I
can only compare you to the many other pioneering heroes of science, Newton
(IQ=215), Einstein (IQ=220), Tesla (IQ=195), men (IQAVG = 210) who like you blazed
their own paths but were too victims of their own genius, only to be validated
years after their death. Perhaps one day historians will look back and have a
chuckle—that the pioneer of enthropology published by a vanity press in a book
resembling a third rate romance” (Steven Pierce, 2009); quote: “Thims: the great
oracle and developer of human thermodynamics—the philosophical revolution of
the 21st century. A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts
in human chemistry” (Mark Janes, 2011); quote: "I think the guy narrating this video
has the highest IQ [ever]" (shown above), 34 thumbs up votes in three weeks
(YouTube: "IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever" , 2012; vote rate: one thumbs up
every 175 views (1.6 days)).
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(b) Hollingworth, Leta S. (1942). Children Above 180 IQ: Stanford-Binet Origin and Development. Arno Press.
4. (a) In high school, Feynman’s IQ was determined to be 125.
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Genius rankings
In rankings, genius rankings refers to any one of a number of means of ranking or ordering geniuses per
classifications or methodologies, such as brightness (IQ), greatness, polymathy, and or influence, etc. A work-inprogress chronological ranked collection of listings of various top 20 greatest genius thinkers of all-time, are shown
below:

Lists
The following are a work-in-progress collection of rankings, by various means, of the world’s greatest minds, ordered
chronologically, with fictional names removed, each respective listing showing only the top 20 names: [1]
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Meta-analysis
The following shows the number of times a person shows up in the above 22 listings, three or more times—
hyperlinks shown below link specifically to mononymous, i.e. by a single name, articles, in contrast to full name linked
articles above:
Note: add Simmons (2000) and Ranker votes (2014).
● Newton (16) — Quote (exact): “I can calculate the movements of stars, but not the madness of men.” (1690)
● Goethe (12) — Quote (mindset): “I can calculate the madness of men, but not the movements of stars.” (1809)
● Aristotle (10) — Quote (view): “I can almost calculate the madness of men, and the movements of stars.” (322BC)
● Galileo (10)
● Da Vinci (9)
● Einstein (8)
● Leibniz (8)
● Plato (8)
● Shakespeare (8)
● Darwin (7)
● Descartes (6)
● Voltaire (5)
● Napoleon (5)
● Faraday (4)
● Archimedes (4)
● Socrates (4)
● Franklin (4)
● Maxwell (3)
● Tesla (3)
● Laplace (3)
● Kant (3)
● Caesar (3)
● Pascal (3)
● Michelangelo (3)
● Copernicus (3)
● Homer (3)
● Luther (3)
Those with two citations include: Gibbs, Clausius, Lewis, Bacon, Pythagoras, Euclid, Euler, Spinoza, Neumann, Gauss,
Marx, Hegel, Eliot [F], Curie [F], Mill, Milton, Melanchthon, Berkeley, Edison, Aquinas, Washington, Dickens, Grotius,
Sarpi, and Beethoven—the red ‘F’ signifying the only two double females in the list.

See also
● IQ ranking methodology
● Libb Thims (genius ranking)
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● 100 essential thinkers | Philip Stokes (Ѻ)

References
1. Removals: Jesus Christ (#1), Confucius (#2), and Buddha (#16), are three Aggregate non-existive religio-mythology
figures removed from the list, as they were not individual “people”, per se; the first and third, i.e. Jesus and Buddha,
being religio-mythology figures, derived largely as extensions from the Imhotep-constructed Heliopolis creation myth
theory, the second, i.e. Confucius, being largely a Chinese proverbs attributed aggregate figure, arguably non-existive,
similar to other mythological figures, such as: Abraham, Moses, Mohammed, Lao Tzu, etc. (Ѻ)
2. Human Accomplishment – Wikipedia.
3. Ten Smartest People in History – TheTopTens.com.

Genius studies
In science, genius studies is the study, often
times pursued as a subset of psychology, of
the phenomenon of great minds, specifically
those who beget new ideas, theories, art
works, literary masterpieces, abilities,
solutions, or inventions, etc., of extremely
bright quality.

Overview
A general reason for studying geniuses is
that following the process of reaction
synthesis (birth), during which one is
vicariously “thrown into the world”, as
Arthur Schopenhauer puts it, and
“confronted by it as a problem that demands
to be solved”, one immediately is confronted
by the problem of the nature of choice and A portion of American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' genius studies
correct and or incorrect reaction path, one
book collection of his 1,500+ book personal library.
might say—and in this regard, the mind of
established geniuses act as sort of “ping” through which sensory inputs have passed in and bounced out, thus each
genius mind acting as a sort of directional compass in respect to the way the universe operates, is moving, and or
reconfiguring.
The following, e.g., is a poster (Ѻ) for a 2012 exhibit of Leonardo da Vinci’s anatomical work, which subtitle segment:
“inside his mind”, which highlights a facet of genius studies, namely to get “inside” the mind of geniuses, to
understand their workings, nature, views, beliefs, and origins:

Said another way, geniuses tend to have a love of the truth to an extent more so than the average person; hence, it is
prudent, wise, or advisable to measure one's belief system against those of the great geniuses, in regards to truth.
Some notable scholars in genius studies include: Francis Galton (1869), James Cattell (1894), Lewis Terman (1916),
Catherine Cox (1926), Leta Hollingworth (c.1930), Tony Buzan (1994), Dean Simonton (1984-present), Libb Thims
(2006-present), among others.

Quotes
The following are relevant quotes:
“If one does not know what went on for the last three thousand years, he or she remains ignorant, merely surviving
from day-to-day; ignorant men raise questions that wise men answered a thousand years ago.”
— Goethe (c.1820), aggregate quote (Ѻ+Ѻ)
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See also
The following are related pages:
● American Presidents | ● Greatest chemist ever
IQ rankings
● Greatest engineer ever
● Greatest mathematician
● Another Newton
● Cattell 1000
ever
● Catch up effect
● Greatest literary author
● Certified genius
ever
● Cox IQ
● Greatest philosopher
● Cox-Buzan IQ
ever
● Buzan IQ
● Greatest physicist ever
● Early parental death ● Greatest
and genius
thermodynamicist ever
● Epicenter genius
● Guinness Book IQ
● Genius
● Hard science
● Genius IQs
● Hart 100
● Genius IQ candidates ● Hmolscience citation
● Genius rankings
ranking
● Glenn 20 greatest
● Humanities citation
minds
ranking

● IQ
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest
woman ever
● IQ: 200+
● IQ: 225+
● IQ history
● IQ key
● IQ tables
● IQ ranking methodology
● Last person to know
everything
● Last universal genius
● Magnitude geniuses
● Military geniuses
● Nobel Prize winners in
thermodynamics

● Poli cal geniuses
● Polymath | 50 greatest
polymaths
● Ratio IQ
● Scientific geniuses
● Smartest person ever
● Smartest person alive |
existive
● Stokes 100 essential thinkers
● Terman IQ
● Top 500 geniuses
● Two cultures genius | Two
cultures
● Universal genius
● Uber genius comparison
quotes
● Uberman
● Walking encyclopedia

External links
● Genetic Studies of Genius – Wikipedia.

Geniuses on
In genius studies, geniuses on, or "genius queries", refers to the subject of the deeper long-standing big questions or
queries of: meaning, morality, purpose, life (prelife, origin of life, and or afterlife), death (e.g. continuity), religion,
god, free will (e.g. choice), soul (spirit or karma), good and or evil (problem of evil, in particular), and or love (or hate),
vetted through the minds of ceiling geniuses, namely the leaders of the top 500 geniuses; the general subject matter
of which germane to specific geniuses shown listed below and on the citation rankings page.

List | Subjects
See main: Geniuses on the soul; Geniuses on free will; Geniuses on (add)

The following shows the query listing by subject matter:
Religion
Love
Soul
Pythagoras on
the soul (Ѻ)
Plato on the soul
(Ѻ)
Aristotle on the
soul
Descartes on the
soul
Spinoza on the
soul
Leibniz on the
soul
Newton on the
soul
Goethe on the
soul
Schopenhauer on
soul
Maxwell on the
soul (Ѻ)
Edison on the
soul
Einstein on the

Da Vinci on
religion
Voltaire on
religion
Goethe on
religion
Plato on love
Goethe on love
Einstein on
Einstein on love
religion
Feynman on
religion
Planck on religion
Thomson on
religion

Free will

Purpose

Goethe on free
will
Schopenhauer on Einstein on
free will
purpose
Einstein on free
will

Good and Evil

Leibniz on good
and evil
Voltaire on good
and evil
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soul
Freud on soul
Teilhard on soul
Heisenberg on
soul (Ѻ)
God
Pascal on god
Spinoza on god
Newton on god
Goethe on god
Einstein on god
Freud on god
Neumann on god
Dirac on god

Morality

Cicero on
morality
Goethe on
morality

Life

Leibniz on life
Goethe on life
Tesla on life

List | Geniuses
The following shows the query listing by geniuses:
Einstein
Newton
Goethe
Goethe on free
will
Goethe on god
Goethe on good
and evil
Goethe on love
Goethe on
purpose
Goethe on
religion
Goethe on the
soul

Einstein on free
will
Einstein on god
Einstein on good
and evil
Einstein on love
Einstein on
purpose
Einstein on
religion
Einstein on the
soul

Newton on god
Newton on
religion
Newton on the
soul

Maxwell

Maxwell on god
Maxwell on
religion
Maxwell on the
soul (Ѻ)

See also
● Modern queries

Georgi Gladyshev (biography)

Darwin

Darwin on god
Darwin on
religion

Other

Prigogine on god
Freud on religion
Joule on religion
Hawking on god
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The Georgi Gladyshev (biography) page contains the full biography and life
curriculum of Georgi Gladyshev includes work ranging from polymer chemistry, to
planetary interactions, to the thermodynamics of evolution. Gladyshev is a full
professor of physical chemistry and is the President and founder of the
International Academy of Creative Endeavors, Chief of the Laboratory of
thermodynamics and macrokinetics of non-equilibrium processes (1970-2005) and
Principal Researcher (2006- ) of N.N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics,
Russian Academy of Sciences, HT - Researcher of Institute of Human
Thermodynamics (USA) is the son of Pavel Gladyshev and Apollinariya Zaikova.

Overview
Gladyshev was born on 19 September 1936 in Alma-Ata, Kazakhstan, he graduated
the Chemistry Department of the State University in Alma-Ata in 1959 and received
the Degree of Candidate of Science (Ph.D.) in 1962 and a Doctorate Degree in
polymer chemistry in 1966. He became Professor of Physical Chemistry in 1969 and
in 1970 Chief of the Laboratory at the Institute of Chemical Physics of the USSR
(Russian) Academy of Sciences in Moscow. Since 1968 he has been a visiting
professor and Scientific adviser at several state universities, industrial plants, and
firms. In 1989 he was elected President of the Academy of Creative Endeavors of
the USSR (now - the International Academy of Creative Endeavors). In 1990 he
became the head of the Institute of Ecological Biophysical Chemistry (now – the
Institute of Physico–chemical Problems of Evolution of the International Academy
of Creative Endeavors).
He is the author of more than five hundred scientific articles, patents and ten
monographs in the fields of Physical Chemistry, Life Science and Polymer Chemistry. His latest monographs include
"Thermodynamics and Macrokinetics of Natural Hierarchical Processes" (Nauka, Moscow, 1988), "Ecological
Biophysical Chemistry" (Nauka, Moscow, 1989), “Thermodynamic theory of the evolution of living beings” (Nova
Science Pub., INC., N.Y., 1997), “Supramolecular thermodynamics is a key to understanding phenomenon of life.
What is life from a physical chemist’s viewpoint”, M., 2002; Second Edition - Moscow – Izevsk, 2003.
He has conducted research in the fields of polymer chemistry, physical chemistry, biology (chemical kinetics, the
physico-chemical mechanism of the formation of the planetary system, the mechanism of chirality formation, the
nature of ball lightning, biological evolution, aging and macrothermodynamics).

Education
He studied at the Chemistry Department of the State University in Alma-Ata where he engaged in experimental
research in various fields of physical chemistry under Professor, academician M.I. Usanovich. He explored the phase
diagrams for two-component systems, incorporating perchloric, sulphuric, nitric, acetic and chloroacetic acids. He
confirmed the existence of nitronium cation in the nitrating mixtures and established the existence of a number of
compounds of products of interacting inorganic acids. This was an excellent school for a physical chemistexperimenter.
As a post-graduate student at the Kazakh Academy of Science Institute of Chemistry under Professor,
academician S.R. Rafikov, he conducted research in the mechanism of the polymerization of vinyl monomers with the
aim of creating a new technological process in the manufacture of large blocks from organic glass. This research was
continued and resulted in the industrial introduction of an original technology in attaining organic blocks. To date the
efficiency of this technology has not been surpassed. The results of his research were summarized in the thesis of his
doctorate.

Post-graduate work
While working at the Institute of Chemistry in Alma-Ata he published two books, one of which (an advanced
textbook) is still used in laboratories as a practical manual - "The Polymerization of Vinyl Monomers" (Academy of
Science of the Kazakhstan SSR, Alma-Ata, 1964, 322 p.). Between 1968 and 1970 he worked at the Institute of
Chemistry of the Bashkiran Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Ufa (Ural). There together with his postgraduate students he carried out a number of researches in the field of immune adsorption, photochemistry, and
synthesis of new polymers.
At the Institute of Chemical Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Moscow, where he had been invited by
professors, academicians N.N. Semenov and N.M. Emanuel, he organized a small Laboratory of thermostable
polymers (1970) and since 1987 the Laboratory of thermodynamics and macrokinetics of non-equilibrium processes.
He was in charge of research in the field of the radical polymerization and stabilization of polymers. Some results of
the research are reflected in the monograph "Radical Polymerization at High Conversion" (Nauka, Moscow, 1974, 243
p., co-author, B.A. Popov) and a number of articles, for example Vysokomol. Soed., A18, No. 11, 2387-2394, 1976 and
J. Polymer Sci., Polymer Chem. Ed., 14, 1753-1759, 1976. In the course of an experiment conducted in the same
period, he discovered and explained the phenomenon of the periodic polymerization in the two-phase
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heterogeneous systems (Reports of USSR Academy of Sciences, 260, No. 6, 1394-1397, 1981). Beginning with 19681970, he carried out theoretical research pertaining to the fundamental problem of physical science.
In February 1977 he published a scientific paper presenting an original model of the formation of the Solar
System ("The Role of Physico-Chemical Processes in the Formation of the Planetary Systems", Institute of Chemical
Physics of the USSR Academy of Sciences, Chernogolovka, 28, February, 1977). Previously known models examined a
number of stages of the planetary systems formation are merely taking into consideration the physical effects,
including the magnetohydrodynamic phenomenon (H. Alfven, G. Arrhenius, and other). Professor Gladyshev's model
includes a new lengthy stage of evolution that is connected with the diffusion (mass transfer) of matter of protosun
into protonebulae. As a result of the chemical (physical – chemical) reactions of matter of the protosun and
protonebulae, new matter is formed which is condensed from a supersaturated (supercooling) state.
The well-known mechanism (known in chemistry as the spatially periodic condensation) permits explaining the
origin in the solar protonebula (as the planetary protonebulae) of ring structures, in accordance with the well-known
law of Titius-Bode (The Moon and the Planets, 18, 217-221, 1978; 19, 89-98, 1978; 25, 413-425, 1981, co-author, V. P.
Budtov). Professor Gladyshev's model allowed him to make a number of predictions that were subsequently
confirmed by Voyager-2. Moreover the model foresaw the existence of rings encircling Uranus before their
discovering in March 1977, also the rings of Neptune and other now known facts. A similar model was proposed also
for the condensation of matter in the comets' atmosphere, etc. ("Thermodynamics and Macrokinetics of Natural
Hierarchical Processes", Moscow, p. 288, 1988).
A theoretical study of the physical chemical processes (reactions) in deep Space permitted putting forward a new
conception of the possible origin of the optical activity of molecules. On Earth when there is no stereospecific
catalyst, it is impossible to give preference to left or right structures - the products of chemical reactions. This is
impeded by the thermal background whose energy determined by the magnitude kT (k - Boltzmann constant, T temperature) extends by far the energy of natural electric and magnetic fields which in principle are able to orientate
some responding molecules. In deep Space where there is only a background of relict radiation, and the intervals
between the collisions of molecules are enormous, they can orientate themselves in natural electric and magnetic
fields.
During the interaction of oriented molecules a substance can be formed containing more left than right isomers
or vice-versa. It stands to reason that this model describes the possible emergence of optical activity in separate parts
of the Universe (The Moon and Planets, 19, 89-98, 1978; Origins of Life, 10, 247-254, 1980, co-author, M.M.
Khasanov; J. Theor. Biol., 90, 191-198, 1981, co-author, M.M. Khasanov) . Another model of the emergence of
asymmetry in the bioworld is linked with the possible influence of Coriolis forces on the growth of living organisms.
The model has reliable substantiation, if it is assumed that the growth of biotissues of separate organisms may be
considered as a flow of some fluids (Ukrainian Polymer Journal, 1, No. 1, 55-62, 1992).
One of the models of ball lightning was made possible on the basis of the physico-chemical mechanisms.
According to the model the ball lightning feeds on direct electric currents in the atmosphere. In the flame zone of ball
lightning, atmospheric nitrogen is combustible. This endothermic reaction demands energy that is fed to it by
currents flowing between the areas carrying volumetric electric charges. This short but original article was published
in Reports of the USSR Academy of Sciences (24, No. 2, 341-344, 1983) and presented as a report at the International
symposium in Tokyo (“Science of Ball Lightning – Fire Ball”, Ed. Yoshi-Hiko Ohtsuki, World Scientific, Singapore, 1985,
pp. 242-253).

Biological macrothermodynamics
From 1975 through 2007 Professor Gladyshev was engaged in working on biological macrothermodynamics. On its
basis, he proposed the physical theory of origin of life, biological evolution and aging living beings. [1]
Macrothermodynamics studies on integral level complex heterogeneous chemical and biological systems, primarily
the open hierarchical systems, exchanging matter and energy with the environment. The methods of
macrothermodynamics are based on the foundation of classical thermodynamics and macrokinetics aimed in the
development of classical thermodynamic theory. The law of unidirectional series of relaxation times (life times) – the
law of temporal hierarchies has been formulated:
…<< t-m<< t-im << t-organelle<< t-cell<< t-org << t-pop << t-com< <… (eq. 1)
Here t – average lifetime of “free” molecules-metabolites (m);supramolecular (intermolecular) structures (im);
organelles (organelle); cells in the tissue (cell); organisms (org); populations (pop); communities (com). The law (1) is
a general law of nature.
If one were to examine for instance, the hierarchy of man’s - "community, population, organism, cell, organelle,
macromolecule, molecule", one would notice that in many cases molecules of metabolites in the bio-tissue “freely
exist” (live) on average minutes, macromolecules - many hours, organelles – many days. Cells, organisms,
populations, communities, live still longer. However, these structural types are not general for all bio-systems. For
instance, it is possible that certain cells (nerve cells, heart muscle cells in the adult organism) are not renewed
throughout the human life. These cells are, as if, not cells in the usual sense; in this case, t (cell) should be removed
from the series (1).
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A similar phenomenon is observed for the fruit fly: no cell in the adult fly body undergoes division. Likewise, the
proteins of the animal eye lens are almost never renewed. In this case, the lifetimes of these macromolecules do not
fit the series (1) either. The space hierarchy does not match the temporal hierarchy in the above examples. In such a
case, the corresponding lifetimes of the structures are as though involved in the next temporal hierarchy. If one has
no information about lifetimes of organelles, cells one can use the law (1) in form:
…<< t-m << t-im << t-organism <<t-pop<< t-com <<…
It is easily shown that the existence of series of the lifetimes allows us to pick out the summation of structures of one
hierarchy as a subsystem and to consider this subsystem as a quasi-closed system. In order to study such a system, it
is possible to use the methods of quasi-equilibrium hierarchical thermodynamics. For example, insofar as cells live for
a far shorter time than organisms, one may consider that the organisms’ (organ’s) medium for all practical purposes
does not change during the lifetime of many types of cells. This medium fulfills the role of a thermostat (in a broad
sense of this physical term) for the quasi-closed subsystem (system) of the organism – cells.
It is necessary to bear in mind that each species of living being (tissue, types of cell, types of organelle, etc.) is
characterized by its lifetime values of the elements of the different hierarchical structures. However, for all lower
level hierarchies of living systems, which is part of a higher level hierarchy (population, organism, cell, supramolecular
formation, and so on), series (1) usually is fulfilled. This law can be formulated in another way:
“Any living system of any temporal hierarchical level in a normal state has a thermostat - a surrounding medium that
is characterized by slightly changing average values of thermodynamic parameters.”
The main reason for this statement is connected with the phenomenon of metabolism and the exchange of mater of
different hierarchies. Lower level hierarchical structures are often reproduced in a medium of higher level
hierarchical structures during the lifetime of the latter. Thus, we have:
t-i << t-(i+1), (eg. 2)
where - average lifetime of structures of lower temporal hierarchical level, - average lifetime of structures of higher
temporal hierarchical level. The existence of law (1-2) allows us to use quasi-closed thermodynamic models to
investigate living systems. Although the "spectrums" of the lifetimes of each structural type is wide, nevertheless it is
possible to distinguish triads of relaxation lifetimes with strong inequality. The latter signifies that one can distinguish
the system under study and its thermostat (the environment with practically no changes in the significant
parameters). If this is achieved, it is possible to use with a certain degree of approximation the principles of classical
thermodynamics and macrokinetics in describing the evolution of the biological systems (which may be presented as
a series of successive processes of condensation whereby higher hierarchical structures arise from the lower
hierarchical structures).
Unlike non-equilibrium thermodynamics of systems far from the state of equilibrium, macrothermodynamics
explores systems close to the state of equilibrium; their conditions are determined by functions whose differentials
are total. Professor Gladyshev succeeded in substantiating that the mean specific values of the Gibbs function related
to a unit of volume or mass for intermolecular interactions, at the formation of supramolecular (supracellar) structure
of an j-th organism's tissue, has the tendency to a minimum.
This trend of to a minimum accounts for the accumulation in the biosystem of a substance with a chemically
high-energy capacity that leads to the growth of a specific chemical component of Gibbs function of bio-object in the
course of ontogenesis, phylogenesis and separate stages of evolution. This approach made it possible to substantiate
and experimentally prove the possibility of accumulating and transferring hereditary thermodynamic features in the
course of extensive periods of biological evolution (Herald of the Russian Academy of Sciences, 63, No. 3, p. 164,
1993; Encyclopedia of Chemistry, vol.4, 1995, Moscow).
The macrothermodynamic theory permits the spreading to the biological systems (quasi-closed systems) of all
hierarchies the principle of Le Chatelier-Braun on a quantitative basis. The latter is very promising for pharmacology,
therapy, gerontology, geriatrics, nutrition, physiology of sports; in particular it will make it possible to determine
man's physiological age, the optimal doses of medication, and the optimal work-out load during training sessions, etc.
The principle of substance stability was formulated. Recently the macrothermodynamic theory has spread to social
systems of human society that apparently resulted in building one of the prospective models in the economy
(Academy of Creative Endeavors, Moscow, p. 6, 1993).

Memberships and honors
Professor Gladyshev, H.E. is a member of many associations, societies and academies: Honorary Member of the
International Order of Merit - IOM; Member of IBA - Cambridge, England; Honorary Member of International Higher
Education Academy of Sciences - IHEAS, Moscow; Honorary Member of Russian Higher Education Academy of
Sciences; Honorary Member of Russian Academy of Fine Arts; Active member - academician of International Academy
of Sciences - IAS, Munich; Member (academician) of International Academy of Creative Endeavors; Member of
Academy of Human Pursuit, (USSR, Russia, 1991-1992); Member of Russian Academy of Physical (Natural) Sciences RAEN, Moscow; Member of Academy of Book’s Arts, Russia (1990); Member (academician) of A.M. Prokhorov
Engineering Science Academy of Russia; Member and Professor of Academy of Golden Deeds for Glory of Fatherland
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(25 Dec. 2007), Member of Geopolitical Academy of Russia (2006), Member and Professor of Academy of the
Academy of security, defense and monocracy, DP № 13611 (2007), Member of World Literary Academy, England;
Member of the International Royal Heritage Academy of the United Nations (New York, Paris, Monte Carlo, London,
etc); Member of the International Academy of Sciences, Education, Industry, & Arts (CA, the USA); Member of the
New York Academy of Sciences (to 2000); Member of Engineer-Technological Academy of the Chuvash Republic;
Member of the Amer. Chem. Soc., 1978; Member of the National Geographic Society, Washington, D.C.; Member of
the academic Advisory council for the Laboratory of Bio-organic-phosphorus chemistry (Tsinghua university, China);
International Member AAAS - USA, 1996 - 2001 and others.
He was one of the Editors of the "Journal of Biological Systems" to 2005 (World Scientific, An international
publisher, Singapore). Member of the Advisory Board of “the Ukrainian Polymer Journal”, 1991-1993; Journal
“Entropy” (the USA, SWITZ, to 2006), “Electronic Journal of Mathematical and Physical Sciences” (the USA) and so on.
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of Journal “The Summary of Technologies”, to 2004 (Russia). He is also the
recipient of many honors and awards, including the Willard Gibbs Gold Medal, the International Academy of Creative
Endeavors (1991, Gladyshev’s name was recommended by academician Nikolai Bogolubov); The "World Intellectual"
(1993, IBC); "The Twentieth Century Award for Achievement" (1992, IBC); "Grand Ambassador of Achievement" twenty-five years of outstanding personalities (1992, ABI); World Lifetime Achievement Award (USA -1993, 1995,
1996). He has been honored the International Order of Merit "Exellentia"(1994, without some payment); Gold Ivan
Pavlov's Pin of the International Academy of Science, Munich (1999); Order of Creation, International Academy of
Science, Russia Department, Moscow (2000); Silver medal of Irina Archipova Fund (No. 24, 2004); N. Sats gold medal
(2005); A.M. Prokhorov gold medal (2006); Medal “For services to the high school” (International higher education
academy of science, 2007); “Order of Peter the Great”, Height (National Committee of Premiums of Russia, 2007);
Gold star - the sign for noble deals (Academy of Golden Deeds for Glory of Fatherland, Order № 005, Dec. 25, 2007);
Order of Mikhail Lamonosov (National Committee of social - public premium), N 192,d 2007 ,and others. His name is
included into the list of very outstanding scientists of all times and nations
(http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/HT-history.html http://www.humanthermodynamics.com/HT-tree.html ).
In addition to his great interest in science, he enjoys music, mountaineering and travelling. He has one son,
Andrei, who was born in 1960, a daughter, Ekaterina, who was born in 1962, a grandson Ilya, who was born in 1984.
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Address: International Academy of Creative Endeavors, Moscow; N.N. Semenov Institute of Chemical Physics, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Kosygina 4, Moscow, 117977, Russia Tel.: 7-495-685-53-95 http://creatacad.org/?lng=eng
academy@creatacad.org (June, 02, 2010)

Gladyshev and Thims
In human thermodynamics, Georgi and Thims refers to the synergy
of ideas exchanged and developed between Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev and American chemical engineer Libb
Thims, beginning in 2005, on the nature of the use of Gibbsian
thermodynamics in the study of biological evolution and in human
society.

Overview
Of significant influence to Thims, was the work of Russian physical
chemist Georgi Gladyshev, with whom he first made contact with in
2005. [1] In particular, sometime between 2002 to 2004, during
which Thims began to undertake the project of writing a short book
on the subject of "human thermodynamics", Thims had come
A photo of Libb Thims and Georgi Gladyshev in
across a number of individuals who seemed to be using a similar
Chicago during their first meeting.
logic, in certain respects, to his own, including: Ilya Prigogine, John
Avery, Jing Chin, David Hwang, and Gladyshev, among others. In this group, Gladyshev seemed to be the closest
competion in that he was using a fully-rigorous Gibbs free energy based thermodynamic approach to the evolution of
life.
The exact link through which Thims became acquainted with the work of Gladyshev was a short two-page
(English) book review of Gladyshev's 1996 100-page (Russian) book Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Life
Forms by Russian physical chemist Yuri Lipatov that Thims had come across on May 10, 2004. [2] To cite an excellent
excerpt from this review:
“The author's thesis is that under the action of the sun's energy, substances which are thermodynamically stable in
the early conditions of the earth are transformed into various products of photosynthesis, those transforms being
regulated by thermodynamic principles. During this process, from the resulting products only those stable
suprastructures are selected which correspond to minimum states of the free energy of a biosystem. These structures
are formed into micro- and macrovolumes of the system.”
As the book was printed in Russian with only 100-copies, however, Thims abandoned his short-term efforts to find
the works of Gladyshev. By 2005, however, Thims had stumbled upon the 142-page 1997 English version of
Gladyshev's work among a other papers of his. Thims was very impressed and stimulated by Gladyshev's work,
particularly his use of a "thermostat" criterion to define evolving microvolumes within volumes in relation to
biospheric hierarchies, as well as his use of the integral value of the specific Gibbs function corresponding to the
formation of averaged local “evolved” conformation of aggregated supramolecular structures per unit volume, and in
particular his appendix section on "Differential Equations of Macrothermodynamics: Systems and Processes",
wherein he outlines the use of the the combined law of thermodynamics:

in complex hierarchic natural evolving systems. In this expression, T denotes temperature, S the entropy, U the
internal energy, p pressure, V volume, Xk any generalized force except pressure, xk any generalized coordinate except
volume, ηk chemical potential, mk the mass of the k-th substance, which can be replaced by the number of moles. [3]
Prior to this, Thims had never spent much time considering the effects and understanding of "volumes" or
"generalized forces" in relation to human molecules interacting in human thermodynamic systems. This new
perspective convinced him that a complete mastery of Gibbs On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances would
be essential to the necessary development of a rigorous differential form of human thermodynamics.
In 2005, Thims contacted Gladyshev via email and over the next two-years, on a weekly basis, they exchanged
ideas and built theory together. Gladyshev twice flew out from Moscow to meet with Thims, once in June of 2006
and second time on December 12 of 2007. This visits coincided with Gladyshev’s lectures at the 14th annual
International Anti-Aging Congress and Exposition in Chicago and at the 2007 Exposition in Las Vegas, wherein
Gladyshev’s anti-aging hierarchical thermodynamics and Thims’ human thermodynamics, human chemistry, and
human molecules were discussed. [4]
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Glenn 20 greatest minds
In genius rankings, Glenn 20 greatest minds refers to the 1996 listing of
the twenty greatest scientific geniuses made by Jim Glenn.

List
The following is Glenn’s list of twenty greatest scientific geniuses:
1. Aristotle
2. Archimedes
3. Galileo Galilei
4. William Harvey
5. Rene Descartes
6. Blaise Pascal
7. Isaac Newton
8. Carl Gauss
9. Michael Faraday
10. Charles Darwin
11. Evariste Galois
12. Gregor Mendel
13. Robert Koch
14. Ivan Pavlov
15. Albert Einstein
16. Werner Heisenberg
17. John Neumann
18. Alan Turing
19. Linus Pauling
20. Stephen Hawking

Jim Glenn's 1996 Scientific Genius, which
presents overviews of twenty great minds
from Aristotle to Hawking. [1]

Glenn
Jim Glenn (c.1945-) is a writer and editor of scientific, mathematical, and computer science publications, including:
The Complete Patents of Nikola Tesla (1994), Danger Signs: Colds and Coughs (1985), Win at Poker (1987), among
others (Ѻ); and seeming editor of Black’s Concise Atlas of Human Anatomy (2005). [1]
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Good Will Hunting (William Sidis)
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In film trivia, the 1997
Good Will Hunting was
based on the true life
story of IQ 225+ cited
Boston ‘Southie’ William
Sidis (1898-1944) a
Harvard-trained, MITworking, war-protesting,
officer-assaulting, FBIfollowed (film: CIA
recruited), asyluminmate, child prodigy,
lawyer-mathematicianphysicist, who fell in
love with a girl he met in
jail (film: girl he called
from jail), who was
released from jail on the
condition that he see a
psychologist.

Will Sidis

Harvard alumni Matt Damon and
comedian Robin Williams playing the
Overview
Sidis was a child prodigy roles of Boston prodigy Will Hunting
and MIT psychologist Sean Maguire.
who became a

Boris Sidis

model for

model for

(Will Hunting)

(Sean Maguire)

Boston prodigy William Sidis
(IQ=250-300) the role model
for Will Hunting: accepted to
MIT at age 8; Harvard
mathematics age 16, law
school age 17.
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Harvard psychologist Boris
Sidis, the role model for
Sean Maguire: was Will's
parole psychologist for one
year (1919) after his arrest
for assaulting an officer.

mathematicianastrophysicist-lawyer with an eidetic memory, who at age eight scored a hundred percent on the MIT entrance exam;
graduated from Harvard at age sixteen; was in Harvard law school by age seventeen; and at the age of twenty-one
was sentenced to 18-months jail time for assaulting an officer; but was release on bail on the condition that he see a
therapist, who happened to be his father, Harvard psychologist Boris Sidis.
In the film, the character Will Hunting was played by Harvard alumnus Matt Damon, who also co-wrote the script.
The first article on the similarities between the two was published the following year in Harvard Magazine, entitled
“Good Will Sidis”. [1] The following bullets summarize some of the main similarities:
● Sidis scored perfect on the MIT entrance exam at age 8.
● Both Hun ng and Sidis were Boston "Southies"; Sidis living his out his post-MIT life in a "small South End
apartment" (as did Hunting).
● In 1909, Sidis (age 11) he lectured to Harvard mathema cs professors (as did Hun ng); speciﬁcally on four
dimensions, to the Mathematics Club.
● On the subject of vector analysis, Sidis was said to have surpassed his professors (as did Hunting).
● In 1919 (age 21), a er spending two years in Harvard Law
School, Sidis defended himself in court, getting the charges
dropped (so to speak)
● In 1919 (age 21), Sidis was sentenced to eighteen months
jail—six months for rioting and a year for assaulting an
officer (for protesting on May Day).

Clip of the 1998 article "Good Will Sidis", first publication to
note the similarities between those of Sidis and Hunting. [1]

● Both Hunting and Sidis meet the love of their lives just
before going to jail (Hunting calls his love from jail; Sidis
meets his love in jail, a co-protester at the May Day
protests).
● Sidis appealed, and was released on ﬁve hundred dollars
bail under the condition that he spend a year seeing a
psychologist, a psychologist that happen to be his father,
Harvard psychologist Boris Sidis who puts Will in his private
asylum for one year of treatment, which Will, in retrospect,
described as "mental torture".

● Both Hun ng and Sidis worked at MIT labs, as a condi on of their parole.
● Both Hun ng and Sidis spent the remainder of their life working menial clerical jobs.
● Sidis ends up going out to California following is period of psychological probation, just as does Hunting at the end
of the movie, so "to see about a girl."
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● Both Sidis (age 20) and Damon (age 22) dropped out during their last semester of coursework at Harvard (Sidis
while in Harvard Law), while in good academic standing, for no apparent reason, failing to degree.

Matt Damon | Amy

Wallace

To note, there does not seem to exist an actual published
statement where Damon explicitly claims to have based
the story on Sidis. In a 2010 interview, Damon says that
the film started as a 40-page draft written in a playwriting class at Harvard of which a couple of pages
survived and made it into the film. [13]
This is weakly evidence by an anonymous 2007
Wikipedia talk page post by someone from Seattle
Washington who commented: [14]

Amy Wallace

“I knew Matt when they were writing this script and
remember that the central character was based on a
story that was circulating at the time about someone.”
whom the poster seems to recall as being someone from
Yale? The more than near two dozen coincidence
similarities between Sidis and Hunting, discussed herein,
Daniel Mahony
however, more than substantiate, beyond doubt, that
the film was based on the life of Sidis, at Harvard/MIT.
What most likely occurred is that, while a student at
Written by Amy
The Prodigy: a Biography of William
Harvard, during the years 1988-1992, Damon came
Wallace (1986) who
James Sidis, America's Greatest Child
built on the prior
across the infamous story of Harvard legend William Sidis Prodigy, the book on which the script
(1898-1944), who has famously been on the cover of the for the 1997 film Good Will Hunting is biographical research
(1976-79) of Daniel
New York Times over nineteen times for his intellectual
based.
Mahony.
abilities at MIT and Harvard, and in turn read the
recently published 1986 book The Prodigy by biographer
Amy Wallace. Wallace's book contains pictures (shown in this article), biographical depictions, and anecdotes of the
main characters in Sidis' life, which fit precisely those of the characters in the film.
Wallace's biography, in turn, is a continuation of the earlier 1976-79 biographical researches of American political
psychologist Dan Mahony, the legal official biographer of Sidis, who had been studying Sidis' writings and notes in
attempts to write a biography on both William Sidis and his father Boris Sidis. [2] Mahony is the curator of the 1999
site Sidis.net, a growing collected works, notes, and related writings of Sidis. [10] A scene by scene comparison of the
structure of the film clearly indicates that the script of the film came from Wallace’s book, as discussed further below.
[3]
Damon, having dropped out of Harvard, one year away from completing an English degree, was betting his
money on his acting/screenwriting ability, and would have thus been intuitively aware that a “based on true story”
movie would be less-marketable than an "original screenplay" film, of such a grand story as Sidis, albeit keeping the
script origin an inside secret.

Damon | 2013 interview
In a 2013, in a 15-year anniversary interview for Boston Magazine, Damon states that he started working on the
script during a 1992 playwriting class at Harvard, the culmination of which was to write a one-act play, which resulted
in a 40-some-odd-page document. Damon then moved to LA and began working on the expanding the script with Ben
Affleck, daily: “We would improvise and drink like six or twelve beers or whatever and record it with a tape recorder”,
as Affleck says. The script was finished in 1994, at which point Damon and Affleck approached their agent. The
shooting started on April 14, 1997, and was completed in just nine weeks. (Ѻ) The multi-cast and director interview,
to note, makes no mention of Sidis.

Film title
The first name, Will, no doubt, is modeled on Will (Sidis) or "Bill" as he was called by friends. The name "William", in
the naming of William James Sidis (1898-1944), was assigned in honor of American psychologist William James (18421910), mentor to Boris Sidis at Harvard, and the originator of the reserve energy theory, used in the accelerated
mental raising of the William Sidis.
The surname, ‘Hunting’, may have come from numerous reports of how Sidis parents spent their remaining life
‘hunting’ him down after he escaped from their asylum in 1921. In his Sidis' own retrospect words, “the parents
resorted, from time to time, to various efforts to track him down and to persuade his friends to turn him over” so to
get him back to the “old tortures”. [4]
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Physical abuse
The part in the film where the judge
states that he is aware that Hunting had
been through several foster homes,
experiencing severe physical abuse in
some, would likely again come from
Sidis published commentary on how he
was he was "railroaded" into an asylum
and afterwords moved from home to
home, in California and Boston. During
his year-long stay at the asylum, Sidis
commented in retrospect that he was
“kept under various kinds of mental
torture, verbally abused while sedated
with sleep medication, and threatened
Will Sidis intensely reading as a child Will Hunting reading a psychology book at to be transferred to a regular insane
asylum.” [4]
at about age 8 when he was about to
a rate of one page per second in his
graduated from high school and
passed the MIT entrance exam.

apartment while he works as a janitor at
MIT. [5]

Carmine beat Will up in
kindergarten

The part where Will gets revenge on a bully named Carmine Scarpaglia, who, according to Will, used to "beat the
**** out of him in kindergarten" was no doubt based on the incident in which Sidis, at age 16, after graduating from
Harvard with his undergraduate mathematics degree, had enrolled in the Harvard Graduate School of Arts and
Sciences and while walking home one day after school “a gang of Harvard boys took William outside and threatened
to beat him up”, after which Sidis was said to have only “confided his rage and humiliation to his five-year-old sister.”
[3] Owing to this incident, his parents convinced Sidis to leave Harvard graduate school and move to Rice University
in Houston to work as a mathematics professor with a stipend of $750 per annum, while he worked towards his
doctorate degree, so as to leave the “hostile environment of the Harvard campus.”
It is also known that in his sophomore year, owing to his very young age (age 12) as compared to his college
classmates (age 19), Sidis had roomed for a time in the Yard, but was teased so remorselessly that his parents moved
him to an apartment. [1]

Religion
One noted and significant inconsistency between the
film version and the real life version is that in the film
Hunting assaults the officer while prominently wearing a
gold Christian cross, whereas in real life, Sidis was a
confirmed atheist at age 6 and at age 21, while in court
for assaulting an officer, when asked if he believed in
god, he replied “No” and clarified that evolution was his
god; when pressed further about this he stated that he
did not believe in the “big boss of the Christians”, but
that he did believe in something “that is in a way apart
from a human being”. The probability of someone who
wears a gold cross replying no to belief in god while in
court is slim to none.

Skylar (left), in the racetrack scene, styles her hair (side part)
based on the photo of Martha (right) in the Wallace's book The
Prodigy.

Skylar | Martha Foley
Skylar (Minnie Driver)
Martha Foley (model for Skylar)
The photographs of the key people in Sidis' life are all
Hunting called her from jail.
Sidis met her in jail.
found in chapter ten of The Prodigy; two of these,
invariably, served as the function of the story to the
characters Skylar, Hunting's love interest, and Chuckie Sullivan, Hunting's best buddy. The character Skylar, played by
Minnie Driver, whom Hunting meets at a bar and who he later telephones while in jail is no doubt based on Sidis’ only
love interest, a 20-year-old Irish socialist Martha Foley (pictured adjacent), who Hunting (age 21) meets while in jail in
1919; both Foley and Sidis were among the 114 people arrested May 1st, for the May Day communist anti-war rally
protest. When Sidis died from a cerebral hemorrhage in 1944, he was still carrying Martha Foley's picture (although
she'd long since married someone else).
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Chuckie | Isaac Rabinowitz
Chuckie was most likely based on Sidis' life
long buddy Isaac Rabinowtiz, who was
well-aware that Sidis lived out the
reminder of his life working menial jobs,
thus doing little with his so-called mental
"lottery ticket", as expressed by Chuckie in
the film.

Morgan and Billy
Hunting's other friends in the movie,
Will Hunting and is life-long Morgan O'Mally (Casey Affleck) and Billy
William Sidis and life-long friend
friend Charles Sullivan
McBride (Cole Hauser) were most likely
Isaac Rabinowitz (1943), nicknamed "Rab"
(1997), nicknamed
based on Sidis’ college buddies, as
by Sidis
"Chuckie" by Hunting.
described in The Prodigy, who were said to
help him out from time to time and try to visit him while he was locked up.

Professor Lambeau | Professor comstock
As to the person behind the character MIT professor Gerald Lambeau, the character was based on MIT physics
professor Daniel Comstock, a noted Technicolor inventor, who was an MIT graduate himself (1904) and who in the
1910s was working on researching the relation between matter and electricity. [6] Comstock was well acquainted
with Sidis during his early Harvard years and is mentioned several times in The Prodigy. Early on Comstock
commented about Sidis that:

“Gauss is the only example in history, of all
prodigies, whom Sidis resembles.”
Sidis, at age 5, invented a base twelve logarithm
table; Gauss, at age 23, having previously taught
himself math and reading before age three (similar
to Sidis), famously calculated the trajectory for the
missing planetoid Ceres, in his head, using
logarithms, a calculation that puzzled many, being
that it would normally have taken multiple months if
not years, if done via the logarithmic look up
method. [12] After Sidis’ 1909 (age 11) lecture to the
Harvard Mathematical Society on "Four-Dimensional
Bodies", Comstock told reporters that the boy would
someday be the greatest mathematician of the
century. In 1918 (age 20), Sidis got his first job
working with Comstock at MIT who needed an
assistant in his laboratory, which at the time was
working on the development of a submarinedetection program. As Comstock explained to
William’s mother Sarah: [3]

Daniel Comstock

Gerald Lambeau

MIT professor who gave Will
Sidis his first job working at
MIT working on
“some advanced theoretical
problems”.

(Stellan Skarsgard)
MIT professor who gave Will
Hunting a job at MIT working on
"some advanced combinatorial
mathematics".

Comstock:

“I’m hiring Will for two reasons—I need a brilliant mind, and I hope to keep the boy out of jail for his
refusal to go to war.”
The film version:
Lambeau: “Well, if he doesn’t show up and I have to file a report saying he wasn’t here and he goes back to jail, it
won’t be on my conscience,
Sean.”
Lambeau: “What problems does he have, Sean, that he is better off as a janitor or in jail or hanging around with –”
Comstock, likewise, was said to have given Sidis “some advanced theoretical problems”, just as Lambeau was said to
have brought Hunting into his laboratory to work on “some advanced combinatorial mathematics”. In real life, to
note, Comstock did not tell Sidis of their military application (that the programming work he was doing was to be
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used to destroy submarines). In fact, when Sidis found out that the theoretical physics problems he was working on
had underlying military applications, he was said to be “extremely indignant” and resigned immediately. [3] This
incident was played out in the famous "club a baby seal" interview response (below).
To note, this biographical factoid about Sidis finding out the work he was doing was to be used to kill people, seems
to be the basis behind the story in the 1985 film Real Genius about how the supergenius Lazlo Hollyfeld "cracked"
severely when he found out the work he was doing and the problems he was solving were killing people.
NSA interview "club a baby seal" scene, which is based on
Sidis quitting MIT labs after finding out his work is to be
used for military purposes.

Club a baby seal scene

The part of Sidis resigning after finding out that his
programming work was to be used to destroy submarines,
discussed previously, was played out brilliantly during
Hunting’s interview with the national security agency (NSA) where after being asked “the question isn’t why should
you work for the NSA, the question is why shouldn’t you?”, Hunting responds with:
“Why shouldn’t I work for the NSA? That’s a tough one, but I’ll take a shot. Say I’m working at the NSA and somebody
puts a code on my desk. Something no one else can break. Maybe I take a shot at it, maybe I break it. I’m real happy
with myself because I did my job well. But maybe that code was the location of some rebel army in North Africa or
Middle East.
Once they have that location, they bomb the village where the rebels are hiding. Fifteen hundred people that I
never met, never had no problems with, get killed. Now the politicians are saying, ‘Send in the Marines to secure the
area’, ‘cause they don’t give a ****. It won’t be their kid over their getting’ shot, just like it wasn’t them when they
their number got called ‘cause they were off doing a tour in National Guard. It’ll be some kid from Southie over there
takin’ shrapnel in the ass.
He comes back to find that the plant he used to work at got exported to the country he got back from, and the
guy who put the shrapnel in his ass got his old job, ‘cause he’ll work for 15 cents a day and no bathroom breaks.
Meanwhile, he realizes the only reason he was over there in the first place was so that we could install a government
that would sell us oil at a good price.
Of course, the oil companies used a skirmish over there to scare up domestic oil prices. A cute little ancillary
benefit for them, but it ain’t helpin’ by buddy at 2.50 a gallon. They’re takin’ their sweet time bringin’ the oil back, for
course. Maybe they even took the liberty to hire an alcoholic skipper, who likes to drink martinis and ******’ play
slalom with the icebergs. It ain’t too long till he hits one, spills the oil…and kills all the sea life in the North Atlantic. So
now my buddy’s out of work, he can’t afford to drive, so he’s walkin’ to the ******’ job interviews…which sucks
because the shrapnel in his ass is givin’ him chronic hemorrhoids. Meanwhile, he’s starvin’, ‘cause every time he tries
to get a bit to eat, the only blue plate special he’s servin’ is North Atlantic scrod with Quaker State.
So what did I think? I’m holding out for somethin’ better. I figure, **** it. While I’m at it, why not just shoot my
buddy, take his job, give it to his sworn enemy, hike up gas prices, bomb a village, club a baby seal, hit the hash pip
and join the National Guard? I could be elected president.”
(add discussion)

FBI
In real life the FBI had tracked and monitored Sidis, believing him to be a dangerous radical; originally, during the
period WWI, Sidis was classified as 1-A for a time, but eventually reclassified as 4-F. In 1940, one of the bureau's
agents wrote two letters to Bureau chief J. Edgar Hoover, describing Sidis as the leader of the "Boston Metropolitan
Transfer Group", a group mistaken for a communist activities group, and went on to track various alias' of Sidis, such
as Parker Greene, wherein, supposedly, in The New Yorker, he is described as a "promising Red", for his earlier antidraft anti-war protesting activities.
In the film version, Damon and Affleck, in the original version of the script, were going to make Hunting become
a "G-man". Specifically, Affleck and Damon originally wrote the screenplay as a thriller: Young man in the rough-andtumble streets of South Boston, who possesses a superior intelligence, is targeted by the FBI to become a G-Man.
Castle Rock Entertainment president Rob Reiner later urged them to drop the thriller aspect of the story and to focus
the relationship between Will Hunting (Damon) and his psychologist (Robbin Williams). At Reiner's request, noted
screenwriter William Goldman read the script and further suggested that the film's climax ought to be Will's decision
to follow his girlfriend Skylar to California.

Chemistry
In the film, Hunting solves Skylar's chemistry homework on the proton structure for the Ebola virus; in real life, as
described in The Prodigy, Sidis would help Bill Rab (Isaac Rab's son) with his chemistry homework, when he visited the
house. In Bill Rab's own words "I was particularly stupid in chemistry. I had problems with it in school. But Bill's
[William Sidis] approach made it hold some scope. It helped me out a hell of a lot."
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Anatomy

In the film, Skylar explains that after Harvard she is going to Stanford Medical school, but is going to experiment on
Will first for her anatomy class; in real life, Sidis had passed
the Harvard Medical School anatomy exam at age six.

Bar scene

In the famous bar scene, which is one of the intellectual
peaks in the film, Hunting calls out Harvard graduate student
Clark on his plagiarism of quotes, by instantaneously citing
the page number, i.e. page 98, of the 1994 book Farmers &
Fisherman: Two Centuries of Work in Essex County,
Massachusetts, 1630-1850 by early America historian Daniel
Vickers: [9]

“Wood drastically underestimates the impact of
social distinctions predicated upon wealth, especially
inherited wealth. You got that from Vickers, Work in
Essex County, page 98, right?”

Daniel Vickers
(Clark is said to
plagiarize his views to
impress Skylar
at the Harvard bar) [11]

This quote, however, does not in reality exist on page 98 of Vickers' work, nor does Vickers cite Gordon Wood, but
may have been a bit of movie fiction. As Vickers commented on this scene in 2010: [11]
“Actually, I have no idea where "Wood 'drastically underestimates the impact of social distinctions predicated upon
wealth, especially inherited wealth.' You got that from Vickers, 'Work in Essex County,' page 98, right?" comes from.
On p. 98, I discuss the rise of the Massachusetts cod fishery in the 17th century, and nowhere in the book do I refer to
Gordon Wood; I don't think I even footnote him. Finally, although I have disagreements with Wood, they don't relate
much to inequality, let alone inequality based on inherited wealth. Other historians have taken him to task on this,
but not me. I think Matt Damon, who I have been told took history courses at Harvard, was writing this from memory
and confused both the book's title and its contents.”
The exchange between Hunting and Clark, however, as some have noted, may have been based on an obscure 1994
New York Review of Books article by American historian Gordon Wood that discussed Canadian historical geographer
James T. Lemon's writings; referring, it seems, also to a subsequent letter to the editor by Lemon rather than on
Wood's more well-known writings. Whatever the case, the famous dialog is played out as follows:

"Of course that's your contention.
You're a first year grad student.
You just got finished readin' some
Marxian historian -- Pete Garrison
"No, no...there's no problem here. I probably. You're gonna be
was just hoping you might give me convinced of that 'til next month
some insight into the evolution of when you get to James Lemon,
and then you're gonna be talkin'
the market economy in the
"Well, as a matter of fact, I won't, because
Southern colonies. My contention about how the economies of
Wood drastically underestimates the
Virginia and Pennsylvania were
is that prior to the Revolutionary
impact of --."
entrepreneurial and capitalist way
War, the economic modalities,
especially in the southern colonies, back in 1740. That's gonna last
could most aptly be characterized until next year - you're gonna be
in here regurgitating Gordon
as agrarian, pre-capitalist …"
Wood, talkin' about, you know,
the Pre-revolutionary utopia and
the capital-forming effects of
military mobilization."
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"Wood drastically -- Wood
'drastically underestimates the
impact of social distinctions
predicated upon wealth, especially
inherited wealth.' You got that
from Vickers, 'Work in Essex
County,' page 98, right? Yeah, I
read that too. Were you gonna
plagiarize the whole thing for us?
Do you have any thoughts of your
own on this matter? Or do you...is
that your thing? You come into a
bar. You read some obscure
passage and then pretend...you
pawn it off as your own idea just to
impress some girls and embarrass
my friend? See the sad thing about
a guy like you is in 50 years you're
gonna start doin' some thinkin' on
your own and you're gonna come
up with the fact that there are two
certainties in life. One: don't do
that. And two: You dropped a
hundred and fifty grand on a
f****n' education you coulda' got
for a dollar fifty in late charges at
the public library."

"eah, but I will have a degree. And
you'll be serving my kids fries at a
drive-through on our way to a
skiing trip."
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"Yeah, maybe. Yeah, but at least I won't
be unoriginal. But .... if you have a
problem with that ... we could just step
outside and we could figure it out."

Photographic memory
The famous bar scene, alludes to the idea that Hunting had the ability to recall volumes of memorized books down to
the page number, almost instantaneously. As to if William Sidis had this ability to recall quotes down to the page
number, is a matter of some debate, or in fact if anyone has this ability. Sidis, certainly was well-read and did seem to
have a photographic memory. At age six, to give a comparison example, he recited the first scene of the first act of
Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar “with full intelligence and expression”, supposedly taking the teacher’s breath away. In
later life, Sidis' ability to do crossword puzzles was legendary. Sidis, according to Bill Rab, could do the entire New
York Times crossword puzzle, in a matter of minutes, without ever writing anything down, but would do them in his
head:
“My father [Isaac Rab] would do it in ink, right off the bat. But Bill—Jesus! He would just look at the thing. He had a
photographic memory and didn’t have to write down too much. Maybe one letter instead of a word, sometime in the
middle so he wouldn’t lose his place, while he was doing the downs. But it was mostly done mentally.”
After Sidis finished a puzzle in his head, Isaac Rab would then quiz him "What have you got for thirty-six across?",
where after Sidis would explain from where he got the answer.

Other noted book memorizes
As it is difficult to find a reference stating that Sidis knew citations down to the page numbers, it is worth while to
note that others claim to be be able memorize 1,000s of books down to the comma:
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The ability is similar to the claims of Russian Naida Camukova (c. 1976-), with a supposed IQ=200,
who claims to read a book a day and have a photographic memory of over 3,000 books, where she
remembers every comma in each book, Camukova also, coincidently had a brain hemorrhage at age
23 (in coma for 20-days) similar to Sidis who died of a cerebral hemorrhage at age 46. Similar to
Sidis, Camukova, started talking age 1, learned to read and write at age 2; age 14 was enrolled in
both Moscow State University (history) and Daghestan State University (literature); began medical
school at age 9 (or 15); speaks seven languages; age 25 became professor of history and literature;
has published 25-books.
American mega-savant Kim Peek (19512009), person behind the 1988 film Rain
Main, who was born without a corpus
callosum (the bundle of nerves that
connects the two hemispheres of the
brain), may have had this ability. He
would read books, memorized them, and
then placed them upside down on the
shelf to show that he had finished reading
them, a practice he maintained. He can
read a book in about an hour, and
remember almost everything he had read,
and was thus able to memorizing vast
amounts of information in subjects
ranging from history and literature,
geography, and numbers to sports, music,
and dates.
His reading technique consisted of reading
the left page with his left eye and the
right page with his right eye and in this
way he could read two pages at a time
with a rate of about 8-10 seconds per
page. It is believed he could recall the
content of at least 12,000 books from
memory. On a side note, this ability is
similar to John Stuart Mill (IQ=200), who
“could write Greek with his left hand
while writing Latin with his right.”

Other trivia
● Damon was a neighbor of American Howard Zinn, author of the 1980 book A People’s History of the United States,
which as Hunting comments in the film “that book will knock you on your ass.”
● In the ﬁlm, Hun ng is compared to Indian mathema cian Srinivasa Ramanujan (IQ =190-210) (link).
● The Unabomber American mathema cian Theodore Kaczynski (IQ=170) is also men oned in the ﬁlm.

Other citations
● Doug Renselle (c.2000) reasons: “Amy describes incredible visits by Sidis and Sharfman to Paul Saunders' home.
Sharfman told Saunders that Sidis was the greatest brain in our USA. Sidis loved Saunders' library. He would browse
Saunders' 20 volume Golden Bough set with ease and almost as if he knew it all, in parallel, instantaneously. He knew
what material was on which page in Saunders' whole set! Sharfman brought to mind a recent movie, Good Will
Hunting, touched upon briefly in a Harvard link near this page's top.” (link)
● John H. Lienhard (1999) argues that Sidis was a likely model for Hunting, along with Evariste Galois (link).

Other claims
Other more doubtful claims as to origin of various that parts of Good Will Hunting include the following stories, which
are more likely simply coincidences:
(a) That Hunting was based on MIT janitor Walter Pitts. [7]
(b) That the parts where Hunting solves two famous unsolved problems he finds on the hallway chalkboard is based
on the 1939 story of Berkeley PhD mathematics student George Dantzig coming late for class, finding two famous
unsolved problems in statistics on the blackboard, and assuming they were homework problems. [8]
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(c) That Hunting was modeled on music prodigy Henry Cowell, whom IQ test originator Lewis Terman met in circa
1920 at Stanford University, who had been unschooled since the age of seven and at the time was working as a
janitor in a one-room schoolhouse not far from the Stanford campus. Cowell would sneak away from his job and play
the school piano. Terman was fascinated by him and tested his IQ to be at genius level of 140 (Malcolm Gladwell,
Outliers, 2008). This model, although an interesting similarity, is highly doubtful, being that as Hunting says when he
looks at piano keys, "all he sees is chopsticks".

10% myth
Sidis is also, by no coincidence, the very same person behind the now-famous ten percent myth, the idea that the
average person uses only ten percent of his or her brain; a myth based on American psychologist William James' 1890
"reserve energy theory", as used by his father, Harvard psychologist Boris Sidis (role model for Sean Maguire/Robin
Williams) to raise his son, from birth, in an extremely-accelerated rate.

Other films
Other movies to have been steeped in thermodynamics in basis, biography, or theory include: the 1973 film The
Exorcist, based in part on French religiosity philosopher Pierre Teilhard (the role model for character of Father
Merrin) and his Omega point theory, and the 2006 film The Celestine Prophecy, discusses how all relationships
function as means to get energy, via transformations, power, etc., a book based on the 1964 book The Games People
Play by Eric Berne, which in turn was based on the Freud's psychodynamic id-ego model to explain human
interactions as role play in a game.
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● Damon, Matt and Affleck, Ben. (1997). Good Will Hunting: a Screenplay. Miramax Books.
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External links

● Good Will Hunting – Wikipedia.

GR
In abbreviations, GR is the acronym for “genius rankings”, meta-analysis section, the number of which refers to metaanalysis genius ranking position in accumulative genius rankings. The term (GR:#), as of 2015, e.g. Goethe (GR:1), is
shorthand notation for the person's ranking position in the Top 500 geniuses rankings On some older, pre 2014
pages, the Isaac Newton page, to exemplify, the notation: (IQ:220|2) (GR:1) signifies that on the Genius IQs page,
Newton is ranked second with a real IQ (true IQ) of 220 and ranked first on the genius rankings page, according to
meta-analysis of 22+ genius ranking lists.

Other
The GR as genius rankings is not to be confused with, in literature thermodynamics, the GR acronym of Gravity’s
Rainbow, a work of Thomas Pynchon, who has a sort of cult following, who occasionally make statements such as:
“GR is our new Bible, and Pynchon’s a zany Moses in America.”

See also
● Genius studies

Greatest chemist ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest chemist ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending on ranking methodology,
some rankings of which are listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest thinker in the
field of chemistry of all time.

Partington rank stature
See main: Partington ranking

The top ten greatest chemists (by historical citation) according to English chemical thermodynamicist and renowned
chemistry historian James Partington’s 1937 A Short History of Chemistry, based on "name index" page citation count,
which is the shortened version of his large three-volume treatise (A History of Chemistry), are: [3]
1. Jacob Berzelius (52)
2. Justus Liebig (39)
3. Jean Dumas (38)
4. Robert Boyle (30)
5. Antoine Lavoisier (26)
6. Friedrich Kekule (22)
7. Joseph Priestley (23)
8. Henry Cavendish (21)
9. Carl Scheele (20)
10. Claude Berthollet (19)
11. Humphry Davy (17)
12. Joseph Gay-Lussac
13. Joseph Black (16)
14. Johann Helmont
15. Friedrich Wohler (16)
16. Edward Frankland (15)
17. Hermann Kolbe (15)
18. John Dalton (14)
19. August Laurent (13)
20. Thomas Thomson (13)
21. Robert Bunsen (12)
22. August Hofmann (12)
23. Robert Hooke (12)
24. Michael Faraday (11)
25. John Mayow (11)
26. Julius Meyer (10)
27. Amedeo Avogadro (10)
28. Richard Kirwan (10)
29. Adolf Baeyer (10)
30. Georg Stahl (9)
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31. Torbern Bergman (9)
32. Aristotle (9)
33. Fourcroy (9)
34. Hales (8)
35. Gmelin (8)
36. Avicenna (7)
37. Herman Boerhaave (7)
38. Werner (7)
39. Paracelsus (7)
40. Albertus Magnus (6)
41. Guyton Morveau (6)
42. Graham (6)
43. Johann Becher (6)
44. Isaac Newton (6)
45. Wilhelm Ostwald (6)
46. Cannizzaro (6)
47. Ernest Rutherford (6)
48. J.B. Richter (6)
49. Pasteur (6)
50. Marcellin Berthelot (5)
These are followed by others, including: Willard Gibbs (3), Geber (2), Johann Goethe (1), among others in the near 1-4
page range.

Nature Chemistry’s 2011 Twitter poll
In 2011, the editors of Nature Chemistry conducted a Twitter poll on the query “Who is the greatest chemist of alltime?”, the results of which (86 votes) are shown below (those receiving two or more votes):
1. Linus Pauling (16)
2. Dmitri Mendeleyev (11)
3. Antoine Lavoisier (7)
4. Marie Curie (6)
5. R.B. Woodward (4)
6. Michael Faraday (4)
7. Gilbert Lewis (3)
8. Amedeo Avogadro (2)
9. Fritz Haber (2)
10. Jābir ibn Hayyān (2)
11. August Kekulé (2)
12. Niels Bohr (2)
13. E. J. Corey (2)
Everyone else received one vote (in no particular order): Friedrich Wöhler (1), Alfred Werner (1), Henry Moseley (1),
Paul Walden (1), Robert Robinson (1), Ludwig Boltzmann (1), Jacobus Henricus van ’t Hoff (1), Robert Boyle (1),
Walther Nernst (1), Svante Arrhenius (1), Shigeru Terabe (1), James Joule (1), Victor Grignard (1), William Perkin (1),
Stanislao Cannizzaro (1), Wallace Carothers (1), Emil Fischer (1), Wilhelm Ostwald (1), Ryōji Noyori (1), Paracelsus (1),
Louis Pasteur (1), Humphry Davy (1).

Bracher’s top 5
In followup to Nature Chemistry’s poll, ChemBark blogger, Harvard-trained organic chemist Paul Bracher listed
opinion on the top 5 chemists ever: [1]
1. Linus Pauling
2. Gilbert Lewis
3. Willard Gibbs
4. Antoine Lavoisier
5. R.B. Woodward

IQ
The top 10 greatest chemists by IQ or intellectual rank are:
1. Willard Gibbs (IQ=200)
2. Gilbert Lewis (IQ=190)
3. Pierre Gassendi (IQ=190)
4. Robert Boyle (IQ=185)
5. Humphry Davy (IQ=185)
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

John Neumann (IQ=185)
Marie Curie (IQ=180)
Linus Pauling (IQ=180)
Antoine Lavoisier (IQ=175)
Michael Faraday (IQ=175)

In other words, these are the "big" intellects and deepest thinkers in in pure chemistry; Goethe (IQ=230) aside
(founder of human chemistry).

Meta-analysis
The most renowned of all chemistry historians is English chemist James Partington (JP), noted for his four-volume
treatise The History of Chemistry, totaling about 3,600-pages of information. This opus was condensed into 1937 A
Short History of Chemistry, which was revised and enlarged in 1957 to 415-pages in length. [3] This is the standard goto quick reference for historians of chemistry. Over the years, Partington collected a considerable library of works,
over 1500 books or items on the history of alchemy and chemistry which are preserved in the John Rylands Library in
Manchester. The number of pages to which any given chemist is referenced in Partington's Short History, gives what
is called a Partington rank as to the dominance of the influence of that individual in the historical development of
chemistry. The top ten greatest chemists according to JP, as mentioned abobe, are: Jacob Berzelius (52), Justus Liebig
(39), Jean Dumas (38), Robert Boyle (30), Antoine Lavoisier (26), Friedrich Kekule (22), Joseph Priestley (23), Henry
Cavendish (21), Carl Scheele (20), and Claude Berthollet (19), each number in brackets indicating page index count.
These big ten chemists are followed by Humphry Davy (17), Joseph Gay-Lussac (17), Joseph Black (16), Johann van
Helmont (16), Friedrich Wohler (16), Edward Frankland (15), Hermann Kolbe (15), John Dalton (14), August Laurent
(13), Thomas Thomson (13), Robert Bunsen (12), August Hofmann (12), Robert Hooke (12), Michael Faraday (11),
John Mayow (11), Julius Meyer (10), Amedeo Avogadro (10), Richard Kirwan (10), Adolf Baeyer (10), Georg Stahl (9),
Torbern Bergman (9), Aristotle (9), Fourcroy (9), Hales (8), Gmelin (8), Avicenna (7), Herman Boerhaave (7), Werner
(7), Paracelsus (7), Albertus Magnus (6), Guyton Morveau (6), Graham (6), Johann Becher (6), Isaac Newton (6),
Ostwald (6), Cannizzaro (6), Rutherford (6), J.B. Richter (6), Pasteur (6), Marcellin Berthelot (5), Willard Gibbs (3),
Geber (2), Johann Goethe (1), among others in the near 1-4 page range. These are shown in the following table,
numbers shown in the JP column, as discussed further below.
#

1.

Person

IQ

CC TB AG GK SC JP

Johann
(180Goethe
1
225)
(1749-1832)

Notability

In circa 1808 made the first human affinity table and
in 1809 founded the science of human chemistry with
the publication of his Elective Affinities, in which he
wrote out 36-human chemical reactions based on the
1
science of affinity chemistry (Newton, Geoffroy,
Cullen, Bergman, Berthollet, etc.), a publication
which, in his own words, he considered his 'best
book' or greatest work. [39]

2 131

On the basis of Boerhaave's law formulated caloric
theory; among numerous other feats, such as playing
a key role in the standardization of chemical
26
nomenclature; his 1787 textbook Elements of
Chemistry is generally considered to have marked the
inception of modern chemistry.

2.

Antoine
Lavoisier
(170) 77
(1743-1794)

2

3.

Jacob
Berzelius
(1779-1848)

5

4.

Justus
Liebig
(1803-1873)

Considered one of the foremost chemists of the first
half of the 19th century, doing a prodigious amount
39
of work in the fields of organic chemistry, agricultural
chemistry, and physiological chemistry.

5.

Jean Dumas
(1800-1884)

After 1840, Dumas and Liebig were said to have
38 “divided the authority which formerly belonged to
Berzelius”.

6.

Robert
Boyle
(160)
(1627-1691)

In 1658, built an air pump and began to
experimentally determine the gas laws, publishing
30
Boyle’s law in his 1660 treatise Spring of the Air; his
1661 booklet The Sceptical Chymist was a stepping

142

7

1

Noted for electrical affinity theory (1811), acid base
52 theory (1831), and catalysis theory (1835), among
others.
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stone away from alchemy to modern chemist,
considered by some to be the date of inception of
modern chemistry; formulated the first part of the
ideal gas law, i.e. Boyle's law (PV = k, at constant
temperature).
7.

8.

Joseph
Priestley
(1733-1794)

16

Friedrich
Kekule
(1829-1896)

23

1

In 1774, discovered oxygen, which he called
"dephlogistated air", and attempted to redefine the
23
old phlogiston theory in opposition to Lavosier's
newer caloric theory.

4

In 1857, conceived the idea of assigning certain
atoms to certain positions within the molecule,
connected via “affinity units”
(Verwandtschaftseinheiten), based largely on
22
evidence from chemical reactions; in 1865, famously
initiated the study of molecular structure when he
conceived of the ring structure of benzene while
dreaming about a snake biting its tale.

3

Was the first to determine the electrical conductivity
of salt solutions; rejected the material theory of heat;
experimentally proved the inverse square law; did
21
work on latent heat and specific heat, etc., etc. His
first publication was the 1766 On factitious Airs, on
the work of Black, Boyle, and others.

9.

Henry
Cavendish
(1731-1810)

10.

Carl Scheele
(1742-1786)

11.

Claude
Berthollet
(1748-1822)

19

12.

Humphry
(185) 18
Davy
(1778-1829)

In 1807, discovers that electricity transforms
chemicals when he uses Alessandro Volta's newly
17
invented electric pile (1800) to separate salts via
electrolysis.

13.

Joseph GayLussac
(1778-1850)

17

14

Joseph
Black (17281799)

Father of thermochemistry: In 1761, discovered
“latent heat”; invented the “ice calorimeter” in 1782;
16
student of chemical reaction diagram pioneer William
Cullen.

15.

Johann
Helmont
(1579-1644)

16

Founder of pneumatic chemistry; coined the term in
circa 1609 “gas”.

16.

Friedrich
Wohler
(1800-1882)

16

In 1828, synthesized urea thus initiating the field of
organic chemistry.

17.

Isaac
(1907
Newton
200)
(1643-1727)

A life-long passionate student of alchemy, who
6 seeded the chemical revolution with his "Query 31"
appended to his 1704 Opticks.

18.

William
Cullen
(1710-1790)

In 1757, pioneered the idea of the "chemical
1 equation" (AB + C → AC + B) based on Geoffroy's
affinity table.

19.

John Dalton
(1766-1844)

In 1770, made of number of chemical discoveries, e.g.
20 oxygen (before Priestley), chlorine (before Davy), as
published in his Chemical Treatise on Air and Fire.

10

15

9

248

6

7

4

2

14

Particularly noted for his 1799 theories on "split
affinities".

In 1802, formulated the second part of the ideal gas
law, Gay-Lussac's law (P = kT, at constant volume)

In 1803, he assigned an atomic weight of one to
hydrogen, and began determining molecular
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formulas, such as that the ratio of nitrous anhydride
was 2 to 3, giving N2O3.
20.

Dmitri
Mendeleyev
(1834-1907)

21.

Amedeo
Avogadro
(1776-1856)

22.

Rene
(17529 39 25
Descartes
180)
(1596-1650)

In 1625, developed the hood-and-eye model of
atomic bonding, whereby a bond was said to form
4 when the hook of one atom got caught in the eye of
another atom; this chemical bond theory was taught
up until 1917 (specifically to Linus Pauling).

23.

Etienne
Geoffroy
(1672-1731)

In 1718, during a translation in to French of Newton's
Opticks, translated Newton's verbal descriptions of
3 affinity preferences between various chemical into
the world's first affinity table, which launched the
chemical revolution.

24.

Torbern
Bergman
(1735-1784)

In his 1775 A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, he
pioneered the use the single letters (a, b, c, etc.,) and
adjacent letters (ab, ac, etc.) to represent single and
9 attached chemical species, respectively, and made
the world's biggest affinity table (50-rows, 59
columns) ever published and contains a fold-out page
of 64 affinity reaction diagrams.

25.

Paracelsus
(1493-1541)

In 1524, combined Aristotle’s c. 350 BC four element
theory with Geber’s c. 790 three principles, to derive
7
a sulphur theory of how wood burned; coining the
word gas; had theories on chemical affinity.

26.

Herman
Boerhaave (165)
(1668-1738)

Originator of Boerhaave's law (cited on the first page
of Lavoisier's treatise); his 1724 book Elements of
7
Chemistry, was the forerunner to Lavoisier's book of
the same title.

27.

Willard
Gibbs
(1839-1903)

In 1876, founded the science of chemical
thermodynamics; conceiving of a number of novel
3
applications, such as chemical potential, among
others.

28.

Linus
(160Pauling
170)
(1901-1994)

29.

Michael
Faraday
(180)
(1791-1867)

11

30.

Ernest
Rutherford
(1871-1937)

Noted for conceiving of the Rutherford model of the
6 atom, that of a tiny central nucleus surround by
electons.

31.

Marie Curie (180(1867-1934) 200)

32.

Albertus
Magnus
(1193-1280)

253

1

4

108

825 12

6

6 In 1869, formulated the periodic table of elements.

10

In 1937, wrote On the Nature of the Chemical Bond,
called the "bible" of the modern chemist; after being
taught Descartes 1625 "hook-and-eye" bonding
theory, while an undergraduate chemical engineering
student, in 1917, at Oregon State University.

25

11

6

One of the foremost alchemists of the 13th century;
one of the earliest theorists on affinity theory.
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33.

34.

Frederick
Sanger
(1918-)
Marie Curie
(1867-1934)
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14

11

Chemically extracted uranium from uranium ore,
noting that the residual material is more ‘active’ than
2 the extracted pure uranium, concluding that the ore
must contain new elements, which led to the
discovery of polonium and radium.

Building on this core ranked Partington group the table (under-construction) is an updated ranked "greatest chemists
of all-time" listing using chemists found in the American psychologist Catherine Cox (CC) 300 genius list (years: 14501850), the English accelerated learning expert Tony Buzan (TB) 100 geniuses (years: prior to 1994), Agnes Gottlieb
(AG) top 1,000 most influential people (years: 1,000 to 2,000), integrated together with South African born Canadian
chemical engineer and science historian Gavin Kanowitz’s (GK) 2009 ranked list of the top 40 chemists of all time,
along with the Science Channel's [SC] ranking of the top 13 greatest discoveries in chemistry, grouped by discoverer.
[4]
Goethe, of significance, will intentionally be placed first on this list, in spite of the fact that he has only one page
mention in Partington's History, who comments that German chemist Johann Dobereiner. Goethe is specifically
placed first in ranking owing to the fact that he has recently emerged as the founder of human chemistry, a relatively
new, albeit very advanced, branch of chemistry, extremely likely to be the dominant branch of chemistry in the years
to come. Only a few are aware of the density of Goethe’s work in chemistry, a fact barricaded by the extreme
difficulty involved in the pure understanding of the subject of chemical thermodynamics, which forms the basis of
Goethe’s work. One who seemed to have caught glimpse of what Goethe’s chemistry mindset was Belgian chemical
thermodynamicist Ilya Prigogine, Nobel Laureate in thermodynamics (1871), who commented, in his discussion of the
method by which Newton derived celestial mechanics from the universal theory of chemical affinity between all
atomic bodies of the universe, “we may recall the importance of the mediator in Goethe’s Elective Affinities, and
gives his opinion that “for what concerns chemistry, Goethe was not far from Newton”. [5] Similar to the view of
Prigogine, American chemical engineer Libb Thims, author of the first-ever textbook on Human Chemistry (2007),
considers Goethe to be, by far, the highest ranked chemist of all-time. [6]
We specifically place Lavoisier second (first in the Partington ordering scheme, versus fifth) owing to the fact that
his caloric theory is largely responsible for the inception of the science of thermodynamics, and hence chemical
thermodynamics (the grandest branch of chemistry); in addition to the fact that he accomplished so much in
chemistry in such a short time (he was guillotined at the age of 51 over tax conspiracy accusations).

See also
● Greatest physicist ever
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Greatest engineer ever

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius

● Genius IQs (top 1000 geniuses)
● IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever

References
1. Cantrill, Stuart. (2011). “The greatest chemist of all time?”, The Sceptical Chymist, Jan 07.
2. Greatest Chemists of All-Time (2011) – Blog.ChemBark.com.
3. Partington, James R. (1938). A Short History of Chemistry. MacMillan and Co, 1960.
4. (a) Cox, Catharine, M. (1926). Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred Geniuses (Genetic Studies of Genius Series).
Stanford Univ Press.
(b) Buzan, Tony and Keene, Raymond. (1994). Book of Genius. Stanley Paul.
(c) Gottlieb, Agnes, Gottlieb, Henry, Bowers, Barbara and Bowers, Brent. (1998). 1,000 Years, 1,000 People: Ranking
the Men and Women Who Shaped the Millennium. Kodansha America, Inc.
(d) Kanowitz, Gavin. (2009). “40 Greatest Chemists of All-Time”, WorldOReason.Blogspot.com. Mar 02.
(e) 13 Greatest Discoveries in Chemistry – Science Channel.
5. Prigogine, Ilya. (1984). Order Out of Chaos (pgs. 64, 319). Bantam Books.
6. (a) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume One), (preview). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.
(b) Thims, Libb. (2007). Human Chemistry (Volume Two), (preview), (Quote: "The founder of this new science [human
chemistry] is the German writer, scientist, and polymath Johann von Goethe", pg. 371; ch. 10: "Goethe's Affinities",
pgs. 371-422). Morrisville, NC: LuLu.

External links
● 40 Greatest Chemists of All-Time (2009) – WorldOfReason, Blogspot.com.
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Greatest engineer ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest engineer ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending on ranking methodology,
some rankings of which are listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest thinker in the
field of engineering of all time.

EngineeringDaily.net top ten
The following are the top ten most “remarkable engineers of all time” according to The Engineering Daily: [1]
1. Leonardo da Vinci
2. Thomas Edison
3. Henry Ford
4. Wilbur and Orville Wright
5. Hero (of Alexandria)
6. James Watt
7. Archimedes
8. Nikola Tesla
9. Nicolaus Otto
10. Alan Turing

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Greatest physicist

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius

● Genius IQs (top 1000 geniuses)
● IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever

External links
1. Top 10 remarkable engineers of all time – Engineering Daily.net.

Greatest fictional geniuses ever
In genius studies, greatest fictional geniuses ever refers to greatest fictional geniuses ever seen in print, folklore, and
or film.

List | Meta-analysis
The following is a work-in-progress ranking, by IQ, shown below in loose descending order of conceptualized intellect,
of the greatest fictional geniuses of all time, culled from various listings and sources, ranked generally per standard IQ
ranking methodology protocol, such as seen in the genius IQs table of non-fictional geniuses—many of which serving
as conceptual models for fictional geniuses, as indicated: [1]
Dr. John Faust (1587) | See: Faust; Faustian; Johann Faust
Hari Seldon (Foundation Series, 1942) | See: Isaac Asimov
Will Hunting (Good Will Hunting, 1997) | Allegedly based on William Sidis | See: Good Will Hunting (William Sidis)
Eddie Morra (Limitless, 2011) | Claimed to have a 4 digit IQ; called a “21st century Faust” (Ѻ)
Chris Knight (Real Genius, 1985)
Fred Tate (Little Man Tate, 1991)
Victor Frankenstein (Frankenstein: the Modern Prometheus, 1818) | See: laboratory produced life (Mary Shelley)
Dr. Hannibal Lecture (Silence of the Lambs, 1991)
Yoda (The Empire Strikes Back, 1980)
Seth Brundle (The Fly, 1986)
Dr. Manhattan (Watchman, 2009)
Max Cohen (Pi, 1998)
Mr. Spock (Star Trek, 1964)
Dr. Emmett Brown (Back to the Future, 1985)
Sherlock Holmes (A Study in Scarlet, 1887)
Jeremy Reed (Powder, 1995)
Dr. Stephen Falken (WarGames, 1983)
Jimmy Neutron (Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius, 2001)
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Dr. Alexander Hartdegen (The Time Machine, 2002)
Gandalf (The Hobbit, 1937)
Jamal Wallace (Finding Forrester, 2000)
Robert Llewellyn (Proof, 2005)
Anna Hart (Anna to the Infinite Power, 1982)
Nick Newell (The Kid with the 200 I.Q., 1983)
(add discussion)

Poll | Colloquial opinion
A Jun 2014 poll, conducted by American electrical engineer Libb Thims, who queried a number of people with the
question: “who do you think are the three greatest fictional people or characters of all time?”, found the following
results:
1. Sherlock Holmes | 5 votes
2. Dr. Gregory House | 5 votes
3. Bruce Wayne (Batman) | 3 votes
4. James Bond | 3 votes
5. Tony Stark (Iron Man) | 2 votes
6. Prof X (Charles Xavier) | 2 votes
other names mentioned included: Morpheus, Hannibal Lector, MacGyver, Spock.

Superhero geniuses
The following is a ranked listing of the 10 smartest superheroes according to a 2005 Business Week article by Joseph
Pisani: [2]
1. Reed Richards
2. Bruce Wayne | Semi-modeled on: Howard Hughes
3. Tony Stark | Semi-modeled on: Howard Hughes
4. Henry Pym (or Hank Pym)
5. Hank McCoy
6. Bruce Banner
7. Barbara Gordon
8. Peter Parker
9. Charles Xavier
10. Ray Plamer
One Marvel Answers discussion lists the following as the top four plus or minus: (Ѻ)
1. Tony Stark
2. Reed Richards
3. Bruce Banner
4. Hank Pym
(add discussion)

Other
● The 2006 ﬁlm The Genius Club, premised on a scientist with an IQ of over 200 who builds a bomb and threatens to
blow Washington DC up unless the President brings together all the people he can find with IQs over 200 to an
abandoned building in DC to play a game. The game consists of a Q & A with questions all relating to solving the
world's problems. The participants (which turns out to be seven geniuses with IQs over 200) are taken from their lives
on Christmas Eve and are put through the test and if they can amass 1,000 points before dawn the next morning,
they can walk and DC is safe. At times, the discussion is said to be reminiscent of university lectures, but as the
questions progressed to being more moral, the feel of the movie changes. The discussions, however, come off as
more like those of a randomly selected group of reasonably intelligent people, who end up discussing rather
mundane questions, such as why toner ink is so expensive, war, famine, etc., the culmination of which is an attempt
to arguably prove the existence of god, albeit a discussion that results to be the same old tired Rene Descartes and
C.S. Lewis arguments.

Books
● Pfeffer, Adam. (2011). The Genius with the 225 IQ. iUniverse.
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External links
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Greatest literary
author ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest literary author
ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending
on ranking methodology, some rankings of
which are listed below, that classify, list, or
describe someone as being the greatest author
of world literature of all time.

Quotes
The following are relevant and or representative
quotes:
“Charles LaPorte points out that Swinburne is
both continuing a tradition of Victorian
bardolatry with constructed Shakespeare as the
According to WorldCat Identities, the two biggest authors in world
‘greatest author ever’, while deliberately
invoking the idea of ‘one book’ which civilization literature, according to library books representation, are: William
cannot afford to lose, only to replace its familiar Shakespeare and Johann Goethe, respectively. [2]
referent, the Bible, with Shakespeare.”
— Travis DeCook (2011), “Apocalyptic Archives” (Ѻ)

“Goethe was raised to the rank of Shakespeare.”
— Henry Adams (IQ=195), The Education of Henry Adams (1907)

(add discussion)

WorldCat Identities
The following are the top 43 literary authors of all time according to 2011 WorldCat Identities library holdings
rankings, as culled from the top 100 identities (shown adjacent) of the worlds libraries, non-literary authors removed:
#

Person

IQ

Description

William
1.

2.

3.

Shakespeare
(1564-1616)

=190

Total: 72,727 works in 218,591 publications in 156 languages and 5,252,605
library holding.
Top: Hamlet (in 77 languages and held by 8,026 libraries worldwide).

Johann
Goethe
(1749-1832) =230

Total: 46,208 works in 115,053 publications in 97 languages and 937,127 library
holdings.
Top: Faust (in 69 languages and held by 5,993 libraries worldwide).

Charles
Dickens
(1812-1870) =165

Total: 17,987 works in 65,580 publications in 99 languages and 964,113 library
holding.
Top: Great Expectations (in 37 languages and held by 8,235 libraries worldwide).
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4.

Mark Twain
(1835-1910)

Total: 10,144 works in 32,424 publications in 85 languages and 922,432 library
holding.
Top: The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn (in 60 languages and held by 9,056
libraries worldwide).

5.

Henry
James
(1843-1916)

Total: 5,323 works in 16,327 publications in 48 languages and 661,944 library
holdings.
Top: The Portrait of a Lady (in 22 languages and held by 5,821 libraries
worldwide).

6.

John Milton
(1608-1674)

Total: 7,701 works in 25,201 publications in 58 languages and 655,700 library
holdings.
Top: Paradise Lost ( in 41 languages and held by 5,978 libraries worldwide ).

=180

7.

Geoffrey
Chaucer
(c.13431400)

Total: 6,519 works in 18,758 publications in 47 languages and 623,468 library
holding.
Top: The Canterbury Tales (in 36 languages and held by 7,354 libraries
worldwide).

8.

William
Faulkner
(1897-1962)

Total: 6,687 works in 14,323 publications in 58 languages and 569,066 library
holding.
Top: The Sound and Fury (in 35 languages and held by 6,085 libraries worldwide).

9.

10.

11.

12.

Jane Austen
(1775-1817)

Total: 3,522 works in 14,880 publications in 51 languages and 562,500 library
holding.
Top: Pride and Prejudice ( in 41 languages and held by 8,575 libraries worldwide).
Note: her Sense and Sensibility takes a ‘quietism’ approach to the problems of
skepticism and the reliability of sense perception, arguing that they arise only by
misconstruing ordinary language, not because there is anything genuinely wrong
with our empirical knowledge.

Dante
Alighieri
(1265-1321) =175

Total: 17,860 works in 43,787 publications in 83 languages and 550,811 library
holding.
Top: The Divine Comedy (in 64 languages and held by 7,072 libraries worldwide).

Ernest
Hemingway
(1899-1961)

Total: 5,764 works in 16,770 publications in 81 languages and 539,291 library
holding.
Top: The Old Man and the Sea (in 63 languages and held by 6,894 libraries
worldwide).

James
Joyce
(18821941)

Total: 5,403 works in 12,967 publications in 57 languages and 531,502 library
holding.
Top: A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man (in 37 languages and held by 6,168
libraries worldwide).
Note: Murray Gell-Mann (IQ=?), read his notoriously obscure masterpiece
Finnegan’s Wake, when he was ten (link), naming the "quark" after a passage in
the book.
Note: the term “metempsychosis”, the Greek term for the theory of the
transmigration of the soul, especially in its reincarnation after death, a doctrine
popular in the Eastern religious, namely Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, and
Druzism, wherein an individual incarnates from one body to another, either
human, animal, or plant, which has been used by Arthur Schopenhauer (IQ=185),
Kurt Godel (IQ=?), and in Ulysses, where it is associated with Friedrich Nietzsche
(IQ=180).

Agatha Christie
13.
(1890-1976)

Total: 6,989 works in 32,248 publications in 65 languages and 521,124 library
holding.
Top: And Then There Were None (in 36 languages and held by 4,409 libraries
worldwide).

Edgar Poe
14.
(1809-1849)

Total: 10,553 works in 24,502 publications in 73 languages and 508,183 library
holding.
Top: Tales of Mystery and Imagination (in 13 languages and held by 3,678
libraries worldwide).
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Homer
(c.800BC)

=175

Total: 14,430 works in 46,240 publications in 90 languages and 496,740 library
holdings.
Top: The Odyssey (in 68 languages and held by 8,406 libraries worldwide).
Total: 6,464 works in 13,907 publications in 43 languages and 465,402 library
holding.
Top: The Collected Poems of W.B. Yeats ( in English and Undetermined and held
by 3,109 libraries worldwide ).

William Yeats
16.
(1865-1939)

17.

Walt Whitman
(1819-1892)

Total: 6,920 works in 13,971 publications in 60 languages and 462,939 library
holding.
Top: Leaves of Grass ( in 42 languages and held by 6,543 libraries worldwide ).

18.

David Lawrence
(1885-1930)

Total: 5,786 works in 17,048 publications in 58 languages and 452,177 library
holding.

19.

Isaac Asimov
(1920-1992)

Total: 4,168 works in 11,590 publications in 51 languages and 447,995 library
holding.
Top: Foundation (in 22 languages and held by 4,395 libraries worldwide).

Thomas Hardy
20.
(1840-1928)

Total: 5,282 works in 15,875 publications in 54 languages and 441,209 library
holding.
Top: Tess of the d’Urbervilles (in 33 languages and held by 7,047 libraries
worldwide).

Clive Lewis
21.
(1898-1936)

Total: 2,986 works in 11,582 publications in 50 languages and 440,640 library
holding.
Top: The Lion, the Witch, and the Wardrobe ( in 37 languages and held by 6,610
libraries worldwide ).

Nathaniel
22. Hawthorne
(1804-1864)

Total: 4,748 works in 14,430 publications in 56 languages and 440,205 library
holding.
Top: The Scarlet Letter ( in 32 languages and held by 8,271 libraries worldwide ).

23.

24.

Virginia Woolf
(1882-1941)

Total: 4,267 works in 12,385 publications in 45 languages and 434,446 library
holding.

Leo Tolstoy
(1828-1910)

Total: 17,086 works in 42,014 publications in 115 languages and 424,069 library
holding.
Top: Anna Karenina (in 50 languages and held by 7,749 libraries worldwide).
Total: 5,840 works in 13,494 publications in 63 languages and 420,775 library
holding.
Top: Murder in the Cathedral (in 25 languages and held by 4,006 libraries
worldwide).

Thomas Eliot
25.
(1888-1965)
26.

Joseph Conrad
(1857-1924)

Total: 4,254 works in 14,760 publications in 46 languages and 439,188 library
holding.

27.

Robert Stevenson
(1850-1894)

Total: 6,601 works in 25,805 publications in 88 languages and 421,705 library
holding.
Top: Treasure Island (in 62 languages and held by 8,534 libraries worldwide).

28.

Bernard Shaw
(1856-1950)

Total: 10,885 works in 25,057 publications in 62 languages and 417,358 library
holding.

William
29. Wordsworth
(1770-1850)

=165

Total: 5,976 works in 13,205 publications in 32 languages and 407,344 library
holding.

30.

Fyodor Dostoyevsky
(1821-1881)

Total: 9,455 works in 25,680 publications in 73 languages and 403,097 library
holding.

31.

Herman Melville
(1819-1891)

Total: 4,337 works in 11,308 publications in 58 languages and 402,499 library
holding.
Top: Moby Dick (in 52 languages and held by 8,565 libraries worldwide ).

32.

Arthur Doyle
(1859-1930)

Total: 12,652 works in 31,496 publications in 91 languages and 402,162 library
holding.
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Top: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (in 42 languages and held by 6,447
libraries worldwide).
33.

34.

Voltaire
(1694-1778)
=195
Honore
Balzac
(1799-1850) =155

Total: 21,973 works in 52,487 publications in 73 languages and 344,468 library
holding.
Top: Candide (in 45 languages and held by 6,012 libraries worldwide).
Total: 9,758 works in 32,500 publications in 66 languages and 339,511 library
holding.
Top: Pere Goriot (in 35 languages and held by 5,149 libraries worldwide).

35.

Rudyard Kipling
(1865-1936)

Total: 6,416 works in 22,787 publications in 75 languages and 366,153 library
holdings.
Top: The Jungle Book (in 49 languages and held by 6,332 libraries worldwide).

36.

Walter Scott
(1771-1832)

Total: 17,286 works in 48,077 publications in 74 languages and 324,680 library
holding.
Top: Ivanhoe (in 50 languages and held by 6,820 libraries worldwide).

37.

Jacob Grimm
(1785-1863)

Total: 16,105 works in 36,241 publications in 114 languages and 324,307 library
holding.
Top: Grimm's Fairy Tales (in 41 languages and held by 6,397 libraries worldwide).

38.

Virgil
(70-15BC)

39.

=160

Total: 13,663 works in 39,929 publications in 61 languages and 313,005 library
holding.
Top: The Aeneid (in 45 languages and held by 6,435 libraries worldwide).

Friedrich
Schiller
(1759-1805) =185

Total: 14,096 works in 38,298 publications in 71 languages and 298,000 library
holdings.
Top: Wilhelm Tell (in 52 languages and held by 2,918 libraries worldwide).

40.

Cervantes Saavedra
(1547-1616)

Total: 7,569 works in 27,759 publications in 81 languages and 293,399 library
holding.
Top: Don Quixote ( in 75 languages and held by 7,632 libraries worldwide).

41.

Victor Hugo
(1802-1885)

Total: 9,922 works in 30,004 publications in 78 languages and 273,031 library
holdings
Total: 11,289 works in 25,193 publications in 103 languages and 249,204 library
holding.
Top: Eugene Onegin: a Novel in Verse (in 40 languages and held by 2,887 libraries
worldwide).

Alexander Pushkin
42.
(1799-1837)

43.

Molière
(1622-1673)

44.

Alexandre Dumas
(1802-1870)

=160

Total: 10,521 works in 32,452 publications in 88 languages and 244,282 library
holding.
Total: 10,047 works in 35,002 publications in 80 languages and 186,427 library
holding.

Of note, one name removed from the above listing is American literary critic Harold Bloom (1930-), who although not
technically a "literary writer", per se, has the following representation in world library holdings:
Total: 1,987 works in 7,092 publications in 26 languages and 800,829 library holding.
Top: F. Scott Fitzgerald (in English and held by 3,190 libraries worldwide).
and is also noted for his 2002 book Genius: a Mosaic of One Hundred Exemplary Creative Minds.

US Street poll | 2012
The following are the ranked results of a 2012 informal polling of 54 average Americans, in Chicago, who were asked
to provide three names of people who they considered to be the three greatest literary authors of all time (numbers
in brackets being vote count): [1]
1. William Shakespeare (18)
2. Ernest Hemingway (16)
3. Mark Twain (11)
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4. F. Scott Fitzgerald (9)
5. Charles Dickens (8)
6. Dr. Seuss (8)
7. Edgar Allen Poe (7)
8. J.K. Rollins (7)
9. Stephen King (6)
10. Jane Austin (4)
11. Walt Whitman (3)
12. William Faulkner (2)
13. John Milton (2)
14. Fyodor Dostoyevsky (2)
15. J.R.R. Tolkien (2)
16. J.D. Salinger (2)
17. Charlotte Bronte (2)
18. Ayn Rand (2)
19. Roald Dahl (2)
Other voted candidates, with one vote, in no particular order, are: Johann Goethe, Leo Tolstoy, Jean Auel, Janet
Evanovich, Barbara Kingsolver, James Joyce, Nikki Giovanni, Richard Wright, Robert Frost, Francis Fitzgerald, Agatha
Christie, John Keats, Margaret Mitchell, John Steinbeck, Joyce Carol Oats, Sherwood Anderson, John Dunn, John
Carpenter, Louis Carol, R.L. Stein, Daniel Steel, Dante, Nicholas Sparks, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Art Spiegelman, Karen
Abbott, Homer, Thomas Hardy, Stephen Chbosky, Oscar Wilde, Louisa May Alcott, Chaucer, Silvia Platt, Tony
Morrison, Kurt Vonnegut, C.S. Eliot, Julies Vern, Harper Lee, George R.R. Martin, Paulo Coelho, Moliere, Aesop,
Herman Melville, Octavio-Paz, Suzann Collins, Jack London, John Grisham, Harper Lee, and Ralph Emerson.

Discussion
One salient observation noticeable, between the two rankings, world ranking and US common opinion ranking, is that
although both listings have the common names of Shakespeare, Twain, and Dickens in the top, the number two
ranked world author "Goethe" is strikingly missing from the US cultural mind. In fact, the only reason Goethe found
his way into the US polling owes to the fact that Libb Thims, the poll data collector added in his three tentative votes
of Goethe, Tolstoy, and Mitchell, into the running. Most Americans have never even heard of Goethe let alone
pronounce his name correctly, for those few who do know him. American lawyer-author philosopher Daniel Spiro
comments on this as follows: [3]
"Words like 'great' and 'genius' could aptly be used for but a select number of artists–for Michelangelo or say
Shakespeare. In the United States, the works of these great artists have been incorporated into popular culture as the
epitome of visual and linguistic beauty. By contrast, on these shores, Goethe's works remain largely unread and rarely
discussed except among college students, most of whom develop a healthy dose of amnesia shortly after
graduation."
One possible explanation as to why this is so could possibly have something to do with a carry-over aversion to
anything German by Americans in the aftermath of WWI and WWII. The fact that American Ralph Waldo Emerson,
who rose to literary fame prior to WWI, was a Goethean philosopher, would seem to corroborate this possibility.
Whatever the case, it is indeed a puzzling paradox? The obliviousness of Americans to genius, literary, scientific, and
philosophical, of Goethe is so pronounced that, to exemplify, it took American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
eleven years and nearly 1,000-books to find Goethe, which he did in 2006, following a decade of search and research
for the person to have applied chemical thermodynamics reaction prediction methods to human chemical reactions
(see: Thims history), where prior to this he had absolutely no idea who this "Goethe" person was, but has since
amassed about a 30-book Goethe library collection surrounding his work, similar to Einstein who had a 52-volume
collected set of Goethe's work (along with a bust of him); or possibly similar to Nietzsche who stated that the "best
German book there is" was Johann Eckermann's Conversations with Goethe.

References
1. Thims, Libb. (2012). “Poll [N=54]: Who Are the Three Greatest Literary Authors of All Time?”, Institute of Human
Thermodynamics, Chicago.
2. WorldCat Identities – Home.
3. Spiro, Daniel. (c.2005). “Remember to Live! The Philosophy of Johann Wolfgang von Goethe”, talk delivered at the
Washington, D.C., Spinoza Society, Goethe-Institute.

Further reading
● Hubbard, Will and Carnevale, Alex. (2009). “The 100 Greatest Writers of All Time”, ThisRecording.com, Aug 03.
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● The 100 Best Books of All Time – Wikipedia.

Greatest mathematician ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest mathematician ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending on ranking
methodology, some rankings of which are listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest
thinker in the field of mathematics of all time; the work-in-progress ranking of which is shown below:
#

Person

Meta-analysis Ranking

Publication

1

Leonhard Euler
(1707-1783)

(4,4,4,4,1) (12%) (64283)

2.

Carl Gauss
(1777-1855)

(7,3,2,5,2) (10%) (50699)

3.

Isaac Newton
(1643-1727)

(1,1,1,0,10) (1%) (9199)

"On the Quadrature of Curves" (1706)

4.

Euclid
(c.340-280BC)

(6,6,3,0,5) (8%)

Elements (c.300BC)

(8,2,0,0,3) (10%)

The Method of Mechanical Theorems (c.250BC)

6.

Rene Descartes
(1596-1650)

(9,17,9,0,9) (2%)

"The Geometry" (1637)

7.

Joseph Lagrange
(1736-1813)

(3,8,0,0,6) (61065) (6%)

8.

Gottfried Leibniz
(1646-1716)

5.

9.

10.

11.

Archimedes
(287-212BC)

Henri Poincare
(1854-1912)

Pythagoras
(c.570-490BC)

Bernhard Riemann
(1826-1866)

"A New Method for Maxima and Minima, and Also for
Tangents, Which Stops at Neither Fractions nor
(2,10,0,0,7) (66592) (6%)
Irrational Quantities, and a Singular Type of Calculus for
These" (1686)
(90,7,6,0,20)

(0,29,0,1,8) (3%)

(38,5,7,0,21)
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12.

David Hilbert
(1862-1943)

13.

Girolamo Cardano
(1501-1576)
(10,91,11,3,0)

14.

Pierre Fermat
(1601-1665)

(17,12,0,0,13)

15.

Felix Klein
(1849-1925

(9,45,0,0,11)

16.

Georg Cantor
(1845-1918)

(0,25,13,6,30) (1)

17.

Évariste Galois
(1811-1832)

(84,14,8,0,23)

18.

Blaise Pascal
(1623-1662)

(19,35,10,0,41)

(0,9,5,0,24) (20414)

(add discussion)

Meta-analysis ranking
The adjacent box shows a combined meta-analysis summary ranking (combination of 5 different rankings below) of
the greatest mathematicians ever (known descendants listed as well), the numbers in brackets being the rank of each
mathematician of each ranking study (below), in chronological order. Meta-analysis ranking positions (a,b,c,d,e) come
from the following sources:
a. W.C. Eells (1962) | mathematics professor
(100 greatest list)
b. James Allen (1998) | mathematics historian
(180 greatest list)
c. Clifford Pickover (2001) | science historian
(10 greatest list)
d. Alex Bellos (2010) | mathematician
(10 greatest list)
e. Top 10 Lists (2012) | public vote
(64 choices)
The "percentage" is the percentage of votes from the 2012 The-Top-Tens.com’s listing of the “Greatest
Mathematician of All Time”, the ranking of this list shown by position five or "e" in the bracketed listing. The
hyperlinked number, shown next to some mathematicians, e.g. Hilbert (20,414), shows the number of descendents,
according to the data base at the mathematics genealogy project, a sixth factor taken into account in the meta
analysis ranking.

Eells’ 1962 rankings
See main: Eells 100 mathematicians

In the 1962 issue of Mathematics Teacher, American mathematician W.C. Eells’ published a listing of who he
considered to be 100 greatest mathematicians of all time: [1]
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1. Isaac Newton
2. Gottfried Leibniz
3. Joseph Lagrange (Euler
genealogy)
4. Leonhard Euler (Euler
genealogy)
5. Pierre Laplace
6. Euclid
7. Carl Gauss
8. Archimedes
9. Rene Descartes
10. Gerolamo Cardano
11. Adrien-Marie Legendre
12. Pitagora
13. Gaspard Monge
14. Jean D'Alembert
15. Agustin Cauchy
16. Joseph Fourier
17. Pierre Fermat
18. John Napier
19. Blaise Pascal
20. Apollonius
21. Leonardo Fibonacci
22. François Viete
23. Ptolemy
24. Christiaan Huygens
(Euler genealogy)
25. Regiomontanus

26. Diophantus
27. Colin Maclaurin
28. Jacob Bernoulli
(Bernoulli family)
29. Pappus
30. Bonaventura Cavalieri
31. Carl Jacobi
32. Johann Bernoulli
(Bernoulli family)
33. John Wallis
34. William Hamilton
35. Niccolò Tartaglia
36. Heron
37. Jean-Victor Poncelet
38. Bernhard Riemann
39. Siméon Poisson
40. Niels Abel
41. Michel Chasles
42. Luigi Cremona
43. Gilles Roberval
44. Roger Boscovich
45. Galileo Galilei
46. Alexis Clairaut
47. Johann Lambert
48. Isaac Barrow
49. Jacques Strum
50. Simon Stevin

51. Augustus de Morgan
52. Brook Taylor
53. Johannes Kepler
54. Daniel Bernoulli
(Bernoulli family)
55. Girard Desargues
56. Henri Briggs
57. James Sylvester
58. Lazare Carnot
59. Pierre Maupertuis
60. Charles Babbage
61. Charles Hermite
62. Thales
63. Henry Smith
64. Sofia Kovalevskay
65. Luca Pacioli
66. Hippocrates (of Chois)
67. Gerbert
68. Alfred Clebsch
69. Julius Plucker
70. Hermann Grassmann
71. Peter Dirichlet
72. Arthur Cayley
73. Muhammed alKhwārizmi
74. Roger Cotes
75. Abraham De Moivre
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76. George Boole
77. Karl Weierstrass
78. Sophus Lie
79. Nikolai Lobachevsky
80. Ahmes (the scribe)
81. Jean-Charles Borda
82. Eugenio Beltrami
83. Paolo Frisi
84. Évariste Galois
85. Evangelista Torricelli
86. Jean-Étienne Montucla
87. Otto Hesse
88. Jordanus de Nemore
89. Plato
90. Henri Poincare
91. Jakob Steiner
92. Edmond Halley
93. Andre Ampere
94. Guillaume L'Hospital
95. William Thomson
96. Boethius
97. Ehrenfried
Tschirnhausen
98. Bhaskara II
99. Eratosthenes
100. Zeno of Elea

Allen's 1998 ranking
In 1998, American computer programmer (turned mathematics history hobbyist) James Allen decided to practice his
HTML skills by making a listing of the top thirty greatest mathematicians listing. In his own words: [2]
“When I was first learning to create html pages, for some reason I chose to build a list of great mathematicians as a
practice page, even though I wasn't qualified to make such a list without a lot of advice. Since then I've invested a lot
of time reading mathematical histories and biographies and revising the page. I'm proud of it now: please read it!
(With 60 mini-biographies, the single page has now grown to over 100 kilobites).”
The page, as of 2012, has become Google search top result for "greatest mathematicians" and currently lists the 100
“Greatest Mathematicians of All Time”, ranked in approximate order of greatness, born before 1930, whose work has
breadth, depth, and historical importance (the numbers in brackets being the position in Eells' 1962 ranking): [3]
1. Isaac Newton (1)
2. Archimedes (8)
3. Carl Gauss (7)
4. Leonhard Euler (4)
(Euler genealogy)
5. Bernhard Riemann (38)
6. Euclid (6)
7. Henri Poincare (90)
8. Joseph Lagrange (3)
9. David Hilbert (0)
10. Gottfried Leibniz (2)
11. Alexandre
Grothendieck (0)
12. Pierre Fermat (17)
13. Niels Abel (40)
14. Évariste Galois (84)
15. John Neumann (0)
16. Karl Weierstrass (77)
17. Rene Descartes (9)

26. Muhammed alKhwārizmi (73)
27. Arthur Cayley (72)
28. Emma Noether (0)
29. Pythagoras (0)
30. Leonardo Fibonacci (21)
31. Kurt Gödel (0)
32. Aryabhata (0)
33. Charles Hermite (0)
34. Apollonius of Perga (0)
35. Blaise Pascal (19)
36. Pierre Laplace (5)
37. Richard Dedekind (0)
38. Diophantus (26)
39. William Hamilton (34)
40. Bháscara Áchárya (0)
41. Gaspard Monge (13)
42. George Boole (76)
43. Stefan Banach (0)

51. Jean-Victor Poncelet (37)
52. Archytas of Tarentum (0)
53. Jacob Bernoulli (28)
(Bernoulli family)
54.
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18. Carl Jacobi (31)
19. Srinivasa Ramanujan
(0)
20. Brahmagupta (0)
21. Augustin Cauchy (15)
22. Peter Dirichlet (71)
23. Hermann Weyl (0)
24. Eudoxus of Cnidus (0)
25. Georg Cantor (0)

44. Jean d'Alembert (14)
45. Felix Klein (0)
46. Ferdinand Eisenstein (0)
47. Jacques Hadamard (0)
48. Francois Viete (22)
49. Johannes Kepler (53)
50. Elie Cartan (0)

Pickover's 2001 ranking

Bellos 2010 top 10

In American science biographer Clifford Pickover's listing
in his 2001 Wonders of Numbers: Adventures in
Mathematics, Mind, and Meaning, in which he devotes a
chapter to "A Ranking of the 10 Most Influential
Mathematicians", based on, supposedly, surveys and
interviews with mathematicians (the numbers in the
brackets being the position in Eells' 1962 ranking and
Allen's 1998 ranking, respectively): [4]
1. Isaac Newton (1,1)
2. Carl Gauss (3,7)
3. Euclid (6,6)
4. Leonhard Euler (4,4)
5. David Hilbert (0,9)
6. Henri Poincare (90,7)
7. Bernhard Riemann (38,5)
8. Évariste Galois (84,14)
9. Rene Descartes (9,17)
10. Blaise Pascal (19,35)

The following is the 2010 listing of the “10 Best
Mathematicians” by Brazilian mathematician Alex Bellos
(author of the recent book Alex's Adventures in
Numberland), whose revolutionary discoveries are said
to have changed the world (the numbers in the brackets
being the position in Eells' 1962 ranking, Allen's 1998
ranking, and Pickover's 2001 ranking, respectively): [5]
1. Pythagoras (0,29,0)
2. Hypatia (0,~140,0)
3. Girolamo Cardano (10,91,11)
4. Leonhard Euler (4,4,4)
5. Carl Gauss (7,3,2)
6. Georg Cantor (0,25,13)
7. Paul Erdos (0,95,0)
8. John Conway (0,~140,0)
9. Grigori Perelman (0,~140,0)
10. Terrance Tao (0,0,0)

Runners-up Girolamo Cardano, Kurt Godel, Georg
Cantor, and John Napier.

The last three of which, to note, are still reactive (living)
and seem to be more of celebrity mathematicians, rather
than the "greatest" as history may show.

The-Top-Tens.com’s 2012 listing
The following is the 2012 current ranking (by percentage vote) of The-Top-Tens.com’s listing of the “Greatest
Mathematician of All Time”: [6]
1. Leonhard Euler (12%)
(4,4,4,4)
2. Carl Gauss (10%)
(7,3,2,5)
3. Archimedes (10%)
(8,2,0,0)
4. Aryabhatta (9%)
(0,32,0,0)
5. Euclid (8%) (6,6,3,0)
6. Joseph Lagrange (6%)
(3,8,0,0)
7. Gottfried Leibnitz (6%)
(2,10,0,0)
8. Pythagoras (3%)
(0,29,0,1)
9. Rene Decartes (2%)
(9,17,9,0)
10. Isaac Newton (1%)
(1,1,1,0)
11. Felix Klein (9,45,0,0)
12. Brahmagupta (0,20,0,0)
13. Pierre Fermat
(17,12,0,0)

26. Karl Weierstrass
27. Peter Dirichlet
28. Omar Al Khayyam
29. Jean Serre
30. Georg Cantor
(0,25,13,6)
31. Muhammad AlKhowarizmi
32. Sridhar Acharya
33. Johannes Kepler
(53,49,0,0)
34. Albert Einstein
35. Hippocrates
36. James Maxwell
37. Galileo Galilei
38. Jacob Steiner
39. Aristotle
40. Kurt Godel
41. Blaise Pascal
(19,35,10,0)
42. Abu Biruni
43. Christiaan Huygens
44. Liu Hui

51. Pafnuti Chebyshev
52. Charles Hermite
53. Richard Dedekind
54. George Boole
55. Andrey Kolmogorov
56. Jacob Bernoulli
57. Hipparchus
58. Alhazen
59. Godfey Hardy
60. Andrew Weil
61. Jean-Victor Poncelet
62. Jacques Hadamard
63. Francois Viate
64. Elie Cartan
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14. Alexandre
Grothendieck (0,11,0,0)
15. Augustin Cauchy
(15,21,0,0)
16. Apollonius
17. Pierre Laplace (5,36,0,0)
18. Niles Abel (40,13,0,0)
19. John Neumann
(0,15,0,0)
20. Henri Poincare
(90,7,6,0)
21. Bernhard Riemann
(38,5,7,0)
22. Bhascar Acharya
23. Évariste Galois
(84,14,8,0)
24. David Hilbert (0,9,5,0)
25. Srinivasa Ramanujan
(0,19,0,0)
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45. Nicolai Lobachevsky
46. Alex Clairaut
47. Jean Darboux
48. Panini
49. Johann Lambert
50. Hermann Minkowski

The numbers in the brackets being the position in Eells' 1962 ranking, Allen's 1998 ranking, Pickover's 2001 ranking,
Bellos's 2010 ranking, respectively.

Quotes
The following are notable and or relevant
quotes:
“Taking mathematics from the beginning
of the world to the time of Newton, what
he has done is much the better half.”
— Gottfried Leibniz, told to the Queen of
Prussia
A related greatest mathematician image made by Indian mathematician Vinod

“One of the properties inherent in
Sir. [7] Euler also gets extra ranking points for blowing out both his eyes in the
mathematics is that any real progress is
name of the proof; see: genius page (section: "physical and mental overaccompanied by the discovery and
stressing").
development of new methods and
simplifications of previous procedures … The unified character of mathematics lies in its very nature; indeed,
mathematics is the foundation of all exact natural sciences.”
— David Hilbert (date), Publication [8]

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest physicist ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest engineer ever

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius

● Genius IQs (top 1000 geniuses)
● IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever
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1. Eells, W.C. (1962). “100 Greatest Mathematicians of All Time” (link), Mathematics Teacher, 7(55).
2. James Dow Allen (about) – FabPedigree.com.
3. Allen, James Dow. (1998). “The Greatest Mathematicians of All Time”, FabPedigree.com.
4. Pickover, Clifford. (2001). Wonders of Numbers: Adventures in Mathematics, Mind, and Meaning (ch. 36: A Ranking
of the 10 Most Influential Mathematicians Who Ever Lived, pg. 78-82). Oxford University Press.
5. Bellos, Alex. (2010). “The 10 Best Mathematicians”, The Guardian, Apr 10.
6. Greatest Mathematician of All Time (2012) – The-Top-Tens.com.
7. Leonard Euler (banner) – StandardTutorials.com.\
8. Myint-U, TYn, and Debnath, Lokkenath. (2007). Linear Partial Differential Equations for Scientists and Engineers
(pdf) (pg. vii). Springer, 2011.
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External links

● Greatest mathematician of All Time (2009) – TheScienceForum.com.

Greatest philosopher ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest philosopher ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending on ranking
methodology, some rankings of which are listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest
thinker in the field of philosophy of all time.

Old-Wizard.com
The following is a 2008 top 10
greatest philosophes of all time
listing (with accompanying top 10
philosophical works of all time) from
Old-Wizard.com: [1]

ListVerse.com
The following is a 2011 listing of the
“Top 10 Greatest Philosophers in
History” by ListVerse.com: [2]
1. Aristotle
2. Plato
3. Paul of Tarsus
4. Rene Descartes
5. Confucius
6. Thomas Aquinas
7. Avicenna
8. Zeno of Citium
9. Epicurus
10. John Locke

1. Socrates / Plato
2. Rene Descartes
3. Friedrich Hegel
4. Friedrich Nietzsche
5. Immanuel Kant
6. Soren Kierkegaard
7. Edmund Husserl
8. David Hume
9. Martin Heidegger
10. Jean-Jacques Rousseau

Street poll
The following are the top 10 greatest
philosophers of all time according to
informal in person street poll of
random Chicagoans (numbers being
votes received): [3]
1. Socrates (11)
2. Plato (9)
3. Aristotle (7)
4. Confucius (3)
5. Friedrich Nietzsche (2)
6. Bruce Lee (2)
7. Rene Descartes
8. Machiavelli
9. Voltaire
10. Immanuel Kant

Others mentioned in the street poll include: Soren Kierkegaard, Homer, Michael Foucault, Jean-Paul Sartre, Bertrand
Russell, Ayn Rand, Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Nero, and Thoreau.

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest physicist ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Greatest engineer ever

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius

● Genius IQs (top 1000 geniuses)
● IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever

References
1. 10 greatest philosophes of all time (2008) – Old-Wizard.com.
2. Top 10 Greatest Philosophers in History (2011) – ListVerse.com.
3. Street Poll (Chicago, IL), conducted by Libb Thims (05 Nov 2011).

Greatest physicist ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest physicist ever is an epitaph given to a person, depending on ranking methodology,
some rankings of which are listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest thinker in the
field of physics of all time. One of the more dominant surveys was the recent millennium poll on the greatest
physicist of all time, conducted by the British journal Physics World who surveyed 130 leading physicists worldwide.
[1] Two followup PhysicsForum.com polls (2005, N=80; 2007, N=65), seemingly using the top ten millennium
physicists as starting candidates, are also shown below. [2] An alternative study, “Estimating Achievement from
Fame” (2009), which excludes pre-Nobel Prize era physicists, attempting to rank what might be called modern era
physicists, was done by Mikhail Simkin and Vwani Roychowdhury at the University of California, Los Angeles, who
ranked Nobel Prize winners in physics, by equating their achievements with their fame as measured by hits on
Google. [3] Another note to discern in these rankings is that of "retrospect time" in the sense that only time can tell if
a person, in the long run, will be still ranking as one of the greatest physicists. Thus, for example, in 1923 Time
magazine ranked J.J. Thomson as the "greatest living physicist", likely owing to the hoopla over his recent 1897
discovery of the electron, but he was soon thereafter surpassed by Einstein and other soon to come discoveries in
sub-atomic physics. [5]
Millennium Poll (1999)

Physics Forum Poll (2005)

Physics Forum Poll (2007)

Google Hits Study (2009)
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1. Albert Einstein

1. Isaac Newton

1. Isaac Newton

1. Albert Einstein

2. Isaac Newton

2. Albert Einstein

2. Albert Einstein

2. Max Planck

3. James Maxwell

3. Galileo Galilei

3. James Maxwell

3. Marie Curie

4. Niels Bohr

4. Richard Feynman

4. Richard Feynman

4. Niels Bohr

5. Werner Heisenberg

5. Niels Bohr

5. Galileo Galilei

5. Enrico Fermi

6. Galileo Galilei

6. James Maxwell

6. Erwin Schrodinger

6. Guglielmo Marconi

7. Richard Feynman

7. Paul Dirac

7. Niels Bohr

7. Werner Heisenberg

8. Paul Dirac

8. Michael Faraday

8. Paul Dirac

8. Erwin Schrodinger

9. Erwin Schrodinger

9. Max Planck

9. Werner Heisenberg

9. Pierre Curie

10. Ernest Rutherford

10. Ernest Rutherford

10. Ernest Rutherford

10. Wilhelm Rontgen
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Landau physicist genius rankings
The following is Russian physicist Lev Landau's circa 1930s-developed personal genius rankings scale, a list that he
would carry around with him, supposedly penned in via some kind logarithmic formula:
#

Landau physicist genius scale

0

Isaac Newton

0.5

Albert Einstein

1

Niels Bohr, Werner Heisenberg, Erwin Schrodinger, Paul Dirac, Satyendra Bose, Eugene Wigner, and a few others.

1.5
2
2.5

Lev Landau (self-estimate in his late years, supposedly after his 1962 Nobel Prize)
Lev Landau (self-estimate before 1962 Nobel Prize)

3
3.5
4
4.5
5

David Mermin (per his own estimate ±)
Mundane or "pathologists"

(add discussion)

Other rankings
The following table, first column, shows the 2008 listing of the “50 Most Influential Physicists/Astronomers of All
Time” according to world history blogger Gavin Kanowitz. [4] The second column shows William Cropper's listing
from his 2001 book Great Physicists: the Life and Times of Leading Physicists from Galileo to Hawking, listed
chronologically and grouped by division. [6] Rankopedia's top 28 greatest physicist ever listing is shown as well: [8]
Kanowitz top 50

Cropper top 30
(chronological & grouped)

Rankopedia top 28
(based on 25 votes: 2010-2012)

1. Isaac Newton

Mechanics

1. Albert Einstein 80.90

2. Albert Einstein

1. Galileo Galilei

2. Isaac Newton 77.42

3. Galileo Galilei

2. Isaac Newton

3. Galileo Galilei 59.62

4. Michael Faraday

4. Marie Curie 33.34

5. Johannes Kepler

Thermodynamics

5. Stephen Hawking 28.03

6. Archimedes

1. Sadi Carnot

6. Michael Faraday 27.15

7. Nikola Tesla

2. Robert Mayer

7. Niels Bohr 25.73
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8. Max Planck

3. James Joule

8. Werner Heisenberg 16.78

9. James Maxwell

4. Hermann Helmholtz

9. John Napier 10.53

10. Marie Curie

5. William Thomson

10. Enrico Fermi 9.20

11. Niels Bohr

6. Rudolf Clausius

11. Robert Oppenheimer 8.80

12. Erwin Schrodinger

7. Willard Gibbs

12. Chushiro Hayashi 8.68

13. Werner Heisenberg

8. Walther Nernst

13. Henri Poincaré 7.60

14. Ernest Rutherford

14. Robert Hooke 6.02

15. Nicolaus Copernicus

Electromagnitism

15. Carl Gauss 6.00

16. Christiaan Huygens

1. Michael Faraday

16. James Maxwell 5.86

17. James Joule

2. James Maxwell

17. Murray Gell-Mann 4.90

18. Henry Cavendish

18. Ludwig Boltzmann 4.40

19. William Thomson

Statistical mechanics

19. Pierre-Gilles de Gennes 3.80

20. Thomas Young

1. Ludwig Boltzmann

20. André Marie Ampère 3.20

21. Enrico Fermi

21. Evangelista Torricelli 2.80

22. Richard Feynman

Relativity

22. Max Planck 2.40

23. Alessandro Volta

1. Albert Einstein

23. Amit Goswami 1.94

24. Heinrich Hertz

24. Edouard Branly 1.60

25. Benjamin Franklin

Quantum mechanics

25. Andrei Sakharov 1.46

26. John Bardeen

1. Max Planck

26. Wilhelm Bjerknes 0.80

27. Georg Ohm

2. Niels Bohr

27. Georges Charpak 0.57

28. Paul Dirac

3. Wolfgang Pauli

28. David Ruelle 0.40

29. Robert Millikan

4. Werner Heisenberg

30. Edwin Hubble

5. Louis de Broglie

31. Pieter Zeeman

6. Erwin Schrodinger

32. Andre-Marie Ampere
33. J.J. Thomson

Nuclear physics

34. Henri Becquerel

1. Marie Curie

35. Louis de Broglie

2. Ernest Rutherford

36. Charles Coulomb

3. Lise Meitner

37. Georges Lemaitre

4. Enrico Fermi

38. Christian Doppler
39. Lise Meitner

Particle physics

40. Hans Oersted

1. Paul Dirac

41. Robert Boyle

2. Richard Feynman

42. Hendrik Lorentz

3. Murray Gell-Mann

43. Joseph Fraunhofer
44. Ludwig Boltzmann

Astrophysics

45. Robert Hooke

1. Edwin Hubble

46. Evangelista Torrecelli

2. Subrahmanyan
Chandrasekhar

47. Wilhelm Weber

3. Stephen Hawking

Volume Nine Misc (A-I)
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48. Ernst Mach
49. John Wheeler
50. Wilhelm Roentgen

Greatest living | existive physicists
The following is an Aneki.com “Top 20 Living Physicists” list of the supposed greatest physicists existive (alive): (Ѻ)
1. Stephen Hawking
2. Freeman Dyson
3. Leo Kadanoff
4. Edward Witten
5. Yoichiro Nambu
6. Michael Fisher
7. Anthony Leggett
8. Peter Higgs
9. Frank Wilczek
10. Carl Wieman
11. Gerard ‘t Hooft
12. Tsung-Dao Lee
13. Alan Guth
14. David Thouless
15. Theodore Hansch
16. Peter Zoller
17. Alkexander Polyakov
18. Steven Weinberg
19. Chen Ning Yang
20. Martin Rees

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“Who was the last universal physicist? Perhaps that is already beyond us or perhaps there will still come one last
physicist—the last man who actually combines those two areas in himself. I can give you an answer about the past:
Enrico Fermi was certainly the last physicist of whom I know.”
— Johann Rafelski (1984), Why and How in Theoretical Physics [9]

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Greatest engineer ever

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius

● Genius IQs (top 1000 geniuses)
● IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever
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Greatest thermodynamicist ever
In intellectual rankings, greatest thermodynamicist ever is an epitaph given to
a person, depending on ranking methodology, some rankings of which are
listed below, that classify, list, or describe someone as being the greatest
thinker in the field of thermodynamics of all time. The term "greatest
thermodynamicist" is a niche query, on the topic of ranking famous
thermodynamicists, opinions of which seem to differ depending on the
background of the population queried, e.g. chemistry, physics, or engineering,
or expertise of the author of the the book the tribute is found in, such as
shown below. The following page discusses some of these views. To clarify, up
front, for those in the know, the greatest thermodynamicist is German
physicist Rudolf Clausius, the founder of the subject. On the heels of Clausius,
the vote seems to go to either Gibbs, in the chemist's view, or Boltzmann, in
the physicist's view.
“The translation of your main work is nearly complete and I cannot resist
World's Greatest Thermodynamicist Trepeating here my amazement. If you had published this work over a longer
shirt designed by Jobs in 2007. [3]
period of time in separate essays in an accessible journal, you would now be
regarded as by far the greatest thermodynamicist since Clausius—not only in the small circle of those conversant
with your work, but universally—and as one who frequently goes far beyond him in the certainty and scope of your
physical judgment. The German translation, hopefully, will more secure for it the general recognition it deserves.”
– Wilhelm Ostwald, German chemist, letter to Willard Gibbs, August (1891) [5]

“To the memory of the greatest thermodynamicist of them all: Josiah Willard Gibbs.”
– John Fenn, American chemical engineer, Engines, Energy, and Entropy (1992) [1]

“Ludwig Boltzmann was the greatest thermodynamicist of them all.”
– Rick Fleeter, American thermodynamicist, Travels of a Thermodynamicist (2007) [2]

Another repeated quote, which seems to have originated from New Zealand philosopher and psychologist Rom Harre
in 1975, declares English physicist William Thomson to be the greatest: [6]
“Kelvin, who was both one of the greatest physicists of his time, the greatest thermodynamicist in any case, proved,
by his calculations that the life of the solar system could not possibly have exceeded about twenty-five million years.”
Thomson, was not a core thermodynamicist, never actually writing a full treatise on the subject, although he was
significantly noted for having introduced the work of Carnot to Clausius, via his proto-thermodynamics articles (184954), and for his work on the absolute temperature scale; this shows through in the fact that the quoter above is not a
thermodynamicist, let alone a physicist or chemist. Thomson, true to note, however, is often considered a great
thermodynamicist, by the layperson, owing to the fact that most of his contributions to thermodynamics were of the
verbal type, and often grandiose in there proclamations, and thus easier to understand; yet as discussed below, none
of his equations are used in modern thermodynamics textbooks.

Generational thermodynamicists
Another way to rank thermodynamicists, according to American physics historian and chemist William Cropper, who
defines Gibbs as the “principle third generation thermodynamicist”, and eludes to the idea that Clausius and
Thomson were the principle second generation thermodynamicists, with Carnot being first generation or initiator of
the "Carnot legacy", is to compare thermodynamicists by generation and not which generation was the greatest.

Polls
The following shows the results of a poll run at the EoHT founders of thermodynamics page (2007-2010), started by
American chemical engineer Libb Thims, in which 15 votes were submitted, and another run at the science blog
"Uncertain Principles: Physics, Politics, Pop Culture" (2009-2010), started by American astrophysicist Chad Orzel, in
which 196 votes were submitted: [4]
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Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics
(EoHT.info) (2007-2010)

-------------------------------------------------------

Who is the greatest
thermodynamicist
of all time?
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Uncertain Principles: Physics, Politics, Pop Culture
(ScienceBlogs.com) (2009-2010)

Results
(2010)
(15-votes)

--------------------------------------------------

Which of these
thermodynamicists
is the best?

1. Clausius
(53.3%)
2. Gibbs
(26.7%)
3. Boltzmann
(13.3%)
4. Maxwell
(6.7%)

Results
(2010)
(196-votes)

1. Boltzmann (59%)
(115 votes)
2. Carnot (17%) (34
votes)
3. Boyle (10%) (19
votes)
4. Thomson (5%) (10
votes)
5. Other chemist (3%)
(5 votes)
6. Other per comment
(2%) (4 votes)
7. Clausius (2%) (3
votes)
8. Joule (2%) (3 votes)
9. Other physicist (2%)
(3 votes)

See also
● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest physicist ever
● Greatest mathema cian ever
● Greatest thermodynamicist ever

● Polymath
● Last person to know everything
● Universal genius
● Last universal genius
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GS
In acronyms, GS, refers to “Google Search” return ranking, not to be confused with the “Genius Score” (GS)
abbreviation of the Buzan IQ 835-point ranking scale, and refers to the position in Google search returns that any
given Hmolpedia (2007-launched) entry falls, articles predominately written by American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims, as compared to similar online entries from: Wikipedia (2003-launch), Britannica (2007-launched),
MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive (1997-launched), written by Scottish mathematicians John O’Connor and
Edmund Robertson, at the University of St Andrews, Scotland, Eric Weisstein’s World of Science (2002-launched),
written by American astrophysicist Eric Weisstein, The Information Philosopher (2004-launched), written by American
physicist Robert Doyle, among other noted online encyclopedias.

Name | Examples
For niche names, such as Leon Winiarski (GS:2), Hmolpedia ranks high (9 Apr 2014):
1. Leon Winiarski – Wikipedia.
2. Leon Winiarski – Hmolpedia.
Likewise, a Google query for Willard Gibbs (GS:2) yields:
1. Josiah Willard Gibbs – Wikipedia.
2. Willard Gibbs – Hmolpedia.
3. J. Willard Gibbs (American scientist) – Britannica.
4. Josiah Willard Gibbs (1839-1903) – AIP.org.
5. J. Willard Gibbs – APS.org.
6. Gibbs summary – MacTutor History of Mathematics, University of St. Andrews.
7. Gibbs biography – MacTutor History of Mathematics, University of St. Andrews.
8. Josiah Willard Gibbs – Wikiquote.
9. J. Willard Gibbs – Engines of Our Ingenuity.
10. Josiah Willard Gibbs Lectures – AMS.org.
A Google query for Rudolf Clausius (GS:5) yields the following return positions:
1. Rudolf Clausius – Wikipedia.
2. Rudolf Clausius – MacTutor History of Mathematics, University of St. Andrews.
3. Rudolf Clausius – Britannica.
4. Clausius, Rudolf (1822-1888) – Eric Weisstein’s World of Scientific Biography.
5. Rudolf Clausius – Hmolpedia.
6. Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius – ASME.org.
7. Rudolf Clausius – NNDB.
8. Rudolf Clausius – Answers.com.
9. Rudolf Clausius – Encyclopedia of Earth.
10. Rudolf Julius Emanuel Clausius – Wikisource.
A Google query for Leon Brillouin (GS:9) yields the following return positions:
1. Leon Brillouin – Wikipedia.
2. Leon Brillouin – The Information Philosopher.
3. Brillouin, Leon (1889-1969) – Eric Weisstein’s World of Scientific Biography.
9. Leon Brillouin – Hmolpedia.
Google queries for modern hmolscience scholars, without a Wikipedia entry, but with an Hmolpedia page, will tend
to yield top returns, such as:
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1. Jeff Tuhtan – Hmolpedia.
2. Jeffrey Tuhtan – Google Scholar Citations.
3. Jeffrey A. Tuhtan – Academia.edu.
1. Christopher Hirata – Hmolpedia.
2. Chris Hirata – Department of Astronomy, Ohio State University.
3. Christopher Hirata – TAPIR Group, Caltech.
Entries for more popular scientists, Hmolpedia articles may tend to rank lower, take the case of Gilbert Lewis (GS:12):
1. Gilbert N. Lewis – Wikipedia.
2. Gilbert N. Lewis (American scientist) – Britannica.
3. Gilbert Newton Lewis – ChemHeritage.org.
4. Gilbert Newton Lewis – Project Nova, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona.
5. Gilbert Lewis – Inventor of the Week, MIT.edu.
6. Gilbert Newton Lewis – RSC.org.
7. Gilbert Newton Lewis – HumanTouchOfChemistry.com.
8. Origin of the word ‘photon’ – NoBeliefs.com.
9. Gilbert Newton Lewis (1875-1946) – About.com.
10. Gilbert N. Lewis – ChemistryExplained.com.
11. Gilbert Newton Lewis, 1875-1946 (pdf) – NASOnline.org.
12. Gilbert Lewis – Hmolpedia.
Likewise for other popular thinkers such as: Sadi Carnot (GS:13). For the peculiar case of Johann Goethe (GS:34), the
most cited name in Hmolpedia citation rankings (CR#1:916), we find a lower ranking in Google search return ranking,
largely owing to the fact that Goethe is a top 7 name in world literature, according to WorldCat Identities, hence his
popularity. Some names, such as Max Planck (CR#15:215), are so popular, one has to do a double query, e.g. “Max
Planck, thermodynamics” (Ѻ) to get a GS:8 ranking, otherwise his Hmolpedia entry will not show up in the top 100
Google returns.

Term | Examples
Some Google term queries, e.g. "entropy etymology" (GS:1), returns a #1 Hmolpedia position:
1. Entropy (etymology) – Hmolpedia.
2. Entropy – Online Etymology Dictionary.
3. Entropy – Wiktionary.
4. History of entropy – Wikipedia.
5. Entropy – Dictionary.com.
Though, to note, other key terms, e.g. thermodynamics (GS:58), have lower search return rankings.

Guinness Book IQ
In IQs, Guinness Book IQs are those published in the Guinness Book of
World Records under the section "Highest IQ", from at least the mid 1960s
to circa 1990.

Category removal
The category was removed, in 1989/90 following an exaggerated test score
sent into Guinness in 1983 that resulted to christen a previously unknown
American writer Marilyn Savant as the world's smartest person, that was
published for a period of about five years. The infamous sentence, pictured
adjacent, found in the Guinness Book, from circa 1984 to 1989, reads:
1986 clipping of the Guinness Book listing of
“The highest childhood score has been achieved by Marilyn Mach vos
Savant who as a 10-year-old achieved a ceiling score for 23-year-olds thus
giving her an IQ of 228.”

Marilyn Mach vos Savant's IQ of 228 under
the category of "Highest IQ", a title which
she held until the 1989, after which the
category was removed, on the basis that it
is becoming incoherent to substantiate such
a high IQ.

The actual IQ she received on this test was 132. Nevertheless, Savant has
passed into folk legend as the possessor of the highest IQ ever recorded, albeit under false pretenses. In sum, the
category was removed on the grounds that it was impossible to justify this category; concluding that IQ tests are not
reliable enough to designate a single world record holder. [10]

Early editions
The 1966 edition of the Guinness listed Christopher Harding (1945-) (IQ=196-197) under the category, "The Smartest
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Man in the World"; in 1974, Harding founded the International Society for Philosophical Enquiry; about the third
oldest high IQ society (IQ=146+).
A quote from the 1978 edition is: “HIGHEST IQ: This Korean boy, with a 210 quotient, at the age of 4 years 8 months
spoke 4 languages ... A similar rating has also been attributed to Emanuel Swedenborg.” [2]
In the 1981 edition of Guinness Book, listed: “a figure of 210 has been attributed to Kim Ung-Yong”. [3]
The 1982 edition of Guinness,
listed the ceiling of the Stanford
Binet as IQ 200 and listed Kevin
Langdon (IQ=196), of Berkeley,
California, and Chris Harding
(IQ=196), Bruce Whiting
(IQ=196), of Boston, Robert
Bryzman(IQ=196), Baltimore, and
Leta Speyer (IQ=196) of New York
city, as all having reported an IQ
of 196 on the Stanford-Binet
scale. [8] Kevin Langdon to detect
intelligences beyond that which
the MENSA tests were designed
to do. He was starting a “Four-Sigma-Society”, for people, supposedly, like him who had four standard deviations
above the mean, i.e. an IQ of 160 or above, one deviation being equal to 15 IQ points. [9] In 1982, three people began
to hold the title of world’s highest IQ of 197, Australian Christopher Harding, of Rockhampton, Queensland, and two
Americans, a Dr. Johannes Veldunis, a university professor, and engineer Ferris Alger. [7] On page seventeen of the
1985 Guinness Book, Christopher Harding is listed with a score of 197 on the Stanford-Binet scale. [4] The example
article clipping is an example of a Guinness Book IQ citation, of Christopher Harding (IQ=197), as found in the June 25,
1991 issue of World Weekly News. [1] Harding was later intertwined with Savant, as discussed below.
The entire entry under "Highest IQ", on page 29, of the 1988 edition of Guinness Book of World Records, states:
"Intelligence quotients or IQ's comprise the subject's mental age divided by his chronological age or actual age
multiplied by 100, so that an 8-year-old more gifted than an average 16-year-old would have an IQ of 16/8 × 100 =
200. The highest childhood score has been achieved by Marilyn Mach vos Savant of St. Louis, Mo, who as a 10-yearold achieved a ceiling score for 23-year-olds, thus giving her an IQ of 228.
In adult High IQ clubs, admission requirements are not on IQ points but are gauged in percentiles. An IQ exhibited by
1 person in 10,000 for instance coincides with 158 on the Stanford-Binet scale but 187 on the Cattell scale. The most
elite ultra-high IQ society is the Mega Society with 26 members with percentiles of 99.9999 or 1 in a million. The
topmost scorer in the Mega admission test, devised by its founder Ronald K. Hoeflin, has been 46 out of 48 by
Marilyn Mach vos Savant superseding the 43 of Jeff Ward.
The 3 members who scored 197 are Christopher Philip Harding (b Keynsham, England, 1944) of Rockhampton,
Australia; Dr Ferris Eugene Alger (b Des Moines, Ia, 1913) of New Hope, Pa, and Dr Johannes Dougles Veldhuis (b
Hamilton, Ont, Canada, 1949) of Charlottesville, Va. The highest IQ published for a national population is 115 for the
Japanese born in 1960–61. At least 10 percent of their whole
population has an IQ over 130."

Marilyn vos Savant | IQ: 228?
The calculation of Marilyn Savant's now-famous IQ of 228 is a
bit of a story, the details of it being described as a "bit murky",
by New York Magazine reporter Julie Baumgold, as discussed
in her 1989 article “In the Kingdom of the Brain”. [5] To begin
with, Savant seems to have been an IQ test aficionado, taking
them frequently in her childhood, joining Mensa in 1969 (age
23), and later becoming part of the "IQ test making industry",
by consulting on IQ test manuals for Japanese students and
later making IQ quizzes/puzzles as a job for Omni magazine.
● In 1953, age 7-years 7-months, Savant scored an IQ of 127
2009 psychology textbook excerpt of Savant defined as
on a intelligence test, the ceiling of the test thus giving her an the person having the "highest IQ (230) ever officially
IQ of:
recorded."
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● In march 1957, age 11-years 4-months, according to actual records with the St. Louis board of education, she took
the old version of the Stanford-Binet, geared for students aged 15 or younger, which according to IQ scale inventor
Lewis Terman's age ratio IQ formula would give her an intelligence quotient of 132:

Julie Baumgold's 1989 investigative article on Savant, explaining that in the calculation of
Savant's enfamous 228 IQ the "derivation is murky". [5]

The story how this age eleven
test score resulted fifty years
later to her being listed as the
"world's smartest person", as
pictured (above) with a IQ of
230 is a bit convoluted, but
boils down to number and date
fudging.

As investigative reporter Julie
Baumgold puts it in her 1989 article, shown adjacent, the "derivation is murky" and there is an entire "saga", which
there seems to be, as discussed in detail below, to
the 228 calculation.
● In short, twenty-six years later, during a 1983
dinner conversation American Lawyer Andrew
Egendorf, the two concocted a publicity plan to
convert her age 11 Stanford Binet score into the
"world's highest IQ". During this period, Savant
was a relatively unknown person, aside from
having association in various up and coming IQ
societies, and worked as an IQ puzzle writer for
Omni magazine.
American lawyer
Andrew Egendorf.

American Mega Test
creator Ronald
Hoeflin.

English Guinness
Book editor Norris
McWhirter.

Egendorf was writing a book on high IQ societies
and believed that if he got Savant the title of
"Highest IQ" in Guinness Book, it would be a win-win situation for both of them. Egendorf sent her scores to Guinness
on July 25 of that year.
● Savant then approached American Mega Society (1982) and Mega Test creator Ronald Hoeflin about sending
supporting data into the Guinness Book. On this idea, Hoeflin comments:
“Marilyn told me she had received a perfect score on the Binet when she was ten. I computed it. I divided 22 years 11
months by 10 years 6 months, and her IQ was 218. Marilyn [also] showed me a report card that listed her IQ as
167+.”
The IQ of 167 figure, supposedly, comes from this calculation:

In other words, at age 10 years and 8 months (dates from Savant's memory), she aced a high school IQ test, or as one
interview respondent put it: “When Marilyn was a ten-year-old student at Susan R. Buder school, she supposedly got
a perfect score on the Stanford Binet. She hit the ceiling of that test, when appears on here school record as 167+.
That figure was arrives at by dividing her mental age, recorded as 17-years 7-months [10-months, above calculation]
by her chronological age, recorded as 10-years 8-months, and multiplying by 100”. As Hoeflin commented on this
matter: “Guinness had been listing IQs of 196 as the world’s highest, but Hoeflin knew there were higher, as he
states:
“Marilyn asked me to write on her behalf,” he says, and he did. Norris McWhirter, former editor of the Guinness
book, says he based vos Savant’s listing on the material from the Mega Society. “I haven’t got anything original,” he
says.
Thus the highest IQ in the world was born. “She values it as a way of getting publicity for her literary work,” says
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Hoefling. The problem here is that the date at which Marilyn told everyone she took the test were incorrect. As one
reporter puts it:
“Both the month that Marilyn took the test and the mental age she achieved on it are matters of some question that
contribute to the murkiness over the Guinness top score. Her record with the St. Louis board of education shows she
took the test in March 1957; she insists she first took it in September 1956.”
This is the first issue with her IQ calculation. When questioned about this, she responded:
“She says documents supporting her claims were provided by a teacher whose name she can’t remember and sent to
Christopher Harding, a Mega society member, now in Australia.”
The second issue with her IQ calculation, is the jump from 167 to 228. To substantiate this, in her own words: “I
answered some additional questions in the adult portion of the test to bring my score to a mental age of 22-years,
10-months.” This, however, would give her the following IQ:

This value seems to follow in alignment with this reporter finding: “She has an extremely high IQ, and scored a 167+
on the Stanford Binet when she was ten, but then the saga of the 228 gets a little complicated. Its derivation is
murky, end even the man who helped present it to Guinness and compute the 228 now computes 218.” The reporter
here, supposedly, is referring to Hoeflin. The value of 228 arose by the claim of Savant that she took her test at age
ten, and assuming that the test ceiling mental age was 22 years and 10 months which yields a ratio IQ of 228:

The value of 230, such as depicted above in the 2009 psychology textbook, seems to have been arrived at by
truncating all the dates to the simplified view that at age 10 Savant scored perfect on an age 23 intelligence test:

On a side note, Savant also took Marilyn vos Savant took Ronald Hoeflin's Mega Test in circa 1985 (age 39), scoring 46
out of 48, which, according to Hoeflin, corroborates to having an IQ of 186:

Savant IQ scam | Summary
In 2009, American noted IQ test psychologist Alan Kaufman summarized, in his book IQ
Testing 101, that: [6]
“Miss Savant was given an old version of the Stanford-Binet (Terman & Merrill 1937),
which did, indeed, use the antiquated formula of MA/CA × 100. But in the test manual's
norms, the Binet does not permit IQs to rise above 170 at any age, child or adult. And
the authors of the old Binet stated: 'Beyond fifteen the mental ages are entirely artificial
and are to be thought of as simply numerical scores.' (Terman & Merrill 1937). . . . the
psychologist who came up with an IQ of 228 committed an extrapolation of a
misconception, thereby violating almost every rule imaginable concerning the meaning
of IQs.”
In other words, according to American psychology professor Alan Kaufman, head of the American psychologist Alan
Yale's University's Child Study Center, using the ceiling mental age of 15 of the test she Kaufman.
took and the actual dates on record at the school she took the test, Savant's actual IQ based on this test would have
been 132:
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To correct this summary by Kaufman to note it was not a psychologist that came up with IQ of 228, but rather it was a
combination of the figuring of Andrew Egendorf, Marilyn
Savant, and Ronald Hoeflin.

Results
In sum, in 1983, Marilyn vos Savant cajoled her Mega
Society members to unknowingly send in incorrect test
dates, which don't match actual school records, to the
Guinness Book to claim a 228 IQ (or 157 according to actual
records), after which she become the reigning champion of
the the world's smartest person category, for a period of
about five years, or until 1989 or 1990. Whatever the
publicity scheme worked:
(a) Within 3-years (1986), her "highest IQ" listing got her a
job as a newspaper columnist for Parade Magazine, in the
Sunday "Ask Marilyn" section;
(b) Within 4-years (1987), her "highest IQ" listing landed
her a husband, American physician Robert Jarvik, inventor
of the artificial heart, who sought her out after reading an
article about her.

Ask Marilyn, Parade
Magazine

Robert Jarvik (1982)

Iqbal Abba | IQ: 235?
According to a number of spurious Internet postings, dating from 2005, the removal of the "highest IQ" category
story occurred because of Sri Lankan-born American “Iqbal Saleh Abba” (1962-), who in 1971, at the age of 5,
according to his own account (2010) (Ѻ), “was doing partial non-linear differential equations, studying quantum
mechanics, writting but never publishing articles in quantum electrodynamics, did work on the 3-body problem, and
worked in philosophy, logic, epistemology, advanced mathematics, and science, and found errors in Laplace's
celestial dynamics, and who at age 9, according to his own account (2014) (Ѻ), scored an IQ (ratio IQ) of 230 on the
Stanford-Binet, a score that in 1989 he sent into the Guinness Book Records office, after which, supposedly, as a
result of, in the 1990 edition, they removed the category of “highest IQ”. In 2012, Abba posted his opinion,
supposedly, that he thinks that American philosoher Ronald Hoeflin’s mega test is “totally spurious test which does
not measure anything except education level” (Ѻ). This Abba person, to note, may not actually exist, akin to the 2006
fictional “William Alfred Quannigton” (Child IQ=350+; Adult IQ=300+) created as a joke in AnswerBag forum (Ѻ);
being that no references to him, other than Internet postings, seem to exist.
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H
In symbols, H is the symbol for

Hart 100
In genius studies, Hart 100 refers to the 1978 ranked listing of the most
influential persons in history, according to American astrophysicist Michael Hart
(1932-), as found in his 1978 The 100: a Ranking of the Most Influential Persons
in History, a book having been sold more than 500,000 copies and been
translated into 15 languages. [1]

Introduction
The following is the logic behind Hart’s listing:
“In his book Letters of the English, Voltaire relates that during his stay in
England, in 1727, he overheard some learned men discussing the question: who
was the greatest man—Caesar, Alexander, Tamerlane, or Cromwell? One
speaker maintained that Newton was beyond a doubt the greatest man.
Voltaire agreed with this judgment, per the following reasoning:
‘It is to him who masters our minds by the force of truth, and not those who
enslave them by violence, that we owe our reverence.”
Whether Voltaire was truly convinced that Newton was the greatest man who
ever lived or was simply trying to make a philosophical point, the anecdote
Cover of Michael Hart's The 100. [1]
raises an interesting question: of the billions of human beings who have
populated the earth, which persons have most influenced the course of history? This book is solely involved with the
question of who were the 100 persons who had the greatest effect on history and on the course of the world. I have
ranked these 100 persons in order of importance: that is, according to the total amount of influence that each of
them had on human history and on the everyday lives of other human beings.”
(add discussion)

Image
The following is a tier-ranked image of the Hart 100 (larger image: Ѻ)
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List
The following is Hart’s ranked listing of most influential persons—with religio-mythology aggregates (e.g. Jesus Christ,
Buddha, etc.), i.e. non-real people, removed (and re-listed below):
1. Isaac Newton
2. Ts’ai Lun [Cai Lun]
3. Johannes Gutenberg
4. Christopher Columbus
5. Albert Einstein
6. Louis Pasteur
7. Galileo Galilei
8. Aristotle
9. Euclid
10. Charles Darwin
11. Shih Huang Ti [Qin Shi Huang]
12. Augustus Caesar
13. Nicolaus Copernicus
14. Antoine Lavoisier
15. Constantine the Great
16. James Watt
17. Michael Faraday
18. James Maxwell
19. Martin Luther
20. George Washington
21. Karl Marx
22. Orville Wright & Wilbur Wright
23. Genghis Khan
24. Adam Smith
25. William Shakespeare
26. John Dalton
27. Alexander the Great
28. Napoleon Bonaparte
29. Thomas Edison
30. Antony von Leeuwenhoek
31. William T.G. Morton
32. Guglielmo Marconi
33. Adolf Hitler
34. Plato
35. Oliver Cromwell
36. Alexander Graham Bell
37. Alexander Fleming
38. John Locke
39. Ludwig van Beethoven
40. Werner Heisenberg
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41. Louis Daguerre
42. Simon Bolivar
43. Rene Descartes
44. Michelangelo
45. Pope Urban II
46. Umar ibn al-Khattab
47. Asoka
48. Augustine
49. William Harvey
50. Ernest Rutherford
51. John Calvin
52. Gregor Mendel
53. Max Planck
54. Joseph Lister
55. Nikolaus August Otto
56. Francisco Pizarro
57. Hernando Cortes
58. Thomas Jefferson
59. Queen Isabella I
60. Joseph Stalin
61. Julius Caesar
62. William the Conqueror
63. Sigmund Freud
64. Edward Jenner
65. Wilhelm Conrad Roentgen
66. Johann Bach
67. Voltaire
68. Johannes Kepler
69. Enrico Fermi
70. Leonhard Euler
71. Jean-Jacques Rousseau
72. Niccolo Machiavelli
73. Thomas Malthus
74. John F. Kennedy
75. Gregory Pincus
76. Vladimir Lenin
77. Sui Wen Ti
78. Vasco da Gama
79. Cyrus the Great
80. Peter the Great
81. Mao Zedong
82. Francis Bacon
83. Henry Ford
84. Queen Elizabeth I
85. Mikhail Gorbachev
86. Menes
87. Charlemagne
88. Homer
89. Justinian I

Removals | Non-real people
The following are religio-mythology aggregates exorcised from the list—numbers shown being original ranking
position:
[1] Muhammad
[3] Jesus Christ
[4] Buddha
[5] Confucius
[6] St. Paul
[15] Moses
[73] Lao Tzu
[83] Mani
[84] Sui Wen Ti
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[85] Mencius
[93] Zoroaster
[94] Mahavira
(add discussion)
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Haught disbeliever
In genius rankings, Haught disbeliever refers to American writer James
Haught’s 1996 listing of the top 64 disbelievers, an admixture of either famous
atheists and or famous doubters in the existence of god, over the last 2,000years, as found in his 2000 Years of Disbelief: Famous People with the Courage
to Doubt. [1]

List
The following is James Haught’s listing of the top 64 disbelievers, i.e. famous
people with the courage to doubt, over the last 2,000-years:

Early Rationalism
1. Omar Khayyam

The Renaissance
2. Michel Montaigne
3. Christopher Marlow
4. William Shakespeare

The European Enlightenment
5. Thomas Hobbes
6. Benedict Spinoza
7. John Locke
8. Charles Montesquieu
9. Voltaire
10. David Hume
11. Denis Diderot
12. Edward Gibbon

American Rationalists
13. Benjamin Franklin
14. John Adams
15. Thomas Paine
16. Ethan Allen
17. Thomas Jefferson
18. James Madison

19th Century
19. Johann Goethe

American writer James Haught’s 1996
book 2000 Years of Disbelief: Famous
People with the Courage to Doubt,
wherein he devotes three page
sections to 66 main “disbelievers” of
history, listed below, with summary
and quote selections. [1]
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20. Napoleon Bonaparte
21. Arthur Schopenhauer
22. Percy Shelley
23. Ralph Emerson
24. John Mill
25. Abraham Lincoln
26. Charles Darwin
27. Charles Dickens
28. Elizabeth Stanton
29. Henry Thoreau
30. George Eliot
31. Matthew Arnold
32. Thomas Huxley
33. Leo Tolstoy
34. Robert Ingersoll
35. Mark Twain
36. Charles Swinburne
37. John Burroughs
38. William James
39. Ambrose Bierce
40. Friedrich Nietzsche

Early 20th Century
41. Thomas Edison
42. Luther Burbank
43. Elbert Hubbard
44. Sigmund Freud
45. George Shaw
46. Clarence Darrow
47. Francisco Ferrer
48. John Dewey
49. George Santayana
50. William Du Bois
51. Bertrand Russell
52. Albert Einstein
53. Henry Mencken

Mid and Late 20th Century
54. Margaret Sanger
55. Will Durant
56. Walter Lippmann
57. Langston Hughes
58. Ayn Rand
59. Jean-Paul Sartre
60. Alfred Ayer
61. Isaac Asimov
62. Gene Roddenberry
63. Steve Allen
64. Kurt Vonnegut
(add discussion)

See also
● Atheism timeline
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HC pioneers
In human chemistry, HC pioneers or "human chemistry pioneers" are those (57+) scientists and writers, as listed
below, who over the last two-hundred years have contributed theory and logic to the understanding of the chemistry
of human existence. Photo-size is indicative of a combination of originality, contribution density, impact, and
deepness of theory penetration:

Subject icons
The following subject icons listed next to each person give a quick indication as to what topic he or she theorized,
discussed, or worked on in their application of thermodynamics to the various subject-divided facets of human
existence.
Subject

Objectors

Icon

Description

Those with red tabs are "detractors" or vocal objectors to chemical theory (see: not applicable
view) applied to explain human existence.

Earlier HC pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in human chemistry of theories, ideas, and opinions
professed up until the year 1900.
Pioneer

1.

Date

Contribution

Empedocles (495-435
Theorized that love and hate are forces; and developed chemistry
BC)
450BC aphorisms, such as that friends mix like water and wine, whereas
Greek philosopher
enemies separate like oil and water.

2.

Epicurus (341-270BC)
Greek philosopher

An atomic materialist (see: atomic theory), who, following in the steps
of Democritus, was an advocate of materialism, led him to a general
attack on superstition and divine intervention (was the first to pen the
problem of evil), and, following Aristippus—about whom very little is
known—advocated a philosophy called Epicureanism in which
pleasure is the greatest good, but the way to attain pleasure was to
307BC live modestly and to gain knowledge of the workings of the world and
the limits of one's desires. This led one to attain a state of tranquility
(ataraxia) and freedom from fear, as well as absence of bodily pain
(aponia). The combination of these two states is supposed to
constitute happiness in its highest form; contrary to the views of
Democritus, argued that humans have free will owing to the "swerve"
of the atoms (see: ontic openings).

3.

Benedict Spinoza
(1632-1677)
Dutch philosopher
IQ=175

Supposedly, according to Herman Grimm (1875), his manner of
treating human relations, had opened the way to the latter views of
c.1660
Goethe (and Schiller) who compared humans to elements that attract
or repel one another without any exercise of "will" in the matter.

4.

Herman Boerhaave
(1668-1738)
Dutch chemist and
physician

1732 Stated that force of affinity is “love, if love be the desire for marriage”.

5.

Wilhelm Buchholz (17341798)
German chemist and
physician

1791 Chemistry advisor to Goethe; possible role model for the 'Captain'.
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Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)
German
polymath
IQ=230

First outlined his human chemistry theory in his Third
Lecture on Anatomy; later made a human affinity table
and with it wrote the great novella Elective Affinities, a
36-chapter book, in which each chapter is a different type
of human chemical reaction, each person considered as
chemical entity, whose reactions to each other are one of
the various 100+ affinity reactions found in Swedish
chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A
1796 Dissertation on Elective Attractions, wherein chemistry is explained
using a 59-column 50-row affinity table and 64-diagram reaction
schematic on the logic of affinity chemistry. The central reaction in the
novella is a double elective affinity reaction, AB + CD → BD + AC,
between the four main characters: Charlotte A, Eduard B, Captain C,
and Ottilie D, governed by the reaction laws of affinity, where the
force of affinity A, in a modern sense, is quantified by the chemical
thermodynamics equation: A = TΔS – ΔH (as was proved by German
physicist Hermann Helmholtz in 1882).
In his letters of
correspondence with
Goethe, the two discussed
the watershed ideas to
Goethe's formulating
theory of human
chemistry; the first
mention is in an October
23, 1799 letter to him,
wherein Goethe criticizes
1799 the work of French author
Prosper Crebillon (1674-1762) to the effect that Crebillion's writing is
not realistic (realism) in the sense that it is not based on the reality
that people react according to the principles and outcomes of
chemistry; Goethean scholar Herman Grimm (1875) argues that
Schiller's last drama "Demetrius", which was left lying on his table
uncompleted at his end (1805), was a type of carry-forth seed, in spirit,
so to speak, or impetus to the eventual writing of Goethe's famed
1809 Elective Affinities, which launched the science of "human
chemistry" (although Goethe seems to never actually give a name to
the subject he founded).

7.

Friedrich Schiller
(1759-1805)
German writer
IQ=175

8.

Friedrich Riemer (17741845)
German writer

9.

Christoph Wieland (17331813)
1810 Described Goethe's Elective Affinities as 'childish fooling around'.
German poet and writer

10.

11.

Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)
German natural
philosopher
IQ=190

Johann Eckermann
(1792-1854)
German author

1808

Goethe explained to him that morality is quantified by Bergman's
chemical affinity reactions.

His two-volume, 1,100+ page The World as Will and Representation
(1814, 1844) built on Goethe's 1809 human elective affinities theory to
explain "will" in a universal manner, e.g. he cites German chemist
Justus Liebig's description of the reaction of damp copper Cu in air
containing carbonic acid H2CO3, to argue rather cogently that:
1818 "The will of the copper, claimed and preoccupied by the electrical
opposition to the iron, leaves unused the opportunity that presents
itself for its chemical affinity for oxygen and carbonic acid, behaves
exactly as the will does in a person who abstains from an action to
which he would otherwise feel moved, in order to perform another to
which he is urged by a stronger motive."
1827 Goethe confided with him on his human chemistry theory.
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Frederick Bakewell (180012. 1869)
English physicist

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

Jean Dumas (1800-1884)
French chemist

1837 Argued that “there is some truth in Boerhaave's poetic comparison.”

Ludwig Buchner
(1824-1899)
c.1855 Explained how oxygen attracts hydrogen just as man attracts woman.
German physician and
physicist
Henry Carey
(1793-1879)
American
sociologist and
economist

Gave the definition that: “man, the molecule of society, is the subject
of social science”; explained how chemical affinity must govern human
social movement and outlined a theory of social heat associated with
1858 the rubbing together of human molecules in daily activity; outlined a
theory of social gravitation to explain how people attract into the
aggregation of large cities, each mutual city acting as an attractive 'sun'
with a certain brightness to it.

Argued that society is a ‘social molecule’; that people are the ‘atoms’
Thomas Huxley (1825(human atoms) of the social molecule; and that ‘social chemistry’ is the
1895)
1871
study of the politics of the gratifications and suppressions of human
English biologist
desires, so as to avoid societal decomposition.
Joseph Cook (dates)

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)
American
historian

Henry Finck (1854-1926)
American philosopher
Edmund Noble
(1853-1937)
Scottish-born
American
philosopher

In his collected lectures book Scepticism and Rationalism: Elective
1879 Affinities and Hereditary, gave a 15-point set of rules as to how
Goethe’s elective affinities regulate relationships. [1]
Defined 'social chemistry' as the study of the attraction [and repulsion]
of equivalent 'human molecules'; applied the chemical
1885 thermodynamics phase rule work of Willard Gibbs to society (1909);
outlined a second law version of history studies of human molecules
(1910).
1887 Argued that Goethe's chemical affinity cannot be applied to love.

His “Imitation Among Atoms and Organisms”, outlines a semi-modern
Empedocles style unified imitation and organization theory governing
1896
atom to humans, based in loose outline on speculations about
chemical affinity and gravity, so to explain evolution.

20th century HC pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in human chemistry of theories, ideas, and opinions
professed in the years 1900 to 1999:
Pioneer

1.

2.
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His Natural Evidence of A Future Life, Derived From The Properties And
Actions Of Animate And Inanimate Matter attempts to address
1835 questions on the origin of life, death, afterlife, and morality, etc., in the
context of nature reduced down to the atomic level and the general
difference between animate matter and inanimate matter.

Max Weber (18641920)
German sociologist
Henry Bray (18461922)
European-born
American physician,

Date

Contribution

1905 Applied Goethe's elective affinity theory to sociology.

1910 Wrote a chapter on "Atomic and Human Affinities".
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science philosopher, and
priest

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Thomas Dreier
(1884-1976)
American
editor, writer,
and business
theorist
William
Fairburn (18761947)
English-born
American naval
architect,
marine
engineer, chemical engineer,
and industrial executive

Julius Davidson
(c.1875-c.1935)
American
economist

George Carey (18451924)
American physician

Pitirim Sorokin
(1889-1968)
Russian-born
American
sociologist

Wrote the article "Human Chemicals"; later, with the
circa 1940s consulting help of chemist Gustavus Esselen
(below), was expanded into the 1948 book We Human
Chemicals, the second out and the open book, following
1910
William Fairburn (below), on human chemistry.

Wrote the first booklet on Human Chemistry.
1914

|
|
| His “One of the Physical Foundations of Economics”
cites Willard Gibbs’ 1901 Elementary Principles of Statistical Mechanics
as a basis to argue that the law of diminishing returns is based on
chemistry and physics (the second law in particular); along the way
1919 comparing human chemical reactions to basic equilibrium adjusting
chemical reactions (specifically the male-female reaction to the
reaction of ethanol (ethyl alcohol) and acetic acid to produce ethyl
acetate and water), explaining how the final equilibrium concentration
will differ base on changes to the initial reactant concentrations, in
each case, human and chemical, respectively.
1919 Stated that man's body is a chemical formula in operation.
Devotes his opening 60-page chapter "The Mechanistic School", of his
Contemporary Sociological Theories, to an all out attack on any type of
chemistry, physics, thermodynamics, or mechanics, applied in
sociology; on human chemistry he comments:
“The laws of physics, mechanics, and chemistry are applied to all social
objects of a physical character, and there is no reason to make a noise
about creating a 'human physics', a 'human gravitation' [see: social
1928
gravitation], or a 'human chemistry'. Such attempts are nothing but
efforts to create a 'physics, chemistry, and mechanics of dogs with long
tails and short necks'. In this respect the theories discussed are
inadequate, and therefore defective.”
His entire attack is well-referenced and very involved, in regards to
rebuttal and reason for objection.

8.

Gustavus Esselen (18881952)
American chemist

9.

Werner Stark (19091985)
Austrian social economist

10.

Claus Bock (19262008)
Germanic studies
scholar

c.1947 Consulting chemist to Drier's 1948 book We Human Chemicals.

1962 Asked why Huxley's 'social chemistry' as never been developed?

c.1965 Advisor to Adler in his Elective Affinities PhD dissertation.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Jeremy Adler
(1947-)
German science
historian

Mark Granovetter
(1943-)
American sociologist
Robert Nisbet (19131996)
American sociologist
Primo Levi 1919-1987)
Italian chemist and writer
Diane Vaughan (1953)
American sociologist

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
chemical
16.
engineer,
electrical
engineer, and
thermodynamicist

17.

18.

19.
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1969 Did his PhD on the chemistry of Goethe's Elective Affinities.

1969

Developed a hydrogen bonding based weak ties and strong ties
sociology model.

1970 Theorized 'social bonds' actuating the 'social molecule'.

1975 His Periodic Table (add) ...
Completed a detailed investigative study of the mechanism and
dynamics of the debonding processes involved in relationships,
1976
published in the 1986 book Uncoupling: Turning Points in Intimate
Relationships.
As a chemical engineering student (see: history), began
to puzzle on how to reverse engineer the chemical
thermodynamics rule/law of reaction spontaneity (ΔG <
0) as applied to human chemical reactions and human
1995 spontaneity, in particular the male-female reaction;
eventually, in 2007, ended up writing the world's first
textbook on the subject of basic chemistry principles
applied to human interactions, namely the two-volume
Human Chemistry.

Jean-Marie Lehn
(1939-)
French chemist

Outlined a grand Goethe-style supramolecular chemistry aphorism
1995 about how supramolecular chemistry is a sort of elective affinity style
molecular sociology.

Kevin Yee (1970-)
American Germanic
studies professor

1997

Joseph Dewey (1945-)
American newage
spiritual philosopher

Wrote the article “The Captain as Catalyst in Goethe’s
Wahlverwandtschaften”.

His coil-bound booklet The Molecular Relationship
outlines a barely-readable newagey theory that can best
be described as a mix of the Bible, relationship self-help,
1999 early 20th century energy vibration theories, energy
chakra theory, all stitched together with a very crude
chemical analogy model, with chapters on things such as
romantic energy, sex energy, desire energy, etc.

21th century pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in human chemistry of theories, ideas, and opinions
professed in 2000 or later:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution
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1.

2.

3.
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Christopher
Hirata (1983-)
American
physicist
IQ=225+

David Hwang
(c.1980-)
American
computational
chemist

Karl Fink (c.1960-)
American Germanic
studies professor

4.

Paul Peachey (19182012)
American writer

5.

Astrida Tantillo (c.1963-)
American Germanic
studies professor and
science historian

6.

James Morgia (1922-)
American philosopher

Outlined a five-part "physics of relationships" (relationship physics)
theory, the first being an 'equilibrium reaction' model of a class body
of college students using thermochemistry; he used the Gibbs
c.2000
equation, ΔG = ΔH – TΔS, to analyze the male-female reaction as, X +
Y ↔ XY, to calculate an equilibrium constant for the basic school year
reaction.

Wrote "The Thermodynamics of Love" in which he discussed the
2001 chemical thermodynamics, reaction coordinate aspects, and chemical
bonding aspects of the male-female reaction.

2001

Theorized on the human chemical reactions used in Goethe's Elective
Affinities.

2001

Outlined an odd sort of 'family molecule' chemistry mixed with
underlying religions notions.

2001 Wrote a book on the scores of critiques of Goethe's Elective Affinities.
His Life Long Human Value uses a human molecule description of
people and chemical analogy model of human micro interactions to
theorize about what he calls “micro abuses”, e.g. verbal child abuse,
intonational emotional abuse, etc., to outline a chemical reaction
2001
based type of moral fabric model, based on the negative impulses can
be stopped similar to an antioxidant neutralizing an oxidant; two
detriments are (a) very poor writing style and (b) ubiquitous use of
Bible quotes.

7.

Martha Nochimson
(c.1960-)
American film and
literature professor

2002

Wrote Screen Couple Chemistry: the Power of Two, a detailed look at
the components of what it takes to make good "screen chemistry".

8.

Tominaga Keii (19202009)
Japanese chemical
engineer

2004

Stated in his chemical thermodynamics chapter, that Goethe's Elective
Affinities 'added no scientific value'.

9.

Chanel Wood (c.1982)
Canadian writer

Outlined a combination
lock theory of human
bonding, modeled on
NaCl formation, according
to which the "we just
2007
clicked" catch phrase of
successful relationships is
conceptualized as two
people, as "reactants", clicking together in a manner to the way atoms
combine to satisfy valence electron shell configurations.

10.

Meg Bond (c.1952-)
American psychologist

2007 Wrote a book on 'workplace chemistry'.

11.

Lydia Goehr (c.1965-)
English-born American
philosopher

2008

Discussed Goethe's Elective Affinities in the context of aesthetic
theory.
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12.

13.

14.
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Surya Pati
(1983-)
Indian chemist
and business
management
theorist

2009

Yuri
Tarnopolsky
(1936-)
Russian-born
American
organic chemist

His ebook Introduction to Pattern Chemistry, on the subject of what he
calls “econochemistry”, builds on a number of previously written 55 or
so essays (2001-2008), he outlines a “chemistry on the human scale”
model of society and economy, arguing, using Greek philosopher
Lucretius’s atomic theory as a basis, that an “economy is an assembly,
separation, and rearrangement of atoms and molecules,” and that
transitions such as the transformation of Russia from absolute
monarchy to constitutional monarchy (1905) to republic (1917) to
2009
totalitarian (1936) to chaotic democracy (1991) to opaque
authoritarian (2000) is the story of a system consisting of “essentially
the same atomic human entities (his term for human molecule)”
undergoing a type of chemical isomerization, similar to when propyl
alcohol molecule isomers to methyl ethyl ether molecule. Tarnopolsky
speculates on the thermodynamics of these types of processes, on
things such as social temperature (which he equates to social
freedom), activation energy in relation to money, among other topics.

Rohann Solare
(c.1960-)
American newage
thinker

Explain how chemical thermodynamics can explain bonding between
humans.

His article “The Atomic-Molecular Foundations of a Social Physics: Selforganizing Systems from Atoms to Humans” presents a decent
overview of some of the basic principles of human chemistry, namely
2009 that a human is a large reactive “mega-molecule” whose attraction
and repulsion interactions are governed by the same electro-chemical
laws and principles that govern the atoms and molecules that make up
the body of a human.

15.

His ebook Significant Moments contains a noted section in which he
Gary Freedman (c.1950-)
c.2009 thematically groups a selection of historical writings on the thematic
American writer
topic of human chemistry.

16.

Explains social networks, using carbon atom bonding models, on the
Nicholas Christakis (1962motto that: “like atoms in a molecule, we’re all linked together.
)
2010
Studying the complex matrix that results can illuminate everything
Medical sociologist
from bucket brigades to Bernie Madoff.”

17.

18.

Mala Radhakrishnan
(1978-)
American physical
chemist

Jose Aguilera
(1947-)
Chilean
chemical
engineer

Her collected works poetry chemistry book Atomic Romances,
Molecular Dances uses a mix of poetry and easy-to-understand
analogies (e.g. “Sex and the City” → “Sex and Acidity”) to formulate
what seems to be Empedocles-style mix of poetic chemistry aphorisms
2011 in an effort to help students, particularly high school students, learn
thermodynamics, kinetics, and molecular reactions in a more realistic
manner, namely in the framework of subjects on the mind of the
typically coming of age student, such as relationships, dating, and sex,
etc.
Gives a six-page molecular sociology chapter subsection, citing Goethe
and Thims, he outlines a number of Empedocles-style human-tochemicals comparisons, aphorism, or analogies, depending, ranging
from: speculations on how a marriage is like a weaker type of covalent
bond and or Van der Waals interaction force, how uncharged
molecules clustering together in a charged environment are like
2012 people discriminated against joining together, how enzymes can can
break up and or catalyze the formation of bond between big
molecules, like matchmakers, or about how there may be some type of
"activity coefficient", similar to the water activity aw, which quantifies
the layers of water moisture around dry foods, that may quantify the
way in which people are attracted to "high energy surfaces" (see:
surface chemistry), among other comparisons.
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Some of these previous two groups, to note, are human chemical thermodynamics (HTC) pioneers, namely those
individuals who have applied either affinity chemistry, thermochemistry, or chemical thermodynamics to the
modeling of human chemical reactions. This group comprises the deeper thinkers of human chemistry, as indicated
by the fact that both Goethe and Hirata (two of the thinkers in the IQ=225+ group), independently, developed nearly
equivalent theories, as shown in the adjacent table, as the application of either affinity or free energy to predict a
reaction is one of the most involved subjects in all of science.

Note
Some of the HC pioneers are cross-over thinkers, listed on this page as well as on the HT pioneers page, whose work
is characterized by the use of both chemistry (e.g. chemical reaction models) and thermodynamics (e.g. affinity or
free energy theory), such as Johann Goethe (1809), Libb Thims (1995), Christopher Hirata (2000), or Surya Pati (2009),
are listed on both this page and the HT pioneers page.

References
1. Cook, Joseph. (1881). Scepticism and Rationalism: Elective Affinities and Hereditary (15 elective affinity rules, pgs.
107-09) Descent. Ward, Lock & Co.

HM pioneers
In hmolscience, HM pioneers, or pioneers of human mathematics, are those (7+) mathematicians, as listed below,
who over the years have contributed theory and logic to the understanding of the mathematics of human existence.
Each person's photo-size is indicative of a combination of originality, contribution density, impact, and deepness of
thought and theory penetration. Ranks of pioneers within a given year, are listed in descending order. Small quickmark clickable icons, as described on the HT pioneers page, are used to facilitate topics and theories associated with
the work of each person.

HM pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of individuals to have developed human mathematical theories, ideas, and
opinions:
Pioneer

Pierre Laplace
(1749-1827)
French
mathematical
physicist
(

=190)

George Boole
(1815-1864)
English
mathematician
and philosopher

Date

Contribution

His A Philosophical Essay on Probabilities, Chapter X: Application of the
Calculus of Probabilities to the Moral Sciences, famous posited: “Let us
1795 apply to the political and moral sciences the method founded upon
observation and upon calculus, the method which has served us so well
in the natural sciences.”
His An Investigation of the Laws of Thought on Which are Founded
the Mathematical Theories of Logic and Probabilities utilized Boolean
logic (the basis of all modern computer operations) to, in his own
words: [1]
“Investigate[s] the fundamental laws of those operations of the mind by
1854 which reasoning is performed; to give expression to them in the
symbolic language of a calculus, and upon this foundation to establish
the science of logic and construct its method.”
He outlined a mathematical theory of the way in which a mind most
readily accumulates knowledge.

Francis
Edgeworth
(1845-1926)
Irish
mathematical
economist

| His Mathematical Psychics: An Essay on the Application of
Mathematics to the Moral Sciences, the beginning of his long career in
1881 the subject, said to be notoriously difficult to read, outlines a “tentative
study” of the creative applications of mathematics to economic or
moral issues.
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Nicolas
Rashevsky (18991972)
Russian-born
American
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His article turned chapter "Mathematical Theory of Human Relations"
builds on the work of Alfred Lotka to attempt to derive mathematical
1935
equations for things such as ‘desire’ and ‘will’, in terms of concepts such
as intensities and physical forces.

thermodynamicist, theoretical
biologist, and sociologist
John Gottman
(1942-)
American
mathematical
psychologist

Steven Strogatz
(1959-)
American applied
mathematician

Jose-Manuel Rey
(c.1975-)
Spanish mathematical
economist

In the early 1970s, after a degree[s] mathematics at MIT, he
applied mathematics the study of the dynamics of marriage, which,
following a two-decade long research project, he found that stable longterm marriages have a 5-to-1 ratio of attractive-to-repulsive bonding
c.1972 interaction, a ratio now called the Gottman stability ratio; the results of
his study were famously published in his 1995 book Why Marriages
Succeed or Fail; a followup book is: The Mathematics of Marriage:
Dynamic Nonlinear Models (2005) co-written with James Murray,
Catherine Swanson, Rebecca Tyson, and Kristin Swanson.
Completed his PhD at Harvard in with a dissertation on the “The
Mathematical Structure of the Human Sleep-wake Cycle”; his 1988
“Love Affairs and Differential Equations” attempts a differential
equation formulation for the equation of love, wherein he explains how
he teaches students about ordinary coupled differential equations using
1986
examples of variations of levels or ratios of love and hate [similar to the
Gottman stability ratio] in Shakespeare-style Romeo and Juliet type
relationships; he continues with these types of applications in his 2003
Sync: the Emerging Science of Spontaneous Order along with other
articles, such as Energy Landscape of Social Balance” (2009).

His “A Mathematical Model of Sentimental Dynamics Accounting
for Marital Dissolution”, builds on the work of John Gottman, to
attempt to formulaically and graphically explain marital dissolution
2010 using a metaphorical version of the second law to indicate that “indicate
that the feeling of attachment in a relationship ‘cools down’ (thermal
word) as time evolves—unless energy in form of effort is supplied to
keep things alive.”

See also
● HT pioneers (490+)
● HC pioneers (70+)
● HP pioneers (20+)
● HMS pioneers (120+)
● Human mathema cs (objec ons to)

References
1. The Laws of Human Thought – Wikipedia.
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Hmolpedia (eoht.info) or
Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human
Chemistry, and Human Physics
(see: etymology), a ‘two cultures’
integrating one nature modern
Faustian-outlook encyclopedia, is
a work-in-progress,
prolegomenon, collectivelywritten online (and print set)
compendium of 3,660+ articles
on the study of the application of
the hard sciences of
thermodynamics, chemistry, and
physics to the analysis and
explication of human existence,
experience, and movements, as
these intersect with and overhaul
the soft sciences of the
humanities.

Above: depiction of reduction of all of human
existence and experience into the methodology of
chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, pure
and applied. Right: the nutshell synopsis of
hmolscience, namely the reinterpretation of the
1809 human relationship models and social
meaning theories of German polyintellect Johann
Goethe as seen through the lens of modern
chemical thermodynamics as defined by American
engineer Willard Gibbs (see: Gibbs and Goethe).

“Manifold avenues open up
almost as soon as one begins to tackle the problem.”

— Romanian scholar (1971), on the second law applied to socioeconomics

The following—the top ten mononymous names in Hmolscience citation rankings—are well representative of the
core structure of Hmolpedia:
1. Goethe | Johann Goethe (cited: 1074)
2. Gibbs | Willard Gibbs (cited: 843)
3. Clausius | Rudolf Clausius (cited: 664)
4. Newton | Isaac Newton (cited: 509)
5. Lewis | Gilbert Lewis (cited: 468)
6. Maxwell | James Maxwell (cited: 455)
7. Helmholtz | Hermann Helmholtz (cited: 415)
8. Einstein | Albert Einstein (cited: 400)
8. Boltzmann | Ludwig Boltzmann (cited: 382)
10. Darwin | Charles Darwin (cited: 381)
Compare: Aristotle's citation rankings, of core names employed in his collected works; see also: term rank, a ranking
of key "terms" used in Hmolpedia, and power centers, a flow diagram of historical knowledge. A centralized site page
is: social Newtons (50+):
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a ranked listing of thinkers to have attempted Social
Principia like treatises, i.e. derivations of a universal
theory to explain, simultaneously, why an apple falls to
the earth, via laws of motion, and why people fall in
love, via one and the same laws. Other backbone pages
include: Humanities citation ranking (38+), HT pioneers
(505+), HC pioneers (57+), HP pioneers (50+), HMS
pioneers (122+), human free energy theorists (40+), and
Genius IQs (430+); see also: Stark classification (10+) on
the fundamental "forms" of the mechanistic social or
social mechanism thought.

Top: the so-called "island model" used classically to conceptually
understand basic human chemical thermodynamics concepts,
e.g. system, social chemical potential, bond energy, etc. Left: the
Papin engine, the basis of the laws of thermodynamics, which
govern the universe. Center: depiction of abiogenesis, namely
the hypothesis (Thomas Huxley, 1870) that by heating and or
adding energy to non-living matter, life can be generated, i.e. a
frog will eventually hop out of the primordial soup; the logic of
Two cultures | Divide
which many, in modern times, adhere to via a combination of the
In the earlier 19th century, bulk human knowledge had Miller-Urey experiment (1952), the RNA world hypothesis
begun to grow so fast that last universal geniuses were (Walter Gilbert, 1986) (Ѻ), the hydrothermal vent theory (Gunter
beginning to die off, modern thinkers were beginning to Wachtershauser, 1990) (Ѻ), among other arguments. Right: the
suffer from the effects of mental "hydraism", according earth, surface-attached social systems in particular, visualized in
the "thermodynamic systems" perspective, alternative heated
to which by 1833 the so-called “intellectuals” of the
(fire "day" hot body) and cooled (water "night" cold body),
world were forcibly divided (see: Whewell-Coleridge
cyclically, as working bodies, triggering metamorphosis (aka
debate) between those who worked in the “real
evolution) via electrochemical processes.

sciences” (Samuel Coleridge, 1833), i.e.
mathematicians, physicists, and naturalists (William Whewell, 1840), and those who worked in the other seeming
“sciences”, i.e. poetry, arts, humanities, or soft sciences, and the metaphysical fields of social concern, namely those
connected with moral philosophy ideologies. In the early 20th century, bulk human knowledge had grown so that the
so-called biological-minded social philosophers were beginning to be surrounded and encompassed by the physical
scientists and natural scientists:
“Surrounding us on all sides are the physicists, chemists, geologists, and astronomers, with whom we must reckon,
for their domains and their subject matter overlap ours in countless ways.”
— William Patten (1920), Social Philosophy of a Biologist

“Since my name is not Socrates or Einstein and I hold only one of the seven or eight PhD degrees [organic chemistry]
this problem requires, readers are quite justified in questioning my qualifications to testify as such a multidisciplinary
expert.”
— George Scott (1985), on the ethics and physical chemistry of will

In the decades to follow, the puzzling phenomenon of "anti-interdisciplinarity" (see: interdisciplinarity) emerged, a
type of defense mechanism, according to which each intellectual turf, set by ingrained beliefs, tended to defend its
own, whereby those few “engaged in integrative thought” (Harold Morowitz, 1979) lost status, after which, going
into the 21st century, the "mental divide dilemma" (Medi Belortaja, 2009) resulted, each scientific specialty, or mind
of that specialty, divided against each other in views and inherent beliefs about human nature.

Humanities + Thermodynamics
The following flow chart shows the overall ongoing construction process of Hmolpedia, namely the dissection and reinterpretative understanding of the humanities and social sciences according to core laws of nature, the foremost of
which is Clausius-Gibbs based thermodynamics, in other words in terms of the energy (i.e. enthalpy) and entropy (i.e.
transformation content), something worked out in basic framework two centuries ago by Goethe in terms of human
chemical reactions and chemical affinity or "elective affinities", the three (energy, entropy, and affinity) relate via the
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affinity-free energy equation, according to the thermodynamic theory of affinity, proved in 1882 by Helmholtz, all of
which derive from Newton's last and final Query 31:

Humanities

Thermodynamics

Hmolpedia [1]

Physicochemical humanities | Equation flowchart
The following physicochemical overlay diagram, below left, and equation flow chart, below right, give an overview of
Hmolpedia and of hmolscience, human chemical thermodynamics, and or the physicochemical humanities in general:

(Mirza Beg, 1987)

(Frederick Rossini, 1971)

The two above diagrams, in short, show a re-conceptualization of humans and social systems as types of
physicochemical systems, governed by the partial differential equations of chemical thermodynamics, with the
implicit derived result that humans, animals, plants (e.g. diagram below right), and so-called lower forms of powered
chemical animation (e.g. bacteria, viruses, walking molecules, etc.), are not "living things" (a religio-mythology
conception), but CHNOPS+ structures in powered states of driven animation. The diagram, above left, is from the
cover of Indian-born Pakistani organometallic chemist Mirza Beg’s 1987 book New Dimensions in Sociology: a
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Physico-Chemical Approach to Human Behavior, depicting a conceptualization of slums (or huts), middle class, and big
cities as different molecular aggregate states, akin to atoms or molecules in the gas, liquid, and solid state,
respectively, according to which human behavior is conceptualized as molecular or chemical behavior, described
according to the physicochemical methods and principles of physical chemistry, e.g. activation energy (diagram
overlay shown), free energy change, bond energy, etc. The equation flowchart, above right, first outlined in the 2012
Elective Affinities "equation decipherment" article, then presented by American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims
at UPESW 2013, Pitesti, Romania, gives an overview of the equation structure of the physical chemical reductionism
of the humanities, from the invention of the equal " = " sign by Welsh physician-mathematician Robert Record (1557),
i.e. equation invention, to American chemical engineer and physical chemist Frederick Rossini's 1971 derivation of
what he defines as "chemical thermodynamics in the real world", according to which entropy ΔS and enthalpy ΔH
changes govern the nature of freedom and security, respectively, in social reaction existence and experience
equilibration processes. [3]

Religion | God vs Gibbs
The subjects of chemistry, physics, and
thermodynamics are, by definition,
“atheism” or atheist ingrained subjects,
i.e. in no way is belief in the existence in
God (or gods), or for that matter spirits,
or anything supernatural or
metaphysics, part of their respective
structures. Subsequently, when
chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics
are applied to the humanities, the
Left: the word scramble mnemonic for the 2014-launched Atheism Reviews video
resulting derived amalgamation or
channel, a precipitate of Hmolpedia, a venture into explicit extreme atheism (aka
extreme realism). Right: a representation of the God vs Gibbs debates, having
proto-science is, by definition, an
erupted in the wake of the Rossini debate and human molecular theory.
atheism-ingrained result. Accordingly,
when one comes across attempts at
"science + religion" mending amalgamations, typically tending towards the use of ontic opening stylized arguments,
something will be inherently wrong with the fundamental points of the argument. The atheism timeline, some of
which is partially shown adjacent, touches on some of these key turning points, from Laplace’s 1802 declaration to
Napoleon that in his formulation of celestial mechanics he had “no need of that [god] hypothesis” (see: Napoleon
Laplace anecdote), a proposition that has not yet seen realization in social mechanics, to Nietzsche’s 1882
pronouncement that “God is dead”, to the modern 2006-present Journal of Chemical Education “God vs Gibbs”
debates (see: Rossini debate) about whether or not chemical thermodynamics has the “power to explain the human
condition” (John Wojcik, Dec 2006).

Atomic theory | Purview
Implicit in the above partial differential equation formulation of human existence and experience, is the "atomic
theory" (Leucippus, 450BC) applied to humans point of view, a type of advanced chemical thermodynamically neutral
deathropized Aristotelian (teleology expunged) Goethean-Epicureanism, followed in hmolscience, namely from the
definition of the molecule (Pierre Gassendi, 1649) to the cell-as-molecule (Lionel Harrison, 1993) to human-asmolecule (Jean Sales, 1789) perspective, to the intersection of this with modern chemical thermodynamics
perspectives (e.g. RSS news feed), in the form of modern human chemical thermodynamics: [2]

Thermodynamics news
(Ѻ)

People (humans), not as living beings, but "powered" CHNOPS+ chemicals, molecules, or matrices (Henry Swan, 1974)
is a well-honed modern description of the humans-as-molecules purview.

Historical | Human models
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Historically, to put the above in context, the following, from UPESW 2013, is an historical retrospect look at the
developmental modeling of the what the great thinkers, over the last 5,000-years, have modeled and conceptualized
the "human" as: [2]

Sun (fire) born of kēme
(earth) following flood
(water)

Four elements (Empedocles,
450BC)

In short, five-thousand years ago, scholars conceived of humans as sun-created entities—humans as spirit-life-soul
imbibed clay figurine sculptures (the sun deified) the details of which described by religio-mythology; today, likewise,
scholars conceive of humans as sun-synthesized entities—humans as powered 26-element atomic geometries (the
sun understood as a hydrogen-helium mass undergoing thermonuclear reaction) the details of which described by
human chemical thermodynamics.
In long, over the last five-thousand years, the "sun birth" theory (3,000BC) transmogrified into the religio-mythology
based "clay creation" humans-as-workers model of Imhotep (2600BC), which turned Aristotle (322BC) teleological
physics/metaphysics model of the human; thereafter becoming the automaton + pineal gland (soul), mind-brain
"dualism" model of Descartes (1637); which became the mechanical bio-chemical "animal combustion" caloric
models of Lavoisier (1787); which modified into the self-assembled "electrochemical automaton" model of Neumann
(1948); thereafter being modified by the Darwinian-based "DNA-survival" models, following Watson and Crick (1953);
eventually arriving at the modern, albeit hotly debated (2006-present) "chemical thermodynamics in the real world"
modelling of Rossini (1971), viewing people as equilibrium adjusting reactive chemicals or “26-element energy/heat
driven dynamic atomic structures” as modern engineering thermodynamics (2011) defines things. [4]
While we, over the millennia, certainly have come along way in "deanthropomorphizing" ourselves, as some might
reason, Descartes' pineal gland dualism model still lingers, precariously and dangerously, as some posit, in the face of
Goethe's true-to-reality 1809 conclusive statement that there is, after all, only "one nature".
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The following are the 25 most-liked pages (see main: like
rankings) in Hmolpedia, as of Jan 2014, according to Facebook
likes, main page aside:
1. Equation of love | 422+ likes
2. IQ: 200+ | 227+ likes
3. IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever | 214+ likes
4. Founders of thermodynamics and suicide | 167+ likes
5. Love the chemical reaction | 125+ likes
6. Dawkins scale | 99+ likes
7. Endorphin theory of love | 87+ likes
8. Good Will Hunting (William Sidis) | 83+ likes
9. Chocolate theory of love | 53+ likes
10. Christopher Hirata | 53+ likes
11. Last person to know everything | 50+ likes
12. Human molecular formula | 42+
13. Sweaty T-shirt study | 43+ likes
14. Johann Goethe | 34+ likes
15. Thomas Young | 33+ likes
16. Human chemistry | 34+ likes
17. Thermodynamics of hell | 31+ likes
18. Laws of thermodynamics (game version) | 31+ likes
19. Turnover rate | 33+ likes
20. Human thermodynamics | 27+ likes

Top: A nutshell synopsis of hmolscience: Goethe's 1796
affinity-based "human chemical theory" (left)
explained, in modern terms, via partial differential
changes in isothermal-isobaric free energies in a given
boundaried social system, per extent of reaction,
quantified by the 1882 Goethe-Helmholtz equation
(right). Bottom: A depiction of the “mental divide
dilemma” (Medi Belortaja, 2009), showing physicists,
chemists, astronomers, evolutionists, and sociologists
References
(William Patten, 1920) connected, albeit mentally1. Thims, Libb. (2014-15/16). Hmolpedia: A-Z Encyclopedia of
divided against each other (Harold Morowitz, 1979) in
Human Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, views and beliefs about human nature, which, owing to
Volumes 1-6 (see: main where pdfs are available). Publisher.
hydraism, has resulted in the derisive phenomena of
2. Thims, Libb. (2014-15/16). Chemical Thermodynamics: with
anti-interdisciplinarity.

Applications in the Humanities (97-page version: pdf of 800pages estimated total). Publisher.
3. Thims, Libb. (2013). “Econoengineering and Economic Behavior: Particle, Atom, Molecule, or Agent Models?”
(video, 1:33-min) (article, 40-pgs) (PowerPoint, 36-slides), Key speaker talk delivered at the University of Pitesti
Econophysics and Sociophysics Workshop (UPESW) / Exploratory Domains of Econophysics News (EDEN V) (organizer:
Gheorghe Savoiu). University of Pitesti, Pitesti, Romania, Jun 29.
4. Annamalai, Kalyan, Puri, Ishwar K., and Jog, Milind A. (2011). Advanced Thermodynamics Engineering (§14:
Thermodynamics and Biological Systems, pgs. 709-99, contributed by Kalyan Annamalai and Carlos Silva; §14.4.1:
Human body | Formulae, pgs. 726-27; Thims, ref. 88). CRC Press.

Site feeds
The following are site feed snippets of recent hot discussions, new photos, new members (or noted members), and
recent thermodynamic news. Please feel free to partake in the action:

“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences,
but by a system of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it
may be possible, as Adams suggests, to invent a common formula for thermodynamics and
history.”
– William Thayer (1918), American historian
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Hmolpedia (reviews)
In reviews, Hmolpedia reviews are independent
critiques, reviews, summaries, or opinions of Hmolpedia
(EoHT.info) as an Internet resource.

Overview
The following are various “reviews” of Hmolpedia since
its 24 Dec 2007 launch, which range from simple synopsis
overview paragraphs (AboutUs.org, 2008) to MIT Net
Advance of Physics encyclopedia category entries (2010)
more involved Tumblr-type analysis postings (2012).
Some reaction commentary ranges from, comments
such as: “incredible website” (2012)—to “I can’t quite
decide whether or not it is entirely kooky?” (2012)—to “I
stumbled upon this bizarre site—there certainly is a lot of
BS (e.g. human chemistry), but is this website an obvious A 12 Jun 2012 Scoopit.com "math, technology, and learning"
section posting on the Hmolpedia equation of love page, one of
pistake/new age rubbish, or is it genuine??”—to one
the sites most popular pages (350+ Facebook likes).
person posting twice in one week “a fascinating topic
[human thermodynamics], which might be ‘unifying’
across not only physics but economics, history, politics, sociology, and human psychology” (20 Jun 2011) and
followup “update: the actual work at the website I consider bull. The theorists, I believe, do not understand the
degree to which they are merely borrowing an analogy” (25 Jun 2011).
The above "reaction" commentary seem to highlight not only the two cultures divide, but more to the point the
divide between the revolutionary ways that established geniuses, such as Goethe (IQ=230), Voltaire (IQ=195),
Majorana (IQ=195), Hirata (IQ=190), Adams (IQ=190), Sales (IQ=190), Winiarski (IQ=?), etc., tend to view the world,
and the way the person in the laity-range mindset tends to view the world, which seems to amount to a type of
regurgitated generic homogenized educational package, with any sort of controversial aspects relegated to the
forgotten sidelines of non-use, and hence atrophied. Subsequently, when the views of the knowledge masters of the
past are brought to the surface, and shown openly and prominently, in the freely readable wiki page format, there is
a collision between those 50,000+ per month Googling for answers on certain "points of view", e.g. thermodynamics
applied to government and economics (2012), activation energy theory applied human relationships and human
activity (2012), or the thermodynamic properties of an organism (2011), etc., and in the collisional the layperson is
caught a bit off-guard or off-balance and a bit unprepared. Aesop’s famous circa 550BC axiom “we fear what we
don’t understand” may, possibly, explain some of the slur reaction detractions, shown above, in the sense that once
one understands what is going on here, at Hmolpedia, the fear transforms into fascination and bedazzlement, as well
might be captured in Goethe's famous defense of his greatest work Elective Affinities: “I’m sorry you feel that way
[Madam], for it is my "best book"!

Alexa rankings
The following is a 4 Jan 2016 Alexa ranking of EoHT.info:

The following is a 23 Sep 2015 Alexa ranking of EoHT.info (listed with 215 sites linked in): [2]
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The following is a 16 April 2012 Alexa.com stats review: [2]

Reddit
The following is a 9 Dec 2015 screenshot of the Reddit domain page (Ѻ) on EoHT.info:
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Other
The following is a 2015 listing of Hmolpedia, at WhatLifeIs.info, wherein Hmolpedia is described as “a large resource
for radical cybernetic and thermodynamic interpretations of humanity”: (Ѻ)
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On 14 Feb 2014, PhilosophyForums.com probed on Hmolpedia: (Ѻ)

They spent time trying to dissect and comprehend the Theophile De Donder (1936) version of the affinity-free energy
equation:

The following is a 2012 Tumblr review by Zhaozhou: [1]
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The following is a 02 Jan 2012 review by a 28-year old UK male blogger, by the onlinename of Dronecorp, who blogs
generally on music, who is meandering thoughts on an activation energy theory of human interactions and bondings:
[10]

The following is a June 20th (and 25th) 2011 WordPress blog by Nicole Tedesco an American IT researcher with a BS
in physics (1990), who was looking to explain irreversibility in economics, who, on the same day that she stated her
view that "the actual work at the web site I consider bull”, joined Hmolpedia as NicoleTedesco, for whatever reason:
[9]
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The following as a 28 Apr 2011 feed posting, at WrongPlanet.net, an online community resource for people with
autism and Asperger’s syndrome, by ryan93, an aged-19 self-defined "creationism denier" and strident atheist, who
considers human chemistry as a lot of BS, but wants to know if the entire website is a "pisstake/new age rubbish" or
if it is genuine: [6]

The following a recent discovered (discovered 28 May 28 2012; but not yet in the Wayback Machine archives) MIT
Net Advance of Physics Encyclopedia article entry on human thermodynamics by Karen Rae Keck (likely posted online
in 2010 or earlier, before the Hmolpedia name change occurred): [9]

The following is a 2009 FriendFeed like-summary posted by Siggi Becker via Delicious: [3]
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The following is a 8 Oct 2009 review of Hmolpedia focused on sociology and nature: (Ѻ)

The following is a 4 Mar 2009 Hmolpedia and human thermodynamics snapshot by Theosebia of the site
AuxMaillesGodefroy.com: [7]

The following is a 2008 StubleUpon summary overview of Hmolpedia (during its first year) posted by Libb Thims: [4]
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The following is an April 2008 AboutUs.org summary overview of Hmolpedia: [5]

References
1. Hmolpedia (by zhaozhou) – Tumblr.com.
2. EoHT.info (traffic rank) - Alexa.com.
3. EoHT (favorite link) – FriendFeed.com.
4. Hmolpedia - StumbleUpon.com.
5. Hmolpedia (2008) – AboutUs.org.
6. Is this website completely pseudoscientific/a pisstake? (2011) – WrongPlanet.net.
7. Medical Information (related page) – AuxMaillesGodefroy.com.
8. (a) Keck, Karen R. (c.2012). “Human Thermodynamics”, Net Advance of Physics, MIT.
(b) The Net Advance of Physics, is a 1995-launched MIT resource providing discussions at various levels of
sophistication that cover all areas of physics.
9. Tedesco, Nichole. (2011). “Human Thermodynamics”, I Am the Architect of My Life: the Mind, Computing,
Architecture, and What Ought to be Built, WordPress, Jun 20.
10. Dronecorp. (2012). “Activation Energy”, Dronecorp.blog.co.uk, Jan 02.

Further reading
● Kelbrat, Tony. (2014). The ‘People Power’ Education Superbook: Book 6: Math & Science Guide (§10:The Science of
Life Basics, EoHT.info, pg. #). LuLu.

External links
● Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics - Matei.org.
● Hmolpedia | Recently updated pages (with videos) – YouTube.
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In publications, Hmolpedia (set) refers to the work-in-progress
hardcover six-volume print set of the online pages of
Hmolpedia (eoht.info), entitled as Hmolpedia: A-Z
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human
Chemistry, and Human Physics, Volumes 1-6, compiled by
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, which currently
is in the wiki-to-word conversion stage, the growing drafting
stage versions available as pdfs, the final estimate of which is
3,500 pages total printed. [1] Hmolpedia is a prolegomenon, so
to speak, to the draft-stage physicochemical humanities (or
physical humanities) teaching textbook Chemical
Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities, situating
chemical thermodynamics, specifically human chemical
thermodynamics, as the core, base, or root subject of the
humanities. [2]

Print progress | Wiki → Word → PDF → Printed Book
Set
In early 2013, Libb Thims began doing wiki page to Word file
pastes of each article; progress of which is shown below:
● 02 Feb 2013, when Hmolpedia was at the 2,800+ article level A rendition of the eventual 6-volume hardcover
Hmolpedia the physicochemical humanities
(see: progress report), 75 Hmolpedia articles had been
reformatted and converted into a 100-page Word file, putting encyclopedia printed volume book set, estimated to be
completed in 2015/16. [1]
an estimate of the A-Z printed volume at 3,700-pages total or
5-volumes (8.5x11) at 750 pages per volume (800 page max per book at LuLu).
● 24 Feb 2014, more Hmolpedia online ar cles had been converted into 1,017-pages of Word files and were available
online in the form of two pdf files (pdf: A-K, 508-pgs; pdf: L-Z, 511-pgs).
● 27 May 2014, when Hmolpedia was at the 3,200+ ar cle level more core online ar cles had been converted into
1,515-pages of Word files, available online in the form of two pdf files (pdf: A-K, 784-pgs; pdf: L-Z, 731-pgs), plus a
third 338-page file (pdf: Misc) of miscellaneous site content (tables, timelines, errata, etc.).
● Apr 2015, when Hmolpedia was at 3,650+ online ar cle mark, had circa 3,000-pages (main) in word file plus 5001,000 pages (misc), but had computer crash; rebuilding word file ...

References

1. Thims, Libb. (2014-15/16). Hmolpedia: A-Z Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry,
and Human Physics, Volumes 1-6 (pdf: A-K, 508-pgs; pdf: L-Z, 511-pgs). Publisher.
2. Thims, Libb. (2014-15/16). Chemical Thermodynamics: with Applications in the Humanities (97-page
version: pdf of 800-pages estimated total). Publisher.
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Hmolpedia (eoht.info) or Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics
(see: etymology), a ‘two cultures’ encyclopedia, is a workin-progress, prolegomenon, collectively-written online
compendium of 2,950+ articles on the study of the
application of the hard sciences of thermodynamics,
chemistry, and physics to the analysis of human existence.

“I have just recently found out about the EoHT—a
truly marvelous project! I did not think that it could
be possible for someone to be able to conduct such
a demanding project, but the result itself proves it is
possible. Thank you for Hmolpedia.”
— Croatian physicist and mechanical engineer | social free energy
theorist [1]

The core Hmolpedia subject is human thermodynamics
A tattoo of the Clausius inequality (as derived from the Papin
(branches: 35+), a subfield of animate thermodynamics,
inclusive of topics connected to the thermodynamical study engine, below right), the underlying function of the Lewis
of human existence, experience, behavior, and reactivity, as inequality for natural processes:
viewed through the laws, inequalities, and moral symbols of
the governing equation of human existence, on a man's
thermodynamics, namely those aspects of daily human
hand, holding both a new and burnt match,
movement quantified by: heat, work, energy, entropy,
indicative of the arrow of time; where “the
Gibbs free energy, activation energy, coupling,
hand represents the capacity of the human
irreversibility, extent of reaction, bond energy, spin, and
mind to analyze and understand natural
other factors, tending to be quantified as conjugate variable phenomena, such as the power and
pairs.
imperative of irreversibility.” [4]
The "backbone" of Hmolpedia is the HT pioneers
(500+) timeline-table, a chronological listing of the thinkers
to have applied thermodynamics to questions of human existence. A good thematic intro to the site is HMS pioneers
page (120+), thinkers to have utilized human molecular logic (hmolscience), namely viewing people as individual
abstract ‘molecules’ (or particles), such as found in the sub-branch subjects of: human chemistry (HC), human physics
(HP), and human thermodynamics (HT); a connective subject is human mathematics (HM). Secondary Hmolpedia
backbone pages are the HC pioneers (50+), HP pioneers (50+), and HM pioneers (5+) time-tables; see also: people
database (800+). Good utility-pages include: symbols, equations, new pages, member index, objectives, FAQ, and
homework problems. Hmolpedia currently draws about 70,000+ (school year) to 35,000+ (summer) page views per
month, with an annual growth rate of 100.3% (in terms of visits) since the site's 2007 launch. [2] See also: why is this
site here?
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The equation overlaid cover of the 2012launched online, planned 2013 bookpublished, Elective Affinities: Illustrated,
Annotated, and Decoded, by American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, based on
the 1885 English translation by Hjalmar
Boyesen of Goethe's famous 1809 physical
chemistry based novella Elective Affinities,
using illustrations, mainly, of Philipp Johann
(see: timeline).

Elective Affinities | Decoded
A current main project of Hmolpedia is the undertaking of the 2012launched online, slated 2013-book publication, Elective Affinities:
Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded, shown adjacent, the first full
book (Elective Affinities, 1809) to be embedded and hyperlinked into
the body and structure of Hmolpedia, consisting in structure of
about 40+ individual wiki pages: main project page, table of contents
(36 chapters), reaction decipherment, equation decoding, list of
characters (reactants), admirers, enemies, a translations page,

among others.
_____ “A great revolutionary doctrine pervades the
____________— Victoria Woodhull (1871), first female US presidential candidate

whole.”

The main objective of the newly-launched project is to: (a) collect all known nineteenth-century illustrations of
German polymath Johann Goethe’s self-defined “best book” , albeit critically-defined most “dangerous” book, yet
thinker-defined revolution-containing (see: Goethean revolution) book; to (b) annotate the two-centuries of critical
review and commentary on the content of the monumental novella, and to (c) decode the “hidden secrets” Goethe
claimed to have embedded in the book in multiple layers of gestalt, most importantly to extract the three-dozen plus
Bergman reactions Goethe is said to have used to construct the various chapters of the novella, and lastly to give a
modern human chemical thermodynamics upgrade to the entire affinity chemistry (1718-1881) theoretical backbone
of the novel, a "principle" (e.g. moral symbols) that Goethe famously said was “true”, using the various versions of
Goethe-Helmholtz equation (1882) as a starting point.
Those new to hmolscience are encouraged to read the newly deciphered, decoded, and human chemical
reaction explicated (see: HCR theory) online version of Goethe’s greatest publication, chapter-by-chapter, a work that
Goethe famous said must be read “three times” for proper understanding.

Human chemical thermodynamics
The following schematic gives a cliff notes version of the "core" structure of the Hmolpedia, namely those who model
human existence and experience using chemical thermodynamic reaction mechanism formulations (a post 1882
addition to Goethean human chemistry), viewed in the big picture structure of the dynamics and spins of the
universe—or as cogently summarized in 1997 by Scottish German-literature scholar Gundula Sharman, the following
is the “scientific model for human experience:” [5]
“My idea for the new novella is to portray social relationships
and their conflicts symbolically:

Johann
Goethe
(1808)
(IQ=230)

[and] the moral symbols used in the natural sciences are the
elective affinities:
discovered and employed by the great Bergman.”

“For many of us, thermochemistry was our first science which
involved nontrivial mathematics:
It seems appropriate, therefore, to apply thermochemistry:
Christopher
Hirata
(2000)
to relationships.”
(IQ=190±,
225)
“The thermodynamic parameter free energy:

“Elective Affinities Problem”
represents the fundamental driving force in nature and
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determines whether physical and chemical processes
conducted by nature and society will take place [and] the
civilization development model [can be] represented by the
following equation:

Thomas
Wallace
(2009)
physical
chemist
(college
president)

where P is the primitive phase, F the feudal phase, S the state
phase, I the imperial phase, meaning dynamic equilibrium,
and → meaning complete conversion to products.”

The first two individuals, of curiosity, Johann Goethe (theory conceived: 1796 [age 47]) and Christopher Hirata
(theory conceived: 1996-2000 [circa age 16]), each have been independently assigned with a very rare ceiling range
intelligence of IQ=225+ (only a handful of adults have ever been cited in this range), and each "independently" have
arrived at the very same essential theory (see: Kuhn on scientific revolutions | Goethean revolution), namely
describing humans as animate chemicals, atomic geometries, or human molecules, both defining people
"symbolically", as Goethe says, using Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's pioneering 1775 letter chemical symbol
notation—namely A and B (or X and Y) being representative of "single" humans (human molecules); AB or XY being
chemically "bonded" humans in relationships (dihumanide molecules)—and in this framework, conceptually defining
human experience and states of existence using chemical thermodynamic formulation (Hirata) or affinity chemistry
formulation (Goethe), using the variables chemical affinity A, entropy S, or equilibrium constants K, respectively. Both
Goethe and Hirata can be classified, using a very rare epitaph, as "human chemical thermodynamicists", namely
scientists who study interacting humans, from the reactive systems (advanced perspective), chemical
thermodynamics (or affinity chemistry) point of view, specifically viewing individual people as freely-going surfaceattached human molecules or human chemicals that form and break chemical bonds (see: human chemical bond) to
each other, produce or absorb work, and transform as they go through the course of their reaction existence.
The third individual, American physical chemist and college president Thomas Wallace, is a relative newcomer,
but uses the same general chemical mechanism logic, only applied to the study of the rise and fall of civilizations. To
elaborate further, the following outlines the gist of this Goethe-Hirata-Wallace cliff notes synthesis, a subject that can
be classified under the rubric of hmolscience, namely the umbrella subject of physics, chemistry, and or
thermodynamics applied to the study of human behavior—humans, themselves, renamed, using a periodic table
framed nomenclature, such as: human molecules, human moles, human particles, human chemicals, human
elements, human chemical elements, atomic geometries, human atomisms, human fluids, or hmols, among other
atomic-based namesakes:

“There are, by nature, stronger or weaker bonds between chemical components, and when they evidence themselves, they
resemble attractions between humans. This is why chemists speak of elective affinities [A = -ΔG], even though the forces that
move chemicals [or humans] one way or another and create chemical structures are often purely external in origin.”
— Goethe, Lectures on Anatomy (1796)

In the above depiction, we see the Goethe-Helmholtz equation [A = -ΔG], the notion of chemical affinity, symbol A,
itself, first defined as being applicable to humans verbally by Empedocles (450BC); first defined as governing humanhuman reactions (sexual or social) by Goethe (1796); first defined as being quantified by the free energy change of a
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reaction or process by Helmholtz (1882), as contrasted with the now-defunct Thomsen-Berthelot principle (1854);
first defined such that the chemical thermodynamic quantity "-ΔG" is the driving force of a reaction, specifically a
freely-running isothermal-isobaric reaction (the kind that occur between freely-going humans, i.e. unslaved-to-work
humans or human reactions not "harnessed for the production of useful work", as Lewis says; in which case the
equation -ΔG > w' applies, where w' is the net work), by Lewis as he explains in his famous 1923 thermodynamic
bible;
first defined as being applicable to the "predictions" of
human chemical reactions (mate selection) by Thims
(1995); first defined graphically in terms of reaction
coordinates by Hwang (2001); and first defined as
governing the rise and fall of civilizations by Wallace
(2009). For a more detailed historical listing of the
known 40+ thinkers involved in the development of
this new chemical thermodynamic approach to the
study of human existence, see the human free energy
timeline; see also the ABC model of will for a retinal
molecule example of how forces "external in origin"
induce movement in animate molecules or animate
matter.

Energy | Pressure volume work
A good simple visual introduction, representative of
hmolscience concepts, is that of human reaction
An alpha molecule depiction of human social pressure-volume
pressure volume work W, a central human
boundary (personal space) expansion work (PV work), quantified
thermodynamics calculation, as depicted adjacent (a
by the formula dW = PdV, from the 2004 film Mean Girls, of a
scene from the 2004 film Mean Girls). In this depiction
system transforming from state one to state two. Note: above
of differential change of volumetric space, the alpha
view is "objectionable" to some (see: discussion).
female (human molecule), flanked by two beta
females, enter a room, which thus acts to trigger a transformation reaction and correlative volume increase dV in
personal space, a volume increment quantified by the product of surface element dσ (d-sigma) and displacement
element dn, worked by a variant of human social pressure P, or social force per unit area, directed radially outward
from the alpha female, the type of force being the electromagnetic force (exchange force). The amount of human PV
work for his differential change of social interaction is thus calculated by the following integral:

-------which quantifies the work done by the system on going from an initial state (1) to a final state (2), the magnitude of
this work measured in SI units of joules.
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One overarching aim of Hmolpedia is to slowly
become the Internet's #1 go-to site for
information on "thermodynamics", the science
of the relationship between heat Q and work W.
Hmolpedia is a #4 top thermodynamics site,
according to TopSite.com. [3]
Hmolpedia is a place for collaboration on HMSrelated topics such: entropology, molecular
evolution tables, dissipative structures, chaos,
Maxwell's demon, drive, free will, morality, good
vs evil, theories of existence, love the chemical
reaction, Prigoginean thermodynamics, the
An depiction of the new paradigm change: that of the old normal science
history of thermodynamics, the defunct theory
Egyptian model of humans molded into shape from the clay of the earth
and given the breath of life by a God (or gods), as taught to us through
of life, etc.

“Everything that takes place is determined
by laws of nature—and this holds for the
actions of people.”
_____– Albert Einstein (1936)

Christianity, Islam, or Hinduism, predominately, to that of the new
coming to be seen as normal science model (hmolscience) of humans
"synthesized" (see: human free energy of formation) by the workings of
the universe and given "animation" and or reactivity by the "powers" of
the known forces of existence as explained by the equations of
thermodynamics.

The various branches of HT, such as psychodynamics, economic thermodynamics, anthropological thermodynamics,
political thermodynamics, sociological thermodynamics, history thermodynamics, business thermodynamics, religious
thermodynamics, philosophical thermodynamics, hierarchical thermodynamics, political thermodynamics,
government thermodynamics, war thermodynamics, among others, as listed in adjacent dropmenu.

Thermodynamics | Library
The core of the Hmolpedia is American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' growing collection of 350+
thermodynamics books, from which terms, factoids, equations, theory, history, trivia, biographies, derivations,
overviews of famous publications, and references, etc., are slowly uploaded, wiki-style, online:

Pierre Perrot’s 1998 A
to Z of Thermodynamics
dictionary servers as a
back-bone and model
template to many of the
Hmolpedia articles.

Some of the core books in Libb Thims' 300+
thermodynamics book collection: the three most
germane to human thermodynamics being: (1)
Clausius' 1865 Mechanical Theory of Heat, (2)
Gibbs' 1876 Equilibrium on the Heterogeneous
Substances, and (3) Lewis' 1923 Thermodynamics
and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances.

Online
manuscrip
t
constructi
on and
discussion

Working draft cover (2013)
to estimated-to-be 3,800page, 6-volume hardcover
encyclopedia printed set
for Hmolpedia, based on
online version.

“No human investigation can be called real science if it cannot be demonstrated mathematically.”
– Leonardo da Vinci (c.1490), Italian polymath

How: can

I help?

Thermodynamics news (more) (top 15)

The Hmolpedia is built on the framework of a
Unable to load RSS feed. Please try again later.
Wetpaint wiki. Wetpaint is essentially like
Wikipedia, albeit more functionable, meaning that
each (unlocked) page can be edited by anyone. If, subsequently, you are familiar with how "wikis", meaning quick-
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edit software, work and with the theories, terms, conceptions or ideas, e.g. entropy and life, of those HT pioneers,
who have thermodynamically theorized about the process of human activity, then first start an account (or
contribute anonymously), second give the practice page or sandbox a test run to see how the editing tools work, and
then help out in the following areas:
• Please read: "Editing Rules" (before adding or editing pages).
• Use the Hmolpedia beta wiki first if you are a greenhorn and have new, original, unreferenced,
philosophical, metaphysical, new age, religious, or sandbox ideas or theories to develop or overly long
thread posts to make (where a sandbox page would be better).
• To edit pages, use Firefox (works best) or Internet Explorer (see: browser support)
• Add references, photos, factoids, polls, videos, material, etc. to existing articles.
• Help with language translations: Italian, French, or Farsi (see: English translations needed)
• Start articles or stubbies on related topics (e.g. see: list of articles to write).
• Join in with thread comment, discussion, cleaning, and or editing of these articles.
One of the best ways to help is simply by skimming the Hmolpedia weekly digest email newsletter and then comment
back on the piqued items (articles, videos, images, etc.) of interest in thread posts.

Animate perspective
A significant and somewhat perception-altering point-of-view
followed in the hmolsciences, throughout the majority of the
Hmolpedia articles, and in human thermodynamics in particular,
is the view that "life" is something that does not exist. The view
that "life" is something that does not exist (see: defunct theory
of life), however, is not an immediately recognizable fact or
conclusion that one is able to arrive at on first pass or even after
prolonged investigation and introspection and is something akin
to not being able to see the ships in the harbor mixed in with not
being able to see the forest among the trees and takes several
years to work through the mind (see: glass walls; reverse
engineering; thought experiment) even after the solution is
arrived at.
A significant viewpoint adhered to in the hmolsciences The classic penetration into this query was Austrian physicist
is the "animate matter" perspective, introduced by
Erwin Schrodinger's famous 1944 lecture What is Life?, during
Alfred Ubbelohde in the 1940s, namely that from the
which time he told his lay audience that according to physics and
viewpoint of chemistry, physics, and in particular
chemistry life is something that "feeds on negative entropy"; but
thermodynamics, the concept of "life" (or "bio") is
after which he was attacked by his fellow hard science physicists
something that does not exist (see: defunct theory of
and was forced to recant and append an enfamus Note to
life), but rather that which exists, previously considered
Chapter 6 in which he explained that correctly the discussion
to be "alive", is but higher levels of atomic reactivity,
should be "turned to free energy", which he defined as a "highly
animation, and prolonged and driven bound state
technical, rather intricate concept, whose relation to the
existence.
Boltzmann order-disorder principle is less easy to trace."
When the discussion did in fact turn to free energy, in the decades to follow (see: human free energy), in
particular on the question of the search for the "origin of life", namely the search for the exact second that "life" was
supposedly born from "non-life" or so-called "carbon-based life" created from "inorganic life", described precisely in
terms of Gibbs free energy changes, the concept of life becomes untenable and in fact defunct at the
atomic/chemical/molecular level, after which one is ether forced to side with either (a) panpsychism (an everything is
alive point of view), the (b) the emergence or life principle view [which are nothing but ontic openings stylized
arguments], or (c) the animate perspective (carbon-based molecules animate via induced movements and exchang e
forces point of view). The latter choice is the correct answer.
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Chemistry, physics, and
thermodynamics, in short, do not
know the word life (a mythological
term), and as such one is thus
forced, if one is to be cogent with
modern knowledge, to migrate to
the "animate perspective" in which
moving breathing noise making
things such as lizards (above) or
people are viewed as types of
animate matter, with a measurable
molecular formula, and metabolicbased atomic turnover rate, used in
place of the now-outdated living
matter/dead matter classification
scheme.

“Chemistry does not know the
word life.”
– Charles Sherrington (1940)

A CPK-style synthesis of man "from hydrogen to human" diagram, made by Canadian
designer Shawn LaPaix (2005), depicting of the standard model of human existence:
namely that 13.7 billion years ago (big bang), hydrogen atoms formed (from subatomic
particles); 4.7 billion years ago (nebular hypothesis) the sun-earth system formed;
150,000 years ago, in the East African Rift Valley, the "human molecule" formed (see:
evolution timeline), comprised of about 22-26 types of hydrogen atom derivatives,
called elements, two decades ago the Internet formed (1991), and in 2000 the human
molecular formula was calculated by Sterner and Elser.

Throughout the application of
thermodynamics, chemistry, and
physics applied to humans (and
human experience), and in a general sense to those moving entities (animate matter; animate molecule; animate
chemicals) found in what was previously called the "biosphere" (sphere of atomic animation), the subjects of animate
thermodynamics, animate chemistry, and animate physics, and their respective terminologies (synthesized vs born;
reactive vs alive; end or termination vs death; inert or non-reactive vs dead; etc.), are to be employed in place of the
now defunct terms "life thermodynamics" (biological thermodynamics, biochemical thermodynamics, or
biothermodynamics), life chemistry (or biochemistry), or life physics (biophysics), animolecule (vs biomolecule or
biocule), or ani-chemical (vs. biochemical), etc., among other corrective terms.

Spotlight thinkers
The following are key thinkers with significantly interesting and theoretically deep points of views to be investigated
and studied—nearly all of whom derived their existence explanation theories and models, independently, straight
from the hard sciences (chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics):

Léon Winiarski
(1865-1915)

Antonio
Portuondo
(1845-1927)

Gustave Hirn
(1815-1890)

Wilhelm
Ostwald (18531932)

Georges
Guillaume
(c.1904-c.1974)

Frederick
Rossini (18991990)

Erwin Bauer
(1890-1938)

Pitirim Sorokin
(1889-1968)

Mehdi
Bazargan
(1907-1995)

John Neumann
(1903-1957)

Spiru Haret
(1851-1912)

Robert Lindsay
(1900-1985)

Teresa Brennan
(1952-2003)

Jeffrey Wicken
(1942-2002)

Arthur Iberall
(1918-2002)

Morris Zucker
(1892-.c.1972)

Ettore
Majorana
(1906-1938)

Francis
Edgeworth
(1845-1926)
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Ed Stephan
(1939-2008)

Jeremy Adler
(1947-)

Jurgen Mimkes
(1939-)

Maurice
Hauriou
(1856-1929)

Enrique
Serrano
(1845-1918)

Eduard Sacher
(c.1830-c.1910)

The "ΘΔics" symbol, the icon found at the
bottom of every Hmolpedia article, James
Maxwell's famous coded shorthand for
"thermodynamics", the science that governs the
known universe, shown on a US one dollar bill,
meaning, for the modern physical scientist, "In
Thermodynamics We Trust" is our motto;
substituted for the original 1956 now-defunct
statement "In God We Trust", as adhered to in
the belief systems of the general public (see:
existence of God).

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)

Yuri
Tarnopolsky
(1936-)

Lester Ward
(1841-1913)

Arthur
Schopenhauer
(1788-1860)

Sture
Nordholm
(1944-)

Reiner Kummel
(1939-)

Adriaan de
Lange
(1945-)

John Q. Stewart
(1894-1972)

Henry Carey
(1793-1879)

Nicolas
Rashevsky
(1899-1972)

Site feeds
The following are site feed snippets of recent hot discussions, new photos, or new members (or noted members).
Please feel free to partake in the action:

See also
● Hmolpedia (reviews)

Images
● Glaser, Peter. (2011).
“Die
Wahlverwandtschaften”
(The Elective Affinities),
Glaserei Blog, Sep 9.

5. Sharman, Gundula. (1997). “Elective
Affinities with Ireland: John Banville’s The
1. Croatian physicist, comment to site
Newton Letter and Goethe’s Die
creator Sadi-Carnot (13 Apr 2009).
Wahlverwandtschaften”, in: The Novel in
2. (a) Google Analytics (Nov 2011); (b)
Anglo-German Context: Cultural Cross
EoHT.info (traffic rank) - Alexa.com.
Currents and Affinities: Papers from the
3. Top Thermodynamics Sites (top site #4) - Conference Held at the University of Leeds
TopSite.com.
from 15 to 17 September 1997 (pgs. 3694. (a) Irreversibility (photo); (b) Irreversibility 84, by Gundula Sharman) (edited by
– Flickr (Italian → English).
Susan Stark). Rodopi, 2000.

References

Description

"Hippocrates in time arrived at the
conclusion that he had not sought whether
the heart or the head was the seat of either
reason or sense in man and beast."
— La Fontaine (IQ=155) (29th fable)
Inscription →

Democritus, one of the four founding
fathers of atomic theory, mediating on the
seat of the "soul" (Paris Salon, 1868)—the
Ab-ra-ham-ic religious term for "moral
movement" and "continunity", combined—
which, in the 1912 views of Miguel de
Unamuno, is the world viewpoint that
constitutes the "basis for action and
morals."
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“The time may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences,
but by a system of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it
may be possible, as Adams suggests, to invent a common formula for thermodynamics and
history.”
– William Thayer (1918), American historian

Hmolpedia
citation ranking

“The work of Clausius lies
not on the shelves of
In hmolscience, Hmolpedia citation ranking libraries, but in the
(CR), not to be confused with humanities
thoughts of men, and in
citation ranking (HuCR), Aristotle citation
the history of more than
ranking (ACR), or term rank (TR), refers to a one science.”
ranking of scholars according to the number — Willard Gibbs (1889)
of times a person’s name is cited within the
articles of Hmolpedia according to internal
engine search returns. The following quote
gives an example of overly-common
mononym name usage within Hmolpedia:
“The Constitution was founded on the law
of gravitation. The government was to exist
and move by virtue of the efficacy of
‘checks and balances.’ The trouble with the
theory is that government is not a machine,
but a living thing. It falls, not under the
theory of the universe, but under the
theory of organic life. It is accountable to
Darwin, not to Newton. It is modified by its The big three hmolscience giants are: Goethe, Gibbs, and Clausius. The 2006
environment, necessitated by its tasks,
Walk of Ideas book stack sculpture shows:Grass, Arendt, Heine, Luther, Kant,
Seghers, Hegel, Grimm, Marx, Boll, Schiller, Lessing, Hesse, Gontane, Mann,
shaped by the sheer pressure of life.”
— Woodrow Wilson (1912), Presidential
candidate campaign speech [2]

Brecht, and Goethe the big German genius at base, some of which are ranked
below.

The notation (CR:292|#13), using Henry Adams as an example, signifies that the person is the 13th most-cited person
in Hmolpedia and is found on 292 pages.

Gibbs-Clausius | Goethe
The big three hmolscience intellects, according to 2014 rankings, shown below, are Goethe, Gibbs, and Clausius.
Gibbs and Clausius, however, are the essentially the embodiment of the same person, in conceptual work, Gibbs
subsuming and expanding upon the foundational work of Clausius in all its pristine glory, hardening the former into
what has resulted to become the apex of the hard sciences, as compared to the soft sciences—hence the true
hmolscience ranking is correctly Gibbs and Goethe:
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List
The following are the Jan 2014 Hmolpedia citation rankings
(3140+ article level) for names in articles—those known,
particularly in hmolscience, mononymously, i.e. by a single
name, e.g. "Galileo", to a significant degree, have both full
name articles and mononymous articles, for ease of
hyperlinking—mononymous social Newtons are bolded, e.g. A 2011 "Goetheanist" term definition image, from
Winiarski [#4] with the SN ranking; those with known or
the Dawkins scale page.
estimated IQs (on the genius IQs table) are shown in the
fourth column—ones shown in "red" are highlighted either because they are weed theorists, e.g. Shannon, in the
garden of thermodynamics, or because they are strong detractors or objectors, e.g. Sorokin, to the premise of the
physical sciences applied to the humanities.
#

1.

Scholar
Pages
_________________________________________

Goethe [SN:1] [GR:1] | Johann Goethe

1329

IQ

230

Refs

80

L

Name / Term ians

Goethean |
Goetheanist
Goetheanism
Goethean
philosophy
Goethean
revolution
Goethean
science (Ѻ)
Goethendipity
Goethe and
chemistry
Goethe on free
will
Goethe on god
Goethe on good
and evil
30
Goethe on love
Goethe on
purpose
Goethe on
religion
Goethe on the
soul
Goethe’s
daimonic
Goethe
genealogy
Goethe meets
Napoleon
Goethe timeline
Goethe's
advertisement
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Goethe's affinity
table
Goethe's
collected works
Goethe's human
chemistry
Goethe
(pronunciation)
Goethe (quotes)
GoetheHelmholtz
equation

2.

3.

4.

Gibbs [GR:5] | Willard Gibbs

Clausius [GR:6] | Rudolf Clausius

Newton [GR:2] | Isaac Newton

955

705

638

210

205

215

37

Gibbsian |
Gibbsian
thermodynamics
Gibbsian
reductionism
Gibbsian school
Gibbsianism
Gibbs collected
works
Gibbs energy
Gibbs energy
flow
Gibbs energy of
attraction
Gibbs energy of
repulsion
Gibbs entropy
Gibbs equation
Gibbs free
energy
Gibbs free
energy change
Gibbs
fundamental
equation
Gibbs governor
Gibbs landscape
Gibbs stamp
Gibbs tombstone
Gibbs and
Goethe
Gibbs-Clausius
equations

13

Clausius entropy
Clausius
inequality
Clausius
postulate
Clausius
tombstone

9

Newtonian |
Newtonian
mechanics
Newtonian
government
Newtonian
sociology
Newtonianism
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Another Newton
Newton’s law of
cooling
Newton in
Senegal
Newton on god
Newton on
religion
Newton on the
soul
Social Newton

5.

6.

7.

Lewis [GR:12] | Gilbert Lewis (293)
C.S. Lewis
Lewis Gordon
Lewis Mumford
Lewis Terman
Lewis Wolpert

Maxwell [GR:4] | James Maxwell

Einstein [GR:3] | Albert Einstein

549

520

492

195

210

220

18

Lewis dot
structure
Lewis chemical
bond (Ѻ)
Lewis cubic
atoms (Ѻ)
Lewis inequality
Lewis inequality
for natural
processes
Lewis inequality
for unnatural
processes
Lewis school of
thermodynamics

14

Maxwellian |
Maxwellian
revolution
Maxwell on god
Maxwell on
religion
Maxwell on the
soul
Maxwell’s
demon
Maxwell’s
2 equations
Maxwell’s
relations
Maxwell’s
thermodynamic
surface
Maxwell’s
surface
(construction)
MaxwellBoltzmann
distribution

28

Einstein on free
will
Einstein on god
Einstein on good
and evil
Einstein on love
Einstein on
purpose
Einstein on
religion
Einstein on the
soul
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Einstein
postulate
Einstein-Pascal
dialogue
Einstein’s
personal library

8.

Adams [#2] | Henry Adams (262)
Brooks Adams
John Adams
Adam Smith (37)
Clover Adams
Adam and Eve
Richard Adams

486

195

32

Adamsian
Adams creed
Adams family
tree
Adams memorial
Adams on god

9.

Darwin [GR:150] | Charles Darwin (159)
C.G. Darwin
Erasmus Darwin

463

175

8

Darwinian |
Darwinian
revolution
Darwinism
Darwin on god
Darwin on
religion
Darwin on higher
and lower
Darwin-Lotka
energy law

10.

Helmholtz [GR:10] | Hermann Helmholtz

452

195

14

Helmholtz free
energy
Helmholtz school

15

Boltzmann brain
problem
Boltzmann chaos
assumption
Boltzmann
constant
Boltzmann
entropy
Boltzmann
formula
Boltzmann
order-disorder
principle
Boltzmann
tombstone
MaxwellBoltzmann
distribution

9

Carnotian |
Carnotian
revolution
Carnot cycle
Carnot engine
Carnot function
Carnot’s
principle
Carnot’s
theorem

11.

12.

13.

Boltzmann [GR:15] | Ludwig Boltzmann

Carnot | Sadi Carnot (214)
Lazare Carnot

Prigogine | Ilya Prigogine

386

352

334

195

190

21

Prigoginean |
Prigoginean
9
thermodynamics
Prigogine
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entropy
Prigogine Medal
Prigogine on god
Prigogine school
Prigogine-Waime
theory
Prigogine's
disciples

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

Aristotle | Aristotle

Thomson | William Thomson (219)
James Thomson (41)
James Thomson (mathematician)

Pareto [#3] | Vilfredo Pareto

Planck | Max Planck

Descartes (143) | Rene Descartes (93)

19.

Freud [#29] (196) | Sigmund Freud (141)

20.

Neumann | John Neumann
Carl Neumann

269

256

251

250

242

232

196

195

185

190

190

195

180

190

20

Aristotelian
Aristotle on the
soul
Aristotle's
citation ranking
AristotleMpemba effect

13

Thomson’s
search for
Carnot’s
Reflections
Thomson on
religion

37

Partetian |
Harvard
Paretians
Harvard Pareto
circle
Pareto principle
Pareto school
Pareto social
pyramid

9

Planck constant
Planck length
Planck on
religion

13

Cartesian (93) |
Cartesian
automaton
Cartesian system
Cartesian
economics
Cartesian
reductionism
Descartes on the
soul

6

Freudian (36) |
Freudian
psychodynamics
Freudian atheism
Freud on god
Freud on religion
Freud-Schiller
drive theory

29

Neumann
automaton
theory
Neumann on god
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NeumannShannon
anecdote
Neumann
notation

21.

Shannon | Claude Shannon

184

22.

Nietzsche | Friedrich Nietzsche

182

23.

Ostwald [#15] | Wilhelm Ostwald

180

15

Shannon
bandwagon
Shannon entropy
Shannon
information

13

Nietzschean
Nietzschean
atheism

178

Ostwald
happiness
formula
Ostwald on the
soul
Bergman’s
chemical signs
explained
Bergman’s
affinity table
Bergman’s
reaction
diagrams

24.

Bergman | Torbern Bergman

167

25.

Galileo | Galileo Galilei

157

26.

Gladyshev | Georgi Gladyshev

157

27.

Schrodinger | Erwin Schrodinger

161

195

190

9

Galilean
reference frame

5

Gladyshev and
Thims

8

Schrodinger
equation
Schrodinger’s cat
Schopenhauerian
[4]
Schopenhauerian
atheism
Schopenhauer’s
porcupines

28.

Schopenhauer [#14] | Arthur Schopenhauer

149

185

12

29.

Hirata | Christopher Hirata

144

190±

14

30.

Leibniz | Gottfried Leibniz

140

31.

Lavoisier | Antoine Lavoisier

139

32.

Joule | James Joule

138

33.

Empedocles | Empedocles

133

34.

Muller | Ingo Muller
Erich Muller
Johannes Muller
Anthonie Muller

128

43
Leibnizian

175

190

9

Joule’s first law
Joule’s second
law
Joule on religion

10

Empedoclean
Goethe +
Empedocles
Muller stability
ratio
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Boyle-Charles
law
Boyle’s law

6

Teilhardian (Ѻ)

Boyle | Robert Boyle

128

36.

Teilhard | Pierre Teilhard

128

37.

Sidis | William Sidis
Boris Sidis

123

185

8

38.

Hawking | Stephen Hawking

118

190

5

Hawking on god
Hawking
radiation

39.

Marx | Karl Marx

118

180±

10

Marxism
Marxist

40.

Kant | Immanuel Kant

117

180

9

Kantian |
Kantianism (Ѻ)

41.

Voltaire | Voltaire

116

195

42.

Nernst | Walther Nernst

111

43.

Georgescu-Roegen | Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen

110

44.

Watt | James Watt

109

45.

Heisenberg | Werner Heisenberg

108

46.

Rossini [#5] | Frederick Rossini

107

47.

Euler | Leonhard Euler

103

48.

Mirowski | Philip Mirowski

101

49.

Hooke | Robert Hooke

50.

185

9

35.

Sidis syndrome
(Ѻ)

Voltairian (Ѻ)
Voltaire on
religion

watt (power
unit)
Watt governor

170

180

7

3

Heisenberg's
uncertainty
relation
Heisenberg-Pauli
dialogue
Rossini debate

195

6

Euler genealogy
Euler reciprocity
relation

100

195

22

Hooke’s law

Da Vinci | Leonardo da Vinci

99

200

11

Da Vinci on
religion

51.

Winiarski [#4] | Leon Winiarski

98

52.

Laplace | Pierre Laplace

96

Laplace’s demon
Napoleon
Laplace anecdote

53.

Boerhaave | Herman Boerhaave

96

Boerhaave’s law

Beg | Mirza Beg

95

54.

Papin | Denis Papin

95

180±

55.

Tesla | Nikola Tesla

94

195

7

56.

Epicurus | Epicurus

94

185

6

35

11

Beg analysis
Beg-Thims
dialogue
Papin digester
Papin engine
Epicurian |
Thomas
Jefferson
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Epicurean
swerve
Epicureanism (Ѻ)
57.

Wallace | Thomas Wallace

89

58.

Ball | Philip Ball

93

59.

Samuelson | Paul Samuelson

89

60.

Dirac | Paul Dirac

86

61.

Hoff | Jacobus van't Hoff

84

62.

Schiller | Friedrich Schiller
Ferdinand Schiller

82

63.

Shakespeare | William Shakespeare

82

64.

Dawkins | Richard Dawkins

81

65.

Henderson [#6] | Lawrence Henderson

80

Dirac dancing
anecdote
Dirac on religion

190

Van’t Hoff
equilibrium box
Van’t Hoff school

190
Dawkins number
Dawkins scale
22
Feynman
problem solving
algorithm
Feynman time
capsule wisdom
Feynman on
religion
Feynman on god

66.

Feynman | Richard Feynman

79

67.

Mimkes | Jurgen Mimkes

78

68.

Moriarty | Philip Moriarty

77

69.

Beg | Mirza Beg

75

70.

Spinoza | Benedict Spinoza

75

71.

Copernicus | Nicolaus Copernicus

73

Copernican
revolution

72.

Comte | Auguste Comte

72

Comtean |
Comtean
reductionism

73.

Plato | Plato

72

180

74.

Young | Thomas Young

71

200

75.

Guggenheim | Edward Guggenheim

69

76.

Mayer | Robert Mayer
Alfred Mayer

69

77.

Bridgman | Percy Bridgman

65

78.

Eddington | Arthur Eddington

65

79.

Kauffman | Stuart Kauffman

64

190

5

Moriarty-Thims
debate
10
180

Beg analysis
Beg-Thims
dialogue
Spinozan

Platonism (Ѻ)

Bridgman
formulas
Bridgman
paradox
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80.

Jung | Carl Jung

63

Jungian
psychodynamics

81.

Guericke | Otto Guericke

63

Guericke engine

82.

Zucker | Morris Zucker

61

83.

Sales | Jean Sales

58

84.

Soddy | Frederick Soddy

58

85.

Napoleon | Napoleon Bonaparte

58

175

86.

Faraday | Michael Faraday

56

175

87.

Haber | Fritz Haber

57

88.

Lucretius | Lucretius

56

89.

Lipmann | Fritz Lipmann

56

90.

Le Chatelier | Henry Le Chatelier

55

91.

Pauling | Linus Pauling

54

92.

Sherrington | Charles Sherrington

53

93.

Wiener | Norbert Wiener

53

94.

Kragh | Helge Kragh

52

95.

Fermi | Enrico Fermi

52

190

4

96.

Hume | David Hume

51

180

3

97.

Bacon | Francis Bacon
Roger Bacon

49

98.

Gottman | John Gottman

48

99.

Pirsig | Robert Pirsig

47

185±
Napoleon
Laplace anecdote
Haber process
Haber-Bosch
process
9
Le Chatelier’s
principle
190

Fermion
(compare:
Boson)
Baconian |
Baconian
method (Ѻ)
Gottman stability
ratio

4

Chemistry
professor
paradox

100. Crick | Francis Crick

47

101. Stark | Werner Stark

47

102. Poincare | Henri Poincare

46

Poincare
recurrence
theorem

103. Heraclitus

45

Heraclitean (Ѻ)
Heraclitus vs
Parmenides

104. Johnstone | James Johnstone

45

105. Leucippus

43

106. Russell | Bertrand Russell

44

107. Morowitz | Harold Morowitz

41

11

2

108. Sorokin | Pitirim Sorokin

41

12

2

Leucippean
180

10

Russellian [3]
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109. Edison | Thomas Edison

40

185

6

110. Hobbes | Thomas Hobbes

40

170

6

111. Engels | Friedrich Engels

40

112. Haeckel | Ernst Haeckel

39

113. Parmenides | Parmenides

38

Guillaume | Georges Guillaume
114. Edouard Guillaume
Guillaume de Greef

38

115. Vernadsky | Vladimir Vernadsky

38

116. Buchanan | Mark Buchanan

37

117. Leucippus | Leucippus

35

118. Wicken | Jeffrey Wicken

34

119.

Popper | Karl Popper
Josef Popper

Parmenidean (Ѻ)

5

34

120. Paracelsus | Paracelsus

33

121. Capra | Fritjof Capra

32

122. Montesquieu | Charles Montesquieu

32

123. Weinberg | Steven Weinberg

31

124. Socrates | Socrates

27

125. Democritus | Democritus

23

126. Kepler | Johannes Kepler

22

127. Linnaeus | Carl Linnaeus

22

Thims | Libb Thims
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Edison on the
soul

1329

Paracelsian (Ѻ)
9
6
160

Linnaean
Linnaean
classification (Ѻ)

34

Thimsian |
Thimsian
revolution (Ѻ)
20 Thimsian
philosophy
Thimsian
thermodynamics

Distillation effect
The work of Goethe, to note, suffers from what is called the "catch up effect", namely, a multi-century delay in
respect to the ability of culture to digest what a lightening bolt genius produces or as German scholar Hjalmar
Boyesen cogently puts it—the world has not yet caught up to him:
“It is difficult to overestimate the value of Goethe’s work to humanity. The bequest which he left to the world in his
writings, and in the whole intellectual result of his life, is not as yet appreciated at its full worth; because,
intellectually, the world has not yet caught up to him. His influence today asserts itself in a hundred minute ways—
even where no one suspects it. The century has received the stamp and impress of his mighty personality. The
intellectual currents of the age, swelled and amplified by later tributaries, flow today in the directions which Goethe
indicated.”
— Hjalmar Boyesen (1885),The Life of Goethe
This especially so with Goethe's self-declared "best book" book masterpiece, his physical chemistry based Elective
Affinities.

Gibbs + Goethe | Independent connections
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The connection between Gibbs and Goethe has only been discerned, independently, by three people, amid the
known 500+ HT pioneers, two of which are chemical engineers and all three of which are chemical
thermodynamicists and or historians of chemical thermodynamics (Garrison):
● Fielding Garrison (1910) — American chemical thermodynamics historian
● Tominaga Keii (2004) — Japanese chemical engineer
● Libb Thims (2006) — American electrochemical engineer
The same can be said in respect to Clausius, to a good extent, but Gibbs, so to say, "caught up" to Clausius rather
quickly. The bulk of the hard science world still has not fully caught up to Gibbs, which is evidence by the fact that
only a handful of people have ever cogently been able to advance on his geometrical-graphical thermodynamics
work, including:James Maxwell, Ronald Kriz, and about two others, as discussed by Kriz. Alternatively, as summarized
mathematical physicist Arthur Wightman (1979), even though Gibbs's graphical formulation of the laws of
thermodynamics had been immediately embraced by Maxwell, Gibbs' graphical formulation only came into
widespread use in the mid 20th century, thanks to the work of László Tisza and Herbert Callen. [1]
This is strikingly evidenced in the humanities and the social sciences, wherein a very prolonged and tortuous
trickle-down effect seems to be at works, in how the "distillation" and passing down of knowledge through the hard
sciences to the soft sciences goes through a sort of power source chain of command—as is aptly evidenced by the
current humanities citation rankings—wherein the catching up to Goethe is so acutely pronounced, which can be
attributed to a number of factors, firstly that chemical thermodynamics and in particular chemical engineering
thermodynamics are subjects common only to chemical engineers and physical chemists to some extant, among a
few other fields to a lesser degree of understanding, and secondly to the last universal genius effect, namely that
with the passing of the decade of the reaction end of John Neumann (1903-1957) (IQ=190), a polymath able to
simultaneously grasp both spectrums of the two cultures, the knowledge fanning affect has taken strong root,
effectively pigeonholing the erudite class into divided subject spheres.

See also
● Another Newton
● Buzan IQ
● Cattell 1000
● Cox IQ
● Cox-Buzan IQ
● Genius IQs
● Genius IQ candidates

● Greatest chemist ever
● Greatest engineer ever
● Greatest mathematician ever
● Greatest literary author ever
● Greatest philosopher ever
● Greatest physicist ever

● Greatest thermodynamicist ever
● Guinness Book IQ
● Humanities citation ranking
● IQ: 150+ | Smartest woman ever
● IQ: 200+
● IQ: 225+

References
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mechanics" (pp. xiii, lxx). Published as an introduction to R. B. Israel, Convexity in the Theory of Lattice Gases (pgs. ix–
lxxxv). Princeton University Press, 1979),
(b) Arthur Whiteman – Wikipedia.
2. (a) Wilson, Woodrow. (1912). “What is Progress?”, Campaign speech; in:The New Freedom(§2). Publisher, 1913.
(b) Connelly, William F. (2010). James Madison Rules America: the Constitutional Originals of Congressional
Partisanship (§:Wilson versus Madison: The Separation of Powers, pgs. 119-). Rowman & Littlefield Publishers.
3. Palmer, Michael. (2013). Atheism for Beginners: a Coursebook for Schools and Colleges (§:Bertrand Russell, pgs.
209-10; atheist A.J. Ayer a notable "Russellian", pg. 209) . Lutterworth Press.
4. Malieth, Monydit (aka Tonnerre). (2013).The Future Affects the Past: What Destination is Time Rushing To? (pg.
54). Red Lead Books.

Hmolpedia coining
In etymologies, Hmolpedia coining is a phrase that refers to a name assigned to an equation or term, first done in
Hmolpedia, out of necessity, which previous seems to lack an established name and or date and assignment.
Hmolpedia "coinings" are done largely for organizational and utility purposes, a practice with began to accrue in early
2011 at the 2,000+ article mark. Some of the these assigned names are being collected below. The name "enthalpy",
for example, was assigned to the function "U + PV" and given the symbol "H" in 1909 by Dutch physicist Heike
Kamerlingh-Onnes, based on the Greek εν (en) ‘in’ and θαλπος (thalpos) ‘to heat’, which combined define the word
enthalpos, to warm within. This would be an historically-established name.

Terms
● Inception synthesis (replacement for the term "birth" owing to the fact that molecules cannot be "born").
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A partial list Hmolpedia assigned names for equations is listed below:
Equation

Name
assigned

Date

Reasoning

German polymath Johann Goethe was the first to
explain how chemical affinity A applies to human
affairs (1809), in standard physical chemistry format,
and German physicist Hermann Helmholtz was the
first to prove that free energy change (isochoricGoethe2011 isobaric: Helmholtz free energy (ΔF) or isothermalHelmholtz
(article) isobaric: Gibbs free energy (ΔG)) is the true measure
equation
of chemical affinity (in his disproof of the ThomsenBerthelot principle). This should not be confused with
either the Helmholtz equation (acoustics) or GibbsHelmholtz equation (electrochemical
thermodynamics).
German-born American Fritz Lipmann who in 1941
Lipmann
“Metabolic Generation and Utilization of Phosphate
2011
coupling
Bond Energy” did the first work in the development
(article)
inequality
of free energy coupling theory, specifically applied to
frog leg contraction energy puzzle.

Discussion
(add discussion)

Hmolpedia: Categories
In Hmolpedia, Hmolpedia: Categories, similar to Wikipedia:Categorization pages, are categorization organization
pages to the articles of Hmolpedia.

Two cultures schools
The following is a work-in-progress listing of types of two cultures like schools, circles, networks, listings, and groups
or synergies:
● American school of econophysics
● Chinese social physics school
● Harvard Pareto circle
● Kolkata school | Indian school of econophysics
● Mechanistic school
● Mechanis c school of social thermodynamics | Pitirim Sorokin (1928)
● Princeton Department of Social Physics
● Romanian school of physical socioeconomics
● Stark classification
● Two cultures department
● Two cultures namesakes
● Two cultures synergy

People with description boxes
The following individuals, listed in order of chronological implementation, have description box templates, showing
nationality, alma mater, student, known for, signature, among other key descriptions:
● Johann Goethe
● Willard Gibbs
● Libb Thims
● Ludwig Buchner
● Vilfredo Pareto
all of which, in respect to commonality, are high ranking social Newtons.
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Indians
The following is a work-in-progress listing of people within Hmolpedia of Indian birth or nationality:
● Anirban Chakraborti
● Bikas Chakrabarti | Head of the Kolkata school or Indian school of econophysics
● Carlos Silva
● DMR Sekhar
● Dilip Kondepudi
● Kalyan Annamalai
● Kishore Dash
● Narasimha Ramayya
● Ravi Vedula
● Satish Boregowda
● Satyendra Bose | fermions (matter) and bosons (force)
● Srdan Lelas
● Srinivasa Ramanujan
● Subrahmanyan Chandrasekhar
● Surya Pati
● Vamshi Regalla
A related term is the Indian Thermodynamic Society, as discussed in the schools of thermodynamics.

People by occupation
The following articles have people within Hmolpedia grouped or rather tabulated by commonality of occupation:
● Chemical engineering
● Mechanical engineering
● Electrical engineering

Physical chemists
See main: Physical chemists

The following is a work in progress alphabetical (by first name) listing of physical chemists in Hmolpedia:
“Physical chemistry uses mathematical language, and it is a large part of my evangelistic attitude to suppose that
much of developmental biology will someday have to be written in much the same language that physical chemists
use.”
— Lionel Harrison (2008), The Shaping of Life (pg. 105)

● Georgi Gladyshev
● Lawrence Henderson
● Lionel Harrison

External links
● Wikipedia:Categorization – Wikipedia.

Hmolpedia: Editing rules
In Hmolpedia, editing rules, which are near similar basic Wikipedia article starting procedure and rules, refers to the
basic guidelines and editing rules for starting new article and or contributing to existing articles. Hmolpedia editing
rules are in place for a number of reasons, one main reason being that Libb Thims (username: Sadi-Carnot), the
creator of Hmolpedia, needs to watch over every single article and every single edit and fact check every single
article, make sure that it readable and encyclopedia, and sourced correctly, so that (possibly in the future) the total
encyclopedia can eventually be published as a multi-volume set. It is thus a matter of courtesy, being that Thims is
doing the entire compilation work in this direction, that other site member contributions follow basic editing rules.
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Questionable articles? | Beta wiki
See main: Hmolpedia beta wiki

Any new article must have some semblance of encyclopedia
merit to it, with respect to a topic, subject, term, or person,
etc., related to the two cultures interaction of the humanities
with chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, and vice versa,
or in respect to the latter, topic by themselves, e.g. energy,
entropy, or Rudolf Clausius, etc., which are bedrock articles.
Questionable articles would be better drafted at the external
"beta wiki" where free reign to thought and new ideas can be
given; thereafter, possibly, latter reincorporated into
Hmolpedia. Don't, for example, use Hmolpedia to blog draft Questionable non-encyclopedic articles, blogs, posts,
etc., should be drafted at the Hmolpedia beta wiki:
book chapters, such as "My Brother is at 113!" on an
EohtBeta.Wikifoundry.com
historical aspect of econophysics; some thing such as this
would be acceptable at Hmolpedia beta wiki, where test
stage articles can be drafted and or miscellaneous things can be made into web pages.

New articles
Read "Hmolpedia: Naming articles", before starting any new pages. A general guideline on how to name new articles,
from Wikipedia, is here:
● Wikipedia: Article titles
In general, start the article with a capital letter, e.g. Singularity (correct) vs singularity (incorrect), don’t use capital
letters for the second or third names, e.g. Dilute solution model (correct) vs Dilute Solution Model (incorrect), don’t
use foreign accents in article titles or person names (this is an English encyclopedia.)

Core edit rules
The following table give a basic outline of editing rules:
Rule

Details

1. Encyclopedia-style

Each page needs to
written like an
encyclopedia (e.g.
Britannica, Wikipedia,
etc.) article

2. Reference needed

Each page needs to
have pre-established
external references

Write each article like it was a Britannica article. Use paragraphs
over bullets; use a neutral point of view; write in the third
person (e.g. don't terms such as "I believe, ...", "I am writing this
as ...",), etc.

For example, don’t go into the law of racial thermodynamics
article and write something such as:
“the following arguments completely overthrow Delgado's
theory: cosmological expansion of the vacuum turns the
universe into an open system and thus invalidates the second
law of thermodynamics. This is why the racial segregatedness
Don't make grand one- (entropy) of mankind tends to irreversibly decrease.”
3. Neutral point of view
sided claims.
This type of edit is (a) non-neutral (e.g. "completely
overthrows"); (b) a personal conjecture (discussion of second
law invalidities are unfounded, and secondly they go in the
violations of the second law article, and must be cited); (c)
discussions of whether or not a vacuum can exist in nature is a
two-millennium old debate (see: nature abhors a vacuum), etc.
4. Edit rate

Limit the number of
edits you do in one
period: Thims has to be
able to process each

Libb Thims (Sadi-Carnot), site overseer, has only limited time to
fact check and clean new contributions; thus, don't go crazy and
do numerous edits so-much-so that you are over-imposing your
contributions.
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and everyone of your
edits.

5. Edit note

When you save the
page, add a short
description in the note
box regarding what
you just did.

6. Communicate

Use the threads and
internal mail to explain In other words, don't link any word of the text of the body of the
and discuss what sort article to an external site, such as Wikipedia, your own cite, etc.;
of article you are
only link words and terms to other EoHT articles.
aiming to write.

Secondary edit rules
The following table give a basic outline of editing rules:
Rule

Details

1. Inbound links only

Outbound links can
only go in the further
reading and references
sections

2. Font style

Pages must be formed
like all other pages
(Ariel 12-point text;
Impact 14-point
headers)

3.

No new theories
(or pet theories)

4. New article titles

5. Religion

Do not use the site to
type up your new
theory.

If you have a new theory that you have been working on in
isolation, one that no one, outside of your friends has heard of,
use the Beta site to showcase your theory, instead of the main
site (Hmolpedia); for example don't start an article such as "time
and consciousness" and write:
“I think time is a cultural concept linked with consciousness and
the language. You cannot measure time because only the
present moment exists. (what does «exist» means is another
debate ) What you can measure is the movement of the planets.
The earth circulating around the sun (one orbit takes one year)
or the oscillation of an atom or period of radiation (in more
recent times). So you need consciousness to remind the
previous moment and to compute the duration between two
moments. Until you don't know what is consciousness, it does
not make sense to look for the origin of the universe. It is more
logical to look for the origin of the consciousness. Look at
Hameroff and Penrose theory about it.”

Articles can only be
started using a preestablished title.

Don’t start, for example, an article such as “History as progress
from racism to elitism”, based on a reference for the term
‘centropy’ by Irving Simon, as nobody has ever heard of such a
title.

Don't use Hmolpedia
as a platform for your
pet "God theory".

For example, don't start a new page on "singularity" with the
following unreferenced, non-third person style, "this is what I
believe about God" argument:
"A singularity is commonly thought of as an "event" produced
by the gravitational collapse of a dwarf star. The matter
becomes so compacted that, in lieu of further compaction, the
matter goes elsewhere into another kind of dimensionality
leaving only an event horizon. There may be a useful analogy
here or metaphor. (I am not speaking as a scientist but as a
philosopher.) Imagine God as an infinite force that chooses to
focus infinitely at various points in the universe. When God
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meets matter, via what might be called infinite creative focus,
we might imagine that something like an infinite gravitational
force is applied at that point causing an infinity to be contained
in a point. Infinity, of course, cannot be contained in a point so
we might imagine that this is what life is: the collapse of infinity
into a point--the multi-dimensional nexus between God and
matter--something that partakes of both universes."
about how you believe the universe started as a singularity that
was god.
6. Third person

Write in the third
person style.

Don't, as shown in point 3, above, post "I think" or "you cannot",
instead write "it can be argued" or "one cannot", etc.

Blocks and moves
If your edits are not abiding by the rules, a number of steps may be implemented to safe-guard the integrity of the
site: (a) your intended article will be locked; (b) your article will be deleted (or moved to the junk section of the site or
to the EoHT beta site), (b) you will be blocked for an extended period of time, or, if worse comes to worse, (c) you will
be banned permanently (see: banned users).

See also
● JHT formatting

Hmolpedia: FAQs
This page is a "frequently asked question" (FAQ) board for
Hmolpedia. If you have any questions, other than those shown
here, please feel free to leave your question below (either in the
numbers following or threads at the bottom):

FAQs:

(1) Do I have to be a thermodynamics expert to contribute to
this HT wetpaint wiki?

(EoHT logo)
Answer: no, the project is geared for the fun of education and discovery of knowledge (but try to use references).
(2) Where did the idea for Wetpaint wiki (EoHT wiki main-frame) come from?
Answer: from (circa 2006) a group of friends and the struggles of a cancer trivia buff (read story).
(3) Where did the idea for the EoHT wiki come?
(a) From (circa 2005) partial-construction of the HumanThermodynamics.com glossary (using Homstead.com's slow
page creation method).
(b) From (circa 2005-2007) EoHT wiki creator Sadi-Carnot's experience editing at Wikipedia (8,500+ edits, 180+
articles) and the resulting vision (irritation) that a "focused" wiki would be better for niche topics, such as human
thermodynamics, human chemistry, or human molecule.
(4) Will the EoHT ever be published in book form?
This is a possible idea (we may print the encyclopedia, possibly in 2010+, in book form via LuLu).
In this manner, knowing the volatility of webpages, knowledge will be preserved for future generations

See also
1. Ask and Answer - Wetpaint (post a question, get an answer)

Hmolpedia: How to start a new page?
To start a new page in the EoHT wiki, first search for the article, word, or term in the search box. Then, if it is not
found, click the start this article link (found in the search) and follow the steps:

Tips
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Note that when doing research, when on any webpage, hitting the keys control+F simultaneously, brings up the key
word highlight search box, allowing for easy searching of terms on the webpage you are browsing.

Letter accents
At about the 900-article mark, it has become apparent that using non-English letter accents, such as in on part of the
name, e.g. Erwin Schrödinger, or in both parts of the name, e.g. Leó Szilárd, is non-intuitive, for a number of reasons.
Firstly, English speakers, generally, have no idea what these various language accents mean. Second, and most
important, letter accents have a number of search engine and linking issues. A patron in putting the name "Leo
Szilard", using the EoHT search this site box, will not be directed to the Leó Szilárd (current listing) article. Third,
standard English computer keyboards do not have letter accent options, except via symbol insert. Fourth, it has been
found that even after a name is linked to the accented article, that it will still have issues, and may sometimes give a
nothing found result. Thus, on this logic, we advice not to use accents in naming and starting new articles in the EoHT
or in any other Wetpaint site.

Steps

1. type in the page name or article title; be sure to use a cap for the first letter, to include accents, e.g.
Schrödinger, and to use the most common name, i.e. the style it would be found in a paragraph,
such as Willard Gibbs (common) vs. Josiah Willard Gibbs (less common); this latter detail is very
important in that it will help the "suggest links" button find the key words after a new page is written.
If a page is named wrong, then later when it is renamed, someone has to go through and fix all the
dead links connected to it on other pages.
2. type in key words (separated by commas) to help search engines find the page.
3. use the “Blank page” template (the others are basically useless).
4. click the "Move page" button.
5. highlight the "New articles" section (or another section if appropriate).
6. move article up or down to desired slot (usually alphabetical) then click "Set page location".
7. click "Set page order" and then click "Add page".
8. make the page (use a format similar to the other EoHT pages).
9. to add complex formulas (e.g. sums, integrals, fractions, etc.) upload each formula as an image.
10. add inbound links (to other EoHT page) via clicking the "Suggest Links" button and then left-clicking
over the highlighted words (note: typically only link the same word once on any given page, in order
of appearance).
11. add article images. Note 1: please upload image to Picnik (or other editing software) and add a drop
shadow (size 10), crop appropriately (for pictures, resize to 145px, before adding drop shadow).
Note 2: add two-row, one-column table to page then add image in top row and a descriptive text
(10-point) in bottom row.
12. use spell check, add widgets, etc.
13. save the page.
14. note: if you paste the page in (e.g. from Word), you will need to re-insert line breaks and re-save.

Editing goals:

See also: HT Wiki: Objectives
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1. Please attempt to keep the majority of links internal to the EoHT, namely by writing new articles.
2. Try to write each page from scratch, with originality, i.e. don't simply make "mirror pages", via copy
and paste from other websites.
3. Add free content, i.e. public domain, images to accentuate the learning experience of each article (a
good free photo editing site is picnik).
4. Use references for each article (using a [#] following the sentence) referring to a footer reference.
[2]
5. Use "Arial font" (12-pt) for paragraphs and "Impact font" (14-pt) for headers.

Reference style
1. Wiki Wiki (/wiːkiː wiːkiː/) is a reduplication of wiki, a Hawaiian word for "fast"; hence, wiki website is a fastedit type of site.
2. Doe, John Q. (Year). Book Title or "Article Title", (pg #s if applicable). Location: Publisher or Journal,
Issue, pgs. Month.

Notes

One: ● ← use this dot, to the left, i.e. copy and paste, for bulleted listings of "Further reading" and "See also"
sections (the automatic bullet tool in the EasyEdit Toolbar seems to have issues with the HTML line space
inserts when used).
Two: in most cases, manually insert #'s in the "Reference" section verses using the EasyEdit Toolbar
number bullet tab (for the same reason as above).

Hmolpedia: Interesting articles/books/videos
The Hmolpedia: Interesting articles page is a place to list newly-found articles, books, for videos that may be of
interest or relevant to human thermodynamics (in particular articles not yet filled into the main body of the
encyclopedia). Please add articles of interest below when found:
● Chiavazzo, Eliodoro; Isaia, Marco; Mammola, Stefano; Lepore, Emiliano; Ventola, Luigi; Asinari, Pietro; Pugno,
Nicola Maria. (2015). “Cave spiders choose optimal environmental factors with respect to the generated entropy
when laying their cocoon” (Ѻ), Scientific Reports 5: 7611.
● Funtowicz, Silvio O. and Ravetz, Jerry R. (1997). “The Poetry of Thermodynamics: Energy, Entropy/Exergy, and
Quality” (abs) (Ѻ), Futures of the Journal of Forcasting, Planning, and Policy, 29(9):791-810.
Recently found
● Ripley, Brian D. (1990). “Gibbsian Interaction Models”, in: Spatial Statistics: Past, Present, and Future (pdf) (editor:
D.A. Grith) (pgs. 3-53). Ann Arbor: Institute of Mathematical Geography.
● Menke, Richard. (1998). “Narra ve Reversals and the Thermodynamics of History in Mar n Amis’s Time’s Arrow”,
MFS: Modern Fiction Studies, 44:959-77.
● Pountain, Dick and Robins, David. (2000). Cool Rules: Anatomy of an Attitude. Reaktion Books.
● Quilez, Juan. (2011). “First-Year University Chemistry Textbooks’ Misrepresentation of Gibbs Energy” (abs), J. Chem.
Educ. 89(1):87-93.
● Hirsh, Jacob B., Mar, Raymond A., and Peterson, Jordan B. (2012). “Psychological Entropy: a Framework for
Understanding Uncertainty-Related Anxiety” (abs), Psychological Review, 119(2): 304-20.
● Goodwin, Adam. (2012). “Thermodynamics and Human Activity”, working paper, Academia.edu, Mar.
● Fix, Blair. (2012). “The Thermodynamics of Neoliberalism”, Academia.edu.
● Kontopoulos, Kyriakos M. (2006). The Logics of Social Structure (thermodynamics, 25+ pgs). Cambridge University
Press.
● Biel, Robert. (2011). Entropy of Capitalism (entropy, 91+ pgs; human thermodynamics, pg. 352). BRILL.
● Amin, Tamer, Jeppsson, Fredrick, Haglund, Jesper, and Stromdahl, Helge. (2012). “Arrow of Time: Metaphorical
Construals of Entropy and the Second Law of Thermodynamics” (abs) (pdf), Science Education, 5(96):818-48.
● Roca, Octavio. (1980). “Atoms and Persons” (abs), Philosophical Forum, 12:49-67, Fall.
● Dongsik, Choi. (2000). Social Thermodynamics (Korean edition) (Amz). Publisher.
● Brath, Klaus. (2011). “Goethe’s Penchant for Pharmacy” (German → English), ArzteZeitung.de, Aug 26.
● Tadashi, Mizutani. (2011). Application of Thermodynamics to Biological and Materials Science. Intech.
● McCarren, Felicia M. (2003). Dancing Machines: Choreographies of the Age of Mechanical Reproduction
(thermodynamics, 37+ pgs). Stanford University Press.
● Quevedo, Hernando and Quevedo, Maria N. (2011). “Statistical Thermodynamics of Economic Systems” (Ѻ), Journal
of Thermodynamics, 8-pgs.
● Hutchison, Keith von. (1973). “Der Ursprung der Entropiefunk on bei Rankine und Clausius” (abs) (“The Origin of
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the Entropy Function by Rankine and Clausius”), Annals of Science, 30:341-64.
● Tuckerman, Alfred. (1890). Index to the Literature of Thermodynamics. Smithsonian Institution.
● Dalling, Robert. (2007). The Story of Us Humans, From Atoms to Today’s Civilization (Amz) (Ѻ). iUniverse.
● Anon, Kristy. (2013). “The Enthalpy of Aid”, Jan 31.
● Smith, Wayne L. (1975). “Thermodynamics, Folk Culture, and Poetry” (abs), Journal of Chemical Education, 52(2):97.
Animate thermodynamics
● Aita, Takugo and Husimi, Yuzuru. (2011). “Biophysical Connec on between Evolu onary Dynamics and
Thermodynamics in in vitro evolution” (abs), Journal of Theoretical Biology, Nov 09.
Ackert, Lloyd. (2013). Sergei Vinogradskii and the Cycle of Life: From the Thermodynamics of Life to Ecological
Microbiology, 1850-1950. Springer.
Related (misc)
● Romanticism in science – Wikipedia.
Human thermodynamics (misc)
● Adams, Brooks. (1895). The Law of Civilization and Decay: an Essay on History. Kessinger Publishing.
● McDougal, William. (1933). The Energies of Men: a Study in the Fundamentals of Dynamic Psychology.
Charles Scribners.
● Szasz, Thomas S. (1955). “Entropy, Organiza on, and the Problem of the Economy of Human Rela ons”,
International Journal of Psycho-Analysis, 36:284-96.
● Angrist, Stanley and Hepler, Loren. (1967). “Demons, Poetry, and Life: A Thermodynamic View”, Texas Quarterly 10,
Sep.
● Kubat, Libor and Zeman, Kiri. (1975). Entropy and Information in Science and Philosophy. Elsevier.
● Klein, Burton H. (1977). Dynamic Economics (thermodynamics, 6+ pgs). Harvard University Press.
● Author. (1979). “Theore cal Model: The Possibility of Applying the Concept of Entropy in Research in Social
Thermodynamics”, in: Chongch’aek Kwaje. Seoul: Ministry of Education.
● Valsiner, Jaan. (1997). Culture and the Development of Children’s Actions: a Theory of Human Development
(thermodynamics, 9+ pgs). Wiley.
● Mar nas, Katalin. (2000). “About Irreversibility in Economics” (abs), Open Systems & Information Dynamics, 7(4):
349-64.
● Stuart, Edwin. (2003). Entropy and Alchemy: the Problem of Individuality in an Age of Society. AuthorHouse.
● Parisi, Luciana. (2004). Abstract Sex: Philosophy, Bio-technology, and the Mutations of Desire (section: Disciplinary
entropy, pgs. 92-101; term: entropy, pgs. 23, 75-76, 110, 127-30, 197, 205). Continuum International Pub. Group.
● Apathy, Zoltan. (2004). Systemic Energy: A New Perspective (thermodynamics, 5+ pgs). Trafford Publishing.
● Dishion, Thomas J., Nelson, Sarah E., Winter, Charlo e E., and Bullock, Bernadette M. (2004). “Adolescent
Friendship as a Dynamic System: Entropy and Deviance in the Etiology and Course of Male Behavior” (abstract),
Journal of Abnormal Child Psychology. Vol. 32, pgs. 651-63.
● Moddel, Garret. (2004). “Entropy and Subtle Interactions”, Journal of Scientific Explorations, Vol. 18, No. 2, pgs.
293-306.
● Bergin, M. Sue. (2005). “Resisting Marital Entropy”, BUY Magazine, Fall.
● Masani, P.R. (2005). “The Thermodynamic and Phylogenetic Foundations of Human Wickedness” (abstract), Zygon,
Vol. 20, Issue 3, pgs. 283-320.
● Badescu, Viorel and Cathcart, Richard B. (2006). “Environmental Thermodynamic Limita ons on Global Human
Populations.” (abstract) International Journal of Energy Issues, 25: 129-40.
● Smith, John A. and Jenks, Chris. (2006). Qualitative Complexity (ch. 5: Prigogine’s Thermodynamics and Ontology
and Sociology, pgs. 81-). Psychology Press.
● Walker, George. (2006). Econodynamics: Linking Economics and Thermodynamics. Econodynamix Press.
● Johnson, Paul. (2007). “Rubbish, Entropy, and the Second Law of Thermodynamics”, Spectator.co.uk, June 13.
● Aleinikov, Andrie G. (2007). “The Conservation of Extencia: a New Law of Conservation”, Journal of Economics and
Economic Education Research, Sept.
● Matei, Sorin A. (2007). “The Thermodynamics of Wikipedia”, Matei.org, I Think, May 25.
● Hankey, Alex. (2007). “The Thermodynamics of Healing, Health, and Love” (abstract), The Journal of Alternative and
Contemporary Medicine, Jan. 01, 13 (1): pgs. 5-8.
● Ciegis, Remigijus and Ciegis, Raimondas. (2008). “Laws of Thermodynamics and Sustainability”, Engineering
Economics, 2(57):15-22.
● Castellano, Claudio, Fortunato, Santo, and Loreto, Vi orio. (2009). “Statistical Physics of Social Dynamics”
(abstract), Rev. Mod. Phys. 81: 591-646.
● Licata, Ignazio and Sakaji, Ammar. (2010). Crossing in Complexity: Interdisciplinary Applications of Physics in
Biological and Social Sciences. Nova Science Pub Inc.
● V.N., Ilin. (2010) Thermodynamics and Sociology: Physical Basis of Social Processes and Phenomena
(Termodinamika I Sotsiologiya Fizicheskie Osnovy Sotsialnykh Protsessov I Yavleniy) (abs). KomKniga.
● Cordry, Sean M. (2010). “Thermodynamics and Human Population” (abs), The Physics Teacher, 48(6): 403.
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● Fisk, David. (2011). “Thermodynamics on Main Street: When Entropy Really Counts in Economics” (abs), Ecological
Economics, Jul.
● Sco , John. (2011). Conceptualising the Social World: Principles of Social Analysis (section: Motion, Forces, and
Fields, pgs. 88-103). Cambridge University Press.
Thermodynamics (other)
● Kleiber, Max. (1961). The Fire of Life: an Introduction to Animal Energetics. Wiley.
● MacDonald, David K.C. (1964). Faraday, Maxwell, and Kelvin (thermodynamics, 12+ pgs). Anchor Books.
● Evans, Evan A. and Skalak, Richard. (1980). Mechanics and Thermodynamics of Biomembranes (Review). CRC Press.
● Myers, Alan L. (1982). “Thermodynamics of Running” (Abstract), Chemical Engineering Education, Vol. 16. No. 1,
pgs. 18-23, 48. Winter.
● Absolom, Darryl. R., Lamberti, Francis V., Policova, Zdenka, Zingg, Walter, Oss, Carel J. van, and Neumnann, A.
Wilhelm. (1983). “Surface Thermodynamics of Bacterial Adhesion” (PDF). Applied and Environmental Microbiology,
July, pgs. 90-97.
● Jackson, Meyer B. (1993). Thermodynamics of Membrane Receptors and Channels. CRC Press.
● Kipnis, Ya., A. (1991). Thermodynamics: History and Philosophy (good section: “J.W. Gibbs and Chemical
Thermodynamics” pg. 499, by A. Ya. Kipnis). Singapore: World Scientific.
● Mazat, J.P., Ouhabi, R. and Rigoulet, M. (1994). Modern Trends in Biothermokinetics. Springer.
● Safran, S. A. (1994). Statistical Thermodynamics of Surfaces, Interfaces, and Membranes. New York:
Addison-Wesley Publ. Co.
● Viegas, Jennifer. (2005). The Laws of Thermodynamics: An Anthology of Current Thought. Rosen Central.
● Fiscaletti, Davide, and Sorli, Amrit. (2005). “A-Temporal Physical Space and Thermodynamics of Life”, The General
Science Journal, Scribd doc.
● Demirel, Yasar. (2007). Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics: Transport and Rate Processes in Physical,
Chemical and Biological Systems. Amsterdam: Elsevier.
● Lewis, Christopher J.T. (2007). Heat and Thermodynamics: a Historical Perspective. Greenwood Press.
● Ross, John. (2008). Thermodynamics and Fluctuations far from Equilibrium. Springer.
● Ganguly, Jimabitra. (2008). Thermodynamics in Earth Sciences. Springer.
● Higgs, Paul G. and Pudritz, Ralph E. (2009). “A Thermodynamic Basis for Prebiotic Amino Acid Synthesis and the
Nature of the First Genetic Code.” (abstract) ArXiv.org, April 2 (Accepted for publication in Astrobiology).
● Gjedde, Albert H., Bauer, William R., and Wong, Dean F. (2010). Neurokinetics: the Dynamics of Neurobiology in
Vivo (1.1.2 Thermodynamics and Entropy, pgs. 3-). Springer.
● Kurakin, Alexei. (2011). “The Self-organizing Fractal Theory as a Universal Discovery Method: the Phenomenon of
Life” (abs), Theoretical Biology and Medical Modelling, 8:4.
● Garcia, Hernan, Kondev, Jane, and Orme, Nigel, Theriot, Julie A., and Philips, Rob. (2011). “Chapter Two:
Thermodynamics of Biological Processes” (abs). Methods in Enzymology, 492: 27-59, Biothermodynamics, Part D.
Heat theory
● Brush, Stephen G. (1970). “The Wave Theory of Heat: A Forgo en Stage in the Transi on from the Caloric Theory to
Thermodynamics” (abs), The British Journal for the History of Science, 5(2): 145-67.
● Psillos, Stathis. (1994). “A Philosophical Study of the Transition from Caloric Theory of Heat to Thermodynamics:
resisting the Pessimistic Meta-Induction” (abs), Studies in the History and Philosophy of Science A, 25: 159-90.
Thermodynamics
● Thurston, Robert H. (1878). A History of the Growth of the Steam Engine (Ch. 7: "The Philosophy of the Steam
Engine: Energetics and Thermo-Dynamics). New York: D. Appleton and Co.
● Eddy, Henry Turner. (1879). Thermodynamics. Van Nostrand.
● Rontgen, Robert. (1880). The Principles of Thermodynamics. John Wiley & Sons.
● Peabody, Cecil H. (1889). Thermodynamics of the Steam-Engine: and other Heat-Engines. John Wiley & Sons, 1898,
fourth edition.
● Co erill, James Henry. (1890). The Steam Engine Considered as a Thermodynamic Machine (2nd ed.), 426 pgs.
London: E. & F. N. Spon.
● Parker, John. (1891). Elementary Thermodynamics. Cambridge University Press.
● Alexander, Peter. (1892). Treatise on Thermodynamics (ch. 3: A Short History of Thermodynamics, pgs. 16-28).
Longmans, Green and Co.
● Reeve, Sidney Armor. (1903). The Thermodynamics of Steam Engines. London: The Macmillan Co.
● Mills, John. (1910). An Introduction to Thermodynamics: for Engineering Students. Ginn and Co.
● Klein, J.F. (1910). The Physical Significance of Entropy: or of the Second Law. Kessinger Publishing.
● Cardullo, Forrest E. (1911). Practical Thermodynamics. McGraw-Hill.
● Goodenough, G.A. (1911). Principles of Thermodynamics. New York: Henry Holt & Co.
● Hartmann, Francis M. (1911). Heat and Thermodynamics. McGraw-Hill.
● Ennis, William D. (1911). Applied Thermodynamics for Engineers. D. Van Nostrand Co.
● Perkins, Henry A. (1912). An Introduction to General Thermodynamics: an Elementary Treatise on the Fundamental
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Principles and Their Simpler Applications. J. Wiley & Sons.
● Macaulay, William H. (1913). The Laws of Thermodynamics. University Press.
● McChesney, Malcolm. (1971). Thermodynamics of Electrical Processes. Wiley-Interscience.
● Wallace, Duane C. (1972). Thermodynamics of Crystals. Dover.
● Sussman, Mar n V. (1972). Elementary General Thermodynamics. Addison-Wesley Pub. Co.
● Dunning-Davies, J. (1996). Concise Thermodynamics: Principles and Applications in Physical Science and
Engineering. Horwood Publishing.
● Nishizawa, Taiji. (2008). Thermodynamics of Microstructures. ASM International.
● Thess, Andre. (2009). The Entropy Principle: Thermodynamics for the Unsatisfied. Springer.
● Richet, Pascal. (2001). The Physical Basis of Thermodynamics: with Application to Chemistry. Springer.
● Po er, Merle. (2010). Thermodynamics Demystified. McGraw-Hill.
● Lavenda, Bernard H. (2010). A New Perspective on Thermodynamics. Springer.
● Pauken, Mike. (2011). Thermodynamics for Dummies (abs). John Wiley & Sons.
● Gregersen, Erik. (2011). The Britannica Guide to Heat, Force, and Motion (toc). Rosen Educational Services.
● Assael, Marc J., Wakeham, William A., Goodwin, Anthony R.H., Will, Stefan, and Stamadtoudis, Michael. (2011).
Commonly Asked Questions in Thermodynamics (abs). CRC Press.
Other/Misc/Links
● Entropic gravity – Wikipedia.
● Thermodynamic versus kinetic reaction control – Wikipedia.
● Tsallis entropy (link)
● Constan on Tsallis (link) (link)
● Non-extensive thermodynamics (link)
● Reac on thermodynamics – seems to be a term employed in fuel cell theory (link) (link).
● Love/Entropy Productions – an Australian theater company.
● Entropy Flash game – free online game (here).
???
Possibly two different Augers:
● Auger, Pierre. (1989). Dynamics and Thermodynamics in Hierarchically Organized Systems: Applications in Physics,
Biology, and Economics (free energy, 8+ pgs). Pergamon.
● Gallini, J. (1954). Review: Microscopic Man by Pierre Auger”, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists (pgs. 139-40), Apr.
Videos/Audio
● Hach, Cherly. (2002). “Ecology Lecture: Thermodynamics, Energy and Man” (Audio: 57:55-min), 26 Sep., KAMSC
Biology Lecture.
● J.H. Keenan’s Contributions to Thermodynamics (videos) – Meeting the Entropy Challenge, October 2007.
See also
● Thims' thermodynamics book collection

Hmolpedia: List of articles to write
The Hmolpedia: List of articles to write page lists articles in need of writing or article potentials. Aside from those
blank links on the founders of thermodynamics, founders of human chemistry, or pioneers of human
thermodynamics pages (or any other page with unlinked key terms or names, the following is a loose list of potential
articles to write (please feel free to add to this list):

New
● Geometrical thermodynamics or geometrothermodynamics (Gibbs, 1873 or Carathéodory, 1909)? (link) (link) (link)
● Pierre Prevost (1751-1839) (photo) – had some kind of caloric radiation theory.

Needed
The following are needed Hmolpedia articles:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Beauty
Fire element (pg ix, Elements of Chemistry)
Hot or Not
Entropy decrease (as contrasted with entropy increase)
Hot (and cold)
Jeffries Wyman - supposedly founded the science of "linkage thermodynamics" in 1948 as used in
biochemistry.
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7.

Anergy (e.g. Sato, Norio. (2004). Chemical Energy and Exergy: An Introduction to Chemical
Thermodynamics for Engineers, (pg. 99). Elsevier.)
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Hmolpedia article possibilities:
The following are tentative Hmolpedia article possibilities:
1. Virtual energy (a Octavian Ksenzhek conception)
2. Free entropy (see: free entropy, Wikipedia).
3. Approximate entropy (Pincus, 1991)
4. Sexual selection (and thermodynamics)
5. Physical heat
6. Neurological heat
7. Maximum entropy production
8. Unavailable energy
9. Cognitive thermodynamics? (Blog, etc.)
10. Gravitational entropy (e.g. here)?
11. Lord Entropy – a 1992 comic book character (here, here, here).
12. Psychoenergetics - used by William Tiller and others before him.
13. Metabolic theory of ecology (abs); Wikipedia, etc.?
14.

See also

● Article potentials | Journal of Human Thermodynamics
● Video potentials | Human Chemistry 101

Hmolpedia: Naming articles
The Hmolpedia: Naming articles page gives an outline of the protocol used for naming Hmolpedia articles. One
general standing rule that take precedence, in regards to how articles are titled, is hyperlink facility, i.e. articles
should aim to be titled as they tend to be cited and discussed in the text body of Hmolpedia articles, so that when the
"Suggest Links" button is clicked, in the EasyEdit Toobar, the needed hyperlinks will be "recognized" by the EasyEdit
tool, and thereby linked and saved, facilitatively.

Names | First and last only
The basic rule is that names of people are truncated to first and last, e.g. Johann Goethe (or Goethe) vs. Johann von
Goethe (not used here). The naming of some names (e.g. J.J. Thomson, J. Willard Gibbs, C.P. Snow), however,
becomes more more complicated; particularly so when namesake assigned laws are involved (e.g. van der Waals
force). The general rule here will be to fall back to most common usage; although this is not an exact method, and in
some instances, this becomes a case-by-case determination. The following are a few solidified (and not yet solidified
examples):
Commonly cited

Tested

J.J. Thomson

→

J. Willard Gibbs

→

Hmolpedia article
Willard Gibbs

M. Scott Peck

Morgan Peck

C.P. Snow

→

Charles Snow

P.W. Bridgman

→

Percy Bridgman

John Q. Stewart
(physicist)

John Q. Stewart

John Stewart
(philosopher)

John Stewart

Johannes van der
Waals
Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen

Related articles

Van der Waals force
Nicholas
Georgescu

Henry Le Chatelier

Henry Le Chatelier

Pope Pius XII

Pope Pius XII

Le Chatelier’s principle
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Lord Kelvin

→

William Thomson

Some attempts at truncation (e.g. Georgescu-Roegen) are more complicated. For some time, the Nicholas GeorgescuRoegen article (a person highly-cited in economic thermodynamics circles) was titled as "Nicholas Georgescu". This
prompted objection. Japanese researcher Kozo Mayumi, a former student of Nicholas Georgescu, e.g., greatly
objected to this shortened truncation of the longer more cumbersome name "Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen",
commented in threads about change this frequently. It took several years of discussion and research to find that the
appended surname "Roegen", according to several sources, is an attached reverse anagram, done so for
distinguisability (in Romania) purposes (from another Romanian mathematician known in his day); see his article for
more on this.
Other names such as: Etienne Saint-Hilaire, Jean-Baptiste Lamarck, etc., involved a little more prolonged
digestion, finalizing only following repetitive senses of unnecessary irritation in usage.
Generally naming is done so according to the fact that Hmolopedia is a working encyclopedia, meaning that in some
cases names of certain people are cited in literally 100s of articles and it becomes tedious to type out extended last
names, e.g. those with foreign titles, e.g. von, van, de, Lord, or paternal-maternal conjunctions, e.g. GeorgescuRoegen. The lay-public common name "Lord Kevin", for example, is listed as William Thomson, as this is the way a
thermodynamicist would discuss him and his work. A rare few exceptions exist, owing to strong ingrained historical
precedence, or if one has a law or principle or force named after them, as Johannes van der Waals has Van der Waals
force named in his honor; or Henry Le Chatelier (who has a popular law named after him); or Pope Pius XII, which
seems difficult to change.

Two last names
Some individuals, particularly of Spanish decent or origin, have two last names by tradition. The most common last
name is to be used in these instances. Some names, e.g. Stefan Pohl-Valero, it is difficult to decide which surname to
use;?

No letter accents
A second rule is that no letter accents are used. This is done on account of the fact that (a) no English speaking reader
knows what these mean and (b) the URL for such accented names becomes overly complicated and decreases the
search engine capability to find the article by the reader. A few exceptions exist. The Erwin Schrödinger article was
one of the first articles in the EoHT, but it soon became apparent that the letter accent hindered the ability of the
internal site search engine and easy edit “suggest links” button from finding the articles. Beyond this, when citing his
name, standard English keyboards do not have letter accent buttons, hence the copy and paste method becomes
tedious and unwarranted.

Complications | Objections
Some active researchers have adversely objected to some of these truncations, which are done solely in the name of
hyperlink functionality, search engine facilitation, and overall citation and name mention in article usability. American
philosopher Christian de Quincey greatly objected to his article being shortened to "Christian Quincey", as the de is
simply a French title of sorts, and sent a number of angry emails to Libb Thims about this.

External links
● Wikipedia: Article titles

Hmolpedia: Objectives
The general objective of Hmolpedia to collect information on
topics, terms, people, and theories connected to the explication
of the thermodynamics of human movement and existence. This
includes:
1.
2.

Biographies: of the people who developed the theories
or discussion of ideas.
Theories: on the overview of the thermodynamic logic
(EoHT logo)
developed to explain a point of human life.
1. Highlight the significance of the theory
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2.

3.
4.

If possible, write a "difficulties on theory" section (similar Darwin's analogous "difficulties on
theory" section in the last chapter of his Origin of Species)
Connections: of topics related to biographies, theories, or other related side-issue areas.
Discussion: thread discussion of articles.

Hmolpedia:
Progress report
The Hmolpedia progress report, shown
below, outlines the timeline development
of the construction of Hmolpedia:
Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics,
Human Chemistry, and Human Physics:

Late 1970s
•

American engineer Libb Thims'

American Libb Thims (user: Sadi- 1994-1995 chemical
Carnot) — creator of Hmolpedia engineering coursework
(27 Dec 2007) — at the age of 4- (University of Michigan), during
which time, in one of these
5, began to ruminate on the
classes (thermodynamics I or II,
puzzling nature of "wrong", or
physical chemistry, or heat and
unnatural action, in contrast to mass transfer) the seed for the
"right", or natural action, or, in
future subject of "human
colloquial (or religious) speak,
chemical thermodynamics" was
good vs evil action, when during planted.
the course of forest wanderings
he found a bird's nest, filled with quarter-sized white spotted blue eggs, after which he took one of the eggs
home and, while, as memory recalls, showing it off to someone, while standing on the second story of the
balcony, of the apartment complex he was residing in, dropped the egg, off the balcony, letting it fall 10-feet
to the ground and crack open, after which a strange mental feeling or sense of darkness emerged following
the event.

Late 1980s
•

Thims, at age 15, got a work permit—thermodynamics, of course, being the governing science of the relation
between “heat” (e.g. sexual heat) and “work” (e.g. occupation)—and began to be employed at a minimum
wage summer job (paid work), and thereabouts began to date; during the course of which, he began to
notice, in the lifestyles (states of existence) of some of the girls-turning-women (age 17-22) he began to
hang out with, who each worked (at or near minimum wage jobs) and thereby paid their own rent and
seemed to be happy (friends, throwing parties, etc.) that one could, very easily (in theory), work a minimum
wage (simple manual labor) job, exist and be happy. This, what might be called, "drive thru paradox" is
evidenced well in the: “you'll be serving my kids fries on our way to a skiing trip” scene, in the 1997 film
Good Will Hunting, as well as the “don’t be calling me no f$%king dishwasher” scene, in the 1983 film
Scarface, or the “the world needs ditch diggers too” scene, and Kuder Preference test discussion, espoused
in the 1980 film Caddyshack. Here a grand confusion began to embed into Thims' mind, surrounding the
nature of happiness, contentment, and or mental satiety, and its connection to "work" (see: principle of the
transmission of work), work output (occupational ladder), and specifically "status level" of work, such as
embodied in the defining first engagement query: "so what do you do?" [for a living], e.g. see: David Buss'
1993 "Occupation vs Sexual Receptivity" study, in respect to mate selection and existence, surrounding the
question "why" a person was or has to do anything, past the point of minimum society mandated education
level (high school), past the minimum demarcation point of paying for rent (below which is homelessness)?
English-born American philosopher Alan Watts' circa 1955 “here kitty kitty” social indoctrination ideology or
process (see: South Park annotated video (Ѻ) at 5:54), idealized or rather carrot-sticked for the person age 0
to 40 to follow, captures some of this issue well.

1992/93
•

In the early 1990s, Thims, as a beginning college student—deciding to go to college on the logic that, in
theory, if he took the intellectually most difficult subjects, mastering the logic so as to finish in the top of
each course or class, he would glean insight into former puzzling query on the nature of existence and the
"do" of things (or "go" of things as Maxwell at age 3 queried incessantly)—still extremely puzzled about the
cultural mandate that one is ideally supposed to get a job (paid work), then get married (bond), and then
make kids (reproduction), then retire (and that's it to existence, in a nut shell)—along the way making the
noticeably unrealistic (see: realism) legal vow “till death do us part” (43% of people get divorced at 15years)—made a trait weighted mate selection spread sheet, below left, of his top 19 girlfriends whom he
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could theoretically (potentially) marry, of the following form, in attempts to discern a logical methodology
for marriage selection:

→
1992

1995

The results of this study, however, made little intuitive and or visceral sense (see: Thims thought experiment). This
selection methodology, as Thims would come to learn, is what is called a "love thought experiment", above right, as
done by German polyintellect Johann Goethe (1808) in affinity chemistry terms or as Indian chemical engineer
Vamshi Regalla and American mechanical engineer Ravi Vedula did (2012) in first thermodynamic and later chemical
thermodynamic terms.

1994
•

1995
•

2001
•

•

2005
•

Thims, while meandering about in a local book store, came across American evolutionary psychologist David
Buss' newly-published very influential 1994 The Evolution of Desire: Strategies of Human Mating, which
presented the results of studies, conducted in the 1970s and 1980s, involving a survey of some 10,047
people worldwide, on the nature of sexual selection, cross-culturally, that sought to identify underlying
evolutionary-mediated psychological mechanisms of human behavior and desire; thereafter, fascinated by
this "mechanism" way of looking at human relationship underpinnings, Thims, as a hobby, read over a 100
books on evolutionary psychology and mate selection (see: Thims' mate selection book collection).
Circa Fall/Winter - Thims, while sitting in one of his chemical engineering thermodynamics classes, likely ChE
330 Thermodynamics II (adjacent), at the University of Michigan, began to wonder how one would go about
applying chemical thermodynamics to the "predictions" of human chemical reactions (e.g. "should I marry
person A or person B?"), that is, how the famous "spontaneity criterion" (ΔG < 0) applies to the prediction of
mate selection. In other words, what does the conceptually-difficult quantity "ΔH – TΔS" have to do with the
standard "a diamond, 2½ kids, and a mortgage" model of existence (purpose boiled down to: education, job,
marry, kids, retire), in terms of year-by-year changes in "states" of time of human existence? For whatever
reason, Thims never raised his hand in class to ask the question, in spite of the fact that (a) he was in the top
8% of his graduating class and (b), always sat in the fount row of the class (to eliminate distractions), and (c)
was typically the person to ask the most questions while in class? In the years to follow, for whatever
reason, the question stayed with him, remaining a sort of passing reverse engineering puzzle/hobby as to
how the solution would work out, variable wise, in terms of differentials of existence.
11/15 - after about six-years of work on the problem, from time-to-time, on scratch paper, Thims came
across Stephen Hawkings' 1996 human entropy change diagram, which alluded to the idea that a person's
entropy would change as one reads a book (and the connection to this that the higher up the education
ladder one climbs, the higher one's mate status value becomes), the big picture as to how the quantity “ΔH –
TΔS” could change, variationally, in terms of multi-year instantaneous states of human existence on going
from state one (day one) to state two (year eighteen) in the course of the human reproduction reaction.
About a month later, Thims chanced on the idea that it might be worth while to write up a short summary of
the solution, as things were viewed at this point (assuming that it would only take about two months or so
to complete the task).
12/05 - sent one page query letter to Bantum-Dell Publishing group for book proposal on the “application of
chemical thermodynamics to human life”, but never one that was never received (according to publishers).
(Ѻ)

•

2006
•

2007
•

•

•
•

2008
•
•

•
•
•
•
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05/30 - Thims began testing online encyclopedia-style wiki article
writing at Wikipedia, by starting an article on human thermodynamics;
albeit an article that ended up in the "articles for deletion" (afd)
process, twice; after which, he stayed on as an editor at Wikipedia, in
the two years to follow, penning about 180 articles, contributing over
8,500 edits.
Circa February, via footnote 2.5, Thims discovered Goethe — the
answer to Thims' long-sought 1994/1995 chemical thermodynamics
classroom query (above photo), about "who was the first, or how do
you apply, chemical thermodynamics prediction logic to human
chemical reactions (human relationship dynamics), i.e. to mate
selection prediction, or the humanities in general?".
In 2005, Thims began to test article

09/04 - on the fuel of Goethe, paperback version of Human Chemistry writing at Wikipedia, penning some
180+ new articles, though finding it
was published (hardcover version was published on 24 Sep 2007).
resistively difficult to write articles on
10/10 - resigned as an editor from Wikipedia (2005-2007), out of rethree taboo subjects: human
occurring tensions building in attempts to get the articles "human
thermodynamics, human chemistry,
chemistry" and "human molecule", established as standard
and human molecule, all of which
encyclopedia topics (topics which kept getting sent to afd).
were either banned or deleted.
12/24 - launched EoHT.info, with three articles: Sadi Carnot, human
thermodynamics, and human chemistry.
12/31 - up to about two dozen articles or pages started and two members: Sadi-Carnot and Gladyshev (who
has previously been weekly email collaborators since 2006).
01/01 - up to 27 pages and made a new EoHT Wiki Logo (shown on following banner, below right section).
01/02 - up to 32 pages, 3 members, and invited more published thermodynamics professors, authors, etc.,
to join the site.
01/15 - up to 71 articles and changed the name to Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics.
02/20 - at an average of about 15-30 visitors per day (with about 50-150 page views per day).
03/01 - entered the ad-free test program (cost = $20/mo, paid by Libb Thims).
03/12 - at 135 articles, 11 members; new domain name: eoht.info (see: thread notice); added name
"encyclopedia" to banner (vertical right):

•
•
•

04/04 - at 175 articles and made first-draft cover design for the potential printed version of the EoHT.
08/27 - at 400 articles.
12/11 - 600+ article (19 members).

•
•
•
•
•

01/13 - 638 articles, 24 members, and 100+ visitors per day.
06/08 - 946 articles, 36 members, 210+ visitors/day, 12,000+ page views per month.
07/29 - hit the 1,000 article mark (Richard Piccard).
08/03 - accepted into the ad-free "education wiki" program (a savings of $19.95/month in ad-cost removal).
08/07 - 50 members, 280+ visitors/day, 13,000+ page views per month.

•
•

03/16 - 1,300 articles (Szilard's demon), 78 members, 520+ visitors/day, 21,000+ page views per month.
04/26 - Finished writing the last of the biographic articles, of the known 323 HT pioneers, with Kenneth
Stokes article (#1,383).
07/07 - 1,500 article mark (John Herapath).
07/19 - Reached the 100-member mark (user:巩方建)
07/27 - Testing out removal of dropshadow with the following 990x98 banner (which increases page reading
space by at least 10-pixels):

2009

2010

•
•
•
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2011

•
•
•
•

•
•

2012
•

•

•
•
•
•

2013
•

•
•
•
•

02/08 - 1,846 articles, 148 members, 41,000+ page views/month.
02/16 - launched the EoHT beta wiki (see logo), a sister site to this one, for sandbox,
new, or unreferenced, or original ideas or theories to take root.
03/28 - hit the 2,000 article mark (chemistry of love).
04/04 - 2,030+ articles and (a) renamed the site from "EoHT wiki" to "Hmolpedia" (see:
etymology) or Encyclopedia of Human Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human
Physics, to embrace the more encompassing perspective and corpus of articles the site
currently contains, and (b) uploaded a new redesigned (and tighter) Hmolpedia banner (990x95px), as
shown below:

08/19 - Hit the 200+ member mark with the joining of JustinLancaster (Justin Lancaster)!
09/27 - Finally finished organizing the main HT pioneers (450+), HMS pioneers page (120+), HC pioneers
(50+), and HP pioneers (20+) into
four separately grouped and
ordered timeline-tables.
01/31 - Hit the "500+" mark on the
HT pioneers timeline table (10years of research went into this
table).
05/07 - launched the Elective
Affinities: Illustrated, Annotated,
and Decoded online (to be turned
book) project; the first complete
book to be embedded, chapter-bychapter, and hyperlinked into the
structure of Hmolpedia.
05/10 - 2,500+ article mark, 280
members, 57,000 page views per
month.
10/23 - formerly formed the JHT
review board listed within
Hmolpedia.
11/04 - at 2,700+ articles mark and
310+ members.
11/06 - David Bossens produces the
Hmolpedia-precipitated book
Debates of the Hmolpedians.

Left: the 2012-launched equation overlaid cover design of Elective Affinities:
Illustrated, Annotated, and Decoded by Libb Thims, based on the Philipp
Johann illustrated, 1854 James Froude translated, 1885 Hjalmar Boyesen
illustrated edition. Right: the 2013 book Debates of the Hmolpedians, by
Belgian philosopher David Bossens, discussing newly-learned views on
hmolscience, in regards to questions on the defunct theory of life, biology,
free will, prediction, DNA, human molecular theory, etc.

02/19 -started making backup hardcopy MS Word version of Hmolpedia; an extrapolation estimate, of the
first 100-pages done (75 articles), would put the A-Z printed volume at 3,700-pages total or 5-volumes
(8.5x11) at 750 pages per volume (800 page max per book at LuLu).
02/26 - at 2,800+ articles and 60,000+ page views per month.
04/25 - gained $146 dollars via Google Adsense with Human Chemistry 101 YouTube channel; currently in
water testing stage (income rate at $95/month).
05/01 - at 2,880 articles and 69,000 page views per month.
04/27 - Robots.txt issue: Sometime on or about 27 Apr 2013, Google started displaying following page
descriptions for Wetpaint site search returns, which resulted in eoht.info being dropped from Google search
returns:
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04/30 - started doing JHT reviewing (see: JHT submissions) at Hmolpedia (as opposed to doing it at the beta
site, as has previously been done)
05/18 - site getting less than 100 visits per day (at 1.8 pages / visit) correlating to around 5,400 page views
per month.
06/12 - issue has been found (thread: post #12) to have something to do with the Wetpaint spam bot filter
upgrade acting to blocking Google crawlers.
07/07 - upgraded main page (see previous version) to new
streamlined design.
7/20: Announcement that wiki platform of Wetpaint (Ѻ)
was purchased by Travis Derouin, who was the lead
developer of wikiHow from 2004 to 2011. He is planning
on transitioning the platform to his servers on July 31st,
2013. Once the platform has been uploaded to his server,
this site robot.txt issue will be fixed. Earlier this morning,
he informed me that he has come up with a solution that
will be applied to the platform once it is on his servers. In a
few weeks, Travis will be posting information about the
move on Wetpaint Central, which will then be called
WikiFoundry Central. The new platform will be called
Scottish engineer, mathematical physicist, and
WikiFoundry.
thermodynamicist William Rankine's circa 1845 "The
9/19 - social physics school became the 3,000th
Mathematician in Love" (discovered 29 Nov 2013),
Hmolpedia article!
the earliest known "equation of love".
10/15 - the transition to the new server host is still
ongoing; site working only half the time and continuously bugged up, though improving with time.
11/29 - discovered, via Zucker (1945), via Eddington (1938), the circa 1845 "Rankine love poem" (Hmolpedia
article #3,086), stanzas 6-7 shown adjacent, wherein he describes love as a thermodynamic potential
amenable to partial differential equation integration with respect to time evolutionary psychology
formulation.
12/10 - 3,100+ article level; site near to full previous functionality and visitor flow rate.

01/29 - the work-inprogress (86-page level)
Chemical Thermodynamics:
with Applications in the
Humanities, cover shown
adjacent, started sometime
in late 2013, a pioneering
attempt, going beyond that
which the 40+ historical
human free energy
theorists have attempted,
at a complete fully derived
treatise on human
chemical thermodynamics
(humanities based on
chemical
thermodynamics), the
pinnacle product of
Hmolpedia—a
prolegomenon to the
former—slated as a
revolutionary (see:
Goethean revolution)
teaching textbook for a
hypothetical soon to

Left: a Jan 2014 working draft manuscript cover of American electrochemical engineer
Libb Thims' Chemical Thermodynamics: with Application in the Humanities, on the
subject of human chemical thermodynamics, aiming to be the required reading for a
college to graduate level course in physical humanities. [1] Right: annotated cover of
Mirza Beg’s 1987 New Dimensions in Sociology: a Physico-Chemical Approach to
Human Behavior.
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become initiated college course on "physical humanities". [1]
01/ 29 - some pages on the site still have images (not appearing) issues, even after reload, supposedly owing
to the photo server database transition from Wetpaint to Wikifoundry. Thread discussion here: (Ѻ)
04/07 - 3,200+ pgs (online) + 1,236 pgs (print set) + 303 pgs (misc print). [2]
05/13 - discovered Mirza Beg, via key word Google search on term “physico-chemical sociology”.
06/23 - Engaged into the Beg-Thims dialogue. (Ѻ)(Ѻ)
09/11 - Initiated the Atheism Reviews channel; seeming precipitate of a combination of the Beg-Thims
dialogue + the difficulties of trying to encapsulate the "religious conflict" section in the introduction of CTAH.
[1]
10/14 - 3,430+ pgs (online) + 2,069 pgs (print set) + 403 pgs (misc print).
12/29 - 3,500+ pages (online) + 2,194 pgs (print set) + 409 pgs (misc print); Atheism Reviews channel: 15+
videos; 26 subs | 2K views (85 v/s).

2015

•
•

09/07 - Published the 14-part Zerotheism for Kids lecture, recorded on Aug 10.
09/30 - Following relocation, took of photo (Ѻ) of the circa 1,300 book library, aka the "hard drive of
Hmolpedia", as contained in: 39 banana boxes and 6 egg boxes (filled with books); photo showing one of 10
snake book shelves [of Thims' own design], holding said Hmolpedia hard drive:

•

12/7 - presently have 7,899-pages [6,641-pages (main content) + 1,258-pages (misc content)] saved into
Word files, in preparation for multi-volume print set of Hmolpedia; about 600 more articles (in the "unfiled
pages" section) to cut and paste into Word file before publication enacts.

2016
•

date - (add)

Hmolpedia: Site member index
The Hmolpedia member index page is summary collection of those Hmolpedia members who acknowledge aspects
of their background; used to facilitate who-is-who on the site for communication purposes. The following is only a
partial listing of total number of site members as some do not indicate their background or connection to
thermodynamics (or interest in human thermodynamics), but may simply like being members to read the articles and
receive the weekly newsletter. Feel free to add your name below or make changes, etc., if desired:
My son has been urging me to check out Nassim Harrimein and his work. He is
graduating from Penn State in physics, himself, as he's aware of my life's quest in trying
to understand the connectedness of all. In the past few years, my quest has taken me to
taking a much closer look at the connection between spirituality and science. My kids
describe me as a Ludite, so it may take me awhile to figure out how to upload a
representative avatar and navigate the "Easy Edit" button to add more info about
ourlight1
myself. (I wasn't quite sure what you even meant by "Bot"). I am a psychotherapist, who
28 Mar 2015
believes in the connectedness of all through energy. I practice Jainism, although I do fall
from grace at times. My interest is in doing something to contribute to world peace and
I have started a business called "Our Light". I am currently embarking on studies at
Harvard to help educate myself to all of the world religions, in an effort to help
transcend the distortion, misrepresentation, and misinterpretation of the ancient
scriptures. I am an avid reader and frequently quote from the likes of Einstein and Tesla,
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along with Gandhi and Yogananda. I apologize for such a long e'mail. Just didn't want
you to think I was a "bot"and boot me from the site. Namaste!

2013
Sometime in 2012, Hmolpedia founder Libb Thims stopped updating this page, as time could not permit the growing
task. Feel free to follow Hmolpedia members "latest activity" feed, to see new member posts.

2012

Taylan Bali
(Taylanbali)
Joined: Aug
04

About: “I am an economist, an eternal
PhD student and instructor of math for
economists at the Faculty of Political
Sciences, Ankara University, Turkey;
During my Economics studies at METUAnkara and UiO-Oslo I have never been
convinced by the mainstream NeoClassical and Keynesian equilibrium
theories based on Newtonian mechanics
and, instead geared towards irreversible
non-equilibrium processes, especially
thermodynamics and complex systems.
Prigogine-Georgescu-Roegen-Galbraiths
(both father and son)-Chen have been
my inspiration sources, and today I came
across the works of your member Dr.
Justin Lancaster and your website. So
here I am and I believe I am real and
motivated enough to stay in your
community. More on my CV and
research next time.”

Dov Henis
(DovHenis)
Joined: Apr
15

American biochemistry; PhD in
biochemistry (1956), University of
Pittsburgh; industrial developments
consultant (1957-2003); interests: What
is life?, humans, humanity (
); since 2006 has been blogging at
Universe-Life.org .

Name?
American student getting a bachelor's in
physics.
(zomething)
Joined: Mar 19

BS in psychology (2012) in the area of
theory and research, at the Catholic
David
University of Leuven, Belgium;
Bossens.
tentatively working a second bachelors
(D.Boss)
in mathematics and physics, to be
Joined: Jun
completed in 2014; recently began
14
publishing various Hmolpedia-centric
articles and ebooks.

S. Thiago
sthiago
Joined:
Apr 11

I first came to know EoHT last year when
I was searching for Clapeyron equation
origin. I even posted an anonymous
comment asking a question. I will not lie,
I actually didn't expect anyone to answer
me, but within some days you answered
me. Okay, I will not say that you clarified
much for me, but you answered. And I
answered back when I found the answer
for future reference of people with the
same question. Today I was searching for
an explanation about Gibbs free energy
and I found the answer here again. I
decided that I was going to register and
maybe someday, contribute somehow.
You've done a wonderful job on EoHT,
congratulations and thanks, Thiago.
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Noted for his circa 1978 work on the
applying entropy concepts to the study
of the aging annually of fish (see also:
fish molecule); specifically over a twelve
Robert
month period, he studied all the
Balmer
characteristics of birth, growth, aging,
(Entropos)
and senile death and is said to have
Joined: Feb
identified entropy flows, body heat,
22
dissipation coming into and out of fish;
authored the 1990 Modern Engineering
Thermodynamics; is emeritus dean of
mechanical engineering.

Antony
Upward
(AntonyUpward)
Joined: Jan 14

American retired sociology professor
who has produced a film documentary
Gale Largey on Lester Ward (galelargey.com), but
unaware of his social mechanics work
and attempt to bring the concepts of the
European social thermodynamics
thinkers, e.g. Leon Winiarski, to the
(galelargey)
American sociologists; he comments
Joined: Mar 08
"[Ward] is rarely mentioned in intro
books as the founder and completely left
out of theory texts."

About: “Master of
Environmental Studies student at York
Gonzalo J.
University in Toronto, Canada; arrived at
Morales
site via “looking for more work by Eric
Schneider and James Kay and decided to
join because I wanted to add an
(GonzaloJMorales)
excellent book and article by Allen,
Tainter and Hoekstra called Supply Side Joined: Feb 10
Sustainability (sustainability) - which is
based on work by Schneider and Kay."

Venezuelan mechanical engineer and
physicist, with a degree in heat transfer;
working on a “history of
thermodynamics” book, to include
chapter on the newer field of biological
thermodynamics (and possibly a chapter
on human thermodynamics, written by
Libb Thims); for the past 30 years has
amassed a 240+ book collection of “short
biographies of scientists since 1550
related to heat and thermodynamics”.

2011
Name?
(eshm)
Joined: Dec
06
Fulvio
Mazzocchi

(mazzocchif)
Joined: Nov 5

Either is (or knows about) Charles
Hansen.

Has a 2008 article on reductionism,
determinism, and complexity theory in
biology (link).

Yuvraj
Chaubey
An Indian student at Bhabha Institute
of Technology, Kanpu .
(yuvraj_chaubey)
Joined: Oct 14

Leonardo Silva
de Souza
Brazilian hydrological engineer
(scribd)
(LeonardoSilvadeSouza)
Joined: Nov 8
Bradley K.
Sherman
Interested in how the laws of
(bks_)
chemistry explain biology (link).
Joined: Oct 16

Cameron
Hannon
(CameronHanno
n)

3 American electrician and computer networking student
Oct Texas.

Angeliki
Brouzgou
(angelikibrouzgo
u)

working on fuel cells at the University
30 A Greek chemical engineering PhD student
Sep of Thessaly; came to Hmolpedia to deepen her knowledge about thermodynamics and I finds
human thermodynamics very interesting and exciting.

Sandy
(CosmicAngleS)

28
Sep
201
1

An Australian thinker social worker and evolutionary activist working with the tribal
Bunjalung spiritual leaders; ponders - human thermodynamics, mechanics, and harmonics at an individual and collective and planetary scale; runs "purely on spirit (awareness); has a
“cosmic consciousness”.

(Clausius)
(Mudassir)

23
Sep
201
1

A mechanical engineering student at National University of Science & Technology, Pakistan,
who wants to know the answer to: (1) In a reversible adiabatic compression entropy remains
the same and in the case of irreversible adiabatic compression it increases. Why is it so? (2)
Entropy is referred as the disorder of a system. During adiabatic compression gas molecules

at Vista College, Lubbock,
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are compressed and as a result internal energy increases then how can entropy remain
constant?
Adrian ToaderWilliams
(A.ToaderWilliams)

Erland
Lagerroth
(Lagerroth)

Peggy La Cerra
(PeggyLaCerra)

5739

21
Romanian agriculture and sustainability (BS, MS) and animal nutrition (MS, PhD) researcher
Sep
(ResearchGate) interested in the relations between “total social collapse” (rise and fall of
201
civilizations) and social thermodynamics.
1
Building on the 1979 work of Erich Jantsch, wrote over ten books (all in
Swedish), including: Toward a New Science (1986), Beyond Darwin and DNA:
A Non-mechanistic Biology (2004), Between Atoms and the Universe: or to Try
10
to Understand the World We Live In (2010), among others. Lagerroth’s
Sep
biggest book on Prigogine and Jantsch is the 1994 The Re-enchantment of the
201
World and Science (Världen och vetandet sjunger på nytt). His latest book
1
(pictured) is the 2011 Världen skapar sig själv: En upptäcktsfärd mellan
traditionell (natur)vetenskap och doktrinär andlighet (The world makes itself:
A journey of discovery between traditional (natural) science and doctrinal spirituality) (abs ).
American evolutionary psychologist and neuroscientist noted for her
1998 “energetic model of the mind”, a mixture of evolutionary
08
psychology, neuroscience, thermodynamics, and Freudian id-egoAug
superego psychodynamics. La Cerra’s energetic model was presented
201
for the general audience in the 2002 book The Origin of Mind:
1
Evolution, Uniqueness, and the New Science of the Self, co-written
with American theoretical evolutionary neuroscientist Roger Bingman.
(2002)

Justin Lancaster
(JustinLancaster
)

James Eadon
(JamesEadon)

Nicole Tedesco
(NicoleTedesco)

Name
(August2011)

Marek Roland
(Dr.MarekRolan
d)

18
Aug
201
1

American natural scientist noted for his 1989 article “The Theory of Radially Evolving
Energy”, in which he argues that evolution is a function of energy itself, and that all energetic
systems, including societies, evolve with the bounds of thermodynamics laws, whereby
nonequilibrium thermodynamics, following Ilya Prigogine, is joined with ecological energetics
and chemical evolution to reveal an analogy between chemical, biological, and social
evolution.

English physicist (and Culica inventor) noted for his
2001 online poll "Are you a giant molecule?", the
31 2008 results of which are shown adjacent, indicating
Jul that 57 percent of people believe they are a giant
201 human molecule, which is in fact the case.
1

25
Jun
201
1

An American IT researcher (BS in physics, 1990) who is looking to explain irreversibility in
economics, but considers the work at Hmolpedia to be crap ("The actual work at the web site
I consider bull. The theorists, I believe, do not understand the degree to which they are
merely borrowing an analogy") (blog).

21
Jun Is a college student from China; very interested in social physics and environmental issues;
201 having some fundamentals in physical chemistry and mathematical modeling.
1
25
Ma
A Polish-Canadian physicist who since 1992, has been theorizing on light, life,
y
thermodynamics, diet, and wellness.
201
1

Paul Volgyesi
(sanbasan)

27
Apr
201
1

A Hungarian self-taught student of what he calls functional thermodynamics (thread), with
the motto: "Any activity is a thermodynamic event, biothermodynamics when it comes to
life. Understand thermodynamics and understand everything." In what seems to be a eclectic
mixture of laymanized thermodynamics, biothermodynamics, and Chinese medicine. Is of the
view that: "Human thermodynamics can only apply to human consciousness, since all the
rest presents no difference whatsoever with general biology."

Chandrakanth
Natekar
(Natekar)

26
Apr
201
1

A student of the ABCs of science, with the view
that stellar and non-stellar bodies of the universe,
including the human mind, and phenomenon
● Natekar, Chandrakanth. (2010).
such as human spontaneity, are functions of
“Eternal Beauty of Human Spontaneity”,
matter, that always functions in tune with nature; AuthorsDen.com, Apr 15.
focuses on electromagnetic behavior.
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A follower of the psychological thermodynamics work of Argentinean-born
20 American psychiatrist Hector Sabelli.
Brent Scott
(BrentScott)

(exergy61)

Ali Mansoori
(gamansoori)

Robert Leiweke
(JetBob)
(link)

Apr

201
1

“I'm very excited to have found your site. You're making a huge contribution.
For me, it's leading to a unified field theory of the case for embodiment of
love.”

19
Apr A chemical engineering Ph.D student in
201 Turkey (Türkiye).
1

Did 1969 PhD dissertation on “A Variational
Approach to the Equilibrium Thermodynamic
17 Properties of Simple Liquids and Phase
Apr Transitions”; 1983 chapter “Molecular Study of
201 Fluids: A Historical Survey”, on the
1 thermodynamics of Johannes van der Waals;
series editor of the seven volume Advances in
Thermodynamics (1988-1992); author Principles
of Nanothermodynamics (2005), chapter three:
Thermodynamics and Statistical Mechanics of
Small Systems ; runs the UIC thermodynamics
Research Laboratory.
17
Apr
201
1

(1988-1992)

(2005)

Completed MS, with thesis “A Weak Interaction Between a Cyclone and Shallow Topography
within a Rotating Fluid” (1994), and PhD, with thesis “Development of a Trans-rotational
Temperature Diagnostic for vibrationally-Excited Carbon Monxide using Single-Photon Laserinduced Fluorescence” (2004), at Ohio State University; teaches thermodynamics at Wright
State University, Dayton Ohio; works in the field of nonequilibrium plasma chemistry for UES,
Inc. at the Air Force Research Laboratory, Wright Patterson AFB, Dayton, OH.

American chemical engineer and gas-liquid thermodynamicist, knowledgeable
about the Dutch school, whose graduate school thesis was dealing with vapor-liquid
equilibrium in general, dealing with various ideas about predictions of what a
mixture is going to do from pure component properties.

David
Livingston
(drlivingston)

“I admire very much what you have accomplished and how much work you have
done with both amount of material and presentation. Your site is quite
comprehensive at least from my viewpoint which is the scientific (or maybe
hard science) type of thermo.”

09
Apr
201 From a theoretical view point, mixture prediction, in his view, is an unsolved
1 problem but from a practice point of view there are semiempirical methods to do

design to support such things as distillation columns. The property information
developed for the fluids remains approximate and not exact.
Most of his experience has been related to the design of industrial facilities for
chemical or oil refining units both in the area of process design (the more practical
application of thermodynamics) or in project engineering. Since his graduate school
work in gas-liquid thermodynamics, the subject of thermodynamics has been an
“ongoing fascination”, in his own words.
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Cathty Tyrrell
(GainesvilleCat
hy)

Describes herself as an “enformationist”
(enformy/information theory plus
spirituality), studies and writes on the a
mixture of science, philosophy, and
29 spirituality, a subject that has a good deal of
Ma overlap to topics and people in the eoht, e.g.
r Goethe and Prigogine; blogs at
201 LifePerspectiveOnAnyGivenDay ; has
1 recently started the “Enformationist
Society”, headquartered in Gainesville, FL, a
group in the fledgling stage; operates a
Facebook group age called Panendeism
Enformationis .

Leong Ying
(klystar)

A PhD nuclear physicist who since 2002, has
been work on a “twin universe theory”,
which posits that there exists two universes,
coupled to each other, one where entropy
tends to increase, the other where entropy
tends to decrease; that nuclear fusions
drives cosmological expansion and explains
12 dark matter; that gravity drives life; that the
Feb soul, god, and consciousness exist somehow
201 connected to the yin yang principle; in 2007,
1 published Klystar a science fiction version of
his theory, where the main character
attempts to bring coherence between the
great divide existing between religion and
science; in 2010, began publishing a number
of journal articles and conference
appearances on the nuclear fusion
gravitational expansion aspect of his theory.

John Bryant
(thermoecono
mist)

(2007)

English mechanical engineer noted for a his 1982 “A
Thermodynamic Approach to Economics”, in which he argued
19 that “economic value” is equivalent to “energy value”, that
Jan there exist economic equivalents to the first and second law of
201 thermodynamics, and that inflation is a function of “net cycle
1 entropy gain”, and followup 2009 Thermoeconomics: A
Thermodynamic Approach to Economics, on the subject of
thermoeconomics, now in a 2011 second edition.
(2009)

Sean O'Reilly
(seanor59)

Since circa 1985, has been working out a "common moral
philosophy", especially geared towards high-testosterone
males, based on the management of one's appetites by right
18 reason, based on a mixture of modern physics, Greek
Jan
philosophy, Thomas Aquinas, and Freudian energy psychology
201
1 models of cathection, instinctual energy transference, centered
on keeping oneself out of jail, all stitched together with a hue
of metaphysics and spirituality, captured in his book How to
Manage Your Dick, with a chapter on "Entropy and Your Dong".

(2001)
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18 An engineer (mechanical?) who since circa
Jan
2002-2007, has been developing a
201
1 negentropy model of human existence.

Valter Caggio
(srittore)

(2007)

(2008)

07 Is a research scholar in agricultural extension
Jan
education; states that much of the EoHT wiki
201
1 is very much related to his to topic of study.

N.K. Sharma
(Narendra11)

Venezuelan PhD chemical biophysicist, who has been working on the
07 thermodynamics of socialization, applied to ant societies and human societies, since
Jan circa 1984.
201
1 Presently working on book about a social synergy, in the context of physical science

Klaus Jaffe
(kjafffe)

models.

2010
Name
(user name)

Photo

Joined

Background / EoHT Interest / Description

Books

American-born civil engineer working in Germany on his doctoral thesis at the
Universitaet Stuttgart on the topic of aquatic habitat modeling.

Jeff Tuhtan
(jtuhtan)
(link)

“A big part of my work depends on further developing a connection
between abiotic-biotic systems, and after reading [Thims] book I now
believe these connections are essentially just a description of complexity,
and not in fact "living"'-"nonliving"."
17 Dec
10
Over the last two years it had become increasingly clear that distinct
relationships existed between the choice of fish habitats and the fish
themselves, and the insight provided in The Human Molecule opened up a
whole new world of research which I needed, but did not know how to find.
The fish habitat model concept is based on Max Planck's theory of dilute
solutions which was first extended to animate systems by Werner Ebeling and
Peter Mauersberger. Model application is based on the physical and
thermodynamic principles developed by Sven Jorgensen and Adrian Bejan.

Anthonie
Muller
(TonMuller)

Danish PhD materials scientist and biophysicist who
has been working on thermosynthesis, a heat
28 Nov
engine model of the origin of life, since 1983,
10
publishing at least a dozen articles, and one
chapter on this subject.

Richard
Crant
(firebrain)
(Camustein)

Has been a student of the human condition for 20+
years; is currently working on a book on
biopsychodynamics, utilizing a theory of emotional
equilibrium and a type of conservation of vital
11 Oct energy, along with the formula C=ea2 (maybe
related to E = mc²)
10
In October 13-15 2013 I will be speaking for the
first time about biopsychodynamic theory C=ea2 at
international conference in Nanjing China along
with Adrian Bejan of Constructal law .
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Pertev Dural
(pertev)

Octavian
Ksenzhek
(Ksenzhek)

Russian bioelectrochemist; noted for his 2007 book
Money Virtual Energy: Economy through the Prism of
Thermodynamics; in which he extrapolates on
18 Aug
concepts such as how "hot" money, i.e. concentrated
10
potential energy, its initial state, can be converted
into work; a process that can be quantified by a
Carnot efficiency.
(2007)

Name
(felthamg)

Recent graduate, with a degree in aerospace
09 Aug
engineering, of the engineering science program of
10
the University of Toronto.

David Alkek

His 2007 book The Self-Creating Universe, argues
that the universe, life, and human societies have a
purpose in a new-paradigm “law of increasing
complexity”, a complexity theory law counter to the
04 Aug second law (he defines as the law which predicts
10
progressive disorganization), which instills a “selfdevelopment” (self-creation) of increased form,
organization, and complexity. He introduces the
term “ipsa-creation” to define the self-development
of the “unfinished universe”.

(DavidAlkek)

Dickey
Eason
(DickeyEason)
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A thinker from Turkey, who seems to be knowledgeable of references on the
subjects of: economic temperature (thread), overheating (thread), e.g.
economist Paul Krugman discusses ‘overheating’ in his The Return of
26 Aug Depression Economics (pgs. 37, 89), and social pressure (thread), among other
topics, e.g. the speculation that absolute zero in humanistic terms equates to
10
absolute poorness; which does seem in the neighborhood of correctness,
being that particles near absolute zero tend to slow and stagnate to speeds of
inches per second/minute, which is the polar opposite of rich fast-paced cities.

(2007)

Since circa 2000, has been developing a theory, as
explained in his 2009 book The Impacts Dynamics,
that explains human history and behavior using the
07 Jun
energy dispersal view of the second law and human
10
chemical bonding; uses theory, in business
thermodynamics application in a consulting business
for startups.
(2009)
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Mark Janes
(MarkJanes)

09 Jun
10

Since 2006, he been developing a carbon entromorphology theory (visit:
Carbon-Entromorphology.com), a human atom based scheme, which
considers the human being to be a ‘type of gigantic carbon atom’, and uses
aspects of thermodynamics, particle physics, and the atomic model logic to
explain facets of humanity, such as good and evil.
Randall
Reetz
(RandallReetz)

Charles Berg
(Charles A.
Berg)

Evgeni
Starikov
(Donquizote5)

Mark Ciotola
(Mciotola)

Name?
(S_Carnot)

20
May
10

American computer programmer; interested in
systems theory, thermodynamics and information
theory, artificial life, complexity and intelligence,
evolution and learning; site: RandallReetz.com and
blog: Complexity Metric.

08
May
10

Of the MIT school of thermodynamics; BS mechanical engineering at MIT
1956; SM (1958); ScD (1962) MIT; professor at MIT until 1971; thereafter
deputy director of engineering (somewhere); PE professor emeritus
mechanical engineering, Northeastern University Boston; articles: “Process
Integration and the Second Law of Thermodynamics” (1980), “Potential for
Energy Conservation in Industry” (1976).

06
May
10

Russian theoretical biophysicist with 27 years of
professional experience; favourite fields: physical
chemistry or chemical physics of biopolymers, their
components and the relevant model compounds;
favorite topic is entropy-enthalpy compensation (in
more general terms: interplay between energy and
entropy, fluctuations and correlations, the physical
nature of entropy)

American physical economist whose research
concerns deriving social science from physics;
argues that systems configure themselves to
maximize their rate of entropy production, a
14 Apr premise he calls the “eth law of thermodynamics”
10
(or fast entropy); runs FastEntropy.org; has been
working with a group in a second generation
technocracy movement; author of Physical History
and Economics (2003) and “Thermodynamic
Perspective on Profits’ (2006), etc.
20
Mar
10

Runs the website ThermoHistory.org (link),
launched circa 2003.

(2006)

(2003)
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Is a PhD in chemist who has been working now for
nearly 20 years as a business consultant and I
recently wrote more for fun a first article (in
German) in 2003 called ‘Maslow was wrong’ where
13 Feb he compares people’s behavior to the behavior of
10
atoms. He also has a ‘fun project’, a French blog
named ‘Le Monde Selon Grap’ (the world according
to grap) (French → French) where he has started
reflecting about the entropy of china via social
entropy (12/02/10), (and other ideas).

Name?
(Grap)

American chemical engineer and physician noted
for his 25-page “A Proposal for Testing the
Energetics of Consciousness and its Physical
23 Jan
Foundation”, conceived originally in 1961.
10

Gerry
Nahum
(GNahum)

His theory was featured in the 2005 book Spook:
Science Tackles the Afterlife by Mary Roach.
(2005)

2009
Name
(user name)

Scott
(lanikaisojah)

Surya Pati
(Sppati)

Photo

Joine
d

Background / EoHT
Interest / Description

Books

European-born Hawaiian
23 Sep
calculus teacher interested
09
in philosophy.

Indian chemist; article:
21 Sep
“Thermodynamics and
09
Human Bond” (2009).
American chemical engineer; theory: entropy and
human activity.

Benjamin Kyle
(BenjamineKyle
)

CD-ROM
● Kyle, Benjamin G. (1988). “The Mys que of
Entropy” (abstract ) (pdf), Chemical Engineering
07 Aug
Education, Vol. 22., pgs. 92-97. Spr.
09
● Kyle, Benjamin G. (1999). Entropy: Reflections of
a Classical Thermodynamicist (ch. 8: The Mystique
of Entropy , 15 pgs.). Kansas State University; first
published on attached CD-ROM to Chemical and
Process Thermodynamics (3rd ed.), Prentice Hall,
1999.

(1999)
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Bruce Bathurst
(link)
(Petrologist)

American geologist; PhD in
31 Jun
geological thermodynamic
09
(Princeton).

Kenneth Bailey
(KenBailey)

American sociologist;
20 Jun
author: Social Entropy
09
Theory (1990).
(1990)

Peter Pogany
(Telosx)

(1994)

01 Jul Hungarian-born American economist; author:
09
Rethinking the World (2006).

(2006)

Ronald Fox
(RonaldFox)

16 Jun American physicist; author: Energy and the
09
Evolution of Life (1988).

(1988)
Andrew
Morrow
(AWMorrow)

19
May
09

American chemical
engineer; theory:
thermodynamic philosophy
of human existence.

Jack Hokikian
(?)

01
May
09

2002 book argues how the laws of
thermodynamics govern economic systems, e.g.
postulating government intervention may act to
create turbulence-entropy in the socioeconomic
system.
(2002)

Josip Stepanić
(JStepani)

Croatian physicist; articles:
social
thermodynamics/economi
c thermodynamics;
founder of 2003
13 Apr
thermodynamics journal
09
Interdisciplinary
Description of Complex
Systems .
● “Social Equivalent of
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Free Energy” (abs ) (2004)
● Interdisciplinary
Description of Complex
Systems – Wikipedia.

Selva
(JSelRaj)

16
Mar
09

Interested in the teaching
and promotion of
thermodynamics to
students and to the
general public.

Aaron Agassi
(link)
(AaronAgassi)

Skeptic to the idea of
01 Feb
human thermodynamics;
09
website: FoolQuest.com.

Angelo Letizia
(aleti001)

2007 book argues for an entropy-based theory of
01 Feb
existence, an entropological explantion of the
09
Darwinian "struggle for existence" postulate.

(2007)

DMR Sekhar
(DMRSekhar)

Henry Warwick
(Hwarwick)

Melanie
(Melolyn)

Nasif Nahle
(NasifNahle)

Indian chemical engineer;
17 Jan theory thermodynamics
09
genopsych theory of
evolution.

10 Jan Doing PhD on thermodynamics and post-carbon information and
09
communications technology.

Mechanical engineer, reader of Thims’ Human Chemistry, who views
08 Jan
parent-child love as heat sink and a child as a precipitate of the parental
09
dihumanide molecule.

07 Jan
Mexican scientist; articles: on life and thermodynamics.
09
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French physicist; author: A
06 Jan
to Z of Thermodynamics
09
(1998).

Pierre Perrot
(Perrot)

(1998)

(1998)

2008
Name
(user name)

Photo

Joined

Background / EoHT Interest /
Description

name?
(Turnkey13)

Turkey mechanical engineering
29 Nov student interested in doing is MS
08
degree work in human
thermodynamics

Wolfgang
Muschik
(ThermoSyst)

German physicist; author of 10
18 Nov books on thermodynamics; editor of
08
Journal of Non-equilibrium
Thermodynamics.

Books

(1990)

Robert
Kenoun
(Wrk003)

Iranian-born American materials
scientist and electrical engineer;
10 Oct theory: social internal energy
08
minimization; author: A Proposition
to Theory of History and Social
Evolution (2006).
(2006)

John Schmitz
(Waldnoces)

Dutch chemist; author: The Second
20 Apr
Law of Life (2007); theory: human
08
entropy.
(2007)

Ingo Muller
(Ingo.Mueller)

German chemistry; theory: socio28 Jan
thermodynamics; author: A History
08
of Thermodynamics (2007).
(2005)

(2007)
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Viktor Minkin
(Elsys)

Russian biometrist; interested in
05 Jan human thermodynamics applications
08
in fingerprinting and emotional
image recognition.

Jing Chen
(JingChen)

Chinese-born Canadian
mathematician and economist;
04 Jan
author: The Physical Foundations of
08
Economics: an Analytical
Thermodynamic Theory (2005).
(2005)

American business consultant;
03 Jan
article: "Human Thermodynamics
08
and Business Efficiency" (2005).

Lynn Liss
(LynnLiss)

Ted Erikson
(SdogV)

02 Jan American chemical engineer; theory:
08
thermodynamic panpsychism.

2007
Name
(user
name)

Georgi
Gladyshev
(Gladyshev)

Photo

Joined

Background / EoHT Interest /
Description

Books

Russian physical chemist; author of 1978 article "On the
27 Dec Thermodynamics of Biological Evolution" and the followup
07
expanded 1997 book Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution
of Living Beings.
(1997)

Libb Thims
(site
creator)
(SadiCarnot)

American electrochemical engineer;
founding editor of the Journal of Human
Thermodynamics (2005-) author of the 2007
two-volume textbook Human Chemistry,
24 Dec with an end chapter on "human
07
thermodynamics", followup laymanized,
equation-free 2008 booklet The Human
Molecule, readable at the high school level
(or younger), and site creator and main
author of Hmolpedia (2007-)

Canceled memberships
The following members joined then quit:

(2007)

(2008)
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User
name

Petrologist

gavinritz

Photo

Name Joined Quit

(Bruce
31 Jun
Bathurst)
09
(link)

Gavin
Ritz

26 Dec
09

Reason

Background / EoHT
Interest /
Description

Seems to have become irritated
during the Aug 2009 Why I’m
Not a Molecule thread, on the
issue of his comment that
human is not a molecule
? Sep
(human molecule), because it
2009
has a soul, which is beyond the
measurement of science. He
might have not quit, however,
as he has not yet deleted his
user account?

American geologist; PhD
in geological
thermodynamic
(Princeton).

Was irritated with Thims' edits
about his free energy theory (a
theory that was a huge
~Jan
misinterpretation of South
10
African chemical physicist
Adriaan de Lange's 1982 free
energy theory).

New Zealand civil
engineer and business
leader; theory:
motivational entropy
production. Noted for his
attempt to quantify free
energy in business work
systems.

Hmolpedia: Thermodynamics Medal (proposal)
The EoHT wiki: Thermodynamics Medal (proposal) is a discussion page for the proposed idea of initiating a new, yetto-be-named "thermodynamics medal" to be awarded possibly once every yearly (or more likely in some yet
unspecified interval, i.e. once every two, three, four, or five years) by the Institute of Human Thermodynamics to
researchers, scientists, writers, or educators to have made a significant contribution in the field of human
thermodynamics or in furthering the thermodynamical understanding of the operation of human life.
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Gibbs Medal (American Chemical Society)

Gibbs Medal (The Hall of Fame For Great Americans)

Gilbert Newton Lewis Medal

Rumford Medal
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Boltzmann Medal

Prigogine Medal

Kelvin Medal

Carnot Medal (Marie François Sadi Carnot)
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Origin
The idea for the award was conceived
on December 03, 2008 by American
chemical engineer Libb Thims, after
discovering that there was a new
yearly “Prigogine Medal” award,
initiated in 2004, given out for
contributions in the use of
evolutionary thermodynamics and
Prigoginean thermodynamics in
ecology or the study of ecosystems,
while typing up the EoHT articles
Prigogine Medal and thermodynamics
awards. Hence, by parallel, there
should be an award given out yearly
to significant contributors in the field
of the thermodynamical study of
human life and operation.

Goethe Medal

Comments on
Thims then contacted, that day, IoHT
member Russian physical chemist
Georgi Gladyshev about the idea, and
he replied “this will be very good!”.
Similarly, that day, IoHT member
Goethe Medal (150th Anniversary, made by Arno Breker, 1982)
American chemical engineer Ted
Erikson commented on the idea that
“it is clearly a great concept”, that “[he] is in full support”, but that he is not sure how such a project would be
financed. Thims replied back with “if worse comes to worse, I could pay for it myself. However, I'm sure there are
more creative ways to raise money for such a project.” Erickson later commented that he would be willing to donate
$100 USD to such a cause.
On 31 Jan 2009, an EoHT user, who wishes to remain anonymous, commented to Libb Thims, via email, that “your
idea of instituting an award for Human Thermodynamics is good. I think you will need to gather an amount that gets
an interest of $1000 per year. You can give this award once in three years as you may not find good number of
researchers in Human Thermodynamics. I will contribute $1000 if you are actually instituting this award but you will
keep it confidential. But this amount is not sufficient. You need to have at least $10,000, I think.”

Award amount and substance?
The award, as a first approximation, is slated to consist of a monetary amount of $500-$1,000 USD (initial year) and a
medal (gold, bronze, silver, platinum?), with a face on one side (possibly Clausius) and on the other side an inscription
(or possibly a classic Carnot-style heat engine diagram), etc., on the opposite face. Other related medals, to model
the new "thermodynamics medal" are shown adjacent.

Naming choice
People to name the award after (favorites bolded), that could possibly work, include (ranked by preference):
1. Clausius Medal
2. Goethe Medal (already taken)
3. C.G. Darwin Medal (already taken by his grandfather via the Darwin Medal)
4. Lewis Medal (used before)
5. Gibbs Medal (already used by ACS, 100th anniversary of award in 2011)
6. Carnot Medal (term used elsewhere)
7. Freud Medal
8. Helmholtz Medal (used multiple times elsewhere)
Other possibilities?
Gladyshev medal (although this name is not yet known enough significantly) Goethe thermodynamics medal or
Goethe affinity medal
Other naming suggestions are welcome (please comment in (a) the threads below, (b) add edits to this page, or (c) via
email to Libb Thims: libbthims@gmail.com.

Discussion
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Goethe is, obviously, the first choice as he was the first to apply the theory of chemical affinity (now known as free
energy) to the modeling of human life in 1809. This medal, however, is already in use by the Goethe Institute, among
other places. [1] Both the Lewis Medal and the Carnot Medal seem to have been used before. [2] Freud was the first
to apply thermodynamics in psychology, but he mostly verbal arguments. Supposedly there are a number of
“Helmholtz Medals”. [3] There seems to be at least two Kelvin Medals. [4] With these preliminaries in place, and
knowing that, via Internet and Google book searchers, there does not seem to exist a “Clausius Medal”, it would
seem that the Clausius Medal might be the ideal choice? Comments and suggestions are welcome? To note, the
Darwin Medal has been awarded every even year, since 1890, by the Royal Society, for "distinction in the area of
biology". [5] A related award is the Max Planck Medal, having been given by the German Physical Society since 1929,
for "extrodinary work in theoretical physics". [6]

Carnot Medal?
One type of “Carnot Medal” is a now-defunct (1885-c.1904) award for best-debating given out yearly at Stanford
University and University of California, Berkeley, initiated as a gift by Baron de Coubertin of Paris after his visit their,
named after assassinated French president Marie François Sadi Carnot, oldest son of Hippolyte Carnot (the younger
brother of thermodynamics founder Sadi Carnot). [7] Hence, the award is named after Sadi Carnot’s nephew and has
nothing to do with thermodynamics.

Goethe Medal?
There is the triennial Goethe Prize (1927) of Frankfurt-am-Main, a literary award, the biennial Hanseatic Goethe Prize
(1949), a literary and artistic award, and there is the yearly Goethe Medal (1955) given out by the Goethe Institute.
There was also a 150th anniversary Goethe Medal (150 coins issued) made by Arno Breker in 1982. [8]

Proto-award model
Having let the idea filter for a few days, the main obstacle to implementation seems to be the act of picking people to
award and, secondarily, getting people submit nominations. There are so few human thermodynamics publications,
per year, of which are mostly marginal, that finding worthy individuals will be difficult. That said, to get a beta-stage
award initiation process underway the act of award recognition could be a simple as doing the following process,
possibly once every three years:
(a) Finding someone to award. (b) Having Libb Thims fly out to the winner with a Clausius Medal and small amount of
money ($500-$1000). (c) Video record a short (less than 10-minutes) commentary speech given by the recipient. (d)
Post the video-speech online. (e) Send out a News-wire about the award.
The act of medal giving would be a simple token to say thanks for your efforts. We'll have to let this sit for awhile?

References
1. Goethe Medal – Wikipedia.
2. Gilbert Newton Lewis Medal – Oregon State University.
3. Helmholtz Medal - NNDB.
4. (a) Kelvin Medal (1924) – Royal Society of Western Australia.
(b) Kelvin Medal (1994) – IOP Institute of Physics.
5. Darwin Award - Wikipedia.
6. Max Planck Medal - Wikipedia.
7. (a) Author. (1904). “The Carnot Medal”, pg. 38, Annual Report of the President, Stanford University.
(b) Author. (2002). “Pierre de Coubertin (keyword: Carnot Medal)”, basoc.org.
(c) Carnot Medal (Marie François Sadi Carnot) – Christopher Eimer: Fine Medals and Medallic Art.
8. Zavrel, John. (2007). “Homage to Goethe to the 175th Anniversary of His Death”, Meaus.com.

Hmolpedia: Weekly digest
In Wetpaint wikis, Weekly Digest is an end of the week email newsletter containing updates, new discussion posts,
pages, videos, and images.
The following is an example Hmolpedia weekly digest email (March 28 - April 4):
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Screen shots of some of these are listed below, as the format has changed in 2008:
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Weekly Digest: '08 vs '09
Nov 2008

May 2009
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Note
The weekly digest went defunct in circa 2010.

Hmolpedia: Why
is this site here?
In Hmolpedia FAQs, the query why is
this site here? is a common one. This is
exemplified by American chemical
engineering professor Leslie Woodcock,
co-author, along with Stanley Sandler, of
the 2010 article “Historical Observations
of the Laws of Thermodynamics”, and
his comment:
“What a great website! It’s a fantastic
summary of all the confusion. I am
curious to know where your website is
coming from. Who owns and funds it?
Who is its intended readership?”

A 1919 Bearcat, named after Stutz Bearcat,
America’s racing champion (in 1915), the car that in
1916 broke the Atlantic-Pacific trans America record,
taking 11 days and seven and a half hours for the
journey, and the car that Howard Hughes in 1919
(age 14), bought, tore apart, and put back together
again, in less than a month, all so that he could see
how it worked. [2]

American aviation engineer
Howard Hughes (age 12)
and his motorized bike that
he assembled from parts of
a motor that belonged to
his father. [3]

The short answer to this query can best
be described as combination of the
"hidden treasure" view, i.e. the vision
that there are buried treasures in the
1,158 Gibbs-Clausius equations, and the "tear it apart" view, i.e. the view that to fully understand thermodynamics,
and particularly the Lewis inequality, which determines that which is "natural", in human interactions and reactions,
in particular relationships and purpose, one must break the entire subject of thermodynamics down to its nuts and
bolts, spread them out on the floor (or on on a wiki-framework), study each part individually, and then reassemble
the entire collection of parts back together again, and make it run.

Tear it apart view
The framework of the growing collection of articles of Hmolpedia is based on an analogy of the young boy so
intrigued by the prospect of setting a land speed and air speed record that he bought the world's then fastest car,
took the entire car apart, down to each nut and bolt, spread all the parts out on the ground, label each part, study
each part, understand the workings of each part, then put the car back together again, and then start it up.
The boy was a young fourteen-year-old Howard Hughes (pictured, above right), and the story has stuck as a
guideline for the writing Hmolpedia. This is what American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims is doing with
thermodynamics (the car) and with this wiki site (each page being either a nut, bolt, or part), i.e. “tearing the whole
thing down and putting it back together again”, in Hughes’ own words (dialog, below left), each part labeled and
dissected in an online open wiki-style of view, for everyone to look at, study, discuss, and debate and give opinion on.

Dialog of Howard Hughes when he bought his 1919 Bearcat,
his reasoning being that: [4]
“He wanted to take it apart and put it back together again.”
The same process is occurring in the pages of Hmolpedia,
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with the science of thermodynamics, the equation ΔG < 0
being the car.

It is said that it took Hughes less than a month to tear
apart his car. It’s taking Thims over a decade now,
however, to tear apart thermodynamics. As of 2011, with over 300+ thermodynamics book, and over 2,000
Hmolpedia article parts, labeled and dissected, the distant finish line remains only a distant ideal.
The equation ΔG < 0, which describes the operation of human nature, is the car and herein we are breaking the
entire subject of thermodynamics down through the integrating denominator (of the integrating factor) logic of the
exact differential of the pre-Clausius era mathematicians (Leibniz to 1850) to the partial differential equation
foundation mathematics of Marquis de Condorcet (1770) all the way down past the atomic theory (Leucippus, 485BC)
and particle physics theories (Empedocles, 450BC) of Greeks to the birth of the sun theory (life-death cycle, 3000BC)
of the Egyptians. [5]

References
1. (a) Woodcock, Leslie. (2010). "Email to Libb Thims", Aug 9.
(b) Sandler, Stanley I. and Woodcock, Leslie V. (2010). “Historical Observations on Laws of Thermodynamics”, J.
Chem. Eng. Data, Aug.
2. Stutz Bearcat 1919 – Wowcars.co.nz.
3. (a) Madigan, Carol O and Elwood, Ann. (1998). When They Were Kids: Over 400 Sketches of Famous Childhoods (pg.
93). Random House.
(b) Howard Hughes motorized bike (age 12) – TheAtlantic.Tumbler.com.
4. Brown, Peter H. and Broeske, Pat H. (2004). Howard Hughes: the Untold Story (pg. 14). Da Capo Press.
5. (a) Message to fluid thermodynamicist and chemical engineer user drlivingston (Apr 10 2011), as to why this site is
here.
(b) Kirkwood, J.G. and Oppennheim, Irwin. (1961). Chemical Thermodynamics (integrating denominator description of
the Caratheodory theorem discussed in the context of a Pfaffian expression (or Pfaffian form), pg. 36). New York:
McGraw-Hill Book Co. Inc.

HMS pioneers
In science, HMS pioneers, or human
Time →
molecular science pioneers, page
chronologically lists the various
122+ pioneers of the science (or
philosophy) of the human molecule;
or hmol science, in short. The
following 1991 query by American
philosopher Robert Pirsig (IQ=170)
gives a decent summary of an hmol
science pioneer's perspective:
“Why should a group of simple,
stable compounds of carbon (C),
hydrogen (H), oxygen (O), and
nitrogen (N), 'struggle' for billions of
years to organize themselves into a
professor of chemistry? What's the
motive?”
Depiction of the "evolution of the human molecule" by Canadian communications
designer Shawn LaPaix, a spin on English biologist Thomas Huxley’s famous 1863
evolution of man drawing, using the 1952 CPK atomic color scheme: red = oxygen, blue
This group includes individuals,
= nitrogen, gray = hydrogen, black = carbon (not shown); for a poster for the 2005
categorized as human molecular
University of British Columbia Art Gallery exhibit “The Human Body in History”,
theorists, who have pioneered the
alluding to the idea that human is a body of evolving atoms, formed into the structure
use of atomic reductionism,
of a molecule, that has been chemically synthesized into its current form, over long
whether metaphorical, analogy,
spans of evolutionary time.
theoretical, or actual to the
modeling of a human as human molecule or its derivative terms: human atom, human atomism, human chemical,
human chemical element, human particle, social atom, social molecule, economic molecule, corporate molecule, etc.,
in theory or discussion, or specifically in the subjects of human chemistry, human physics, and human
thermodynamics. The known human molecular science theorists and pioneers are listed below.

Key
A person's photo-size is indicative of a combination of originality, contribution density, impact, and deepness of
theory insight: the largest photo width (75px) is indicative of an 'originator', someone who developed deep theory,
on their own, directly from hard science, particularly physics or chemistry; the smallest photo size (25px) may
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indicate a one-time theory contributor (as little as one quote), or something to this effect; middle sized photos (44px)
are indicative of thinkers in between these two ranges. The molecule man icon (31+) indicates that the individual
used the specific term "human molecule" [s], which differs significantly than say comparing a person to a "point
atom" or "human element". The lightbulb icon
YouTube icon

indicates from where that person learned of the concept. The

links to a video on the topic. The University icon

indicates that the concept (human molecule,

human atomism, dissipative structure, etc.) is or has been taught as part of a university course. The globe icon
links to a webpage on that person's human molecular theory (or its derivative) run by either that person (or a
follower of that person's work). The Wikipedia icon links to a Wikipedia article on that person. Individuals
highlighted with red tabs are objectors to human molecular theory (sixty-seven percent of detractors objecting on
religious grounds). The religion icon is used to signify that the person intertwines their description of the human
molecule, either for or against, religious grounds, e.g. that a human has a soul, whereas molecules don't. The atom
symbol , links to a specific IQ page of tabulated historical IQ listings and signifies that the person is a certified
genius (with a 200-range IQ plus or minus) or close friend of a certified genius.

Earlier HMS pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in hmol science theories, ideas, and opinions professed up
until the year 1800:
Pioneer

Empedocles (495-435
BC)
Greek philosopher

Jean Sales (1741-1816)
French philosopher

Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)
German
polymath
(IQ=230)

Friedrich Schiller (17591805)
German author
(IQ=175)

19th century HMS pioneers

Date

Contribution

Theorized that humans are 'entities' made of four elements: fire (
450BC

), earth ( ), air ( ), water ( ), whose 'interactions' are governed
by two forces: philia (●→|←●), i.e. attraction (or love) and neikos
(←●|●→), i.e. repulsion (or hate). This was the first standard model of
physics.

( Voltaire) Quote: “we conclude that there exists a principle of
1789 the human body which comes from the great process in which so many
millions of atoms of the earth become many millions of human
molecules.”
Conceived a human chemical reaction theory in which
relationships are chemical reactions in which people, as chemical
entities, attract and reply, neutralize each other, separate again, and
reestablish themselves; and in 1808, using Swedish chemist Torbern
Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective
Attractions, as a basis, wrote out a 36-chapter novella, in which each
chapter is a different human elective affinity reaction (human chemical
reaction) occurring between the various characters; the process in
1799 which two people, A and B, in the state of a dull marriage union, AB
(Bergman's notation), can be made to break apart by the introduction of
a third single unattached human C, brought into the picture, is exactly
same process, according to Goethe (see: chapter four), by which calcium
carbonate
can be broken up into its constituent parts,
and
, by contact with sulfuric acid
to form gypsum
and the release of carbon dioxide
gas, the
gas being representative of the displaced marriage partner, gypsum
representative of the newly formed couple.
( Goethe) Goethe confided in him his theory that intimate
1799 relationships are chemical reactions in which people, as chemical
entities, attract and reply, neutralize each other, separate again, and
reestablish themselves.
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The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in hmol science theories, ideas, and opinions professed in
the years 1800 to 1899:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution

Christoph Wieland (1733( Goethe) Considered the modeling of humans as chemicals to
1813)
1810
be "nonsense and childish fooling around".
German poet and writer
Humphry Davy (17781829)
English chemist (IQ=185)

1813

Alphonse Esquiros (18121876)
French religious writer

Argued: “unity can be held in effect by the assent of human
1840 molecules to carry all toward each other; the law of attraction is a law
of love.”

Hector Berlioz (18031869)
French composer

1854

Henry Carey
(1793-1879)
American
sociologist and
economist

Nassau Senior (17901864)
English economist

Hermann Helmholtz
(1821-1894)
German physicist and
physician

Francois Massieu (18321896)
French engineer

Compared man to a "point atom", or point center of force.

Compared the visual sight of a children's choir to that of a
"crystal of human molecules."

Stated that: “man, the molecule of society, is the subject of social
science”; explained how chemical affinity must govern human social
movement and outlined a theory of social heat associated with the
1858 rubbing together of human molecules in daily activity; outlined a
theory of social gravitation to explain how people attract into the
aggregation of large cities, each mutual city acting as an attractive 'sun'
with a certain brightness to it.
1860

Quote: “humans obey laws nearly as certain as those which
regulate matter.” [6]

In his series of lectures entitled "On the Conservation of Force",
delivered at the Carlsruhe, winter 1862-63, he made a comparison
between the behavior of a swam of gnats and a system of gas
1862 particles, where by the particles were said to probably cross one
another in rectilinear paths in all directions, until, striking another
particle, or against the side of a vessel, they are reflected in another
direction.
Quote: “they cut the man into two parts, soul and body, the
philosopher took one, and another naturalist, they both have worked,
studied on their behalf have lost sight and we find ourselves today in
the presence of a duality, convenient perhaps, but unwise, in that it
overlooked the man to deal with only two elements that constitute it.
But in doing so we run the risk of being wrong. If one wanted to know
the chemical properties of water
, seek it in those of oxygen
and hydrogen
? No, because he knows that there is little
relationship between the characteristics of a substance and those of
c.1869 simple bodies which enter into its composition.”
“To study humans, it is perhaps even more reserve, his corpse is
certainly different from his living, his soul is a being whose morality
tells us in existence, but whose philosophy can boast of acquire
specific knowledge, since it can be studied in a free state, the
revelation can only speak in this regard. But what science and
philosophy can and should perhaps only study, is a man indivisible and
tangible for us, where the angel and the beast are inseparable, which
has a body and ailments, but also passions and faculties, such as
intelligence, memory and reason.”
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Hippolyte Taine
(1828-1893)
French historian
Leo Tolstoy (18281910)
Russian writer
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Presented the view that objective of the historian is to "write
1869 the psychology of the human molecule, or a particular group of human
molecules, in their various transformations."
( Buckle) Quote: “A particle of matter cannot tell us that it is
1869 unconscious of the laws of attraction and repulsion and that the law is
not true; but man, who is the subject of history, says bluntly: I am free,
and am therefore not subject to laws.”

Antoine Poincare (1825In his book On Science, chapter "New Concepts of Matter", made a
date)
c.1870 comparison between the behavior of a cluster of midges and a system
French civil engineer and
of gas molecules. [1]
meteorologist
Thomas Huxley (18251895)
1871 Outlined the view that society as a whole is a "social molecule"
English biologist

13.

Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844-1906)
Austrian physicist

( Buckle) Quote: “molecules are like to many individuals, having
1872 the most various states of motion, and the properties of gases only
remain unaltered because the number of these molecules which on
average have a given state of motion is constant.” [5]

( Buckle) “These uniformities which we observed in our
James Maxwell (1831experiments
with quantities of matter containing millions of molecules
1879)
14.
Scottish mathematical 1873 are uniformities of the same kind as those explained by Laplace
[material points] and wondered at by Buckle [people] arising from the
physicist
slumping together of multitudes of causes each of which is by no
(IQ=210)
means uniform with the others.” [5]
15.

16.

17.

Leon Walras (18341910)
c.1874 Viewed people as "economic molecules".
French sociologist and
economist
Ernst Gryzanowski
(1824-1888)
German physician
and diplomat

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)
American
historian

Ferdinand Schiller (18641937)
18.
German-British
philosopher

19.

Max Leclerc (1864-1932)
French education
reformer

( Taine) Quote: “Civil law, commerce, political economy, and
international ethics are all based on the assumption that the social
body consists of such human molecules, and there is no reason why
1875 the methods of physical science should not be applied to the statics
and dynamics of that society, the passions and rights of the individual
man corresponding exactly to the chemical and physical forces
inherent in the material molecule.”
( Taine) Defined 'social chemistry' as the study of the
attraction [and repulsion] of equivalent 'human molecules'; applied
1885 the chemical thermodynamics phase rule work of Willard Gibbs to
society (1909); outlined a second law version of history studies of
human molecules (1910), in which contractions of human molecules
act like suns to create energy opposite to entropy.
In his Riddles of the Sphinx, outlined philosophical views on sex
and love in relation to social life, wherein he considers people as
1891 atoms and bound sets of humans in relationships as molecules;
specifically describing the couple in love as a 'human molecule'; he
discusses the forces of attractions and repulsions at work in the most
intimate unions, such as jealously.
1894

( Taine) Views that France, in its schools and military, consists of
“even numbered piles of human molecules, in a huge wheel turning,
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under the pedal of the stroke of the Minister, which crushes and
destroys humanity down to the pulp.”

20.

21.

Leon Winiarski
(1865-1915)
Polish economist
and sociologist

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
French-Italian
mathematical
engineer

( Walrus) Quote: “a social aggregate is nothing but a system of
c.1894 points, i.e. individuals, who are in perpetual movement of approaching
or withdrawing from one another.”

1896

( Walrus) Quote: “Society is a system of human molecules in a
complex mutual relationship.”

Noted for his ‘football players’ explanation of kinetic theory,
where the players are likened to a ‘throng of human molecules’.

22.

William Ramsay (18521916)
Scottish chemist

1898

23.

Albion Small (1854-1926)
American sociologist

Outlined the possibility of defining "general sociology", on the
1899 model of "general chemistry", as the study of "human atoms" and
their behaviors.

20th century HMS pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in hmol science theories, ideas, and opinions professed in
the years 1900 to 1999:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution

1.

Yves Guyot (1843-1928)
French economist

1903

2.

William Adams (18321906)
English radical journalist

Published his two-volume opus Memoirs of a Social Atom, using the
1903 philosophy that he is a “social atom—a small speck of the surface of
society.”

3.

Emile Boutmy (18351906)
French political
scientist and
sociologist

4.

Mary Mesny
(c.1980-c.1950)
American
philosopher

Explained civilization changes as “fluid human molecules rolling
over each other.”

In his The English People: a Study of Their Political Psychology,
uses the term 'human molecule' as the definition of the component of
1904 the masses to argue that equality of human molecules is the essential
law of society and that royalty is a modern-day anomaly on the
decline.
Outlined a short chemical philosophy in
her one-page article "Human Molecules",
defining people as atoms or molecules, who
1910 have various "satisfied" and "unsatisfied"
bonds of affinity, which define the level of
happiness of a person.
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Thomas Dreier
(1884-1976)
American
editor, writer,
and business
theorist

5.

6.

7.

George Herbert Perris
(1866-1920)
English journalist
William
Fairburn (18761947)
English-born
American naval
architect,
marine
engineer, chemical engineer,
and industrial executive
Pierre Teilhard
(1881-1955)
French
philosopher,
chemist,
physicist,
paleontologist,

8.

and priest

Explained that “war is often a process of evolution—an explosive
process which occurs when the progressive movement of human
1913 molecules towards a reorganization making for equality of opportunity
and a betterment of the law, is unduly held back by the forces of
standpatism and vested interests.”

Wrote the booklet Human Chemistry, in which he defined people as
"human chemicals" or sometimes "human chemical elements" and the
1914
foreman as the "master human chemist" whose job it is to facilitate
reactions between his or her employees.

| | Quote: “there is neither spirit nor matter in the world;
the stuff of the universe is spirit-matter. No other substance but this
could produce the human molecule” (source: A Sketch of a
Personalistic Universe, 1936). Human molecule perspective used
c.1916 throughout his corpus of work, e.g. in his 1938 The Phenomenon of
Man, he digs into the evolution question of how is it that human
faculties, mind, consciousness, human spirit, etc., originated from the
simple hydrogen atoms and other basic components of matter in the
universe, over the last billions of years.

9.

Jacob Moreno (18891974)
Romanian-born
American
psychologist

1917 Developed an elaborate psychology-type of social atom theory

10.

George Carey (18451924)
American physician

1919 Stated that a human is a "chemical formula in operation."

11.

William Patten (18611932)
American zoologist
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Wrote the article "Human Chemicals"; later
expanded into the 1948 book We Human
Chemicals, the dedication section of which states
"to my fellow human chemicals: may we all learn
the knack of getting along"; the first chapter of
1910 which is 'We are All Human Chemicals and Human
Chemists'.

Attempted to outline how the modern person might go about
deriving a science-based system of morality and future governing
1919 constitution for a ‘molecular society’, of people considered as ‘human
social atoms’ (social atoms) or ‘human molecules’, based on chemistry,
physics, and astronomy. Defined a person as "Mr. Molecule" (similar to
Mark Janes' 2009 Mr. Carbon Atom)
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13.

14.

15.

16.
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Pitirim Sorokin
(1889-1968)
Russian-born
American
sociologist

Howard W. Odum
(1884-1954)
American sociologist

Katharine Jocher (c.1889c.1969)
American sociologist

Joseph Schumpeter
(1883-1950)
Austrian economist
and political scientist

Emyr Hughes (19051978)
Welsh physical chemist

Tjalling
Koopmans
(1910-1985)
Dutch-born
17.
American
mathematician,
theoretical
physicist, economist
18.

19.

20.

George Lundberg
(1895-1966)
American sociologist
Leslie Zeleny (c.1905-70)
American sociologist
C.G. Darwin
(1887-1962)
English physicist
Grandson of
Charles Darwin

( Carey)( Pareto) In his Contemporary Sociological Theories,
he seems to have been the first to outlined the thermodynamic1928 energetic views of society as a mechanism of systems of human
molecules and or human particles, particularly the views of Leon
Winiarski, Eugene Roberty, Henry Carey, and Wilhelm Ostwald.
( Carey)( Sorokin) Quote: “Thus human molecules gravitate
toward one another through association, which generates heat, which
produces motion, which in turn constitutes progress. This gravitation is
1929 measurable through physical laws of direct ratio to mass and inverse
ratio to distance. Forms and process such as centralization and
decentralization come about through the operation of centripetal and
centrifugal forces with association and progress varying inversely as
the differences between the units and groups of populations …”
1929

Co-author with Howard W. Odum.

Quote: “It can be shown that in all cases, that human molecules
rise and fall within the class into which they are born, in a manner
which fits the hypothesis that they do so because of their relative
aptitudes; and it can also be shown, second, that they rise and fall
1942 across the boundary lines of their class in the same manner. This rise
and fall into higher and lower classes as a rule takes more than one
generation. These molecules are therefore families rather than
individuals. And this explains why observers who focus attention on
individuals so frequently fail to find any relation between ability and
class position.”
1947

Quote: “energy among molecules is like money among men. The rich
are few, the poor numerous.”

Quote: “while it was long possible and sometimes tempting for
physicists to deny the usefulness of the molecular hypothesis, we
economists have the good luck of being some of the ‘molecules’ of
1947 economic life ourselves, and of having the possibility through human
contacts to study the behavior of other ‘molecules’.” In 1970s, began
speculating on how entropy applies to the study of these molecules of
economic life.

1948 Socially models people as ‘electron-proton configurations’.
Diagrammed Moreno's social atom model using data of sociometric
1949 findings of the attraction-repulsion aspects of the relationships
surrounding various people

In the opening chapter, Introduction, to his book The Next
1952 Million Years, introduced the human molecule concept as the subject
of study in human thermodynamics.
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21.

Robert Heilbroner
(1919-2005)
American economist
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Quote: “there is an unbridgeable gap between the ‘behavior’ of
[subatomic particles] and those of human beings who constitute the
objects of study of social science. Aside from pure physical reflexes,
human behavior cannot be understood without the concept of
1953
volition—the unbridgeable capacity to change our minds up to the
very last minute. By way of contrast, the elements of nature ‘behave’
as they do for reasons of which we know only one thing: the particles
of physics do not ‘choose’ to behave as they do.”

22.

Eric Fromm (1900-1980)
German psychologist and
philosopher

23.

Werner Stark (19091985)
Austrian social
economist

( Henry Carey) Quote: “in the physical universe, heat is
engendered by friction. Consequently the case must be the same in
1962 the social world. The ‘particles’ must rub together here, as they do
there. The rubbing of the human molecules, which produces warmth,
light and forward movement, is the interchange of goods, services, and
ideas.”

24.

Edward Hall (19142009)
American
anthropologist

Quote: “as more and more is learned about both men and animals,
it becomes clear that the skin itself is a very unsatisfactory boundary or
1966 measuring point for crowding … like molecules that make up all
matter, living things move and therefore require more or less fixed
amounts of space.”

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

Elihu Fein (c.1916-)
American physicist

Robert Nisbet (19131996)
American sociologist
Daedalus (c.1930-)
Thermodynamicist?

Roy Henderson
(c.1935-)
Australian mechanical
engineer

Ilya Prigogine
(1917-2003)
Russian-born
Belgian chemist
and
thermodynamicist

In his best-selling The Art of Love, defined people as “human
1956 atoms”, and argued that the desire for interpersonal fusion between
two human atoms is the most powerful striving in human life.

His article "Demography and Thermodynamics" outlines a "molecular
sociology", as cited in the 1971 New Scientist article "Molecular
Sociology Arrives at Last", in which he explains how social activity is
analogous to molecular activity; uses concepts such as adiabatic and
1970
entropy in social systems; but cautions his readers, in that although his
analogies seem to have validity, he emphatically states that “the
conclusion is not that people act like molecules”, but that the goal is to
understand ourselves and the world through abstract concepts.
( Adams) Considers people to be ‘elementary human particles’,
1970 refers to the adhesion between two human particles as a ‘social bond’,
and the attachment of two or more human particles to be a ‘social
molecule’.
Cited several times, in a column of New Scientist magazine (1971,
1971 1972), as as having originated a thermodynamics-based "molecular
sociology".
Views people as chemical "particles" and men and women as non
"identical particles"; his article “The Statistics of Crowd Fluids”,
presents his findings of measured movements of college students on a
campus and children on a playground, finding that in both cases their
1971
movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, meaning that both
velocities of gas particles and the speeds of students follow a Gaussian
distribution and that this is explained by "the concept of chemical
purity in molecular systems." [13]

Defined humans as social systems as "dissipative structures"
analogous to the phenomenon of Bernard cell formation. Quote: “the
1971 bifurcation introduces history into physics and chemistry, an element
that formerly seemed to be reserved for sciences dealing with biology,
social, and cultural phenomena” [8]
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31.
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Erich Jantsch (19291980)
Austrian astrophysicist

Jonathan Borofsky
(1942-)
American sculpture
artist

Quote: “… dream of a pressure-free end state of maximum entropy
1975 in physical and social energy, in which action is neither possible nor
necessary in any direction, only a kind of thermal (so-called Brownian)
motion of the human "molecules" ...”
|( MM) Noted for his
internationally-known multi-story
aluminum hole-filled “Molecule Man”
sculptures, at locations all over the
world, consisting of three human
shapes, each pushing towards each
other, the bodies filled hundreds of
holes, varying in size from about
1977 seven inches to one foot or more,
each of which is said to be
representative of “the molecules of
all human beings coming together to
create our existence”; the first sculptures were built in Los Angeles,
originating because he was “fascinated by this ‘molecule idea’, the
simple fact that even though we appear to be quite solid, we are in
fact composed of a molecular structure which in itself is mostly
composed of water and air.”
100-foot high statute of 3 human molecules

Jean Baudrillard
(1929-2007)
French social
32.
philosopher and
pataphysicist
Steve McMenamin
(c.1950-)
33.
American business
executive

In his Simulacra and Simulation, considers people to be
“hydrocarbons”, that combine to form a “cultural molecule”, which
1981 can be recombined and synthesized into products or “broken cultural
molecules”; in his 1994 book The Illusion of the End, gives a noted
quote about “human molecules” in the context of history and gravity.
c.1986

Conceived the idea that certain workers act as "free electrons", since
"they have a strong role in choosing their own orbits."

34.

Tom DeMarco (1940-)
American business
consultant

( McMenamin) Devote ch. 25 "Free Electrons", of the popular
book Peopleware, to the concept of the "free electron" to the idea that
1987 a person who works non-traditional jobs, such as freelance work, selfemployment, contracting, consulting, etc. can be likened to a valence
shell electron.

35.

Timothy Lister (c.1950-)
American consultant

1987 (

36.

Arthur Iberall
(1918-2002)
American
physicist and
engineer

Norval Morrisseau (19322007)
37.
Canadian aboriginalthemed artist

McMenamin) (co-author with DeMarco)

|
|Spent decades working out the details of an
intricate social physics theory (1971-93), called homeokinetics, in
which he defined generic entities as “atomisms” and people as
1987 “human atomisms”, whereby he set out to investigate the
thermodynamics of the exchanges between hierarchies; which he
applied in the teaching of college courses on the thermodynamics of
living systems, with focus on social, political, and economic
applications. Taught at UCLA.
| | Did a acrylic on canvas work
entitled ‘Human Molecule’ (adjacent), alluding
1988 to the idea that a human being is a molecule
that is an evolved animal of sorts, part bird,
part fish.
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38.

Alan Nelson
(c.1956-)
American
philosopher

Serge Galam
(c.1945-)
French physicist
39.
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( Koopmans) Began circulating the manuscript
"Human Molecules"; later published in chapter form
(1992), wherein "economic agents" are viewed as
1989 human molecules, and a followup response chapter,
by Bruce Caldwell, criticizing this view; followed by a
response chapter by Nelson to Caldwell's criticism.
Has argued, for over 15-years, a theory that “humans
behave like atoms” a logic according to which the
hard sciences could be applied, only to be told that
c.1989 his theory was nonsense, something to be
condemned; publishing chapters such as the 1996
“When Humans Interact Like Atoms”, among others.

Cornelis Hoede (c.1955-)
Dutch social
mathematician

His article/chapter/book “Social Atoms”, modeled people or society
1990 some way on the atoms of physics, employing concepts such as “social
velocity”, based on ego theory and kinetics.

41.

Robert Pirsig (1928-)
American writerphilosopher (IQ=170)

“Why should a group of simple, stable compounds of carbon,
hydrogen, oxygen and nitrogen struggle for billions of years to
organize themselves into a professor of chemistry? What's the motive?
1991 If we leave a chemistry professor out on a rock in the sun long enough
the forces of nature will convert him into simple compounds of carbon,
oxygen, hydrogen and nitrogen, calcium, phosphorus, and small
amounts of other minerals. It's a one-way reaction.”

#

Bruce Caldwell (1952)
American economics
historian

1992

Published a objection "Commentary" chapter section response to Alan
Nelson's 1992 "Human Molecules" chapter.

Harrison White (1930-)
American sociologist

1992

Outlined a social molecule theory in which each human is viewed as
being in more than one social molecule.

43.

Pierre Levy (1956-)
Canadian cyberspace
philosopher

Uses a sort of metaphorical chemical philosophy to discuss bulk
human behavior as molar behavior; example quote:“based on
identities of adhesion, individuals are seen as a mass, as numbers,
1994 independent of their molecular wealth; the molar group organizes a
kind of human thermodynamics, an exteriorized channeling of
behavior and character that squanders individual qualities”; discusses
concepts such as 'molecular politics', the molecular group, etc.

44.

Daniel Hausman (1947-)
American philosophereconomist

Quote: “we have much information immediately at our disposal
1994 about our own behavior as economic molecules, if we would only
examine the grounds of our beliefs.”

45.

Bernard Poitevin
(c.1955-)
French physician

Investigated and modeled the human organism as a molecule,
assuming there to exist no inherent difference between the mind and
1995
the body, and that they are essentially one and the same, a large
differentiated structural molecule. [1]

46.

Thomas Rawski (c.1943-)
American economics
historian

Quote: “the individual choices by rice buyers and factory owners in the
economy are like the movement of air molecules in a balloon …
1996 economic molecules in the modern world huddle, of course, in
markets, which gives another sense in which economics is bourgeois,
the townsman’s science.”

47.

Eric Olson (c.1970-)
American-born English
philosopher

1998

40.

42.

Wrote the philosophical article "Human Atoms" in the Australasian
Journal of Philosophy.
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Erich Müller
(c.1969-)
Venezuelanborn English
chemical
engineer

Daniel Goleman (1946-)
American psychologist
49.
and emotional
intelligence theorist

50.

Joseph Dewey (1945-)
American newage
spiritual philosopher

In his 1998 Chemical Engineering Education article "Human Societies: A
Curious Application of Thermodynamics", used a "loose analogy"
human molecule model; in his 2006 thermodynamics lectures, at
Imperial College London, according to the interview article "A
1998 Thermodynamic Personality", by Laura Gallagher, he frequently
"compares people to molecules to help his students understand
interactions between molecules so to visualize how they behave"; uses
these models to explain, e.g., how gettos are formed or how certain
people act as "surfactant molecules"
Quote: “virtually everyone who has a superior is part of at least
one vertical ‘couple’; every boss forms such a bond with each
1998 subordinate. Such vertical couples are a basic unit of organizational
life, something akin to human molecules that interact to form the
lattice work of relationship that is the organization.”
|
| | Wrote the book The
Molecular Relationship, with a synopsis: “from
atoms to society, synergy fosters greater unity
and potential for good. Explore what may be our
true purpose and reason for our existence, and
what may be the ultimate relationship”, which
1999 outlines a rather convoluted human molecule
theory, in which the perfect marriage is defined
as a “simple molecule” or “completed atom”;
mixed with a view of the man is the positive ion
and the female the negative ion; extrapolated
with concepts such as molecular politics, molecular success, etc., all
mixed together various new age theories and religion.

51.

Thomas Prugh (c.1955-)
American ecological
economist

Quote: “the welfare of human society is best served by the view of
1999 people as ‘human molecules’ who, by pursuing their own interests
through the market, inevitably promote the general good.”

52.

Robert Costanza (1950-)
American ecological
economist

1999

53.

Forbes Allan (c.1960-)
American writer

1999

(co-author to Prugh quote)
Quote: “People are like particles, they behave in groups as if they were
molecules in a test-tube.”

21st century HMS pioneers
The following is a chronological listing of core biographies in hmol science theories, ideas, and opinions professed in
2000 or later:
Pioneer

1.

Christopher
Hirata (1983-)
American
physicist
(IQ=190)

Date

Contribution

| His “Physics of Relationships” (see 'fun' adjacent globe)
outlines the a combination reaction: X + Y ↔ XY (couple formation)
between single students at Caltech, using symbols of X = girl, Y = boy,
and XY = paired relationship; with single people considered as “basic
c.2000 elements”; comments that in his human chemical reaction modeling
he is leaving out other poly-amorphous relationships, such as “rare
and non-traditional” products or compounds that may form such as
“the gay molecule Y2, the lesbian molecule X2, and the middle-Eastern
polygamous molecule X4Y.”
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2.

Robert Sterner
(c.1958-)
American
limnologist
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| Did first calculation (with Elser) of a 22-element empirical
human molecular formula, published in Ecological Stoichiometry
(2002), which they defined the formula for one 'human molecule' as:
2000 H375,000,000 O132,000,000 C85,700,000 N6,430,000 Ca1,500,000 P1,020,000 S206,000 Na183,000
K177,000
Cl127,000 Mg40,000 Si38,600 Fe2,680 Zn2,110 Cu76 I14 Mn13 F13 Cr7 Se4 Mo3 Co1
Teaches subject at the University of Minnesota.

3.

James Elser
(c.1959-)
American
limnologist

Francisco Louca
(1956-)
Portuguese politician
and economist

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

David Hwang
(c.1980-)
American
computational
chemist

Karl Fink (c.1960-)
American Germanic
studies professor

Jim Eadon (1968-)
English physicist

Peter Farrelly (1956-)
American
screenwriter

Bobby Farrelly (1958-)
American
screenwriter
Paul Peachey (c.1927-)
American writer

2000

| Did empirical human molecular formula calculation (with
Sterner) as shown above. Teaches subject at Arizona State University.

His chapter “Particles or humans? Econometric
Quarrels on Newtonian Mechanics and the Social
Realm”, in which discusses late 19th century new
wave of mechanical analogies met with considerable
2001 resistance from some of the more established
economists.

His article “The Thermodynamics of Love”, explains that love is the
process
where two elements, "male" (M) and "female" (F), combine to
2001
form a new compound called "couple" (M-F), through the following
male-female reaction: M + F → MF.
In his article “Goethe’s Intensified Border”, in which he draws out nine
reactions likely used by Goethe in his Elective Affinities, he defines the
2001 illicit child, created out of the double elective affinity reaction AC + BD
→ AC + BD + P, as a “precipitate” (P), with the other molecular en es
being: Charlotte (A), Eduard (B), Captain (C), and Ottilie (D).
Considers a person to be
a "human chemical"; started
the running online poll “Are
2001 You A Giant Molecule?”,
which has found, over the
last ten years of polling
people [N=350+], that 57 percent of people answer yes to this
question or, in other words, believe they are a "giant molecule".
| Inserted the explanatory comment, said by Hal's
coworker (right), “when are you going to get it, they’re just
2001 well formed molecules”, in the 2001 Beckhap’s law stylized
comedy film Shallow Hal, as a dumbed-down chemistry
description of beautify women.
Co-writer of the 2001 film Shallow Hal; the likely creative source
behind the “beautiful people are well-formed molecules” quote, as he
2001 is a graduate of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, whereas his older
brother Peter is a graduate of Columbia University, where he studied
writing.
2001

Wrote the chapter “The Marital Bond as the Human Molecule”, the
view that each person can be considered as an atom and that
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attachments of human atoms, in families and marriage, constitute a
human molecule.

Libb Thims
(c.1975-)
American
chemical
engineer,
10.
electrical
engineer, and
thermodynamicist

|
|
|
|
| |
Arrived at the "human molecule" perspective in
2002, after ruminating on the human chemical
reaction perspective, i.e. A + B → C, for seven years,
and in September, independent of Sterner and Elser,
calculated a 26-element molecular formula for the
2002 average human being:
H2.5E9 O9.7E8 C4.9E8 N4.7E7 P9.0E6 Ca8.9E6 K2.0E6 Na1.9E6 S1.6E6
Cl1.3E6 Mg3.0E5 Fe5.5E4
F5.4E4 Zn1.2E4 Si9.1E3 Cu1.2E3 B7.1E2 Cr98 Mn93 Ni87 Se65 Sn64 I60 Mo19 Co17 V
Began making evolution tables in 2005; wrote the first chapter on the
human molecule in 2007; wrote the first booklet on the history of the
human molecule, The Human Molecule, in 2008.

11.

John Hodgson (c.1950)

Wrote the 2002 book Little Fun Book of Molecules
Humans; retitled as molecules humans in the 2010
second edition. Synopsis:
"This book looks at the similarities existing between
2002 two entities. If we understand more of each entity
there may be clues to hold new scientific information
leading to new research."
The book contains ninety-eight chemical aphorisms.

12.

Philip Ball
(1962-)
English chemist
and physicist

| States, in his 2003 talk on physical
modeling of society, that: “we have begun to
regard complex modes of human activity as
collections of many interacting ‘agents’—
somewhat analogous to a fluid of interacting
atoms or molecules, but within which there
is scope for decision-making, learning and
adaptation”. His followup 2004 book Critical
Mass (outlining a critical mass theory),
introduces the view:
“To develop a physics of society, we must
take a bold step that some might regret as a
leap of faith and others as preposterous
2003 idealization. You may have guessed it
already: particles become people. To make
that bold step a little easier, I shall introduce a stepping-stone that will
bring life into the picture before we have to worry about such things as
free will.”
This book, which sparked heated responses, e.g. Fuller (below),
outlines a human particle themed social physics that: “treats people as
though they were just so much insensate matter (a contentious
business), which is why we shall approach the physics-based modeling
of society with cautious steps, showing how life (I am tempted to say
‘mere life’) need not in itself present a boundary to the application of
statistical physics; the human physics theories of Thomas Hobbes,
Lewis Mumford, Emyr Hughes, Ludwig Boltzmann, James Maxwell, etc.

13.

Jeff Vail (c.1970-)
American air force
intelligence officer
and trial attorney

Argues, in his A Theory of Power, that humans are a “complex
assemblage of particles”, but that the true substance and nature of a
2004 person, in the modern quantum-mechanical particles-physics view, is
the nexus of fluxating and changing connections to others, each of
which constitutes a "power-relationship", specifically: “the networks of
connections, not the elements connected, appear to constitute a more
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accurate map of reality”; people are a “nebulous web of constantly
changing energies and waves of probability: these energies and
connections may represent all that actually exists; the connections, the
power relationships between perceived entities make up the world
around us, not the illusion of particles.”

14.

His popular New Scientist article on things that don't make
Michael Brooks (1970sense resulted in the followup 2008 book 13 Things that Don't Make
)
2005 Sense, in which "life", was listed as one of the top five things in
American quantum
modern science that doesn't make sense, the subtitle for the chapter
physicist
being "are you more than just a bag of chemicals", which outlined the
basics of the defunct theory of life.
Depicted English biologist
Thomas Huxley’s 1863 famous
evolution of man diagrammatic as
the evolution of molecules or the
2005 evolution of the human molecule,
shown adjacent, for a University of
British Columbia Art Gallery Poster
“The Human Body in History:
Medicine, Biology, and Culture”; the atoms falling off seem to be
depicting the turn-over factor.

15.

Shawn LaPaix (c.1976)
Canadian
communications
designer

16.

Steve Fuller (1959-)
American philosopher
and sociologist

( Ball) Wrote the New Scientist article "I Am Not a Molecule",
arguing against atomic reductionism in sociology, wherein he argues
2005 that the recent social physics attempts, in particular English chemical
physicist Philip Ball’s 2004 Critical Mass, wherein masses of people are
treated as bulk systems of atoms, is "infuriating the social scientists".

17.

Lev Shneider (1946-)
Russian-born
American science
fiction writer

Dialog: “Talk is cheap. Talk is safe. Let’s talk about love. Lust flares and
dims. Relationships start and end. Love is or isn’t. Love is a person, a
2005
separate entity with its own body, metabolism, and dreams. Love is
two human molecules bound to make a third.”

18.

19.

John Claxton (c.1970-)
American creative
advertising director

John Wojcik (1938-)
American physical
chemist

In 2006, Dow Chemical, the world’s second
largest chemical manufacturer, in coordination
with advertising agency Draftfcb Chicago,
particularly creative director John Claxton,
launched their popular multi-year advertising
campaign
The Human Element, the “missing element” of
2006 the periodic table, depicting visceral images of
people, many from third world countries, with
the element symbol box, symbol Hu, and atomic
number 7E+9, overlaid on the picture, in aims to
convey the message that the human is a type of chemical element that
is somehow missing from the standard chemical periodic table, but
one that should be the focus of beneficial-to-humanity chemical
applications.
( Rossini) In the Rossini debate, argued that there is great
“danger” in the use of “anthropomorphism in chemistry” in that some
2006 may “come to believe that there is substance in them”; moreover:
“worst of all, there is the danger that chemical thermodynamics will
have ascribed to it a power that it simply does not have, namely, the
power to 'explain' the human condition.”

Natalia Roubanenko
( Thims) Quote: “One day instead of (or in addition to) regular math,
(c.1980-)
20.
Russian-born American 2006 chemistry, physics, etc., kids in school will be learning something like
one human molecule + another human molecule = ? ... it's just a crazy
language studies
thought, but hey, we'll see or somebody will.”
scholar
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21.

22.

23.

Hmolpedia

Georgi
Gladyshev
(1936-)
Russian physical
chemist

Mark Janes (1973-)
English biological
scientist

Peter Pogany (c.1939)

Pierre Rousseau (c.1950)
24.
American philosopherphotographer

25.

26.

27.

Andrew Morrow
(1961-)
American chemical
engineer

Mark Buchanan
(1961-)
American physicist

Octavian Ksenzhek
(c.1945-)
Russian
bioelectrochemist

|
|
( Thims) | Concluded, in his Journal
of Molecular Sciences article “The Principle of Substance Stability is
2006 Applicable to all Levels of Organization of Living Matter”, that the
“conclusions of hierarchical thermodynamics correspond excellently to
Libb Thims’ conception of the thermodynamics of human molecules.”
|
| | In circa 2006 began to model a
person to be a type of ‘amplified atom’ or ‘gigantic
carbon atom’, with wave and particle properties, and
uses aspects of thermodynamics, particle physics, and
the atomic model logic to explain facets of humanity in
2006 his “carbon entromorphology” theory; in 2009, on a
whim invitation to a Halloween party, dressed up as “Mr.
Carbon Atom” (adjacent), which was a hit, decorated
with the various atomic orbitals and properties of carbon; the 2010
follow-up video was 'Mr. Carbon Atom' (see also: Mr. Molecule,
Patton, 1919).
Quote: “accumulated knowledge suggests that humans are billions of
highly evolved, overgrown super-molecules (or ‘intensely conscious
2006 mice’?) that swarm in ever larger numbers on a piece of rock that
wobbles, spins, revolves, and soars into nothingness at break-neck
speed with an agitated, burning furnace in its interior.”
| Photographed a flow of commuter
traffic
and described it as "a constant flow
2006
of human molecules" in tribute to Kant's
categorical imperative.
| Outlined a type of internet-connectivity philosophy on the
view that people are “mosaics of atoms with a mind”, whereby, aware
of this reality, one should attempt to see reality from the viewpoint of
reactions of one’s fellow human beings to oneself, so to see if further
2006 insight can be found. Comments, in his 2009 video We are Made of
Atoms, “you are made of atoms and there is no escape from this
knowledge. Peace and happiness but first you must be wiser”; as of
2010 is working on a new book, A Periodic Table of Civics, aimed at
incorporating philosophy application.

2007

| | Theorizes on power laws (2000) of
human behavior and wrote the 2007 book The
Social Atom, in which he outlined a social atom
theory; quote:
“We should think of people as if they were atoms or
molecules.”
Buchanan has chapters such as the adaptive atom,
the imitating atom, the cooperative atom; builds on
Thomas Schelling's 1971 Empedocles-style, oil and
water, physics theory of racial separation; and
attempts to outline a social physics that "in no way conflicts with the
existence of individual free will."

Quote: “the economy of mankind is a very large and extremely
2007 complicated system [and] people are the 'molecules' of which it
consists”; on this view outlined an economic thermodynamics theory.
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28.

Viktor Minkin (c.1965)
Russian biometrist

( Thims) Quote: “if we have rules form molecular behavior, why not
2007 adopt these terms for human behavior”; says he finds no arguments
against the modeling of humans as molecules or the application of
chemistry and thermodynamics to explain their behavior.

29.

Chris Gash (c. 1980-)
American illustration
artist

Humorously illustrated the 2009 New York Times
article “Experiments Show that Molecules Can Walk,
2009 but Can They Dance?” with the a stick figure
(adjacent) of a little running human molecule, poking
fun at the idea of a walking molecule. [10]

30.

31.

Surya Pati
(1983-)
Indian chemist
and business
management
theorist

Bruce Bathurst
(c.1945-)
American geological
thermodynamicist

Philip Moriarty
(c.1965-)
English thermal
32.
physicist and
nanoscientist

33.

Lynn Liss (1977-)
American consultant
and business
executive

Defined human as “chemical molecules”; explains how the basic
principles of chemical thermodynamics can facilitate the
2009 understanding of ‘bonding’ between people, such as in basic
combination reaction A + B → AB, in which two persons, A and B, as he
says, “come together to form a molecule”.
|( Thims)| |
Commented a his response tread “Why
I’m Not a Molecule” that he is not a molecule because (a) one need
not slavishly adopt terminology from the physical sciences; (b) new
terms are of value only if they are synonyms of terms in other
sciences, mathematics, or everyday language; (c) being made of atoms
is not sufficient to be a molecule; (d) humans have a soul which is
something that only God can examine, then that's not a question
science is qualified to address. Quote: “here the human molecule of
the social sciences fails. Sometimes, when discussing giving birth or
dying, one want instead the chemical substances of human beings, as
2009 the quantity or mass of the unit NaCL in a halite-bearing rock. At other
times, one wants a collection of separate but equivalent entities
whose bonds one can define in psychological terms. These should be
different terms. Each of these have some properties of a molecule, but
not all. 'Molecule' now brings to the mind a discrete substance
(floating about) made of the same number & kinds of atoms, bonded
in the same manner. They differ only in the physical properties
'isotopic mass' and 'handedness'. Geologists use instead 'substance', a
much more flexible term. Substances react, and classical
thermodynamics studies them. Chemical formulae above represent
chemical compositions of the human substance.”
( Thims) | Quote: “what's flawed is [Thims’] remarkable assertion
that thermodynamic principles can be applied to ‘human molecules’.
His view: 'It is only a matter of extrapolation to apply this logic to
systems of human molecules...', beggars belief! No, it is not a matter of
2009 extrapolation. Just as it is not a matter of extrapolation to take
fundamental quantum mechanics and apply it to 'human molecules'.
What physical evidence does [Thims’] have for a 'human
wavefunction'? Has [he] somehow carried out the equivalent of the
double slit experiment for humans?! Does [he] understand what is
meant by decoherence or complementarity in the context of QM?”
( Thims) Quote: “after reading the background on this debate, it
seems that Moriarty may simply be scared of what humans as
molecules driven by entropy would mean to the mind of civilization
and his own mental state! It's a common reaction by many people,
2009 scientists and layman alike, thus not surprising. There once was a time
when humans we're certain our evolutionary history was most
definitely not tied to a furry animal...and this debate still continues
today. At least there are an enlightened few that continue to push our
quest for human understanding further along ... versus remaining
status quo.”
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Thomas Wallace
(c.1937-)
American
physical chemist 2009

34.

Juan Aguado (c.1970-)
Spanish sociologist

35.

36.

37.

Bogdan Anghel (1984)
Romanian electronic
music producer

Vineet Nayar (1962-)
Indian business
executive
Martin Gardiner
(c.1950-)
Brazilian psychologist
and writer

In his Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, argues that the
socioeconomic operations of society are “analogous to the scientific
concepts and principles of molecular reactivity”; argues that the
functional steps of societal processes and the related energy
considerations occur in the same manner as the mechanisms of net
chemical reactions (initial state to final state); that the principles of
molecular events are also applicable to the social, economic, and
political processes of civilizations; that the dynamics that drive
civilization are based on thermodynamics.

In his Technology and Social Complexity, attempts to argue that Erwin
Schrodinger’s 1944 statistical thermodynamics explanation of life, in
some way, does not apply correctly to people viewed as ‘social atoms’
2009
or ‘social molecules’ so as to make deterministic laws for society, on
the argument that there are not enough people in a given society “to
make stochastic or thermodynamics behavior negligible.” [14]
| ( Thims) Produced the
electronic music EP Human
Thermodynamics, with the tracks 1.
Pressure correlations (5:27) - themed on
the gas laws; 2. Phase transition (7:10) themed on phase transitions topics, e.g.
2010 Gibbs phase rule, enthalpy of vaporization,
etc.; 3. Aerospace race (7:07) - themed on
human molecules flying or racing about like
gas molecules; 4. Transport phenomena (8:03) - themed on heat or
mass transport of humans; with a cover art depicting futuristic humans
flying about like semi-attached gas particles over the surface of a
futuristic earth.
Quote: “when a critical mass of employees [activate] (usually, 5 or
10 percent is all you need), throughout the company, it creates a kind
2010
of fusion – a coming together of the human particles in the corporate
molecule that releases a massive amount of energy.”
| | | ( Thims) | Wrote the four-part article “Inside
the IoHT: I am not a molecule”, for the Ig Nobel Prize publication
2010 Improbable Research, a look at the human molecule theories of
American chemical engineer Libb Thims in connection with the
Institute of Human Thermodynamics. [2]

Brother Greg (c.1960-)
American religious
38.
studies scholar and exminster

Blog-posted with the query: “quarks,
atoms, molecules, amino acids, cells, tissues,
2010 critters, human critters … what is a human
being, anyway?”; followed by the popup snapshot quote as pictured adjacent. [11]

Provident Peterson
(c.1950-)
39.
American writer

| Outlined the view, in his book The Universe, God, and Us, that
humans are material substance made of atoms that formed from a
2010 descendant of the first God-infused Alpha ‘human molecule’, which
itself formed from the first God-infused Alpha atom, which Peterson
posits was carbon.
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HT pioneers
In hmol science, HT pioneers, or pioneers of human
thermodynamics, are those (505+) scientists and writers, as
listed below, who over the years have contributed theory and
logic to the understanding of the thermodynamics of human
existence.
“I’m sorry Lord Kelvin (1824-1907) is dead. I would travel a
few thousand-million miles to discuss with him the
thermodynamics of socialistic society.” (Henry Adams, Letter to
English lawyer Charles Gaskell, 1909)

“The fascination of a growing science lies in the work of the
pioneers at the very borderland of the unknown, but to
reach this frontier one must pass over well traveled roads; of
these one of the safest and surest is the broad highway of
thermodynamics.” (Gilbert Lewis and Merle Randall,
Thermodynamics, 1923)

____

Each person's photo-size is indicative of a combination of
The subject of human thermodynamics is akin to mountain
climbing: we know thermodynamics governs us as it does
originality, contribution density, impact, and deepness of
the universe, the question is not if, the question is how?
thought and theory penetration. Ranks of pioneers within a
Only through study of the pioneers (below) shall we reach
given year, are listed in descending order. Small quick-mark
the summit.
clickable icons, as described in the following table, are used
to facilitate topics and theories associated with the work of each person. Those thinkers with equations, shown in
upper right hand corner (of their description), each equation representative of that person’s work, signifies a deeper
thinker who goes beyond simple verbal arguments and employs the language of differential equations, rather than
simple verbal arguments, otherwise known as entropology, which are a dime-a-dozen; most-often becoming empty
excursions into nonsense. Thinkers are grouped into four year-range categories: past-1799 (8+), 1800-1899 (51+),
1900-1999 (334+), and 2000-present (110+):

Theory basis icons
The following subject based icons give a quick mark indication as to what model or scientific subject each author
culled, based or derived their theory from.
Subject

Reactions

Icon

Description

The chemical reaction mechanism icon
(human chemical thermodynamics)
signifies that the person theorized about relationships as chemical reactions,
with people and relationship changes viewed “symbolically”, as in AB + C → A
+ BC, in going between initial states and final states; may also have speculated
on human chemical bonding theory (A≡B); or may have used societal reac on
extrapolations, e.g. modeling societies or economies on aspects of Le Chatlier's
principle.
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Statistics

The gas particle icon
(human statistical thermodynamics) indicates the
person used statistical mechanics or statistical thermodynamics in their
formulations, e.g. S = k log W models, which involve the gas constant R, thus
viewing people as ‘constituents of a statistical ensemble’, etc.; his view, to
note, implies people obey the Boltzmann chaos assumption, which generally is
a red flag type of application, albeit one that may provide some fruit or insight.

Phases

The phase diagram icon
(phase thermodynamics) indicates that the person
derived their theory from phase diagram models, e.g. using the
thermodynamics of binary solutions to explain mixing and separation of
individuals by group or race in populations, from Gibbs phase rule, phase
transitions, or from the solid state physics of metals, etc.

Chromatograpy

The chromatography icon (chromatographic thermodynamics) indicates that
the person derived their theory from studies in chromatographic methods, e.g.
affinity chromatography, gas chromatography, etc., in the thermodynamics of
the separation of mixtures of molecules, wherein molecules in a mobile phase
are passed through a separate substrate-type stationary molecular system,
according to which the various molecules in the mobile phase separate based
on their respective affinities or free energies for various regions (or molecules)
of the stationary phase.

Electrochemistry

The battery icon
(electrochemical thermodynamics) indicates that the
person derived their theory based on electochemical thermodynamic models
of batteries or fuel cells, etc.

Dissipation

The bifurcation icon
(pitchfork bifurcation) indicates that the person based
parts of their theory generally on the 1970s to 1980s dissipative structures,
bifurcation, fluctuation, far-from-equilibrium, non-equilibrium
thermodynamics, Benard cells-type theories and models of Belgian chemist
Ilya Prigogine or his followers.

Subject icons
The following subject icons listed next to each person give a quick indication as to what topic he or she theorized,
discussed, or worked on in their application of thermodynamics to the various subject-divided facets of human
existence.
Subject

HT Degree

Humans

Icon

Description

The diploma icon (human thermodynamics education) signifies that the person (12+)
completed a graduate school degree (MS or PhD) with a "human thermodynamics
dissertation" (or thesis) in one or more of the branches of human thermodynamics.
The human molecule icon, as used below, indicates that the person considers individual
humans as individual reactive "molecules", or human particles, chemical entities, or
attracting and repelling types of point atoms, etc., using a thermodynamic logic of
explanation (human chemical thermodynamics or human statistical thermodynamics).

Nobel

The Nobel Prize icon (13+), a noted cultural and scientific advances award, started in 1901,
via Alfred Nobel's will, signified that the person won the Nobel in chemistry, physics,
literature, physiology, economics, peace, or won for their extension of thermodynamics
into the human sphere of application, e.g. economics or sociology, i.e. Tinbergen (1969),
Samuelson (1970), and Prigogine (1977)

Intelligence

The intelligence quotient icon (6+) signifies the person has had their IQ tested or estimated
in the 225+ range (Goethe, Sidis, Hirata) or near the 200+ range.

Occupation

The ditch digger icon (work) signifies that the person theorized on why a person chooses an
occupation in a thermodynamic sense.

Ethics

The scales of justice icon (ethics) indicates that person theorized on right and wrong or
morality in a thermodynamic framework.
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Love

The cupid's arrow through the heart icon (thermodynamics of love) signifies that the
person theorized on how thermodynamics applies to love and relationships.

Sex

The sex icon (sexual thermodynamics) signifies the person theorized on sex
thermodynamically, e.g. libido, sexual energy, sexual heat, masturbation, etc.

Economics
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The money-gold icon (economics thermodynamics) signifies that the person studies the
overlap of thermodynamic laws and and the functioning of economies; the pen and check
icon signified financial thermodynamics.
The sociology icon (sociological thermodynamics) signifies the person studies the

Sociology

Life
Evolution

application of thermodynamics in sociology theory; the racial unity icon
(racial
thermodynamics) signifies the person theorizes on the integration and segregation of
cultures or groups (integration and segregation thermodynamics)
The bacteria icon (life thermodynamics / animate thermodynamics) signifies that the
person studies how thermodynamics applies to the what is life or origin of life questions.
The monkey-to-man icon (evolution thermodynamics) signifies that the person studies the
overlap of evolution theory with thermodynamics.
The infinity symbol (philosophical thermodynamics) signifies the person studies the overlap

Philosophy

Psychology

of philosophy and thermodynamics; the smiley face icon signifies the person has the
theorized on happiness in relation to thermodynamics.
The dynamics of the brain icon (psychodynamics) signifies that person studies the
application of thermodynamics in psychology.
The caged bird icon (free will) indicates the person wrestled with the free will issue

Free will

(choice); the free bird icon

(freedom) signifies the person theorized on freedom (or

freedom vs security); the no-mechanism icon indicates the person specifically argued
against determinism or fate, each in a thermodynamic sense, respectively.
History

The scroll icon (history thermodynamics) signifies how the the laws of thermodynamics
apply to the historian in his studies of history.

War

The bazooka joe icon (war thermodynamics) signifies the person theorized on war, civil
war, or revolutions thermodynamically.

Time

The arrow icon (arrow of time) indicates that the person studies entropy or the second law
in relation to time.

Universe

The galaxy icon (universe) signifies the person theorized on thermodynamics universe
implications: heat death, big bang, etc.

Literature

The book icon (literature thermodynamics) signifies the person studies the usage of
thermodynamics theory in literature.

Business

The briefcase icon (business thermodynamics) signifies that the person uses
thermodynamics in business theory or application.
The government icon (government thermodynamics) signifies the person theorized on how

Government
(Politics)

thermodynamic laws relate to government laws; the donkey-elephant
thermodynamics) to politics; the mallet

Anthropology

icon (political

icon to legal thermodynamics.

The anthropology icon (anthropology thermodynamics) studies how thermodynamics
applies in anthropology.
The ecology icon (ecological thermodynamics) signifies the person theorizes on

Ecology

thermodynamics, ecology, and humanities; the globe icon signifies the person has
applied thermodynamics to the earth sciences and or geology (geological thermodynamics).

Architecture

The architect icon (architectural thermodynamics) signifies the person used
thermodynamics theory in the development of general architectural theory or design.

Education

The university icon (HT education) signifies that the person teaches or has taught their
subject in a university (or high school) class.
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The beauty icon (aesthetic energy), of a dancing young female, in a spring dress, holding a
bouquet of flowers, signifies the person theorized on the relationship between beauty and
thermodynamics.

Beauty

The cross icon (religious thermodynamics) signifies that the person's theory is religiously
motivated or biased, to a significant degree, steeped on belief in the Abrahamic God; the

Religion

om symbol
signifies a Brahmaic or Hindu-centric religion focus; the yin yang
a Eastern or yellow river religion focus.

symbol

The RIP tombstone icon (cessation thermodynamics) signifies that the subject matter of
that person is on how the conservation of energy or the second law explains death or
afterlife theories.

Death

The paint brush icon (art thermodynamics) signifies the person discusses applications using
thermodynamics in art work.

Art

Information

The high/low voltage-current icon (information thermodynamics) signifies that the person
attempts to theorize on how information theory, in one way or another, applies to aspects
of human thermodynamics; the governor symbol
cybernetics.

indicates the person theorizes on

New age

The new age icon (spirituality) signifies that the person uses thermodynamics in fringe
subjects (fringe thermodynamics), such as spirituality, ghost-spirit hunting, telekinesis,
ectoplasy, bioenergy, paranormal, energy medicine, the sixth sense, or other new age types
of sideline theories.

Objectors

Those with red tabs are "detractors" or vocal objectors to thermodynamic theory (see: not
applicable view) applied to explain human existence.

Earlier HT pioneers | 1799

or before

The following is a chronological listing of individuals with precursory human thermodynamics theories, ideas, and
opinions professed up until the year 1799.
Pioneer

Date

Contribution

Heraclitus (c.535-450BC)
Greek philosopher

Known as the "flux and fire philosopher", he held that view that
everything is in a continuous state of flux; that all things are an
c.500BC exchange for fire; that transformations of fire lead to, firstly the sea,
then earth, then whirlwind; and that the soul of a person is a spark of
the substance of the stars.

Hippocrates (c.460370BC)
Greek physician

c.420BC

Aristotle (384-322BC)
Greek philosopher
(

=190)

Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519)
Italian polymath
(

=220)

William Shakespeare
(1564-1616)
English writer (

=210)

Postulated that heat, originating from the left ventricle, functions to
animate people.

His De Generatione Animalium argued that the mode of animal
reproduction is determined by a “vital heat” of the animal: the warmer
an animal is, the more perfect will be the state in which its young are
c.350BC
generated: live young are produced by the hotter animals; colder ones
produce eggs; the coldest of all, such as insects, produce a larva which
in turn produces an egg.
Said to have been the first to discard the innate heat (animal heat)
model of the heart as had been espoused previously for centuries by
Galen back to pre-Hippocratic times (the view of heat as a kind of
c.1490 spiritual energy originating in the left ventricle), and to replace it with
the view that heat is due to the friction of the blood swirling through
the organ’s valves and chambers; to evidence his view, he pointed out
that the heart beats faster when a patient has a fever.
1603

Stated, in riddled form, in Othello, the Moor of Venice, “I know not
where is that Promethean heat, that can thy life relum.”
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Charles Montesquieu
(1689-1755)
French politician (
=165)
Antoine Lavoisier
(1743-1794)
French chemist
(

1748

|
Argued that governmental laws need to be a function of
temperature of the land.

1785

Introduced the combustion theory of animal heat, the model that heat
in animals (animal heat) was result of a type of respiratory chemical
reaction in the lungs in which vital air (oxygen + caloric) extracted some
carbonaceous substance, releasing heat (caloric) in the body.

=170)

|
Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)
German
polymath
(
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1799

=225+)

19th century HT pioneers | 1800

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|

|
In 1768, at the age of nineteen was conducting chemical
experiments to find the principles that permeate the entire universe; in
1799, arrived at the view that the force of affinity operates in human
relationships, via attracting, repelling, and neutralizing individuals; in
1809, arrived at his "moral symbols" theory of humanity, as explained
via 36 chapters in his famed novella Elective Affinities, as is depicted in
1882 Helmholtz equation terms (adjacent equation).

to 1899

The following is a chronological listing of individuals with human thermodynamics theories, ideas, and opinions
professed in the years 1800 to 1899:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution

Christoph Wieland (17331813)
German poet and writer

Objected to the use of affinity chemistry theory in Goethe’s Elective
Affinities
(1809), calling it “nonsense and childish fooling around” and a
1810
“truly horrible work”, comments that he said should be burned after
reading; objecting solely to the radicalness of its Christianity.

John Herschel (1797-1871)
English mathematicianastronomer

1833

Johannes Muller (18011858)
German physiologist

Ludwig Colding (18151888)
Danish civil engineer
James Joule (18181889)
English physicist

Held that heat is the motive force powering not only people but the
planet.

Formulated a vitalism view that life had a special "organizing
energy", distinct or special in some way from the common physical
chemical energies, that controlled evolution; in opposition to this
doctrine, three of Muller’s students, German physicians Ernst Brücke,
Herman Helmholtz, and Emil Du Bois-Reymond, made a pact that they
c.1835 would work to disprove their mentor’s theory, and validate the basic
truth that “in an organism no other forces have effect than the common
physio-chemical ones”; precipitates of this reaction include the
Helmholtz school of thermodynamics (which include the
psychodynamics of Sigmund Freud), and resultant 1840s discussions
between Charles Darwin and Richard Owen on Muller’s vitalism view,
which may have spurred on Darwin's evolution theory.
1843

Derived a conservation of energy theory on the logic of the
immortality of the soul.

In the early 1840s, performed extensively elaborate experiments to
determine the mechanical equivalent of heat, the underlying motive of
which seems to have been religiously fueled, in that the results, in some
1843 way or another, would scientifically prove the indestructible of God’s
power, or something to this effect. In May of 1847, gave a lecture (“On
Matter, Living Force, and Heat”) at St. Ann’s Church, he explained that
the measure of the mechanical equivalent of heat, such as would have
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been transformed in the friction of the wind and agitation of the water,
since the time of creation, over the "last 4000 to 6000 years" since the
creation, as he says, gives experimental proof for the Biblical story of
genesis. That same year, in a noted thermodynamics anecdote, while on
his honeymoon at Niagara Falls, Joule brandished a thermometer and
took temperature readings of the top and bottom of the falls,
supposedly to find more experimental proof for the genesis myth.
Hermann Helmholtz
(1821-1894)
German physicist and
physician

Thermodynamically analyzed Goethe's Faust and vicariously
1847 helped to found "psychodynamics" via his influence on Sigmund
Freud.

Richard Owen (1804-1892)
English anatomist

|
Adopted the Johannes Muller vitalism view that life has a
special "organizing energy", but added in that it must be devinely
1849 designed or created, so as to control or guide evolution and the
development of life; Owen discussed this theory with Charles Darwin in
the 1840s.

William Thomson
(1824-1907)
Irish-born Scottish
physicist and
mathematician

Hermann Gossen (18101858)
German economist

Gustave Hirn
(1815-1890)
French physicist

Rudolf Clausius (18221888)
German physicist

Henry Carey
(1793-1879)
American
sociologist and
economist

| |
Argued that law of dissipation applies to life and the will
of animate creatures, and alluded to the argument that the
1852 universe must have been created; stated, in 1885, anecdote, that
afternoon excursions with his wife, which take him away from his
scientific work, were forms of dissipation of energy or of the
second law in action.
In his Development of the Laws of Human Exchange and the
Consequent Rules of Human Action, attempted a formulation of a
1853 calculus of human pleasures, theorizing on how Kräfte (or forces)
operated in the course of human economic exchanges, on the premise
that the aim of each individual is to maximize his or her total life
pleasure.
His 1856 experimental measurements of the mechanical
equivalent of heat of humans in movement and his 1868 Philosophical
1856 Implications of Thermodynamics, are the said, according to the 1893
views of English engineer Bryan Donkin, to have launched the science of
“human thermodynamics”.
Aside from founding thermodynamics with is The Mechanical Theory of
Heat (1850-1875), in his “On the Nature of Heat Compared with Light
and Sound” he compared heat, light, and sound to give a BoltzmannEbeling like description of the earth ecosystem based on metabolic
1857 needs, insulation, and chemical affinities; his circa 1880 talk on “On the
Energy Supplies of Nature and the Utilization of them for the Benefit of
Mankind” (published in book form in 1885), was said to have inspired
Austrian science teacher Eduard Sacher to write his 1881 book Outline
of a Mechanics of Society.
| Outlined on how social movement will only accrue when the
affinities are activated between people; explained how chemical affinity
must govern human social movement and outlined a theory of social
1858 heat, based on the Berthelot-Thomsen principle, associated with the
rubbing together of human molecules in daily activity; outlined a theory
of social gravitation to explain how people attract into the aggregation
of large cities, each mutual city acting as an attractive 'sun' with a
certain brightness.
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Seeded the Spencerian dilemma (1858), on the relation between
thermodynamic equilibrium and social equilibrium, and for having
launched the 1874 four-year Tyndall-Stewart-Tait debate on the
tenuous issue of teaching science in a public religious college, with his
1858 statement that: “all religious theories, schemes and systems must
submit to the control of science, and relinquish all thought of controlling
it”; resulting in discussions on death, morality, the soul, and immortality
all discussed in the context of chemistry, thermodynamics, and
cosmology.

|
Origin of the Spencerian dilemma: that in circa 1858, he
was "staggered" when he was told by Irish physicist John Tyndall that
Herbert Spencer (1820the end state of equilibration is a state of heat death in which life
1903)
c.1858 ceases, where previous he was of the view that “equilibrium as the
English scientistultimate and highest state of society”; this conflicting issue took him the
philosopher
next forty years to reconcile; a precipitate being his 1862 First
Principles: of a New System of Philosophy, in which he gave prominence
to four types or orders of equilibrium or “equilibration”.

James Maxwell
(1831-1879)
Scottish physicist

Introduced the now-famous "Maxwell's demon" objection to the
second law, about a hypothetical demon or “intelligent being endowed
with free will, and fine enough tactile and perceptive organization to
give him the faculty of observing and influencing individual molecules of
matter”, according to the 1874 interpretation of William Thomson; in
1867 1878-79, the year of his death, Maxwell penned a review article
"Paradoxical Philosophy" and followed this up with his last poem "A
Paradoxical Ode", both outlining his views on the philosopher's paradox
and the implications of thermodynamics and conservation of energy in
regards immortality, the soul, the life/death demarcation, evolution,
morality, consciousness, down to the atomic level.

Karl Marx (1818-1883)
German political
economist

|
Was discussing Benjamin Thompson in his Capital; became
acquainted with Clausius’ heat death model in 1869; thereafter, began
1867 debating, with Friedrich Engels, the application of thermodynamics into
economic theory, giving commentary on those as Sergei Podolinsky
(1882).

Norman Lockyer (18361920)
English astronomer

| |
| Co-authored two articles with Balfour Stewart, the
first "The Sun as a Type of the Material Universe", in which they argued
1868 in favor of theology, arguing against materialism and social disorder, the
second "The Place of Life", they attempt to explain analogy in using the
term energy (as well a degradation of energy) in both the physical world
and social world.

Balfour Stewart (18281887)
Scottish physicist

Friedrich Engels (18201895)
German social scientist

| |
| | |
Penned two articles on social life, the
sun, and energy, with Norman Lockyer (1868); in his book The
Conservation of Energy, devoted a chapter the applications of the laws
1868 of energy to life, viewing the universe as a machine; uses chemical
affinity logic throughout the book; his 1875 book The Unseen Universe,
written with Peter Tait, speculates on immortality; this was followed up
by the 1878 Paradoxical Philosophy.
|
| |
|Seems to have, indirectly, blended aspects of
thermodynamics into the development of Marxism; commented to his
associate Karl Marx that Clausius’ heat death postulate for future life
was a “very absurd theory”, and that he is “waiting for the moment
1869 when the clerics seize upon this theory”; commented in 1882 that “one
day we shall certainly ‘reduce’ thought experimentally to molecular and
chemical motions in the brain”; by 1888, was of the view that the 19th
century was the century of Darwin and Clausius, of evolution and
transformation of energy.
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Adolf Fick (1829-1901)
German physicistphysiologist

|
In his lecture “The Forces of Nature in their Relationship”, he
1869 extrapolated Clausius’ heat death theory of universal end to give the
first contour of the ‘entropy proof of God’s existence’.

| |
| | His work was the forerunner to Gibbs'
Equilibrium treatise; compared humans to molecules in their chemical
Francois Massieu (1832composition, and then in this mindset addressed the puzzles as to how a
1896)
French engineer and
c.1869 molecule, such as water
(or by extension a human) can have a
chemical
body and soul (in the scheme of water being split up into oxygen
and
thermodynamicist
hydrogen
); or be alive vs dead; have morality, exist, and other
philosophical issues.

Henry Adams
(1838-1918)
American
historian

August Kronig (18221879)
German physicist

Ernst Brucke (1819-1892)
German physician and
physiologist

Leon Walras (18341910)
French sociologist and
economist
Enrique Fatigati
(1845-1918)
Spanish physicist,
chemist, and

thermodynamicist

| |
|
|
|
| In 1873, learned of Hippolyte Taine's
definition of the historian as one who follows and studies the
transformations of individual human molecules or groups of human
molecules; by 1885, had come to define "social chemistry" as the study
of the attraction [and repulsion] of "equivalent human molecules", a
subject that had become, in his own words, his daily study and greatest
satisfaction, prophesying it as a “science yet to be created”, as would
soon be done (Fairburn, 1914; Dreier, 1948; Thims, 2007); in 1894, gave
his presidential address to the American Historical Association, entitled
“The Tendency of History”, outlining his view of the future development
1873 of the scientific approach to history; in 1904 penned "A Dynamic Theory
of History", describing humans as attracting and repelling forces; in
1909, applied the phase rule work of Willard Gibbs to society;
commented to Charles Gaskell in 1909: “I’m sorry Lord Kelvin is dead. I
would travel a few thousand-million miles to discuss with him the
thermodynamics of socialistic society”; in 1910, published A Letter to
American Teachers of History, imploring historians to begin integrating
thermodynamics into their classrooms, namely a second law version of
history studies of systems of contracting and expanding human
molecules; was, supposedly, defending his scientific models of history
from criticism up until his last day in 1918.
|
|
| His The Existence of God and the Happiness of
People, discusses things such as gravity, kraft, Charles Darwin, entropy
1874 and particularly how the heat death theory of universal end mandates
(or not) an initial universal Creator, a topic centered around the
existence of god.
One of the three rebellious students, along with Hermann Helmholtz
and Emil Du Bois-Reymond, of vitalism promoter Johannes Muller,
during the years 1838 to 1842, to formulated a desire to prove that “in
1874 an organism no other forces have effect than the common physiochemical ones”; his 1874 Lecture on Physiology, which outlined the view
that all living organisms are energy-systems governed by the first law of
thermodynamics, was very influential to Sigmund Freud, who would go
on to initiate the field of psychodynamics.
| Spoke of people as ‘economic molecules’; supposedly, gave
c.1874 concepts like scarcity scientific definitions analogous to heat in physics;
central founder of the Lausanne school of economics.
In 1872, his first submission of his doctoral thesis in physics on
calculating the specific heats of solids and liquids was rejected by the
University of Madrid because his version of physics (organic energetics)
1875 was at odds with Catholicism and main stream physics based on the
mechanical hypothesis, i.e. that heat was a form of motion; after a
revision, his second thesis in 1874 was accepted; in 1875, he and British
chemist Edmund Mills, who both were of the view that there should be
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no divide between living matter and inert matter, began teaching their
model at the Free Institution of Education; into the late 1870s, he
outlined a unified theory of nature and society centered on the first and
second laws of thermodynamics, particularly William Rankine’s version,
mixed with a blend of ideas about Pierre Laplace’s nebular hypothesis
and Lamarckian evolution theory, concluding that the universe as a
whole is in a sort of organic evolution, while along the way replacing
God and the soul with a type of transformative “natural energy” or
“activity”.
Peter Tait (18311901)
Scottish
mathematical
physicist

Carl Neumann (18321925)
German mathematical
physicist

|
| His book The Unseen Universe: or Physical Speculations on
a Future State, written with Balfour Stewart, speculates on immortality,
1875 supposedly in an energy-thermodynamic sense, the heat death of the
universe; how thoughts are molecular motions of the brain; how the
universe may contain "bonds of energy" that may connect to the
thinking aspects of the mind; among curious other subjects.
Is said to have been the first to theorize, thermodynamically, in
1875 economic extrapolation, about the ‘internal energy capital’ of the body,
and to have participated in the training of energy performances
(efficiencies) in economic analogies.

Josef Popper (18381921)
Austrian physicist,
engineer, and social
theorist

Objected, in his writings on the history of thermodynamics, to
William Thomson's metaphysical and religious extrapolations of
1876 the second law; tried, unsuccessfully, to promote a biophysical view of
the economy as a subsystem embedded in a larger system subject to
the laws of thermodynamics.

Eugene Roberty (18431915)
Russian-born French
sociologist

Incorporated three forms of energy as composing the world into a
1876 sociology theory of the brain; one of the first to introduce mechanistic
theories in sociology.

Eduard Sacher
(1834-1903)
Austrian science
teacher

Sergei Podolinsky (18501891)
Ukrainian physician and
socialist
Ludwig Boltzmann
(1844-1906)
Austrian physicist
Georg Helm
(1851-1923)
German physicist

James Martineau
(1805-1900)
English theologian and
philosopher

His Outline of a Mechanics of Society, which was inspired by Rudolf
Clausius’ c.1880 talk “On the Energy Supplies of Nature and the
Utilization of them for the Benefit of Mankind”, utilized the second law
1881 to outline a “basis for a rational economy”; he seemed to be of the view
that individual work, of the more abstract varieties, can be quantified,
as exemplified by his statement: "the work of an inventor can almost
pricelessly [measured in joules] have value."
Attempted to reconcile Marxism with thermodynamics, using the
work-based theory of value with energy accounting by integrating
1881 economic cycles with natural cycles, amid the skepticism of Friedrich
Engels who deemed it “totally impossible to try to express economic
relationships in physical terms.”
1886

Positioned the now-famous enigmatic semi-riddled postulate that
"life is a struggle for entropy".

| | His The Doctrine of Energy contains a chapter three on
philosophical and religious implications of thermodynamics, e.g.
1887 existence of god, and a final chapter which argues that energy and
entropy can be used to explain transformations and transitions of
economies.
View: “in its physical aspect, according to the conservation of
1888 energy, death presents simply a case of transformation of energy”;
theorized on the first law, death, and the physics of the brain.
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Bryan Donkin (18361902)
English engineer
Emile Durkheim (1893)
French sociologist

His article-book “The Scientific Work of Gustav Adolph Hirn”, on the life,
work, and thermodynamics philosophy of French physicist Gustave Hirn,
1893
coined the term "human thermodynamics" and gave the first summary
of the subject overview of the subject.
1893

Was said to have "solved" said the Spencerian dilemma,
supposedly.

|
The final chapter “philosophical final essay” of his science
Camille Flammarion (1842fiction
novel
The End of the World, contained popular artistic depictions
1925)
1893
of the German "heat death" or "cold death",as the average temperature
French astronomer
would then be very low, of the end of the human existence.

Léon Winiarski
(1865-1915)
Polish economist
and sociologist

|
| |
| | |
Taught a class called
"social mechanics", using Clausius and Lagrange, at the
University of Geneva for at least six years (1894-1900),
considering people as attracting and repelling points, theorizing on such
1894 advanced topics as morality explained in terms of reversible (equation
shown) and irreversible cycles, aesthetic energy, sexual energy, family
structure, etc., as described in his Essay on Social Mechanics (1898) and
course outline "The Teaching of Pure Political Economics and Social
Mechanics in Switzerland" (1900); can be considered as the first "true"
human thermodynamicist.

Ernest Solvay (1838-1922)
Belgian industrial chemist

1894

Robert Thurston (18391903)
American mechanical
engineer

In his The Animal as a Machine and Prime Motor: and the Laws of
1894 Energetics, speculated on a future possible law of persistence of
existence, in relation to the energy or force aspects of the soul.

Sigmund Freud
(1856-1939)
Austrian
psychiatrist
(

=156)

Promoted the science of social energetics; eponym of the Solvay
conferences.

His draft of a “Project for Scientific Psychology” outlined a hard
science version of psychology based on thermodynamics and
mechanical theory, in which he postulated that “in the future
psychologists will exercise a direct influence, by means of particular
chemical substances, on the amounts of energy and their distribution in
the mental apparatus”; in this project it is said that he gave his first
1895 outline of his Helmholtz school views on ‘bound energy’ and ‘unbound
energy’ (or free energy) in the states of consciousness; this framework
formed the basis of his entire twenty-four volume volume collected
works; some of his thermodynamics ideas are said to show through in
his 1920 Beyond the Pleasure Principle; the gist of his psychodynamics
theory are found in his 1923 The Ego and the Id, in which he outlines a
heat engine model of the mind via an id, ego, super-ego force theory of
subconscious drives.

William James (18421910)
American psychologist

Conceived the "reserve energy" theory of the mind (c.1895) with Boris
Sidis; theory was tested in the intellectual raising of William Sidis (18981944) to affect a said-to-be adult IQ of 250-300; his 1906 lecture on
"The Energies of Men" extolled on the theory; in circa 1909, argued
c.1895 against determinism and physicalism, by stating that the second law
was irrelevant to the study of human history; on his deathbed, reviewed
his friend American historian Henry Adams’ newly published Letter to
American Teachers of History (1910) to object, on what seems to be
religious grounds, to the heat death model of societal end.

Brooks Adams (18481927)
American historian and
lawyer

Argued, in his Law of Civilization and Decay, that history and
civilization were governed by the law of degradation of energy,
1895 wherein he applied the Helmholtz-version of the first law, i.e. that
energy or force is conserved, Kelvin-version of the second law, i.e. that
there is a universal tendency to the dissipation of energy, along with a
theory of social contractions and dispersions, to develop a energetic
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theory or model of history, in reference, particularly, to its civilization
rises and falls.
Oswald Kulpe (1862-1915)
German psychologist

Vilfredo Pareto
(1848-1923)
French-Italian
mathematical
engineer

|
A student of the Helmholtz school, who was noted for the
view, expressed in his Introduction to Philosophy, that “it would thus
1895 make no difference whether a quantum of mental energy inserts itself
into the course of the material process or not: the law of the
conservation of energy as formulated hitherto would not be impaired.”
| | Headed the Lausanne school of economics; viewed
people as human molecules; his long-term goal, in his own words, was
to “construct a system of sociology on the model of celestial mechanics,
1896 physics, and chemistry”; his 1916 Treatise on General Sociology is said
to be analogous in its essential features to the generalized physicochemical thermodynamics systems logic as outlined in American
mathematical physicist Willard Gibbs.

Frederic Myers (18431901)
English psychical
researcher

1896

Vladimir Bekhterev (18591927)
Russian neurologist and
psychologist

| In lectures delivered in 1897, articles such as the 1901 “Psyche
and Life”, and 1903 Suggestion and its Role in Social Life, outlined an
1897 energetics model of organism-environment interactions, in which
‘hidden reserve energy’ can become accumulated in the psyche of
individuals via social suggestion, whereby accumulations of this reserve
energy become acted out as if it were the person’s own willful action.

Nikolai Krainskii (1860c.1935)
Russian psychiatrist

| Noted for works such as his 1997 volume Law of Conservation of
1897 Energy applied to Psychical Activity; the 1909 article “Principles of
Energetic Psychology”; Soul and Energy (1911), etc., in which he applies
energy theory to the ego and consciousness.

Nicolas von Grot (18521899)
Russian psychologist

| His “The Terms of the Soul and the Psychic Energy in the
Psychology”, argued three points: (a) psychic energies possess quantity
1898 and mass, (b) that psychic energies can be transformed into one
another, in different forms of psychic work and psychic potentiality, (c)
psychic energies can be converted into physical energies, and vice versa
by means of physiological processes.

Maurice Hauriou
(1856-1929)
French socialphilosopher and
law professor
Andre Lalande (18671963)
French philosopher

Used Maxwell's demon and conservation of energy to explain spirits
and afterlife.

|
His Lessons on Social Movement explains large scale social
movements, i.e. gross aspects of business, social events, states of a
1899 society, etc., in terms of pure thermodynamics, using Carnot efficiency,
Mayer's conservation of energy, and Clausius' entropy, etc., discussed in
the guise of mechanism and reaction.
|
His book Dissolution Opposed to Revolution in the Physical
1899 and Moral Sciences, was “directed towards an application of mechanics
and thermodynamics to social science”, as cited by those as Leon
Winiarski and Henri Bergson.

20th century HT pioneers | 1900

to 1999

The following is a chronological listing of individuals with human thermodynamics theories, ideas, and opinions
professed in the years 1900 to 1999:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution
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Lester Ward
(1841-1913)
American
sociologist

His article “Social Mechanics” advocated the theory of Leon Winarski to outline the newly
forming subject of social mechanics, which Ward says falls into two subdivisions: social
statics, dealing with social forces and social equilibrium, and social dynamics, dealing with
social progress and social transformation. Over the next decade, would go on to outline a
1900
‘system of sociology’ divided into three parts: (a) formative principles or synergy, based on
the work of Auguste Comte and Jean Lamarck; (b) creative synthesis, based on the work of
Wilhelm Wundt; (c) transformative principles, based on the work of, primarily, Leon
Winiarski.

Nathaniel
Shaler
(18411900
1906)
American
paleontologist

Discussed conservation of energy in the context of immortality.

Georg
Hirth
| His Entropy of the Germinal System and Hereditary Enfranchisement, introduces the
(18411916) 1900 term “ektropy” to denote the principle that opposes the entropy and the degradation in
life-bearing structures, in which he discusses things such as Maxwell’s demon, sex,
German writer
freedom and energy, bound energy and free energy, among other topics.
and
statistician
James Ward
(1843-1925)
English
psychologist
and
philosopher

Wilhelm
Ostwald
(1853-1932)
German
physical
chemist

Alfred Lotka
(1880-1949)
Austrian-born
American
physical
chemist and
mathematicia
n

c.19
Promoted the view that view that Maxwell’s demon gives a positive affirmation of
00 illustrating the importance of mind.

| | | |
|
Outlined his "anthropic physics" (physik anthropik), or
human physics, in his various works: his 1901 lecture series on "natural philosophy", in
which he applied energy and entropy logic to human mental life; his 1902 "energy theory
1901 of culture"; his 1906 book Individuality and Immortality, on the subject of what the science
of energetics has to say about death and human individual (cessation thermodynamics); his
1909 book Energetic Bases of Social Studies; and his 1912 book The Energetic Imperative,
which introduced the postulate of the "energetic imperative" (or thermodynamics
imperative; won 1909 Nobel Prize in chemistry.

|
|
| As a student at Leipzig, in began to work out the application of
thermodynamics to evolution and biology, along with its social and economic implications;
1902 his views first appearing in 1907 articles, and others to follow, e.g. “Natural Selection as a
Physical Principle” (1922), culminating in his 1924 Elements of Physical Biology, his an
extensive application of thermodynamics to evolution and biology, resulting in concepts
such as trigger action, the Darwin-Lotka energy law.
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John
| In his “The Theory of Energetics and its Philosophical Bearings”, gave seven
Hibben (1861objections to Wilhelm Oswald’s 1901 lectures on Natural Philosophy, e.g. one being that
1903
1933)
“the physical world is characterized by decrease of energy and increase of entropy. The
American
reverse is true of the world of thought.”
mathematicia
n and
theologian
Theodor
Lipps
(1851In his Guide to Psychology, he was the first to differentiate between psychic force and
1903
1914)
psychic energy, and the former’s possible relation with the subconscious
German
psychologist
Henri
Bergson
(18581941)
French
philosopher

|
| |
His book Creative Evolution, with its mention of evolution,
1907 bifurcations, and entropy, stimulated Ilya Prigogine greatly, among others; won 1927 Nobel
prize in literature.

Émile

Meyerson
(1859-1933)
Polish-born
French
chemist and
philosopher

His Identity and Reality, containing chapters such as mechanism, conservation of energy,
1908 Carnot’s principle, etc., in which he attempts to show how science is the progressive
rationalization of reality.

His The Life of Wealth, outlined a mechanical investigation of economic life, based on
Emanuele Sell 1910 the work of Rudolf Clausius, in which he uses entropy to explain the relation between the
process of hereditary transmission and the mechanism of production, and introduces
(1879-1946)
concepts such as economic temperature and economic entropy.
Italian lawyer
and political
economist
Felix

Auerbach
(1856-1933)
German
physicist
Caspar
Isenkrahe
(1844-1921)
German
physicist

His book Ectropy and the Physical Theory of Life, wherein, building on previous ideas of
1910 Georg Hirth (1900), he introduced the notion of "ectropy" as a type of biological antientropy or evolving thermodynamic force of living form.

1910 Published Energy, Entropy, and the Beginning and End of the Universe.

Edwin

Slosson (1865-

|
Wrote on the application of physical chemistry, particularly thermodynamics, to
c.19
sociology
and history; albeit intertwined with a loose interpretation of Christianity, e.g. his
10
1925 book The Sermons of a Chemist.
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1929)
American
chemist

Frederick
Soddy (18771956)
English
physical
chemist and
radiochemist

Stéphane
Leduc (18531939)
French
synthetic
biologist

Antonio
Portuondo
(1845-1927)
Spanish civil
engineer and
mathematicia
n

| |
| | | In Matter and Energy, he first began to outline his views on the
relation between energy and wealth and how thermodynamics governs society, e.g. the
rise and fall of political systems, freedom vs. bondage, wealth vs. poverty, movements of
commerce, and general welfare; his 1919 Science of Life, speculated on death and physical
1911 energy; into the 1920s, he devoted a significant portion of his career to the thermodynamic
explication of the standard economic model; defined Cartesian economics (1921); his
most-cited book is the 1926 Virtual Wealth and Debt, in which he attempts to explain the
difference between wealth and debt, thermodynamically. Won 1921 Nobel Prize in
chemistry.

His The Mechanism of Life outlined a mechanistic view of life based on chemistry,
1911 physics, energetics, and thermodynamics; argued that “a living being [is] a store of
potential energy, to be set free by external stimulus.”

His Notes on Social Mechanics outlines a mechanical theory of sociology based largely
on the mechanical-dynamical views of Ernst Mach; which includes a discussion of entropy
1912 stating that in any physical process a fraction of the input energy is dissipated, i.e. it is
transformed in such a way that it is impossible to retrieve or store it for any future use, and
he adds "… and this 'bend towards dissipation of mechanical energy in nature' is quite
contrary to human interest, as Lord Kelvin has stated."

James
|
| Outlined a mechanistic view of life based on thermodynamics; his 1921
Johnstone
1914 The Mechanism of Life in Relation to Modern Physical Theory, was a significant
(1870-1932)
citation framework for the later physical chemistry of life work of Alfred Lotka.
English
oceanographe
r and
experimental
biologist

William
Fairburn
(1876-1947)
English-born
American
naval

| His book Human Chemistry, outlined the view that people are “human chemical
1914 elements” that react chemically together (particularly in the factory) in various ways
according to the laws of chemistry, and speculated on how individual people could be
classified in terms of their respective energies and entropies, the same way chemicals are.
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architect,
marine
engineer,
chemical
engineering
executive
|
In his Principles of General Physiology, he re-interpreted Wilhelm Ostwald’s
1912 energetic imperative (the thermodynamic imperative version of Kant's original 1785
categorical imperative), rather interestingly, as: "waste not free energy; treasure it and
William Bayliss 1915 make the best use of it", and went on to argue that this has great philosophical value, one
(1860-1924)
example of which he gives is that it can be applied to warfare (see: war thermodynamics),
English
to remedy the "waste involved in war".
physiologist
Patrick
Geddes (1854Described as a ‘heretical philosophers of social energetics’; his 1915 Cities in Evolution is
1932)
said to have employed thermodynamics logic, e.g. stating that we need both “constructive
Scottish
1915 and destructive energy” in the design of urban fabrics; he supposedly tried to promote a
economist,
biophysical view of economy as a subsystem embedded in a larger system subject to the
biologist, and
laws of thermodynamics.
urban planner

|
| | Developed a "spiritual energy" theory of thermodynamic evolution; used
Pierre Teilhard 1916 a "human molecule" view; his 1938 Phenomenon of Man is his masterpiece, his writing
(1881-1955)
style is very dense and he has near-to a cult following; the gist of his theory is captured in
French
his omega point postulate.
philosopher,
chemist,
physicist,
paleontologist
, and priest

William Sidis
(1898-1944)
American
mathematicia
n-physicist
(

| Wrote his treatise The Animate and the Inanimate on an attempt to reconcile
1916 animate matter with inanimate matter in the context of the second law and the evolution
of the universe.

=250-300)
Henry

His The Origin of Life: On the Theory of Action, Reaction and Interaction of Energy, attempts
Osborn (1857- 1916 to use the physics notion of "interaction" outline an “energy conception of evolution and
1935)
heredity” based on thermodynamics.
American
physical
zoologist
William
Thayer (18591923)

His address “Vagaries of Historians”, delivered before the American Historical Association,
in which he discusses ideas on war thermodynamics; after which concluding that: “the time
1918
may come when human affairs may be described no longer by words and sentences, but by
a system of symbols or notation similar to those used in algebra or chemistry … then it may
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American
historian

be possible, as Adams suggests, to invent a common formula for thermodynamics and
history.”

James
Hyslop
(18541920)
American
abnormal
psychologist

1918

Ostwald
Spengler
(1880-1936)
German
historianphilosopher

Noted for his view: “What the myth of Gotterdammerung signified of old, the myth of
1918 entropy signifies today—the world’s end as completion of an inwardly necessary
evolution.”

Julius
Davidson
(c.1875c.1935)
American
economist

Yevgeny
Zamyatin
(1884-1937)
Russian
engineer

Erwin Bauer
(1890-1938)
Hungarianborn Russian
pathologist
and physical
biologist

Noted for discussions on the conservation of energy and life after death.

|
|
| His “One of the Physical Foundations of Economics” cites Willard Gibbs’
1901 Elementary Principles of Statistical Mechanics as a basis to argue that the law of
diminishing returns is based on chemistry and physics (the second law in particular); along
1919 the way comparing human chemical reactions to basic equilibrium adjusting chemical
reactions (specifically the male-female reaction to the reaction of ethanol (ethyl alcohol)
and acetic acid to produce ethyl acetate and water), explaining how the final equilibrium
concentration will differ base on changes to the initial reactant concentrations, in each
case, human and chemical, respectively.

|
His novel We was written from the human particle point of view focused on the
connection between entropic mechanism, evolutionary vitalism, and revolution; his 1923
1919 essay “On Literature, Revolution, Entropy, and Other Matters”, attempted to describe the
Russian revolutions of 1905 and 1917 in the language of thermodynamics; also due to
synesthesia, described the “color of entropy”.

His The Fundamental
Principles of Biological Science
introduces what has come to
be known as the Bauer
principle, which states that: “The living and only the living systems are never in equilibrium,
1920
and, on the debit of their free energy, they continuously invest work against the realization
of the equilibrium which should occur within the given outer conditions on the basis of the
physical and chemical laws”; he discusses this in terms of the time derivative of work
factors—differences in pressure, concentration, electrical potential, etc., such as in the
equation shown.

Josef
Schnippenkott
er (1886His PhD dissertation “The Entropological Proof of God: the Physical Development of
c.1955)
1920 the Entropy Principle and its Philosophical Meaning” was on the entropological proof of
German
God's existence.
science
philosopher
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Paul
Ehrenfest
(1880c.19
1933)
20
Austrian
physicist

| Student of Boltzmann, noted for his noted for his 1911 Ehrenfest model (dog flea
model) of the multiplicity function; later became interested in developing mathematical
theories in economics, stimulated by his notion that there should be an analogy between
thermodynamics and economic processes. While this did not result in publications, he did
encourage his graduate student Jan Tinbergen (1929) to follow up on this, work which won
him the 1969 Nobel Prize in economics.

Albert
Mathews
(18711957)
American
biophysical
chemist

c.19
| | Noted for his discussions of the life, death, and ‘souls’ of atoms in terms of
20 energy and light.

Paul Foote
(1888-1971)
American
physicist

c.19
Wrote “The Temperature of Heaven and Hell”, penned as a humor piece.
20

Howard Scott
(1890-1970)
American
engineer
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Central architect behind the decade-long funded technocracy movement (still active to
1920 this day), a grouped aimed at reformulating the US economy based on thermodynamic
energy monetary units, most of the theory said to have been culled from the chemical
thermodynamics of Willard Gibbs.

Petre
Trisca
(c.1890c.1956)
French
sociologist

His Preliminaries on Social Mechanics gives an objectionable critique of the social
mechanics
theories of Lester Ward, Spiru Haret (his legal thermodynamics in particular),
1922
Leon Winiarski, and Antonio Portuendo, among others; considers “social mechanics” to be
a utopia or metaphysics.

Charles Guye
His Physical Chemical Evolution asks: how is it possible to understand life, when the whole
(1866-1942)
1922 world is ruled by the second law of thermodynamics, which points towards death and
Swiss physicist
annihilation?
Jacques
Rueff
(18961978)
French
mathematicia
n and
economist

Thomas
Carver (18651961)
American
economist

| His From the Physical to the Moral, argued that exactly the same scientific method
can be applied to "moral" or "social" sciences like economics, as to the physical sciences; in
1922 opposition to the objection that methods applied, say, to the theory of thermodynamics
cannot be applied to the study of human beings endowed with free will, Rueff replied that
just as there is no thermodynamics for a single molecule, there is no economics for an
individual.

|
His The Economy of Human Energy, argued that life processes of social groups
1924 consist in transforming the largest possible sum of solar energy into human energy,
whereby civilization is a device for storing energy, and social welfare depends upon its
utilization in such ways as to increase the sum total of utilization of the sun’s energy
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Vladimir
Vernadsky
(1863-1945)
Russian
mineralogist
and
biogeologist

| |
His The Biosphere, using Willard Gibbs as a basis, outlined six-layer
"thermodynamic envelope" theory of "living matter", in the biosphere, employing a
1926 free energy description of life as a type of "green fire" or geological force and the
diffusion of life as “a sign of internal energy – of the chemical work life performs –
analogous to the diffusion of a gas, caused not by gravity, but by the separate energetic
movements of its component particles.”

Spent nearly six-decades attempting to explaining social phenomena in terms of physical
science, as exemplified by his 1927 article “Physical Laws and Social Phenomena”, his 1942
introduction of the term "negentropy" as version of human ethics, his 1963 introduction of
1927
the "thermodynamic imperative" (a update of Wilhelm Ostwald's energetic imperative), as
well as his 1983 chapter “Social Exemplifications of Physical Principles”; much of this
Robert Lindsay
inquiry focused on a study of energy and thermodynamics.
(1900-1985)
American
physicist

| His lecture “Why I Am Not a Christian”, and follow-up book by the same name, is
listed
is one of the most influential 150 books of the 20th century, in which explains how
Bertrand
Russell (1872- 1927 religion and the theory of god are incompatible with thermodynamics, in particular with
the second law and heat death; his 1927 Analysis of Matter, discusses reversibility in terms
1970)
of photon-electron movement; he won the 1950 Nobel Prize in literature.
British
mathematicia
n
Arthur
| | | In his Gifford Lectures, and followup book, on the Nature of the Physical
World, he reasoned that there might be an entropy-clock in the mind that mediates
Eddington
1927 consciousness, speculated on the association between entropy and beauty, popularized
(1882-1944)
the time’s arrow of physics, and outlined heat death model or the “running-down of the
English
universe” theory.
mathematicia
n, astronomer,
and physicist
Ernest Barnes
(1874-1953)
English
mathematicia
n and
theologian

1927 Discussed connections between religion and the first and second law.

Vladimir
Stanchinsky
(c.1887c.1947)
Russian
scientist

His Variability of Organisms and its Importance for Evolution introduced the food chain
thermodynamic model by postulated that the quantity of living matter in the biosphere
depends on the amount of solar energy that is transformed by natural communities at
1927
different trophic (i.e. food chain) levels, and on this basis studied “dynamic equilibrium” of
natural communities by invoking the second law to explain decreasing biomass of the
higher groups on the “trophic ladder”.
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In the late 1920s, in a casual conversation with a biologist from the University of
Pittsburgh, at a social occasion (during a period when time when he was working on the
thermodynamics of the division of liquid droplets), he asked the biologist whether the
thermodynamic mechanisms on which he was working on was the way biological cells
divide, in response to which he was told that: (1) nobody knew no how biological cells
Nicolas
c.19 divided and (2) nobody could know how biological cells divided, because this was biology
Rashevsky
28 (the typical unbridgeable gap view); this chance conversation prompted him to switch
(1899-1972)
careers, first to theoretical biology (where he developed "relational biology") and in 1948
Russian-born
to mathematical sociology; his 1935 article turned chapter "Mathematical Theory of
American
Human Relations" builds on the work of Alfred Lotka to attempt to derive mathematical
thermodynami
equations for things such as ‘desire’ and ‘will’, in terms of concepts such as intensities and
cist,
physical forces; his students include: Robert Rosen and Anatol Rapoport.
theoretical
biologist, and
sociologist
Carl
His “On Psychic Energy”, added to the first law based psychology of Sigmund Freud,
Jung
especially on the topics of "psychic energy" and of entropy in relation to the psyche, as in
(18751928 “psychic entropy”; Jung referred to his subject as "psychic energism and dynamism", now
1961)
referred to as Jungian psychodynamics, in contrast to Freudian psychodynamics, or
Swiss
Kleinian psychodynamics, the latter referring to the Freudian-based child psychology
psychiatrist
theories of British psychologist Melanie Klein.

He devotes the first sixty-pages of his Contemporary Sociological Theories, to first
summarize what he calls the "mechanistic school of social thermodynamics", namely those
who have used a "human molecule" or social atom views, steeped in social mechanism and
1928 thermodynamics-based views, including: Leon Winiarski, Vilfredo Pareto, Eugene Roberty,
Henry Carey, and Wilhelm Ostwald, to conclude and argue, in the end, that the theories
Pitirim Sorokin
developed by this school are all "pseudo-sciences" and mere "superficial analogies"; In his
(1889-1968)
1941 Social and Cultural Dynamics attempts to explain the so-called problem of linear
Russian-born
sociocultural processes in terms of entropy and heat death.
American
sociologist
Leó
Szilárd
Completed PhD dissertation on “The Manifestation of Thermodynamic Fluctuations”; his
(18891929 article “On the Decrease in Entropy in a Thermodynamic System by the Intervention
1964) 1929 of Intelligent Beings”, attempted to espouse a relationship between Maxwell’s demon and
Hungarianinformation; in 1930, taught a theoretical physics seminar with Erwin Schrodinger and John
born American
Neumann.
physicist
Jan

Tinbergen
(1903-1994)
Dutch
economist

| Guided by his advisor Paul Ehrenfest’s idea that there should be analogies
between thermodynamics and economics, did his PhD this topic, thesis “Minimization
1929 Problems in Economics and Physics”, wherein he developed and applied dynamic models
to the analysis of economic processes; won the 1969 Nobel Prize in economics for this
work.

Ronald Fisher
(1890-1962)
English
statistical
evolutionary
biologist

1930

Siegfried
Bernfeld
(1892-1953)

c.19
Noted for various articles, co-written with physicist Sergei Feitelberg, applying energy,
30 entropy, and Le Chatelier’s principle, etc., models to psychology to attempt measurement.

His The Genetical Theory of Natural Selection attempts to grapple with entropy and
disorder, and with fitness, evolution, and organization.
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Ukrainianborn Austrian
psychologist
Sergei
Feitelberg
(1905-1967)
Austrian?
physicist

Noted for articles, co-written with psychologist Siegfried Bernfeld, applying energy,
c.19
entropy,
and Le Chatelier’s principle, etc., models to psychology to attempt measurement
30
and instinct theory.

Wilhelm Reich
Proposed his “orgone energy” theory, a type of universal vitalism-style radiating
(1897-1957)
“biological
energy” that was proposed to be something that could be quantified and
c.19
Austrian-born
measured;
penned the 1942 book The Function of the Orgasm: Sex-Economic Problems of
30
American
Biological Energy; in circa 1950s, he was selling “orgone accumulators” a hypothetical type
psychologist
of organismic energy accumulating device.
James Jeans
(1877-1946)
English
mathematical
physicist

1931

Julian
Huxley
(18871975)
English
evolutionary
biologist

|
| In lectures at the Science and Religion symposium, and two books to follow
(1953, 1964), seemed to arguing for a type of deity running the universe, i.e. that “there
1931 may be agencies operating in the universe supplying energy which would enable the whole
cosmos to behave in an anti-entropic manner”, in attempts to reconcile the seemingly at
odds view that the physical universe is running down, when the universe of biological
evolution is running up.

William
Inge
(18601954)
English writer
and priest

|
His course of Warburton lectures on religion, physics, and astronomy (1931-1933),
argued for the field of animate thermodynamics, resulting in the 1934 God and the
1931 Astronomers; used thermodynamics and heat death theory to argue for the existence of
the Christian god, as compared to other pantheistic gods, who he argued would be
subjected to heat death.

Georges
guillaume
(c.1904c.1974)
French-Swiss
physicist and
economist

His book The Mysterious Universe argues that inanimate matter obeys the second law of
thermodynamics implicitly, but life succeeds in evading the second law in varying degrees.

His 1932 PhD dissertation (turned book) On the Fundamentals of the Economy with
Rational Forecasting Techniques, co-written with the "mathematical assistance" of Edouard
1932 Guillaume, applied the formalism of thermodynamics to the theory of value; the book was
then sent to Hungarian-born American chemical engineer John Neumann for critical
review.

Edward
Stated the Lewis inequality for a natural process (dG < 0) and the Lewis
Guggenheim 1933 inequality for an unnatural process (dG > 0).
(1901-1970)
English
chemical
thermodynami
cist
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| |
His review of Georges Guillaume's 1932 economic thermodynamics
dissertation, concluded that: "if this [economic-thermodynamic] analogy can be worked
out at all, the analogon of ‘entropy’ must be sought in the direction of ‘liquidity’. To be
more specific: if the analogon of ‘energy’ is ‘value’ of the estate of an economical subject,
then analogon of its thermodynamic ‘free energy’ should be its ‘cash value’." His followup
John
1938 article “A Model of General Economic Equilibrium”, derives a function φ (X, Y) related
Neumann
1934 to the production of goods, based on the model of thermodynamic potentials, and is
(1903-1957)
considered a classic; his late 1940s symposium lectures (1948) on electrical automatons
Hungarianillustrated the role which free energy plays in creating statistically unlikely configurations of
born American
matter; his ill-fated late 1940s suggestion to American electrical engineer Claude Shannon
mathematicia
(1949) to call telegraph wire "information" high and low voltage pulses by the name
n and
“entropy”, as a joke, has resulted to instill a misinformed modern view that binary logic is
chemical
based on steam engine theory.
engineer (
=163-180)
Lewis
Mumford
| Explained capital gains from the standpoint of social energetics; in 1951 argued that
(18951934 mankind invented the devil or destroyer of classical religions, as being the mythical
1990)
equivalent of the second law.
American
historian

Oliver Reiser
(1895-1974)
American
philosopher

Lawrence
Henderson
(1878-1942)
American
physiologist
Alexis
Carrel
(18731944)
French
surgeon and
biologist
Roger

|
| | In his Philosophy and Conceptions of Modern Science, furthered the
work of Edwin Slosson, in applying the second law to the study of human history, “a step
forward”; devoted a section to the social energetics, i.e. those who brought physical
chemistry methods to bear on social problems, such as Wilhelm Ostwald, Henry Adams,
1935 and Thomas Carver; on the origin of life, he defined life as a "form of chemical behavior"; in
commentary on Vilfredo Pareto’s conception of human society as a system of molecules or
‘constituents of a statistical ensemble’ notes that the ‘super-observer’ perspective would
be needed to measure the ‘total state’ of the system; in his 1940 The Promise of Scientific
Humanism, discusses how the behavior of living matter, as defined by the
thermodynamics, compares to molecular behavior.

1935

Attempted to explain Vilfredo Pareto's 1916 sociology theories via Gibbsian
thermodynamics "analogies".

Argued that the second law is “useless at the psychological level”; that “as much
importance should be given to feelings as to thermodynamics”; and the 1936 edition of his
1935
controversially best-selling book Man: the Unknown commented that “the German
government has taken ‘energetic measures’ against the propagation of the defective.”

| | Theorized, thermodynamically, that every production process presupposes an
initial hierarch, a primary distinction, an original inequality, a difference between high and
low or between a cold source and hot source, as quantified by the statement that the
c.19 entropy of a given system cannot decline; thus, psychasthenia, the lowering of
Caillois (191335 psychological or mental energy, means that in sexual interactions, and in mimetic-behavior
1978)
resulting sociological interactions, the initial gap diminishes, the power source heats up,
French
production diminishes. The vital distinctions wither. Both the praying mantis, by
sociologist,
assimilating her mate, for instance, and mimetic insects, by ceasing to distinguish
anthropologist
themselves from their surroundings, illustrate this moment in which beings no longer have
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, and
philosopher

the energy to establish difference; notably quipped the famous 1973 quote “Clausius and
Darwin cannot both be right.”

Joseph
Needham
(1900His Silliman memorial lecture (religious-based science lecture) turned book Order and Life
1995)
discusses the heat death, running down, disorganization view of the second law; in the
British
1936 context of the contradictory common man’s view of life as undergoing progressive
biochemist
development; his 1942 “Evolution and Thermodynamics: a Paradox with Social
and Chinese
Significance” expands on this; he was an affinity chemist historian mentor to Jeremy Adler.
chemistry
historian
|
| |
| |
|
| After reading
Henri Bergson’s Creative Evolution (1907), at the age of
twenty, he began to devote himself to solving the riddle
of the relationship between time, human existence, thermodynamics, and evolution,
starting with three articles: “Essay on Physical Philosophy”, “The Problem of Determinism”,
and “The Evolution”, on the topics of determinism, quantum mechanics, biological
Ilya Prigogine 1937 evolution, and time; completed his PhD on The Thermodynamics of Irreversible Phenomena
(1917-2003)
(1941), under Theophile de Donder; obtained cult status and "disciples" with his 1977 SelfRussian-born
Organization in Non-Equilibrium Systems: from Dissipative Structures to Order through
Belgian
Fluctuations (the year he also won the Nobel Prize for his theories); and obtained layperson
chemist and
icon status with his 1984 Order Out of Chaos; went on to published numerous articles,
thermodynami
books, and lectures on his theories up until the year of his death (Is the Future Given?,
cist
2003). Winner of the 1977 Nobel prize in chemistry for his work.

Learned the concept of equilibrium (in what seems to be Gibbsian), as taught to him by
Lawrence Henderson, thus believing that without equilibrium, a society would display no
order; had extensive discussions with Henderson during the writing of the manuscript for
1937
his 1937 The Structure of Social Action; throughout his 1953 Working Papers in the Theory
Talcott
of Action, advanced the claim that social interchange is isomorphic with the laws of
Parsons (1902thermodynamics, and not purely in a metaphorical sense, but in an actual sense.
1979)
American
sociologist
Aldous Huxley
Outlined, in fictional format, ideas on human entropy; wrote the second law themed novel
(1894-1963)
1937
Island (1962).
English writer
Pierre
du
Nouy
(1883-

Advocates of intelligent design, tend to cite his 1939 book The Road to Reason, which is
packed with discussions on entropy, molecules, Maxwell’s demon, kinetic theory,
1947)
thermodynamics, Arthur Eddington, etc., as a standard reference for the argument on the
French-born
1939 improbability of living things to have formed out of the random chance of the material of
American
the universe, from a statistical-mechanical point of view; his 1942 book Human Destiny,
mathematicia
uses a Boltzmann-themed statistical view to argue that the second law of thermodynamics
n, biophysicist,
does not apply to humanity and that God is synonymous with anti-chance.
and religious
philosopher
Donald
Murray (18651945)
1939 Wrote on philosophy in the context of god, thermodynamics, and the steam engine.
New Zealand
engineer and
philosopher
Hyman Levy
(1889-1975)

1939

His Modern Science expresses the (fourth law) view that “side by side with the second law,
in so far as it may be valid for large scale systems—if it is so valid—there must exist a law
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Scottish
mathematicia
n and
philosopher

Paul
Samuelson
(1915-2009)
American
economist

Charles
Sherrington
(1857-1952)
English
physiologist
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for the evolution of novel forms of aggregated energy and the emergence of new
qualities.”

| His PhD dissertation, written hastily in the mid-1940s, modeled each person as an
economic agent, and assumed that each individual acted so as to maximize a quantity
called ‘expected utility’, a model with which he assumed should be able to predict their
behavior in much the same way that physicists predict the behavior of physical objects; a
variational differentiation theory that he had learned, supposedly, from studying under
Edwin Wilson, the sole protégé of Willard Gibbs, who taught Samuelson in lecture that in
the chemical model of the Le Chatelier’s principle, in a system (chemical or economic) the
changes in the equilibrium is a constrained maximization problem, such as when one of the
constraints is marginally tightened or relaxed. Variation of the demand for a factor with a
1940 change in its price, e.g., was analytically similar, according to Samuelson, to
thermodynamic variation in the pressure, volume, and temperature of an ideal gas. The
thesis won international acclaim, and was published in 1947 as Foundations of Economic
Analysis, and would go on to become one of the highest selling economics textbooks of all
time as well as win him the 1970 Nobel Prize in economics. Into the 1970s, nearly turning
his back on the foundations that had made him famous, he became a vocal objector to
economists and ‘retired’ engineers, as he put it, attempting to force analogies of entropy,
energy, and other concepts from physics into the social sciences, thinkers he referred to as
‘half-baked speculator’, particularly when it came to social entropy formulations,
publications he would receive monthly, and called such formulations "mathematical
isomorphisms".

|
| |
Winner of the 1932 Nobel Prize in physiology; in his 1940
1940 philosophical-style Man on His Nature, he touches on entropy, evolution, and life, with
keen-insight states correctly that “chemistry does not know the word life”, a precursor to
the 2009 defunct theory of life and animate thermodynamics.

Wilbur
Urban
(18731952)
American
language
philosopher

c.19
Argued, in what seems to be in opposition to William James' view, that the second
40 law cannot be wholly irrelevant to philosophy, as James said it was in regards to history.

Harold
Davis
(18921974)
American
mathematicia
n

In his ‘econometrics’ theory, according to Nicholas Georgescu, established a formal
1941 similarity between certain thermodynamics equations and economic equations; defined
the utility of money as a representation of “economic entropy”.

Luigi
Fantappie
(1901-1956)
Italian
mathematical
physicist

His term 'syntropy' (or syntropia in Italian), is said to describe phenomena governed by a
1941 force, opposed to entropy, which attracts living systems towards higher levels of
organization and order.
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Mehdi
Bazargan
(1907-1995)
Iranian
mechanical
engineer and
thermodynami
cist

Erwin
Schrödinger
(1887-1961)
Austrian
physicist and
statistical
thermodynami
cist

| | |
| Completed his PhD in thermodynamics (1930s);
wrote on “The Thermodynamics of Love” (c.1942); in his Labor in Islam (1946), wrote a
chapter on physiological thermodynamics of human labor in the context of will power;
1942 during a five-month prison spell (for political opposition), wrote the Human
Thermodynamics (1956), the first book entitled “human thermodynamics”, wherein he
used a thermodynamics based framework, in particular Helmholtz free energy equation
(adjacent) to explain Islam, work, death, desire, love, and reincarnation scientifically.

| Won 1933 Nobel Prize in physics; his 1943 course
of lectures on the physics of life, delivered at Trinity
College, Dublin, documented in his What is Life? (1944),
1943 he instilled the paradoxical idea into the minds of the lay public that the negative value of
entropy is a measure of order of the body in question; and that life is something that feeds
on negative entropy; after which, however, he was attacked by his physicist colleagues,
replying that he would have turned the discussion towards free energy, but judged the
concept too difficult for the lay public

Leslie
White
(1900Scripted crude formulas on the nature of energy, entropy, and free energy in culture;
1943
1975)
described as "anthropology's most significant prophet of the second law."
American
anthropologist

Buckminster
Fuller (18951893)
American
architect and
philosopher

Léon Brillouin
(1889-1969)
French-born
American
physicist

|
Introduced the energy slave concept; in 1975 posited a metaphorical theory of
1944 synergetics, where he loosely equated synergy to negentropy; in his 1976 And it Came to
Pass—Not to Stay, wrote about evolution as an eddy in the second law.

|
|
In a 1946 debate at Harvard on how to understand life in the context of a
universe governed by the second law, three point of view emerged: (a) physics and
chemistry will soon be able to explain life, without any special “life principle”; (b)
something more is needed before we understand life; (c) life cannot be understood
without reference to a special “life principle”; that thermodynamics only applies to dead
and inert matter; that life is an exception to the second law; his 1949 article “Life,
1946 Thermodynamics, and Cybernetics” argues for the latter opinion; contains a section on
Entropy and Intelligence, wherein he states that a standard issue of The New York Times,
Norbert Weiner’s Cybernetics, and an equal weight of scrap paper all have the same
entropy; this was followed by “Thermodynamics and Information Theory” (1950),
“Negentropy Principle of Information” (1953), and Science and Information Theory (1956)
all of which use a hodgepodge of mathematical derivation to make connections between
thermodynamics, information, and cybernetics so to attempt to substantiate his "living
principle" argument.
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Johannes
Lisman
Compiled the book Econometrics, Statistics, and Thermodynamics; his 1949
(c.1900- 1946 “Econometrics and Thermodynamics” picks apart Harold Davis’ attempt (1941) to use
c.1990)
thermodynamic equations, in an isomorphism manner, to make a theory of budgets.
Dutch scientist

Alfred
Ubbelohde
(1907-1988)
Belgian-born
English
thermodynami
cist

| |
|
In his Time and Thermodynamics, he notes that life-histories of people
would have to be taken, e.g. whether or not a bachelor had been successful in business or
not prior to a first date, into account to formulate human chemical thermodynamic models
of equilibrium, such as in measuring the financial temperature of a cinema; in his 1955
1947 Man and Energy, chapter "Thermodynamics and Life", he introduced the subject of
animate thermodynamics (a modern-day replacement for the incorrigible term “life
thermodynamics”) by stating that "animate matter" is the synonym for the old-fashioned
outdated shorthand term "life", thus seeding the 2009 defunct theory of life; also coined
the term “disentropic”.

Emyr
Hughes
(1905Promoted the view that “energy among molecules is like money among men. The rich
1947
1978)
are few, the poor numerous.”
Welsh physical
chemist
Tjalling
Koopmans
(1910-1985)
Dutch-born
American
mathematicia
n, theoretical
physicist, and
economist

1947

| Viewed people as the "molecules of economic life"; in 1970s, began speculating on
how entropy applies to the study of these molecules of economic life.

Andrew
Pikler
(c.1910c.1980)
American
electrical
engineer

Gave an overview of the use of mechanics and thermodynamics in economics in the
1947 early years and highlighting connections, such as between temperature and velocity of
circulation of money; his economic ideas were promoted by John Neumann.

Claude
Shannon
(1916-2001)
American
electrical
engineer

His article “A Mathematical Theory of Communication” attempt to make a formal
parallel between Boltzmann entropy and the informational content of 1s and 0s sent in
1948 telegraph lines, infamously also calling the latter by the name “entropy”; in 1955, after
years of attack for his name borrowing affair, he had to recant that the basic results of his
subject are “not necessarily relevant to such fields as psychology, economics, and other
social sciences.”

|
His Cybernetics: or Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine,
introduced the subject of cybernetics and commented (based on the 1943 work of Erwin
Norbert
Schrodinger) that "the notion of information attaches itself very naturally to a classical
Wiener (1894- 1948
notion in statistical mechanics: that of entropy"; his 1950 The Human Uses of Human
1964)
Beings: Cybernetics and Society, contains a chapter "Entropy and Progress", in which he
American
theorizes about progress entropically.
mathematicia
n
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Harold Blum
(1899-1980)
American
biologist

1950

Richard
Raymond
(c.1935-)
American
physicist

His 1950 “Communication, Entropy, and Life” extends on the work of Leon Brillouin,
Norbert Wiener, and Ludwig Bertalanffy to discuss ideas on entropy, information, and
1950
living organisms; authored the 1951 “The Well-Informed Heat Engine” on what seems to
be Leo Szilard's ideas.

His Time’s Arrow and Evolution aimed to reconcile the second law, time's arrow, with
organic evolution.

Josef Fischer
(1894-1973)
1950
Czech
Worked hard to develop a fourth law of thermodynamics.
s
philosopher
and sociologist

His 1951 BAAS lecture “Physics of Social Equilibrium”, he outlines a recommendation that
sociology students should use both the sciences of crystallography and statistical
Reinhold Furth 1951 mechanics as their models for the study of society, the latter of which he says holds great
(1893-1979)
possibilities.
Czechoslovaki
an-born
English
physicist
Pope Pius
XII (18761958)
|
In his notorious Nov 28 Christmas lecture, he argued that Rudolf Clausius' law of
Head of
1951
entropy
provides "eloquent evidence of the existence of a Necessary Being."
Catholic
Church, 19391958
His ‘social atom theory’, a modified Freudian-Jungian psychology mixed with extrapolated
Jacob Moreno
(1889-1974)
chemistry-physics metaphors, in which each person is defined as a social atom, with focus
Romanian1951 on the differences in energy levels of different relationships, and how invested energy in
born American
specific relationship bonds can cause spontaneous quantum leaps or up or down shifts in
psychologist
relationship structure and dynamics.

C.G. Darwin
(1887-1962)
English
physicist

Jerome
Rothstein
(1918-)

| | The introduction to his book The Next Million Years,
defined the science of "human thermodynamics" as the statistical mechanics of
1952 conservative dynamical systems of "human molecules", a subject that he viewed to have
the power to predict the next million years of human evolution, outlining the framework of
this subject using an analogy on Boyle's law (adjacent).

Noted for his various publications, beginning in 1952, arguing for the equivalence of system
“organization” and the information theory version of “negative entropy”; his 1960 lecture
“Thermodynamics and Some Undecidable Physical Questions” argued that the second law
is violated in the cases of: determinism and free will, the origin of the universe, the fate of
1952
the universe, and the discovery or causes of purposes in nature; his circa 1974
“Generalized Life”, uses thermodynamic arguments to conclude that life forms in the
cosmos may exist as self-replicating, computer-controlled, heat engines able to play
survival games, that we may not be able to recognize.
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American
physicist
Vera Daniel
(c.1913-)
English
physicist and
electrical
researcher

His “Physical Principles in Human Cooperation” uses analogy as a starting point to apply
physical principles to human affairs; his 1954 “The Uses and Abuses of Analogy” attempts
to show that while most analogy abstractions to human modeling are unsound, that his is
1952
justified because his approach uses the scientific method and that his “excursion into
sociology constitutes a use and not an abuse of analogy”; comments on Winiarski's social
mechanics that it would involve "calculations of fantastic difficulty".

Motoyosi
Sugita (19051990)
Japanese
physicist

1952

William Jordy
(1917-1997)
American
historian

His article “Negative Entropy” critiques Erwin Schrodinger’s 1943 negative entropy
hypothesis; founder of Society for Studies on Entropy.

His Henry Adams: Scientific Historian is highly critical of Henry
Adams’ attempt to apply the laws of science, in particular the
1952
phase rule and the second law, to history; goes into detail discussing Willard Gibbs and his
phase rule equation (shown) applied to history.

Gordon Van
Wylen (1920-)
American
1953 Wrote a thermodynamics textbook which included a discussion of God.
mechanical
engineer
His 1953 Fundamentals of Ecology, co-written with his brother Eugene Odum, he penned
Howard Odum
chapter on energetics introduced an type energy circuit language; in 1955, in coordination
with American physicist and chemical engineer Richard C. Pinkerton, motivated by Alfred
(1924-2002)
American
Lotka's 1922 articles on the energetics of evolution, they developed a theory (maximum
1953
ecologist and
power principle) that natural systems tend to operate at an efficiency that produces the
systems
maximum power output, not the maximum efficiency. This theory in turn motivated Odum
theorist
to propose maximum power as a fundamental thermodynamic law; a fourth law, as he
later came to call it (1994).
Eugene Odum
(1917-2002)
His textbook Fundamentals of Ecology incorporated the first two laws of thermodynamics
1953
American
into ecology.
zoologist

|
In the 1950s, gained an understanding of entropy from cybernetics; in 1955
coined the terms entropology and entropologist; in 1959 discussed the energetic and
Claude Lévi1955 entropic nature of “hot” (primitive cultures) and “cold” (modern cultures) societies;
discussed how modern civilizations are “powered by a difference of electrical pressure
Strauss (1908expressed in various forms of social hierarchy, where a social imbalance is used to produce
2009)
both much greater order and much less entropy in relations between people.”
French
anthropologist
Walter
Albersheim
(1897-c.1982)
German-born
American
electrical
engineer and
physicist

1955 Wrote an article on entropy and evil.

Fred Cottrell
(1903-1979)

1955

His Energy and Society sought to explain human societies as thermodynamic systems and
to connect this with cultural evolution.
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American
sociologist
|
|
|
| |
| Began working out her impulse theory of happiness,
while in college (1930s), defining humans a ‘chemical units’ or ‘units of energy’ that attract
toward each other, as well as bang into each other causing friction and heat, as do other
atoms and particles of the universe, and that the reason for existence is not to be found in
Elizabeth
1956 sex but rather circling around a certain disposition towards following one’s impulses (as
well as giving direction to the impulses of one’s children) in the creation new unities,
Porteus (1911orders, and harmonies, in accordance with the second law; ran a popular column (1956)
2010)
expounding on her philosophy in the Honolulu Advertiser, which ran for 26 columns;
American
eventually compiled and published in My Twentieth Century Philosophy (1987) and later
philosopher
online (1999) and in the JHT (2005).

|
His The Evolution of Human Nature speculates on how the second law of
Charles
1956 thermodynamics may or may not apply to the mind, in relation to entropy increases or
decreases in open or closed systems; discussing aspects of human social evolution
Herrick (1868thermodynamically.
1960)
American
neurologist
Isaac

His short story The Last Question is centered on the second law and heat death; authored
Asimov (1920the 1970 “In the Game of Energy and Thermodynamics You Can’t Break Even”; his 1975
1956
1992)
Biographical Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, was the staple reference for Ingo
Russian-born
Muller’s 2007 A History of Thermodynamics.
American
biochemist
and science
fiction writer
Ramon
Margalef
(19192004)
Spanish
ecologist

In his Information Theory in Ecology outlined a cybernetics, information theory, and
1957 thermodynamics theory of ecology; is noted for his exosomatic energy vs. endosomatic
energy theories.

Thomas
Pynchon
(1937-)
American
engineering
physicist
turned writer

In his short story "Entropy", he employed the entropy models of Henry Adams and
1958 Norbert Wiener; followup entropy-themed stories and novels, including:The Crying of Lot
49 (1966), The Slow Learner (1985), etc., that have gained a sort of cult-following.

Alan
Watts
(19151973)
AngloAmerican
philosopher

c.19
60

|

Wrote on a mixture of thermodynamics and Eastern philosophy.

Noted for his dissection of Freudian logic in regards to how it rested on the view of man as
an energy machine; in his 1968 lectures, he extrapolated on the conservation of energy
1960
and entropy, albeit in a very obscure and riddled manner, speaking of entropy, for
s
example, as a “loss of jouissance”, in some way connected to the pleasure principle or a
Jacques Lacan
loss of enjoyment.
(1901-1981)
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French
psychoanalyst
Niklas

Luhmann
(1927-1998)
German
sociologist
Howard
Seifert (19111977)
American
aeronautics
physicist

1960 Studied under Talcott Parsons (1961); later would emphasize entropy, disorder, and
s communicative failure; is said to have shared systems views of society with Jacques Ellul.

His talk “Can We Decrease Our Entropy?” takes issue with Robert Lindsey’s thermodynamic
1961 imperative, on the suggestion that it is it is one’s moral responsibility to create order, even
though no one knows or agrees on what constitutes “maximum order”.

Steven Polgar
His “Evolution and the Thermodynamic Imperative” builds on Robert Lindsay’s 1959
(1931-1978)
thermodynamic imperative to talk about ‘entropy retarding’ and ‘availability of energy’
Hungarian1961
aspects of living systems in the development of cultures and in the actions of information
born American
transmissions through generations.
anthropologist

|
| Was of the opinion, culled from Henry Carey, that “in the physical universe,
heat is engendered by friction. Consequently the case must be the same in the social
1962 world. The ‘particles’ must rub together here, as they do there. The rubbing of the human
Werner Stark
molecules, which produces warmth, light and forward movement, is the interchange of
(1909-1985)
goods, services, and ideas.”
Austrian social
economist
Bernard
Strehler
(1925-2001)
American
biologist

Began developing aging theories in 1944; attempted to establish an aging research
1962 institute with Leo Szilard in 1956; his 1962 book Time, Cells, and Aging, attempt to explain
how entropy relates to aging.

Ivan
Bazarov
(1916| In his Thermodynamics textbook, he argued logically against the thermodynamic
2005)
1964
proof
of the existence of god; in particular, a version discussed by Friedrich Engels.
Russian
thermodynami
cist
James

Lovelock
(1919-)
English
scientist

| | |
While at NASA, in theorizing in their upcoming plans to explore Mars,
proposed that to build a machine that would recognize alien life, it would need to be able
1964 to look for or detect an “entropy reduction, since this must be a general characteristic of all
forms of life”; outlined his model in his 1975 article “Thermodynamics and the Recognition
of Alien Biospheres”; this resulted in the 1979 "Gaia hypothesis" which argued that the
earth is a type of living symbiotic organism.

His Games People Play builds on the psychodynamic work of Sigmund Freud, particularly
Eric Berne
ego states, to frame out a social psychodynamics where players motives depends on
(1910-1970)
aspects of the mental states of the other players in the game; focuses on the notion that
Canadian-born 1964
stimulus-hunger through social interaction is parallel to that of the hunger for food and
American
that in the modern world, with an over-abundance of food available to the average person,
psychiatrist
the former hunger takes precedence in one’s waking hours.
Peter
Hammond

1964

His Cultural and Social Anthropology, culls from Schrodinger and Boltzmann, argues that to
understand man we must understand that “cultural systems, like biological systems,
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(c.1929-)
American
anthropologist

expend energy that is captured [by the sun]; in performing a ritual, playing a game,
regarding a churinga with awe, or breathing a silent prayer, the event is an expression of
energy expended.”

Jurgen Ruesch
(1910-1995)
Noted for having classified “psycho-thermodynamics” as the psychological modeling of
Swiss-born
1964 human functioning based on energy analogies; as contrasted with “psychohydraulics”
American
(pressure analogies) or “psychoelectronics” (machine analogies).
psychiatrist
Douglas
Spanner
(c.1920-)
English
biophysicist
and minister

1964

James
Coleman
(19261995)
American
chemical
engineer and
sociologist

His Introduction of Mathematical Sociology outlined a Shannon entropy type "entropy
1964 index" of racial diversity, which he claimed was parallel to Gibbs entropy and Boltzmann
entropy.

Jack Kirkaldy
(1926-)
Canadian
materials
science
engineer
Horton
Johnson
(1923-)
American
pathologist

Wrote An Introduction to Thermodynamics: Experimental Botany; later wrote on the
creation and evolution debate (1987; 2004).

His “Thermodynamics of the Human Brain” outlines a free energy minimization principle of
brain operation, consciousness, and development; his “Thermodynamics of Terrestrial
1965 Evolution” argues that the “causal element of biological evolution and development can be
understood in terms of a potential function which is generalized from the variational
principles of irreversible thermodynamics.”

Wrote a number of articles (1965-1987) on information theory, thermodynamics, and
cellular biology; his 1970 “Information Theory in Biology after 18 Years” concludes (as one
1965
might have guessed) that “applications of information theory to biology, have not proved
very useful.”

After stumbled upon a chance lecture of Carl Jung was instantly converted into the path
Mihály
c.19 of becoming a psychologist, thereafter using Jung's theories on entropy to formulate a flow
Csíkszentmihál 65 theory of optimal experience, i.e. Csíkszentmihályi flow, or “states of optimal experience”,
as outlined in his popular 1990 Flow – the Psychology of Optimal Experience, and others to
yi (1934-)
follow.
Hungarianborn American
psychologist

Nicholas
Georgescu
(1906-1994)
Romanianborn American

Published an introductory essay on the relation between entropy and economics; his
highly-cited 1971 book The Entropy Law and the Economic Process, situated a material
1966 entropy theory which argued that economic systems are governed by the second law,
albeit he misinterpreted bound energy and free energy, to mean that, in economic terms,
available energy stored in fossil fuels tends to be used up over time and converted into an
unusable form of waste heat or energy.
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mathematicia
n

William Plank
(c.1934-)
American
philosopher

Completed his MA thesis on “Art and the Artist in the Cosmogenesis of Teilhard de
1966 Chardin” on Pierre Teilhard; his 2002 book The Will to Power and the Nature of Dissipative
Structures outlines a Teilhard-based dissipative system philosophy on Friedrich Nietzsche's
"will to power".

Erwin Hiebert
(c.1926-)
American
science
historian

1966 Wrote essay: The Uses and Abuses of Thermodynamics in Religion.

Kenneth
Boulding
(19101993)
English-born
American
economist

| His article “The Economics of the Coming Spaceship Earth”, which introduced the
1966 factitious concept of “material entropy”, is often-cited as having launched the modern field
of economic thermodynamics; his 1978 Ecodynamics: A New Theory of Social Evolution,
discusses entropy and the second law.

John
O'Manique
(1936-2003)
Canadian
philosopher

1966

Daniel Katz
(1903-1998)
American
psychologist

His highly-cited The Social Psychology of Organization, co-written with Robert Kahn, utilizes
1966 a mix of energy, entropy, general systems theory, to model individuals as carriers of energy
so to outline a social psychology of organization.

Robert Kahn
(1918-)
American
psychologist /
systems
theorist

1966

Did PhD dissertation on Pierre Teilhard; later wrote Energy and Evolution (1969).

Co-author to energy-entropy themed book The Social Psychology of Organization with
Daniel Katz.

Was the 1964 English translator of Ludwig Boltzmann’s Lectures on Gas Theory; his 1967
“Thermodynamics and History” addresses the use of thermodynamic theory in art and
literature; his 1976 book The Kind of Motion We Call Heat, on the history of kinetic theory,
Stephen Brush 1967 won the Pfizer Award of History of Science Society; his 1978 The Temperature of History:
(1935-)
Phases of Science and Culture in the Nineteenth Century, in which he discusses the
American
thermodynamics of Henry Adams and Freud’s death wish, among other topics.
chemist,
physicist, and
science
historian
Herman
Daly
(1938-)
American
economist

| Completed his PhD in economics under Nicholas Georgescu; in his follow up
articles and books, e.g. “On Economics as a Life Science” (1968), Steady State Economics
1967 (1977), Beyond Growth (1996), etc., employed a Boulding material entropy / Georgescu
entropy hourglass model to argue that the ultimate natural sources of scarcity is lowentropy matter-energy.
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Walter
Buckley (1922In his Sociology and Modern Systems Theory utilized negentropy, culled from general
2006)
1967
systems theory, in theorizing about social decline.
American
sociologist
Johan

Galtung
(1930-)
Norwegian
sociologist

His “Entropy and the General Theory of Peace”, a mix of thermodynamics and
information theory to explain peace and conflict using conceptions such as “conflict
energy”, “conflict transformation”, “actor entropy”, and “interaction entropy”; postulates
1967 that macro-conflicts, such as war between nations, will occur when entropy level is low,
while micro-conflicts, such as cognitive dissonance, will occur when the entropy level is
high; defines entropy condition of messiness or disorder but not in a pejorative sense; the
incapacity of a system to crystallize or establish order permits, for instance, greater
complexity and diversity, thus acting to mitigate the reification of violent structures.

Robert E.
Mueller
(c.1927-)
American art
theorist

1967

Lila Gatlin
(1928-)
American
biophysicist

In 1967, gave a series of lectures to graduate students in biology at Bryn Mawr on life
defined as an “information processing system”, such that DNA stores the information, the
brain process it, and the who thing has something to do with entropy; this resulted in her
1967
1972 Information Theory and the Living System, in which she argues that entropy reduction
within living systems occurs whenever information is stored, and devotes a section on the
“Reductionist—Anti-reductionist Controversy”.

His 1967 The Science of Art: the Cybernetics of Creative Communication employs
entropy, cybernetics, Maxwell’s demon, etc., theory to discuss art and communication.

Georges
Balandier
Noted for his view that “power may be defined, for every society, as resulting from the
(1920-)
1967
need to struggle against the entropy that threatens it with disorder.”
French
anthropologist
Harry
Overstreet
(1875-1970)
American
philosopher
and naturalist
humanist

Ludwig
Bertalanffy
(1901-1972)
Austrian
biologist
Frank
Lambert
(1921-)
American
organic
chemist

| | Introduction of the term “extropy”, a counter-entropy (anti-entropy)
c.19
67 quantity, which he defined as involving truth and beauty and goodness, would be expected
to lead inevitably to God.

His General Systems Theory employs a mix of biology, information theory (from Claude
1968 Shannon), cybernetics (from Norbert Wiener), and bit of verbal thermodynamics, to outline
a general systems theory to which he alluded could be applied sociologically.

Wrote the article “The Ontology of Evil”, discussing different types of thermodynamic evil;
taught a course on entropy to humanities students for many years; in circa 2000 launched
1968
a slurry of entropy/second law websites, promoting a energy dispersal view of entropy,
among other subjects.

Bruce
Gunn
(c.1940-)
Argued that Le Chatelier's principle and transformation of energy define employee
1968
American
motivation.
business
marketing and
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management
theorist

Ronald Fox
(1943-)
American
physicist

Completed PhD in 1969 with a dissertation on “Contributions to the Theory of
Nonequilibrium Thermodynamics”; his 1998 Energy and the Evolution of Life argues that
1969
the flow of energy through matter was the impetus for the origin of life and for the
continued complexity of evolution as it occurs.

John
Devoted the entire first chapter, titled “Point of View”, of his monumental three-volume
Attachment series treatise, towards an effort to discredit psychodynamics founder
Bowlby (1907- 1969 Sigmund Freud in his use of physics terms, such as energy, entropy, force, pressure, or
inertia, as in "principle of inertia", etc., in psychology; arguing, for instance, that “nor is it
1990)
to be supposed that the principle of entropy apples to living as it does to non-living
British
systems.”
developmenta
l psychologist

Nathan
Schwartz
(c.1940-)
Swiss-born
American
Jungian
psychologist

1969

| Did 222-page PhD thesis on Entropy, Negentropy, and the Psyche: an Inquiry into the
Structure of Psychic Energy.

Elihu
Fein
(c.1916-)
American
physicist

Robert Nisbet
(1913-1996)
American
sociologist

|
In his "Demography and Thermodynamics", he outlines a "molecular sociology",
1970 in which he explains how social activity is analogous to molecular activity; using concepts
such as adiabatic and entropy in social systems.

In his The Social Bond, attempted to use modern chemistry and physics as a role model to
outline a version of sociology where a “man is chemical and physical being”, but “also
1970 social”, and sought to pinpoint the “forces” that hold individuals together in groups and
institutions (employing the terms: 'social bonds' actuating the 'social molecule' to explain
these subjects; devoted a chapter to "social entropy" (on order and disorder in society).

Rudolf
Arnheim
(1904-2007)
German-born
His Entropy and Art: an Essay on Disorder and Order, overviews a number of views on the
1971
American
ordering tendencies in life in relation to statistical disorder and art.
psychologist
and visual arts
theorist
John Garcia
(1936-2001)
American
writer

1971 Built on Pierre Teilhard, to outline a type of anti-entropy creative moral evolution theory.
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Alan
Wilson
(1939-)
English urban
architect

Daedalus
(c.1930-)
Science writer

Arthur Iberall
(1918-2002)
American
physicistengineer

Frederick
Rossini
(1899-1990)
American
chemical
thermodyna
micist

In his book Entropy in Urban and Regional Modelling, he used thermodynamics and
1970 entropy logic to facilitate city planning, based on the logic of general systems theory and
entropy.

Outlined a molecular sociology based type of financial thermodynamics, in several weekly
1971 columns of New Scientist, describing money as a heat-like entity whose concentration
determines a financial temperature.

| |
Beginning with his Toward a General Science of Viable Systems and
culminating with his 1993 Foundations for Social and Biological Evolution, he outlined a
1971 rather detailed and interesting systems within systems theory of dynamical change,
defining people as “human atomisms”, using theories such as homeokinetics, field
thermodynamics, i.e. the Hamiltonian applied to sociology and biology, each heavily
integrated with thermodynamics and physics.

| Argued that the equilibrium constant
version of the Gibbs equation (adjacent)
1971 explains the paradox between freedom and
security in social life, in a chemical thermodynamics sense; this hypothesis launched the
2006 Rossini debate on whether or not this human chemical thermodynamics framework is
true, especially in a post 9/11 world.

Roy

Henderson
(c.1935-)
Australian
mechanical
engineer
Henry Bent
(c.1927-)
American
physical
chemist

|
Modeled of crowd behavior and pedestrian traffic on fluid mechanics and ideal
1971 gas models; in his first paper, the highly-cited 1971 “The Statistics of Crowd Fluids”, he
measured the movements of college students on a campus and children on a playground,
finding that in both cases their movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution.

In 1962, introduced the global entropy analysis approach used to assess the spontaneity of
physicochemical processes; published the The Second Law (1965); his 1971 “Haste Makes
Waste: Pollution and Entropy” attempts at a connection between the maintenance of the
environment and entropy; his 1977 “Entropy and the Energy Crisis” coins the phrase
1971
“personal entropy ethic” in arguing that to help the energy crises one needs to be ethical in
the energetic aspects of life based on knowledge of the second law and spent a year on the
road conducting a “Thermodynamics, Art, Poetry, and the Environment” workshop for the
Office of Science Education.
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His 1971 article “The Option for Survival” argues that in order to understand ‘survival’ one
must use a thermodynamics view on the premise that people must recycle waste while the
1971
thermodynamic potential is still moderately high; authored at least three followup articles
Stephen Berry
on the application of thermodynamics to economics (1972, 1978, 1979).
(1931-)
American
physical
chemist
Tibor Ganti
(c.1930-)
Hungarian
chemical
engineer

Developed his theory that living organisms are chemotons, or chemical automatons; his
2003 Chemoton Theory: Theory of Living Systems discusses the energy/thermodynamics
1971
based “life theories” of four noted thinkers: Gottfried Leibniz (particularly his theory of the
soul), Erwin Bauer, Erwin Schrodinger, and Ludwig Bertalanffy.

Olivier

Beauregard
(1911-2007)
French
theoretical
physicist

In his 1972 “Information Theory and Thermodynamics”, co-written with Myron Tribus,
defe1963nding the thermodynamics interpretation of information; his 1963 The Second
1972 Principle of the Science of Time, Entropy, Information, and Irreversibility attempts to
reconcile reversible time of relativity, and irreversible time of consciousness and
thermodynamics, using the information theory ideas of Leo Szilard and Leon Brillouin.

Marlan
Blissett
(c.1933-)
American
political
scientist

His Politics in Science, has a chapter “Big Science and the Laws of Social Thermodynamics”,
in which he pens a set of "laws of social thermodynamics"; argues that “social and political
1972
space must be constantly affirmed against the entropy of an environment”; collaborated
Howard Odum in 1987, on the topic of emergy analysis.

Jacques Ellul
(1912-1994)
French
sociologist

His The Political Illusion speculates on entropy in modern society; his 1990 The
1972 Technological Bluff uses entropy in social systems theories, discussing terms such as
economic entropy, technological entropy, and neg-entropy in the reverse process.

George
Effinger (1947His science fiction novel What Entropy Means to Me, concludes with a section on black
2002)
1972
hole entropy and god.
American
writer

Stephen
Coleman
(1942-)
American
political
scientist

Kenneth
Friedman

|
|
His PhD dissertation-turned book (Measurement and Analysis of Political
Systems: a Science of Social Behavior, 1975) employed information theory concepts
(mostly) to concepts such as political thermodynamics, political entropy, and voting, to
argue ideas such as: “an entropy value for a unitary social system is analogous to a
1972 temperature reading for a thermodynamic system, such as a volume of gas. In a state of
temperature equilibrium one temperature measurement describes the whole volume of
any part of it. If a social system is in an entropy equilibrium, a single entropy measurement
describes the state of the system or any subsystem. For a system in partial equilibrium, the
entropy values of its subsystems must be known.”
After completing his MS in physics and PhD in the philosophy of science at MIT, he then
studied nonlinear thermodynamics under Ilya Prigogine (and Laszlo Tisza), as well as
studying under philosophers such as Karl Popper and Huston Smith; after chairing the
1973 philosophy department at SUNY at Oswego, for twelve years, he then worked as a
securities analysis and money manager, during which time he claims to have capitalized on
a cyclic view of markets grounded in nonlinear thermodynamics; his 2003 Myths of the
Free Market models economies as nonlinear thermodynamic systems where people are
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(c.1945-)
American
physicist,
philosopher,
and financial
theorist

Stephen
Hawking
(1942-)
British
astrophysicist

Eugene Ruyle
(1936-)
American
anthropologist

viewed as interacting economically similar to the way the neighboring molecules of a
Benard cell “cooperate” in their movement to dissipate heat.

Co-authored the 1973 paper “The Four Laws of Black Hole Mechanics”, Brandon Carter
James Bardeen, on black hole thermodynamics and black hole entropy; his 1988 book A
Brief History of Time discusses entropy and the psychological arrow; his Illustrated 1996
1973 edition contains a order-disorder diagram of a human in the act of reading in regards to
entropy change (one of the clues that stimulated Libb Thims in to figuring out (2001) how
the quantity “H – TS” changes from states to states of human instances or periods of
human configurational existence.

Pioneered the science of ethnoenergetics, a precursory themed subject to human
thermodynamics, arguing that labor, value, money, and capital are all forms of
“ethnoenergy”, defined as “somatic energy expended by the members of a population”,
1973
that property is an “ethnoenergetic field”, and that money is “a symbol for energy, a claim
on the energy of other people”; in 2003, outlined a theory of social “thermodynamic flows”
and discussed the idea of a "thermodynamic substratum" underlying human society.

Lev
|
His “A Generalized Thermodynamic Approach to Resource Exchange and
Rozonoer
Allocation”
discusses analogies in thermodynamics and economics; in 1998, was theorizing
(c.1934-) 1973
on the relation between information, entropy, and energy dissipation in information
Russian
transmission.
cybernetician
Harold
Nieburg
(1927-2001)
American
political
scientist
Lynn

Margulis
(1938-)
American
biologist

His Culture Storm contains a chapter entitled "political thermodynamics" (his
coining) that cites a few individuals such as Bertrand Russell, Claude Levi-Strauss, and Eric
1973 Berne, to outline ideas such as how “in any specific bargaining engagement, one party’s
order becomes another’s entropy”; how The boundaries of conflicting systems of order can
overlap creating arenas of social entropy (relative disorder) and competition”; how there
may exist a “postulate a thermodynamic law of behavior”, among other ideas.
| | |
|
Began working with James Lovelock (1964) in efforts to explain
the symbiotic relation the biosphere and the atmosphere using a mixture of chemical
c.19 thermodynamics, cybernetics, information theory, employing the 1968 essergy theory of
73 Robert Evans to unify the entire approach; went on to write a number of books over the
years, e.g. What is Life? (1995), What is Sex? (1997), Dazzle Gradually: Reflections on the
Nature of Nature (2007), with her son Dorion Sagan, etc., all themed on a variety of lifecentric thermodynamic theories.

Henry Morris
(1918-2006)
American civil- 1974 Argued that evolution is impossible according to the second law.
hydraulics
engineer
Albert
SzentGyorgyi
(1893-1986)
Hungarian
physiologist
and
bioenergetics

| Proposed (1974) to replace the term "negative entropy" (or negentropy) with
“syntropy”, which he pictured as a force which causes living things to reach "higher and
1974 higher levels of organization, order and dynamic harmony"; followed this up with his 1977
article "Drive in Living Matter to Perfect Itself"; winner of the 1931 Nobel Prize in
physiology for his synthesis of Vitamin C.
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Paul
Davies
| | His The Physics of Time Asymmetry is a detailed exposition on reversibility; in
(1946)
1974 circa 1983, he began to develop a gravity-driven entropy gap theory of order creation to
account for the origin of life, which he has expanded on in a number of books into the
English
1990s and 2000s.
physicist and
astrobiologist
Carter Finn
(1935-)
American
writer

1974

Did thesis/dissertation on Religion, Philosophy, and the Second Law of
Thermodynamics.

His Energy and Structure: a Theory of Social Power, cites individuals and topics such as:
Claude Levi-Strauss, dissipative systems, Erwin Schrodinger, Alfred Lotka, energy forms,
embodied energy, maximum power principle, Nicholas Georgescu, Howard Odum, Leslie
Richard
White, Maxwell’s demon, negative entropy, etc., to argue that social power and
Adams (1924-)
1975 anthropological studies of energy processes are based on the first and second law, to the
American
effect that social power is based on control over energetic processes; his 1988 book The
anthropologist
Eighth Day: Social Evolution as the Self-Organization of Energy, argues that energy
processes provide a basis for explaining, comparing, and measuring complex social
evolution, wherein society is conceived as a self-organization of energy.
Joel
de

His The Macroscope: a New World Scientific System, uses a mix of cybernetics, systems
theory, biochemistry, and thermodynamics, the human particle view (advanced
intelligence perspective), energy, entropy, negentropy, and free energy to a significant
Rosnay (1937- 1975 extent, to outline a “macroscopic view of society”; his 1995 book The Symbiotic Man cites
)
the likes of Ilya Prigogine, Pierre Teilhard, and chaos theory, etc., and comments that there
French
are “two great tendencies of matter, toward life and toward entropy.”
biochemist
Orrin Klapp
(1915-1997)
American
sociologist

In 1975, spoke in terms of controlling boundaries in order to, among other things, restrict
the entry of entropy into the social system; his 1978 Opening and Closing outlines a
1975
general systems theory / Shannon-thermodynamics type theory of “entropic
communication” in society.

David
Foster
(c.1919-)
English
scientist

|
|
His Intelligent Universe: a Cybernetic Philosophy, mixes the second law ideas
with blind random chance notions; his 1985 The Philosophical Scientists outlines a rather
1975 convoluted existence of God theory in which employs "specificity" (improbability), along
with cybernetics, to argue that something called "logos" (that which is behind DNA)
"circumnavigates the second law", and that universe was brought into existence by the
void of God's mental space, or something along these lines.

Arthur
Young
(19051999)
American
engineer and
philosopher

|
| In his 1976 Reflexive Universe, he attempts to discredit determinism using
1976 negentropy ideas and attempts to explain consciousness and the soul in terms of the first
law.

|
| | |
|
|
Published a number of articles and book chapters
centered around thermodynamics, evolution, complexity, information, with side1976 excursions on religious commentary, culminating in his 1987 book Evolution,
Thermodynamics, and Information; he is cited by those as Eric Schneider, Charles ****,
Jeffrey Wicken
among others, as sort of a legend and main inspiration behind continued thermodynamic
(c.1940excursions.
c.2000)
American
biochemist
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Fred Fox
(1919-2007)
American
professor of
science
education

Ed Stephan
(1939-2008)
American
chemistry
major turned
political
scientist and
sociologist

1976

Outlined ideas on ethics based on the second law, e.g. that social aspirations are antientropic, organization equates to potential energy, etc.

In 1977, following a talk on human population
distributions, began with physicist Louis Barrett questions
such as whether “humans are fermions or boson”; in 1980, began to discuss with chemist
George Gerhold the subject of how the a Gibbs fundamental equation (version shown)
applies to sociological systems of people; questions they speculated on included: “What is
the total time in a social system? At the level of particles, temperature is just velocity of
movement. I sense an analogy between temperature in physical systems and the
technology of transportation and communication in social systems. Modern societies are
'hotter'. Big cities (high interactance centers) are 'hot': People, commodities and ideas
move around faster. 'Hot' regions subdivide territory more thoroughly than 'cool' ones.
1977
And what is entropy — unpredictability? is that what we call freedom? What is the social
equivalent of the product entropy-times-temperature? Freedom of movement? What do
pressure and volume suggest, if anything? Could the raw product kNT be given some
sociological meaning? Do humans have something like chemical potential, some sort of
(bonding) potential? Maybe the last two terms in could be combined into something with a
meaning specific to sociology. Combining them into -N(1 + α), with N as a population —
what would be the sociological significance of the factor -(1 + α)/β? Could the value for β
computed above in the case of urban population distributions (β = 2v/xμ) have any
application?”; published some of his finalized ideas in the 1995 online book The Division of
Territory in Society.

Reiner

Kummel
(1939-)
German
theoretical
physicist

| His first articles was “Energy and Economic Growth”; followed up by books such as
1977 Energy and Justice; since 2005, has been teaching a course on "Economics and
Thermodynamics", at the University of Wurzburg, and authored the 2011 book The Second
Law of Economics: Energy, Entropy, and the Origins of Wealth.

Edgar Morin
(1921-)
French
philosopher

Known for his “complexity theory” of sociology, in which he utilizes a mixes of the second
law, entropy, disorder and organization, cybernetics, among others; is described as one of
1977 "Prigogine's disciples", arguing to the effect that organization emerges out of disorder, in
such a way that organization constantly absorbs more and more energy, in order to
become more dense, dynamic and productive.

Paul Ehrlich
(1932-)
American
biologist

His chapter “Availability, Entropy, and the Laws of Thermodynamics”, co-written with Anne
Ehrlich and John Holdren, discusses, very superficially, the high-grade (availability) low1977 grade (non-availability) of energy forms, e.g. stored energy in gas, versus room
temperature heat; his 2008 The Dominant Animal discusses the second law degradation
model of the steps of the food-chain.

Georgi
Gladyshev
(1936-)
Russian
physical
chemist

| |
| In
reaction-opposition to
Ilya Prigogine's 1937
far-from-equilibrium,
dissipative structure thermodynamics model of life and evolution, he developed a
1978 "hierarchical thermodynamics" type of quasi-equilibrium model using his law of temporal
hierarchies, principle of substance stability, liquid chromatography models, to make a
Gibbs free energy volumentric-style equation (above) to explain the evolution of living
beings and society; in the 1990s, began developing thermodynamic anti-aging theories of
foodstuffs; his 1997 book Thermodynamic Theory of the Evolution of Living Beings,
captures the gist of his theory.
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Dick

Hammond
(c.1938-)
American
entropy
philosophy
educator

|
Competed his EdD in 1978 on “Analysis of Entropy Reduction and its
Implications for Ethical Instruction in Public Education” under Ilya Prigogine; would go onto
1978 teach, promote, and organize workshops on instilling a type of "entropy ethics" morality
model to children and young adults; the summary of which culminated in his 2005 book
Human System from Entropy to Ethics.

Morgan Peck
(1936-2005)
American
psychiatrist

1978

Peter Molton
(c.1943-)
American
chemist

His article “Polymers to Living Cells: Molecules against Entropy” defines life as “regions of
1978 order that use energy to maintain their organization against the disruptive force of
entropy.”

James Miller
(1916-2002)
American
psychologist

His Living Systems attempts to integrate the biological and social sciences in the universal
physical science terms of English physicists Arthur Eddington and James Jeans; the result,
1978
however, ends up being a melting pot of ideas about boundaries, negative entropy, matterenergy, information, etc., all jumbled together will little overall sustenance.

Rupert Riedl
(1925-2005)
Austrian
zoologist

His Order in Living Systems argues that living organisms do not violate the second law, but
rather, as open systems they are able to evade the second law and are “exentropic” owing
1978
to the flow of energy from the sun to outer space, whereby local processes may lead to
order such as a sonnet or the smile on a Mona Lisa.

Serge Galam
(c.1945-)
French
physicist

Robert
Ulanowicz
(1943-)
American
chemical
engineer and
theoretical
ecologist

Outlined his view on entropy, evolution, evil, and love in his famous The Road Less
Traveled.

| | |
Since circa 1979, has been working to promote and develop the science
of sociophysics; his 1982 article “Entropy, Disorder, and Individual Freedom”, attempts to
argue that facets of freedom exist within the confines of universal heat death; published
1979 the 1996 chapter “When Humans Interact Like Atoms”; in his 2004 “Sociophysics: A
Personal Testimony”, he gives an inside look at the 25-years of resistance he has faced
from both young and old, established and non-established scientists at the premise of a
physics based sociology.

| | |
|
| | Conceived (in 1979) of an information
theory based version of free energy applied to ecosystems, termed “ascendency”, which he
considered as a pseudo-thermodynamic function (first outlined in his 1980 article “An
Hypothesis on the Development of Natural Communities”); his 1986 book Growth and
Development extends on this using Helmholtz free energy (equation shown); his 2009 A
1979 Third Window: Natural Life Beyond Newton and Darwin, seems to argue for the existence
of God in the context of an emergent (or process biology) thermodynamic depiction of
evolution (or ascendency), supposedly, under the guise of the “ontic openness of nature”;
is presently of the view that “entropy or entropy-related measures (such as free energy)
should *not* be invoked for living systems!” (email communicate to Libb Thims, 2011),
which he says he first argued on page 21 of his 1986 book.

Wil
His article “The Social Thermodynamics of Ilya Prigogine”, argues that the nonequilibrium
Lepkowski
1979 thermodynamics of Ilya Prigogine can lead to new ways of understanding social processes
(c.1938-)
in the form of 'social thermodynamics'.
American
chemist and
science writer
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Tjalling
Koopmans
(1910-1985)
Dutch-born
American
mathematicia
n, theoretical
physicist,
economist

| | Is credited with introducing the “human molecule” version of the economic
agent, in economics, stating that it is no longer possible for economists to deny the
usefulness of the human molecular hypothesis; began thinking about entropy in the 1970s,
1979 and in 1979 stated “if we will be more forthcoming with explanations of our cherished
terms, our science colleagues may be more inclined to help us with ‘entropy’, which to me
is a more difficult concept than anything economics has to offer.” Winner of 1975 Nobel
Prize in economics.

John
Began thinking about the relationship between the cost of oil, energy, and
thermodynamics in the 1970s; published articles such as “A Thermodynamic Approach to
Bryant (1944-)
1979 Economics” (1982), and a 2009 book Thermoeconomics: A Thermodynamic Approach to
English
Economics, all making crude isomorphism extrapolations of thermodynamic equations and
mechanical
variables
to economics.
engineer and
business
consultant

|
Proposed the view that life in the future will be able to cope with the cooling and
dimming expected from heat death of the universe; postulated that intelligent beings
Freeman
Dyson (1923-) 1979 generate a fixed entropy ΔS per thought; his 1999 book Origins of Life, argues that the
complexity of a living organism is proportional to the negative of its entropy and also
English-born
computes the entropy of a human being.
American
theoretical
physicist
Robert
Costanza
(1950-)
American
systems
ecologist and
economist

| | Completed his PhD in 1979 in systems ecology under Howard T. Odum
1979 (embodied energy theorist) with a minor in economics; would extend on Odum’s work as
the founding editor of Ecological Economics (1989-); in a 1995 publication, he and Thomas
Prugh seem to object to the view of people as ‘human molecules’.

Paul Colinvaux
(1930-)
English-born
His Why Big Fierce Animals are Rare uses the second law to argue that big meat-eating
1979
American
animals are rare because the available energy in each step in the food chain is degraded.
zoologist and
ecologist

Daniel
Hershey
(c.1931-)
American
chemical
engineer

His The New Age-Scale for Humans argues that the derivative of
the Prigogine entropy with respect to time (equation shown)
applies to human systems; in the 1980s and 1990s, published near
to a dozen articles on entropy, aging, and death; his 1992 "A Rational Design of a
1980 Governing Structure for Czechoslovakia, in General Systems Alternative Economics and
Values" seems to be on thermodynamic applications in economics and government; his
2009 book Entropy Theory of Aging Systems argues that entropy is a measure of disorder,
and that systems left to their own tend to age towards disorder and speculates on
corporate structure.
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Jean-François
Lyotard (19241980
1998)
Utilized entropy and negentropy in his post-modernism philosophical theories.
s
French
philosopher
Michel Serres
(1930-)
French
philosopher

1980
Noted for philosophical excursions into thermodynamics.
s

Irving
Simon
(1920-)
American
writer

Wrote the 1980, 70-page booklet Centropy: the Vertical Aspect of Evolution; and
1980 followup 1989, 250-page book Centropy: Evolution of Energy Systems, arguing for a
centropy model of evolution.

Jeremy Rifkin
(1945-)
American
economist

| | In his 1980 Entropy: A New World View (Entropy: Into the Greenhouse World,
1989 revised), uses Nicholas Georgescu’s material entropy views as a platform to argue, in
a misunderstood way, that just about every modern-day malady, from pesticides, to city
1980 crime, to mental illness, is due to the “entropy law”; religiously, he argues that “the
spiritual plane is not governed by the ironclad dictates of the entropy law”; in his 2010 The
Empathic Civilization, argues that global warming and increased CO2 emissions are the
“entropy bill” for the industrial revolution, among other illogical contrivances.

Jay
Teachman
(c.1950-)
American
sociologist

Peter Atkins
(1940-)
English
physical
chemist

1980

|
His “Analysis of Population Diversity” introduced a Shannon entropy type of
index of diversity measure (Teachman index).

|
|
|
|
| |His 1978 multi-edition textbook Physical Chemistry is his
bread and butter; on a second less rigorous side, his various over-laymanized books (The
Second Law, 1987; Four Laws that Drive the Universe, 2007; etc.) have promoted an energy
dispersal view of entropy and the second law. On this latter laymanized basis, he has
attempted to combat the religious view of creation to argue for a physical chemistry
1981 distorted “purposeless universe” model of human existence. His 1992 Creation Revisited
and 2011 On Being exemplify this line of argument. Overall, he argues that elephants and
men are evolved emergent types of "molecules equipped for competition, survival, and
reproduction", albeit molecules that are "unimportant", "insignificant", and "without
purpose" on the mis-aligned basis that the "driving force" of chemistry and chemical
reactions is the tendency to chaos.

Jean
Baudrillard
(1929-2007)
French social
philosopher
and
pataphysicist

1981 Theorized on 'cultural molecules', energy, negentropy, information, cybernetics.

Julian
Simon
(19321998)
American
economics

| In his The Ultimate Resource (1996 3rd ed), in commentary on material entropy
(pseudo second law) natural resource theories of Nicholas Georgescu (1971), Jeremy Rifkin
(1989), etc., concludes that “the notion of entropy is entirely irrelevant to us” (supposedly,
1981 on the logic that plate tectonics and geological processes will renew natural resources);
after which he came under attack by those including Paul Ehrlich, comment: “one wonders
if Simon could not at least find a junior high school science student to review his writings”,
and Garrett Hardin, comment: “I am appalled at your misunderstanding or denial of the
second law and the conservation laws.”

Richard
Gregory

1981

His Mind in Science argues that "life is a systematic reversal of entropy" and that
“somehow living organisms including plants [have] succeed[ed] in reducing their entropy.”
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(1923-2010)
British
neuropsycholo
gist
George
Glider
(1939-)
American
economist

|
| | |
In his million-copy best seller Wealth and Poverty, he argues that
the mind transcends the second law, on the logic that knowledge and mental information
accumulation compounds as it is used; he is an intelligent design advocate and against
1981 materialism and evolution; his 1990 Microcosm, has a chapter on the “Curve of Declining
Entropy”; his 2000 Telecosm, argues, owing to Shannon information, that through learning,
humans have now figured out how to defy the thermodynamic laws behind the rise and fall
of civilizations.

Vonda
McIntyre
(1943-)
American
Her science fiction novel The Entropy Effect formed the basis of the early framework of the
1981
biological
Star Trek series.
geneticist
turned science
fiction writer
In his Economic Growth and Social Welfare, he devotes a few pages to addressing
Nicholas Georgescu’s 1971 material entropy version of the second law, stating that
Xenophon
recycling won’t help things; and concludes that in the future when newer forms of energy
Zolotas (1904- 1981 resources become available, such as solar or wind, the second law will become “practically
2004)
irrelevant, since the economic process would be part of an open system”; of note, Zolotas’
Greek
growth function stimulated the later Gibbs free energy based economic work production
economist
function of Dimitris Keranis (2005).

Adriaan de
Lange (1945-)
South African
chemical
physicist
Jeremy
Campbell
(c.1952-)
English-born
American
investigative
journalist

|
|
| | Very well-read physical-sciences based thinker
(above the 500+ book level in studying how thermodynamics applies to the humanities)
who in 1982 began to view the idea that entropy production must apply to the spiritual
world; then, in 1986, while teaching physical chemistry class, grasped the idea that “the
intricate calculations concerning free energy in chemical reactions” must apply to the
1982 process of knowing and learning, on the extrapolation that student's learning behaviors
must follow or map to the behaviors of molecules moving through the chromatograph
column; in 1987, completed a yet unpublished manuscript Entropy, Creativity, and
Learning; in the late 1990s, began posting and discussing his theories at the Learningorg.com forums; and in 2009 published an online book Irreversible Self-Organization (in
Afrikaans).

| His 1982 Grammatical Man: Information, Entropy, Language, and Life, tells the
story
of rise of information theory and discusses thermodynamics and life; his 1990 chapter
1982
“Some Parallel Themes in Modern Science and Literature”, discusses Stephen Brush,
Maxwell’s demon, etc., a bit.

Robert Russell
(c.1946-)
American
1982 Outlined theories on the relation between entropy, disorder, and evil.
physicisttheologian
Ivan

Kennedy (c.
1940-)
Australian

Beginning with articles such as the “Action and entropy in a neurological disorder”, began
to introduce an action thermodynamics theory, a type incongruous unitless
thermodynamics, which argues that energy quantums are the integral cause of action or
1983 movement in all systems, molecular to biospheric, and that these movements must
correlate with movements towards equilibriums as defined by the spontaneity criterion,
which employs concept of 'action', a type of unitless property said to be related to entropy,
resulting from impulses of energy on matter producing force, framed in the conservation of
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momentum; his 2001 Action in Ecosystems: Biothermodynamics for Sustainability and 2008
“Sustaining Action and Optimising Entropy” expand on this view; an example excerpt from
the latter: “given the forceful tendency of internal energy to change the action of the
system as a whole, there is a real sense in which an initial nonequilibrium state of higher
free energy following absorption of a quantum of light is more chaotic and disordered than
the more relaxed state of higher action and entropy toward which the system evolves”.

Eric
In circa 1980, after reading Thomas Kuhn’s Structure of Scientific Revolutions, began
Zencey (1953-)
collecting references to the second law used as a metaphor for social theory; made this the
1983
American
title of his 1985 dissertation and second chapter (and thematic framework) to his 2000
political
book Virgin Forest: Meditation on History, Ecology, and Culture.
philosopher
and social
historian

Anthonie
Muller (1951-)
Dutch
biophysicist

1983

Developed a thermosynthesis theory which posits that the origin of life, prior to
photosynthesis, began as a type of thermoelectric driven heat engine.

Enzo
Tiezzi
|
|
Has penned a number of books: The End of Time (1983), Steps Towards
(19381983 and Evolutionary Physics (2006), and City Out of Chaos (2009), all of which seem to focus
)
on outlining a thermodynamics based model of sustainability to counter so-called
Italian physical
unsustainable human behaviors.
chemist
Malte
Faber
|
Has written a number of articles over the years to develop a physico-economics
(19381983 publications, on the introduction of entropy and irreversibility into economics and
)
sociology.
German
economist
Kenneth
Bailey (1941-)
American
sociologist

Completed his sociology PhD (1968) in general systems theory; in 1983, began to publish
articles on sociology and entropy; his 1990 Social Entropy Theory outlines a very
1983 indigestible nonequilibrium version societal analysis using a mix of Ludwig Bertalanffy's
general systems theory, Claude Shannon's entropy (predominately), and Rudolf Clausius'
entropy.

Seth Lloyd
(1960-)
Completed PhD dissertation on “Black Holes, Demons, and the Loss of Coherence: How
American
1983 Complex Systems Get Information, and What They Do With It”; wrote on thermodynamic
physicist /
depth (1988).
quantum
informationist

Philip
Mirowski
(1951-)
American
economist and

Beginning with his “Physics and the Marginalist Revolution”, in which he address the
works of thinkers such as Leon Walras, Francis Edgeworth, Vilfredo Pareto, etc., and books
to follow, i.e. Against Mechanism: How to Protect Economics from Science (1988), More
1984 Heat than Light: Economics as Social Physics, Physics as Nature’s Economics (1989), etc., he
devotes considerable effort to addressing the history of economic thought, with specific
focus on a critique of the incorporation of physics theories (many from thermodynamics),
often in the form of metaphors, analogies, and isomorphisms, into economic theory, giving
what seems to be an objectionable view along the way.
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physics
historian
Klaus
Jaffe
|
Beginning with his 1984 article “Negentropy and the Evolution of Chemical
(1951Recruitment in Ants”, he has published a number of articles on the energetics of social
)
1984 phenomena, outlining an irreversible thermodynamics model of social life, based on
Venezuelan
studies of ant societies and extends the model to explain the energetics of human societies
chemical
in 1999; as of 2010, working on a book on the thermodynamics of the social process.
biologist
| | PhD was “Self-organization and the Thermodynamics of Living Systems”, a
James
Prigoginean-based
model of self-organization in living systems, arguing that the evolution
Kay
of natural systems is a progression away from disorder and equilibrium, into the formation
(19541984 of high organized structures that exist some distance away from equilibrium, in contrast to
2004)
the equilibrium-seeking decay toward death and random disorder, supposedly portrayed
Canadian
by Boltzmann; went on to co-author a gradient based evolution theory with American
ecologist
ecologist Eric Schneider (1994).
Isabelle
Stengers
(1949-)
Belgian
chemistphilosopher

Noted for her co-authoring work with Ilya Prigogine, namely Order Out of Chaos
1984 (1984) and The End of Certainty (1997), in which she is often said to have been responsible
for the laymanizing of Prigogine’s theories; she also produced independent related works.

Daniel
Brooks
(1951-)
Canadian
zoologist

His “Evolution as an Entropic Phenomenon” and followup Evolution as Entropy: Toward a
Unified theory of Biology, both co-written with Edward Wiley, employ a melting pot theory
of thermodynamics and evolution, e.g. Ludwig Boltzmann’s complexions, Gibbs free energy
change, Carnot efficiency, Ilya Prigogine's internal entropy, the “energy flow” models of
1984 Elton Sutherland and Raymond Lindeman, Alfred Lotka, Robert Ulanowicz, Jeffrey Wicken,
Harold Morowitz, arrow of time, Dollo’s law, S = k ln W which they assume to be equivalent
to Shannon entropy, all centered around the hypothesis that living organisms differ from
nonliving systems in that organisms contain something Brooks and Wiley term
“instructional information”.

Edward
Wiley
(c.1950-)
American
systems
ecologist

Co-author with Daniel Brooks (1984, 1988); also noted for his solo 1988 chapter “Entropy
1984 and Evolution”, wherein he discusses the reductionist anti-reductionist debate in the
context of entropy and biology.

George Scott
(c.1939-)
American
physical
chemist

His 1985 Atoms of the Living Flame: an Odyssey into Ethics and the Physical Chemistry of
Free Will speculates on ethics and free will in the context of physical chemistry and applies
1985 Ilya Prigogine’s dissipative structure theory to topics in human sociological studies; his
1991 symposium presentation “Time, Rhythms, and Chaos in the New dialogue with
Nature” is on social and humanistic applications of dissipative structures.

Greg
Myers
(1954| |
|
|
| |
His article “Nineteenth-Century Popularizations of
)
American1985 Thermodynamics and the Rhetoric of Social Prophecy”, gives a pretty good historical
overview of the top two-dozen thinkers, from Balfour Stewart (1974) to Yevgeny Zamyatin
born English
(1919), to have extended thermodynamics into the humanities realm.
rhetoric and
communicatio
ns theorist
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John
Proops
(1947-)
English
ecological
economist

1985
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| Wrote chapter “Thermodynamics and Economics: from Analogy to Physical
Functioning”; also co-authored various articles with Malte Faber.

Bruce

Weber
(c.1941-)
American
biochemist
and
philosopher

Mikhail
Volkenstein
(1912-1992)
Russian
biophysicist

Stuart
Kauffman
(1939-)
American
physician and
biochemist
Arthur
Peacocke
(1924-2006)
English
biochemistturnedtheologian

| |
| |
Organized a conference, with David Depew, on "Evolution,
Entropy, and Information", resulting in a follow-up multi-author book by the same name
1985 (1988); their 1996 Darwinism Evolving devotes several chapters to thermodynamics;
Weber's own research focuses on the application on nonequilibrium thermodynamics to
religion, philosophy, and the origin of life.

His circa 1985 Entropy and Information employs a mix of Prigoginean thermodynamics,
Gibbsian thermodynamics, and Shannon entropy version of messages, genomes with
c.19
entropy, etc., to show how entropy applies to biology, culture, and the production of
85
artistic work; contains trivia on Russians to theorize on thermodynamics of biology, e.g.
Erwin Bauer.

In 1986, implemented a computer program to show that autocatalytic polymer systems
can be physically realizable in the framework of thermodynamics; expanded on this in his
1993 The Origins of Order; in his 1995 book At Home in the Universe, he outlines an
expanded evolution theory framed in work-producing, auto-catalyzed, free energy driven,
1986
Carnot cycle-based reactionary systems; his 2000 book Investigations argues for a fourth
law of thermodynamics; his 2008 Reinventing the Sacred attempts to put a divine spin on
the corpus of his previous theories, with specific focus to society and human purpose,
arguing to the affect that "God is the creativity of the universe".

1986 Attempted to reconcile evolution and Christianity via Prigoginean thermodynamics.

Louise
Young
Her The Unfinished Universe, attempts to give meaning, purpose, and morality to
(1919human
existence, in the context of a continuously changing universe, inexorably advancing
2010) 1986
in time, situated in the cosmological theory of the ultimate heat death extinction by
American
universal entropy.
physicist and
geologist
Thomas
DeGregory
(c.1937-)
American
economist

In his “Technology and Negative Entropy”, argues, in opposition to the material entropy
increase
view of Nicholas Georgescu and Jeremy Rifkin, that life is an island of negative
1986
entropy; that alternative technology will stave off inevitable organization losses of by
creating new resources.
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James Beniger
His The Control Revolution argues that a system can sustain work only if its “internal energy
(1946-2010)
1986 is purposively organized in a heat gradient”; that “living systems work as if guided by some
American
vitalist equivalent of Maxwell’s demon”; that the end state of the universe is heat death.
sociologist
Vaclav Havel
(1936-) Czech
playwright
and former
Czechoslovaki
an president
Keith
Burich
(c.1950-)
American
historian

1986

Noted for his view that the basic law of life is to be ever more highly structured and to
struggle against entropy.

Noted for a number of articles (building on the previous 1952 work of William Jordy),
beginning with his 1987 “Henry Adams, the Second Law of Thermodynamics, and the
1987
Course of History”, on the thermodynamical ideas of American physical historian Henry
Adams.

Juan
His Ecological Economics: Energy, Environment, and Society, is said to be on par with
the economics thermodynamics work of Nicolaus Georgescu (1971) and Philip Mirowski
1987
Martinez-Alier
(1989); is of the view that “the starting point for economics should be the first and second
(c.1941-)
laws of thermodynamics.”
Spanish
economist

Joseph Vogel
(c.1960-)
AmericanPuerto Rican
economist

1987

Did PhD on economics, sociobiology, evolution, and entropy; wrote 2009 book on the
economics of climate change from a thermodynamic perspective.

His The Second Medical Revolution, co-written with Kenneth
Rothenberg suggests a new approach to medicine based on
quantum mechanics, irreversible thermodynamics, and information theory; his follow-up
2002 book The End of Modern Medicine has a section on what he calls the “second law of
psychothermodynamics” (equation shown), wherein, building on Michael Guillen’s idea
1987
Laurence Foss
that human existence is an unnatural anomaly in the framework of a universe governed by
(c.1940-)
the second law, he slants the second law into a contrived anthropomorphism to argue, in
American
his own words, for a vitalistic (vitalism), mentalistic (mentalism), and spiritualistic
philosopher
(autopoietic) universal view, unlike the mechanistic (mechanism), physicalistic
(physicalism), and materialistic (materialism) prevailing scientific world view.
David Aberle
His lecture “What Kind of Science is Anthropology?” argues that anthropology needs to
(1918-2004)
1987 discard the Newtonian reversible model and instead to use thermodynamic irreversible
Canadian
models.
anthropologist
Elmar

Altvater
(1938-)
German
political
scientist

His article turned chapter “Ecological and Economic Modalities of Time and Space” outlines
1987 how social, economic, and ecological processes unfold historically through the dimensions
of space and time, both framed in the context of thermodynamic irreversibility.
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Lyndon
LaRouche
(1922-)
American
politician
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Began to write about negative entropy (of the Norbert Wiener variety) in the context
of economics in the 1970s; his 1987 The Power of Reason discusses negentropy; in recent
years he has gained a large following, embodied in the LaRouche Political Action
Committee, who promote his “physical economy” model (culled from Vladimir Vernadsky),
1987 with videos and articles, to argue that acts of creativity resulting in new technology should
be the basis of a type of economic unit of value, measured someway in terms of an
increase in “energy-flux density” per region of the economy; his 2009 “Economic Science,
In Short” presents a real screwball outline of thermodynamics, e.g. calling Clausius a
“hoaxster”, among other nonsensical comments.

Tom

DeMarco
(1940-)
American
electrical
engineer and
business
consultant

In Peopleware: Productive Projects and Teams, co-written with Timothy Lister, they use
science analogies to theorize on how project teams can “jell”, e.g. certain people acting as
catalysts (human catalyst), the modeling of travelling consultants as “free electrons”
1987 (human particles), terms such as “corporate entropy” (defining entropy in corporations as
“levelness or sameness”), energies associated with bonded and unbounded teams and
cliques, a “second thermodynamic law of management”, among other ideas; their six
person consulting group The Atlantic Systems Guild employs terms such as “business
catalyst” (an activation energy lowering entity).

Timothy
Lister
(c.1950-) 1987
American
consultant

Co-author of Peopleware with Tom DeMarco.

| | |
| | | |
|
| | |
His article “The
Mystique of Entropy”, summarizes historical attempts to use thermodynamics to explain
things such as computers, art, poetry, or prove the existence of god, etc.; this was
Benjamin Kyle 1988 expanded into the 1999 multi-chapter CD-ROM textbook attachment Entropy: Reflections
(1927-)
of a Classical Thermodynamicist; alludes to a philosophy in which, given the knowledge of
American
universal entropy increase, provides a saving grace by showing us the ‘way’, which he
chemical
seems to equate with paths of negligible entropy change (equation shown).
engineer and
thermodynami
cist
Kozo

Mayumi
(1954-)
Japanese
bioeconomics
engineer

| | Completed his MS thesis under Nicholas Georgescu, thesis “Land: Ecological
and Economic Achilles’ Heel”, supposedly building on his ‘material entropy’ scheme;
1988 followed up later by the 2001 The Origins of Ecological Economics: the Bioeconomics of
Georgescu-Roegen, along with other publications, such as the 2004 chapter “Entropy in
Ecological Economics.”

In 1996, in a state of prolonged immobilizing depression, she had an epiphany that, in
the framework of evolutionary psychology, depression was not a condition, but rather:
understood that there is an energetic calculus in our brains and minds that effects this
downward shift: “when our intelligence system perceives that there is not much to gain by
carrying on with the tasks of life — when we are overcome by too much loss or are facing a
(c.1959-)
1988 period of too little gain — we get ‘depressed.’ By the same token, the seasonal shutdown
American
psychiatrists call seasonal affective ‘disorder’ is actually a normal, if uncomfortable,
evolutionary
recalibration for the energetically barren winter months; this kind of motivational
psychologist
downshifting forces us to radically reconfigure our lives and our selves in an effort to keep
and
us energetically solvent; the motivational system [shuts down] to keep from wasting any
neuroscientist
more behavioral energy on a dead-end path;” this was expanded into a 1998 article and
Peggy
La
Cerra
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followup 2002 book The Origin of Mind, both co-written with Roger Bingman, wherein
energy and entropy ideas formed the basis of argument; in 2011, she commented on
Hmolpedia that: “if people are using this site to do their PhD dissertations and getting away
with that, their advisors should be shot.”
Rod Swenson
(1945-)
American
evolutionary
systems
theorist

In the early 1980s, began to devote time to focus on discrepancies between biology and
physics with reference to evolutionary and culture theory, during which he began to focus
on spontaneous order production or self-organization; by 1988 he had proposed and
1988 elaborated a law of maximum entropy production as the missing piece of the physical or
universal law that would account for the ubiquitous and opportunistic transformation from
disordered, or less ordered, to more highly ordered states,”; in 1991 authored
“Thermodynamic Reasons for Perception-Action Cycles” with Michael Turvey.

LouisMarie

| |
| His book Can We Believe in Resurrection, which speculates on life and
death in a modern scientific context, arguing that “the brain is a machine that obeys the
laws of thermodynamics”, albeit he argues, in a detractive sense, that soul is a type of
Vincent
quantum field attached to superluminal particles; has theories on how love is a form of
(c.1940-)
1988 thermodynamic potential, that may be converted into heat and movement, and how the
French
brain, being comprised of matter and energy, thus obeying the laws of matter and the laws
electromecha
of thermodynamics, may act in a “change of state” of energy at the time of death; his 2002
nical engineer
book Other Logic of Living, uses physical methods, such as information and analysis of
and
form, to model the living being as a whole and to argue that “not only do we not really
biophysical
know what life is, but we are not quite sure what death is either.”
chemist
Charles
Dȳke
(c.1950-)
American
evolutionary
dynamics
philosopher

|
|
His The Evolutionary Dynamics of Complex Systems, biosociology in
evolution, e.g. who processes are "entropy driven", entities are dissipative structures,
boundary conditions must be stated in evolution, etc., and followup 1994 chapter “From
1988 Thermodynamics to Economy: A Thorny Path”, states that the ‘classic treatments’ of
entropy and economy include: Nicholas Georgescu (1971), Howard Odum and Elisabeth
Odum (1976), Kenneth Boulding (1981), Richard Adams (1982), Peter Allen (1985), and
Jeffrey Wicken (1987).

Tom Bell
(c.1966-)
American
philosopherlawyer

1988 Adopted the term "extropy" as a basis for a new type of futurism philosophy.

Justin
Lancaster
(1955- )
American
physicochemic
al ecologist
and lawyer

His “The Theory of Radially Evolving Energy” argues that evolution is a function of energy
itself, and that all energetic systems, including societies, evolve with the bounds of
1989 thermodynamics laws, whereby nonequilibrium thermodynamics, following Ilya Prigogine,
is joined with ecological energetics and chemical evolution to reveal "a strong analogy
between chemical, biological, social, and ecosystem evolution.”

1989
Tony Rothman
(1953-)
American

His Science a la Mode: Physical Fashions and Fictions devotes an essay, supposedly, to
debunk the overuse of entropy as a metaphor in sociology.
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theoretical
physicist
Bela
Lukacs
| His article “Once More about Economic Entropy”, supposedly, equates economic
(1947variables to thermodynamic variables; his 1994 lecture “On Economics and Other Utilities”,
)
1989 argues that economy in itself can never satisfy the Gibbs-Duhem relations, subsequently an
Hungarian
economy in itself can never have a thermodynamic formalism, but rather only the set
theoretical
economy + ecology, may possibly have such a formalism.
physicist
William
Paulson
(1955-)
American
literature
theorist

His The Noise of Culture, which uses a mix of thermodynamics and information theory to
1988 analyze themes of various novels and stories; it is used as reference material in a course at
Texas Tech University taught by Bruce Clarke.

Rodger
Penrose
(1931-)
English
mathematical
physicist

1989 His The Emperor’s New Mind argues that humans are "configurations of tiny entropy".

Kent
Hovind
(1953)
American
creation
science
promoter

|
His numerous 1990s video lectures give dumbed-down versions of the first and
c.19
89 second law in a way that convinces audience members that thermodynamics disproves
evolution.

Anson

Rabinbach
(c.1945-)
American
historian

1990

His The Human Motor: Energy, Fatigue, and the Origins of Modernity outlines the history of
the use of thermodynamics and the human motor metaphor in society.

Bengt

Mansson
(c.1960-)
SwedishGerman
theoretical
ecologist

His chapter on “Thermodynamics and Economics” views human economic activity from the
dissipative systems model, focuses exergy as his variable of study, and mentions the
1990
physiocrats, Nicholas Georgescu, Tjalling Koopmans; his 1993 “Ecology, Thermodynamics,
and H.T. Odum’s Conjectures” discusses the work of Howard Odum.

Remy
His The Children of Time: Causality, Entropy, Becoming which chapters on entropy and
Lestienne (c.
information, dissipative structures, what is life, the mind and time, among others; his 1998
1943-)
1990 book The Creative Power of Chance, supposedly, devotes four chapters to an attempt to
French
reconcile an information interpretation of entropy with a thermodynamic interpretation of
elementary
entropy with recourse to "randomness in dynamic systems".
particle
physicist and
neuroscientist
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Elias
Noted for several articles, e.g. his “Entropy Law and Exhaustion of Natural Resources: Is
Khalil
Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen’s Paradigm Defensible?” (1990) to his “The Three Laws of
(1957Thermodynamics and the Theory of Production” (2004), in which he gives commentary on
1990
)
theorists, such as Julius Davidson and Nicholas Georgescu; he also penned the 1996
American
Evolution, Order, and Complexity with Kenneth Boulding, which employs thermodynamics
economist
logic.
Ronald
Pearson
(c.1933-)
His book Intelligence behind the Universe, argues for an ‘intelligent ether’ theory of
American
1990 continued consciousness after death, which supposedly originated from his 1984 rejection
mechanical
of big bang theory as being a violation of the conservation of energy.
engineer and
thermodynami
cist
Plinio
Prioreschi
In his A History of Human Responses to Death, he devotes the first chapter to a
(c.1924-) 1990
discussion
on whether or not death is reversible, in a thermodynamic sense.
Italian
physician
Richard
Delgado
(c.1948-)
American law
professor

Edwin Jaynes
(1922-1998)
American
physicist

His “Does Voice Really Matter?” introduced a metaphoric type of law of racial
1990 thermodynamics, that: “there is change from one era to another, but the net quantum of
racism remains exactly the same. Racism is neither created nor destroyed.”

|
|
His article “How
Should we Use Entropy in
Economics” outlines how Willard Gibbs’ 1973 graphical thermodynamic ideas, such as
1991 entropy convexity, can be mixed with logarithmic interpretations of economic entropy
(shown), e.g. multiplicities and macroeconomic states, and connected in some way to
French mathematician Rene Thom’s 1960s catastrophe theory, and the thermodynamics of
ferromagnetism and the Curie temperature. [6]

Luigi

Sertorio
(1933-)
Italian
theoretical
ecophysicist

| His Thermodynamics of Complex Systems, attempts to give an outline of the
1991 thermodynamics of societies, embedded in ecosystems, i.e. the subject of "ecophysics",
using a statistical mechanics style of approach, with an end chapter on "the intellectual
house".

Luis
FernándezOutlined an energy and entropy theory of architectural design as discussed in his
Galiano (1950- 1991
energy-entropy themed book Fire and Memory.
)
Italian
architect
Valter
| | |
|
| | In 1991, began giving lectures in which he advised the
Caggio
incorporation
of
negentropy
logic and thinking into the humanities; in circa 2004 laugned
(1954)
1991 the sites: Negentropy.us, Negentropie.com, and Negentropia.com; his 2008 book
Negentropy and its New Global Meaning, attempts to use the negentropy concept as a
Italian
universal model to explain psychology, ethics, economics, politics, philosophy, and
mechanical
religions.
engineer
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Karl-Henrik
Robèrt (1947-)
Developed a thermodynamics-based “natural step” theory of societal sustainability, based
1991
Swedish
on cyclical growth, rather than linear.
physician

|
| |
|
|
Since 1992, at the
University of Paderborn, has been involved in the development of physical chemistry of
social and economic systems, with articles such as “Binary Alloys as a Model for the
Multicultural Society” (1995), “Society as a Many Particle System” (1997); he helped in
getting the ‘physics of socio-economic systems’ recognized as a new scientific field by the
German Physical Society (2001); has produced at least two graduate students by 2002
Jurgen
1992 (Christian Thought and Thorsten Frund); published two chapters on a thermodynamic
Mimkes
formulation of sociology and economics, respectively, in which he derives a Lagrange
(1939-)
function (equation shown) of a social system of N interacting people, where (-L) is the free
German solid
energy or common happiness of the agents, E the energy or collective laws of society, ln P
state
the combinatorial probability distribution of the elements or individual social behavior (in
thermodynami
which the social system is posited to be stable at maximum mutual happiness); as of 2010,
cist and sociowas working on finishing a manuscript entitled the Chemistry of Social Bonds.
economic
physicist

Teresa
Brennan
(1952-2003)
Australianborn feminist
philosopher
and socialpolitical
theorist

Her 1992 Interpretation of the Flesh, explains that “the solution to the riddle of femininity
depends on unraveling Freud’s neglected if confused theories on psychical energy, while
discarding the assumption that the subject is energetically and emotionally self-contained”;
she discusses social energy, emphasizing the notion of conflicting forces complemented by
bound energy and free energy; in her 1997 article “Social Pressure”, she argues that social
1992 pressure operates as physical energy, arguing that social pressures are pressures to
conform but also those exerted on the psyche in the same way that physical pressures are
exerted on the body; her 2004 The Transmission of Affect, presents the idea that one can
soak up someone else’s depression or anxiety or sense the tension in a room, arguing that
the emotions and energies of one person or group can be absorbed by or can enter directly
into another.

Eric
Development of his gradient-based evolution thermodynamics theory with James Kay
(1992-2004), which culminated with the 2005 book Into the Cool: Energy Flow,
Schneider
Thermodynamics, and Life (co-written with Dorian Sagan), which covers a good deal of
(c.1938-)
1992
historical precursory material on thermodynamic ideas on life; his The Purpose of Life (coAmerican
written with Dorian Sagan), tackles religion vs. science debate to argue that that life’s
marine
natural purpose is defined in the context of being a function in an energy-driven cosmos.
geologist and
ecological
thermodynami
cist

| | Completed his PhD dissertation on “Economic Processes and Environmental
Repercussions”, a synthesis of economics, ecology, and thermodynamics; made into
Matthias Ruth 1992 followup 1993 book Integrating Economics, Ecology, and Thermodynamics; article ““When,
Where and By How Much Does Thermodynamics Constrain Economic Processes?” (1997)
(1964-)
on Nicholas Georgescu; chapter “Insights from Thermodynamics for the Analysis of
American
Economic
Processes” (2005).
ecological
economist
Kenneth
Stokes (c.
1960-)

His Man and the Biosphere mentions Frederick Soddy, Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels,
1992 Herman Daly, Karl Polanyi, negentropy, thermodynamics, physiocrats, energy, entropy,
cybernetics, embodied energy, etc., to argue for a evolutionary version of political
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American
political
economist

Gilbert
Chauvet
(1942-)
French
mathematical
physicist and
physiologist

economy; his 1995 Paradigm Lost argues that equilibrium used by Talcott Parsons was
borrowed from thermodynamics.

Introduced the entropy portmanteau “orgatropy” as the thermodynamic “potential of
functional organization” and the “functional equivalent of the second law applied to living
organisms”; his 2004 The Mathematical Nature of the Living World attempts to integrate
1992 biology, physics, thermodynamics, physiology, and neuroscience through the lens of
mathematics in an effort to explain how life originated from non-living matter; his 2006
Understanding the Organization of Living and its Evolution Towards Consciousness
elaborates on this with regard to consciousness.

Marek Roland
His “Life on Earth: Flow of Energy and Entropy” attempts to explain evolution using a
(1954-)
combination of negative entropy arguments, various energy balance calculations, and
Polish-born
1992
information theory; in 2008, was notable for applying his theories of thermodynamics and
Canadian
information theory to a new-age longevity diet.
physicist
George Carlin
(1937-2008)
American
stand-up
comedian

Martin
Goldstein
(1919-)
American
physical
chemist

1992 Noted for his "I'm an entropy fan" comedy routine.

His The Refrigerator and the Universe: Understanding the Laws of Energy, includes a
chapter subsection entitled “The Entropy of a Mouse”, that rather cogently discusses, in
1993 what seem to be Lewis thermodynamics terms, the standard procedure needed in order to
actually calculate the measurement of the entropy a mouse (or mouse molecule) in terms
of “before” (initial state) and “after” (final state) of the synthesis of the mouse.

Douglas White
| Co-authored the 1993 Foundations for Social and Biological Evolution with Arthur
(1942-)
1993 Iberall and David Wilkinson; in circa 2000, taught a course on anthropological
American
thermodynamics at UC, Irvine, based on the works of Iberall.
anthropologist
Bill Nye
(1955-)
| Summarized the subject of human thermodynamics as historical attempts to use
American 1993 the laws of thermodynamics to explain various facets of human existence, from car wreck
mechanical
behaviors, to politics, to the process of falling in love.
engineer
MaeWan
Ho
(1941)
Chinese-born
English
biochemist

|
| Her The Rainbow and the Worm: the Physics of Organisms, in which she
1993 attempts to pick up where Erwin Schrodinger left off in his famous 1943 What is Life?,
spending the first chapters on the second law.

Tom Stoppard
His award-winning Elective Affinities (1809) remake play Arcadia takes place in two
(1937-)
1993 different time periods, 1809, the year of Goethe’s novella and the modern day, wherein
British
Stoppard incorporates talk of “sexual energy”, “heat”, entropy via his discussion of the
playwright
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“second law”, and human chemical affinity, via his talk of “the attraction that Newton left
out … all the way back to the apple in the garden”, the steam engine, among other topics.
Paris
Arnopoulos
(c.1935-)
Canadian
political
scientist

James Reiss
(c.1937-)
Australian
organic
chemist and
commerce
theorist

His Sociophysics, on the subject of sociophysics, attempts to use ‘powerful physics
1993 metaphor’ to speculate on topics such as the temperature, volume, pressure, and entropy
of societies.

|
Uses physical chemistry and drug receptor thermodynamics models to explain
economic systems, e.g. postulating how tools, like hammers, act as catalysts to lower the
1994 activation energy barrier; how the “chemical interaction” factors of electronic attractions
and repulsions and stereochemical shape and fitting of molecules will play a roll, economic
temperature effects, etc.; made one of the first human thermodynamic variable tables.

Erland

Lagerroth
(1925-)
Swedish
humanism
theorist

In 1985, came across Erich Jantsch’s The Self Organizing Universe (1979) and thereafter
would go on to pen ten books, e.g. Toward a New Science (1986) outlining a holistic type of
1994 unified humanism theory, atoms to people; his 1994 The Re-enchantment of the World and
Science is his biggest book on Ilya Prigogine and Jantsch, wherein he discusses the “riddle
of entropy death contra evolution”, among other related topics.

John

|
His chapter "A Survey of Thermodynamical Ideas" discusses how microcanonical
Christie (1947ensembles can be used to formulate economic analogies, specifically using the "island
)
1994 model" of a small number of inhabitants, in which goods are traded, resulting in a
Australian
microstate currency distribution; how social equilibrium relates to Gibbs free energy; how
physical
coupling and time scales may play a role, etc., in economic processes.
chemist and
chemical
thermodynami
cist
Duncan
Foley
(1942-)
American
economist

His 1994 “A Statistical Equilibrium Theory of Markets”, discussed the thermodynamic
notion of equilibrium as a conceptual tool in economics; in the late 1990s, convinced
1994 physicist Wayne Saslow (1999) to write and economics thermodynamics article; in the
2000s, began collaborating with physicist Eric Smith (2002) on a number of economic
thermodynamics articles.

Kevin Kelly
(1952-)
American
futurist

1994

Frank
Tipler
(1947-)
American
physicist

| | In his book The Physics of Immortality, in which he builds on French philosopher
Pierre Teilhard’s 1938 omega point theory in conjunction with English-born American
1994 physicist Freeman Dyson’s 1979 paper “Time Without End: Physics and Biology in an Open
Universe”, to reconcile the second law of thermodynamics, with life, heat death, and
Biblical resurrection, by postulating that in the future a supercomputer program will
ressurrect the dead.

Outlined theories on extropy and evolution in the context of futurism and
technology.
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William
Gairdner
(1940-)
Canadian
writer
Pierre
Levy
(1956-)
Canadian
cyberspace
philosopher

His The Trouble with Canada devotes a section to “The Concept of Social Entropy”, in which
he employs a thermal words (“patriotic fire”, “getting heated”, “feel cool”, etc.) as fact
polemic to argue that the fuel that energizes a given society is the strength or “heat” of its
belief system; that less demanding values are “cooler” as compared to “hotter” more
1994
demanding values; uses Venn diagrams to argue that cultural wedges (strong ideas,
attitudes, beliefs) are constantly driven between basic features of society and specific
entropic forces that tend to dissipate that feature, causing the feature to lose energy
(value); etc.

His Collective Intelligence attempts to theorizes on human molecule / human chemistry /
1994 human thermodynamics type of metaphors and logic applied to the growing social bonding
and organization of the internet.

|
|
| |
| | |
|
| | | | |
| |
Began to speculate as to how the spontaneity criterion (adjacent equation) applies to mate
selection, with enthalpy change ΔH and entropy change ΔS specifically quantified in terms
of standard evolutionary psychology variables, mapped to second-by-second changing
measures of individual differential human molecular Gibbs free energy variations dG, as
shown below (see: HMO theory):
Libb Thims
1995
(c.1975-)
such as if one was to predict which of two mates would be more favored to bind "stably"
American
into a standard 18-year human chemical reaction; a number of precipitates have followed
chemical
from this endeavor: one of the first calculations of the human molecular formula (2002);
engineer,
first formulations of the physics model of the human chemical bond A≡B (2005); launched
electrical
Journal of Human Thermodynamics (2005); authored first human chemistry textbook
engineer, and
(2007); launched the EoHT.info wiki (2008), and as of 2011 has authored over 1,800 online
thermodynami
articles connected to and surrounding these topics, i.e. human physics, human chemistry,
cist
human thermodynamics, and hmol science.

Paul
Bohannan
(1920-2007)
American
anthropologist

His How Culture Works outlines the difficulties involved in the application of
thermodynamics to the study of cultural transformation, in relation to how transformation
are studied in physics; an example passage: “adapting thermodynamic ideas to the study of
1995 culture is limited by a very simple fact: nobody has yet figured out what might be the
cultural equivalent of heat or energy … nobody has yet found the ‘heat’ or the ‘energy’ in
cultural matters … the concepts of ‘cultural temperature’ to refine our understanding of
‘cultural heat’ have not yet appeared. This is one of the most pressing problems for the
next generation of anthropologists, and the difficulties are profound.”

Son of Carl Sagan (1934-1996) and coauthor of thermodynamically-themed books, such as
What is Life? (1995) and What is Sex? (1997), co-written with his mother Lynn Margulis,
Dorian
Into the Cool: Energy Flow, Thermodynamics, and Life (2005), co-written with Eric
Sagan
Schneider; his 2004 article: “Gradient Reduction Theory: Thermodynamics and the Purpose
(1959of Life”, co-written with Jessica Whiteside, argues that the purpose of existence is to
1995
)
degrade the solar gradient in accordance with the second law, discussing life vs. non-life
American
issues, such as “inanimate purpose”; his 2010 The Purpose of Life, written with Schneider,
science writer
digs into the religion vs. science debate to argue that the more profound questions can be
answered thermodynamically, namely that life’s natural purpose is defined in the context
of being a function in an energy-driven cosmos.
Stefan

Baumgartner
(1968-)
German

| Co-authored a 1995 discussion article "Entropy: A Unifying Concept for Ecological
Economics" (and follow-up 1996 chapter), co-written with Malte Faber and John Proops;
1995 others include: article on thermodynamics of waste management (2003); his 2004 chapter
“Thermodynamics Models” summarizes the history and usages of thermodynamics in
ecological economics; article on thermodynamics of production theory (2005), among
others.
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physicist and
ecological
economist
His 1995 “Social Dynamics” chapter uses a mixture of thermodynamics, entropy,
Hector Sabelli
psychodynamics, bifurcation theory, and chaos theory, among others, to explain aspects of
(1937-)
social and mental phenomenon, such as biopolarity, wherein he considers people to be
Argentinean- 1995 social atoms; his 2005 Bios: a Study of Creation attempts to argue that creative processes,
born American
at all levels of organization, physical, biological, economic, social, and psychological, are
psychiatrist
not headed towards entropic decay, but towards an infinite attractor in the universe; book
contains section calls ‘biotic thermodynamics’ or entropy as diversity.
Peter
Corning
(1935-)
American
complexity
theorist

| |
| Began to incorporate thermodynamics, information theory,
complexity theory, emergence, self-organization, cybernetics, bioeconomics, etc. into his
1995 synergy theory of evolution, views culminating in his 2003 Nature’s Magic: Synergy in
Evolution and 2005 Holistic Darwinism, the third part of the latter devoted to
thermodynamics, information theory, and thermoeconomics.

|
| Beginning with his 1995 article “Logistic Escalation as the Mechanism of
Richard Coren
Emergence” and followup 1998 Evolutionary Trajectory, he attempts to outline a
(1932-)
cybernetic-thermodynamic-information theory of evolution and civilization; his 2006 book
Electrical and 1995 God and Science Among the Infinities, Coren attempts to use complexity theory, intermixed
computer
with bits of thermodynamics (citing: Jeffrey Wicken, James Kay, Eric Schneider, Ilya
engineer
Prigogine, and Rod Swenson), such as Bénard cells, to argue that God originated in the
mathematical concept of infinities.

Michael
Guillen
(c.1950-)
American
physicist

His Five Equations that Changed the World details a rare biographical history of the early
years, upbringing, and possible religious outlooks of German physicist Rudolf Clausius; on
1995 life in the context of the Bible (his “favorite book”), he comments: “contrary to popular
belief, being alive is unnatural; in fact, all life exists in defiance of, not in conformity with,
the most fundamental law of the universe.”

Introduced his "entropy per unit volume" argument for how how life (or order) formed
Victor Stenger
following the big bang (which he says started in a state of maximum entropy (per unit
(1935-)
1995 volume) and zero energy); in his Has Science Found God? (2003) and God: the Failed
American
Hypothesis (2007) he elaborates on this platform in attempts to disprove the existence of
physicist
God.
Christopher
Edwards
(c.1959-)
American
c.19
In his thermodynamics class, at Stanford University, he teaches his students at that life
mechanical
95 is a path function.
engineer and
thermodynami
cist

Bruce Clarke
(c. 1950-)
America
literature and
science
theorist

|
In circa 1995, he began to develop a fascination with the use of Maxwell's demon
as an allegorical figure employed in literature; his 1996 Dora Marsden and Early
Modernism, includes discussions of the vitalistic vs. thermodynamic models; his 2001
Energy Forms: Allegory and Science in the Era of Classical Thermodynamics analyzes the
1996 interactions among energy and entropy, heat and radiation, and their symbolic
presentations in the literature of the times, e.g. the Nefastis machine, and draws on the
writings of James Maxwell, William Thomson, Balfour Stewart, H. G. Wells, Camille
Flammarion, Yevgeny Zamyatin, and D. H. Lawrence, among others; in 2001, began
teaching a course on literature thermodynamics at Texas Tech University.
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Alexander
|
|
His “Aspects of Bioenergetics and Civilization”, co-written with Ingolf
Zotin (19261996 Lamprecht, argued that the appearance of civilization is regarded as a mechanism to
2000)
hasten the heat death of our universe.
Russian
biophysicist
and
thermodynami
cist
Fritz
| His 1997 article “A Reexamination of the Role of Thermodynamics in
Sollner
1996 Environmental Economics”, commented on by Herman Daly and James Kay, is based on his
1996 habilitation Thermodynamik und Umweltökonomie (Thermodynamics and Ecological
(c.1965-)
Economics).
German
environmental
economist
Fritjof Capra
(1939-)
Austrian-born
American
theoretical
physicist

1996

Colin Tudge
(1943-)
English
biologistzoologist

His The Time Before History outlines a version of the surface law: “for homoeothermic land
1996 animals, the physics of heat comes into play: gravity and thermodynamics determine that,
on land, body size, shape, and lifestyle are bound to be intimately linked.”

Sture
Nordholm
(1944-)
Swedish
physical
chemist

Michael
Macrakis
(1924-2001)
Greek-born
American
mechanicalelectrical
engineer and
physicist

In his Web of Life he outlines a fairly readable Prigoginean thermodynamics dissipative
structure based theory of biospheric living systems.

| | In his article “In Defense of Thermodynamics: an
Animate Analogy”, coins the subject name "animate thermodynamics" as the
thermodynamics of human behavior, and argues that thermodynamic formulation can be
applied to explain human behavior, on the logic that the basic elements of the description
1997 of atoms, molecules, and matter can be scaled up to the realm of living organisms without
changes other than in complexity of the systems and their behavior; equates energy to
wealth, kinetic energy to cash, potential energy to property, and entropy to freedom;
states that nature's goal is to minimize the free energy of the subsystem; and ends with the
assignment of eight example homework problems (with clues).

|
| His Scarcity’s Ways: the Origins of Capital: a Critical Essay on
Thermodynamics,
Statistical Mechanics and Economics, attempts to explain capital,
1997
scarcity, and value in terms of thermodynamics, with focus on measurement, and with
excursions into evolutionary biology and the origin of life.
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Charles Wynn
(1967-)
American
physical
chemist
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His JCE article “Heat Flow vs. Cash Flow: A Banking Analogy” (which inspired a similar
follow up article by Evguenii Kozliak), equates one’s money inside an ATM to potential
1997 energy in the form of a chemical system, according to which money withdrawal is
considered as an exothermic reaction (exocash) and money deposit an endothermic
reaction (endocash).

Ira Livingston
(c.1960-)
American
cultural
theorist

His Arrow of Chaos: Romanticism and Postmodernity discusses the use of
thermodynamics in literature, politics, and psychology, such as Sigmund Freud, Stuart
1997 Kauffman, and Michel Serres; contains a section of on the “Political Thermodynamics in
Burke and Paine”, in which he analyzes the late 18th century publications of Edmund Burke
and Thomas Paine; coins obscure words, such as “politiothermodynamics”, Freud’s
“thermopsychodynamics”, among others.

Robert Clark
(1940-)
American
political
scientist

His book The Global Imperative cites Herman Daly, Ilya Prigogine, James Beniger, etc., to
argue that “entropy is inextricably linked to human values and thus is central to economic
1997 processes of production and consumption” and that dissipative structures models will help
cities grow and prosper; his 2001 Global Life Systems expands on this model, citing Jeffrey
Wicken and Colin Tudge.

Migene
GonzalezWippler
| Her book What Happens After Death, attempts to build a theory of death based on
(c.1950-)
the first law of thermodynamics, albeit in the end digresses to conclude that there is a
Puerto Rican 1997 creative intelligence at work in the universe; likewise, her 1987 book Kabbalah for the
cultural
Modern World, she uses thermodynamics and entropy to make a case for the existence of
anthropologist
a creative force at work in the universe.
turned newage author
Nikos
Salingaros
Uses verbalized analogies, unitless thermodynamic variables, e.g. architectural entropy
(c.1949-)
1997 and architectural temperature, chaos theory, and complexity, outlining what he calls the
Australian“three laws of architectural order” geared to match building design with emotional
born American
comfort
and beauty.
mathematicia
n and
architect

Erich Muller
(1963-)
Venezuelanborn English
chemical
engineer and
thermodynami
cist

|
|
His “Human Societies: a Curious Application of Thermodynamics”, outlined a
version of integration and segregation thermodynamics of attractions and repulsions of
human molecules, defined in terms of thermodynamic potentials, and was the prototype
1998 model article for the JHT; the Muller stability ratio and Muller dispersion force are named
after him; in his thermodynamics lectures he is noted for his use of human molecular
themed descriptions, drawing analogies between the behaviors of molecules and people,
to explain concepts.

Satish

Boregowda
(c.1968-)

His PhD dissertation Thermodynamic Modeling and Analysis of Stress Responses,
attempts
to quantify human stress thermodynamically, namely to use the second law to
1998
examine two types of stressors: thermal stress and mental stress; his 2005 article
“Modeling of Human Physiological Stresses: A Thermodynamics-based Approach”, co-
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American
mechanical
engineer
Richard
Piccard
(c.1947-)
American
physicist

written with Waldemar Karwowski, expands on this using Maxwell relations to develop
formulas to quantify human stress due to the artifact-human interactions.

1998

Intermittently, from 1998 to 2006, at Ohio University, taught a course called “Entropy
and Society”; albeit based generally on barely-digestible entropy theories of Jeremy Rifkin.

Borisas

Cimbleris
In his “Economy and Thermodynamics”, in which attempts he defined money as the
(c.1938-)
1998 ability to make people work and hence money and its equivalents as a type of energy or
Brazilian
capacity to produce work, which he says is the motive power of human action.
nuclear
engineer and
thermodynami
cist
|
|
Was
presenting a 25-page “A
Proposal for Testing the
Energetics of Consciousness”,
Gerard Nahum
1998 in which consciousness, viewed as a type of residual negative entropy of the conserved
(1956-)
mind, might survive death and in which the measure of the deceased consciousness would
American
be quantified by an equation (shown), to various universities and international
chemical
consciousness studies meetings, in order to gain $100,000 in funding for experimental
engineer and
testing of his theory; in 2005, theory was covered in Mary Roach’s Spook: Science Tackles
physician
the Afterlife; published in JHT in 2010.
Bernard
Beaudreau
(1955-)
Canadian
economist

|
His Energy and Organization attempts to pick up the work of Nicholas Georgescu
1998 (1971) and Matthias Ruth (1992) to outline a simple theory of production; expands on this
slightly in his 2005 Energy Rents; his "Identity, Entropy, and Culture" (2006), toys with the
notion of information entropy.

Jerome Heath
(c.1940-)
His “Thermodynamics of Culture” attempts to apply energy and entropy to social science,
American
1998
albeit very superficially.
information
scientist
Robert Cross
(c. 1950-)
American
financial
theorist

1998

William
Dembski
(1960-)
American
mathematicia
n-theologian

|
Noted for his articles and books in attempts to synthesize a information theory
1998 version of intelligent design on the theology of the Gospel of John using a fourth law of
thermodynamics.

His Revenue Management outlines views on internal entropy and external entropy in
companies.
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Edison
Bittencourt
(c.1948-)
Americanborn Brazilian
chemical
engineer
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His engineering conference presentation “Teaching of Thermodynamics in Chemical
Engineering” advocating the teaching of the thermodynamic imperative to chemical
engineering students and defined living beings and ecosystems as "open, coherent,
1999 purposive, irreversible" systems (PICO systems); his 2011 “From Modern Thermodynamics
to How Nature Works”, argues that societies, economies, and ecological aggregates are
emergent ordered dissipative structures and that nonlinear irreversible thermodynamics is
the key to understanding these structures, in particular the problem of sustainability.

His “An Economic Analogy to
Thermodynamics”, goes through a considerable, albeit mostly empty, derivation, wherein
starts off with a 1980 study on the experimental findings of rat economic behaviors, then
Wayne Saslow 1999 goes on to equates wealth W to negative Helmholtz free energy (-F), utility U to negative
energy (-E), surplus Ψ to entropic energy (TS), price p to chemical potential, and number of
(c. 1941-)
goods n to number of chemical species crossing the boundary N; gives a thermodynamicAmerican
to-economic variables table, similar to James Reiss (1994).
physicist
Cutler

Cleveland
(c.1958-)
American
earth scientist

His “Biophysical Economics: From Physiocracy to Ecological Economics and Industrial
Ecology”, cites Sergei Podolinsky, Friedrich Engels, Wilhelm Ostwald, Frederick Soddy,
Alfred Lotka, Nicholas Georgescu, etc., so to define “biophysical economics”; senior editor
1999
of Encyclopedia of Energy (2004), Dictionary of Energy (2009); main curator behind the
online Energy Library (2007-2009) and the Encyclopedia of Earth (2006-), the latter of
which has many economic thermodynamics articles.

Karlis
Ullis
(1959-)
American
sports
medicine and
anti-aging
physician

His chapter “The Critical Point and the Theory of Human Thermodynamics”, of his book
Age Right, compares people to physiological engines or anabolic biomachines, outlining a
1999
thermodynamic human lifespan perspective, wherein he attempts to connect entropy to a
critical point theory of a balance between anabolic and catabolic states.

Forbes Allan
(c.1960-)
American
writer

His novel Milton's Progress, refers to humans as “people are like particles, they behave in
1999 groups as if they were molecules in a test-tube” and has a chapter on human
thermodynamics, where one of the characters, a Ilya Meiliakin, is themed on Ilya Prigogine.

Mladen
Knezevic
(c.1958-)
Croatian
sociologistagriculturist

His article “Some Possibilities on the Use of General Systems Theory and
1999 Thermodynamic Theory in the Development of Local Communities”, in which he theorizes
on topics such as parental social work, social boundaries, entropy, as well as energy and
potential energy drawn and used interpersonally.

Lawrence Chin
(c.1969-)
Began writing a thermodynamic-dissipation interpretation of history; in 2005, discussion
Chinese-born
with Libb Thims on his chapter “Power, the Second Law of Thermodynamics and the
1999
CanadianProblem of Evil”, stimulated the writing of the first article for the Journal of Human
American
Thermodynamics.
philosopher
Terrel
Gallaway
(c.1970-)
American
economist

1999

His Encyclopedia of Political Economy article “Entropy, Negentropy, and the Laws of
Thermodynamics” overviews the use of thermodynamics in political economics.
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Beginning with his “Entropy as Evil in Information Ethics” he culls from Norbert Wiener to
Luciano Floridi
(1964-)
argue that entropy, as a form of lost information, is a type of “natural evil” that can harm
1999
Italian
or destroy anything that anyone might value; penned four laws of information in the
philosopher
infosphere; speculates on entropy ethics.
Holmes
Rolston (1932)
Argues that "god as a countercurrent to entropy, a sort of biogravity that lures life
American
1999
upward."
religious
philosopherphysicist
Joseph
Dewey
(1945-)
American
newage
spiritual
philosopher

His coil-bound booklet The Molecular Relationship, outlines a barely-readable newagey
theory that can best be described as a mix of the Bible, relationship self-help, early 20th
century energy vibration theories, energy chakra theory, all stitched together with a very
1999
crude chemical analogy model, with chapters on things such as romantic energy, sex
energy, desire energy, etc., or how each person has different "units" of romantic energy,
etc.

21th century HT pioneers | 2000+
The following is a chronological listing of individuals with human thermodynamics theories, ideas, and opinions
professed in 2000 or later:
Pioneer

Date

Contribution

In his “Approach to a
Quantitative Description of Social
Systems Based on Thermodynamic
Formalism”, outlines a toy model of social systems in thermodynamic
Josip Stepanic
terms (equation shown), where is the internal energy, the Gibbs
(1970-)
potential, the temperature, the entropy, where the tilde (~) means
Croatian physicist
the quantities are social “analogous quantities” to actual
2000
and mechanical
engineer
thermodynamic potentials, and where the denote external factors
(influencing the people of the system), which influence some of the
social system characteristics , upon which the internal energy
depends; founded the journal Interdisciplinary Description of Complex
Systems (2003); followup articles include: “Social Equivalent of Free
Energy” (2004), “Social Free Energy of a Pareto-Like Resource
Distribution” (2007), among others.

Jing Chen
(c.1965-)
Chinese-born,
Canadian
mathematical
economist

|
|
| | | |
In his 2000 “Economic and Biological
Evolution”, argued that economic systems are as open dissipative
systems, which need to extract negative entropy from the environment
to compensate for continuous dissipation; in his “Universal Natural Law
and Universal Human Behavior” (2002), he argued that just as are the
"lower" needs of humans, such as eating, thermodynamic processes, so
too are the "higher" needs, such as literature, good poems, and distinct
2000 paintings, which are rare events, characterized by high information
content, which can be represented as a low entropy level and act as
methods of attracting members of the opposite sex in the competition
for reproduction; thus, the display of low entropy evolved as the
universal signal of attractiveness in sexual and social communication;
thus, he argues, from poem writing to money making, the pursuit of low
entropy is the main drive of human behavior; followed this up with “An
Entropy Theory of Psychology and its Implications to Behavioral
Finance” (2003), The Physical Foundations of Economics (2005),
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and“Understanding Social Systems: A Free Energy Perspective” (2008),
among others.

Valery Chalidze (1932-)
Russian-born American
mathematician and
physicist

Srdan Lelas (1939-2003)
Indian science philosopher

Granville Sewell
(c.1944-)
American
mathematician and
intelligent design advocate

Andrew McIntosh
(c.1950-)
English
thermodynamics
professor
Philip Parker (1960-)
American economist
Christopher
Hirata (1983-)
American
physicist
(

=225)

David Hwang
(c.1980-)
American
computational
chemist

His Entropy Demystified: Potential Order, Life and Money, cites Nicholas
Georgescu, Malte Faber, Jeremy Rifkin, and Claude Shannon , etc., to
extrapolate entropy into the social sciences, and argue that money is a
purely energetic and low-entropic component of an economy, that
2000
human activity (the subject of economic study) is a local entropy
lowering process; in his final section: “The Unpredictability of Will and
Physics”, he incorrigibly argues that “our will, which is informed energy,
is capable of deviating from the prescriptions of physical laws.”
His Science and Modernity utilizes negative entropy ideas, Maxwell’s
2000 demon, among others, to argue that life is a local violation of the
second law.
| Has published a number of essay, videos, and one book in
which he argues that the four fundamental forces could never have
synthesized humanity starting from the original conditions of atoms and
2000 subatomic particles in the state of the earth four to five billion years ago
and that the 1946 “local entropy decrease” rebuttal as well as the “open
system” rebuttal to the argument that thermodynamics violates
evolution are both fallacious, as summarized in his 2010 In the
Beginning and Other Essays on Intelligent Design.
His Genesis for Today: Relevance of the Creation-Evolution Debate to
2000 Today’s Society argues against the theory of evolution and promotes
young earth creationism.
His Physioeconomics, attempts to explain latitude-based economic
2000 variations in terms of hypothalamic activity and a real simplified touch
of thermodynamics.
|
|
In his "physics of relationships" he outlined a chemical thermodynamic
model, using a variation of the Gibbs equation (equation shown) of how
c.2000 single and paired students form in a typical college student body during
a single school year, showing how the equilibrium constant could
change per various conditions; discussed concepts such as the gay
molecule or polygamy molecule, etc.
|
|
His article "The Thermodynamics of
Love" explains how one can determine whether or not any given male2001 female reaction is "favored" in terms of specific Gibbs free energy
(equation shown), in which he makes one of the first reaction
coordinates for a human chemical reaction.

In circa 1992 began theorizing on how to
employ thermodynamic logic in business and
social concerns; his 2001 conference presentation “Motivational
Gavin Ritz (1959-)
Modelling” began to mention thermodynamical ideas, e.g. Ilya
New Zealand civil
Prigogine, Stuart Kaufman, Nicholas Georgescu, etc., in his motivation
engineer and
2001 work theory; his 2009 “The Fundamental Formula as Energy and Work”
business school
employed the relatively unknown human free energy theories of African
professor
chemist and physicist Adriaan de Lange to argue that a version of the
Gibbs equation (shown), where F is Gibbs free energy, W is work, Wo is
organical work done by living organisms (the product of J, mental
exertion, and T, target time).
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Alfredo Infante
(c.1960-)
Peruvian chemical
engineer

Alf Hornborg (1954-)
Swedish cultural
anthropologist

Claudia Rotondi (c.1969-)
Italian political economist

Francisco Louca (1956-)
Portuguese politician
and economist

David Christian (1946-)
American-born English
historian
Victor Sergeev (c.1943)
Russian physicist

His “Social Entropy: A Paradigmatic Approach of the
Second Law of Thermodynamics to an Unusual Domain” uses advanced
2001 intelligence perspective to argue that the Gibbs free energy of a social
system is the total energy in the system less the energy that is
unavailable and that this difference represents the ‘state’ of the system.
His The Power of the Machine, written over a period of ten-years, cites
Erwin Schrodinger (1944), Leslie White (1959), Howard Odum (1971),
Nicholas Georgescu (1971), Richard Adams (1975), Eugene Ruyle (1977),
and Ilya Prigogine (1984), etc., to argue among other things that:
“industrial infrastructure—whether a factory, an industrial city, or the
2001
global ‘technomass’—must maintain an unequal exchange of free
energy with its hinterland in order to survive”; discusses concepts such
as the “thermodynamics of imperialism”, “thermodynamics and the
economy of order”, the “exergy of hunter-gatherer societies”, among
others.
Her chapter “Competition and Economic Temperature: the Entropy
2001 Law in Emanuele Sella’s Work” in which she revives the near-forgotten
1910 work on economic temperature and economic entropy of Italian
economist Emanuele Sella.
| His chapter “Particles or humans? Econometric Quarrels on
Newtonian Mechanics and the Social Realm”, on human particle models
2001 and thermodynamics, discusses how the late 19th century wave of
mechanical analogies met with considerable resistance from some of
the more established economists.
In 1989, began to develop an outline model on how to teach history
over “long durations”, starting from the big bang; this culminated in
2001 in the teaching of “big history” at San Diego State University, and
2001
the 2003 book Maps of Time: an Introduction to Big History, which
embeds various entropy and free energy explanations of life and
civilization emergence, with loose connections to ideas on complexity.
2001

Noted for his article “A Thermodynamic Approach to Market
Equilibrium”, and follow-up 2005 book by the same title.

Sean O'Reilly (c.1949-)
American psychologistphilosopher

| |
| | | His How to Manage Your Dick, outlines a
Freudian-style
energy psychology of how to use one's sexual energy
2001
productively, explained in terms of energy and entropy, mixed with bits
of new age models and Greek philosophy.

Lynn Liss (c.1977-)
American business
strategist

Early reviewer of drafts of Libb Thims’ unpublished human
thermodynamics manuscripts (2001-2004) and his 2007 Human
2001 Chemistry; her 2005 JHT article “Human Thermodynamics and Business
Efficiency” attempted to extrapolate thermodynamic models to the area
of business consulting.

Evguenii Kozliak
(c.1961-)
Russian-born
American
physical chemist

|
| | | His JCE article
“Energy and Money, Chemical Bonding as Business, and Negative ΔH
and ΔG as Investment”, outlines a type of human thermodynamics
2002 education style of teaching, defining people as human atoms or human
molecules and applies chemical thermodynamics, namely the Gibbs
equation, to business (see: business thermodynamics), specifically as a
way to facilitate the teaching of physical chemistry; possibly also
outlining a human chemical bond theory.
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Ingo Muller
(1937-)
German
metallurgical
physicist and
thermodynamicist

Jack Hokikian (1945-)
Egyptian-born
American physicist

Tor Nørretranders (1955-)
Danish philosopher

Leong Ying (c.1960-)
Chinese-born American
nuclear physicist

Mark Blumberg (1961-)
American biopsychologist
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|
In his 2002 “Sociothermodynamics: Integration and
Segregation in a Population”, explains
behaviors of a metaphorical population of hawks and doves using an
extrapolation of logic from the thermodynamics of binary mixtures
whose components mix at high temperature, but separate at low
temperature exhibiting miscibility gaps; included an expanded chapter
2002 on this in his 2005 Energy and Entropy, in which he derives a first law,
second law, and combined Gibbs equation (shown) of sociothermodynamics, where S is the entropy, U the shortfall, V the volume
(or habitat), p the "population pressure", and τ the homogeneous
temperature inside the population; his 2007 A History of
Thermodynamics, includes a section on “socio-thermodynamics”, in
which he states that this "subject belongs more to the future of
thermodynamics than to its history", and at present is struggling to be
taken seriously.
His The Science of Disorder is a well-researched treatise on the use of
2002 thermodynamics in the humanities, discussing the works of many of the
thinkers above.
Conceived the thermodynamic depth theory, loosely translated as the
thermodynamic measure of the unspoken signals associated with the
2002
energetic value and history of the cost of producing a given product,
such as the peacock’s tail or a classic poem, and sexual attraction.
| | | His “twin universe theory”,
first online in 2002, written while he was an atheist, attempts to
reconcile the yin yang view of life and death, with the first and second
law, on the logic that there exists a second universe, energetically and
entropically coupled to this one where entropy tends to a minimum, so
to speak, loosely based on the matter-antimatter model, wherein
2002 particles can transfer between the two universes, based on the double
slits, at absolute zero; in 2003, began to visualize god as a “single
omnipotent consciousness”, a bridge between science and faith; in
2007, published Klystar, a science fiction version of his theory; in 2010,
began adding to this theory that the hypothesis that nuclear fusion is
what is driving cosmological expansion; overall theory supposes that the
soul exists.
His Body Heat: Temperature and Life on Earth, discusses how
thermodynamics relates to sexual behavior and changes in body
2002 temperature; spends a good amount of time investigating the notion of
“thermal words”, such as exemplified by his chapter “The Heat of
Passion”.

Christian de Quincey
(c.1955-)
American philosopher

|
| | | | | His Radical Nature, attempts to
update and synthesize the views of Henri Bergson (1907), Pierre
2002 Teilhard (1938), and Arthur Young (1976), to argue that conceptions
such as consciousness, free will, and spirit (or soul) extend all the way
down the evolutionary ladder to molecules, atoms, electrons, photons
and beyond (presumably to the sub-atomic realm).

Steven Rosen (1955-)
American Hindu studies
author

|
| His book Gita on the Green discusses reincarnation, karma,
soul,
etc.,
in terms of energy and the first law; his 2007 book Krishna’s
2002
Song, elaborates on how one’s “actions (karma) and desires (kama)”,
might be explained in terms of quantums of energy and the first law.

Suma Varughese (c.1960-)
Indian newage spiritual
philosopher

| Stimulated, it seems, by James Lovelock, Morgan Peck, and
2002 Pierre Teilhard, has written at least two articles on Hinduism, entropy
and the life force.
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John Avery
(1933-)
Lebanese-born
Danish physicist
and theoretical
chemist

Babics Laszlo
(1944-)
Hungarian
sociologist

Joseph McCauley
(1943-)
American
physicist and
econophysicist

Robert Doyle (1936-)
American physicist and
philosopher

Gilbert Wedekind
(c.1946-)
American
thermodynamics
professor, engineer, and pastor
Francisco Téllez (c. 1980-)
Chilean psychologist
Attila
Grandpierre
(c.1950-)
Hungarian
astrophysicist

|
|
| | His
Information Theory and Evolution,
attempts to explain the
phenomenon of life, including its origin, evolution, and human cultural
evolution, in terms of thermodynamics, statistical mechanics, and
information theory; arguing that the paradox between the disorder
view of the second law and highly ordered complex living systems, has
2003 its resolution in the Gibbs free energy that enters the biosphere from
outside sources; built on Erwin Schrodinger's infamous "turn the
discussion toward free energy" addendum, by adding to it Gilbert Lewis'
1923 Gibbs free energy of formation model, Fritz Lipmann’s 1941 free
energy coupling theory and John Neumann's circa 1945 free energy
automaton theory; was one of the reviewers for Libb Thims’ Human
Chemistry (2007) offering the intuitive suggestion that human molecules
move along paths of minimum Gibbs free energy. Co-winner of the 1995
Nobel Peace Prize.
His “The Mechanics and Thermodynamics of Mass Societies” speculates
on topics such as the volume of society (social volume), social
acceleration due to gravity (social acceleration), and potential energy
(social potential energy) and entropy of society (social entropy); makes
2003
an attempt at a calculation of a sociological version of Avogadro's
number (social Avogadro number), which he calculates to be A = 60
individuals, as well as a sociological version of the Boltzmann constant
(social Boltzmann constant).
His article “Thermodynamic Analogies in Economics and Finance”,
argues that "real financial markets cannot behave thermodynamically",
his reason being that "financial markets are unstable, they do not
approach statistical equilibrium, nor are there any available topological
2003 invariants on which to base a purely formal statistical mechanics"; his
2004 econophysics book Dynamics of Markets: Econophysics and
Finance, has a section entitled "Why Thermodynamics Analogies Fail", in
which he uses the Legendre transform to argue that formal
thermodynamic analogies will always fail when trying to describe
economic behavior.
|
|
|
| His 2003-launched site
InformationPhilosopher.com is thematically-similar to Hmolpedia in
regards to hosting biographies on the overlap statistical
thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, and philosophy in regards to
2003 formulating a semi-materialistic theory of information that connects the
creation process of the universe with a belief in the existence of human
free will; a summary of this is outlined in his 2011 book Free Will: the
Scandal in Philosophy, which attempts to grapple with the second law,
determinism, and the wave function collapse.
His book Spiritual Entropy attempts to explain what the second law
2003 has to say about the social, moral, and spiritual realms; he seems to
advocate both creationism and intelligent design.
2003

His article “Transorgasmic Sexuality” outlines a psychodynamic theory
of a reversible, mini-reaction, type of heightened sex.

His “Entropy and Information of Human Organisms and the Nature of
Life” claims to be the first publication of the calculate the entropy
content of a human being (human entropy); his 2007 “Thermodynamic
2004
Measure for Nonequilibrium Processes”, co-authored with Katalin
Martinas, attempts to use the “extropy” concept to for formulate a new
second law for non-equilibrium conditions, biological or otherwise.
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Eann Patterson
(c.1955-)
English
mechanical
engineer

Robert Handscombe
(c.1955-)
English engineer and
business management
professor
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In The Entropy Vector: Connecting Business and Science, co-authored
with Robert Handscombe, they argue that to learn to manage and
control change (social, technical, and business) one must obtain a better
grasp of science, in particular energy and entropy; the book seems to be
very thermodynamical, with chapters on “natural philosophy and
2004 business”, “life the universe and entropy”, “energy and entropy”, “time
and entropy”, “managing disorder”, “creativity and innovation”, “risk
and entropy”, “mental entropy”, “entropy tradeoffs”, etc.; dominate
terms and people used include: Nicholas Georgescu, Leon Brillouin,
Stephen Hawking, Rudolf Clausius, Maxwell’s demon, and interestingly
free energy; Patterson currently is chair of mechanical engineering at
Michigan State University.

2004

Co-author with Eann Patterson of The Entropy Vector: Connecting
Business and Science.

His Islam, Technoscientific Identities, and the Culture of Curiosity,
contains
chapter section entitled “Thermodynamics as a Model” in
Mazyar Lotfalian
which
he
critiques the use of thermodynamics to explain and model
(c.1969-)
culture and humanity by Mehdi Bazargan, in larger part, and his 1956
American cultural
2004 Thermodynamics of Humanity, and Michel Serres, Thomas Pynchon,
anthropologist
Sigmund Freud, Max Weber, among others; grapples with questions
such as “how would thermodynamics affect the debunking of faith and
knowledge?” or “how does Bazargan use thermodynamics to theorize
about the role of morality in everyday life?”
Tominaga Keii (19202009)
Japanese chemical
engineer and chemical
thermodynamicist

In his chapter two, Thermodynamics of Chemical Reactions, devotes
2004 a section to “Chemical Affinity in 1806”, wherein he quotes several
paragraphs of Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities, to only conclude, in the
end, that “it did not add any scientific value.”

Charles Hansen (1943-)
American engineer and
business economist

| His Technology of Love attempts to define “love” in scientific
formalism, in part using entropy, anti-entropy, and thermodynamics
2004 logic; is mixed up with religious diatribe: Jesus is mentioned on the
backcover, believes that the spirit of the human system runs on energy,
etc.

Patrick Ezepue (c.1965-)
Nigerian-born English
social statistician

Has been working out a “human thermodynamics” (his term usage)
quantitative model for educational businesses, in which what he calls
the soft mathematical “state equations” quantify the movement of a
2004
student, productively and creatively, through the university and
eventually, as a professional, through the corporate academic model,
who sell their intellectual work as a business.

Dimitris Keranis
(1948-)
Greek lawyer and
social-economist

|
In his essay “Human Values and the
Second Law of Thermodynamics”, he argues that human purposeful
action can be quantified formulaically, using the Gibbs function (as
shown), arguing that energy and entropy are the two opposing forces
involved in nature’s tendency to organize itself through the production
of work and the associated acts that are responsible for the flow of
2005 energy in social systems, of which economic activity is central aspect
and in which intellectual actions, such as speech, scientific productions,
poetry, and literary, etc., translate into “value flows” in the social
systems, reflecting the tendency of systems toward equilibrium,
through the dispersal of wealth, income redistribution, and
decentralization of power, etc.; of which he argues, the flow of
economic acts and value acts are captured in Xenophon Zolotas’ 1981
economic and social welfare growth function.
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Stefan PohlValero (c.1977-)
Spanish
mechanical
engineer and
social
thermodynamicist

Eric Smith (c.1965-)
American physicist

Christopher Southgate
(1953-)
English biochemist and
theologian

Paul Strassmann (c.
1925-)
Czechoslovakian-born
American electrical
engineer and business
management theorist

Andrei Khrennikov
(1958-)
Russian-born Swedish
applied mathematician

Yuji Aruka (c. 1950-)
Japanese economist

Alastair Jenkins (c.1952-)
Danish atmospheric
physicist
Terry Bynum (c. 1938-)
American philosopher
Mary Roach (c.1968-)
American writer

Gave a workshop talk (Third Milan Workshop on the Physical
Sciences in the Third World) on "The 'Morality' of Thermodynamics: the
Controversy of its Laws in a New Public Sphere, Spain 1868-1880"; his
2007 PhD dissertation “The Circulation of Energy: Thermodynamics,
National Culture, and Social Progress in Spain, 1868-1890” builds on the
work of Crosbie Smith and Greg Myers to discuss how William Thomson,
Balfour
Stewart, Peter Tait, and Thomas Huxley, etc., applied and used
2005
thermodynamics to theorize about humanist implications; recent
articles include: “The Communication of Thermodynamics: Physical
Culture and Power in Spain in the Second Half of the Nineteenth
Century” (2009), “Thermodynamics, Social Thought, and Biopolitics in
the Spain of the Restoration” (2010), and “Energy, Entropy, and
Religion: A Historical Review” (2010), the latter co-written with Favio
Vitery.
Has been working, for three years, at the Santa Fe Institute, on the
2005 application of thermodynamics in economics, the economic version of
Helmholtz free energy, entropy, the entropies of economic agents,
similar to that done in the Lausanne school.
In 1993, began teaching a course on the science-religion debate; his
2005 book God, Humanity, and the Cosmos discusses the
thermodynamic eschatology views of Robert Russell (1984); his 2008
2005
book The Groaning of Creation: God, Evolution, and the Problem of Evil,
speculates on evil in thermodynamic terms; he cites Ted Peters (1993),
among others.
His lecture “Information Management and Organizational Entropy”
argues that the “issue of information management” is all about
Shannon entropy and Clausius entropy, which he seems to convolute as
the same thing; his 2007 book The Economics of Corporate Information
2005 Systems, argues that the structure of the tooth-to-tail ratio of an
organization, “tooth” being the employees at the front end of the
company “tail” being the overhead staff, middle managers, support
structure, etc., the tail is “always the source of disorder”, representing a
loss of useful energy (available energy), and thus the focal location of
the second law at work within companies.
His “Financial Heat Machine”, cites John Neumann, Marc Lichnerowicz,
Borisas Cimbleris, Joseph McCauley, etc., and models financial markets
from the point of view of phenomenological thermodynamics, describe
2005
a financial Carnot cycle, and argue that an economic perpetual mobile is
possible “under some conditions”; discusses the “boiling of the financial
market”, the “heating of expectations”, etc.
His “Carnot Process of Wealth Distribution” and 2006 “An Evolutionary
Theory of Economic Interaction: Introduction to Socio- and Econo2005 Physics”, both co-written with Jurgen Mimkes, employ concepts such as
social temperature, a Carnot theory of wealth, in econophysics /
sociophysics.
|
His “Thermodynamics and Economics” gives a decent
2005 historical overview of thermodynamics, then concludes with an attempt
to apply Edwin Jaynes’ 1957 maximum entropy production theory to
model economic processes.
2005

His “Entropy and Purpose in Human Life”, culls from Norbert Weiner, to
discuss the impact of the internet and morality.

In her book Spook: Science Tackles the Afterlife, she devotes 102005 pages to thermodynamics, in which she defines a "soul theorist", e.g.
Gerard Nahum, as one who uses physics, chemistry, information theory,
and thermodynamics to study the soul.
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John Sanford (1950-)
American plant geneticist
Robert Kenoun
(1950-)
Iranian-born
American
materials
scientist and
metallurgicalelectrical engineer
Mark Janes
(1973-)
English chemical
engineering
student turned
biotechnologist

Peter Pogany (c.1939-)
Hungarian-born
American economist

Harold Leonard (c.1926)
American chemist

John Wojcik (1938-)
American physical
chemist

Todd Silverstein
(c.1954-)
American chemist
Adrian Bejan (1948-)
Romanian-born American
mechanical engineer
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His book barely-readable book Genetic Entropy, promotes the
2005 concept of "genetic entropy" in aims to reconcile the Bible with
evolution.
His A Proposition to Theory of History and Social Evolution outlines a
semi-approximate thermodynamics system-based view of social change
2006 (social internal energy minimization theory), using a logic of hierarchical
systems embedded within systems and a type of social energy
“coupling” theory.

|
| | |
| | His
carbon entromorphology theory is a human atom based scheme, which
considers the human being to be a ‘type of gigantic carbon atom’ (Mr.
Carbon Atom), and uses aspects of thermodynamics, particle physics,
2006 and the atomic model logic (molecular orbital theory) to explain facets
of humanity; an example being his “soulatrophic” model of morality, in
which state of humanity is positied to be evolving to a future iron-like
orbital structure of stability (similar to Pierre Teilhard’s omega point
theory).
His Rethinking the World argues that “culture may be regarded as a
thermodynamics system [where] the world’s economic and commercial
activities may be reduced to the simple definition of organized
molecular structures creating, maintaining, operating, discarding, and
reusing other organized molecular structures; [and] cultural evolution is
subject to the laws of thermodynamics”; on humans he employs a
2006 human molecule viewpoint: “accumulated knowledge suggests that
humans are billions of highly evolved, overgrown super-molecules that
swarm in ever larger numbers on a piece of rock that wobbles, spins,
revolves, and soars into nothingness at break-neck speed with an
agitated, burning furnace in its interior”; his 2009 conference talk:
“Observations Through the Thermodynamic Lens of World History”
expands on these ideas.
His 2006 Journal of Chemical Education letter “Chemical
Thermodynamics in the Real World”, wherein that we should begin to
use Frederick Rossini’s 1971 chemical thermodynamics based model of
2006
political thermodynamics to help society understand the relation
between freedom and security in a 9/11 world, sparked the “heated”
Rossini-Leonard-Wojcik debate.

2006

In the Rossini debate, sent in an rebuttal letter to the Journal of
Chemical Education, arguing that there is great “danger” in the use of
“anthropomorphism in chemistry” in that some may “come to believe
that there is substance in them”; moreover: “worst of all, there is the
danger that chemical thermodynamics will have ascribed to it a power
that it simply does not have, namely, the power to 'explain' the
human condition.”

His response letter “State Functions vs State Governments” argued in
defense of the use of chemical thermodynamics to explain or study
2006 human freedom and security, commenting that: “I do not agree that
such ‘loose thinking’ should be ‘purged’ from science altogether”, as
Wojcik suggests.
His articles, e.g. “Constructing Animal Locomotion from New
2006 Thermodynamics Theory” (2006), and books, e.g. Constructal Theory of
Social Dynamics (2007), have been attempting to outline a constructal
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theory of social dynamics, where society is seen as a live “flow system”
(e.g. a river basin, vascularized tissue, city traffic).
John Patrick (c.1950-)
American civil engineer
and architect
Tullio Scrimali (1952-)
Italian psychiatrist

His unified theory of evolution incorporates aspects of QED and
2006 thermodynamics to argue that God created the universe, which
operates according to physical laws.
|
|
His Entropy of Mind and Negative Entropy, attempts to
explain schizophrenia and outline treatment methods, using a mixture
2006 of negative entropy, complexity theory, Prigoginean thermodynamics,
dissipative structures, information theory, chaos theory, systems
theory, cybernetics, among others.

Eric Beinhocker (c. 1968-)
American-born English
business economist

|
|
His The Origin of Wealth includes a chapter wealth
defined as “fit order”, in which he attempts to integrate the work of
2006 Nicholas Georgescu (1971) together with evolution and the concept of
survival of the fittest; mixed together with bits of complexity theory and
information theory.

DMR Sekhar (1952-)
Indian chemical engineer
and mineral engineer

|
| Developed a “genopsych” anti-entropy type theory,
which argues that DNA is a self-programming conscious entity, inside of
2006 which exists a special extensive conscious ordering force or property,
which is god or part of god, is undying and non-physical (i.e. soul), that
runs counter to entropy and gives rise to and directs biological
evolution.

Manuel De Landa (1952-)
Mexican-born American
philosopher

2006 Outlined an "intensive" properties based philosophy.

Leland Gilsen (c.1945-)
American anthropologist

2006

Andrew Morrow (1961-)
American chemical engineer
and computer programmer

Developed a mosaic of atoms with a mind thermodynamic philosophy;
since 2020 has been working on a population control advocating
2006
manuscript Thermostat for Thermonuclear War, which he hosts at
Thermo4Thermo.org.

Marguerite Callaway (1950-)
American business consultant

| Her The Energetics of Business cites Carl Jung, Mihály
Csíkszentmihályi, Rupert Sheldrake, etc., to outline a newage-type of
2006 “business energetics” model, crouched on the idea that there exists a
“living energy” in the universe, that energy fields envelope the human
body, etc.

Outlined a computer simulation theory of culture modeled as a
thermodynamic machine.

In his online book Theory of Society he employs Herbert Callen’s 1960
Thermodynamics to outline an equation-rich subject he calls “relation
thermodynamics” (thermodynamics formalism to human relation
dynamics), defined as the study of macroscopic consequences of
myriads of individual actions on the interdependence coordinates
within human relation systems, whereby due to statistical averaging do
not appear in the macroscopic description of systems; he employs terms
Wayne Angel (1945such as “relation energy”, i.e. the internal relation kinetic energy of a
)
human system is determined by the rate of change of relationships
American physicist
2007
between entities, “relation temperature” (which he says can be
and computer
measured using the Carnot efficiency equation); outlines a type of
scientist
coupling theory (similar to Robert Kenoun’s 2006 social internal energy
minimization theory), where human systems are said to be able to
transfer some of its internal relation energy to other human systems,
thereby doing relation work on other human systems, “relation heat”,
relation heat transfer, among other interesting derivation; the entire
discourse seems interestingly to be of an original variety derived
straight from Callen’s version of thermodynamics.
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John Schmitz (c.1950-)
Danish chemist

Octavian Ksenzhek
(c.1945-)
Russian
bioelectrochemist

Angelo Letizia (c.1975-)
American philosopher

Viktor Minkin (c.1960-)
Russian biometrist

David Weir (c. 1950-)
American comparative
literature theorist
Richard Rudd (1967-)
American newage
spiritual philosopher

David Alkek (c.1931-)
American dermatologist

Satch Ejike (c.1957-)
African-born American
lawyer and social
scientist
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His 1980 PhD was "Thermodynamic and Activation Parameters of Redox
Reactions of Transistion Metal Coordination Complexes"; his 2007 The
Second Law of Life discusses how entropy is used in fields including
2007
history, sociology, economics, art, ecology, and religion; contains a
schematic of the changes of values of human entropy (entropy of a
human) over a lifespan.
| His Money: Virtual Energy: Economy through the Prism of
Thermodynamics, builds on the work of Herbert Spencer, Vilfredo
2007 Pareto, and Frederick Soddy; defines an economy as a very large and
complicated system, people being the ‘molecules’ of which its consists;
defines “energy coupling” in social systems as being mediated mainly
through materialized forms of energy.
His The Battle for Existence attempts to answer Gottfried Leibniz’s
2007 famous question "why does the universe exist?” in thermodynamic and
entropy terms, utilizing ideas on entropy ethics.
In 2007, began communicating with Libb Thims in aims to incorporate
human thermodynamics models (entropy measurements of emotions)
in to a theory of finger printing and vibrational imaging; his 2008
“Application of Vibraimage Technology and System for Analysis of
2007 Motor Activity and Study of Functional State of Human Body”
incorporates some of this discussion; in 2009, incorporated some of this
logic into the launching of the site PsyMaker.com, which claims to
facilitate: recognition of emotions of visitors, couple compatibility
matching, among others.
His Decadent Culture in the United States situates the cyclical rises and
falls of decadence in the US at the turn of the 20th century in the
2007
context of Brooks Adams 1895 theory of energy and entropy acting on
civilization, in the form of expansions and contractions.
His article “Human Thermodynamics: the ‘Great Niggle’ and How to Get
Rich Slowly”, speculates on the three laws applied to humans; topics
2007
including: energy flow, evolution, purpose, activation energy, the
energy of good will, and the hidden energy of the universe.
|
| | | His The Self-Creating Universe attempts to explain
existence,
morality, ethics, and purpose, origin of consciousness (or
2007
soul), using Pierre Teilhard's theory of complexification and Paul Davies'
idea of self-development and reverse entropy, among others.
His Find a Good Man and Keep Him, uses Libb Thims’ Human
Chemistry (2007) as the framework for his section the “Physics of
2008 Attraction” to explain how relationship interactions and bondings are
the result of interactions of photons and electrons whose operations
are governed by thermodynamics.

Has been conducting a four-year human physics study based of 500
individuals as to be summarized in his 2012 book His The Physics of
Dean Hamden (c.1950-)
Human
Behavior, which contains a third chapter on an “exploration of
American physicist
2008
the laws of thermodynamics and entropy to learn how one can keep
one's relationship healthy and how to assess the suitability of an
intended mate.”
Antoine Bousquet
(c.1974-)
English complexity
theory economist
Helge Kragh (1944-)
Danish science
historian

His The Scientific Way of Warfare: Order and Chaos on the
2008 Battlefields of Modernity has a chapter on “thermodynamic warfare”
(war thermodynamics) and the science of energy.
His Entropic Creation: Religious Contexts of Thermodynamics and
2008 Cosmology, gives a detailed history of the extensive use of entropy and
thermodynamics in religion, e.g. the entropic proof of god's existence.
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Barkley Rosser (1948-)
American mathematical
economist

His “Debating the Role of Econophysics” is a critique of the use of
physics concepts, such as entropy, thermodynamics, chaos theory,
2008 complexity theory, in economics (in the form of econophysics), touching
on the work of Georg Helm (1887), Leon Winiarski (1900), Alfred Lotka
(1925), Harold Davis (1941), Paul Samuelson (1990), the relatively
unknown American economist Julius Davidson, among others.

Brian Schill (c.1960-)
American physicist and
paranormal investigator

| His book Stalking Darkness, attempts to explain death and
ghosts in terms of thermodynamics and released bioelectric fields; in
2008 the context of the first two laws, but argues to explain the theory of
‘cold spots’, or anomalous regions of energy absorption, supposedly left
by ghosts, in terms of the third law of thermodynamics.

Richard Hughes (c.1955-)
American mechanical engineer
and government and politics
theorist

Taught a course on the thermodynamics of government
2008 (government thermodynamics) and politics (political thermodynamics),
at California State University.

Sergio Franzese (1963-2010)
Italian moral philosopher

His The Ethics of Energy: William James’ Moral Philosophy in Focus
recounts William James’ ethical energy (reserve energy) views in the
context of the growing counter tendency of Darwinism framed against
2008 the “pessimistic ideologies of social entropy”; the book has a religious
tinge, ending with Balfour Stewart and Peter Tait’s unseen universe
model, speaking about God being real and associated with the energy
humans get from divine experience, etc.

John Correia (c.1950-)
American biochemist

Considered a proposal (Mar 18), by American chemical engineer Libb
Thims,
to give a presentation on the "thermodynamics of human
2008
molecules", at the annual Gibbs Conference on Biothermodynamics
(focused that year on molecular thermodynamics), to be "a joke".

James Sandham (c.1984-)
Canadian writer

2008

Wrote novel The Entropy of Aaron Rosclatt, the summary of which is
that “we are all inevitably subject to the slow slide into entropy”.

Claes Johnson (1943-)
Swedish mathematician

2008

Outlined a computational thermodynamics view of emergence of life
forms and humans.

Thomas Wallace
(c.1937-)
American
physical chemist

| |
|
|
|
His book
Wealth, Energy, and Human Values, applies the basics of physical
chemistry and chemical thermodynamics, in particular the Gibbs
equation (adjacent), to the modeling of the rise and fall of civilizations,
2009 in what he considers a ‘mechanistic-thermodynamic paradigm’; contains
a good appendix on "The Fundamentals of Thermodynamics Applied to
Socioeconomics", which outlines a decent reaction coordinate depicted
initial state / final state view of mechanism-based society reaction
processes.

Surya Pati (1983-)
Indian chemist
|
|
Explain how single people with
and business
higher Gibbs free energy (adjacent equation) are “more restless” and
2009 thus resultantly tend to form a bond with another person to “stabilize”
management
theorist
themselves; also speculates on how activation energy, entropy, and
enthalpy apply to human relationships.

Yuri Tarnopolsky
(1936-)
Russian-born
American organic
chemist

His ebook Introduction to Pattern Chemistry, on the subject of what he
calls “econochemistry”, builds on a number of previously written 55 or
so essays (2001-2008), he outlines a “chemistry on the human scale”
model of society and economy, arguing, using Greek philosopher
2009 Lucretius’s atomic theory as a basis, that an “economy is an assembly,
separation, and rearrangement of atoms and molecules,” and that
transitions such as the transformation of Russia from absolute
monarchy to constitutional monarchy (1905) to republic (1917) to
totalitarian (1936) to chaotic democracy (1991) to opaque authoritarian
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(2000) is the story of a system consisting of “essentially the same atomic
human entities (his term for human molecule)” undergoing a type of
chemical isomerization, similar to when propyl alcohol molecule
isomers to methyl ethyl ether molecule. Tarnopolsky speculates on the
thermodynamics of these types of processes, on things such as social
temperature (which he equates to social freedom), activation energy in
relation to money, among other topics.

Victor Maslov
(c.1936-)
Russian
mathematical
physicist

Yi-Fang Chang (1947-)
Chinese particle
physicist
Gregory Botanes
(c.1965-)
Spanish

telecommunications
engineering and business
theorist

Alberto Hernando
(1981-)
Spanish physicist

Tanya Maslova (1979-)
Russian economist

Margherita Long
(c.1967-)
American comparative
literature scholar
Arthur Jonath (1931-)
American aeronautics
engineer

His “Similarity Laws in Thermodynamics”, argues that we should begin
to “move from the general statistical laws for molecules to
jurisprudence and the elaboration of laws in human society. Here the
matter concerns the origin of social laws based on the same principles
of natural selection which annihilates biological communities when their
2009 entropy decreases”; his 2010 “Thermoeconomics of Russia”, employs
the work of Georgi Gladyshev (1997), Wayne Saslow (1999), Libb Thims
(2002), among others, to begin to use “Feynman diagrams of collisions
and creations of separate particles, as well as collisions and interactions
of market goods transferred into money” so to “combine this into
general laws of thermodynamics of fluids dealing with few variables.”
His “Social Synergetics, Social Physics, and Research of Fundamental
Laws in Social Complex Systems” attempts to formulate social
2009
thermodynamics equations and theorize on concepts such as social
temperature.
Founded (with Alberto Hernando) the thermodynamics-based
business consulting company Social Thermodynamics Applied Research
(SThAR), anchored at SocialThermodynamics.org, which employs a mix
2009 of subjects (mostly human physics theories) including Zipf’s law, the
Dunbar number, six degrees of separation, Shannon information,
MaxEnt theory, and Fisher information, etc., to consult, predict, and
guide business operations and social change, similar to how chemistry
and physics is used to “predict” chemical and physical change.
Co-founder (with Gregory Botanes) of thermodynamics-based
business consulting company Social Thermodynamics Applied Research
(SThAR); his 2009 article “Fisher-information and the Thermodynamics
of Scale-invariant Systems” in which he and his associates, supposedly,
2009 “confirm analogy between properties of social systems (such as
electoral results, city populations, citations in physics journals) and the
thermodynamics of gases and liquids”, which thus forms the basis of his
theory of social thermodynamics; is described (incorrectly) by them as
the “father of social thermodynamics”.
Introduced the subject of ‘thermolinguistics’ or the
thermodynamics of language, concepts such as the energy or
temperature of a text, the entropy of languages, isotherms of a text,
2009 etc.; her 2010 “Thermolinguistics and Human Thermodynamics”,
employs the work of Libb Thims, and speculates on how pair-wise
chemical potential between entities, such as people, or plants in field, in
the form of attractions and repulsions, may find explanation in the
statistical mechanics work of Russian physicist Nikolay Bogolyubov.
Her This Perversion Called Love has a chapter (a mixture of literature
thermodynamics and psychological thermodynamics) on the
2009 thermodynamics theories of Sigmund Freud, the writings Sato Haruo,
among others; concludes with discussion of Junichiro Tanizaki in the
context of the Freudian psychodynamics and the first and second.
| In his “Saving Capitalism from Finance: the Power of
Thermoeconomics”,
co-written with psychologist Richard Goldwater,
2009
promoted at ProfitAndEntropy.com, argues that “entropy is an idea that
applies to populations of humans as well as of molecules”; in his video
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“Isomorphism, Entropy, and God”, on isomorphisms argues that the
entropy principle is a replacement for god.
Dickey Eason (c. 1965-)
American social dynamics
theorist

His The Impacts Dynamic attempts uses an energy dispersal view of the
second law viewed as a driving force for both society and the universe;
2009 extrapolates protons bonding with electrons up to the human-human
interaction scale, to explain how male and females find stability in their
bonding as a sort of needed energy.

Len Fisher (1942-)
Australian-born English
chemist, physicist,
biologist, and philosopher

|
Adheres to the Prigoginean view, arguing that humans and
2009 society, as advanced types of Bénard cells, exist constantly at the edge
of chaos.

Robert Fogel (1926-)
American economic
historian and scientist

| Commented "much of this [economic] gain was due to
improvement in human thermodynamic efficiency. The rate of
2009 converting human energy input into work output appears to have
increased by about 50 percent since 1790"; winner of 1993 Nobel Prize
in economics.

|
| Central objector in the Moriarty-Thims debate, argued in
Philip Moriarty (c.1965video interview that arrangements of students socializing in a field
)
cannot be defined by a thermodynamic entropy; considers Libb Thims’
Irish thermal and
2009 assertion that thermodynamic principles can be applied to ‘human
nanomolecular
molecules’ to be “flawed” and pseudoscience; views the idea of ‘sexual
physicist
heat’ to be something of a humorous fairly tail, a subject not germane
to discussions in modern hard science and thermodynamics.
Jose-Manuel Rey
(c.1975-)
Spanish mathematical
economist
Barri Gold (1966-)
American English
professor

His “A Mathematical Model of Sentimental Dynamics Accounting
for Marital Dissolution”, builds on the work of John Gottman, to
attempt to formulaically and graphically explain marital dissolution
2010 using a metaphorical version of the second law to indicate that “indicate
that the feeling of attachment in a relationship ‘cools down’ (thermal
word) as time evolves—unless energy in form of effort is supplied to
keep things alive.”
Her book ThermoPoetics outlines the usage and interaction of
2010 energy theories, thermodynamics, and heat engine models in the
themes of Victorian literature.

Toralf Zschau (c.1975-)
German-born American
biologist and sociologist

His PhD dissertation “The Authoritarian Cosmos: Complexity, Elective
Affinities, and the ‘Thermodynamics’ of Self” uses Max Weber’s elective
2010 affinities as a framework for tackling Orwellian-type dystopia
phenomena; the work, however, has almost no thermodynamic
content.

Adrian Hough (c.1958-)
English physical chemist
and priest

2010

Dorothy Sherrill (c.1940-)
American nurse

His The Flaw in the Universe attempts to explain both sin and natural
disaster in terms of the second law.

Her booklet Thermodynamics: the Secret Life of Heat, attempts,
through mostly autobiography, to explain subjects concerning
2010 extrasensory perception, e.g. death, ghosts, remote sensing, male
energy, female energy, emotion, etc., using sparse bits of
thermodynamics terminology, mostly concerning sensory perception as
a form of heat radiation.

Produced the electronic music EP Human Thermodynamics, with the
tracks 1. Pressure correlations (themed on the gas laws); 2. Phase
Bogdan Anghel (1984-)
Romanian electronic music 2010 transition (themed on phase transitions topics, e.g. Gibbs phase rule,
enthalpy of vaporization, etc.); 3. Aerospace race (themed on human
producer
molecules flying or racing about like gas molecules); 4. Transport
phenomena (themed on heat or mass transport of humans; with a cover
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art depicting futuristic humans flying about like semi-attached gas
particles over the surface of a futuristic HumanThermodynamics.com
like earth.
Sean Carroll (1966-)
American astrophysicist

Lubos Motl (1973-)
Czech-American
theoretical physicist
(string theory) and
black hole
thermodynamicist

Ryan Grannell (c.1991-)
Irish biochemistry
student

Mohsen MohsenNia (1958-)
Iranian-born
American
chemical
engineer

James Ferri
(c.1960-)
American
chemical
engineer

Charles Hall (c.1943-)
American systems
ecologist

His From Eternity to Here, attempts to outline a synthesis of his
2010 views on the big bang, relativity, entropy, universal expansion, human
existence, purpose, and time.
Believes that Christopher Hirata’s 2000 theory of human
thermodynamics of mating reactions in college student bodies is “a
joke”, not to be taken seriously; that the “thermodynamics of human
relationships is bullcrap”; that it is “blatant absurdity” to try “to model
the laws governing human relationships using the rules of
2010 thermodynamics, a set of rules that only apply at a molecular level”;
that “human beings are NOT molecules, they are composed of
molecules”; that people “aren't giant molecules”; that human
relationships are governed mostly by human psychology” (not
thermodynamics); that one must be “senile or crazy to believe this
nonsense”.
Spent a month blogging to explain how human chemistry and human
thermodynamics are "bulls**t" subjects, “junk science”, and a
horrendous analogy; believes that “human behavior is more complex
than something that can be modeled with a couple of thermodynamic
equations."; considers the human chemical reaction model "A + B →
AB" to be a "pretentious way of stating something we already know; it
2011
tells us absolutely nothing new”; views Johann Goethe’s 1799 human
elective affinities model of existence is a “nutty theory”; considers Libb
Thims’ 2011 thermodynamic proof that good always triumphs over evil
to be nothing but “calculus coated woo, hidden behind a smokescreen
of rhetorical mathematics”; believes that enthalpy has nothing to do
with the sexual heat of physical attraction, among other objections.
His JHT article “A
Thermodynamic Methodology
for Evaluating Friendship
Relations Stability”, coauthored with Iranians human scientist F. Arfaei, thermodynamicist H.
2011
Amiri, and computer engineer A. Mohsen Nia, present the results of a
small relationship study, of different pairings of male and female coworkers, in which they discuss the results in energetic terms and
attempt to explain interhuman relationship potential modeled on the
Lennard–Jones potential (shown).
Initiated and supervised the
engineering student-produced
video “Thermodynamics of Life:
Occupy Wall Street Edition”,
made by Angela Wnek (ChBE, 2013), Isaac Lavine (ChBe, 2014), Ashley
2011
Kaminski (ChBE, 2013), which applied a number of different molecular,
physical chemistry, and chemical engineering principles to the ongoing
“Occupy Wall Street” protests, and used equations such as Calvin
equation, the Ostwald equation (shown), etc., to explain the Pareto
principle, i.e. the 80-20 rule for the division of wealth in a society.
His book Energy and the Wealth of Nations: Understanding the
Biophysical Economy, co-written with Kent Kiltgaard, attempts to
outline, thermodynamically, how the first law and second law, should
be integrated into economic policy, albeit in what might be called the
2011 Roegen-Daly school of thought on entropy, i.e. the view of Nicholas
Georgescu and his student Herman Daly, namely the very tenable view
that entropy, in economic terms, equates to “value lost to waste”, and
that this explains pollution, resource scarcity, unemployment, and
depletion.
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Kent Kiltgaard (date-)
American economist

2011 Co-author with Charles Hall.

See also
● HC pioneers (70+)
● HP pioneers (20+)
● HMS pioneers (120+)
● HM pioneers (5+)
● Thermodynamics
pioneers (40+)

● Human thermodynamics
(objections to)
● Human chemistry (objections
to)
● Human physics (objec ons to)
● Human mathema cs
(objections to)
● Libb Thims (attack)
● Detractors

Note
Some individuals are listed in duplicate (or triplicate, in a few cases) on this page and the HC pioneers, HP pioneers,
and HMS pioneers pages, depending on if the individual made contributions in either chemistry, physics,
thermodynamics, or hmol science in general.

Human molecule (Wikipedia)
Human molecule is the term used to define or view a person as a molecule.
[1] The term "human molecule" was coined in 1789 by French philosopher
Jean Sales. [2] The construct of a person defined as a molecule, or type of
chemical, has been utilized as a tool in both the hard sciences, namely
chemistry, thermodynamics, and physics, and the humanities, namely
sociology, economics, history, and philosophy, psychology, among other
subjects, such as religion. The modern reserved-view of modeling a person as
a "molecule", whether abstractly or factually, is explained well in the 20012004 lectures and follow-up Aventis Prize-winning book Critical Mass by
English chemist and physicist Philip Ball: [3]
“To develop a 'physics of society', we must take a bold step that some might
regard as a leap of faith and others as preposterous idealization: particles
become people [and] human activity [becomes] collections of many
interacting ‘agents’ — somewhat analogous to a fluid of interacting atoms or
molecules.”
The subject of the concept of the person defined as an abstract 'molecule' or
specifically a "human molecule", over the last two-centuries, has been a point The "human element" Hu chemical
of discussion by dozens of various scholars and thinkers, from French writer
symbol from the popular 2006-2009
Alphonse Esquiros (1840), who argued that the occupation of the historian
Dow Chemical advertising campaign,
and psychologist is to study the transformations and psychology of individual with a mock atomic number and pseudo
human molecules or groups of human molecules; to American historian Henry atomic mass of 7E+09 indicative of the
current human population, often shown
Adams (1885) who defined "social chemistry" as the study of the attractions
of human molecules; to French philosopher Pierre Teilhard (1936), who used overlaid on photos of third world
to signify that the human is the
the term in the big science, evolution of the universe view, such that over the people,
"missing element" of the periodic table.
course of billions of years, the simple "atom" became the "molecule" that
became the "mega-molecule" that became the "human molecule" (each separated by "intermediate states" in the
form of "molecular aggregates") and that the noosphere mind of the human molecule is heading towards an "omega
point"; to English physicist C.G. Darwin (1952), who defined "human thermodynamics" as the statistical mechanics of
human molecules; to American economist Robert Costanza (1999), who argued that "the welfare of human society is
best served by the view of people as ‘human molecules’ who, by pursuing their own interests through the market,
inevitably promote the general good.” The first calculation for the empirical formula for one human was done in 2000
by American limnologists Robert Sterner, at the University of Minnesota, and James Elser, at Arizona State University.
[1]
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Early history
The first to coin the term "human
molecule" was French philosopher Jean
Sales who, in his 1789 The Philosophy of
Nature: Treatise on Human Moral Nature,
concluded that people are molecules that
have arisen over time through a "great
process" from the atoms of the earth. [2]
Sale's views, which he had begun to
publish in 1770, at first passed unnoticed, began to attract objectionable attraction owing to its moral views
considered contrary to religion, during which time he was condemned to perpetual banishment by the order of the
Chatelet. To exemplify the density of mindset involved in Sales’ treatise, a work that was expanded into multiple
volumes, in 1777 French philosopher Voltaire, said to have an IQ of 190, one of the fifteen highest in history (Cox,
Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses, 1926), stood up in defense of Sales’ work and even went so far as to contributed
500 pounds towards his release from prison.
“We conclude that there exists a principle of the
human body which comes from the great process
in which so many millions of atoms of the earth
become many millions of human molecules.”
- Jean Sales (1789)

Others in the 19th-century to have used the term “human molecule” in argument or discussion include: French writer
Alphonse Esquiros (1840), who argued that “unity can be held in effect by the assent of human molecules to carry all
toward each other; the law of attraction is a law of love”; French composer Hector Berlioz (1854), who compared the
visual sight of a children's choir to that of a "crystal of human molecules"; American sociologist Henry Carey (1858),
who defined man as the “molecule of society” and specifically stated that this particular molecule is “the subject of
social science”; French historian Hippolyte Taine (1869), who reasoned that objective of the historian is to "write the
psychology of the human molecule, or a particular group of human molecules, in their various transformations".
Other late 19th century thinkers to have discussed the concept of the human molecule include: German physician
and diplomat Ernst Gryzanowski (1875), American historian Henry Adams (1885), German-British philosopher
Ferdinand Schiller (1891), French education reformer Max Leclerc (1894), and French-Italian mathematical engineer
Vilfredo Pareto (1896), as discussed further below.

Books
In the last two centuries, there have been about a dozen or so books written on the subject of a person viewed as a
chemical, molecule, or atomic-like particle, from German polymath Johann Goethe’s 1809 Elective Affinities to
American writer John Hodgson's 2010 molecules humans:
Other books of note include: Englishborn American chemical engineer
William Fairburn’s 1914 Human
Chemistry, Americans editor Thomas
Dreier and chemist Gustavus
Esselen’s 1948 We Human chemicals,
American spiritual teacher Joseph
Dewey’s 1999 The Molecular
Relationship, American writer John
Hodgson’s 2002 Little Fun Book of
Molecules Humans (retitled as
Molecules Humans, 2010 edition),
English chemical physicist Philip Ball’s
2003 Critical Mass: How one Thing
1948 book We Human
2010 book molecules
Leads to Another, American physicist
2004 book Critical Mass,
chemicals, by Americans
humans, by American
Mark
Buchanan’s 2007 The Social
by English chemist and
Thomas Dreier and
writer John Hodgson’s, a
Atom, among others.
physicist Philip Ball,
chemist Gustavus
modern-day remake of
This listing does not include various
outlining a view that
Esselen, showing a
Empedocles’ 450BC
people should be thought
other
books with specific chapters on
depiction of humans on a
chemistry aphorisms, with
of as atoms or molecules,
the
human
molecule concept, such as
mock periodic table, in
ninety-eight different
and that physics concepts,
English physicist C.G. Darwin's
which each person is
idioms on how the two, i.e.
such as critical mass,
sixteen-page Introduction chapter in
considered as reactive
humans and molecules, are
apply. [3]
his 1952 The Next Million years, or
"human chemical". [99]
alike.
books themed in overall loose
structure on the human molecule concept, such as American sociologist Henry Carey's 1858 Principles of Social
Science, French philosopher Hippolyte Taine 1869 On Intelligence, or French philosopher Pierre Teilhard's 1938 The
Phenomenon of Man, among numerous others; as well as those books containing multiple chapters on human
molecules, such as American philosopher Alan Nelson's 1992 three-chapter series "Human Molecules", wherein
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'economic agents' are viewed as human molecules.

Chemistry
The originator of the modeling of humans are large types of chemicals was Greek philosopher Empedocles who in
450BC conceived the view that people are four-element chemicals and therefore separate and or mix, under the
control of two forces, namely philia (a type of attractive force) and neikos (a type of repulsive force), just as do oil and
water or water and wine when put into contact: “relatives mix like water and wine; enemies avoid each other like
water and oil.” [4] Empedocles’ theory of elements, chemicals, and people mixing and or separating according to a
pair of dualistic forces was the forerunner to the “doctrine of affinity”, i.e. the various twelve laws of affinity, and
eventual science of affinity chemistry, which, according to American chemistry historian Henry Leicester, would
become “so important in chemistry.” [5]
Chemistry | Elective Affinities
One of the most-elaborate expositions on chemical-reduction view of
humanity is found in the 1809 work of German polymath Johann Goethe, the
person who, according to the 1926 research of American psychologists
(Catherine Cox, Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses, and her advisor Lewis
Terman, inventor of the modern IQ scale, is said to have been the smartest
person (IQ=210) to have ever lived, prior to the year 1850. Goethe had studied
chemistry and performed chemical experiments for over four decades prior to
writing his theory. Goethe began discussing his theory with colleagues in 1808
and published the final version in two eighteen chapter parts in the 1809
scientific novella Elective Affinities (Die Wahlverwandtschaften), wherein each
of the thirty-six chapters is modeled on a different type of chemical reaction.
[6] As summarized, in 1899, by German biologist Ernst Haeckel: [7]
“Goethe, in his classical romance, Affinities, compares the relations of pairs of
loves with the phenomenon of the same name in the formation of chemical
combinations. The irresistible passion that draws Edward to the sympathetic
Ottilie, or Paris to Helen, and leaps over all bounds of reason and morality, is
the same powerful unconscious attractive force which impels the living
spermatozoon to force an entrance into the ovum in the fertilization of the egg
of the animal or plant—the same impetuous movement which unities the two
atoms of the hydrogen to one atom of the oxygen for the formation of the
a molecule of water
. This fundamental unity of affinity in the whole of
nature was recognized by the great Greek scientist Empedocles in the fifth
century BC in his theory of the love and hatred of the elements.”

German polymath Johann Goethe's
1809 Elective Affinities, the first book,
since Greek philosopher Empedocles’
450BC chemistry aphorisms of how
“people who love each other mix like
water and wine; people who hate each
other segregate like water and oil”, to
model human relationships as chemical
reactions or chemical processes. [6]

The core chapter, chapter four, of Goethe's novella, wherein the characters
openly discuss what it means to be a chemical in the context of their own
relationships and marriages, is summarized, as follows, from American affinity
chemistry historian Mi Gyung Kim's 2003 Affinity, That Elusive Dream, where each letter is a person, as such: [8]

“I can put my meaning together with letters. Suppose an A connected so closely with B that all sorts of means, even
violence, have been made use to separate them, without effect. Then suppose a C in exactly the same position with
respect to D. Bring the two pairs into contact; A will fling himself on D, C on B, without it being possible to say which
had first left its first connection, or made the first move toward the second.” Goethe gives tribute to Empedocles oiland-water theory, in the following passage, as found in his chapter four: "Let me try and see," said Charlotte,"
whether I can understand where you are bringing me. As everything has a reference to itself, so it must have some
relation to others." " And that," interrupted Edward, " will be different according to the natural differences of the
things themselves. Sometimes they will meet like friends and old acquaintances; they will come rapidly together, and
unite without either having to alter itself at all—as wine mixes with water. Others, again, will remain as strangers side
by side, and no amount of mechanical mixing or forcing will succeed in combining them. Oil and water may be shaken
up together, and the next moment they are separate again, each by itself."
In Goethe's view, which is written in, in his words, as "multiple layers of Gestalt", then, as described in his previous
1786 evolution-morphology work (a forerunner to Darwin's evolution theory), humans are to be considered as large
evolved or rather "metamorphosized" versions of the smaller reactive chemical substances. On this premise, Goethe
used Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 chemistry textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions to write out
his novella, in which each chapter is a different human elective affinity reaction (human chemical reaction) occurring
between the various characters. An example of a Bergman-style "single elective affinity" reaction is:
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This reaction diagram notation, origin developed in 1756 by Scottish chemist William Cullen, is what in modern terms
would be called a single displacement reaction:

Hence, according to Goethe, these "moral symbols" as he called them, operate such that in the process in which two
people, A and B, in the state of a dulling marriage union, AB (Bergman's notation), can be made to break apart by the
introduction of a third single unattached human C, brought into the picture, is exactly same process, according to
Goethe, as implicitly discussed in his famous chapter four, by which calcium carbonate
can be broken up
into its constituent parts,
and
, by contact with sulfuric acid
to form gypsum
and the release of carbon dioxide
gas, the gas being representative of the displaced
marriage partner, gypsum representative of the newly formed couple. In the novella, this is explained, during a
discussion between the the married characters Charlotte (A) and Eduard (B) and their newly invited friend the
Captain (C), in which the characters use Bergman's letter notation to discuss their own fates as chemical reactants as
described the doctrine of the science of affinity chemistry (a forerunner to chemical thermodynamics):

calcium
carbonate (s)

sulfuric
acid (aq)

gypsum (s)

carbon dioxide (g)

AB

C

BC

A

CharlotteEduard

Captain

Eduard-Captain

Charlotte

In commentary on this human chemical reaction, the character Charlotte comments "I would never see a choice here
but rather a natural necessity and indeed hardly that; for in the last resort it is perhaps only a matter of opportunity.
Opportunity makes relationships just as much as it makes thieves; and where your natural substances are concerned,
the choice seems to me to lie entirely in the hands of the chemist who brings these substances together … I can only
feel sorry for the poor gaseous acid, which has to go off and drift around again in the void." Eduard interposes,
"unless I am mistaken," said with a smile, "your remarks carry a double meaning, I am in your eyes the lime which the
Captain, as sulfuric acid, has seized on, withdrawn from your charming company, and transformed into a stubborn
gypsum." Goethe goes on to step through more of these types of philosophical arguments in the novella, using
different types of reactions, e.g. the process of removing verdigris from pots, as models for human reactions. [9]
This publication has since been a constant source of debate, with new opinions, either for or against, being published
every decade. [10] To cite one example, the year after its publication, Goethe’s neighbor, German poet and writer
Christoph Wieland objected on the anti-Christianity of the novella, and commented in letter to German archeologist
Karl Böttiger, which he said should be burned after reading, that Goethe’s modeling of humans as chemicals is
"nonsense and childish fooling around". [11]
Chemistry | Adler's 1977 human chemical reactions
Many scholars, thinking along the lines of Goethe that people are reactive chemicals, have since attempted to
speculate on which chemists Goethe cited and which particular chemical reactions he used for each chapter, as
Goethe, contrary to his usually practice destroyed all of his manuscript notes, and specifically stated that he wrapped
the novella in multiple layers of Gestalt.
The first to attempt chemical equation reconstruction of Goethe's Elective Affinities was English science historian
and German studies professor Jeremy Adler who in 1977, at the University of London, completed his PhD in this
subject, with a dissertation entitled Goethe’s Elective Affinity and the Chemistry of its Time, under the supervision of
German professor of Goethean studies Claus Bock. In his dissertation, and followup articles and chapters published in
the decades to follow, in German and English, Adler cogently identified about two-dozen potential chemists, such as
Isaac Newton (Query 31: Opticks, 1718), Étienne François Geoffroy (Table of Affinities, 1718), Pierre Macquer
(Elements of Theoretical Chemistry, 1749; the first textbook on affinity chemistry), 1749), Torbern Bergman (A
Dissertation on Elective Attractions, 1775), and Claude Berthollet (theory of "double affinity", c.1800), Johann
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Trommsdorff (Systematic Handbook of the Whole of Chemistry, 1805), among others, and about a dozen chemical
reactions, such as:
• Single elective affinity (
)
• Double elective affinity (
)
• Split affinities (
)
among others, that Goethe likely used as models for each chapter. Adler spent years in various history of chemistry
departments doing research for his dissertation. American chemistry historian John McEvoy (later at the University of
Pittsburgh) and his supervisor, Satish Kapoor (Sussex University), gave Adler assistance with the background to the
history of chemistry. Satish was working on French chemist Claude Berthollet at the time, and suggested to Adler that
he switch to the history of chemistry; and so Adler joined the outfit of historians of science in England that ranged
from the old masters, such as Joseph Needham and Walter Pagel, to his colleagues, like Cambridge science historian
Roy Porter, Nick Jardine and others, interested in linking literature and science. Adler also had good contact with A.M.
Duncan, who was working on the history of affinity theory. Duncan, of note, was the 1969 English translator of
Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's A Dissertation on Elective Attractions, the largest textbook ever written on
affinity chemistry and also the main book used by Goethe in constructing his Elective Affinities, as he himself has
admitted: "my idea for my new novella is to portray relationships symbolically, and the moral symbols are those
employed by the great Bergman" (Goethe, 1808).
To go through one example, Adler argues that Goethe, being a voracious reader, writer (his collected works being a
52-volume set), and chemist would have read German chemist Johann Trommsdorff 1805 Systematic Handbook of
the Whole of Chemistry, wherein the following combination type of affinity reaction was discussed (in relation to
Berthollet's theory of affinities):

and that this reaction, would have translated, in Goethe's mind, as the reunite of the four friends, and that the
variations of the following division reaction and double elective affinity would correspond, in Goethe's mind, as the
divide and regrouping of the four friends, in the various chapters:

Adler's work on affinity chemistry was influential to the effect that Needham, for instance, began referencing Adler’s
worak in Science and Civilization in China, in his chapter concerning Chinese affinity theory. With this basis of support,
research, and study of the analysis of the vocabulary in Goethe's book, Adler became convinced that the use of
affinity theory to explain human interactions and life was a thorough-going theme in Goethe's mind. In the 1980s and
1990s, Adler followed this up with book chapters such as the 1990 “Goethe’s use of chemical theory in his Elective
Affinities” among other articles and publications. [12]
Chemistry | Molecular sociology
In 1995, French chemist and Nobel Laureate Jean-Marie Lehn made reference to Goethe’s human elective affinities
theory as being a type of “molecular sociology” and a cousin-science analog to supramolecular chemistry: [13]
“Supramolecular chemistry is a sort of molecular sociology! Non-covalent interactions define the inter-component
bond, the action and reaction, in brief, the behavior of the molecular individuals and populations: their social
structure as an ensemble of individuals having its own organization; their stability and their fragility; their tendency to
associate or to isolate themselves; their selectivity, their ‘elective affinities’ and class structure, their ability to
recognize each other; their dynamics, fluidity or rigidity or arrangements and of castes, tensions, motions, and
reorientations; their mutual action and their transformation by each other.”
A similar comparison was made by Belgian chemist and Nobel Laureate Ilya Prigogine, in his 1984 Order Out of Chaos,
who mentions Goethe’s “Mittler the mediator” as being a type of human catalyst, bring about successful reactions
between people, without being consumed in the process. The concept of molecular sociology, with the introduction
of the chemical thermodynamics work of Willard Gibbs (1876) and Hermann Helmholtz (1882), after which the
measurement of affinity became a function of enthalpy change and entropy change, however, would move the
subject of molecular sociology into the field of thermodynamics (as discussed below).
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Chemistry | Fink's 1999 human chemical reactions
A recent Goethe-based example viewing people as
chemicals is found in the work American
Germanic studies professor Karl Fink who, in his
2001 article “Goethe’s Intensified Border”, argues,
differing from Adler a bit, that the chemistry
theory used by Goethe was the affinities
associated with acid base chemistry, or as he says
"the symbols Goethe used came from the notions
of acids and bases with affinities for each other,
including, for example, limestone and sulfuric acid
which forms gypsum and gives off a thin gaseous
acid." [14]
This acid base postulate, however, is a bit predated, for although Bergman, in his Dissertation
The 2001 table 'Signs of Chemical Affinity' from American Goetheanon Elective Attractions, the main textbook used by
studies professor Karl Fink's article "Geothe's Intensified Boarder",
Goethe to model human relationships, does
wherein ten different human chemical reactions, from German
polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, are discussed, using discuss an acid and base chemistry view of
reactant-product symbol notation, reaction arrow "chemical equation" reactions, e.g. how the a acid and base can react
to form a salt, a union which can be modified by
methodology, e.g.
(combination reaction), is
stronger acids, and so on, affinity chemist, in the
used to explain human relationships as chemical reactions. [18]
18th century, was not particularly focused on any
dominate acid-base theory, but rather the rather the focus was on how to explain and quantify the affinity, the "force
of reaction" any and all types of reactions. The earliest basic definitions of acids was advanced in 1887 by Swedish
physicist and chemist Svante Arrhenius, who stated that acid ionizes in aqueous solution to produce hydrogen ions
(protons), H + , and anions; and a base ionizes in aqueous solution to produce hydroxide ions (OH − ) and ca ons. This
was followed by the 1923 work of Johannes Brønsted, a Danish chemist, and Thomas Lowry, an English chemist,
independently proposed a new way to define acids and bases. A similar acid-base theory was proposed by American
physical chemist Gilbert Lewis during these years. In any event, Fink summarizes:
“The symbols that Goethe used for his chemical reaction were acids and bases with an affinity for one another, the
former a proton donor and the latter a proton acceptor. When the two react and for a covalent bond, a gaseous
substance is given off, free to bond with another substance. By assigning the four main characters with these symbols
in this environment, Goethe organizes the entire plot of the novel around reactions that can be translated into
algorithms of human behavior.”
Fink defined the marriage between Charlotte A and Eduard B as a combination reaction:

This is the start of the novella. Fink thus argues that the bond of marriage, AB, as Goethe conceived it, is a type of
human covalent bond. With the arrival of the Captain C, Eduard's old friend, to the estate, Fink describes reaction as:

The third reaction in the novella, according to Fink, is that wherein Charlotte brings her adopted niece Ottilie D home
to the estate from her extended stay at a boarding school:

Of the ten reactions that Fink steps through in his article, of note, Fink postulates, differing for Adler, that the child
born in the novella is a chemical precipitate. He postulates that the illicit child, created out of the interactions of the
four friends, would follow a double elective affinity reaction of the following kind:

where the molecular entities are Charlotte (A), Eduard (B), Captain (C), and Ottilie (D), is a chemical “precipitate” (P)
or PPT, as Fink symbolizes it.
Chemistry | Huxley's 1871 social chemistry
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In 1871, English biologist Thomas Huxley defined “social chemistry” as the study of society viewed such that men are
atoms, that society is a complex molecule, which he called a “social molecule”, and that the politics of the balancing
of the desires of humankind is the great problem of social chemistry: [15]
“Every society, great or small, resembles a complex molecule, in which the atoms are represented by men, possessed
of all those multifarious attractions and repulsions which are manifested in their desires and volitions, the unlimited
power of satisfying which we call freedom ... the social molecule exists in virtue of the renunciation of more or less of
this freedom by every individual. It is decomposed, when the attraction of desire leads to the resumption of that
freedom the expression of which is essential to the existence of the social molecule. The great problem of social
chemistry we call politics, is to discover what desires of mankind may be gratified, and what must be suppressed, if
the highly complex compound, society, is to avoid decomposition.”
Huxley's definition of social chemistry has since been frequently quoted. In 1962, in commentary on Huxley’s call for
a science of social chemistry, viewing men as atoms of the larger social molecule, Austrian social economist Werner
Stark asked: [16]
“Why should no social chemistry ever been developed? Nobody would suggest that the social scientists should
imitate meteorology, for this discipline does not appear to have got very far … but what about chemistry?” He states
“a sociology based on chemistry [has] in fact been called for, but, significantly, [this call has] found no echo. It would
have been easy to take up this suggestion and develop it further. An intending social chemist would have found it one
whit more difficult to manufacture a sociological parallel to the Boyle-Charles law than Haret did to the Newtonian
propositions. But the experiment appears never to have been tried.”
Stark's view exemplifies the general public view of the subject of human or social chemistry of the study of the
behaviors of "human molecules" (a term Stark used that year in objection to the 1858 social chemistry work of
American social-economist Henry Carey), but his view that the "experiment has never been tried" is inaccurate, in
that the experiment has been tried and test by many people, as discussed below.
Chemistry | Adam's 1885 social
chemistry
In 1885, American historian Henry
Adams specifically defined "social
chemistry" as the study of the
attraction of equivalent "human
molecules".[21] Adams, who had
been ruminating on the human
molecule concept ever since
becoming acquainted with in 1872,
through the work of French
philosopher Hippolyte Taine, would
go on to write two books, in the late
1910s, on how chemistry and
thermodynamics apply to the
historical and societal aspects of
human molecules (see
thermodynamics section).

American scientist and historian Henry Adams explaining in an 1885 letter to his wife
that his daily study is the science of the mutual attractions of human molecules, a
term he had learned from Hippolyte Taine in 1872, defining this subject as "social
chemistry". [21] Adams would spend another thirty years developing scientific theory
as to how chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics would apply to the explanation of
human existence, particularly as viewed in long spans of history and future,
publishing three books on this topic; his 1910 A Letter to American Teachers of
History, in particular, speculating on how large numbers of human molecules, in
newly forming cities, could contract, creating energy, according to the nebular
hypothesis, in opposition to entropy.

Chemistry | Dreier's 1910 human chemicals
The first actual article/booklet outlining the basics of the subject of human chemistry was the 1910, 27-page “Human
Chemicals” by American editor Thomas Dreier who introduced the viewpoint that, in reality, each person is a “human
chemical”, made from a certain number of the then known 78-elements, and that if people began to embrace this
chemical-based philosophy, that people might be able to begin getting along better with one another. [17] Dreier,
prior to this publication was a business manager of a larger publishing company, and thus turned to chemistry to
develop a philosophy of how to become the “executive chemist” in his own words, so as to facilitate the reactions
between his employees, based on established scientific sense. This article became very popular so much so that
Dreier would spend the next forty years writing on this subject, publications including the 1948 book We Human
Chemicals, co-written with Harvard chemist Gustavus Esselen, the 1954 book The Executive as a Human Chemist,
which resulted in response articles, such as “Do People ‘Explode’ in Your Office”. [18] To quote a representative
excerpt from his 1948 book: [19]
“Watch groups of people working or playing together and you will be startled to discover how ‘chemical’ are their
reactions to one another. Once you acquire even rudiments of human chemistry, you will be baffled less often by
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people, and become impatient or angry less often at the (to you) annoying things they do. You will see and judge
them for what they are—different kinds of human chemicals, obeying the laws of their natures as you and I obey the
laws of our natures.”
Chemistry | Fairburn's 1914 human chemicals
The second book on the subject of human chemistry, following Dreier, was the 1914 book Human Chemistry, by
English-born American chemical engineer William Fairburn in which, like Dreier, he specifically defines people as
“chemical elements”, or sometimes “human chemical elements”, each human chemical comprised of a certain
number of the 81-then-known-elements, and that human chemistry is the study of “the reactions resulting from
combinations of individuals” to be pursued by the manager or foreman; Fairburn employs concepts such as affinity,
heat, energy, entropy, combustion, efficiency, emulsification, force, etc., to outline his subject . [20] Fairburn, to note
was a bit religious at this point, commenting that: “the Creator in his infinite wisdom made no bad or unnecessary
chemical elements, neither can any man be considered hopelessly bad or useless if he is put in his proper place and is
handled wisely and intelligently by the human chemist.” This, however, is the only religious reference to this book. In
his 1915 book The Individual and Society, Fairburn comments: “Man is not merely a ‘cunning bit of chemistry - a
product of so much oxygen, hydrogen, and carbon’, a carnal corporeity. He is not swayed and ruled by what assails
him from without, but he stands forth a living, spiritual thing, with ideals and purpose capable of triumphing over
sensuous nature and materialism.” Later in the same book, conversely, Fairburn restates his view of what a human is
in modern scientific terms: [21]
“Men are like chemicals and possess pronounced personality which can be analogously expressed in the scientific
terms of affinity -; that quality of attraction which takes place between and tends to unite elements into effective
compounds; and of valency - that measure of relative combining power.”
This quote by Fairburn exemplifies a very larger intellectual dividing wall in the mindset of thinkers who would wish
to employ human chemistry logic in that after 1923, with the publication of Gilbert Lewis’s textbook Thermodynamics
and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, after which the term “affinity” became replaced with the term “free
energy” and 1925, with the publication of the Schrodinger equation, after which valency chemistry became replaced
with molecular orbital theory, the person inquisitive of how to formulate a subject of human chemistry, in which
people are viewed as chemicals or molecules, would be forced to master both chemical thermodynamics and
quantum chemistry, along with the humanities in general, before even being allowed to gain insight in to the subject
in the way that thinkers such as Goethe, Carey, Dreier, or Fairburn did, prior to the 1920s.
Chemistry | Sterner and Elser's 2000 human molecular formula
The first to explicitly state that a human has a “chemical formula” was American physician George Carey who, in his
1919 The Chemistry of Human Life, stated that “man’s body is a chemical formula in operation.” [22] The first
calculation for the empirical formula for one human being was done in 2000 by American limnologists Robert Sterner,
at the University of Minnesota, and James Elser, at Arizona State University, noted experts in the field of ecological
stoichiometry the subject of the application of chemical stoichiometry to freshwater microorganisms. The
"stoichiometric approach", according to Sterner and Elser, "considers whole organisms as if they were single abstract
molecules" and studies topics such as how "Redfield ratios', i.e. organismal C:N:P ratios, differ among closely related
populations. This type of mindset, i.e. viewing biological entities, such as microorganisms or humans, to be "abstract
molecules" that must obey stoichiometric rules of chemistry, led them to the calculation of the empirical formula for
one human, shown below, as published in their popular 2002 textbook Ecological Stoichiometry: [1]
Empirical formula (for one person)
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Sterner and Elser go on to state about this formula for one human that “from information on quantities of individual
elements, we can calculate the stoichiometric formula for a living human being (as shown above).” To but this
formula into perspective, they state that “there are about 375 million hydrogen H atoms for every one cobalt Co
atom in your body.” To state the meaning of this formula explicitly, they state: "This formula combines all compounds
in a human being into a single abstract 'molecule'." They specifically assign the chemical name "human molecule" to
this formula. In technical terms, this amounts to defining a person, chemically, as a 22-element molecule. In criticism
of this view-point, as they discuss in their book, they sometimes here criticism that they are "treating organisms as if
they were 'just' chemical reactions" to which their response is: "What do you mean by 'just'? Organisms are chemical
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entities and are produced, maintained, and propagated by chemical reactions, albeit in the form of highly complex
coupled networks, which are the product of evolution." Other similar calculations, independent of Sterner and Elser,
have since been done, for both the empirical formula and molecular formula for one human, arriving at a 26-element
formula for one human molecule, differing from the Sterner-Elser calculation by the inclusion of the biologically
functioning elements: vanadium V, nickel Ni, selenium Se, and boron B.

Models
The construct of viewing people as "chemicals" or "molecules" has been used in various ways throughout history,
from analogy, i.e. there exists an analogy between humans and molecules, comparison, e.g. the behavior of humans
can be compared to molecules, metaphor, i.e. the view of humans as molecules is only metaphorical, or reality, i.e.
humans are molecules.
Models | Like vs Are
The main categories of viewpoint outlined below, chronologically:

People are like chemicals or molecules

Empedocles: "People who love each other mix like water and
wine; people who hate each other segregate like water and
oil." (450BC)

People are chemicals or molecules

Goethe: "I am lime, the Captain is Sulphuric acid; the moral
symbols are the elective affinities." (1809)

People are analogous to molecules

Darwin: "I compare human beings to molecules; the reader
may feel that this is a bad analogy, because unlike a molecule,
a man has free will, which makes his actions unpredictable."
(1952)

People behave like molecules

Roy Henderson: "the movement of individuals can be likened
to the random movement of molecules in a gas." (1970)

People are multi-element molecules

Sterner and Elser: "A human being is a human molecule, with a
22-element molecular formula that interacts with other
human molecules in a way that resembles a complex,
composite, chemical reaction." (2002)

The latter three variations of interpretation, tend to comprise actual postulates, theory, equations, and
measurement, experimentation, and in some cases business application. A noted example is the 1971 work of
Australian engineer Roy Henderson who reasoned that the kinetic theory, developed by James Maxwell and Ludwig
Boltzmann in the 1860s, of how the speeds of gas molecules distribute themselves in a group must apply to the
movements of people in crowds. To test this hypothesis, Henderson measured the movements of college students on
a campus and children on a playground, finding that in both cases their movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann
distribution. [23] On the basis of this finding, Henderson developed concepts, such as how as the crowds, at certain a
density, can become a “liquid phase”, how men and women cannot be considered as “identical particles”, the kinetic
energy of each human molecule varies with age (childhood vs college age), and so on. This came to be defined, in
1971, as “molecular sociology” by New Scientist magazine. [24] In 2010, Physics World described Henson’s findings:
“at low densities, organisms in a crowd behave more or less like atoms or molecules in an ideal gas”. [25]

William Ramsay (1852-1916)
Scottish physical chemistry founder
noted for his 1898 kinetic theory
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football-players-as-humanmolecules analogy.

Shown adjacent, is the
noted 1898 example of people, specifically football players, modeled as human molecules by Scottish physical
chemist William Ramsay. [26] Ramsay used the human molecule construct to help explain physics concepts, such as
kinetic theory. Australian-born English chemist and physicist Len Fisher (2009) says that people can being "likened" to
molecules, experiencing attraction and repulsion forces; and thus one may use physics models, such as the MaxwellBoltzmann distribution to explain crowd behaviors. American limnologist Robert Sterner and James Esler (2002), view
people not like molecules but as "single abstract molecules"; which is similar to German polymath Johann Goethe
(1809) who views people as reactive chemical substances, that form and break chemical bonds, in the course of
relationships, owing to the force of chemical affinity, a theory he uses to cogently explain topics such as morality,
love, occupation, and death. [27]
Models | Applications
An example of application, is found in the 2004 book The Entropy Vector: Connecting Science and Business by English
business manager Robert Handscombe and mechanical engineer Eann Patterson, in which they use human molecule
modeling concepts to argue that the basic principles of thermodynamics can be used to facilitate business operations.
To cite one example: [28]
“In the physical process of burning oil, we can measure the heat output and temperature changes, even estimate the
change in entropy, but as far as we know, the individual atoms and molecules in the barrel of oil are unconcerned.
They show no signs of anxiety – their only interest, or so it seems, is in the thermodynamics imperative of finding the
lowest exergy position. If we can assume that humans behavior similarly, then a drive to higher entropy, in an
economic process, will have a concurrent higher ‘enjoyment of life’ factor.”
The recent 2009 launch of the Spanish business consulting company, SocialThermodynamics.org, headed by Spanish
physicist Alberto Hernando and business entrepreneur Gregory Botanes, is an example of theoretical
implementation, wherein the business operations in society are consulted using a “thermodynamic formulation”
model on the basis of which there is posited to exist for business systems “clear analogy between the system’s
thermal properties and those of gas and fluids.” Beyond these basic classification, there is what one might call the
"hard" and "soft" version of viewing people as molecules, as loosely touched on by English physicist C.G. Darwin
(above): the soft version being that some may conceive his or herself as a type of larger molecule, but with
reservation, e.g. that a human his a special type of molecule, with volition, a soul, consciousness, choice, that a
marriage of true love can last forever, a molecule in possession of "life", among others; the hard version being that a
human is large animated molecule that must abide by the exact same laws of physics, chemistry, and
thermodynamics, as do smaller reactive molecules.

Models | Synonyms and derivatives
Throughout history there have been various "terms" used to defined people
"chemically" in the sense that people are types of chemicals or atomic entities
that behave just as do smaller chemicals. What American historian Henry
Adams (1885) calls "human molecules" reacting together, is the same as what
English-born American engineer William Fairburn (1914) calls "human chemical
elements" or what American editor Thomas Dreier (1948) calls "human
chemicals" or what Indian chemist Surya Pati (2009) calls "chemical molecules"
and so on. These terms have changed as science has changed.
To go through one example, in circa 450BC Greek philosopher Empedocles
originated the prototype of the "standard model" of physics, by defining all
structures of the universe, humans included, to be comprised of four element,
whereby humans are chemical 'entities' made of four elements: fire (

), earth

( ), air ( ), water ( ), whose 'interactions' are governed by two forces:
philia (●→|←●), i.e. attraction (or love) and neikos (←●|●→), i.e. repulsion (or In the 1880s, French economist Leon
Walras defined people as "economic
hate). Humans, according to Empedocles, were structures composed of these
molecules", a near-synonym of human
four elements governed by these two forces. He famous stated various
molecule; his students, likewise, used
chemistry aphorisms as to how this theory mediates out for human behavior:
synonyms: Vilfredo Pareto defined
"relatives mix like water and wine; enemies avoid each other like water and
people as a "kind of molecule" (1896);
oil.” The science of chemistry, in these days, was not barely even considered
and Leon Winiarski defined a society
alchemy.
as a "system of points" (1900) [29]
The next thinker to use this type of logic was German polymath Johann
Goethe who in 1808, after studying the science of chemistry for a period of forty years, used Swedish chemist
Torbern Bergman’s 1775 textbook A Dissertation on Elective Attractions to explain human relations as being chemical
reactions or rather "affinity" reactions as the subject was called then. In Bergman's language chemical entities were
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called chemical "substances". In Bergman's own words: "Suppose A to be a substance for which other heterogeneous
substances a, b, c, etc., have an attraction; suppose, further, A, combined with c to saturation (this union I shall call
Ac), should, upon the addition of b, tend to unite with it to the exclusion of c, A is then said to attract b more strongly
than c, or to have a stronger elective attraction for it." This statement is what is called Geoffroy's first law of affinity,
as established by French chemist Étienne Geoffroy in 1718. Goethe, in turn, considered people to be larger versions
of these chemical substances, that must obey the same chemical reaction laws, and specifically used this "Bergman
letter notation" (A, a, b, AC, etc.) to explain, in his novella, how human relationships break and form. [9] To exemplify
how this language gets carried over, in the 2000s, German physicist Jurgen Mimkes has been teaching this subject at
University of Paderborn, publishing articles such as “Society as a Many Particle System” (2000), chapters such as "A
Thermodynamics Formulation of Social Science" (2008), and books such as The Chemistry of the Social Bond (2011),
where in he defines people in various ways: "particles", "atoms", "atomizations", "molecules", "agents", etc., and
specifically cites Empedocles and Goethe as being the historical pioneers to the subject of viewing people as
chemicals or physics-like particles. [30]
Variations or near-synonyms of the term "human molecule" include: point atom (Humphry Davy, 1813), atomic
society and social molecule (Thomas Huxley, 1871), economic molecule (Léon Walras, c.1880), human atom (Albion
Small, 1899), human chemical (Thomas Dreier, 1910), human chemical element (William Fairburn, 1914), Mr.
Molecule (William Patton, 1919), "chemical formula in operation" (George Carey, 1919), human element (Pierre
Teilhard, 1947), social atomism (Philip Rieff, c.1960), dissipative structure (Ilya Prigogine, 1971), Molecule Man
(Jonathan Borofsky, 1977), human atomism (Arthur Iberall, 1987), human particle (Joel de Rosnay, 1975), molar
group (Pierre Levy, 1994), mereological atoms (Eric Olson, 1998), free electron (Tom DeMarco, 1999), molecular
relationship (Joseph Dewey, 1999), gay molecule
, the lesbian molecule
, or middle-Eastern polygamous
molecule
(Christopher Hirata, c.2000), child "precipitate" PPT (Karl Fink, 2001), couple "compound"
(David Hwang, 2001), family molecule (Paul Peachey, 2001), giant molecule (Jim Eadon, 2001), "well-formed
molecule" (Farrelly brothers, 2001), "highly evolved, overgrown super-molecules" (Peter Pogany, 2006), "The Human
Element" (John Claxton/Dow Chemical, 2006), social atom (Mark Buchanan, 2007), "bag of chemicals" (Michael
Brooks, 2009), chemical molecules (Surya Pati, 2009), entromorphic atom or Mr. Carbon Atom (Mark Janes, 2009),
corporate molecule (Vineet Nayar, 2010), etc., among others; each of which are derivative terms discussing different
aspects of the same overall subject.
The chemically correct modern name, however, for each of these various terms is "human molecule" as defined
by American ecological stoichiometrists Robert Sterner and James Elser who in 2000 made the first calculated
molecular formula for one human and specifically named it a "human molecule". The other various derivative terms
above, to note, each has an extended description associated with that unique meaning. What Huxley's 1871 term
"social molecule", for example, means is that he is thinking of each person as an individual "atom" and the the society
of such associated atoms to be a large "molecule". The same is the case with Levy's 1994 "molar group" or Nayar's
2010 description of the "corporate molecule", where he specifically defines a company as being composed of "human
particles". Other terms become more technically-involved: Fink's 2001 term precipitate is referring to the idea that a
child represents a division of one original molecule into two new molecules or a solid formed out of surrounding
reactive liquid chemical body, the parents in this case. Hirata's term "lesbian molecule" refers to a bonded
relationship between two female human molecules X and X to form a new molecule
. One distinction, to note,
often used in physics modeling studies, is that wherein a person is modeled as an abstract material point; terms such
as human atom, point atom, human particle, etc., which generally mean that he author is employing gas-phase
models and correlative gas-phase equations.

History
When human life is viewed in historical timescales, viewed forward and
backward, the "human molecule" view often tends to arise, often out through
the use of statistics, such as conceived by individuals such as Ludwig Boltzmann
and James Maxwell, or by the second law of thermodynamics, the arrow of
time, as conceived by Henry Adams.

Henry Buckle's 1857 History of
Civilization convinced the likes of
James Maxwell, Ludwig Boltzmann,
and Leo Tolstoy to begin thinking of
people as molecules; Tolstoy, in
particular, incorporating the
repercussions of this logic into his
1969 tome War and Peace. [6]

History | Buckle's 1857 History of Civilization
One of the most influential publications, according to 2004 views English social
physicist Philip Ball, resulting to bring about the view that "people are like
molecules" that "obey laws nearly as certain as those which regulate matter"
was English Historian Henry Buckle's 1857 multi-volume tome History of
Civilization in England, which is said to have influenced the minds of great
thinkers such as Scottish physicist James Maxwell, Austrian physicist Ludwig
Boltzmann, and Leo Tolstoy to adopt the view that people are like particles or
molecules.[38] Buckle is described as "the most avid proponents of a law-bound
social physics".[6] In 1872, after reading Buckle, Boltzmann commented:

“Molecules are like to many individuals, having the most various states of motion, and the properties of gases only
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remain unaltered because the number of these molecules which on average have a given state of motion is
constant.”
Likewise, in 1873, after reading Buckle, Maxwell commented: “These uniformities which we observed in our
experiments with quantities of matter containing millions of molecules are uniformities of the same kind as those
wondered at by Buckle arising from the slumping together of multitudes of causes each of which is by no means
uniform with the others.” Ball goes on to argue, in a round about way, that the entire subject of the statistical
mechanics of molecules, i.e. the employment of Maxwell-Boltzmann distributions to explain gas behavior, was based
or rather inspired by Buckle's statistics used to explain of human behavior. Tolstoy, to a more significant effect, would
“stuggle”, as Ball says, in his 1,400-page 1869 War and Peace, with the questions posed by Buckle’s deterministic
view of history, debating topics such as free will in the view of the relation or attraction and repulsion movements of
material “particles”, considered as analogs to humans, to such grand questions as “what is the force that moves
nations”, along with topics such as the physics behind the “laws of human life”, among others.
History | Taine's 1869 history of human molecules
In 1869, French philosopher Hippolyte Taine reasoned that the science of history should be the historical study of
people as though each was a “human molecule” and, on this basis, to view history as the study the psychology of
individual human molecules and groups of human molecules, as mentioned.[39] Scottish social-philosopher Robert
Flint discussed Hippolyte Taine’s view on the historical study of human molecules in his 1893 History of the
Philosophy of History so as did historian George Gooch in his 1913 History and Historians in the Nineteenth Century.
[40][41] Likewise, American historian Henry Adams learned of Taine's human molecule view of history in 1872, began
writing out his thoughts on the "social chemistry" of human molecules by 1885, and by 1910 sent out a 126-page
booklet entitled A Letter to American Teachers of History, in which suggested a new curriculum to American
historians in that the time has come for students of history to begin to be taught the basics of physics and chemistry,
particularly the effect of the second law of thermodynamics in shaping the course of history, as these hard sciences
apply to the historical movement of humanity, using the view that people are "human molecules".[42]
History | Baudrillard's 1981 pataphysics of human molecules
A noted quote on the human molecule view used in the historical theory context if found in the pataphysics of French
philosopher Jean Baudrillard, who in his 1990 book Cool Memories and 1994 book The Illusion of the End gives the
following puzzle:[43][44] “Whether the universe is expanding to infinity or retracting towards an infinitely dense,
infinitely small nucleus depends on its critical mass. By analogy, whether or human history is evolutive or involutive
perhaps depends on humanity’s critical mass. Has the history, the movement, of the species reached escape velocity
required to triumph over the inertia of the mass? Are we set, like the galaxies, on a definitive course distancing us
from one another at prodigious speed, or is this dispersal to infinity destined to come to an end and the human
molecules to come back together by an opposite process of gravitation? Can the human mass, which increases every
day, exert control over a pulsation of this kind?” Prior to, in his famous 1981 Simulacra and Simulation, one of the
three required reading books for the actors of the The Matrix trilogy, Baudrillard considered people to be
“hydrocarbons”, that combine to form a “cultural molecule”, which can be recombined and synthesized into products
or “broken cultural molecules”. [45] Keith Jenkins (1997), Rex Butler (1999), and Steve Redhead (2008) also discuss
Baudrillard’s ideas on the involution and or evolution of human
molecules.[46][47][48]

Sociology
In 1858, American sociologist Henry Carey, in his three-volume opus The
Principles of Social Science, outlined a physics-chemistry based version of
sociology wherein he specifically states that the subject of social science is the
individual person who he defines as the “molecule of society”.[49] On this
premise, similar to Goethe’s Elective Affinities, Carey outlines a large repertoire
of physics/chemistry-based sociology concepts, such as ‘social gravitation’,
‘social heat’, ‘human chemical affinities’, among others. Carey’s view on how
chemical affinity applies to reactions between human molecules is exemplified
by the following quote: “In the inorganic world we find the power of
combination growing with the increase of differences. Place a thousand atoms
of oxygen in a receiver, and they will remain motionless; but introduce a single
atom of carbon, and excite their affinities for each other, and at once motion
will be produced. Such being the case in regard to all other matter, it must be
so in regard to those combinations in which man is concerned, indicated by the
term society.”

American sociologist Henry Carey's
1858 three-volume opus The Principles
of Social Science opens with the
definition that man is a molecule,
specifically the "molecule of society"
and uses sciences such as physics and
thermochemistry to develop theories
such as social heat, social gravitation,
human affinity reaction theory, among
others.

Sociology | Winiarski's 1894 social mechanics
One of the most technically thick utilizations of the human molecule or material human particle point of view was
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achieved by Polish economist and sociologist Leon Winiarski, a student of the Leon Walras-founded Lausanne school
of “economic molecule” logic. Winiarski believed that “a social aggregate is nothing but a system of points, i.e.
individuals, who are in perpetual movement of approaching or withdrawing from one another” and would spending a
decade, in the 1890s, teaching a course on social mechanics, using the human material point perspective, at the
University of Geneva, based on the thermodynamics of Rudolf Clausius and the mechanics of Joseph Lagrange. This
logic was published in his collected 1898 work Essay on Social Mechanics. The following excerpt from Winiarski's 1900
report on “The Teaching of Pure Political Economy and Social Mechanics” give a taste of the density of the subject:
[50]
“Having furnished the equations of social equilibrium, we have laid the foundations for social mechanics—on its static
side—on the principle of Lagrange, that of least effort or greatest energy, i.e. on the principle that serves as the basis
of cosmic mechanics. Passing to the dynamic side of the problem, we have given a definition of socio-biologic energy
in the two following forms: Potential (hunger and love) and kinetic (economic, political, juridical, moral, esthetic,
religious, and scientific). This led us to the application of the principles of thermodynamics, the third of which, that of
Clausius, explains at the same time the gradual spiritualization of every closed social aggregate and the lowering of its
potential. It is the dissipation of the entropy which takes place in the social world as in the physical world.”
Sociology | Pareto's 1896 sociology of human molecules
In the late 1890s, French-Italian mathematical engineer Vilfredo Pareto, another student of the Lausanne school,
would spend nearly two-decades building on the human molecule viewpoint to construct a hard-science base version
of sociology, as captured in his 1916 Treatise on General Sociology. Early on in his thinking, Pareto stated his objective
as such:[51] “My wish is to construct a system of sociology on the model of celestial mechanics, physics, and
chemistry.” Pareto would go on to define a society as follows: [52] “Society is a system of human molecules in a
complex mutual relationship.” This chemistry basic definition of society would go on to be cited by many others such
as economist Pitirim Sorokin and sociologist Margaret Vine.[53][54]
Sociology | Modern views
In his 1929 book An Introduction to Social Research, American sociologist Howard Odum devoted a section to the
history of the human particle and human molecule concept in sociology, discussing Carey's human molecule views by
also thinkers such as Polish economist Leon Winiarski who viewed people in a society, thermodynamically, as
material points continuously attracting and receding from one another. In this section, Odum comments that: [55]
“Human molecules gravitate toward one another through association, which generates heat, which produces motion,
which in turn constitutes progress. This gravitation is measurable through physical laws.” Odum, to note, was no
novice to the use of physics concept in sociology, having previously founded the journal Social Forces in 1922. Carey’s
theories on the human molecule influenced Austrian social economist Werner Stark who in the 1960s would interpret
Carey’s man the molecule of society theory to mean that people are ‘human molecules’, which defined as powerpoints which push and pull until a certain equilibrium is reached. The following excerpt by Stark exemplifies his
viewpoint on this subject: [56] “In the physical universe, heat is engendered by friction. Consequently the case must
be the same in the social world. The ‘particles’ must rub together here, as they do there. The rubbing of the human
molecules, which produces warmth, light and forward movement, is the interchange of goods, services, and ideas.” In
the 1970 book The Social Bond, American sociologist Robert Nisbet, influenced in his thinking by the 1885 human
molecule views of Henry Adams, outlined a view in which he considered people to be ‘elementary human particles’,
refers to the adhesion between two human particles as a ‘social bond’, and the attachment of two or more human
particles to be a ‘social molecule’, wherein he spends a good deal of time discussing his version of "social entropy".
[57]

Thermodynamics
At the turn of the century, American historian Henry Adams, after previously, in 1885, having defined "social
chemistry" as the study of the attraction of equivalent "human molecules", began to expand on this viewpoint in his
publications "The Tendency of History" (1894), "The Phase Rule Applied to History" (1909), and "A Letter to American
Teachers of History" (1910), using concepts from physics, thermodynamics, and what he called "static chemistry"
with aims develop a hard science version of history. These were later published in the 1920 collected works set The
Degradation of the Democratic Dogma. Adams redefines attraction between human molecules in terms of a pressure
measurement in systems. To cite one example, in attempting to integrate the second law of thermodynamics into a
cyclical scheme of cycles of periods in human history, Adams suggests that the contraction of large volumes of human
molecules, such as in the formation of grand states and countries, may act to release energy on a variation of the
stellar hypothesis model so as to balance the dissipation of energy he thought to be occurring in human processes
owing to entropy: [58] “The physicist may begin to treat primitive humanity as a volume of human molecules of
unequal intensities, tending to dissipate energy, and to correct the loss by concentrating mankind into a single, dense
mass like the sun. History would then be a record of successive phases of contraction, divided by periods of
explosion, tending towards an ultimate equilibrium in the form of a volume of human molecules of unequal intensity,
without coordination.”
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Thermodynamics | Darwin's 1952 statistical mechanics of human molecules
In 1952, English physicist C.G. Darwin, grandson of Charles Darwin,
specifically defined the science of "human thermodynamics" as the
statistical mechanics of systems of "human molecules". [59] C.G. Darwin,
who had previously did work on the development of the statistical theory of
thermodynamics with English physicist Ralph Fowler, coiner of the third law
of thermodynamics, outlined his "human molecule" point of view in his
book The Next Million Years, wherein just as physicists and chemists can
"predict" physical and chemical processes, using thermodynamics, so to
should social scientists be able to use thermodynamics to predict the next
million years of evolution of humanity.
In 1952, English physicist C.G. Darwin, in
his book The Next Million Years, wrote an
entire chapter on "human
Thermodynamics | Molecular sociology
thermodynamics" a subject he defined as
In 1971-72, New Scientist magazine published a two-part article on
the statistical mechanics of systems of
“Molecular Sociology” in discussing the question “do people behave like
molecules?” In the first installment of the article, in answer to this question, "human molecules", and explained how
this branch of science could be used to
they state that “the success of two recent attempts to analyze human
predict the next million years of human
behavior using the established laws of molecular motion and of
evolution future. [59]
thermodynamics might suggestion so.” [30] In particular, they discuss the
highly-cited 1971 article “The Statistics of Crowd Fluids”, by Austrian mechanical engineer Le Roy Henderson, at the
University of Sydney, who measured the movements of college students on a campus and children on a playground,
finding that in both cases their movements fit the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, meaning that both velocities of
gas particles and the speeds of students follow a Gaussian distribution. [29] Henderson found that crowds generally
conform to the gas particle model, but found differences, such as that “men and women cannot be considered as
‘identical particles’. The article also cites the article “Demography and Thermodynamics” by American physicist Elihu
Fein, a professor at the University of Chicago, who finds, though examination of factors such as per capita income,
that social activity is analogous to molecular activity, and applies concepts such as entropy and adiabatic to social
systems. [60] Fein, however, cautions his readers, in that although his analogies seem to have validity, he
emphatically states that “the conclusion is not that people act like molecules”, but that the goal is to understand
ourselves and the world through abstract concepts. Curiously, both the 1971 and 1972 New Scientist articles on
molecular sociology also cites a person by the name of Daedalus who is said to have “developed a ‘molecular
sociology’ an analogy between people and molecules [who] identified wealth in people with energy in molecules;
[and] is now developing a financial thermodynamics or thermodynamics of money.” [61]

Thermodynamics | Modern views
In 1975, Austrian astrophysicist Erich Jantsch, who has been described as “Prigogine’s most famous disciple and
interpreter”, devoted a section to the discussion of the second law of thermodynamics, entropy, and evolution in the
context of what he called the thermal or Brownian motion of human ‘molecules’. [62] In 1998, Venezuelan-born
English chemical engineer Erich Muller, who completed his PhD in surface thermodynamics, published his article
"Human Societies: A Curious Application of Thermodynamics", in Chemical Engineering Education, wherein he
employed what he called a "loose analogy" of people viewed as human molecules to explain integration and
segregation in cities, in which he models people as “insignificant molecules” that interact with neighboring molecules
by means of forces, in the physics sense, or thermodynamic potentials, in a thermodynamic sense. [63] Muller, a
professor of thermodynamics, frequently uses people-viewed-as-molecules logic in his lectures, to such an
educational effect that he was interviewed in 2006 by Reporter magazine, on how he “compares people to
molecules” to explain topics such as how ghettos form or how certain people can act as “surfactant molecules”,
among other topics. [64] In the 2007 book Money: Virtual Energy: Economy through the Prism of Thermodynamics,
Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek outlines the thermoeconomics of society on the view that "economy is
a very large and extremely complicated system in which people are the 'molecules' of which it consists". [65]

Economics
The first to suggest employ thermodynamics in economics was German physicist Georg Helm in his 1887 book The
Doctrine of Energy. Thermodynamics is the study of systems of molecules. Naturally enough, in the course of using
thermodynamic theory to explain economic phenomenon and processes, scientists began to view people as
"molecules". This school of thought occurred predominately in "Lausanne school" of physical economics.
Economics | Lausanne school
In the late 1870s, French sociologist and economist Leon Walras began to conceive of people as "economic
molecules", to which the hard science logic of chemistry, physics, and thermodynamics, were argued to be applicable.
According to English economist Hazel Henderson: [35] “Walras was an agrarian socialist and wanted to nationalize
land, but he talked of humans as ‘economic molecules’ and gave concepts like scarcity scientific definitions analogous
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to heat in physics.” The views of Walras would eventually launched what's called the Lausanne school of economic
thought, inclusive of thinkers such as Polish economist and sociologist Leon Winiarski (1894) or Italian engineer
Vilfredo Pareto (1896), who each would go on to employ their own versions of human particle or human molecule
logic. Winiarski stated, for instance, that “a social aggregate is nothing but a system of points, i.e. individuals, who are
in perpetual movement of approaching or withdrawing from one another”. Pareto's view was that “society is a
system of human molecules in a complex mutual relationship.”
Economics | Nelson's 1989 economic agents as human molecules
One of the most recent influential economic-version "human molecule" theorists is American philosopher Alan
Nelson who in the late 1980s, while a philosophy professor at the University of California, Irvine, began developing a
theory in which economic agents are viewed, in a physical chemistry and thermodynamic sense, as “human
molecules”. In 1889 and 1890, Nelson began sending out various versions of his expanding theory in a paper entitled
"Human Molecules", manuscripts which have since been cited and discussed in talks by the likes of those as
economists Keven Hoover (Duke University) and Wade Hands (University of Puget Sound), among others.[66][67][68]
Hoover comments 1990 version of Nelson's 1990 "Human Molecule" manuscript: [69] "Macroeconomics deals in
aggregates. These aggregates are composed of the behaviors of individuals. Consumption as reported in the national
income accounts is just the summation of the purchases of a nation's citizens. It is tempting then to see economic
agents as human molecules (cf. Nelson [1990]) and the relations postulated in macroeconomic theory or measured in
macroeconometrics as the analogues of the ideal gas laws or other macrophysical relations. But there is a crucial and
obvious difference: molecules do not make choices, people do; and they do so with reference not just to the
immediate past and their immediate surroundings, but also with reference to future goals and to global or macro
relations." In 1992, following further theory development and feedback, Nelson's manuscript was expanded into into
the first chapter of part two ("Molecules and Games") of the multi-author book Post-Popperian Methodology of
Economics; the part two section of the book consisting of the following three chapters:[70][71][72]
• "Human Molecules", by American philosopher Alan Nelson
• “Commentary on Alan Nelson’s ‘Human Molecules’”, by American economist Bruce Caldwell
• “Reply to Bruce Caldwell's Commentary on ‘Human Molecules’”, by Alan Nelson
Nelson's 1992 chapter on human molecules, wherein he conceives economic agents as “human molecules”, has since
gained a level of following, having been cited more than a half-dozen times as a forerunner to the economic-version
of the human molecule construct.[73][74][75] The 2009 Oxford Handbook of Philosophy of Economics specifically
cites Nelson has having originated this term in economics, each human molecule defined specifically as an
'ontologically distinct individual'; the term "human molecules" is also referred to, by the Oxford Handbook, as Danishborn American economist “Tjalling Koopmans' evocative coinage”, the noted joint winner of the 1975 Nobel
Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences. [76] The actual publication where Koopmans' uses the term "human molecule",
in coinage, however, is difficult to track down. In regards to Nelson's version, Australian philosopher Brian Ellis
explains, in his 2001 Scientific Essentialism, that the comparison between molecules and humans is “explicitly drawn
and discussed at length”, particularly in regards to modeling neoclassical economics in the view of classical
thermodynamics. [77]

Philosophy
In 1891 book Riddles of the Sphinx, German-British philosopher Ferdinand Schiller outlined philosophical views on sex
and love in relation to social life, wherein he considers people as atoms and bound sets of humans in relationships as
molecules; specifically describing the couple in love as a 'human molecule'; he discusses the forces of attractions and
repulsions at work in the most intimate unions, such as jealously. German psychologist and philosopher Eric Fromm
outlined a philosophy of defined people as “human atoms”, and argued that the desire for interpersonal fusion
between two human atoms is the most powerful striving in human life, in his best-selling 1956 The Art of Loving. In
the 1994 book Collective Intelligence, Canadian cyberspace philosopher Pierre Levy outlined a Internet-themed
metaphorical chemical philosophy to discuss bulk human behavior as “molar behavior” as governed by the bulk
properties of “human thermodynamics”, as he discusses. An example quote is: “based on identities of adhesion,
individuals are seen as a mass, as numbers, independent of their molecular wealth; the molar group organizes a kind
of human thermodynamics, an exteriorized channeling of behavior and character that squanders individual qualities”;
he also discusses concepts such as 'molecular politics', the “molecular group”, among others. A prominent modern
human molecule view, used in philosophy, stems from the field of mereology the study of parts and the wholes they
form, wherein people are viewed as “mereological atoms’’, as discussed by American-born English philosopher Eric
Olson in his 1998 article “Human Atoms”. [78] In what's called "naive mereology", a type of naive set theory logic, the
premise that all moving biological structures are atoms, is expressed by the following atomicity principle, which
states that every x has a part y that is atomic in the sense that y has no proper parts:

In other words, this is a mathematical set theory way of saying that "all objects are either atoms or fusions of atoms".
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Olson specifically sites philosopher E.J. Lowe’s 1996 book Subjects of Experience, as being the prime example of this
view, wherein Lowe is said to argue, according to Olson, that “you and I are mereological atoms shaped like human
beings." Lowe, however, in detailed discussion, expresses a bipartisan view on the matter by stating that “one reason
why I reject reductionism about laws is that I reject the view that a biological entity such as a tree can simply be
regarded as being nothing over and above an assemblage of sub-atomic particles, even though we now believe that
the ultimate constituents of trees (and of everything else material) are indeed such particles. Lowe goes on to argue
that the existence of a tree in some sense ‘supervenes’ upon its constituent particles at any given time. [79]

Free will

Belgian surrealist artist by René
Magritte 1993 oil-on-canvas depiction
of the free will aspects of Goethe's
1809 novella Elective Affinities,
depicting the view that people are
born into cages of chemical affinities.

The subject of "free will", whether or not a person chooses their own actions or
whether their actions are chosen for them, is the first hurdle that frequently
arises when one begins to adopt the "human molecule" point of view of
humans. It is obvious, to most, that molecules, such as
do not have a free
will. It is also obvious, to many people, but not all, that humans have a free will.
Therefore, the definition of a human as a molecule creates a paradox of sorts.
Many great minds have grappled with this puzzle, often to the effect of
shrugging the problem of with mentions of justifier terms such as chaos,
unpredictability, or consciousness, among other inserts. Goethe, as discussed
above, was the first to grapple with this issue, and used the stage of the three
characters Eduard, Charlotte, and the Captain to debate the issue of choice and
free will, in the context of themselves being large chemical reactants, among
themselves: [12]

“I would never see a choice here but rather a natural necessity and indeed
hardly that; for in the last resort it is perhaps only a matter of opportunity.
Opportunity makes relationships just as much as it makes thieves; and where your natural substances are concerned,
the choice seems to me to lie entirely in the hands of the chemist who brings these substances together.”
Similar to Goethe, Russian writer Leo Tolstoy grappled with free will 1869 War and Peace commented that: [80] “A
particle of matter cannot tell us that it is unconscious of the laws of attraction and repulsion and that the law is not
true; but man, who is the subject of history, says bluntly: I am free, and am therefore not subject to laws.” Thus,
according to Tolstoy, man does not have a free will, because he is a particle of matter, but remains unaware of this
fact. In 1952, conversely, English physicist C.G. Darwin defined humans as molecules, governed by the laws of
thermodynamics, which are a type of molecule that do have free will. He states: [59] “The laws governing the nature
of human molecules, lie much deeper [as compared to gas molecules], because unlike a molecule, a man has a free
will, which make his actions unpredictable.”
Likewise, in the 2004 book Critical Mass, an entire book devoted to the development of a science of "social physics",
in which people are viewed as atoms or molecules and basic physics is applied to explain human behavior, English
chemist and physicist Philip Ball defensively makes mention of free will following nearly ever mention of his argument
that people should be viewed as "insensate matter" versions of atoms or molecules; below is one example: [6]
“To develop a physics of society, we must take a bold step that some might regret as a leap of faith and others as
preposterous idealization. You may have guessed it already: particles become people. To make that bold step a little
easier, I shall introduce a stepping-stone that will bring life into the picture before we have to worry about such
things as free will.”
Ball asks: “how could free will operate without contravening thermodynamics?” In other words, in the steam engine,
the operation of which the laws of thermodynamics were derived, the water molecules inside the piston and cylinder
do not choose to expand and contract in their volume as they do work, in each heat cycle but rather they are
“forced” to do work, owing to alternating contact with a hot and cold body. The average person, however, as the sun
heats and cools the earth, believes that he or she is choosing to do their various amounts of work, in each daily solar
heat cycle. Ball comments on this, in: “Defenders of free will argue, with justification, that because statistical laws are
not true laws in the sense of describing cause and effect, as Newton’s law of gravitation does, they cannot be applied
to individuals and so say nothing about how any one person might act.” This argument seems to be based on either
the Poincare recurrence theorem, Loschmidt's paradox, or Maxwell’s demon statistical objections to the second law;
the latter topic of which Ball even conjectures on how the free will of the Demon might operate. Most Balls’
discussion of free will teeters on ambivalence leaning towards yes humans as molecules do have free will. At one
point, however, Ball specifically states his exact opinion. In comment on American economics Robert Heilbroner’s
1953 claim that “the elements of nature ‘behave’ as they do for reasons of which we know only one thing: the
particles of physics do not ‘choose’ to behave as they do”, Ball states “Heilbroner is, of course, right to say that
humans make choices, whereas particles do not”. In other words, Ball is saying that a human is a type of molecule
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that “makes choices”. This type of logic, however, becomes incoherent when asking the same question of other
molecules. Does, for example, the methane gas molecule
“make choices”? Does a strand of DNA make
choices? The level of uncertainty in this assertion by Ball is noted by his followup bracketed mention that “although
quantum physicists sometimes speak as if they do.”
Differing from Ball's ambivalence on the matter, American physicist Mark Buchanan, in his 2007 book The Social
Atom, declares in full glory that “we should think of people as if they were atoms or molecules”, but that this view “in
no way conflicts with the existence of individual free will”. He reasons that “we can be free individuals whose actions,
in combination, lead to predictable outcomes for the collective” in the same way that “atomic-level chaos gives way
to clockwork precision of thermodynamics or planetary motion.”[81]
The hard-line thinker, however, will argue, similar to Tolstoy and Goethe, that the human molecule is no
different than any other molecule, and that a human molecule moves, bends, and reacts, not by free will but by
force, similar, albeit more advanced, to how the simple three-element retinal molecule moves when induced to move
by the action of force or of chemical affinity the "force of reaction". This type of view is exemplified in the 2007 work
of Russian bioelectrochemist Octavian Ksenzhek, as mentioned, who defines people as molecules, governed by the
laws of thermodynamics, and on the topic of free will he states: [65] “Can one state on this basis [of water molecules
forming frost on glass] that the pattern we admire is a realization of the molecules’ will or design? Certainly not.
Molecules have neither free will nor any will at all. All a molecule can do is repel elastically from other chaotically
moving molecules and sometimes, very seldom, lose some if its degrees of freedom and ‘freeze’ into a large
collective.” One of the more elaborate publications on an attempt to argue for free will in the context of humans
viewed in a physical chemistry sense is the 1985 book Atoms of the Living Flame: an Odyssey into Ethics and the
Physical Chemistry of Free Will, by American physical chemist George Scott, wherein people as viewed as dissipative
structures and that the human central nervous systems is in a in a "far-from-equilibrium" state, governed by
Prigoginean-type non-equilibrium thermodynamics of the sort that "could chaotically amplify indeterminate events at
the micro level" thus giving rise to free will. [82]

Religion
The collision of olden religious (3500BC) theory with modern, post-Copernican
(1453) science theory has always been a tenuous subject. In the case of the
human molecule viewpoint, the relationship has generally been objectionable
for many religious-adherents, compatible for some middle ground thinkers, and
incompatible for many hard-line science thinkers. In the modern 21st century,
for instance, many, even hardened scientists, will argue that they are not a
molecule, by virtue of the fact that they have a soul that is under the control of
God and beyond the realm of scientific analysis.
German writer Christoph Wieland

One of the first to object to atomic reductionism, was German poet and writer objected to Goethe's 1809 theory of
Christoph Wieland who in 1810, as mentioned, objected on the anti-Christianity human chemistry calling it "nonsense
of the Goethe’s chemical novella, commenting in a letter to German
and childish fooling around" and "truly
horrible work" on the grounds the
archeologist Karl Böttiger that Goethe’s modeling of humans as chemicals is
grounds of the radicalness of its
"nonsense and childish fooling around". [14] Wieland considered Goethe's
Christianity. [83]
novella an anathema, calling it a "truly horrible work", objecting solely due to
the radicalness of its Christianity. [83] In 1869, French engineer Francois
Massieu, one of the founders of chemical thermodynamics, compared a person to a molecule of water and
speculated on how one would differentiate between the soul and the body of the the molecule: [84]
“They cut the man into two parts, soul and body, the philosopher took one, and another the naturalist, they both
have worked, studied on their behalf have lost sight and we find ourselves today in the presence of a duality,
convenient perhaps, but unwise, in that it overlooked the man to deal with only two elements that constitute it. But
in doing so we run the risk of being wrong. If one wanted to know the chemical properties of water
, seek it in
those of oxygen
and hydrogen
? No, because he knows that there is little relationship between the
characteristics of a substance and those of simple bodies which enter into its composition.”
Religion | Teilhard's 1936 spiritual molecules
In the decades to follow English naturalist Charles Darwin's 1859 On the Origin of Species, the question of the atomic
origins of humans in relation to established concepts such as death, soul, God, the future, etc., began to come to the
fore. For those with a purely religious-mindset, humans were formed by God and possess a soul or spirit that lives on
after death. For those with a purely hard-science mindset, human were formed out of a chemical-physics process
resulting from the expansion of the universe, following the Big Bang. Some, however, found a middle ground
between these two extremes. One such thinker was French Jesuit priest, anthropologist, and philosopher Pierre
Teilhard, who accepted the doctrines of evolution, chemistry, and physics, but also accepted a modified form of
Christianity, and over the course of about thirty or so years (1916-1955), attempted to outline a reconciliation theory
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in between these two views. As summarized by Sara Weber, translator to the 1999 Sussex Academic Press English
edition of Teilhard’s famous 1938 The Phenomenon of Man: [85]
“Teilhard extends the term ‘molecule’ ahead in time, from its use in the physical analysis of matter before life, to
reflect a reality of physics within the human phenomenon; so that ‘molecule’ becomes ‘mega-molecule’ and then
‘human molecule’.”
Teilhard argues, in contrast to the dominant view, that even exists today, that there is a huge void that separates life
from non-life, often appeased in modern times by mentions of terms such as "emergence", that in contrast there is
no separation between atoms and humans, but rather than chemical mechanism links the evolution process, in
stepping trough various “intermediate states” of formations of bigger and bigger “molecular aggregates” along a
connective chemical mechanism of evolution. Teilhard retains religion in his argument by conceiving of the view that
there is neither matter nor spirit in the universe, but one substance, which he calls “spirit-matter”, that is responsible
for the formation of the human molecule. This spirit-matter, according to Teilhard, is driving evolution towards an
omega point, a sort of modified version of the evolution version of the promised land, so-to-speak. Teilhard’s
theories, in his day, were all rejected by the Church, and his work was all published post humorously and he has since
gained a large, almost cult-like following. A few popular quotes by Teilhard, from his book The Future of Man, written
over a period of thirty years, on the subject of human molecules include: [86]
•
•
•

•
•

“If the power of attraction between simple atoms is so great, what may we not expect if similar bonds are
contracted between human molecules?”
“We must assume that under the rapidly mounting pressure forcing them upon one another the human
molecules will ultimately succeed in finding their way through the critical barrier of mutual repulsion to
enter the inner zone of attractive.”
“The very excess of external compression to which we are subjected by the relative contraction of our planet
may one day cause us to breach that mysterious wall of growing repulsion which, more often than not, sets
the human molecules in opposition to one another, and enter the powerful, still unknown field of our basic
affinities.”
“The human molecules are tightly packed together, and the more this is the case the more impossible it
becomes for them, owing to their nature and structure, not to merge both physically and in spirit.”
“Those who think on Marxist lines believe that all that is necessary to inspire and polarize the human
molecules is that they should look forward to an eventual state of collective reflection and sympathy, at the
culmination of anthropogenesis, from which all will benefit through participation.”

Teilhard's collected works, on this subject, which amount to several dozens of books, are among the densest of
theories on the human molecule. In the 1969 book The Presence and Absence of God, to cite one example of many of
the influence of Teilhard's views, Christopher Mooney summarizes Teilhard’s human molecule omega point theory as
such: [87]
“To polarize the human molecules that they should look forward to an eventual state of collective reflection and
sympathy at the culmination of anthropogenesis, from which all will benefit through participation; a vault of
intermingled thoughts, as it were, a closed circuit of attachments in which the individual will achieve intellectual and
affective wholeness.”
Religion | Fuller's 2005 "I Am Not A Molecule"
A recent religious-based objection of the human molecule view, comes from sociologist and intelligent design
advocate Steve Fuller, who in 2005 wrote an entire article for New Scientist magazine entitled “I An Not a Molecule”,
arguing against atomic reductionism in sociology, wherein he argues that the recent social physics attempts, in
particular English chemical physicist Philip Ball’s 2004 Critical Mass, wherein masses of people are treated as bulk
systems of atoms or molecules, is "infuriating the social scientists". [88]
Religion | Rossini debate
Another rather heated debated erupted when in 2006 American physical chemist John Wojcik, of the Catholic-based
Villanova University, sent in an article to the Journal of Chemical Education, in objection to American chemical
thermodynamicist Frederick Rossini’s 1971 lecture “Chemical Thermodynamics in the Real World”, wherein it was
argued by Rossini that chemical thermodynamics can be used to understand the paradox between freedom and
security in social life, Wojcik argued, in contrast, that there is great “danger” in the use of “anthropomorphism in
chemistry” in that some may “come to believe that there is substance in them”; moreover: “worst of all, there is the
danger that chemical thermodynamics will have ascribed to it a power that it simply does not have, namely, the
power to 'explain' the human condition.”[89] This triggered a flurry of response letters, arguing for or against this
view, from chemists such as Harold Leonard and Todd Silverman, and as well as economists, such as Jing Chen.
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Psychology
In 1869, French philosopher Hippolyte Taine, in his book On Intelligence, posited
that in the future someone, possibly a psychologist or a historian, will be able to
"write the psychology of the human molecule, or a particular group of human
molecules, in their various transformations." [39] Taine’s views on the subject of
the “psychology of the human molecule” would go on to be re-quoted by the
likes of Scottish philosopher Robert Fling among numerous others.[40][90][41]
The usage of the term “human molecule” by Taine was even featured in the 1902
book Word Coinage by Leon Mead. [91] Those who were significantly affected by
Taine's views on psychology of the human molecule, i.e. affected enough to
extend on Taine's view, include American historian Henry Adams, who learned of In 1869, French philosopher
Hippolyte Taine stated that the
Taine's human molecule theories in 1872, and would go on to spend forty-years
thinking about how the concept of people viewed as human molecules could be "psychology of the human
studied using the principles of physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics; German molecule" and the "psychology of
physician and diplomat Ernst Gryzanowski (1824-1888), who in 1875 commented groups of human molecules" is a
field of study germane to both the
on how the human molecule concept applies to law (see law section below); to
historian and the psychologist.
French education reformer Max Leclerc (1864-1932), who in 1894 commented
that “even numbered piles of human molecules, in a huge turning wheel, under the pedal of the stroke of the
Minister, crushes and destroys humanity down to the pulp”.
In 1971, American writer Jean Brooks, gives a commentary, in the context of psychology, on the human molecule
views of English novelist Thomas Hardy, in stating that people “are irresistibly moved to work towards one another by
strong affinity; and the human molecules in which they are ingredients are dragged along with them, until the
element affinity is satisfied.”[92][93]

Law
In 1874, stimulated by the social physics proposals of French sociologist Auguste Comte and human molecule logic of
Hippolyte Taine and Henry Adams, German physician and diplomat Ernst Gryzanowski (1824-1888) reasoned that:
[94]
“Civil law, commerce, political economy, and international ethics are all based on the assumption that the social body
consists of such human molecules, and there is no reason why the methods of physical science should not be applied
to the statics and dynamics of that society, the passions and rights of the individual man corresponding exactly to the
chemical and physical forces inherent in the material molecule.”
In 1913 commentary on English journalist George Perris’ 1911 book A Short History of War and Peace, American
lawyer A. H. Snow published a review of Perris's conception of human molecules in the context of law, war, and
forces that impede the development of better laws, in The American Journal of International Law, wherein he
expressed the view that: [95]
“War is often a process of evolution — an explosive process which occurs when the progressive movement of human
molecules towards a reorganization making for equality of opportunity and a betterment of the law, is unduly held
back by the forces of standpatism and vested interests.”

Physics
At the University of Paderborn, since the late 1990s, Germany physicist Jurgen Mimkes has been running and entire
socio-economic department teaching the physics, chemistry, and thermodynamics of society wherein he uses the
logic that “society is a many particle system” and that people can be modeled as individual molecules, and use
models such as the Lagrangian to model the energy of the social system, phase transitions to model evolution, etc.,
so as to explain topics such as integration, segregation, democracy, etc. [96] Mimkes, in the historical section to his
2000 Journal of Thermal Analysis article “Society as a Many Particle System”, specifically cites Greek philosopher
Empedocles’ friends mixing like water and wine; enemies segregating like oil and water analogies, along with German
polymath Johann Goethe's 1809 Elective Affinities, as discussed above, as being the fore-runners to the society as a
many particle system view of socio-economic physics. [36]
Out of this school, Mimkes has produced graduate students, including Think Christian, thesis “Analysis of
Integration of Problems of Society Using the Methods of Physics” (2002), Thorsten Frund, dissertation “Analysis of
Income, Wealth, and Society with Physical Methods” (2002), among others. Mimkes is presently writing a book, The
Chemistry of the Social Bond, explaining how physical chemistry based “social bonds” exist between the particles of
society, i.e. people viewed as molecular analogues. Frund, in his own words, attempts to investigate social
relationships using physical methods, particularly statistics and thermodynamics, dealing with the distributions of
atoms, particles, or states, so as to make predictions on system behavior, and argues that “we can use
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thermodynamics to draw conclusions about sociological or economic systems”, commenting that German
sociodynamics physicist Wolfgang Weidlich is the originator of approach, having began using theoretical physicssocio-economic isomorphism in 1983.[97][98]
English chemist and physicist Philip Ball's 2004 Aventis Prize-winning book Critical Mass, as discussed, gives the mostrobust overview of the physics of the human-particle/human-molecule
view of social dynamics. [6]

Arts
In 1977, American sculpture artist Jonathan Borofsky conceived what he
called his “molecule idea”, the view that “even though we appear to be
quite solid, we are in fact composed of a molecular structure which in itself
is mostly composed of water and air.” In the thirty-years to follow,
Borofsky when on to sculpt various indoor and outdoor statues and
paintings of human figures embracing each other in congratulations, filled
with hundreds of holes, each hole representative of “the molecules of all
human beings coming together to create our existence”. There are four
outdoor sculptures: Los Angeles, California, USA (height: 30-ft, built: 1978), American sculpture artist Jonathan
Yorkshire, England (height: 30-ft, built: 1988), Berlin, Germany (height:
Borofsky’s 1996 100-ft "Molecule Man"
100-ft, built 1996), and Council Bluffs, Iowa, USA (height: 50-ft, built: 2008). sculpture (one of four world-wide) on the
In 1988, Canadian aboriginal artist Norval Morrisseau painted an noted Spree River, Berlin, in front of the
acrylic on canvas work entitled ‘Human Molecule’, alluding to the idea that Treptowers; each hole representing, in
a human being is a type of animal-molecule or an evolved type of bird-fish- Borofsky's view: “the molecules of all
human that has a chemical origin or composition. [100] In 2005, Canadian human beings coming together to create
our existence”.
communications designer Shawn LaPaix created a “human molecule”
themed poster for the 2005 University of British Columbia Art Gallery exhibit “The Human Body in History”, using the
1952 CPK coloring scheme: red = oxygen, blue = nitrogen, gray = hydrogen, black = carbon (not shown), modeled on
English biologist Thomas Huxley’s famous 1863 evolution of man from ape to human diagram, alluding to the idea
that human is a body of evolving atoms, formed into the structure of a molecule, that has been chemically
synthesized into its current form, over long spans of evolutionary time. [101]
The cover art for the 2010 EP Human Thermodynamics, by Romanian electronic music producer Bogdan Anghel,
containing four thermodynamics/heat transfer themed the songs: pressure correlations, phase transitions, aerospace
race, and transport phenomenon, depicts people as gas-like human particles or human molecules, flying about and
interacting sort of like the particles of an ideal gas in a state of Utopian natural harmony with the earth. [102] The
cover themes its origin on English physicist C.G. Darwin’s 1952 description of the science of human thermodynamics
as the statistical mechanics of human molecules, governed by a law similar to Boyle's law. [59]

Advertising

Depiction of the famous Hu element,
of the Dow Chemical "The Human
Element" advertising campaign,
conceived by John Claxton of Draftfcb
Chicago, depicting the human as the
"missing element" from the periodic
table.

In 2006, Dow Chemical, the world’s second largest chemical manufacturer, in
coordination with advertising agency Draftfcb Chicago, particularly creative
director John Claxton, launched their popular multi-year advertising campaign
The Human Element, the “missing element” of the periodic table, depicting
visceral images of people, many from third world countries, with the element
symbol box, symbol Hu, and atomic number 7E+09, overlaid on the picture, in
aims to convey the message that the human is a type of chemical element that
is somehow missing from the standard chemical periodic table, but one that
should be the focus of beneficial-to-humanity chemical applications. The
campaign has run for several years and in 2008 won the Effie Award.
The “voice” of the campaign, was themed on three things: science
essays, the writing of American biologist E. O. Wilson, and contemporary
American poetry. The campaign was very moving for many: “we were
completely surprised by the passionate response from people at all levels of
society. From teachers to politicians to parents, people were so moved that
they felt compelled to write to the company and express their feelings. The
campaign struck a nerve in a way that we had never imagined”, says Claxton.

[103]
In 2009 Axe body spray launched there "Axe Periodic Table" advertisement. [104] The advertisement creation
was done by the Lowe/SSP3-Bogota agency, under the direction of Jose Sokoloff, which shows the human element, a
man named ‘Homer’, which may be a play on the 2006 Dow Chemical ‘human element’ ad campaign, above a
periodic table of women, wherein each element box a woman’s name is written accompanying a picture, below
which the ad hook reads “love is a matter of chemistry.” [105]
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Literature | plays
Fiction authors frequently use chemical analogies modeling
people as atoms, molecules, or chemicals, a prime example
American playwrite Tom Stoppard's 1993 award-winning play
Arcadia, a modern-day second law of thermodynamics based
version of Goethe's Elective Affinities. The play takes place
the same year, 1809, as the Goethe's novella, even having
some of the same characters, such as the "Naval Captain",
referring to human interactions as the "actions of bodies in
heat", discussing how this relates to Thomas Newcomen's
steam engine, among other topics, such as chaos. According
to the 2001 review A Thermodynamic Analysis of Stoppard’s
Arcadia”, by American literary critique Stella Copeland, each
person in the play is a complex molecule, regulated by the
laws of thermodynamics and evolution. [106] An oft-quoted 1998 performance of American playwright Tom Stoppard's
human molecule view in literature is found in American
Arcadia (Elective Affinities remake), opening scene, act II,
writer Forbes Allan’s 1999 novel Milton’s Progress, in which at Willamette University Theater, November.
the characters discuss a version of “human
thermodynamics”, similar to C.G. Darwin (1952), that “people are like particles, they behave in groups as if they were
molecules in a test-tube.” The book also utilizes Belgian chemist Ilya Prigogine’s 1971 theory of dissipative structures,
wherein a character named John and a Dr. Snipe, along with references to a “Ilya Meiliakin” (Ilya Prigogine), argue
that human life is “the most effective multiplier of entropic decay in the universe”.

Culture
In the 2001 film Shallow Hal, by American screenwriters Peter Farrelly and Bobby Farrelly, Hal's coworker explains to
Hal that beautiful women are simply well-formed large molecules: “when are you going to get it, they’re just well
formed molecules”.

Poetry
An example of human molecules used in poetry is found in the featured poem "Unique" by the later English writer
Margaret Pepino (1921-2009): [107]
Disconcerting to discover
That this is inner sense
Of individuality
Belongs to everyone
Still, I assert
With stubborn certainty,
Though tethered down in groups
Of human molecules,
That I experience this, or that
In an exclusive way.
Grimly, selfish, I say
I am Me, special and
UNIQUE
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In symbols, I is the symbol for

Insanity and genius
In genius studies, insanity and genius refers to geniuses
on insanity or the oftentimes-precarious connection and
or dividing line between insanity and genius.

Nietzsche
German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche is said to have
gone insane in 1889. The following are a few relevant
quotes:
“And those who were seen dancing were thought to be
insane by those who could not hear the music.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (c.1885)

“In individuals, insanity is rare; but in groups, parties,
nations and epochs, it is the rule.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (c.1885)

The German great genius Friedrich Nietzsche who, in 1889,
after famously declaring, in 1882, that “God is dead”,
epitomizing the emerging view that the Christian God was no
longer a viable source of any absolute moral principles,
supposedly, went insane (Ѻ) (Ѻ), dying (dereacting) the year
after. (Ѻ)

“A casual stroll through the lunatic asylum shows that
faith does not prove anything.”
— Friedrich Nietzsche (c.1885)

(add discussion)

Mayer
In 1840, German physician and physicist Robert Mayer, one of the first to state the first law of thermodynamics,
while working as a ship’s doctor on a Dutch vessel which visited the East Indies, had conceived of the mechanical
equivalent of heat, equation shown, by study of the color of the blood of his crewmates and the temperature
difference between the tropics and Europe. In 1842, after returning to Germany, he began to publish his scientific
theories on in obscure journals, such as Annals of Chemistry and Pharmacy, but his theories went largely unnoticed as
these journals were not read by physicists. Those who did notice, however, ridiculed his work, as it was not based on
experimental data. [4]
During this period, one of his sons and two of his
daughters fell ill and died before the age of three. He also
discovered that English physicist James Joule had claimed
discovery of the mechanical equivalent of heat, while his
theory was still unknown. In 1850, during an attack of
insomnia, Mayer jumped out of a third-story window and
fell almost thirty feet to the ground and broke both his
legs. It is said that in 1851, he was placed in an asylum, but
later released. [5] He survived, but soon was forced to
begin spending long series of voluntary and involuntary
hospitalizations and even occasional restraint by straitjacket. [6] Curiously, in Poggendorf’s authoritative 1863
Dictionary of the History of Science it was incorrectly
claimed that Mayer had already died—in an insane
asylum.

Pirsig
In 1961, American philosopher Robert Pirsig, a former
In 1850, German physician-physicist Robert Mayer, after
child prodigy cited with an IQ of 170 at age 9, suffered a
discovering that James Joule had claimed discovery of the
nervous breakdown and spent time in and out of
mechanical equivalent of heat, while his work was still
psychiatric hospitals over the next three years. He was
unknown, jumped out of a third-story window, and was later
diagnosed with paranoid schizophrenia and clinical
put in an insane asylum.
depression as a result of an evaluation conducted by
psychoanalysts, and was treated with electroconvulsive therapy on numerous occasions, a treatment he discusses in
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his novel, Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance. In his Lila: an Inquiry into Morals, he employs the term
“insanity” one some 13+ pages. [7] The following are a few representative quotes:
“I think present-day reason is an analogue of the flat earth of the medieval period. If you go too far beyond it you're
presumed to fall off, into insanity. And people are very much afraid of that. I think this fear of insanity is comparable
to the fear people once had of falling off the edge of the world. Or the fear of heretics. There's a very close analogue
there.”
— Robert Pirsig (1974), Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance (§14) (Ѻ)

“Sanity is not truth. Sanity is conformity to what is socially expected. Truth is sometimes in conformity, sometimes
not.”
— Robert Pirsig (1991), Lila: an Inquiry Into Morals (Ѻ)

“When one person suffers from a delusion it is called insanity. When many people suffer from a delusion it is called
religion.”
— Robert Pirsig (1991), Lila: Inquiry into Morals; cited in The God Delusion (pg. 28) by Richard Dawkins

(add discussion)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“There was never a genius without a tincture of madness.”
— Aristotle (c.310BC)

“There is no great genius without a touch of madness.”
— Seneca the Younger (c.50AD) (Ѻ), likely Aristotle paraphrase

“We do not have to visit a madhouse to find disordered minds; our planet is the mental institution of the universe.”
— Johann Goethe (c.1800)

“Emptiest word rubbish and silliest gallimathias that have ever been heard outside the insane asylum.”
— Arthur Schopenhauer (1839), commentary on the writings of Georg Hegel [1]

“I became insane, with long intervals of horrible insanity.”
— Edgar Poe (c.1845)

“Men have called me mad; but the question is not settled, whether madness is or is not the loftiest of intelligence.”
— Edgar Poe (c.1845)

“For over two thousand years some subtle relationship has been thought to exist between genius and insanity.”
— Bernard Hollander (1921), preface to John Nisbet’s The Insanity of Genius [2]

“Insanity: doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1930)

“Genius is more often found in a cracked pot than in a whole one.”
— E.B. White (c.1950) (Ѻ)

“The sign of a half-baked speculator in the social sciences is his search for something in the social system that
corresponds to the physicist's notion of entropy.”
— Paul Samuelson (1972) [3]

See also
● Crackpot
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Intellectual moron
In education, intellectual moron, "pseudo-intellectual" (Daniel
Flynn, 2004) or "learned ignorance" (Nicholas of Cusa, c.1640)
refers to a smart person—one with high levels of learning and
or a high said-to-be IQ—who lets ideology do his or her
thinking, who forgoes independent judgment in favor of having
their views handed to them, have their mind on autopilot,
often being so blinded to reality by the causes they serve that
they espouse bizarre, sometimes ridiculous, in many cases
contradictory and or dangerous positions. [1] An intellectual
moron, in short, refers to one who is both a moron (IQ=50-69)
and an intellectual (IQ=120+), a blend of the two. An
intellectual moron, by lecture definition, according to termcoiner Daniel Flynn, is someone who has great cognitive
abilities, but who relies on ideology rather than his or her brain
to do their thinking. [2] A ripe example of a so-called
“intellectual moron”, according to Daniel Flynn, author of the
2004 of the same name, include Australian moral philosopher
professor Peter Singer, professor of “bioethics” at Princeton,
the so-called godfather of the animal rights movement, who
A possible representation of an intellectual moron: the
teacher who incorrectly belittles his student, based on
objects to humans eating animals, but not to humans having
sex with them, a logic based on his speciesism views. [3] There his academic position.
is no doubt that someone could transform into a moron in such
a field, being that firstly “bio” is something that does not exist (see: defunct theory of life), and secondly that “ethics”,
for 75% of the world is based on Anunian theology and the weighing of the soul model of morality; whereas correctly,
as Goethe so rightly discerned in 1808 morality or rather the moral symbols of nature are rooted in science of
physical chemistry. Hence, one not literate in physical chemistry, such as is the case with Singer, may very well tread
down the path towards moronville. Related or synonymous terms might be what Nicholas of Cusa refers to has
“learned ignorance”, a learned person in blind possession of ignorance; or possibly what Flynn calls a ‘pseudointellectual’.

References
1. Flynn, Daniel J. (2004). Intellectual Morons: How Ideology Makes Smart People Fall for Stupid Ideas (abs). Crown
Forum.
2. Flynn, Daniel J. (2004). “Intellectual Morons” (video), Talk at Colby College, C-Span2 BookTv, Oct 27.
3. Peter Singer – Wikipedia.

IoHT: 4th of July
The IoHT: 4th of July meeting is an annual meet-up between founding members of the Institute of Human
Thermodynamics (IoHT): Libb Thims, Lynn Liss, and Ira Liss, and others, meet annually on the 4th of July weekend at a
different waterpark each year and discuss progress of the development of human chemistry and human
thermodynamics.

Meetings
The meetings are listed below:
Year

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008

Park

Location

Deep Rivers
Hobart, In
Mountain Creek Waterpark
Vernon, NJ
Six Flags Hurricane Harbor
Valencia, Ca
Las Vegas, Nv
Wet ‘n Wild
White Water
Atlanta, Ga
Noah’s Ark
Dells, Wi
Schlitterbahn
New Braunfels, Tx
Waterworld Safari
Phoenix, Ax
The Oasis (Arizona Grand Resort)

L.R. Rides Acres Bar S.S.

10
10
22

10
22

65ft

40
60
60
16

40
70
65

45ft
55ft
55ft
Yes

Fittest

Lynn
2

Y

Ira

Runners up
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2009 Island Water Park

Fresno, Ca

Yes

25

Wild Water Adventure Park
2010 Keylime Cove WP Resort
Hurricane Harbor 6 Flags

Clovis, Ca
Gurnee, Il
Gurnee, Il
Escondido/Hidden
Meadows, Ca
Vista, Ca
Chula Vista, Ca

No

37

2011 Welk Waterpark Resort
Wave Waterpark
Knotts Soak City

Ira
52

Ira
Y
Y

Hudson, Lynn,
Libb
""
""
Hudson, Spencer,
Libb, Lynn,
""
""

2012

Further reading
● Butcher, Dan. (2009). “Top U.S. Water Parks”, CNN.com, July 15.

External links
● List of waterparks – Wikipedia.

IQ
In intellectual classification, IQ is short for intellectual
quotient, a natural number (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 … ),
including zero, assigned to be representative of a
person’s general intellectual ability, in which a value of
100 is said to represent the intellectual ability of the
average person.
Hmolpedia IQs come from a variety of sources (see:
Genius IQs); the following shorthand notations
The original 1916 Lewis Terman IQ classification scheme, defining
(subscripts) are used in various articles, to distinguish near genius or genius level to be IQ = 140+. [1]
which IQs are being cited:
CC IQ (Cox IQ) = Catherine Cox IQ (1926 listing of the IQs of the top 300 geniuses (1450-1850) by Catherine Cox and
her team)
TB IQ (Buzan IQ) = Tony Buzan IQ (1995 listing of the IQs top 100 geniuses of all time by Tony Buzan and Raymond
Keene)
CB IQ = Cox-Buzan IQs (an averaged IQ of the thirteen common individuals in both the Cox and Buzan list)

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“It’s a scientific fact that if you stay in California,
you lose one point off your IQ every year.”
— Truman Capote (c.1965), The Portable Curmudgeon
(pg. 59) (link)

“Children of 140 IQ waste half their time. Those
above 170 IQ waste practically all their time in
school.”
— Leta Hollingworth, author of Children Above 180 IQ
(1942)

“People who talk about their IQ are losers.”
— Stephen Hawking (IQ=180), when asked what his IQ
was (New York Times interview)

"I will advise parents in Hong Kong there's no need
to know the IQ of your children. Just try to do your
best to nurture them and give them space to
develop.”
— Tony Boedihardjo, father of March Boedihardjo (1998-), BS and MS mathematics, Hong Kong University (age 13)

See also
● IQ: 200+
● IQ: 225+
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● IQ: 200+ (references)
● IQ: 200(±) candidates
● Genius IQ tables

References
1. Terman, Lewis. (1916). The Measurement of Intelligence: an Explanation of and a Complete Guide for he Use of the
Stanford Guide for the Use of the Stanford Revision and Extension of the Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale (classification
of intelligence, pg. 79; I.Q., pg. 53, etc.). Houghton Mifflin Co.

External links
● IQ – Wikipedia.

IQ: 150+ | Smartest
woman ever
In intellect categorizations, smartest woman
ever | IQ: 150+ refers to the listing, past and
present, of the who's who of the "smartest
women" of all time, in ranked descending order
of intelligence.
“My dear boy, no woman is a genius. Women
are a decorative sex. They never have anything
to say, but they say it charmingly. Women
represent the triumph of matter over mind, just
as men represent the triumph of mind over
morals.”

Generic depictions of the smartest woman ever: at utilizing equations,
formulas, and general knowledge; a "female" Will Hunting, so to speak.

— Oscar Wilde (1890), The Picture of Dorian Gray (Ѻ)

This page is a precipitate of the IQ: 200+ page, starting with the four 180+ IQ anchor-point genius women, from the
combined genius studies of Catherine Cox (1926) and Tony Buzan (1995), namely: George Eliot (CB=185), Germaine
Stael (IQC=180), Marie Curie (CB=180), Elizabeth I (CB=180). The cutoff point IQ to be included in this grouping is ten IQ
points above the 1916 Lewis Terman genius cutoff 140 IQ or above. Other tentative candidates have been added to
this framework, using methods (see: IQ ranking methodology), such as in person polling, other IQ citations, Internet
discussion forums, Q&As, book citations, articles, etc., as are listed below (or in the IQ references or IQ candidates
page).
#

1.

Person

Emilie
Chatelet
(1706-1749)

True
IQ
IQ estimates

Description

● Combined Isaac Newton’s
(IQ=215) definition of energy
(E=mv) with Gottfried Leibniz’
(IQ=200) definition of energy
(E=mv²) with Willem
Gravesande’s brass balls clay
surface impact experiments
(see: Leiden University) to
synthesize the first version of
=170-190 the conservation of energy (vis
viva into vis mortua).
=160-165 ● Was the mistress of Voltaire
(IQ=195); quote: “in 1733, I met
a young lady who happen to
think nearly as I did.”
● Quote (father): “my youngest ﬂaunts her mind and frightens
away the suitors”.
● Quote (early lover): "she speaks with great rapidity ... her
words are like an angel."
● Reading Descartes’ (IQ=195) analytic geometry, before age
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16.
● Would memorize cards at the blackjack table for fun.
● Built and ran her own research lab at Chateau de Cirey,
pictured, from 1734-1749, said to have a library comparable to
the Paris academy of sciences; scientist such as Samuel Koenig
and Johann Bernoulli would stay for weeks or months at a time.
● Performed Lavoisier’s (IQ=175) rust experiment, at a time at
which it is said that if her scales were more accurate, she would
have arrived at the law of conservation of mass.
● She published original translations of Aristotle (IQ=195),
Virgil, and Newton.
● Quote: “She was certainly a "genius" given how much she
learned and in such a short time (from approximately age 27 to
42); in math, she was more or less self-taught and one of about
10-20 people in Europe who understood and could manipulate
the calculus … I [estimate] [an IQ] around 160-165”. [14]

Hypatia
(360-415)
2.

● As part of his plan,
Theon established a
regimen of physical
training for Hypatia, such
as rowing, swimming, and
horseback riding, to ensure
that her body would be as
healthy as her well-trained
mind.
● As a teenager, she was
educated at the
Neoplatonist Academy in Athens, learning mathematics,
astronomy, and philosophy.
● Daughter of Theon, the last head librarian of the Library at
Alexandria, which at its zenith had two libraries, filled with
500,000 book scrolls, a laboratory, and a research facility.
● Is rumored that to explain the seasonal varia ons of the
apparent size of the sun, she conceived of elliptical orbit
heliocentrism, over a thousand years before German
astronomer Johannes Kepler, formulated this into a law in
1609.
● She authored: Commentary on Diophantus, The Astronomical
Canon and a commentary on The Conics of Apollonius.
=170-210 ● She was said to have had a superior intelligence, said to have
surpassed that of all other philosophers of her time and her
accomplishments in music and science paled all others.
● Her intelligence and knowledge surpassed her father's at an
early age. People would come from other cities to hear her talk
and learn from her. She was murdered for her beliefs. IQ
unknown but often cited in the 180-200 range.”
● Quote: “IQ scores of 200+ are ‘universal geniuses’. So far
there’s been only one woman recorded on the ‘universal
genius list, Hypatia, a Greek mathematician and philosopher of
renowned beauty and intellect.”
● Note: the IQ=210 es mate doesn’t seem to have a good
reference; although it has a certain number of mentions
around the web, prior to 2007 (Ѻ) (Ѻ), likely originating in the
fake 2006 Quigly Anderson list.
● Note: She is listed in Buzan’s Book of Genius, but he gives no
IQ, only commenting that “the little we know of Hypatia
suggests that she must have had a remarkable intellect.”
● “Fables should be taught as fables, myths as myths, and
miracles as poetic fancies. To teach superstitions as truths
is a most terrible thing. The child mind accepts and believes
them, and only through great pain and perhaps tragedy can
he be in after years relieved of them. In fact, men will fight for
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a superstition quite as quickly as for a living truth—often more
so, since a superstition is so intangible you cannot get at it to
refute it, but truth is a point of view, and so is changeable.”
● “Life is an unfoldment, and the further we travel the more
truth we can comprehend. To understand the things that are at
our door is the best preparation for understanding those that
lie beyond.”
● “All formal dogma c religions are fallacious and must never
be accepted by self-respecting persons as final.”
● “Reserve your right to think, for even to think wrongly is
better than not to think at all.”

3.

George Eliot
(1819-1880)
↑

=185
=160

Marie Curie
(1867-1934)
4.

=200
=180

5.

6.

Germaine
Stael
(1766-1817)
↑

Mary
Somerville
(1780-1872)

=180

● Gets 5-point upgrade for basing her most-famous 1872
realism novel Middlemarch on Goethe's Elective Affinities; she
considered Johann Goethe (IQ=230) to be "the last true
polymath to walk the earth"; and took a three-month
pilgrimage to Goethe's home town of Weimar.
● Was said to have been able to read and absorb 40 books per
month. [9]
● She acquired the epitaph “a very wise women” in her own
existence; see also: “George Eliot: a Very Large Brain” (2012).
[6]
● Quote: “The quickest of us walk around well-wadded with
stupidity.”
● Smartest woman of all me according to
common opinion (see: polls below)
● Shared 1903 Nobel Prize in physics (for
research in radiation phenomena).
● Sole winner of 1911 Nobel Prize in
chemistry (for discovery of radium and
polonium).

● At an early age, her mother tried to make her into a prodigy
of sorts, piling the books on her.
● Banned from France in 1803 by Napoleon (IQ=175), for
publishing her controversial novel Delphine, after which she
migrated to Germany and entered into the Goethe circle;
upgrade for commenting favorably on Goethe’s Elective
Affinities.
● At Weimar she learned the German language and was said to
have “astonished and perplexed Goethe (IQ=230) and Schiller
(IQ=185) by her remarkable conversation and her virile intellect
so strongly contrasted with her vivacity.” [13]

● Quote: Laplace (IQ=190): "There have been only three
women who have understood me. These are yourself,
Caroline Herschel, and a Mrs Grieg of whom I know
nothing." (Somerville, supposedly, was first and third of
these three.)”
● She schooled Ada Lovelace (below) in mathematics and
science, introducing her to the likes of Charles Babbage and
Michael Faraday.
● She has been described as “a demonstration of woman’s
=175-185 capacity for the highest intellectual pursuits”. [13]
● Her On the Connexion of the Physical Sciences (1834), was
involved with the coining of the term “scientist” by William
Whewell.
● Taught herself mathematics and rose from genteel poverty to
become a world authority on Newtonian physics; was feted by
Pierre Laplace, whose six-volume Celestial Mechanics was
considered the greatest intellectual achievement since the
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Principia. Laplace's work was the basis of Mary's first book,
Mechanism of the Heavens, which remained an advanced
university astronomy text for the next century. [15]

Elizabeth I
(1533-1603)
7.

8.

=180

Sofia
Kovalevskaya
(1850-1891)

=170
=156

9.

10.

Cleopatra
(69-30BC)

Margaret
Bryan
(c.1760c.1825)

● Under her ruling organiza on, it is said that culture of
intellect was born, as evidenced by the fruition of the minds of
Francis Bacon and William Shakespeare.
● Brought England into her zenith as a world power.
● Elizabeth was a true intellectual and she was educated by
renowned scholar, Roger Ascham. As a student, she studied
Greek, Latin, rhetoric, and philosophy; she mastered all of
these subjects. Not surprisingly, when Elizabeth came to
power, she transformed the English court into a center for
poets, writers, musicians, and scholars.
● She had connec ons to literary ﬁgures such as William
Shakespeare, Edmund Spenser, and Christopher Marlowe.
● As a infant, owing to a wallpaper shortage, her nursery had
been covered with pages from her father’s old calculus text.
She “gazed for hours at those pages, craving to understand
them”, reports John Lienhard, and by age 25 finished her
doctorate on partial differential equations, along with a paper
on the dynamics of Saturn's rings, and one on elliptic integrals,
at the University of Göttingen, graduating summa *** laude;
she thereby became the first woman in Europe to hold that
degree. (Ѻ) (Ѻ) [6]
● At age 19, she entered University of Heidelberg, studying
mathematics under Hermann Helmholtz, Gustav Kirchoff, and
Robert Bunsen.
● During an invite to one of George Elliot’s (IQ=190) Sunday
salons, she met Herbert Spencer and was led into a debate, at
Eliot's instigation, on "woman's capacity for abstract thought".
● In 1874 she presented three papers: on partial differential
equations, on the dynamics of Saturn's rings, and on elliptic
integrals, to the University of Göttingen, as her doctoral
dissertation in mathematics summa *** laude; she thereby
became the first woman in Europe to hold that degree.
● Second ranked "smartest woman of all me", according to
common opinion (see poll).
● Marc Anthony gave over 200,000 scrolls to her for inclusion
in the Alexandrian library (link).
● Into her teens, she became ﬂuent in Greek, Hebrew, Arabic,
Persian, and Egyptian, and was the only queen in 300 years to
learn the local tongue.
● Wrote: Compendious System of
Astronomy (1797), Lectures on
Natural Philosophy (1806),
Astronomical and Geographical
Class Book for Schools (1815), and
Conversations on Chemistry
(c.1818); ran a school for girls.
● Adjacent: Bryan with her two
daughters (frontpiece to
Compendious System of
Astronomy).
● She wrote on affinity chemistry
and the steam engine.
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11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

Emmy
Noether
(1882-1935)

Maria Agnesi
(1718-1799)

Grace
Hopper
(1906-1992)

Sophie
Germain
(1776-1831)

Lise Meitner
(1878-1968)
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● Described by David Hilbert, Albert Einstein and others as the
most important woman in the history of mathematics.
● In physics, Noether's theorem explains the fundamental
connection between symmetry and conservation laws.
● A child prodigy who, by 5, could speak both Italian and
French; at 9, she composed and delivered an hour-long speech
in Latin to some of the most distinguished intellectuals of the
day; by 13, she had a very deep understanding of Newton’s
theory of gravity and had acquired Greek, Hebrew, Spanish,
German, Latin, and was referred to as the "walking polyglot"; is
credited with writing the first book discussing both differential
and integral calculus; described as “the first important woman
mathematician since Hypatia”; her 1748 Instituzioni Analitiche,
treating of the analysis of finite quantities and infinitesimals,
was regarded as the best introduction extant to the works of
Euler.
● At age 7, curious to ﬁgure out how alarm clocks work, she
dismantled seven of them; at 22, BS in mathematics and
physics; MS and PhD at Yale, 1934, with dissertation on “New
Types of Irreducibility Criteria”; at 25, Vassar mathematics
professor.
● At 37, entered US Navy Reserve, gradua ng ﬁrst in her class,
after which she was assigned to the Bureau of Ships
Computation Project at Harvard, where she was on the Mark I
computer programming staff.
● Pioneered the idea that programming languages could be
developed in English language rather than machine code; at 54,
she became a lead organizer for the development of
programming language COBAL; in 60s, she introduced some of
testing standards for programming languages, such as
FORTRAN.
● Two votes: smartest female ever (Ѻ) (2005)
● One vote: for top ﬁve smartest person ever (link) (2010)
● At 13, in her father’s library, intrigued by the death of
Archimedes, she self-taught herself mathematics; learning
Latin and Greek so to read Isaac Newton and Leonhard Euler.
● At 18, although women were barred from a ending the
newly-opened Ecole Polytechnique, she obtained the course
lecture notes, and submitted written observations of the notes
to faculty Joseph Lagrange, who thereafter became her
mentor.
● Corresponded with Adrien Legendre and Carl Gauss.
● Quote: “Sophie Germain proved to the world that even a
woman can accomplish something in the most rigorous and
abstract of sciences.” (Carl Gauss, c.1840)
● Did some of the earliest proofs of Fermat’s Last Theorem.
● A empted to synthesize a philosophical system of
psychology and sociology, similar to Auguste Comte.
● Student of Ludwig Boltzmann; second woman to obtain
doctorate at the University of Vienna.
● First woman allowed to a end the lectures of Max Planck;
she became Planck’s assistant after one year;
● Called by Einstein “our Marie Curie” or the "German Marie
Curie". (Ѻ)
● Supposedly, she co-discovered nuclear fission, but her
colleague Otto Hahn took credit for it (winning the 1944 Nobel
Prize in chemistry).
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● Second woman ever to get PhD in physics (source: “Lise
Meitner – the Misjudged Genius” (Ѻ))

16.

17.

18.

19.

Ruth
Lawrence
(1971-)

● At 12, passed the Oxford University interview entrance
examination in mathematics, place first out of all 530
candidates.
● At age 13, completed BS in mathema cs; age 14, BS in
=140-175 physics; age 17, PhD all at Oxford;
● At 19, academic post at Harvard;
● At 26, became associate professor (with tenure) at the
University of Michigan.
● At 22, obtained BS in chemist at Oxford; specializing in
crystallography under Dorothy Hodgkin.
● In the late 1940s and early 1950s, worked as a research
chemist to support herself, while running for political
conservative campaigns.
● In 1953, age 28, she completed her law degree, passed the
bar, and began practicing in taxation.
● In 1979, she became the UK’s first female Prime Minister,
serving until 1990.

Margaret
Thatcher
(1925-)

● Daughter of Lord Byron; and from an early age, owing to her
mother’s idea that education would root out any insanity
associated with her father’s side, she was taught mathematics
and science from some of the world’s leading scholars,
including Mary Somerville.
● In 1842, she wrote the world’s ﬁrst computer program, and
algorithm for calculating a sequence of Bernoulli numbers with
Charles Babbage’s analytical engine.

Ada Lovelace
(1815-1852)

Alice
Sheldon
(1915-1987)

● Was an American Air Force major, CIA agent, experimental
psychologist, and science fiction writer, who developed a
rather detailed thermodynamic philosophy regarding morality,
altruism, good, and evil; which is rather rare for woman (two
notable exceptions being: Elizabeth Porteus and Teresa
Brennan).
=140-185 ● Her 1969 short story “Beam Us Home” (link) describes family
of five active bright normal kids, one with a fortunate IQ in the
140s and a girl with an IQ of 185, which would seem to give a
general gauge of her self-estimated IQ (the mean of which is
162.5).

Ayn Rand
(1905-1982)

● Her philosophical themed novels Fountain Head (1943) and
Atlas Shrugged (1957), into the 21st century, have been gaining
a following of large and greatly influential significance,
particularly in Mensa, according to survey, and other high IQ
societies. [4]

20.

Maria
Montessori
(1870-1952)

21.

Lisa Randall
(1962-)

=157

Early child education reformer; eponym of Montessori
education method, the let the child follow their own following
interests educational approach.

● At age 18, won ﬁrst place in the Wes nghouse Science Talent
Search (1980).
● Supposedly, ﬁrst tenured woman in the Princeton University
physics department and the first tenured female theoretical
physicist at MIT and Harvard University.
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22.

Edith Stern
(1952-)

=200
201-203

23.

George Sand
(1804-1876)

=160
=150

24.

25.

26.

Alia Sabur
(1989-)

Kathleen
Holtz
(1989-)

Vinodhini
Vasudevan
(1986-)

Books
The following are noted books on genius women:
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● Doing calcula ons before age one. (V)
● Speaking full sentences before age one; playing chess and
solving arithmetic problems by age 3; read entire Encyclopedia
Britannica by age 5; learned algebra by age 5; reading six book
per day at age 6; read Plato, Freud, and Darwin by age 8;
● Enrolled in college at 12; associated degree age 14 at MiamiDade Jr. College; BS in mathematics at Florida Atlantic
University (age 15), assistant professor of mathematics at MSU
at 15; MS in mathematics at Michigan State University at age
18. (Ѻ)
● Has been issued 128 U.S. patents; her eﬀorts led to many
new software products in the nascent IBM family of real-time
computing, enabling services such as direct dialing (1 + phone
number) in areas where existing services were only handled by
telephone operators; and custom calling features, such as *69
to return the last unanswered call received; in 2012 received
the ASME Kate Gleason Award for lifetime in engineering, for
her work at IBM. (Ѻ)
● Before 17, she had read Plutarch, Livy, Herodotus, Tacitus,
and Rousseau; the latter of which whose philosophy she was
particularly devoted to.
● [6]
● Began talking at eight months (Ѻ)
● Completed BS (2003) in applied mathema cs from Stony
Brook University at age 14; MS (2006) and PhD in materials
science and engineering at Drexel University; professor of
mathematics at age 19.
●
,
(2009)
● Entered Cal State LA at age 10; entered UCLA Law at 15,
earning a spot on the law review; passed the bar exam, first
time around in 2007 (age 18);
● Record for youngest female to obtain law degree and pass
the bar.
● Read 100 books the summer she was 5 (Ѻ); mastered college
algebra at age 8; at age 12 set record by becoming the
youngest person to score a perfect 1,600 (800 on math, 800 on
verbal) on the SAT (Ѻ), correlates to IQ 165 (Ѻ); could be age
ratioed higher (e.g. (18/12)*165=247?; in 2007, at age 21,
graduated from MIT with a BS in electrical engineering with a
minor in biomedical engineering (Ѻ).
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A 2006 book on French
mathematician and physicist
Emilie du Chatelet by Judith
Zinsser.

A 2013 book on English
A 2005 book on Polish-French
mathematician and world’s first
physicist and chemist Marie
computer programmer Ada
Curie by Barbara Goldsmith.
Lovelace by James Essinger.

[15]

Films
The following are noted films on genius women:

Scenes from the 2010 film Agora on Alexandrian-Greek philosopher, mathematician, physicist and astronomer Hypatia, the only
known female universal genius.

Quotes
The following are quotes on female genius:
“The capacity of the female mind for studies of the highest order cannot be doubted, having been sufficiently
illustrated by its works of genius, of erudition, and of science.”
— James Madison (c.1810), 4th American President (see: Princeton school of social physics)
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Candidates | Newly added
The following are newly found and or add potential candidates, listing as found, without ranking, but in the filter
stage:
#

Margaret Fuller
(1810-1850)

● Quote: “I now know all the people worth knowing in America, and I ﬁnd no
intellect comparable to my own.” (Ѻ)
● Quote: “She sprang out of the head of all the Zeuses about: her father Timothy
Fuller, Emerson, Goethe” (Elizabeth Hardwick); like John Mill, her father’s wish was
= to make her “heir to all he knew”.
● Hardwick, Elizabeth. (1986). “The Genius of Margaret Fuller”, New York Review of
Books, Apr 10.
● Quote: “Humanity is divided into Men, Women, and Margaret Fuller.” (Edgar Poe)
(Ѻ)

● Margaret Cavendish (1623-1673) (Ѻ)
● Simone de Beauvoir (1908-1986) | a Stokes 100 (#75) top seven existentialist; ranks with: Albert Camus, Jean-Paul
Sartre, Franz Kafka, Fyodor Dostoyevsky, and Friedrich Nietzsche per Google also searched for ranking commonality.
● Florence Nightingale (1820-1910) — proposed that Belgian mathematical astronomer Adolphe Quetelet’s social
mechanics be taught at Oxford.
● Mary Shelley (1797-1851) — (HR=5) Daughter of Mary Wollstonecraft, herself a Stokes 100 (#75), and William
Godwin, eloped with the poet Percy Shelley, and later wrote the novel Frankenstein as part of a bet with Shelley and
his friend George, Lord Byron; an About.com top 100 (#49) Women of History (Ѻ); a street poll honorable mention
(below).
● Abigail Adams (1744-1818) — wife of the second U.S. president (John Adams), mother of the sixth (John Quincy
Adams), and great grandmother to Henry Adams, the leading social Newton, behind Goethe; her intellect and lively
wit come alive in her many letters which were preserved; an About.com top 100 (#78) Women of History. (Ѻ)
“These are times in which a genius would wish to live. It is not in the still calm of life, or in the repose of a pacific
station, that great characters are formed. The habits of a vigorous mind are formed in contending with difficulties.
Great necessities call out great virtues.”
— Abigail Adams (c.1800), wife of John Adams, mother of John Quincy Adams, and great grandmother to Henry Adams and Brooks
Adams (Ѻ); see: Adams family tree (Ѻ)

● Elizabeth Porteus (1911-2010) – after being challenged by her Vassar College professor to come up with her own
philosophy, the former “pineapple princess” of Hawaii, beginning in the 1930s, she spent the next 50 years
developing an second law based impulse theory of happiness, the resulting in her My Twentieth Century Philosophy
(1987).
● Jane Goodall (1934-) — (HR=5) her meticulous documentation of the Gombe national reserve chimpanzee war
(1970-1974) gave insight into a number of small group size human-like behaviors, e.g. boundary problem, war, etc.;
an About.com top 100 (#48) Women of History (Ѻ); high street poll ranking (below).
● Elizabeth Fulhame (c.1750-c.1820), described by Benjamin Thompson (c.1800) as “ingenious and lively” (Ѻ) and by
Keith Laidler (1993) as a ‘forgotten genius’ (Ѻ), noted for her Essay on Combustion: with a View of a New Art of Dying
and Painting, wherein the Phlogistic and Antiphlogistic Hypotheses are Proved Erronious (1794), whose main purpose
was to support the ideas of Antoine Lavoisier; did work on light sensitive chemicals (silver salts) on fabric
(photoimaging); was married to physician Thomas Fulhame, a former student of Joseph Black.
● Henrie a Leavi (1868-1921) – during her examination of photographic plates, in her effort to measure and
catalog the brightness of stars, she discovered, in 1908, that brighter “variable stars” appeared to have longer
periods, and by 1912 had pinned down a predictable relation between the luminosity and the period of the Cepheid
variable stars, a discovery that soon allowed astronomers to measure the distance between the earth and faraway
galaxies; Edwin Hubble, in particular, used Leavitt’s rule to discover that the Andromeda nebula was actually a
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separate galaxy. [16]
● Jane Marcet (1769-1858) – she attended Humphry Davy's lectures; her Conversations in Chemistry (1805), which
contains the sand-marble model of caloric, was one of the books Michael Faraday read during his period of selfeducation; she insisted that “successful perseverance is only retrospectively ascribed to genius”. (Ѻ)
● Charlotte Bronte (1816-1855), oft-ranked 2012 street polled greatest literary author ever (next to Ayn Rand);
genius quotes (Ѻ) maker.

Iconic women
The following is a 2013 WordPress blog series by Italian translator-teacher, with the handle Michael Backpocket, on
iconic women, grouped by actresses (Ѻ), musicians (Ѻ) writers (Ѻ), e.g. George Eliot and Sylvia Plath, and polymaths
(Ѻ), e.g. Mary Wollstonecraft (mother of Mary Shelley), the latter of which he cites British polymath Jonathan Miller
(Ѻ) as once famously described Susan Sontag as the “most intelligent woman in America”:

Other | Also rans
The following are runners up or also rans, namely women hypothetically in the genius range, owing to one or another
spurious IQ citations, at or above 150, but without any notable genius output to corroborate—many of which are
could-shoulda-woulda been a genius turned models, actresses, strippers or escorts:
IQ

Person

Naida
Camukova
(c. 1976-) ↓

IQ
estimates

=200

Description

● (IQ=199.37) (link);
● Started talking age 1, learned to read and write at age 2; age 14 was
enrolled in both Moscow State University (history) and Daghestan
State University (literature); began medical school at age 9 (or 15);
speaks seven languages; age 25 became professor of history and
literature;
● Has published 25-books and read 3000 books; with photographic
memory (able to remember even comma placements in books); only
child of a neurosurgeon mother and lawyer father;
● Had brain hemorrhage at age 23 (was in coma for 20-days)
(Wikipedia) (Facebook), declared the world’s most intelligent person
by the Moscow Institute from Brain Research;
● Note: According to a number of reports, she said to be running some
type of genius scam racket to get swindle millions of dollars for her
associated organization?
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Gena Leung
(1983-)
=210

Judith
Polgar
(1969-)

Marilyn
Savant
(1946-)

=170
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● At age 5, began to teach other children how to read; at age 11,
scored 730 SAT-M;
● Quote: “assessment on the Stanford-Binet L-M, two weeks after her
tenth birthday, revealed a mental age of 21 years and thus a ratio IQ in
excess of 200”; and was studying French, Latin, and Japanese. [3]
● Completed her university entrance math qualiﬁcations at age 13; at
age 16, was a certified violinist and also a member of the five person
Australian team that competed in the International Physics Olympiad;
● Was diagnosed with depression at age 18, placed on medica on, and
withdrew from school for a year; at age 20, completed a three-year
bachelor of medical science degree.

● Strongest female chess player in history
● [5]

=186
=127-167
=157

● Claims she has the world's highest IQ (albeit on false pretenses).
● Magazine columnist, writer, IQ test puzzle maker.
●
(1986)

=228

Gina
LoSasso
(c.1956-)

=168

● BS, MS, and PhD clinical neuropsychology, Wayne State University,
Detroit;
● wife of Chris Langan. [2]

Marta
Rodiguez
(1969-)

=218

● IQ=218 at age 6 (link);
● Quote: “I have an IQ of 218, that of Einstein was 180” (link).

● Hristakieva, Diana. (2009). “Daniela Simidchieva: by Being Good we
Bring Good to Our Lives”, BNR Radio Bulgaria.
Daniel
● Sherriﬀ, Lucy. (2004). “World’s Cleverest Woman Needs a Job: an IQ
Simidchieva
of 200 is a Sorry Thing to Waste.” The Register.
(c.1955-)
=193-200 ● Amble, Brian. (2004). “IQ of 200 but can’t Get a Job”, ManagementIssues.com.
● Anon. (2005). “World’s Cleverest Woman Inundated with Job Offers
in Bulgaria”, Novinite.com.
Susan
Polgar
(1969-)
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Kate
Beckinsale
(1973-)

Sharon
Stone
(1958-)

Marion
Bartoli
(1984-)

Elise TanRoberts
(2007-)

Judy
Holliday
(19211965)

Carol
Vorderman
(1960)

Dorota
Rabczewska
(1984-)

=152

=148-154

=175

=156

=172

=154

=153

Ellen Muth
(1981)
=156

Jayne
Mansfield
(19331967)

Aged six, a school report found she had the reading age of an elevenyear-old and an IQ of 152. [12]

=163
=149

● Quote: “Claims that she has a 175 IQ” (link) (link)

● Talking at 5 months; walking at 8 months; running at 10 months
(link)
● Youngest Member of Mensa.
●
,
(2009)

● Quote: “An unusually brilliant child with a 172 IQ, described as ‘one
of those obnoxious children who read War and Peace, Schnitzler and
Molière’.” (link)

[5]

In 2004, is said to have joined Mensa International with an IQ of 156.
[11]

[5]

● Quote: “Claimed to have an IQ of 163, though she didn't have
exceptional grades in school.” (Ѻ) [6]
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● Her domineering father Farooq Yusuf, subjected her to his
"accelerated learning technique", in which her days revolved around
stretching and breathing exercises in freezing-temperature rooms so
as "to keep her brain attentive"; she would be forced to play tennis
with just as much intensity; seeded number eight in the country for
under 21s (Ѻ).
● From 11, she was studying math all the time. She passed her maths
A level aged 12 and started at St Hilda's College, Oxford. "It was an
amazing place but I was too young."
● At 15, she ran away, sparking a massive police hunt; a er which she
become a $400 per date ($95,000/yr) escort.

Sufiah
Yusuf
(1984-)

Asia
Carrera
(1973-)
=156

Maria Dos
Marinos
(1941)
=307

● Carnegie Hall pianist (age 13); studying Japanese and economics at
Rutgers University; homeless by age 17, after running away from home
because of the pressure her demanding parents put on her; after
which she turned to stripping, and then to porn, so to never be
homeless again, in her own words.
● A laundry worker who, supposedly, was studied and tested by a
psychologist De Ribera (1992), at the University of Sao Paulo, Brazil,
who assigned her with an IQ of 307; she adds up laundry numbers,
memorizes birth dates, and home addresses of customers to amuse
herself; and has learned French, Chinese, and Italian from co-workers;
but has had no formal education.
● Most likely fake, joke, or humor (liѺnk)?

Images
The following are images of Olivia Manning (2000-) (IQ=162) (link):

The following is an image of Fabiola Mann (1997-) (IQ=162) (link):
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The following are images of Victoria Cowie (2000-) (IQ=162) (link):

The following is an image of Heidi Hankins (2008-) (IQ=159) at about age four (video):
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The following is an image of Beatrix Townsend (2008-) (IQ=136) at age two (link):

The following is some generic smart girl woman images:
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Poster for a 2012 Dean Simonton cited article “Is
Too Much Familiarity Bad for Creativity?” (Ѻ)
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The 2013 choreographed poster advert for
the "Discovering the Higgs through Physics,
Dance, and Photography" arts and science
collaboration project at Yale (link)

New Scientist | 2009 poll | Greatest woman scientist of all time
In 2009, New Scientist editor Roger Highfield carried out a survey of 800 scientists and members of the public, to find,
by vote, who people think is the greatest female scientist of all time. The top five are: [10]
New Scientist Poll | Greatest woman scientist of all time

#1

Marie Curie
(25.1 percent)

#2

Rosalind Franklin
(14.2 percent)

#3

Hypatia of Alexandria
(9.4 percent)

#4

#5

Dame Burnell
(4.7 percent)

Jane Goodall
(2.7 percent)

● Franklin unpublished dra papers, in which she had determined the overall B-form of the DNA helix, was the data
used by Francis Crick and James Watson in 1953 to give the first structure of DNA.
● Burnell discovered radio pulsars in 1967.
Other runners up included: Rita Levi-Montalcini, Ada Lovelace, Lise Meitner, Dorothy Hodgkin, Sophie Germain, and
Rachel Carson.
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2011 | Common opinion
The following is are the results of a street poll conducted by American chemical engineer Libb Thims with the query:
"name the three smartest women of all time", the results shown in descending order of popularity of response. [7]
Street Poll | Smartest woman ever

#1

Marie Curie

#2

Cleopatra

#3

#4

Hillary
Clinton

Susan B.
Anthon
y

(coattai
(women
l
's rights
celebrit
celebrit
y)
y)

#5

#6

#7

#8

Oprah
Winfre
y

Elanor
Roosevelt

Margaret
Thatcher

#9

#10
Amelia
Earhart

(female
(pop
celebrit
genius
y)
Condoleezz
)
Elizabeth I
a Rice

Other names mentioned in the impromptu polling of about thirty people included: Hypatia, Elizabeth Taylor, Rosa
Parks, Jane Goodall, Joan of Arc, Suzan-Lori Parks, Angela Carter, Mother Teresa, Nancy Regan, Clelia Mosher,
Michelle Obama, Mary Shelley, Harriot Tubman, Louisa May Alcott, Gertrude Stein, Marilyn vos Savant, Betsy Ross,
and Coco Chanel, Virginia Woolf.
● Hillary Clinton, to note: is more of a coa ail
celebrity name, in vogue at the moment;
intellectually, she failed the DC bar exam three
times; and had to retake it in Arkansas to pass.

Other
The following are recent "smarter than Einstein"
media hype high school range girls, mostly age 1115, who have gained a certain amount of press for
scoring high on a Mensa test (mostly):
● K. Vishalini (2000-) (IQ=225) (link)

Discussion
Intelligent women in the genius level range are
rarer as compared to men in this range, a fact that
results for two main reasons. Firstly, being that
humans are synthesized in a gas-solid
environment (earth surface air environment)
according to which human eggs must be hatched
in an internal inter-uterine liquid environment,
the result of which, men are larger in size and
must compete for female egg spots; the opposite
is true for reproduction in liquid environments,
the ocean in particular, where the females can lay
multiple eggs on the ocean floor, with are hatched
by multiple different males, the females in this
scenario being larger in body size, compete
sexually against one another, are the more
intelligent of the two sexes, by virtue of this
competition.
The second factor, why female geniuses are rarer,
has to do with Beckhap's law, namely the idiom
that, in general, beauty times brains equals a
constant:

Left: the 1994 book Profiles of Female Genius by Gene Landrum gives a
decent overview of female genius (pop genius or celebrities aside, such
as Madonna or Oprah), focusing on 13 creative women. Only two on
this list can be consider possible contenders for the "smartest woman
ever" title: [8]
Ayn Rand (philosopher)
Margaret Thatcher (chemist + political leader)
Other famous woman listed include:
Lillian Vernon (catalog merchant)
Oprah Winfrey (talk show hostess)
Golda Meir (Israeli Prime Minister )
Jane Fonda (actress)
Estee Lauder (cosmetics magnate)
Madonna (singer)
Gloria Steinem (woman's liberation activist)
Mary Kay Ash (cosmetics magnate)
Liz Claiborne (cosmetics magnate)
Maria Callas (singer)
Linda Wachner (clothing store buyer magnate)
Right: Vicki Leon’s 1995 Uppity Women of Ancient Times contains two
page sections on a number of smart women of history, such as Hypatia,
commenting how she studied under “Plutarch, whose daughter
Asclepigenia was not too shabby at philosophy either.” [17]
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which seems to be factor related to enthalpy-entropy compensation, a sort of heat content (enthalpy) verses
organizational content (entropy) competition. This competition is evidenced by the fact that several parentally
pressured genius girls eventually turned to prostitution or pornography (e.g. Sufiah Yusuf or Asia Carrera); or some,
such as valedictorian Cindy Crawford switching from chemical engineering to modeling; or Sharon Stone from
engineering to acting.
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Further reading
Note: correctly, the three highest IQs
● Alic, Margaret. (1986). Hypatia’s
ever recorded (on a standard test), by
Heritage: a History of Women in
overzealous fathers, are:
Science from Antiquity through the
Adragon De Mello (1976-) | IQ=400
Nineteenth Century. Beacon Press.
Ainan Cawley (1999-) | IQ=349
● McGrayne, Sharon B. (1993).
Michael Kearney (1976-) | IQ=325
Nobel Prize Woman in Science:
Their Lives, Struggles, and
Or recorded (on a standard test), by a
Momentous Discoveries. Birch Lane
psychologist, are:
Press Books.
William Sidis (1898-1944) | IQ=300
● Williams, Danielle. (2004). “The
Marnen Laibow-Koser (1975-) |
Life and Legacy of Hypatia”,
IQ=268
Hem.Bredband.net.
● Olear, Greg. (2013). “Gender,
Genius, Genesis & Games Woods”, A 2013 feminism-propaganda poster pushing the falsified notion that Marilyn Savant,
The Weeklings, Jul 23.
who falsified her IQ testing age to fake a 228 IQ, and some other woman (?) have the
● Golden, Abigail. (2013).
highest recorded IQs. (Ѻ)
“MacArthur’s Genius Women”,
TheDailyBeast.com, Oct 1.

External links
● Undeniable examples of women geniuses? – Ask.MetaFilter.com.
● Top 83 female scientists (1900 to 1976) – CWP.Library.UCLA.edu.
● Female scientists (famous) – CWP.Library.UCLA.edu.
● Who was the smartest woman in history (2008) – Yahoo Answers.
● Brilliant and Beautiful (2007) – AfterEllen.com.
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● Agora (film) – Wikipedia.
● Women can do everything – Pinterest.

IQ: 200+
In intellect categorizations, IQ: 200+ refers to the individuals, listed below,
throughout history, who have had documented, tested, estimated, or
childhood-ratioed intelligence quotients (IQs) at or above 200. One of the
original definitions of IQ, given by genius studies pioneer American
psychologist Catherine Cox, in 1926, is:
“IQ is thought to be a measure which expresses the relative brightness or
intelligence of any given individual.”
The following 40 individuals, excluding eight (additions): Maxwell, Clausius,
Young, Galileo, Euler, Copernicus, Majorana, and Gauss, have all be cited as
having an IQ of 200 or above; below this photo collage, the collective group
is re-ranked in a meta-analysis, smartest-of-all-time order:

Brain: the seat of intelligence.

Each IQ is listed with a subscript, to signify source, as indicated:
Type

Name

Terman IQ

Description

An IQ determined by Stanford psychologist Lewis Terman, the inventor of the modern IQ
scale (1916), in which IQ=100 is the value of the average intelligence; Terman, in 1917,
assigned Francis Galton with the first-ever 200 IQ.
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Cox IQ

The assigned IQs of the three-hundred greatest geniuses who lived between 1450 to 1850,
from the 1926 book Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses, determined by IQ-scale inventor
Lewis Terman's PhD student Catherine Cox and a team of Stanford psychologists, based on
both early mental traits and life-time intellectual accomplishments.

Buzan IQ

The assigned IQs of the hundred greatest geniuses of all-time, from the 1994 Book of
Genius, determined by English accelerated learning experts Tony Buzan and Ramond
Keene, based on an 835-point genius scoring method.

Cox-Buzan
IQ

The mean IQs of the thirteen agreed-upon geniuses common to both the Cox (1926) and
Buzan (1994) listings; the big five anchor point geniuses being Goethe (213), Da Vinci (200),
Leibniz (194), Newton (193), and Galileo (183).

Ratio IQ

An IQ determined based on child age (1-16), a test score, and the age at which the test was
designed for; there are dozens of "supposed" 200-range IQs calculated every year, often
made by starry-eyed parents, using this method.

Mega Test
IQ

An extrapolated IQ based on the 48 question Mega Test, a perfect score said to assign a
person with an IQ of 193-202, designed by American philosopher Ronald Hoeflin (IQ of
164), that ran in Omni magazine from 1985 to 1999.

Guinness
Book IQ

An IQ listed in the Guinness Book of World Records (c.1985-1991), under the section
"Highest IQ"; in circa 1990, the section was removed on the grounds that the referenced
justifications begin for such IQs were incoherent.

An IQ determined by an intelligence psychologist, e.g. in the 1940s, two different testers,
Psychologist
one being Abraham Sperling, director of NY city's IQ testing, determined the IQ of William
IQ
Sidis, before and after his death, to be between 250 and 300.
Other IQ

An IQ determined by other means, e.g. a published opinion, or other contrived means, etc.,
each of which is discussed in detail on the IQ references page.

An intuitively estimated IQ of what seem to be obviously overlooked 200-range IQ
Estimated IQ individuals, that seem to be missing from the above methods, as are discussed on the IQ:
200 (±) candidates page.
Those pictured to the right were involved in the development of either thermodynamics (T) or human
thermodynamics (HT), or its precursors, e.g. differential equations, affinity chemistry, etc. The last column shows the
modern function, depicted according to the laws of universe, indicative of each person's theory of existence, as
described in each individual's self-defined greatest work. [1] The yes (above ↑ 200) or no (below ↓ 200) icons, as
well as question mark (undecided) icon, gives a quick-mark idea as to if that person actually had a 200+ IQ as the
references claim; the icon links to a Wikipedia article on that person.
#

Genius Rankings: IQ 200+

Name
Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

1

Albert Einstein
(1879-1955)
2

Leonardo da Vinci
(1452-1519)
3

IQ
=210
=215
=213
=180, 225

=205
=160, 200, 225

=180
=220
=200
=210

Theory
A = TΔS – ΔH
AB + CD → BD + AC

Elective Affinities
Evolution/Physicist
Literature/Lawyer

Relativity
(E = mc²)
G ≠ Love

Animal heat
Art
Engineering
Flight
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Isaac Newton
(1643-1727)
4

=190
=195
=193
=200

Physics
Affinity Chemistry
Differential Equations
Optics

=190-205

Kinetic theory
Electromagnetics
Thermodynamics

=190-205

Entropy (S)
Thermodynamics
Kinetic Theory

=190-200
=160
=185
=173
=100-110

Heliocentrisim
Mathematician
Physician
Jurist/Lawyer
Governor

James Maxwell
(1831-1879)
5

Rudolf Clausius
(1822-1888)
6

Nicolaus Copernicus (14731543)
7

Gottfried Leibniz
(1646-1716)
8

=205
=182
=194

William Sidis
(1898-1944)
9

(Will Hunting)

=250-300 (age 42)
=200

Differential equations
Dynamics
(vis viva, vis mortua)

ΔS
Animate/Inanimate
Black Holes
Entropy Reversal
Mathematician
Lawyer/Physicist

Thomas Young (1733-1829)
10

=185-200

Energy
Double Slits
Rosetta Stone

=250-300

Mathematics
Astronomy
Electromagnetics

=185
=180
=183
=185-200

Dynamics
Vacuum theory
Temperature

Carl Gauss
(1777-1855)
11

Galileo Galilei
(1564-1642)
12
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Leonhard Euler (17071783)
13

Nikola Tesla
(1856-1943)
14

=180-200

Reciprocity relation

=230-310
=200
=140-160

Defunct life theory
Electricity
Magnetism
Human energy

=210

Literature
(human chemistry)
Promethean heat

=190
=200

Literature
Hmol philosophy
Physics
Religious mythology

William Shakespeare
(1564-1616)
15

Voltaire
(1694-1778)
16

Ettore Majorana (19061938)
17

=183-200

Emanuel Swedenborg
(1688-1772)
18

19

Christopher Hirata
(1983-)

John Stuart Mill
(1806-1873)
20

=165
=210
=205

Quantum social
mechanics
Neutron
Exchange force
Chemical bond

Nebular hypothesis
Atomic theory

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
=225 (age 16)

=180
=185
=183
=200

X + Y ↔ XY

Relationship Physics
Astrophysics

Political philosopher
Utilitarianism
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Terence Tao
(1975-)
21

Hypatia
(360-415)

=220-230 (age 11)
=211

=170-210

22

Hugo Grotius
(1583-1645)

=200

Thomas Wolsey
(1472-1530)

=200

Marie Curie
(1867-1934)

=180
=200

23

24

25

Mathematics
Green–Tao theorem

Mathematics
Philosophy
Astronomy

Law
Politics
Theology

Theology
Law
Politics

Chemistry
Radioactivity

Francis Galton
(1822-1911)
26

=200

Kim Ung-Yong
(1963-)
27

28

Edith Stern
(1952-)

=200
=210

=200, 201-203

Hereditary Genius
Psychology

Nuclear Physics
Civil Engineering

Science
Mathematics
Computer Programming
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Dylan Jones
(1992-)

=200 (age 10)

Sho Yano
(1990-)

=200 (age 10)

31

Michael Grost
(1954-)

=200 (age 8)

Mathematics

32

Naida Camukova
(c. 1976-)

=200

History
Mathematics

29

30

Michael Kearney
(1982-)
33

=325 (age 4)
=200 (age 14)

Mathematics
Computer Science
Bioengineering
Medicine

Music
Genetics
Medicine

Anthropology
Biochemistry
Computer Science

Adragon De Mello
(1976-)
34

35

=400 (age 5)

Ainan Cawley
(1999-)

=263-349 (age 7)

Mathematics

Chemistry
Mathematics

Marnen Laibow-Koser
(1975-)
36

=268

Music
Computer science
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Nathan Leopold
(1904-1971)
37

=200, 206-210

Christopher Langan
(1952-)
38

Marilyn vos Savant
(1946-)
39

Rick Rosner
(1960-)

=174, 190
=195, 190-210

Law

Cognitive theoretic model
Intelligent Design

=186 (age 39)
=127 (age 7), 167
=157
=228

=140 (age 18)
=180-200
=250

40

Writer

TV Producer

Note
Update: see Genius IQ table (expanded version of this page) a re-ranking of the 1000 greatest geniuses (with IQ
over 140) of all time.

Videos
The following is a 56-minute four-part video overview of the above table:
(1 of 4)

(2 of 4)

(3 of 4)

(4 of 4)

200-range IQ tables | Historical
The backbone of the above table is the grouping of the 200+ range geniuses from both the 1926 Catherine Cox IQ list
(of 300 geniuses) and the 1994 Tony Buzan IQ list (of 100 geniuses), merged together (see: IQ tables for full list), the
two groups shown below, respectively:
Cox's 200-range Geniuses (1926) of 300geniuses

Buzan's 200-range Geniuses (1994) of 100geniuses

1.

Goethe
(IQ=210)

1.
Da
Vinci
(IQ=220)

2.
2.
Goethe
(IQ=215)
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Leibnitz
(IQ=205)
3.
3.
Shakespeare
(IQ=210)

Grotius
(IQ=200)
4.

4.
Einstein
(IQ=205)

Wolsey
(IQ=200)

What is evidently striking about these two independent listings of genius IQs is odd coincidence of finding the same
person (out of more than several dozen possible billion, come and gone) in the top-two spots, namely German
polymath Johann Goethe, who by no coincidence is the core thinker in this encyclopedia of the 500+ EoHT
biographies. To clarify, not only was each IQ assigned using completely different methodologies (Cox using a
biographical-achievement method; Buzan using a 9-category, 835-point scoring method), but the Buzan listing,
compiled with the help of English chess master and literature historian Raymond Keene, seems to have been done
without knowledge of the previous work of Cox (and her group). Buzan's book does not mention Cox and they
specifically state, in introducing their list, that: "what follows is the world's first attempt to rank the greatest geniuses
of history". In sum, the above table was built by starting with these seven established 200+ range geniuses, but then
adding to it other references and citations to individuals in the 200+ plus range (see: IQ: 200+ (references) for further
discussion).

IQ: 200± candidates
See main: IQ: 200 (±) candidates

There may, in all probability, exist overlooked individuals (e.g. Maxwell, Clausius, Euler, Tesla, Helmholtz, Young, etc.)
not listed above, who would seem to have likely had a 200-range IQ. Of dominance in this group is Scottish physicist
James Maxwell, who produced such as large corpus and density of intellectual work, in many different areas, e.g.
kinetic theory, thermodynamics, electromagnetic theory, intellectual mentor to Einstein (one of three photos Einstein
kept on the wall of his study), photography, etc., in such a short lifespan (died at 48), that he seems to protrude
significantly as a missing individual in ceiling range IQs. Some of these individuals, namely Maxwell, Clausius, and
Copernicus, are included above.

Last man to know everything
See main: Last person to know everything

To situate the premise of the 200+ IQ in the context near mastery of knowledge, we will highlight those individuals
who have been famously called “the last man to know everything”. To situate this postulate in the context of a date,
French philosopher Pierre Levy argues, in his 1994 book Collective Intelligence, that the publication of Denis Didedot
and Jean d’Almbert’s Encyclopedie (1751-1772) marks “the end of an area in which a single human being was able to
comprehend the totality of knowledge.” [62] Some of the main "all-knowing" people, are listed chronologically
below, one, from the above table, being Goethe (IQ=180-225), have been said to have be in possession of this trait of
total knowledge attainment: [43]
#

Last All-Knowing Person

IQ

Quick Description

1.

Athanasius Kircher (1602-1680)

German scholar; described as the "master of a 100 arts".

2.

Thomas Young (1733-1829)

English physician and scientist; translator of the Rosetta stone,
inventor of the double slits experiment (1801), can first to coin
the term energy (1807), in its modern formulation.
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3.

Johann Goethe (1749-1832)

180- German writer and scientist; described as the "prince of the
225 mind"; founder of human chemistry.

4.

Alexander Humboldt (17691859)

185 German naturalist; the founder of biogeography.

“Young deserves to be called a Renaissance man or uomo universale, like Goethe, Franklin, or
Humboldt—or even, maybe, the most eminent example of such a man in his age.”

Goethe: the ceiling genius.
— Andrew Robinson

Goethe: polymath,

English science historian, The Last Man Who Knew Everything: Thomas Young (2006)

universal genius, the last 'true' man to know everything

Central among this group of all-knowing sages, as discussed further below, is German polymath Johann Goethe,
whose ranking is unprecedented: largest active vocabulary (90,000 words); #1 Cox genius (out of 300); #2 Buzan
genius (out of 100); #2 biggest world author (WorldCat literature: 2010);
● at age 7, to sugar the pill of grammar, he invented a novel in which the members of a family in various parts of the
world wrote letters to each other in six different languages and styles;
● at age 16, entered the University of Leipzig;
● at age of 19, during his studies of Fraulen von Kle enberg and Paracelsus, was conducting chemical experiments to
reveal the ‘principle that permeates the whole universe’;
● at age 20 he had published his ﬁrst volume of poems and had studied enough medicine to qualify to as a physician;
● at age 21, he entered the University of Strasbourg, comple ng a liberal arts curriculum with courses in poli cal
science, history, anatomy, surgery, and chemistry; completed dissertation on “The Legislature, On the Power of the
Magistrate to Determine Religion and Culture”; also completed PhD dissertation on history.
● by 22, prepared and defended 65 theses, received his law degree, and began prac cing;
● by 24, he had wri en his great tale Werther and by 26 was world famous;
● at age 31 (1780), had worked out the basics of his evolu on theory, a biological 'metamorphosis' theory, later to be
cited by Darwin as being a forerunner to his own theory; at age 36 (1785), demonstrated through comparative
osteology that humans posses an intermaxillary bone of the upper jaw as found in other animals, as proof that
humans had evolved from lower animals;
● at age 47, in his Third Lecture on Anatomy, gave his first detailed description of 'affinity'.
● at age 50 (1799), founded the science of human chemistry, as explained in his theory of "human elective affinities";
publishing the final version in 1809 (age 60), in his Elective Affinities, in which the characters are not only governed by
affinity chemistry but also discuss the theory amongst themselves;
● at age 61 (1810), he published his theory of colors, rival to Newton's theory of colors, to explain light and
perception;
● at age 77, was working out a law to explain the blue color of the sky (a phenomenon not fully explained until 1871
by John Strutt); and was working to figure out French chemist Claude Berthollet’s 1799 theory of split affinities (a
phenomenon not solved until the theory of 'valence' in the 1850s)
● at age 82, the year of his death (1832), ﬁnished the work he is best known-for Faust, the story of a man who is
striving to learn everything that can be known and who sells his soul to the devil so to obtain the ultimate in
knowledge possession.
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Goethe's mastery of knowledge is summarized by the following collection of quotes, from the perspective of other
famous polymaths, geniuses, genius studies experts, famous people, and Nobel Laureates, the last of which situates
Goethe as the intellectual forefather to Einstein, who kept a bust of Goethe and a fifty-two volume set of Goethe's
collected works in his study: [45]

“Goethe, he used to say, was the last man in the world who knew everything; after Goethe (d.
1832), there was too much to know for any one person to know it all.”
— Anon German school teacher (circa, before 1966)

“Goethe, poet and philosopher: one of the greatest men of genius the world has produced.”
— Francis Galton (IQ=200)

English polymath, Hereditary Genius (1869)

“Goethe was last true polymath to walk the earth."
— George Eliot (IQ=185)

English novelist (1871)

“Goethe comes as close to deserving the title of a universal genius as any man who has ever lived.”
— Sterling Brown

African-American literature professor (1973)

“One rater (M) has scored on the basis of the record of Goethe’s youth an IQ of 225. Goethe’s true
IQ may in the history of mankind have been equaled in a few instances; one may well wonder whether
it has ever been exceeded?”
— Catherine Cox

American psychologist, Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses (1926)

“Without intellectual and individual freedom there would have been no Shakespeare, no Goethe, no
Faraday.”
— Albert Einstein (IQ=160-225)

German-born American physicist (1933), kept a plaster bust of Goethe in is drawing roo

“History is unkind to polymaths. No biographer will readily tackle a subject whose range of skills far
exceeds his own, while the rest of us, with or without biographies to read, have no mental ‘slot’ in
which to keep a polymath’s memory fresh. So the polymath gets forgotten or at best, squashed into a
category we can recognize, in the way Goethe is remembered as a poet, despite his claim to have been a
scientist.”
— Alexander Murray

Oxford historian, 1994 bicentenary symposium for English polymath William Jones

“Scholars agree that Goethe was the last universal genius: practically nothing within reach of the
human mind escaped his attention.”
— Walter Wadepuhl

German-born American German studies professor, Goethe’s Interest in the New World (1932)

“It was upon hearing Goethe’s beautiful essay on nature that I decided to go to medical school.”
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— Sigmund Freud (IQ=156)

Austrian psychologist, autobiograhical notes (1873)

“The middle of the eighteenth century witnessed the first powerful revolt against cultural tradition,
which is marked by Rousseau. This tradition was restarted by universal genius Goethe. But it was
restarted for the last time. Goethe had not been succeeded by another universal genius.”
– Ernst Curtius

German literary scholar, “The Medieval Bases of Western Thought” (1949)

“For what concerns chemistry, Goethe was not far from Newton.”
— Ilya Prigogine

Belgian chemical thermodynamicist (1984), Nobel Prize thermodynamics (1971)

“Since my method is juxtaposition, I delight in bringing together universal genius Goethe, with
Sigmund Freud, Samuel Johnson, and Thomas Mann.”
— Harold Bloom

American literary critique, Genius: A Mosaic of One-Hundred Exemplary Creative Minds (2002)

“In 1808, German polymath Johann Goethe used Bergman’s affinity tables as a basis for human
behavior and in doing so wrote the classic novella Elective Affinities, a book that marks the start of the
science of human chemistry.”
— Libb Thims

American chemical engineer, Human Chemistry (2007)

“Throughout his life Einstein was a man of the book, to a much higher degree than other scientists.
The remarkably diverse collection of volumes in his library grew constantly. If we look only at the
German-language books published before 1910 that survived Einstein’s Princeton household, the list
includes much of the cannon of the time: Boltzmann, Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, the works of Heine
in two editions, Helmholtz, von Humboldt, the many books of Kant, Gotthold Lessing, Mach,
Nietzsche, and Schopenhauer. But what looms largest are the collected works of Johann von Goethe
in a thirty-six volume edition and another of twelve volumes, plus two volumes on his Optics, the
exchange of letters between Goethe and Schiller, and a separate volume of Faust.”
— Gerald Holton

German-born American physicist (2008), Harvard PhD under Percy Bridgman, 1948

“The age of Faust [1772-1882] had been the age of the ‘Renaissance man’, a time when the possibility
of a universal knowledge, mastery of the arts and sciences, still seemed to be open to the ambitious
mind; [thereafter] the separation and dispersion of intellectual endeavors, dubbed the ‘two cultures’ by
C.P. Snow, [resulted]; [in the years to follow, individuals such as] Thomas Young (IQ=200?),
Humphry Davy (IQ=185), [and] William Hamilton (IQ=170), could all make serious claims to
humanistic breadth, if not universality, in their intellectual accomplishments; nevertheless, a rift
between the arts and the sciences was evident.”
– Frederick Burwick (1986), American literature scholar
To sum up this collections of quotes, Goethe once famously said that “if one does not know what went on for the last
three thousand years, he or she remains ignorant, merely surviving from day-to-day.”

Books
● Goethe, at the age of about 80, had a 5,000 book personal library.
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● Newton’s personal library consisted of 1,752 books, of which 369 were scien ﬁc works.
● Young commented in his autobiography: “though he wrote with rapidity, he read but slowly, [and] perhaps the
whole list of the works that he studied, in the course of 50 years, does not amount to more than a thousand volumes:
while it is said that William King the poet read no fewer than seven thousand in the course of his residence of seven
years at Oxford.”
● Photo’s of Einstein’s personal library shows about 600-700 books.

Top Five WorldCat Identities
According to computer cataloging of the world’s literature, as determined by WorldCat Identities, the five biggest
names in world literature (excluding the names Jesus Christ and Mary, which derive from the Egyptian Osiris and Isis
[stella maris] resurrection story (link), are as follows:
1.

39,345 works (Hamlet #1) in 110,020
publications in 138 languages and
Shakespeare: 4,387,523 library holdings (link).

Goethe:

26,918 works (Faust #1) in 63,794
publications in 81 languages and
698,814 library holdings (link).

Mozart:

31,429 works (Le Nozze de Figaro #1)
in 103,242 publications in 65
languages and 937,666 library holdings
(link).

Lincoln:

19,904 works in 30,491 publications in
65 languages and 1,143,104 library
holdings (link).

2.

3.

4.

5.
Bach:

26,953 works (Brandenburg concertos
#1) in 87,937 publications in 41
languages and 834,142 library holdings
(link).

Chemical thermodynamics | of

human relationships

One of the great unanswered questions of modern times is "what is love?" (or is love a chemical
reaction?); along with what happens when you die? and what is the meaning of life? The question
of the nature of love (and opposite hate) is one of the all-time greatest philosophical conundrums
ever faced by modern man. Four of the 200+ IQ group have situated opinions and theories on this
topic, shown below ranked by correctness of theory:
#

1.

2.

Person

Johann Goethe (IQ=180225)

Christopher Hirata
(IQ=225)

Theory of Relationships

● At age 60 (1809), using a country estate and surrounding town as his
"reacting system", used Bergman’s 64 affinity equations to write out 36
human chemical reactions, the overarching reaction being a double
displacement reaction:
AB + CD → BD + AC (governing equa on used: A = TΔS – ΔH)
● At age 20 (2000), using the undergraduate body of students (900) at
CalTech as his “reacting system”, used thermochemistry theory learned in
his chemistry classes, to model the formation and separation of student
relationships as sets of reversible combination reactions:
X + Y ↔ XY (governing equation used: ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
He defined this subject as the "physics of relationships."
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Isaac Newton
1643-1727

3.

● At age 43 (1686), commented on his mastery of the gravita onal
movement of the celestial objects, that:
“I wish we could derive the rest of the phenomena of nature by the same
kind of reasoning from mechanical principles; for I am induced by many
reasons to suspect that they may all depend upon certain forces by which
the particles of bodies, by some causes hitherto unknown, are either
mutually impelled towards each other, and cohere in regular figures, or
are repelled and recede from each other.”
● At age 75 (1718), in his famous Query 31, verbally stated the
experimental basis behind the construction of affinity tables, which thus
later led to the development of the following expression (stated by
Helmholtz in 1882):
A = -ΔG (used by Goethe and Hirata, above)

Albert Einstein (IQ=160225)

4.

● At age 41 (1920), when queried about his views on the science of love,
commented: [53]
“Falling in love is not the most stupid thing that people do, but gravitation
cannot be held responsible for it. How on earth are you ever going to explain
in terms of chemistry and physics so important a biological phenomenon as
first love?”

Einstein, restricted to cold hard mathematical thinking, had very little to say on very complex topic of love; whereas,
by comparison, intuitive mathematician Goethe, not only has a clue, but presented an entire theory (1809) on the
physics and chemistry if love, in three layers of Gestalt, some hundred years prior to Einstein. What is puzzling,
however, in Einstein's comment is that not only did he keep a bust of Goethe in is house, but in his library of books,
what looms largest are the collected works of Goethe, contained in some 52-volumes: a thirty-six volume edition and
another of twelve volumes, plus two volumes on his Optics, the exchange of letters between Goethe and Schiller, and
a separate volume of Faust. In other words, Einstein, being such a student of Goethe, should have been quite
knowledgeable of Goethe’s human affinity theories on love? On the other hand, although Einstein was well-steeped
in thermodynamics, having written his first 30 papers on thermodynamics, the more advanced subject of chemical
thermodynamics, would no essentially come into its own until after 1923, the publication of Lewis’ Thermodynamics
and the Free Energy of Chemical Substances, wherein the translation of Goethe’s “affinities” to the modern “free
energy” change becomes apparent. Possibly, Einstein had not yet made the connection in 1920, the time of his
famous quote?

Age of first spoken word
The following gives a listing of the known ages of the first spoken word for known 200-range geniuses. The mean age
at which children (N=241), tested, in the age range 2.5 to 12.5, on the Stanford-Binet, to have an IQ from 160 to 237+,
speak their first word is nine months (link).
Age

Word

Person

2 weeks

Said “Ayer” (water in Malay), whenever he was thirsty; also said “poo”, at
five weeks, whenever he needed his diaper changed (link).

Ainan Cawley (IQ=
263-349)

6 weeks

Said “hello” at six weeks (link).

Adragon De Mello
(IQ=400)

3 months

Speaking first words and grammatically correct sentences (IQ:R).

Marnen LaibowKoser (IQ=268)

4 months

Said “daddy and “mama” at four months (link).

Michael Kearney
(IQ=200-325)

4 months

Spoke first word; also talking at five months; writing at seven months.

Kim Ung-Yong
(IQ=200-210)

4 months

Spoke first words.

Nathan Leopold
(IQ=200-210)
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6 months

Said “door”; also pointed to and said “moon” at seven months (link); at
about nine months said "he liked things, doors and people, that move."

William Sidis
(IQ=250-300)

6 months

Began talking at six months; reading at three years (link).

Christopher
Langan (IQ=174210)

8 months

Began talking at eight months (link)

Alia Sabur (1989-)
(IQ=?)

12 months

Spoke first word (IQ:C).

Ian Baker (1980-)
(IQ=200)

13 months

Spoke first word (IQ:C).

Adrian Seng (1977) (IQ=233)

Youngest college graduate
The following gives a listing of the known youngest college graduates. Youngest BS obtained by
Michael Kearney, age 14; the youngest MS obtained by Michael Kearney, age 14; the youngest
PhD obtained Kim Ung-Yong, age 14 or 15 (this later age needs to be fact checked). [63]
Age

8

11

Person

Degree

Year

Description

AS geology
BS anthropology (age
Michael
10)
Kearney
MS biochemistry (age
(1982-)
14)
(IQ=200-325)
MS computer science
(age 17)

Completed associates degree in geology from Santa
Rosa Junior College (age 8), BS in anthropology from
the University of South Alabama (age 10), MS in
1992
biochemistry from Middle Tennessee State University
(age 14), and MS in computer science from Vanderbilt
University (age 17).

Adragon De
Mello
(1976-)
(IQ=400)

BS computational
mathematics

At 8 he was enrolled at Cabrillo College, a two-year
community college in Santa Cruz, California, where he
studied physics and mathematics getting straight As; at
10 he transferred to the University of California at
1987 Santa Cruz to major in computation mathematics,
graduating a year later (age 11). He was listed in the
Guinness Book as being the youngest college graduate
in history (only to be beat by Michael Kearney in
1992).

12

Sho Yano
(1990-)
(IQ=200+)

BS biology
PhD genetics (age 18)
MD (age 21)

Completed BS in biology with minor in chemistry (age
12), from the Loyola University Chicago; entered
combined MD-PhD program, in molecular genetics and
2002 cytology (age 13) at the University of Chicago Medical
School; completed PhD in molecular genetics and cell
biology (age 18); third year medical school student as
of 2010.

12

Jay Luo
(1970-)
(IQ=?)

BS mathematics (age
12)

Completed his BS mathematics at Boise State
University in 1982 (age 12), with a B+ average, degree
1982
completed in three years (link); had started graduate
work at Stanford afterward, but dropped out.

12?

BS physics
Kim UngMS physics (14)
Yong
PhD physics (age 15)
(1963-)
PhD civil engineering
(IQ=200-210)
(age 22)

Admitted to the physics department of Hanyang
University (age 5), BS physics (age 12), MS physics (age
1976? 14), and PhD physics (age 15) from Colorado State
University (link); PhD civil engineering (age 22), from
Chungbuk National University.

13

Ruth
Lawrence
(1971-)
(IQ=?)

BS mathematics (1985) at age 13, BS physics (1986)
1985 age 14, and PhD (1989) age 17 at the University of
Oxford; academic post at Harvard (1990) at age 19,

BS mathematics
BS physics (age 14)
PhD (age 17)
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and associate professor with tenure at the University
of Michigan in 1997.

BS mathematics
MS mathematics (age
16)

BS in mathematics, in 2002 (age 13) from RandolphMacon College; in 2006 (age 16), he completed his MS
in mathematics; as of 2010, he is working towards a
2002 second graduate degree in computational biology
(link); plans to have four PhDs by age 27 (2016) in:
math, aerospace engineering, international relations,
and biomedical research (link).

13

Balamurali
Ambati
(1977-)
(IQ=?)

BS biology
MD (age 17)

Completed his BS biology, at age 13 from New York
University; MD at age 17 from Mount Sinai School of
Medicine; ophthalmology residency at Havard; in circa
1990 1987; set a goal to become the youngest graduate of
medical school after reading about Ben-Abrahman’s
age 18 MD record in the Guinness Book (link), and did
so at age 17 years, 294 days.

14

Thomas
Wolsey
(1472-1530)
(IQ=200)

BS arts

1486

13

Gregory
Smith
(1989-)
(IQ=186,
200+)

Completed his bachelor's in arts at Oxford University
at age 14.

14

Stephen A.
Baccus
(1969-)
(IQ=190)

BS computer science
JD (age 16)
MS computer science
(18)
PhD neuroscience
(29)

IQ estimated by psychologist Aaron Stern (father of
Edith Stern [IQ=203]), following an age 10 interview;
BS computer science, University of Miami; entered
University of Miami’s law school at 14, graduating at
16, making a name for himself by successfully suing
the State of New York for its age restrictions on the bar
exam after receiving a special waiver in Florida; began
practicing law at 17; MS computer science from NYU
age 18; made partner in a firm by 19 (link); PhD in
neuroscience age 29 at University of Miami (link);
currently neurobiology professor at Stanford Medical
School.

14

BS
Eric Demaine
MS mathematics (age
(1981-)
15)
(IQ=?)
PhD (age 20)

BS age 14; MS mathematics age 15; PhD age 20; joined
1995 the MIT faculty in 2001, at age 20, reportedly the
youngest professor in the history of MIT.

14

Alia Sabur
(1989-)
(IQ=?)

BS applied
mathematics
MS (age 17)
PhD materials science
and engineering (age
18)

14

Kathleen
BS
Holtz (1989-)
JD (age 18)
(IQ=?)

15

Michael
Grost
(1954-)
(IQ=200)

15

Edith Stern
BS science
(1952-)
PhD mathematics
(IQ=200-203) (age 18)

Enrolled in college at 12; BS in science from Florida
Atlantic University (age 15), assistant professor of
1967
mathematics at MSU at 15; PhD in mathematics at age
18.

15

Adrian Seng
(1977-)
(IQ=233)

completed BS at age 15; completed MS at age 17; then
1992 won major scholarship to study math at a prestigious
American university.

BS mathematics
MS mathematics (age
17)
PhD mathematics
(age 23)

BS
MS (age 17)

Completed BS (2003) in applied mathematics from
Stony Brook University at age 14; MS (2006) and PhD
2003
in materials science and engineering at Drexel
University; professor of mathematics at age 19.
Holtz started at Cal State LA at age 10; entered UCLA
2003 Law at 15, earning a spot on the law review; passed
the bar exam, first time around in 2007 (age 18).
Graduated from MSU, at age 15, with BS in
1969 mathematics; MS age (17); PhD in mathematics from
the University of Michigan at age 23.
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William Sidis
(1898-1944) BS mathematics
(IQ=250-300)
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Passed Harvard medical school anatomy exams (age
6); MIT entrance example (age 8); graduated high
school (age 9); BS mathematics at Harvard in 1914 (age
16); professor of mathematics at Rice University (age
17), while pursuing PhD; age 18 to 19 was in Harvard
1914
Law School, then quit in his last semester, while in
good academic standing, for no apparent reason; age
22, working on advance physics problems at MIT, but
soon resigned, after learning of the military
applications.

16

Dylan Jones
(1992-)
(IQ=200+)

BS mathematical and
computer science;
minor in
bioengineering and
life sciences

Engineering freshman at Colorado School of Mines at
age 10 (link); switched majors to graduate with a BS in
math and computer science, with a minor in
bioengineering and life sciences (age 16); completed
2007
first year of medical by age 17 (2009) and taking into
account a seven-year residency, plans to be a board
certified neurosurgeon by the time he's 28 (2020)
(link)

17

John
McClellan
(1896-1977)

JD (age 17)

Admitted to the Arkansas Bar Association in 1913 at
1913 age seventeen, having previously studied law in his
father’s office.

18

Christopher
Hirata
(1983-)
(IQ=225)

BS physics
PhD physics (age 22)

At age 14 entered Caltech; began working with NASA
at age 16 on a project exploring the possibility of
colonizing Mars; completed BS at age 18 from Caltech
2001
with a 4.2 GPA; completed PhD in physics (2005) at
age 22 at Princeton; currently is an assistant professor
of astrophysics at CalTech.

Prodigy-on-prodigy influence
The following are known cases of prodigies hearing stories of other prodigies (such as burnout) and being particularly
driven or influenced by this:
● Early on, the Tao family (Terence Tao) had met Jay Luo during a trip to the US and noted the pitfalls of the approach
of parental fixation with child’s IQ as evidenced by Luo’s burnout (link); Jay Luo (1970-) had completed his BS
mathematics at Boise State University in 1982 (age 12), with a B+ average, degree completed in three years (link); had
started graduate work at Stanford afterward, but dropped out.
● Sho Yano, who had been told his IQ was tested at about 200, was told before age 12, by his mother, of the story of
another child prodigy whose IQ registered 220, and how as the child grew into adulthood, he did nothing with his
intelligence, and was never heard from again; after which Yano was determined not to let the same fate happen to
him.
● Michael Kearney, early on, had learned of Adragon De Mello’s age 11 college graduation record, and followup fate,
and specifically set out to beat De Mello’s record by one year, which he did.
● Balamurali Amba (1977-) mastered calculus age 4; BS age 13 from New York University; MD at age 17 from Mount
Sinai School of Medicine; ophthalmology residency at Havard; in circa 1987, set a goal to become the youngest
graduate of medical school after reading about Ben-Abrahman’s record in the Guinness Book (link), did so at age 17
years, 294 days.

Parentally-created geniuses
The following are the forced prodigy geniuses known to have been a product of their father’s view or "experiment"
that geniuses are made not born:
● John Stuart Mill (IQ=200) is the classic example. He was the eldest son of the Scottish philosopher, historian, and
economist James Mill and Harriet Burrow. John Stuart was educated by his father, with the advice and assistance of
Jeremy Bentham and Francis Place. He was given an extremely rigorous upbringing, and was deliberately shielded
from association with children his own age other than his siblings. His father, a follower of Bentham and an adherent
of associationism, had as his explicit aim to create a genius intellect that would carry on the cause of utilitarianism
and its implementation after he and Bentham had died.
● Adragon De Mello (IQ=400) is the extreme example of a paternal-driven genius child. Adragon seems to have had
the same relationship to his father as Beethoven had to his. Beethoven's father wanted to create the next Mozart and
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drove him relentlessly from birth to adulthood, beating him along the way, to achieve perfection. Before Adragon
was born, Agustin De Mello, Adragon’s father, had written a book about a child prodigy that was born that went on to
save the world, so to speak, with his great intellect. Cathy Gunn, Adragon’s mother, said she was horrified by the
father's obsessive pressure on their son but there was nothing she could do about it, she says. She eventually had to
leave the family, fearing for her life. Agustin De Mello would go to any lengths to get his way, according to Gunn. "He
threatened to kill himself in front of me. He did that in front of A.D. in order to get him to do things," she recalls.
Adragon's father would yell at the top of his voice and scolding the child to no end to achieve his vision. After
Adragon began to burnout, his father threatened to come into the college with a hammer and bash the teacher’s
heads in if they did not give Adragon his degree. Adragon eventually was put into foster care.
● William Sidis (IQ=250-300) is a another person in the paternal-driven category. Sidis’ father, Boris Sidis, before
William was born, was locked in body-sized cell for one-year in Russian for teaching presents to read and was
released on the condition that he never teach again, after which he escaped to American, and considered the Boston
Public Library to be something akin to walking into the gates of heaven, in his own words. With the birth of his son,
he hypothesized that if he used William James reserve energy theory of the mind, in the accelerated raising of his
son, who he named after William James, that he could achieve a genius mind of ability never before seen. William
Sidis was later locked in his parent’s asylum, eventually running away, and describing some of the events, in
retrospect, as the “old tortures”.
● Edith Stern (IQ=200-203) is noted for her father Aaron Stern's famous “Edith experiment” (or Edith Project), which
he carried out on his daughter, a premise that by using the certain type of progressive education, he could turn even
a tribal child into a genius. “Aaron Stern, whose daughter Edith is the subject of his book The Making of a Genius
(Renaissance Publications, 1971), stated that he could foster the same meteoric IQ in the children of the Tasaday
tribe, a Stone Age people living in the Philippines.”
● Susan Polgar, Judith Polgar, and Soﬁa Polgar (IQs in the 170 to 180 range) were part of an "educa onal experiment"
carried out by their father László Polgár, who sought to prove that children could make exceptional achievements if
trained in a specialist subject from a very early age. "Geniuses are made, not born," was László's thesis. He and his
wife Klara educated their three daughters at home, with chess as the specialist subject.
● Suﬁah Yusuf (1984-), a child math prodigy who entered Oxford at age 13, but eventually ran away and become a
$400 per date ($95,000 annually) escort. Her domineering father Farooq Yusuf, early on subjected her to his
"accelerated learning technique", in which her days revolved around stretching and breathing exercises in freezingtemperature rooms so as "to keep her brain attentive"; Sufiah would then study hard and be forced to play tennis
with just as much intensity as fanatical Farooq drove her on. The routine was so effective, that Sufiah was seeded
number eight in the country for under 21s (link). After three years at Oxford (age 15), Sufiah ran away, sparking a
massive police hunt. In 2008, she commented that “she is still haunted by her hellish childhood-subjected to her
father Farooq's accelerated learning technique, where she studied math day in day out in rooms kept freezing cold to
improve her concentration. "As I grew older I began to clash with my father," she says. "He was violent on occasions.
Because he pushed me so far academically, I became more confident for a girl of my age. I grew up too quickly. From
11, I was studying maths all the time. I didn't have any friends. I wasn't in the Brownies. My father said they didn't
teach Muslim values. I hardly ever played with other children" (link). She passed her maths A level aged 12 and
started at St Hilda's College, Oxford. "It was an amazing place but I was too young. By the time I was 15, I wanted to
be in control of my life. I fought back." Sufiah sparked a two week nationwide police hunt when she ran away instead
of going home at the end of term, saying she'd "had enough of 15 years of physical and emotional abuse".
● Asia Carrera (IQ=156) is similar to Yusuf’s story is the story; Carnegie Hall pianist (age 13); studying Japanese and
economics at Rutgers University; homeless by age 17, after running away from home because of the pressure her
demanding parents put on her; after which she turned to stripping, and then to porn, so to never be homeless again,
in her own words.
Others who might well fall in the parentally created category include: Michael Kearney (whose father had
absenteeism regrets) and Ainan Cawley (whose father seems to have missed or failed prodigy regrets in himself).

Calculus
See main: Prodigies and calculus; See also: Greatest mathematician ever; History of differential equations

An interesting benchmark, among individuals claiming or being cited with a 200+ IQ, as well as other unknown IQs
listed on this page, is the age at which calculus was learned. Firstly, of course, Newton (1665) and Leibniz (1674),
independently invented calculus and later differential equations:
Isaac Newton (IQ=190-200)

at age 22 (1665) invented the first form of the calculus, which he called
"the method of fluxions and fluents" (link) (link).
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at age 28 (1674) independently invented his own variant of the calculus
(link).

The following individuals, whose calculus age are known, are ranked by age at which calculus was learned or
mastered:

1.

Kim Ung-Yong (IQ=200-210)

3

Began to learn differential calculus at age 3 (link); solving
integral calculus problems at age 4 (1967) (link); on Nov 2,
1967, at age 4, he solved an advanced stochastic differential
equation (link); at age 5, was solving complicated differential
and integral calculus problems (link).

2.

Balamurali Ambati (IQ=?)

4

mastered calculus at age 4 (1981) (link).

3.

Michael Kearney (IQ=325)

6

at age 6 (1988) was wrapping up homework on calculus to
get his high school diploma (link).

4.

Terence Tao (IQ=211-230)

7

started to learn calculus when he was 7 (1982), at which age
he began high school; by 9 he was already very good at
university-level calculus; by 11, he was thriving in
international mathematics competitions (link).

5.

John Neumann (IQ=163-180)

8

learned calculus at age 8 (link).

6.

Adragon De Mello (IQ=400)

9

learned calculus at age 9 (1985) (link).

7.

William Sidis (IQ=200-300)

9

mastered differential and integral calculus at 9 or 10 years
(link).

8.

Michael Grost (IQ=200)

before age 8, had worked 2 to the 80th power, on a black
board, in two hours time; mother could not help much with
10
calculus questions, so at age 10 (1964) enrolled at Michigan
State University. (link)

9.

Sky Choi (IQ=?)

11

10.

John Mill (IQ=180-200)

11 learned calculus by age 11 (Catherine Cox).

Albert Einstein (IQ=160-225)

taught himself calculus at age 12 (1891); integral and
differential calculus by 13 (link) (link); in 1935, a rabbi in
Princeton showed Einstein a clipping of the Ripley’s column
12 with the headline “Greatest living mathematician failed in
mathematics.” Einstein laughed. “I never failed in
mathematics,” he replied, correctly. “Before I was fifteen I
had mastered differential and integral calculus” (link).

Christopher Hirata (IQ=225)

at age 14 (1997), upon arriving at Caltech, he registered one
of the highest scores in history on the Institute's mathematics
13 diagnostic tests, thereby enabling him to forego freshman
calculus and sophomore differential equations for a more
difficult upper-division class (link).

11.

12.

taking Calculus II, Physics with Calculus I, at age 12 (2009), at
Florida International University (link).

Other interesting people include: Nobel Laureates Murray Gell-Mann (IQ=?), who taught himself calculus at age 7
(link) and Richard Feynman (IQ=125) was reading Calculus for the Practical Man, at age 13 (link), and had learned
differential and integral calculus by 15 (link).
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In the context of mathematics, it is interesting to note that there has been much discussion on Goethe’s relationship
with mathematics, the subject of which, along with astronomy, he seemed to have peculiar relationship with. [49] To
exemplify, in 1826, in his discussion of his objection to the work on light and color by English physicist Isaac Newton,
Goethe comments: [57]

“I receive mathematics as the most sublime and useful science, so long as they are applied in their
proper place; but I cannot commend the misuse of them in matters which do not belong to their
sphere, and in which noble science as they are, they seem to be mere nonsense. As if things only exist
when they can be mathematically demonstrated. It would be foolish for a man not to believe in a
woman’s love for him because she could not prove it to him mathematically. She can mathematically
prove her dowry, but not her love. The mathematicians did not find out the metamorphosis of plants.
I have achieved this discovery without mathematics, and the mathematicians were forced to put up
with it. To understand the phenomena of color nothing is required but unbiased observation and a
sound head, but these are scarcer than folks imagine.”
Ironically, Goethe did prove that love exists mathematically, 17-years prior, in his 1809 Elective Affinities, when he
used the chemical mathematics of Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman's 1775 affinity tables, to present a treatise on
the additions and subtractions of human chemical reactants when brought together, to participate in human
chemical affinity reactions [39] The point expressed by Goethe, above, is exemplified by ridiculous incorrectness of
the conclusions reached in the 1962 stable marriage problem, using pure mathematics, versus conclusions reached
using the more realistic circa 1975 Gottman stability ratio (measurement + psychology + mathematics), versus even
more realistic modern synthesis of circa 2005 human chemical bonding theory (measurement + chemistry +
thermodynamics + physics + evolutionary psychology + mathematics).
On the topic of mathematical physics, he said “number and proportion, in their nakedness, destroy all form, and
banish the spirit that informs real perception.” Goethe seemed to use mathematics in his own unique way. The
following excerpt, from the 1985 article “Goethe, Faraday, and Mathematics” by philosopher Nick Thomas, sums up
the view of Goethe’s style of mathematics: [5]

“In recent centuries there have been two great men who have shown, in their approach to scientific
research, that man is capable of proceeding like a true mathematician even thought he is not using
mathematics in the accepted sense. These two men were Goethe and Faraday.”
Considered mathematics “the most sublime and useful science”, but was guarded against its misuse or
misapplication, where it can become reduced to nonsense. Curiously, Goethe seemed to have been attacked by
fellow scientists for his non-direct use of mathematics. In the opening to his 1826 treatise On Mathematics and its
Misuse, in comment to individuals, such as d’Alembert and Lagrange, Goethe states: [52]

“It pleased me not to find my intentions were falsely interpreted. I have heard accusations against me
as though I were an opponent, an enemy of mathematics altogether; yet there is none who holds it in
greater esteem than I, for it is able to do the very thing which to perform has totally denied me.”
Vocabulary
Low estimates indicate that the average person is said to have an active vocabulary of about 5,000 words, of which
most can be ‘recognized’, a little over 1,000 of which are used in general conversation, and slightly fewer than 1,000
of which are used in writing. [24] A 1991 report, estimated that a typical child aged five to six will have a working
vocabulary of 2,500 to 5,000 words. [28] Another 1995 study estimated the vocabulary size of the average highschool graduate at 12,000 words and the college graduate at 17,000 words. [29] English language encyclopedist David
Crystal stated in 2003 that values often cited in the media for a modern college graduate run as his as 20-25,000
words (and may be even higher for one with specialty degrees such as chemistry or botany), but that these high-end
estimates tend to be meaningless as no significant research has been done on this topic. Crystal also states that there
must always be two totals when presenting the size of a person’s vocabulary: one reflecting active vocabulary
(lexemes actively used in speech or writing) and passive vocabulary (lexemes known but not used). [27] The following
are known estimates of number of active words used in the vocabulary of 200+ IQ individuals. The highest count goes
to Goethe:

Rank

Person

Count

Reference
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Johann Goethe
(IQ=180-225)

1.

William
Shakespeare
(IQ=210)

2.

50,000-90,000 words

Quote: “Goethe has been described as the
man with the largest vocabulary in history.
He had a vast vocabulary of 50,000 words,
twice that of Shakespeare.” [24]
Quote: “Goethe’s active vocabulary, which
is currently being processed in the multivolume Goethe-Worterbuch on the basis of
his writings and recorded dialogues, ran to
an astonishing c. 90,000 words.” [25]

17,000-30,000 words

Quote: “Shakespeare, in his writing alone,
used a greater vocabulary than any English
writer has ever done: an extraordinary
25,000 words.” [24]
Quote: “Crystal in ‘The Language of
Shakespeare’ estimates the size of
Shakespeare’s vocabulary as being
between 17,000 and 20,000 words”;
“Shakespeare could be treated as having a
vocabulary of 30,000 words.” [26]
Quote: “Langenbeck (1915) who described
a young girl who at age 5 had a mental age
of 11 years (and thus a ratio IQ of over
200), and an oral vocabulary of almost
7,000 words.” [9]

Anon girl (age
7,000 words
5) (IQ=200-220)

3.
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Greatest mathematician
See main: Greatest mathematician ever

The following is W.C. Eells’ 1962 published a listing of the 100 greatest mathematicians of all time (Mathematics
Teacher, 7(55) (link)):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

Newton (CB IQ=193)
Leibnitz (CB IQ=194)
Lagrange (Cox IQ=185)
Euler
Laplace (Cox IQ=190)
Euclid (Buzan IQ=182)
Gauss
Archimedes (Buzan IQ=190)
Descartes (CB IQ=178)
Cardano
Legendre
Pitagora
Monge
D'Alembert
Cauchy
Fourrier
Fermat
Napier
Pascal
Apolonije
Fibonacci
Viete
Ptolemej
Huygens
Regiomontanus
Diofant
Mac Laurin
Bernulli, Jacob
Pappus
Cavalieri
Jacobi
Bernulli, Johan
Wallis

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.

Hamilton (Cox IQ=170)
Tartaglia
Heron
Poncelet
Riemann
Poisson
Abel
Chasles
Cremona
Roberval
Boskovic
Galilei
Clairaut
Lambert
Barrow
Strum
Stevin
De Morgan
Taylor
Kepler
Bernulli, Daniel
Desargues
Briggs
Sylvester
Camot (Cox IQ=170)
Maupertius
Babbage
Hermite
Tales
Smith, H.J.S.
Kovaljevska
Pacioli
Hipokrat

67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.

Gerbert
Clebsch
Plucher
Grassmann
Dirichlet
Cayley
Al-Hovrismi
Cotes
De Moivre
Boole
Weierstrass
Lie
Lobacevski
Ahmes
Borda
Beltrami
Frisi
Galois
Torricelli
Montucla
Hesse
Jordanus
Platon
Poincare
Steiner
Halley
Ampere
L'Hospital
Thomson (Lord Kelvin)
Boethius
Tschirnhausen
Bhaskara
Eratosten
Zenon

Equations
Another way to rank geniuses, similar to that used to rank geniuses by active vocabulary and WorldCat Literature
ranking, is to rank geniuses by their use of or formulations of equations, which uses the language of mathematics.
Opinions on the matter the ranking of the world's greatest equations tend to vary depending on point of view. The
following tables give different points of view on the topic of greatest equations rankings. A good starting point are
the five equations found in the 1995 book Five Equations that Changed the World, by American physicist Michael
Guillen. [31]
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Guillen's Five Equations that Changed the World (1995)
Rank

Equation

Formulator

1.

Newton (IQ=190-200)

Law of univers

2.

Bernoulli-Coriolis

Law of hydrod

3.

Faraday (IQ=180)-Maxwell

Law of electro

4.

Einstein (IQ=160-225)

Mass-energy e

5.

Clausius

Second law of

In 2002 book It Must Be Beautiful: Great Equations of Modern Science, edited by English physicist Graham Farmelo,
eleven essays were written by various scientists on the big equations of the 20th century. These equations are shown
below, in order of chapter listing: [33]

Farmelo's Great Equations of Modern Science (2002)
Rank
1.

Equation

Formulator

Name
PlanckEinstein
(IQ=160225)

Planck-Einstein equation for the
energy of a quantum

2.

The logistic map

3.

Drake equation

4.

Einstein
(IQ=160225)

Mass-energy equivalency relation

1900

1905

The Molina-Rowland chemical
equations and the CFC problem

5.
6.

Schrodinger Schrodinger wave equation

7.

Dirac equation

8.

Mathematics of evolution

9

Einstein
(IQ=160225)

Einstein equation of general
relativity

10.

Shannon

Shannon’s information theory
equations

11.

Date

1926

1948

Yang-Mills equation

Although Farmelo's list is not a ranked greatest equations of all-time, it did inspire a follow-up readers poll on this
topic. In May 2004, stimulated by Farmelo’s equation list, American science historian Robert Crease wrote an article
in Physics World entitled “The Greatest Equations Ever” in which he asked readers to send in their shortlists of great
equations, explaining why their nominations belonged on the list and why, after which he received about 120
responses, proposing about 50 different equations. [34] The poll results were published in a followup article, which
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showed Maxwell's equations and the Euler equation topped the poll. The top 20 greatest equations are show below,
listed in order of the number of people who proposed them: first two received about 20 mentions each out of a total
of about 120; the rest received between two and 10 each: [35]

Crease's Twenty Greatest Equations of All-Time (2004)
Ran
k

Equation

Formulator

Name

Date

Maxwell's
equation

1861

Euler's
identity

1755

GaussMaxwell

GaussMaxwell

1.

Faraday
(IQ=180)
Maxwell

AmpereMaxwell

2.

Euler

3.

Newton's
Newton
second law of
(IQ=190-200)
motion

4.

Pythagoras

Pythagorean
theorem

530B
C

5.

Schrodinger

Schrodinger
equation

1926

6.

Mass-energy
Einstein
equivalence
(IQ=160-225)
relation

7.

ClausiusBoltzmannPlanck

Boltzmann
equation
(statistical
second law)

1687

1905

1901

Original List
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8.

Grammateus Addition
-Recorde
equation

9.

Hamilton
(IQ=170)

Hamiltonian
variational
principle

1835

Archimedes

Circumferenc
e of a circle

250B
C

BernoulliBoyleCharlesLussacPlanck

Ideal gas law

1738

PlanckEinstein

Planck
equation

1900

1518

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

18.

19.

20.

This polling effort resulted in the 2008 book The Great Equations: Breakthroughs in Science from Pythagoras to
Heisenberg. [36] Another short two-equation list comes from German physicist Ingo Muller's 2007 book A History of
Thermodynamics, who comments that "S = k ln W is easily the second most important formula in physics, next to E =
mc², or on par with it." [32]

Muller's Two Most Important Formulas of Physics (2007)
Rank

Equation

Formulator

Name

1.

Einstein
(IQ=160225)

2.

ClausiusBoltzmann equation
Boltzmann(statistical second law)
Planck

Mass-energy equivalence

Date
1905

1901
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Chemistry
See main: Greatest chemist ever; also: History of chemistry

In theme to previous equation tables, ranked generally according to the view of
mathematicians and physicists, another way to gain insight into intellectual rank is
by a ranking of all-time famous equations, theories, and discoveries used in the hard
science field of chemistry. The top ten greatest chemists according to English
chemist James Partington’s (JP) famous 1937 A Short History of Chemistry (according
to name index page count), which is the shortened version of his three-volume
treatise, are: Jacob Berzelius (52), Justus Liebig (39), Jean Dumas (38), Robert Boyle (30), Antoine Lavoisier (26),
Friedrich Kekule (22), Joseph Priestley (23), Henry Cavendish (21), Carl Scheele (20), and Claude Berthollet (19). These
big ten chemists are followed by Humphry Davy (17), Joseph Gay-Lussac (17), Joseph Black (16), Johann Helmont (16),
Friedrich Wohler (16), Edward Frankland (15), Hermann Kolbe (15), John Dalton (14), August Laurent (13), Thomas
Thomson (13), Robert Bunsen (12), August Hofmann (12), Robert Hooke (12), Michael Faraday (11), John Mayow (11),
Julius Meyer (10), Amedeo Avogadro (10), Richard Kirwan (10), Adolf Baeyer (10), Georg Stahl (9), Torbern Bergman
(9), Aristotle (9), Fourcroy (9), Hales (8), Gmelin (8), Avicenna (7), Herman Boerhaave (7), Werner (7), Paracelsus (7),
Albertus Magnus (6), Guyton Morveau (6), Graham (6), Johann Becher (6), Isaac Newton (6), Wilhelm Ostwald (6),
Cannizzaro (6), Ernest Rutherford (6), J.B. Richter (6), Pasteur (6), Marcellin Berthelot (5), Willard Gibbs (3), Geber (2),
Johann Goethe (1), among others in the near 1-4 page range.

Two-time Nobel Prize winners
See also: Nobel Prize winners in thermodynamics and thermodynamics awards

Another angle at which to gain perspective on IQ estimates is to compare intellectuals that have
received two Nobel Prizes, which are yearly awards given out to those who make outstanding
contributions in physics, chemistry, literature, peace, and physiology or medicine, for the
betterment of humankind. Those who have won this prize two separate times are listed below,
ranked by estimated IQs (where known): [36]

Rank

Person

IQ

Prizes

Note

Ref

1.

Marie Curie
(1867-1934)

180200

● Physics (1903): discovery of
radioactivity
● Chemistry (1911): isolation of
pure radium

Mother and sister died
before she was 11

[37]

2.

Linus Pauling
(1901-1994)

160170

● Chemistry (1954): hybridized
orbital theory
● Peace (1962): nuclear test-ban
treaty activism

Father died when he was 9

[38]

3.

John Bardeen
(1908-1991)

● Physics (1956): invented the
transistor
● Physics (1972):
superconductivity theory

Mother died when he was 12

4.

Frederick Sanger
(1918-)

● Chemistry (1958): insulin
molecule structure
● Chemistry (1980): virus
nucleotide sequencing

Nietzsche’s uberman
Another perspective on criterion for a universal genius, is that the person is of the magnitude to be a replacement for
God. This logic comes from the from German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche’s 1883 description of the hypothetical
“uberman” (overman or superman) prophesized to replace god in the future, as famously discussed in his Thus Spoke
Zarathustra, in which he expresses the fundamental contention that since traditional values, represented primarily by
Christianity, had lost their power in the lives of individuals, expressed by the proclamation “god is dead”, that there
would inevitably be a god-like someone to emerge in the future to fill this void. Nietzsche saw the Superman as the
answer to the nihilistic rejection of all religious and moral principles that would be consequent on a widespread
acceptance that god is dead. The uberman being the exemplar of true humanity. Although he explicitly denied that
any uberman had yet arisen, he mentions several individuals (ranked below by date) who could serve as models: [42]
English philosopher and mathematician Bertrand Russell was said to have interpreted Nietzche’s overman as a person
with an IQ of at least 180 and considered himself to have this IQ (link).
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Uberman Prototypes
1.

Socrates (469-399BC)

IQ=160

2.

Julius Caesar (100-44BC)

IQ=170

3.

Leonardo da Vinci (14521519)

IQ=180-225

4.

Michelangelo Buonarroti
(1475-1564)

IQ=175-180

5.

William Shakespeare (15641616)

IQ=210

6.

Johann Goethe (1749-1832)

IQ=180-225

7.

Napoleon Bonaparte (17691821)

IQ=145

40-ft statue of 17 great
authors at the 2006 Walk
of Ideas, Germany, to
commemorate the
invention of the printing
press by Johannes
Gutenberg, in circa 1450,
with Goethe as the
foundation, upon which
the others rest.

Napoleon and Goethe, to note, were mutual admirers of each other, Goethe viewing Napoleon as an exemplar of the
eternally striving person; Napoleon keeping a copy of Goethe’s Werther in his campaign library (claiming to have read
it seven times). In comment on meeting both Napoleon and Beethoven, Goethe stated that he was impressed with
the former but not the latter.

God
See main: Existence of god

A standing rule, concerning 200+
IQs, particularly for those born
after 1895, a belief in God or gods
is an automatic disqualification
from the 200+ IQ range. This
question, in fact, should be the
first question asked on any
standard high IQ test, whereby an
answer of “yes” would result in an
unequivocal 15% reduction in the
final IQ score. The reason for this
is that one’s opinion on the
matter of religion, and particularly
Does God exist?
on the great ‘theory of god’, is a
huge demarcation or insight into one’s intellectual framework. God is humankind’s oldest scientific theory, conceived
by genius men of olden days. Subsequently, if one is a true modern-day genius, it is a matter of duty to question
everything, especially those most established ideas. The theory is so dominant, that, in fact, at a minimum, seventytwo percent of the world's population currently believe this theory.
The theory of god serves its purpose for the masses, but for the all-knowledgeable genius, prior to the early 19th
century, one may have been excused for adherence to the theory of god, in its various forms, but after 1822, the year
in which the cryptic Rosetta stone was deciphered by English physicist Thomas Young, after which it was possible to
see clearly that the main tenets of the major modern day religions (Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, etc.) were simply
reformulated Egyptian mythology, particularly the story of the birth of the sun god Ra out of the water or choas of
beginning god Nu, and the afterlife, rebirth, and reincarnation theories that followed:
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A Diagrammatic Tracing of the Nu-Ra story into Hinduism and Judaism.
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2002 World Religions (grouped by
thematic origin)

This issue of religious syncretism became even clearer to the inquisitive genius reader when in 1895 Egyptologist
Wallis Budge published The Egyptian Book of the Dead (Papyrus of Ani), wherein after “untold numbers of people
began to write books, papers, and dissertations on the parallels between Jesus and Osiris (Ra’s great grandson). [54]
The issue of the Egyptian origin to the modern world religions can be said to have solidified, without doubt, after the
publication of American religious scholar and Egyptologist Gary Greenberg’s 2000 101 Myths of the Bible, wherein he
steps through ever story in the Bible and shows the original Egyptian version (Pyramid texts + Coffin texts), from
which these stories (Bible, Koran, Rig Vida, etc.) originated. [55] Beyond this the modern "human molecule" view of
human existence, from which humans are of the same family as hydrogen atoms, would forever would act to inter
the age-old theory of god, along with other now defunct scientific theories, including: vitalism, caloric theory, flat
earth theory, spontaneous generation, and life, in the mind of the true modern universal genius. In this context, the
following opinions on the theory of god, expressed by the listed 200+ IQ group, gives a creditable intellectual litmus
test as to the truthfulness of each person's estimated IQ:

Person

IQ

Religious Beliefs

Score

Johann
Goethe
(17491832)

● At age 21, at the University of Strasbourg, comple ng a disserta on
(rejected on the grounds that it was unorthodox) on “The Legislature, On the
180- Power of the Magistrate to Determine Religion and Culture”, in which he
225 contended, among other things, that “Jesus Christ is not the author of
Christianity, but rather a subject composed by a number of wise men and
that Christian religion is merely a rational, political institution.” [65]

pass

William
Sidis
(18981944)

● At age 6, was a conﬁrmed atheist. [60]
● At age 21, when asked in court if he believed in god, he replied “No” and
200clarified that evolution was his god; when pressed further about this he
300
stated that he did not believe in the “big boss of the Christians”, but that he
did believe in something “that is in a way apart from a human being”. [60]

pass

Albert
Einstein
(18791965)

● At age 75, gave his opinion that “the word of God is nothing more than an
160- expression of human weakness"; described the Bible as “pretty childish”; and
225 stated that “all religions are incarnations of the most childish superstitions.”
[56]

pass

James
Maxwell
(18311879)

● At age 48, in his last year (the same age his mother passed from the same
190- infliction [stomach cancer] he would pass from), wrote out his final private
205 thoughts about the relationship of science and religion, the soul, choice and
chance, and death and eternity his is riddle poem “A Paradoxical Ode”.

?

Marie Curie
● At age 11, a er both her mother and oldest sister had died (from
180(1867tuberculosis and typhus, respectively), she fell into a profound depression
200
1934)
and concluded that God did not exist. [64]
Voltaire
(16941778)

● Quote: “I want my lawyer, my tailor, my servants, even my wife to believe
190in God, because it means that I shall be cheated and robbed and cuckolded
200
less often. ... If God did not exist, it would be necessary to invent him.”

pass

pass
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Michael
Kearney
(1982-)

200- ● At age 21, commented: “You have to be focused on the things that make
325 you a human and not a golden god. You have to focus on just living.” (link)

Marnen
LaibowKoser
(1975-)

● At age 4, engaged in “mys cal behavior”; saw his recently deceased Aunt
Bessie being carried up an a flight of stairs, assisted by two old ladies, while
at the funeral reception (although no one else could see these invisible stairs
or invisible ladies), but supposedly described Bessie’s funeral dress and
268 arrangement exactly and communicated with her, even though he had never
really met here (Nature’s Gambit, pgs. 187-203).
● At age 34, stated "once again, God / the universe / whatever has reminded
me that you get what you want (or what you think you want) when you're
not really looking for it." (link)

fail

● Began to ques on god as a child; later returned to god, and is currently
writing a treatise called the cognitive theoretic model of the universe, a type
Christopher
of intelligent design themed argument for the existence of god.
174Langan
● At age 48, commented “Regarding evolu on and crea onism, the linkage
210
(1952-)
is simple: Biblical accounts of the genesis of our world and species are true
but metaphorical, our task is to correctly decipher the metaphor in light of
scientific evidence also given to us by God.” (link)

fail

Sho Yano
(1990-)

● Name means “happiness with god” (link).
200 ● At age 14, commented that “I’m gi ed. I got my gi from God, and I think I
better not waste it” (link).

fail

Michael
Grost
(1954-)

● Grost mostly likely believes in god. In the biographical book of him (Genius
in Residence, 1970) written by his mother, when he was 16 (and old enough
to object), the first page opens to a description of describing Michael as a
200
“miracle of God”, and the last page concludes with “may we offer those
successes my son has experienced in the past, and God willing, those
successes he may experience in the future …”

fail

● Quote: “Suppose you have bet on horse number 1 in a 3 horse race in
which there is no favorite. After you have placed your bet, omniscient god,
who, of course, knows the horse destined to win and how you have bet tells
Marilyn vos
you, ‘It’s not going to be horse number 3’. Depending on God’s other
186Savant
attributes, e.g. whether God seeks to guide people towards the right
228
(1946-)
decisions, you should probably switch to horse 2 if you have the
opportunity.” (link)
● Quote: “Religions cannot be proved true intellectually. They come from
the heart—and your parents—not the mind.” (link)

fail

● At age 7, in his own words, “when my parents returned, they found me
Rick Rosner 140- spinning clockwise (so that I wouldn't accidentally travel backwards in time)
(1960-)
250 and chanting to God. I was taken to a child psychiatrist and given more IQ
tests, including parts of a Stanford-Binet.” [59]

fail

Naida
Camukova
(c.1976-)

fail

140- ● Believes in God and crea on; has read the Koran mul ple mes, and re200 reads it frequently; uses phrases such as “God willing”, etc. (link).

?

Date day formula
A curious phenomenon among prodigies is the ability to name the day of the week for any given date in history; a
tool often used to entertain people at social gatherings and on talk shows. The algorithm is a relatively memory trick,
named the "doomsday rule" by English mathematician John Conway in 1982. The trick for doing calendars is actually
a very simple trick: simply remember the first day of every month. January 1, 2010, for example, was a Friday so one
wants to know what it would have been in 1982 it would also be a Friday, as every 28 years is a repeat; if you need to
go back by say 4 years it should fall on a Sunday since every 4 years is a leap day; if you want to know 2014, we know
it will fall on Wednesday. Once one gets to the year and month it is all about adding 7's and then 1's from there on.
Whatever the adding trick used, the phenomenon seems to arise naturally in such individuals. Sidis, for instance, by
the age of five had devised a formula whereby he could name the day of the week for any given historical date. [30]
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150+ IQ thermodynamicists
Among other notable high-IQ prethermodynamicists, thermodynamicists,
and human thermodynamics, there is
English philosopher and mathematician
Bertrand Russell who is said to have either
claimed his own IQ was 180 or that a
psychologist determined this for him via an
intelligence test.
In Cox’s 1926 listing: Antoine Lavoisier
(IQ=170), formulator of the caloric theory,
Lazare Carnot (IQ=170), father of Sadi
Carnot and founder of the École
Polytechnique, the first “school” of
thermodynamics”, and William Hamilton
Captioned picture of Goethe (age 15) from the 1927 Journal of Heredity article
(IQ=170), author of the 1934 pre-Clausius “The Child Hood of Genius”, by scientist Paul Papenoe, with the caption:
paper “On a General Method in
“Goethe at the age of fifteen. ‘His IQ may in the history of mankind have been
Dynamics”, Herman Boerhaave (IQ=165), equaled in a few instances, one may well wonder whether it has ever been
formulator of Boerhaave's law (precursor excelled.’ From the facts which are known of Goethe’s childhood he is credited
to caloric theory), of James Watt (IQ=165), with a youth intelligence quotient of 180, which means that at five years of age
he was far advanced as the average child of nearly ten. When he was twelve he
steam engine pioneer, Stephen Hawking
amused himself by planning and sketching out a novel written in seven
(IQ=160), a founder of black hole
languages.” [3]
thermodynamics and outliner of concepts
such as neurological entropy, as well as as well as Sigmund Freud (IQ=156), founder of psychodynamics. Another
noted high IQ HT pioneer is American mathematician Norbert Wiener, a former child prodigy who completed his BS in
mathematics from Tufts College at age 14 and PhD in mathematics from Harvard at age 18, who while in the class of
Harvard mathematics professor Edward Huntington’s (circa 1909-11) commented about his classmate William Sidis:
[16]

“Both Sidis and I were in the class, and it was there that I first became aware of the boy's real ability
and how great a loss mathematics suffered in his premature breakdown.”
During his first year of classes, Sidis left Harvard for some months because of a nervous breakdown shortly after
having given his speech, at age 11, on four dimensional bodies. To note, Wiener's human thermodynamics theories,
as found in his 1948 Cybernetics and 1950 The Human Use of Human Beings, are on par or comparible to those of
Sidis. Another noted high IQ child prodigy was Hungarian-born American mathematician John Neumann (IQ=163180), one of the founders of quantum thermodynamics, who by the age of six was able to divide eight-digit numbers
in his head, exchange jokes in classical Greek, and to memorize the names, numbers, and addresses in phone books
(displayed as a game to guests), and at the age of 23, simultaneously competed a BS degree in chemical engineering,
from the Technische Hochschule Zurich, and a PhD in mathematics, with a thesis on set theory, from Pázmány Péter
University in Budapest To have conceived of a type of human thermodynamics theory, as Goethe, Sidis, and Hirata
did, one must have been to near adulthood age by about the year 1718 the year in French chemist Etienne Geoffroy
made the first affinity table, a tabulation of the forces of reaction between chemical species, the measure of this
force, after 1882 (via Hermann Helmholtz), being determined through free energy change calcuations.

Burnout/detached/defunct/overestimated IQs
Based on the ceiling IQ benchmark , discussed above, if one reads or hears claims of individuals scoring past the CoxBuzan ceiling (213+) on an IQ test, e.g. De Mello (400), Kearney (325), Sidis (300), Tao (230), Savant (228), Hirata
(225), or others (discussed below), we would define these as "false positive IQs" or overestimated that may have
ended in intellectual burnout, in that they may have been miscalculated over-estimates. In other words, these
overestimates result from age-ratio biasing and which tend to be indicative of productivity burnout prior to age 25, as
evidenced by four of six of these individuals: De Mello (age 11 burnout), Kearney (age 17 burnout), Sidis (age 22
burnout), and Savant (never burned). Then we have individuals who as children had estimated 200+ IQs, supposedly
in the genius range, but as adults did not seem to realize their supposed genius potential of getting into historical
genius ceiling stardom, not necessarily "burning out", but fettered out into the anonymous average or above average
crowd, in terms of adulthood occupational achievements. These prodigies, listed below, can be considered to have
"deburned" their potential or stepped out of the lime light burn.
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1.

Adragon De Mello
(1976-)

Set a world record by graduating from college at age 11 (BS
400 (age
computational mathematics); after which he returned to junior high
5)
school; and now works at Home Depot.

2.

Michael Kearney
(1982-)

325 (age Set world record by graduating from college at age 10 (BS anthropology);
4), 200
MS biochemistry (age 14); MS computer science (age 17); now plays
(age 14) poker and enters game shows for a living.

William Sidis
(1898-1944)

Tested out in Harvard Medical school entrance exams (age 9); set record
200, 250- by entering Harvard at age 11; had a "breakdown" at about age 12;
300 (age graduated BS mathematics (age 16); Harvard Law school age 17;
42)
published work on thermodynamics age 22; withdrew from public life at
age 24; became vagabond thereafter.

Nathan Leopold
(1904-1971)

Reported to be a child prodigy with an IQ of 210 who spoke his first
words at four months; graduated from the University of Chicago at the
age of 19 (1923) with honors; entered Chicago Law School that same year
200, 206- and while making plans to transfer to Harvard Law School in the fall, he
210
and another prodigy named Richard Loeb, who was himself the youngest
graduate in the history of the University of Michigan, kidnapped and
killed Loeb’s second cousin Bobby Franks (age 14), the son of a Chicago
millionaire.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Speaking grammatically correct sentences at three months of age; at age
3.5, he read, wrote, and spoke several languages, studied mathematics,
and composed music, played the violin; at age 7-8 was attending the MIT
computer lab doing programming; obtained a perfect score on the
Stanford-Binet at age of about 8; the term “omnibus prodigy” was coined
to describe him, as his talents were not bounded within a single domain;
child scholar expert Halbert Robinson commented that “Adam was
perhaps the most gifted child ever tested on the Stanford-Binet”; he is
currently a computer programmer and music composer, and is listed as
the premier case of the “gifted underachiever”.

Marnen Laibow-Koser
(1975-)

268

Marilyn vos Savant
(1946-)

Perfect Stanford-Binet score (age 10); pregnant at age 16; college
dropout shortly thereafter; then began working in the family laundry
business; at the age of 37 (1983) was having dinner with a lawyer Andrew
228 (age
Egendorf who wanted to write a book about high IQ societies (Savant
10), 186
was in Mensa), and suggested to Savant that they "cash in" on her 1956
(age 40)
test score by sending it to Guinness Book; which he did the following
year, and by 1985 she was listed as the IQ record holder, and owing to
this fame landed a job as newspaper columnist at Parade Magazine.
Started taking physics in college at age 4; began working with NASA at
age 12; PhD in nuclear physics age 14; burned out at age 16, returned to
Korea, wishing to remove himself from the public eye; re-entered a
mediocre local university obtaining a PhD degree in an easier field of civil
engineering; in an interview with the press, on this switch, he has
commented “I was not a loser, but just wanted to live ordinarily.”

7.

Kim Ung-Yong
(1963-)

200-210

8.

Michael Grost
(1953-)

Supposedly had an “IQ so far above 200 it could not be measured
200 (age meaningfully”; giving college lectures age 8; BS (age 15), MS (age 17), and
8)
PhD (age 23) all in mathematics; works as a systems architect at Detroit
computer company.

9.

Edith Stern
(1952-)

200, 201- BS science (age 15), PhD mathematics (age 18), in 2000 was working for
203
IBM in secret computer software research and development.

Sidis, however, is a curiosity in this group, in that his only major work was the 1920 book The Animate and the
Inanimate, published at age 22, he is judged by other high IQ peers, such as American mathematician Norbert
Wiener, a former child prodigy himself (BS in mathematics from Tufts College at age 14, PhD in mathematics from
Harvard at age 18), to have had “real ability” and was still testing out in the 250+ range into his 40s. A point to note,
regarding the terms intellectual "brightness", all-time "star" genius, "burnout" IQs, and "deburners", etc., is that
these are not simply figures of speech or pure analogy (as many would argue), but rather terms modeled on the
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phenomenon of hydrogen burning inside of stars, where gravitation pressure acts to squeeze central "star" hydrogen
atoms, causing chain thermonuclear reaction which result to release energy. On this model of stellar 'brightness', a
human being can be considered as a large hydrogen atom (made of 26-elements to precise), defined technically as a
"human molecule", and this same pressure-induced burning phenomenon acts in the human sphere, in which human
electromagnetic pressure acts to squeeze central "star" human molecules, e.g. Geothe, Da Vinci, Newton, Einstein,
etc., causing human thermonuclear reactions (an high energy type of human chemical reaction) which result to
release energy. These types of high-energy reaction are indicative of the laws, workings, and movement of the
universe. Those individuals forced into this universal current, so as to become adult star "human molecules" or alltime "bright" geniuses, are thus different than those who may have had the potential to become stars, but failed to
react, for whatever reason.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“People who talk about their IQ are losers.”
Stephen Hawking, when asked in a New York Times interview what his IQ was.

References
The references to this page have been moved to separate page: IQ: 200+ (references); as this page became too long
(20-30 pages) at which point wiki editor stops working.

Further reading
● Sommer, Julia K. (1931). “Three Hundred Geniuses: Their Early Mental Traits”, World Theosophy Magazine (pgs.
143-47), February 1931-June 1931.
● Hollingworth, Leta S. (1942). Children Above 180 IQ: Stanford-Binet Origin and Development. Arno Press.
● Stanley, J. and Benbow, C. (1983). “Extremely Young College Graduates: Evidence of Their Success.” College and
University: American Association of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers, Vol. 58, pgs. 361-71.
● Identifying the most intelligent person in the world – Helium (14+ articles).

Related videos

Jan. 2009 Domino's pizza commercial
with Rick Rosner, subtitling him as
someone with an IQ of 200, playing the
game go with a fifth grader.

Sep. 29, 2008 video “Top 10 IQ Geniuses”
by Iraqi student San Khorany; list: 1.
Goethe (IQ: 210), 2. Da Vinci (IQ: 205), 3.
Swedenborg (IQ: 205), 4. Leibniz (IQ:
205), 5. Mill (IQ: 200), 6. Pascal (IQ: 195),
7. Wittgenstein (IQ: 190), 8. Fischer (IQ:
187), 9. Galileo (IQ: 185), 10. De Stael (IQ:
180).

Films
● The Kid with the 200 I.Q. (1983).
● Real Genius (1985) supposedly based on real students from California Ins tute of Technology (link).
● Good Will Hun ng (1997) was based on the life of William Sidis (IQ=250-300) (see: Good Will Hunting (William
Sidis)).
● The 2006 ﬁlm The Genius Club, premised on a scientist with an IQ of over 200 who builds a bomb and threatens to
blow Washington DC up unless the President brings together all the people he can find with IQs over 200 to an
abandoned building in DC to play a game. The game consists of a Q & A with questions all relating to solving the
world's problems. The participants (which turns out to be seven geniuses with IQs over 200) are taken from their lives
on Christmas Eve and are put through the test and if they can amass 1,000 points before dawn the next morning,
they can walk and DC is safe. At times, the discussion is said to be reminiscent of university lectures, but as the
questions progressed to being more moral, the feel of the movie changes. The discussions, however, come off as
more like those of a randomly selected group of reasonably intelligent people, who end up discussing rather
mundane questions, such as why toner ink is so expensive, war, famine, etc., the culmination of which is an attempt
to arguably prove the existence of god, albeit a discussion that results to be the same old tired Rene Descartes and
C.S Lewis arguments.
Books
● Pfeﬀer, Adam. (2011). The Genius with the 225 IQ. iUniverse.

External links
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● List of child prodigies – Wikipedia.
● William James Sidis | Maza’s Weblog (19 Feb 06) – Ranks: #1 Sidis, #2 Da Vinci, #3 Goethe, #4 Voltaire, #5 Newton.
● How do I get a man with an IQ over 200 to father my babies? – Yahoo Answers.
● Child Prodigies Through History – HubPages.com.
● Top 50 Geniuses of All Time (random order) – 2008 list by Drew at 4Mind4Life.com/blog.

IQ: 200+ (references)
The following is the listing of case by case IQ references (top table) and numbered references (below) to the IQ pages
listed in the EoHT.

Case-by-case references
Other case-by-case individual references, giving citations of 200+ IQs, which consist in larger of IQ estimates, and
childhood ability, include:
Maxwell

James Maxwell (1831-1879)

Clausius

Rudolf Clausius (1822-1888)

Euler

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)
● See: Euler genealogy timeline
(with listed known IQs of other
mathematicians, for comparison).

Ettore Majorana

Ettore Majorana (1906-1938)
● Zichichi, Antonino. (2006). “Ettore
Majorana: Genius and Mystery”,
Ettore Majorana Foundation and
Center for Scientific Culture.

Notes

● Es mate:
=190-205
(extrapolated/influence/deepness/variety)
● Millennium poll voted Maxwell as the third greatest
physicist of all time, after Newton (IQ=190-200) and Einstein
(IQ=160-225)" (link)
● #1 greatest equa ons of all-time (Crease, 2004); #3
greatest equation to change the world (Guillen, 1995);
originator of Maxwell's demon; founder of electromagnetic
theory a founders of thermodynamics; first color
photograph; work formed the basis of Einstein's work;
Mahon’s 2003 book The Man who Changed Everything, gives
an idea of the density of Maxwell’s mind, etc.
Notes

● Es mate:
=190-205 (density/influence)
● See: Euler genealogy (to seen the deep influence of
Clausius)
● His 1865 mechanical theory of heat, according to Einstein
(IQ=160-225), is the only the theory, in science, of universal
content, least likely to be ever be overthrown.
Notes

● Es mate:
=180-200
(embeddedness/comparison/influence)
● IQ es mates for Euler seem to be non-existent, in spite of
the fact that he is often cited as the most prolific
mathematician of all time and generally considered the #1
greatest mathematician of all time; or at least in the top four
or five (#4) (#1) (#4) (#5) (#4 in W.C. Eells’ 100 greatest
mathematicians of all time, Mathematics Teacher, 7(55),
1962) (#1) .
● He is o en compared to Einstein (160-225) in intellect, to
Gauss (Sidis compared IQ=250-300) in mathematical-physics
ability, or a ranking above that Euclid (Buzan IQ=182) in
straight greatest mathematics rankings.
Notes

In 1938 (age 32), Italian physicist Enrico Fermi, who had
previously took him in his group when he was a student,
ranked Majorana with Galileo Galilei (IQ=183-200) and Isaac
Newton (IQ=190-200):
“There are several categories of scientists in the world; those
of second or third rank do their best but never get very far.
Then there is the first rank, those who make important
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● Mantegna, Rosario N. (2006). “The Tenth Article
of Ettore Majorana” (abs), Arxiv.org, Aug 29; in:
Bassani G.F (ed) (2006) Ettore Majorana Scientific
Papers: on the Occasion of the Centenary of the
Birth (pgs. 250-26). Springer.
● (a) Amaldi, Edoardo. (1966). “E ore Majorana:
Man and Scientist: Commemoration Speech” (pgs.
25-95; quote: 57-8); “La Vita e l'Opera di E.
Majorana” (Accademia dei Lincei, Rome, 1966);
"Ettore Majorana: Man and scientist," in Strong
and Weak Interactions (pgs. 10-77). Present
problems, A. Zichichi, ed. (Academic, New York,
1966).
(b) Majorana, Ettore. (c.1935). “The Value of
Statistical Laws in Physics and Social Sciences”
(online reprint, with biography by Carlos Allones
Pérez); Spanish version in: C. ALLONES (2004): “El
valor de las leyes estadísticas en la Física y en las
Ciencias Sociales”, Empiria, núm. 7: 183-209
Madrid.
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discoveries, fundamental to scientific progress. But then
there are the geniuses, like Galilei and Newton. Majorana
was one of these.”
This would corroborate Majorana with an extrapolated IQ of
183-200, which seem probable based on the a reading of his
10 published papers, his quantum social physics paper, his
independent discovery of the neutron, his independent
formulation of the exchange force, and his two papers on
the chemical bonds of molecules (age 25), his 1932 paper on
quantum-relativistic equations for higher spin values (1, 3/2,
etc.). In a 1938 letter to Mussolini, asking the government to
intensify the search for Majorana, Fermi commented
further:
“I have no hesitation to state to you, and I am not saying this
as an hyperbolic statement, that of all Italian and foreign
scholars that I have met, Majorana is among all of them the
one that has most struck me for his deep sharpness.”
This comment would seem to situate Majorana at a higher
intellectual rank than thinkers such as Werner Heisenberg
(Buzan IQ = 173). The penetrating mind aspect of Majorana
is corroborated by the views of Dutch-American theoretical
physicist George Uhlenbeck, as recalled by Edoardo Amaldi
(1966): [6]
“Feenberg remembers attending one of Heisenberg’s
seminars on nuclear forces, in which Heisenberg also
mentioned the contribution made by Majorana to this
subject; he said that he author was present and invited him
to say something about his ideas, but Ettore refused. When
he left the seminar, Uhlenbeck told Feenberg how much he
admired Majorana’s penetrating ideas which had been
mentioned by Heisenberg.”
This inside view, as recalled by American physicist Eugene
Feenberg, further corroborates Majorana as having been a
deep thinker.

Tesla

Nikola Tesla (1856-1943)
● Barth, David. (2009). “Nikola
Tesla”, Jan 13, BarthWorks.com.
● Wilson, Daniel H., Long, Anna C.,
and Heard, Danile. (2008). The Mad
Scientist Hall of Fame (IQ=very
superior range, pg. 62). Citadel Press.
● Who was smarter Einstein or Tesla? (2008) –
Yahoo Answers.

Notes

● Quote: “Tesla’s IQ is estimated to be 200”.
● Quote: “as a child, Tesla’s IQ would likely have fallen in the
‘very superior’ range (140-160)” (link).
● Quote: “I have read Tesla’s IQ was rated at 230” (link)
● Quote: “Some people consider him to have a 230 to a 310
IQ. I have asked around and no one contacted has
knowledge of Tesla ever having been tested for IQ.” (link)
● Quote: “300 is the highest human IQ score, 169 is not
correct as that information is not verified by anyone. Tesla
had one of the highest IQ scores, but nobody confirms the
actual number. Tesla most definitely falls into 200 or above
area.” (link)
● Facts: at age ﬁve, he informed his father he was going to
harness the power of water; his resulting invention was a
water-powered egg beater; at age nine, he made an egg
beater powered by the motion of captured bugs; at age 10,
he was solving math problems with such speed that his
teachers suspected him of cheating.
● Note: He owned a thorough collec on of Goethe’s
scientific texts and read these to the exclusion of all other
philosophies; his idea for a self-starting electric motor came
to him one evening as he was reciting a poem of Goethe and
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watching a sunset, at which point he imagined a magnetic
field rapidly rotating inside a circle of electo-magnets (link).
Gauss

● Carl Gauss (1777-1832)

Notes

● Daniel Comstock (Quote): "Gauss is the only example in
history, of all prodigies, whom Sidis [IQ=250-300] resembles"
(Comstock, the person behind the character to Gerald
Lambaeu, in the 1996 film Good Will Hunting, was a mentor,
so to speak, and later employer, to the young William Sidis,
ages 10 to 20).
● Born into a layperson family, Gauss was correc ng his
father’s payroll additions at age three; and would go onto
make contributions in varied fields, number theory,
geometry, probability, statistics, astronomy, and
electromagnetism; described by (link); ranked as “second
greatest” mathematician, behind Newton, and ahead of
Euler (#4), (according to James Dow Allen); ranked #44 most
influential scientists of all time by John Simmons (2000);
described as the “prince of mathematics”, by M.B.W. Tent
(2008); Gauss is one of the backbones to Crease’s twenty
greatest equations, determined by vote, of all-time (2004).

● Glenn, Jim. (1996). Scientific Genius: the Twenty
Greatest Minds. Crescent Books.

● Pierre Laplace (Quote): “Gauss is the greatest
mathematician in the world.”

● Hawking, Stephen. (2005). God Created the
Integers (pgs. 563, 893). Running Press.

● Stephen Hawking (IQ=165) (Quote): “Unquestionably the
greatest mathematician of all time.”
● Henri Poincare considered the three greatest German
mathematicians to be: Gauss, Riemann, and Weierstrass.

Goethe

Johann Goethe (1749-1832)

Notes

● Cox, Catharine, M. (1926). Early
Mental Traits of Three Hundred
Geniuses (Genetic Studies of Genius
Series) (pgs. 155, 163). Stanford
University Press.
● Mai, Francois F. (2007). Diagnosing Genius (pg.
177). McGill-Queen’s Press.

● Quote: “One rater (M) has scored on the basis of the
record of Goethe’s youth an IQ of 225 … Goethe’s true IQ
may in the history of mankind have been equaled in a few
instances; one may well wonder whether it has ever been
exceeded.”
● Cox IQ=210.
● Quote: “the intelligence of these individuals was uniformly
high, with the highest being that of Goethe, whose IQ was
estimated to be 210.”

Da Vinci

Notes

● Leonardo da Vinci (1452-1519)
● Sharp, Evelyn. (1972). The IQ Cult.
Coward, McCann & Geoghegan.
● Buzan, Tony and Keene,
Raymond. (1994). Buzan’s Book of
Genius: And how to Unleash Your
Own. Publisher: Stanley Paul.
● Cox, Catharine, M. (1926). Early Mental Traits of
Three Hundred Geniuses (Genetic Studies of
Genius Series)
● (IQ=225) Seems to have originated in the fake
2006 “Quigly Anderson Ten Highest IQs” list.
Adragon De Mello

● Quote: “…but assigned each a fairly exact number: Da
Vinci, 180; Galileo 185;”
● Da Vinci assigned highest rank (IQ = 220).
● Cox IQ=180
● IQ=225?

Notes

● Adragon Eastwood De Mello (1976-) ● Quote: “Adragon Eastwood De Mello (b. Oct. 5, 1976)
(renamed: James [de Mello] at age
obtained his BA in mathematics from Univ of Calif, Santa Cruz
12)
on June 11, 1988, aged 11 years 8 months” (Guinness Book,
1989).
● McFarlan, Donald. (1989). 1989
● Quote: “Agustin tested AD's intelligence when the boy
Guinness Book of World Records (de
turned five. He calculated an IQ of 400, meaning AD might
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Mello, pg. 437). Sterling Publishing.
● Robert, Kurson. (2002). “Just another father-son
story.” Esquire, Nov. 01.
(b) Staff. (2000). "What Price Genius?" 60 Minutes,
Feb. 15.
● Ferrari, M.D. and Sternberg, Robert J. (1998). SelfAwareness: its Nature and Development (pg. 220).
Guilford Press.
● Winner, E. (1996). Gifted Children (201-02). Basic
Books.
● Adragon De Mello – Wikipedia.
● Lait, Ma . (1988). “11-Year-Old Faces Life after
College; Rejected by Grad Schools (because of age),
Boy May Be Forced Back to Junior High.” The
Washington Post, Jun 14.

Michael Kearney (references)
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rank as the greatest intellect in history.”
● Notes: at 6.5 weeks AD said hello; at age 3 he stated that
“electric chemicals make boys” and could do cube roots; at
age six he was giving video recorded lectures on astrophysics
and black holes; at 8 he was enrolled at Cabrillo College, a twoyear community college in Santa Cruz, California, where he
studied physics and mathematics getting straight As; by nine
he learned calculus and stated that he desired to discover the
origin of the universe; at 10 he transferred to the University of
California at Santa Cruz to major in computation mathematics,
graduating a year later in 1987 (age 11). He was listed in the
Guinness Book as being the youngest college graduate in
history (only to be beat by Michael Kearney in 1992).

Notes

● Gardner, Howard. (1998). “Extraordinary Minds:
Portraits of Exceptional Individuals and an
Examination of Our Extraordinariness” (pg. 37).
Basic Books.

● Quote: “Michael is an extreme example of a child from the
high end of the bell curve. His IQ is clearly in the 200 range—
his parents have sometimes claimed it closer to 300.”

● Kearney, Kevin J. and Kearney Cassidy Y. (1998).
Accidental Genius (pgs. 71-41). Woodshed Press.

● Excerpt: "At age four, two psychologists and one sociologist
gave Michael Kearney the Stanford-Binet IQ test (L-M version),
a test designed for highly-gifted children age six and above.
Michael scored 168, the ceiling of the test. Michael’s parents,
Kevin and Cassidy, in their own words, “discovered in the
library that the Stanford-Binet L-M version test gives a mental
age which can be ratioed with chronological age for a true IQ
… Kevin and I did the math and came up with Michael’s IQ at
325.”

● Gardner, Howard. (1998). Extraordinary Minds
(pg. 37). Basic Books.
● Shoron, Sandra. (2002). The Book Lists for Teens
(pg. 152). Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.
● Michael Kearney – Wikipedia.

William Sidis (references)
(a) Source: Abraham Sperling, director of New York
City's Aptitude Testing Institute.

(b) Sperling, Abraham. (1946). “A Story of Genius”
(pgs. 322-339), in Psychology for the Millions, F. Fell.

(c) Wallace, Amy. (1986). The Prodigy: a Biography
of William James Sidis, America's Greatist Child
Prodigy (pg. 283). Dutton Adult.
(d) Lyons, Viktoria and Fitzgerald, Michael. (2005).
Asperger Syndrome (ch. XII: William James Sidis
(1898-1944); pgs. 163-74). Nova Publishers.

Kim Ung-Yong (references)

● Quote: "IQ in the 200 range" (Kearney)
● Quote: "IQ above 200, at age 8" (Kearney).
● Facts: completed associates degree in geology from Santa
Rosa Junior College (age 8), BS in anthropology from the
University of South Alabama (age 10), MS in biochemistry from
Middle Tennessee State University (age 14), and MS in
computer science from Vanderbilt University (age 17).

Notes
Quote: "he easily had an I.Q. between 250 and 300. I have
never heard of the existence of anybody with such an I.Q. I
would honestly say that he was the most prodigious intellect
of our entire generation." (Sidis)
Quote: “Helena Sidis told me that a few years before his
death, her brother Bill took an intelligence test with a
psychologist. His score was the very highest that had ever
been obtained. In terms of I.Q., the psychologist related that
the figure would be between 250 and 300.”
Quote: “I have tested more than five thousand people. Of all
the mentally superior individuals that I have seen, nobody
begins to approach the intellect and perspicacity of William
Sidis. According to my computations, he easily had an IQ
between 250 and 300.” [Abraham Sperling]
Quote: “IQ between 250-300."

Notes
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(a) McWhirter, Norris. (1981). Guinness Book of
World Records (pg. 35). Sterling Publishing Co.
(b) Author. (1977). "Whatever Became of
Geniuses?", Time Magazine, Monday, 19 Dec.
(c) Kim Ung-Yong – Wikipedia (Korean → English)

Marilyn vos Savant (references)
● Listed in Guinness Book of World Records (for five
years), circa 1990, under “highest IQ” for both child
and adult scores.
● Baumgold, Julie. (1989). “In the Kingdom of the
Brain: How Love Changed the Smartest Couple in
New York” (pg. 41). The New York Magazine. Feb
06.
● 1989 edi on of the Guinness Book of World
Records (page 26).

● Baumgold, Julie. (1989). “In the Kingdom of the
Brain” (pgs. 36-), New York, Feb 6.

* Note: this 157 value →
according to actual records (rather than her blurry
opinion), seems to be the more realistic estimate (if
that) of her real IQ; the 228 value seems to be a
number-fudging scam done as a publicity stunt, to
become famous.
● Knight, Sam. (2009). "Is a High IQ a Burden as
Much as a Blessing?", FT.com, Apr 10.

Quote: “a figure of 210 has been attributed to Kim Ung-Yong”.
Quote: “Kim Ung-Yong, a 14-year old prodigy who was
speaking four languages and solving integral calculus problems
at age four, is said to tip the mental scales at 210.”
Facts: admitted to the physics department of Hanyang
University (age 5), completed PhD in nuclear physics from
Colorado State University (age 14); completed PhD in civil
engineering from Chungbuk National University (age 22).

Notes
● Fact: Savant took her ﬁrst test in September 1956, scoring
167+; her ceiling mental age at 22 years and 10 months (2210+) yielded a ratio IQ of 228, meaning that at ten years of age
she was as intelligent as an average 22-year old.
● Fact: At age 10 received a perfect score on the Stanford
Binet IQ test.
Quote: "...as a ten year old achieved a ceiling score for 23year-olds, thus giving her an IQ of 228." Her record was,
supposedly, retired to the Guinness hall of fame because
scores that high are no longer possible due to a lowering of
test score ceilings.
● Quote: “was ﬁrst tested at age 7-years 7-months, hitting the
ceiling of the test, a modest 127.”
● Quote: “When Marilyn was a ten-year-old student at Susan
R. Buder school, she supposedly got a perfect score on the
Stanford Binet. She hit the ceiling of that test, when appears
on here school record as 167+. That figure was arrives at by
dividing her mental age, recorded as 17-years 7-months, by
her chronological age, recorded as 10-years 8-months, and
multiplying by 100.” ([(17+10/12)/(10+8/12)]*100 = 167)
--------------------------------------------------------------------------● Quote: “Both the month that Marilyn took the test and the
mental age she achieved on it are matters of some question
that contribute to the murkiness over the Guinness top score.
Her record with the St. Louis board of education shows she
took the test in March 1957; she insists she first took it in
September 1956.”
● The actual records indicate that her IQ based on that test
would be:

● The idea of sending Savant’s Sanford Binet test scores, taken
when she was ten, to Guinness was conceived by American
Lawyer Andrew Egendorf over dinner in 1983, who wanted
promotion for a new book he was writing on high IQ societies.
He sent her scores to Guinness on July 25 of that year.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------● Quote: “Savant says she answered some addi onal
questions in the adult portion of the test to bring her score to
a mental age of 22-years, 10-months.”
● Quote: “She has an extremely high IQ, and scored a 167+ on
the Stanford Binet when she was ten, but then the saga of the
228 gets a little complicated. Its derivation is murky, end even
the man who helped present it to Guinness and compute the
228 now computes 218.”
● Quote: “Savant says she answered some addi onal
questions in the adult portion of the test to bring her score to
a mental age of 22-years, 10-months.”
● Quote: “She says documents suppor ng her claims were
provided by a teacher whose name she can’t remember and
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sent to Christopher Harding, a Mega society member, now in
Australia.”
● Quote (by Ronald Hoeﬂin): “Marilyn told me she had
received a perfect score on the Binet when she was ten. I
computed it. I divided 22 years 11 months by 10 years 6
months, and her IQ was 218. Marilyn [also] showed me a
report card that listed her IQ as 167+.”
● Quote: “Guinness had been lis ng IQs of 196 as the world’s
highest, but Hoeflin knew there were higher, “Marilyn asked
me to write on her behalf,” he says, and he did. Norris
McWhirter, former editor of the Guinness book, says he based
vos Savant’s listing on the material from the Mega society. “I
haven’t got anything original,” he says. Thus the highest IQ in
the world was born. “She values it as a way of getting publicity
for her literary work,” says Hoefling.
● Quote (Robert Jarvik): “I have been lucky to ﬁnd love: my
wife has the highest intelligence ever measured.”
● Fact: “graduated 178th out of a high school class of 613.”
(top 29 percent)
● Fact: two years of college, studying philosophy, prior to
dropping out.
● Wrote the Omni IQ quizes in the 1980s.

Notes

Nathan Leopold (references)
(a) Simpson, James B. (1964). Contemporary
Quotations (pg. 61). Crowell.
(b) Nash, Jay Robert. (2004). The Great Pictorial
History of World Crime (pg. 840). Rowman &
Littlefield.

Section: "Nathan Leopold, on his IQ of 206 to 210."
Quote: “Leopold, with an estimated IQ of 200, had graduated
from the University of Chicago at the age of eighteen, the
youngest ever to do so.”

Notes

Christopher Langan
(references)

(a) Morris, Errol. (2001). "The Smartest Man in the
World". First Person, Aug. 14.

● In a 2001 video interview, by Errol Morris, titled “The
Smartest Man in the World”, Langan stated that he took Omni
magazine’s World’s Most Difficult IQ Test (a test that ran
between in circa 1985-1998), and scored between 190-210.

(b) Sager, Mike (1999). "The Smartest Man in
America". Esquire, Nov.

● Gives and IQ of 195.

(c) Parker, Philip M. (2008). Absolutists: Webster’s
Quotations, Facts and Phrases (pg. 301). ICON
Group International, Inc.

● claims “I am closer to absolute truth than any man who has
been before me”, outlined his Cognitive-Theoretical Model of
the Universe, billed as a theory of everything, in 1999; the
theory, however, is fairly weak and inaccurate, particularly as
compared to either Sidis or Goethe.
● Facts: Langan took the Mega Test, using the pseudonym of
Eric Hart, and supposedly obtained a 42 on a first attempt
(IQ=174) and a 47 on a second attempt (IQ=190). To explain
his IQ, in his own words, he says he ended up “setting a record
score” which correlated to an IQ of, in his own words,
"somewhere between 190 and 210".

Francis Galton (references)
(a) Richards, Robert J. (1989). Darwin and the
Emergence of Evolutionary Theories of the Mind and
Behavior (pg. 169). University of Chicago Press.
(b) Terman, Lewis M. and Chase, Jessie M. (1920).
“Psychology, Biology and Pedagogy of Genius” (pgs.
397-409, esp. pg. 404). Psychological Bulletin.
American Psychological Association, Vol. 17.

Notes
Quote: “Lewis Terman, who developed the Stanford-Binet IQ
test, estimated Galton’s IQ at 200.”
Quote: “Terman analyzes certain documentary evidence
presented in Karl Pearson’s biography of Galton, from which
he concludes that boy Galton possessed an I.Q. which could
not have been much less than 200.”
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Michael Grost (references)

Notes
Quote: “His IQ is so far above the 200 mark that it can’t be
measured meaningfully.”

(a) Howard, Jane. (1965). “The Nicest Young Genius
in the U.S.” Life (104-114), May 21.
(b) Grost, Audrey. (1970). Genius in Residence
(except) (pgs. 58, 102, 107, 111). Prentice-Hall.
(c) Grost, Michael Edward. (1977). An Existence
Theorem for Boundary Value Problems for Nonlinear
Hyperbolic Partial Differential Equations, University
of Michigan (Mathematics Genealogy Project)

(d) Anon. (1964). “Put Away Your Blocks”, Time,
Oct. 09.
(d) Michael Grost (newspaper clipping).

Sho Yano (references)

Notes: at age 6, had read through two sets of encyclopedias, at
age 8 he gave a lecture to a class of college students at
Michigan State University, when asked if he had done anything
with binary numbers he stated that he had worked 2 to the
80th power once, on a blackboard, and it took him two hours,
and when asked about the relation between biology and
astronomy, he explained that the two sciences needed to be
integrated, so to explain how, in evolution, the sun's reactions
in water produced the first forms of life. He later graduated
from MSU, at age 15, with BS in mathematics; MS age (17);
PhD in mathematics from the University of Michigan at age 23.
Quote: “Mike's IQ was too high to be tested meaningfully, he
placed ninth among 3,400 M.S.U. students who took a
comprehensive natural-science exam, was in the top 10% of
doctoral candidates on a graduate-student screening test.”
Quote: "scored upper one percent on test for mathematical
ability for 12-graders/college freshman (at age 10)."

Notes

(a) Anon. (2001). “Boy Wonder: Sho Yano Attends
College at Age 10”, 60 Minutes, June 05.
(b) Ryan, Anne. (2003). “12-year-old begins Medical
School at the University of Chicago.” USA Today,
Aug 24.

Quote: "his IQ has been tested at about 200."
Quote: “has an IQ over 200”

(c) Sho Yano – Wikipedia (Korean → English).
(d) Sho Yano (2009) – CreativeRabbits.com.

Notes: Graduated summa *** laude, from Loyola University
Chicago, with a BS in biology and minor in chemistry at age 12
; entered the combined MD-PhD in molecular genetics and
cytology at age 13 the University of Chicago Medical School.

(d) Yano, Sho T., Panbehi, Bahman, Das, Arpita, and
Laten, Howard M. (2005). “Diaspora, a large family
of Ty3-gypsy retrotranspons in Glycine max, is an
envelope-less member of an endogenous plant
retrovirus lineage” (abstract). BMC Evolutionary
Biology, 5:30

Fact: first co-authored research paper published at age 15.
Notes: PhD in molecular genetics and cell biology at the age of
18 (2009). Third year of medical school as of 2010.

● Child prodigies (2005 listing) –
MangaWorld.4.Forumer.com.

● Quote: “Sho was just 8 when he scored 1,500 out of 1,600
on the college-entrance SATs; he started college at age 9 (MDPhD program at age 13; PhD age 17); he says his IQ has been
tested at about 200”

Isaac Newton (references)
Albert, Robert S., editor. (1992). Genius and
Eminence (Ch. 3: The Early Mental Traits of 300
Geniuses, by C. M. Cox, pgs. 53-58, esp

Albert Einstein (references)
(a) Yingling, Carl S. (1966). The Living Truth: a
Philosophy of Education (pg. 37). Goodway Printing
Co.
(b) Patel, Dina. (2004). A Data Gone Wrong (pg. 44).
iUniverse.
(c) Hockney, D.J., Harper, William L., and Freed, B.
(1975). Contemporary Research in Philosophical

Notes
Quote [C.M. Cox]: “Arnauld, Comte, Goethe, Grotius, Laplace,
Leopardi, Michelangelo, Newton, Pascal, the younger Pitt,
Sarpi, Schelling, Voltaire and Wolsey probably rated at 200 IQ
or even higher.”

Notes
Quote: “Einstein’s IQ has been estimated as about 225.”
Quote: “Einstein’s last tested IQ was 220.”
Quote: “the extent or degree of intelligence possessed by
Einstein (e.g. 210 IQ points).”
Quote: “[Merrill Kenneth Wolf]’s of 182, which is only 23
points lower than Einstein’s [IQ=205]”
Quote: “Sidis had an IQ of 250 to 300, in comparison Albert
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Logic and Linguistic Semantics (pg. 331). Springer.
(d) Anon. (1945). “Yale Prodigy: Youngest Graduate
in College’s History is Merrill Kenneth Wolf who is
only 14 and Started to Talk at Four Months.” Life,
pgs. 51-54 Nov. 12.
(e) Lyons, Viktoria, Fitzgerald, Michael. (2005).
Asperger Syndrome: a Gift or a Curse? (pg. viii).
Nova Publishers.
● Wallace, Amy. (1986). The Prodigy: a Biography of
William James Sidis, America's Greatist Child
Prodigy (pg. 283). Dutton Adult.
● Flindt, Max H. and Binder, O o O. (1999).
Mankind Child of the Stars (pg. 180). Ozark
Mountain Publishing.
● Seitz, Robert N. (2002). “The Prodigy: a Book
Review”, May 31.
● Inhaber, Herbert and Carroll, Sidney L. (1992).
How Rich is Too Rich? (pg 107). Praeger.
● Naam, Ramez. (2005). More than Human:
Embracing the Gift of Biological Enhancement (pg.
156). Random House.
● Fadul, Jose A. (2007). Encyclopedia Rizalana:
Student Edition (pg. 49). LuLu.

Terence Tao (references)
(a) Gross, M. (1986). “Radical Acceleration in
Australia: Terence Tao”, Gifted Child Today.
Prufrock Press.
(b) Anon. (2007). “Terence Tao from NYTimes”, The
Arabesque.
(c) Smith, Deborah. (2006). “Mozart of Maths”, The
Sydney Morning Herald.
(d) Terence Tao - Wikipedia.

● Terrence Tao (08 Jul 2010 thread)

Edith Stern (references)
(a) Spratt, Mary and Taylor, Lynda B. (2000). The
Cambridge CAE Course: Self-Study Student’s Book
(pg. 276). Cambridge University Press.
(b) Anon. (1968). “University Graduate at Age 15”
(Quote: IQ rating of 201), Lonl News-Sentinel, Jun
05.
(c) Ledson, Sidney. (2004). Teach Your Child to Read
in Just Ten Minutes a Day (pg. 18). Trafford
Publishing.
● Anon (date). “Edith Experiment”, New Yorker.
● McClintock, Jack. (1977). “The Edith Project”,
Harper’s Magazine, March, pg. 21-24.
● Tee, George. (2007). “Genius: You Can Be One
Too!’, July 4th, LifeHack.org.
● Stern, Aaron. (1971). The Making of a Genius.
Renaissance Publications.
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Einstein’s IQ was 200.”
Quote: “Einstein’s IQ is estimated to be between 160 and
200.” (link)

● Abraham Sperling: "Einstein's IQ was 200".
● Quote: “true geniuses, such as Einstein, with his probable
200 IQ, occur so rarely in the human race that they seem to
have little or no relationship to the common law of heredity.”
● Quote: “Albert Einstein's IQ was 200.”
● Quote: “Einstein, whose IQ was alleged to be over 200,
never was in any list of the nation’s wealthiest.”
● Quote: “We don’t know what Einstein’s IQ was, but it’s been
guessed at about 160.”
● Quote: “Es mates were made by a group of psychologists at
Stanford University for those who never took any IQ test:
Leonardo Da Vinci, 220; Einstein and Mozart 160.”

Notes
Quote: “Terry's IQ [age 11] has been assessed as between 220
and 230, and he has no areas of academic weakness.”
Quote: “According to Sin Chew Daily, Terrence Tao has an IQ
of 211.”
Quote: “a one-in-a-million IQ score of 220.”
Notes: Started high school at age 8; BS (age 16) and MS (age
17) in science from Flinders University; PhD from Princeton
(age 21) in mathematics; professor of mathematics at UCLA
(age 24); winner of the 2006 Fields Medal (age 31).
● Quote: “In November of 1983, at the age of 8 years 3
months, Terry informally took the South Australian
Matriculation (university entrance) examination in
Mathematics 1 and 2 and passed with scores of 90% and 85%,
respectively.” (18/(8+3/12))*100=218.

Notes
Quote: “today she has an IQ of 203 and works for IBM in
secret computer software research and development.”
Quote: “with an IQ rating of 201.”
Quote: “Aaron Stern, whose daughter Edith (IQ 200) is the
subject of his 1971 book The Making of a Genius, stated that
he could foster the same meteoric IQ in the children of the
Tasaday tribe, a Stone Age people living in the Phillippines.”
Notes: speaking full sentences before age one; playing chess
and solving arithmetic problems by age 3; read entire
Encyclopedia Britannica by age 5; learned algebra by age 5;
reading six book per day at age 6; read Plato, Freud, and
Darwin by age 8; enrolled in college at 12; BS in science from
Florida Atlantic University (age 15), assistant professor of
mathematics at MSU at 15; PhD in mathematics at age 18.
Note: Aaron Stern is a Jewish survivor of WWII, although he
suffered from lung and heart conditions from his time living in
the forests. He was a professor of language (knew 7 languages)
who taught children in displaced persons camps using travel
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posters - the only things available. In this book, he writes of
how he spent time with his young daughter in NYC, teaching
her to read in grocery stores. They made museum trips on
Sunday and talked about everything they saw from the time
they left home until they returned. He emphasized how he
always asked open-ended questions and asked his daughter to
do research.

Christopher Hirata (references)
(a) Susan, Goldsmith. (1999). “The Wizard of
Pasadena” (abstract), New Times Los Angeles, Jun
17.
(b) Woods, Vanessa. (2001). “Balancing Life as a
Teenager and a Graduate Student.” The Daily
Princetonian, Sep 21.
(c) Susan, Goldsmith. (2001). “Update on a Genius:
at 18 he’s off to Princeton for a PhD in Physics”,
New Times Los Angeles Online, Jul 19.

John Stuart Mill (references)
(a) Famous people IQ table (link) (link), etc.
(b) [ref. #23]
(c) Mill's 200 IQ score seems to trace to Cox (pgs.
707-); who wrote a biographical section on him in
her Chapter XXIII: Cases Rated at AI IQ 190 to 200.

Marnen Laibow-Koser

Notes
Quote: “Chris Hirata, CalTech student, whose estimate IQ is
225.”
Quote: “With an I.Q. estimated to be around 225, Hirata has
been sought after by many elite institutions in his life. This
year Princeton beat out schools like Harvard and Stanford for
the right to claim him among its ranks.”
Notes: at age 12 won 1996 Physics Olympiad, an international
competition among the world’s smartest math and science
students (up to age 19), becoming the youngest medalist ever;
at age 14 entered Caltech; began working with NASA at age 16
on a project exploring the possibility of colonizing Mars;
completed his BS at age 18 from Caltech with a 4.2 GPA;
completed PhD in physics (2005) at age 22 at Princeton;
currently is an assistant professor of astrophysics at CalTech.

Notes
● Quote: "IQ=200"
● Feats: “could write Greek with his le hand while wri ng
Latin with his right.” [23]
● Facts: Learned Greek at 3; wrote a trea se on the history of
Rome at 6; reading Plato, etc. at 7; Latin, geometry, and
algebra at 8; conic sections, spherical section, and Newtonian
arithmetic; chemistry age 13 at the Royal Military College; at
14, chemistry, zoology, metaphysics, and logic at Montpellier
University; law at 16 under John Austin.

Notes

(references)

● Feldman, David H. and Goldsmith, Lynn T. (1986).
Nature’s Gambit: Child Prodigies and the
Development of Human Potential (pgs. 34-36).
Teachers College Press (updated edition: 1991).
● Adam Konantovich (pseudonym) = Marnen
Laibow-Koser (real name); he was one of the six
children studied in the 1986 book Nature's Gambit.
● Sadiq, Sabah. (2005). “Gi ed Children: Analysis of
Gifted Underachieves (Case Study: Marnen LaibowKoser)”, University of Michigan.
● Har gan, Pa . (2005). “Young + Brilliant, Blessed
+ Cursed”, The Boston Globe, Mar 6.
● User:Marnen (2003-) - Wikipedia (user page).
● Resume.

● Quote: “He allegedly made the highest score a ained to
date on the Stanford Binet IQ test: 268; exceeding Marilyn vos
Savant's score by 40 points. This, however, would have
occurred after her world-record score was obtained.” (link)
● Quote: the Mega Society site references an "Adam
Konantovich", stating that “I have seen a claim that Adam
tested out at an IQ of 268” (link).
● Notes: Speaking words gramma cally correct sentences at
three months of age; at age 3.5, he read, wrote, and spoke
several languages, studied mathematics, and composed music,
played the violin; at age 7-8 was attending the MIT computer
lab doing programming; obtained a perfect score on the
Stanford-Binet at age of about 8; the term “omnibus prodigy”
was coined to describe him, as his talents were not bounded
within a single domain.
● Quote: “Adam was perhaps the most gifted child ever tested
on the Stanford-Binet” (Halbert Robinson, accelerating
learning expert).
● Notes: Engaged in complex conversa ons at 6-months,
reading simple books by age 1; could speak several languages
by age 3; parent’s home had an estimated 3,000 books (link).
● He currently is a computer programmer and music
composer;
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● Listed as the premier case study of the “gi ed
underachiever” (Sabah Sadiq).
● Quote: “Marnen can perhaps be described as not only gi ed
but highly gifted” (Sabah Sadiq).
● His mother considers him a “failed prodigy” (Har gan 2).

Rick Rosner (references)
● Klosterman, Chuck. (2009). Eating the Dinosaur
(pg. 21). Simon & Schuster.
● Rick Rosner - Wikipedia.

● Rosner, Rick. (1991). “When Good IQs Happen to
Bad People”, Noesis, No. 57.

*This 250 value →
which Rosner calls a “functional IQ”, has to be one
of the stupidest references on this page; according
to the Terman formula, a 26-year-old scoring
perfect on test designed for 18-year-olds, gives an
IQ of (18/26)*100=69, rather than 250.

Notes
● Quote: “Rosner is believed to have one of the highest IQ
scores ever measured.”
● IQ=180-250 (according to his own estimates)
● Notes: scored 44 out of 48 (1985) and 47 out of 48 (1991) on
Hoeflin's Mega Test, along with a perfect score on Hoeflin’s
Titan test, which together supposedly gives him an adult
deviation IQ of 195 and a ratio IQ of 250.
● He was famously in a 2009 Domino's commercial (below),
playing Go with a fifth grader, which the caption "IQ = 200"
shown below him.
● On 24 Dec 07, one me Wikipedian Willzo4 started the Rick
Rosner article with the claim: “Rosner’s combined scores
indicate an adult (deviation) IQ in the mid- to high-190s,
corresponds to a ratio IQ of approximately 250 (Scoville).” In
2010 the exert was still there.
● At age 5, in his own words, “on the last page of this test,
given to everyone in my kindergarten class, was the "Draw-AMan Test." We got IQ points based on whether our men had
eyelashes, beltloops, and the right number of fingers. My man
had all the options. He was standing next to a traffic light.
Several weeks later, at a parent-teacher conference, Mrs.
Shipper informed my mom and stepdad that I was a genius.”
● At age 14, in his own words, “My junior high oﬀered an
honors math class in which teams of two would work on
special presentations. My friend Lon and I were assigned
statistics. The stats we would analyze were the IQ's of the
honors math class versus the IQ's of the entire ninth grade. I
was allowed to see the IQ's of everyone in my grade. At 151, I
had the highest IQ.”
● At age 18, in his own words, “through junior high and high
school, I thought someone would love me for my IQ, even
though I was a nerd. But I got permission to examine my
school records and discovered that my IQ wasn't even that
lovable. Most of my scores were in the 140's, not high enough
to justify special destiny.”
● At age 20, in his own words, “in college, though a born-again
dumb person, I was still a sucker for IQ tests, and Kevin
Langdon's Adult Intelligence Test was a welcome excuse to
ignore coursework. It's a multiple choice test, and, since I
couldn't decide between two answers on one verbal problem,
I submitted answer sheets under two different names.
Apparently one answer sheet was lost, but the report I
received gave me a score of 170, not far from the test's
ceiling.”
--------------------------------------------------------------------------● At age 26, in his own words, “I forged about 40 documents
and went from being a 26-year-old undergrad to being 17year-old Gilligan Rosner. I began high school summer school. (I
needed to repeat a couple classes I'd missed during my
imaginary junior year after a fictitious auto accident sent me
into a fabricated coma.) By day, I attended class; by night, I
made a living delivering stripping telegrams and bouncing. I
got good grades in most of my courses--due to my advanced
age relative to my classmates, I had a functional IQ of about
250.”
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Notes

Marie Curie (references)

● Quote: “Daniela Simidchieva, [who is] a qualiﬁed industrial
● Sherriﬀ, Lucy. (2004). “World’s Cleverest Woman engineer with an IQ of 200, [is] listed by Mensa as the ‘world’s
Needs a Job: an IQ of 200 is a Sorry Thing to Waste.” cleverest women’, [and has a] mind boggling IQ equal to that
The Register.
of Marie Curie, according to reports.”
● IQ=180 (Buzan, 1994).

Notes

Hypatia (references)

● IQ of Famous People – Kids-IQ-Tests.com.
● Geniuses – AboutFacts.net.

● MacDonald, Beverley and Weldon, Andrew.
(2003). Written in Blood: A Brief History of
Civilization (pg. 173). Allen & Unwin.

● IQ = 170
● Quote: “She was a mathema cian, astronomer, and Platonic
philosopher. Her father had been the last head librarian of the
Library at Alexandria and a professor of mathematics in
Alexandra. This library later burned and everything was
destroyed. She was the author of a commentary on
Diophantus, she also wrote a work called The Astronomical
Canon and a commentary on The Conics of Apollonius. She had
a superior intelligence Her intelligence surpassed that of all
other philosophers of her time and her accomplishments in
music and science paled all others. He intelligence and
knowledge surpassed her father's at an early age. People
would come from other cities to hear her talk and learn from
her. She was murdered for her beliefs. IQ unknown but seems
to be in the 180-200 range.”
● Quote: “IQ scores of 200+ are ‘universal geniuses’. So far
there’s been only one woman recorded on the ‘universal
genius list, Hypatia, a Greek mathematician and philosopher of
renowned beauty and intellect.”
● Note: the IQ=210 es mate doesn’t seem to have a good
reference; although it has a certain number of mentions
around the web, prior to 2007 (link) (link), likely originating in
the fake 2006 Quigly Anderson list.
● Note: She is listed in Buzan’s Book of Genius, but he gives no
IQ, only commenting that “the little we know of Hypatia
suggests that she must have had a remarkable intellect.”

Notes

Emanuel Swedenborg
(references)
● (Cox, 1926)
● IQ of Famous People – Kids-IQ-Tests.com.
● McWhirter, Norris. (1978). Guinness Book of
World Records (category: Highest IQ, pg. 49).
Bantam Books.

● IQ = 165
● IQ = 205
● Quote: “HIGHEST IQ: This Korean boy, with a 210 quo ent,
at the age of 4 years 8 months spoke 4 languages ... A similar
rating has also been attributed to Emanuel Swedenborg.”
(note: this is a Google Books snippet; and man be a connected
sentence?)

Notes

Hugo Grotius (references)
● (Cox, 1926)

● IQ = 200

Notes

Thomas Wolsey (references)
● (Cox, 1926)

● IQ = 200

Voltaire (references)
● Cox, Catharine, M. (1926). Early Mental Traits of
Three Hundred Geniuses (Genetic Studies of Genius
Series) (Voltaire 200, 6+ pgs., esp. 144, 217).

Notes
● Cox IQ=190 (ﬁnalized list)
● Quote [Catherine Cox]: “Several are well above the 200 IQ
mark. Arnauld, Comte, Goethe, Grotius, Laplace, Leopardi,
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Stanford University Press.
Popenoe, Paul. (1927). “The Childhood of a Genius:
A Review” (extract), Journal of Heredity. 18(4): 14551.
● Author. (1943). Zoological Reprints and Separata,
etc. (pg. #). Nature.

Ainan Cawley (references)

● Cawley, Valen ne. (2007). “Passing O Level Aged
7”, Blog: The Boy Who Knew Too Much, Mar 25.
● Facts: could crawl at four months; walk at six
months; read at eight months (link); construct
complex sentences by age one; as a toddler, he
would seek out science books in the library,
showing a preference for dense texts with
complicated illustrations of scientific matters, which
he would absorb quietly and comment on later; by
the time he was 3 or 4, he was interested in hyperdimensional shapes and would draw their shadows
in two dimensions as a form of intellectual play; by
age 6½, he had taught himself chemistry on the
Internet, and could answer O-level chemistry
exams, scoring 100% (link); passed the GCSE (high
school equivalency) at age seven; at age 8, on
camera (14 Sep 2008), he set a world record for
being the youngest person to be able reciting pi to
518 digits (link); in 2009 he was studying chemistry
in college.

Dylan Jones (references)
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Michelangelo, Newton, Pascal, the younger Pitt, Sarpi,
Shelling, Voltaire and Wolsey probably rated at 200 IQ or even
higher.”
● Quote: “A group containing Voltaire must approach or
perhaps exceed a score of 200.”
● Quote [Paul Popenoe]: “Pascal and Voltaire both probably
had IQs in the neighborhood of 200.”
● Note: the fact that Voltaire, a year before his death, visited
the imprisoned French polymath Jean Sales, in 1777, the first
to employ the “human molecule” concept, lends great
credibility to a 200-range IQ, as both Goethe (IQ=225) and
Hirata (IQ=225) also, independently, employed the human
molecular theory viewpoint.

Notes
● IQ=263; Quote: “O Level is normally taken by sixteen year
olds. The average candidate would, therefore, be sixteen and a
half years old. Since the brightest 20% of students are the ones
the exam is aiming at; to pass it one would need a mental age
of 18.645 years. This is derived from the IQ score and the age
thus: the deviation IQ of 113 is the same as the ratio IQ (in this
case) of 113. IQ as a ratio is mental age divided by
chronological age multiplied by 100. Therefore the mental age
of O level students who pass would be expected to be: 1.13
times 16.5 years, which is 18.645 years. Ainan is not 18.645
years old - he was seven years and one month when he took
the exam - so passing means something interesting. It means
that, in terms of his scientific reasoning capability his ratio to
the norm is: 18.645/7 years 1 month. This equals a ratio of
2.63. That is Ainan is at least 2.63 times more precocious than
average. In terms of IQ, were this a fair estimator of ratio IQ,
which it is likely to be since it involves scientific reasoning
which will have a large component of g, in it - the general
intelligence factor - it would represent a ratio IQ of 2.63 times
100 or 263 IQ. This is a ratio IQ estimate which is different
from a deviation IQ estimate.”
● IQ=349; Quote: “Yet, this is likely to be an underes mate of
his precocity - for he has already read the A level texts and is
working on a University text. That latter text is suited to a 20
year old Chemistry student. The average IQ of a chemistry
student is 124. This corresponds to a ratio IQ of 125. Therefore
the average mental age of a 20 year old Chemistry student
would be 25. Using this to generate a ratio IQ for Ainan giving
his age as 7 years and three months - the time when he
started to read the University book, would give a ratio IQ of
349. This should be regarded as an accurate measure of
precocity, at least - for it uses actual achievement as a marker
for development.”

Notes

● Facts: engineering freshman at Colorado School of Mines at
age 10, taking chemistry, mathematics, and calculus classes;
● La mer, Clay. (2006). “Football and Studying
able to recite pi to the 500th decimal; photographic memory;
Leaves Them Smart: at Mines, Tackling Both is AllBS in mathematical and computer science (age 16), with a
Consuming”, Rocky Mountain News, Oct. 21.
minor in bioengineering and life sciences; medical school age
● Lay, Jennie. (2009). “Outside the Bell Curve: at 16,
17, studying to be a neurosurgeon (as of 2009), and to be
He was Mines’ youngest-ever Graduate. Then
board certified by age 28.
What?”, Mines, Colorado School of Mines Magazine,
● IQ=200+; Quote: “a freshman who had an IQ in excess of
Spring, 99(1): 18-21.
200.”
● Quote: “Willy Hereman, Colorado School of Mines
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mathematical and computer sciences professor, recalls a day
when Dylan, age ten, came to his office to let him know that
he had memorized the first 500 digits of pi. The professor
pulled the number up on his computer screen to fact check
and Dylan proceeded to recite about the first 300 digits
without a hitch. So Hereman challenged him with another
number, e, the basis of the exponential, 2.71828…, curious if
Dylan might get the sequences confused. “Why would I get
them confused?” Dylan asked, “They are two different
numbers.” Hereman remembers Dylan returning disappointed
two days later: he had only perfected the first 100 digits.”

Naida Camukova (references)

● Quote: "Camukova’s IQ is in the range of 140200" (link).

Notes
● Naida Camukova (c. 1976-) (IQ=199.37) (Einstein assigned
ceiling IQ=200) (link); started talking age 1, learned to read and
write at age 2; age 14 was enrolled in both Moscow State
University (history) and Daghestan State University
(literature); began medical school at age 9 (or 15); speaks
seven languages; age 25 became professor of history and
literature; has published 25-books and read 3000 books; with
photographic memory (able to remember even comma
placements in books); only child of a neurosurgeon mother
and lawyer father; had brain hemorrhage at age 23 (was in
coma for 20-days) (Wikipedia) (Facebook), declared the
world’s most intelligent person by the Moscow Institute from
Brain Research;
● BS and MS by age 15, or about.
● Could be a fake or scam (link); but there are many
references on here (in Turkey), stating that she is the world's
smartest person, with a 200 IQ?
Supposedly can read a 300-page book in two hours (link).
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IQ: 200 (±) candidates
In intellectual categorizations, IQ: 200 (±) candidates
are those that do not have specific previously
estimated or tested IQs, but which whose retrospect
intellectual life-long accomplishments would
intuitively seem to merit an intellectual quotient,
possibly, in the 200 range, plus or minus, via
comparative extrapolation of those of those
established 200-range IQs.
Update: see Genius IQ table (expanded version of
this page + the IQ: 200+ page) a re-ranking of the 1000
greatest geniuses (with IQ over 140) of all time.
This being based on the premise that one can assign
any individual, historical or present, a natural number
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5 …) said to represent the “relative
brightness or intelligence” of that person. This page,
which is a work-in-progress, being a precipitate of the The Cox (1926) Buzan (1994) ten anchor-point geniuses, a basic
IQ: 200+ and IQ: 225+ pages, discusses on this topic. A measuring stick to potential candidate 200-range IQ individuals.
starting point point includes IQ: 200+ thread
discussions (IQ: 200+ page threads or category IQ: 200+), sections from the IQ: 200+ page, e.g. last person to know
everything group, internet discussions, hundreds of comments given on the popular 2009 video "IQ | Smartest
person ever", and 2007-2010 polling to both scientists and general public, on the question of who are the three
smartest people of all time. [1]

YouTube | Missing 200-range thinkers
The following are a growing collection of forum responses to so-called “missing geniuses” from the 2010 four part IQ:
200+ video series, organized by tallied votes (above) and actual dated response quotes (below):
Votes
Tesla (57 votes) (and counting; @ 27 May 2012)
Thims (35 votes) (in three week period: 04-25 May 2012)
Euler (3)
Feynman (3)
Poincare (2)
Kant (1)
Ramanujan (1)
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Arhur Rubin, Noam Elkies, Lenhard Ng, Andrew
Hsu, Paul Erdös.
Thims
● alphawolf099 (May 2012): “i think the guy
narrating the video has the highest iq”
Note: the above comment was “top comment”
thread viewable from about May 4th to May 25th,
2012, during which period it was drawing thumbs
up votes at a rate of 1.5 thumbs-up votes / 336
views ∙ day (1 thumbs-up vote per 224 views);
after which the thread was removed (by Thims).

A 2012 YouTube thumbs up ranking of Thims as having the "highest
IQ" ever (with 34 thumbs up), above that of Goethe (IQ=230), Einstein
(IQ=220), and Newton (IQ=215), from the comments section of part
four of the "IQ 200+ | Smartest person ever" video (rate: 1.5 thumbsup votes / 336 views ∙ day), a countdown to the last universal genius,
German polymath Johann Goethe, ranked, starting from the Cattell
1000, the 1894 listing of the thousand most eminent individuals of
history, by a team of Stanford psychologists led by Catherine Cox (Early
Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses, 1926) and Lewis Terman, the group that
invented the IQ scale, with an IQ of 225, the highest of all modern
genius IQs.

Euler
● Billycarr (Jun 2011): “So where's Euler again?
Isn't he considered the greatest mathematician
ever?”
● igankyoumaybe (Sep 2011): “there's no
Poincaré or Feynman or Euler”?
● MrElephantMemory (Oct 2011): “In terms of poten al, William James Sidis is definitely the brightest man ever
lived. But because of the jealousy of people around him and his social imbalance, he wasted his talent unfortunately.
In terms achievement and creativeness, my top 5 would be Leonhard Euler, Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla, Srinivasan
Ramanujan and Paul Erdös.” (12+ votes)
Tesla
● “Some of the stuﬀ you said is OK more, less, but the main thing, the number one genius of all time is NIKOLA TESLA,
and you didn't even put him to list... His contribution, works, inventions cannot be matched to any other man. Many
of his theories are not even understood by today's man, still. Next time do some more research.” (jimmyglo, 29 Apr
11)
● “Nikola Tesla was, is, and will be the greatest scientist of all time. There is no match for him.” (8Vladimir7, 14 Apr
11)
● @marcmody “Tesla wasn’t that smart hahahaha…” (2 Apr 11, orangegold)
● @orangegold1 “Oh yes he was.” (12 Apr 2011, mannydegger)
● “Emanual Kant, Nicola Tesla?” (marcmody, Mar 2011)
● “Where's Tesla in all of this?” (MosteProduction, Feb 2011)
● “What about men like Tesla and Newton or, the real super geniuses, Goethe, Leibnitz and da Vinci?” (NiXPredator,
Jan 2011)
● “Nikola Tesla is not on this list. Why?” (ParadoxPerspective, Mar 2011)
Feynman
● givemeblowjob69 (an atheist scientist) estimates Feynman’s IQ at 190-200 (link) (31 Oct 2011).
● “Richard Feynman was a true magician. The reason he’s not on this list is because he transcends it. He also proves
that IQ is not everything.” (BANGBANGBANGBBANG, Mar 2011)
● “Es mated IQs are useless, Terence Tao's IQ was never actually tested. I'm sure if Richard Feynman or Henri
Poincare never took an IQ test everyone would've "estimated" their IQs to be extremely high.” (itsnobody, Feb 2011)
Other
● “I'm curious. Why is Andrew Hsu not on your list?” (gojase, 25 Mar 11)
● “Es mated IQs are useless, Terence Tao's IQ was never actually tested. I'm sure if Richard Feynman or Henri
Poincare never took an IQ test everyone would've "estimated" their IQs to be extremely high.” (itsnobody, Feb 2011)
● “I think Michael Grost is the most outstanding of these people. When he was in his early teens, he was one of the
best mathematics COLLEGE students in the country, he achieved honorable mention on the Putnam Mathematical
Competition. By the way, so did a guy called Arhur Rubin. Also, I'd be interested in the IQs of Noam Elkies and
Lenhard Ng.” (mozart20dlubos, Dec 2010)

Goethe-Da Vinci range
The main sources for 200-range IQ estimates are from the research done by Cox (1926) and Buzan (1994). The
consensus of these two geniuses lists indicates, diagrammed above, indicate that there are only two uniformly
agreed-upon 200-range IQ individuals to have ever lived: Leonardo Da Vinci (IQCB=200) and Johann Goethe
(IQCB=213). Goethe is also one of the six individuals said to have known everything; and Da Vinci comes in second
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place in colloquial polls as to who is the smartest person of all time. These two minds give us a ruler with with which
to compare and make potential estimates of other possible overlooked high-end IQ candidates.
Cox-Buzan Anchor Point IQs

213

200

194

193

183

180

178

Goethe
(17491832)

Da Vinci
(14521519)

Leibnitz
(16461716)

Newton
(16431727)

Galileo
(15641642)

Mill
(18061873)

178

Descartes
Michelangelo
(1596(1475-1564)
1650)

177

172

Spinoza
(16321677)

Faraday
(17911867)

People Said to Have Known Everything

Athanasius
Kircher (16021680)

Thomas Young
(1733-1829)

Johann Goethe
(1749-1823)

Alexander
Humboldt (17691859)

IQ=180-225

IQ=185

Joseph Leidy
(1823-1891)

Thorstein Veblen
(1857-1929)

1850| Emerson's Six Representative Men
The following are American philosopher Ralph Emerson’s six greatest all-time geniuses found in his 1850 book
Representative Men. [3] Emerson's list was cited by Harold Bloom as a forerunner to his 2003 Genius: a Mosaic of One
Hundred Exemplary Creative Minds (who also included Goethe in his top 100 geniuses).
1850 | Emerson's Six Great Men

Plato

Swedenborg

Montaigne

Shakespeare

Napoleon

Goethe

IQ=180

IQ=165-205

IQ=165

IQ=210

IQ=145

IQ=180-225

1880 | Nietzsche’s uberman
In circa 1880, German philosopher Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900) assembled his personal listing of the seven
archetypes (uberman) of individuals that would eventually result to replace God in the future:
1880 | Nietzsche's uberman | Archetypes to the future replacement god

Caesar

Socrates

Da Vinci

Michelangelo

Shakespeare

Napoleon

Goethe

1950 | Durant’s ten greatest thinkers
The following is American writer-historian-philosopher Will Durant (1885-1981)’s circa 1950 list of the ten “greatest
thinkers” of all time from the 2002 collected works book The Greatest Minds and Ideas of All Time. [2]
Durant's 10 greatest "thinkers"

#1

#2

Confucius

Plato
IQ=180

#3

#4

Aristotle Copernicus
IQ=190

IQ=110185

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

Aquinas

Bacon

Newton

Voltaire

Kant

Darwin

IQ=165

IQ=180

IQ=190200

IQ=190200

IQ=175

IQ=173
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1996 | Glenn's twenty greatest scientific minds
In the 1996 book Scientific Genius: the Twenty Greatest Minds, American writer Jim Glenn states that "Archimedes,
Galileo, Newton, Darwin, and Einstein probably make everyone's scientific top twenty" and on this assumption
devotes his book to the following top 20 greatest scientific minds, in chronological order:
Glenn's 20 greatest scientific minds

#1

#2

#3

Archimedes
Aristotle

#4

#5

Harvey

#6

#11

#12

#13

#14

Galois

Mendel

Koch

Pavlov

#8

#9

#10

Newton

Gauss

Faraday

Darwin

#17

#18

#19

#20

Pauling

Hawking

Pascal
Descartes

Galileo

#7

#15

#16

Heisenberg

Turing
Neumann

Einstein

2010 | Common opinion
The following is are the results of a street poll conducted by American chemical engineer Libb Thims with the query:
"name the three smartest people of all time", the results shown in descending order of popularity of response. [1]
Street Poll | Smartest Person of All Time

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

#6

#7

#8

#9

#10

Einstein

Da Vinci

Edison

Newton

Hawking

Franklin

Gates

Galileo

Curie

Tesla

IQ | estimates
The following are a few tentative 200± candidates, listed in a loose discernible order who seem to have at a minimum
an IQ of 140. The following listing, then is a tentative listing, so which to give further time for the topic to marinade.
Post discussion below if opinionated on this subject. Some have been tentatively added to the main 200+ IQ page, as
indicated.
No T

T/HT

Name

IQ (?)

Rudolf
Clausius
(1822-1888)

205
(added)

Notes

● His 1865 mechanical theory of heat, according to Einstein
(IQ=160-225), is the only the theory, in science, of universal
content, least likely to be ever be overthrown.
● Millennium poll voted Maxwell as the third greatest physicist of
all time, after Newton (IQ=190-200) and Einstein (IQ=160-225)"
(link)

James
Maxwell
(1831-1879)

Willard
Gibbs
(1839-1903)

205
(added)

200

● #1 greatest equa ons of all-time (Crease, 2004); #3 greatest
equation to change the world (Guillen, 1995); originator of
Maxwell's demon; founder of electromagnetic theory a founders of
thermodynamics; first color photograph; work formed the basis of
Einstein's work; Mahon’s 2003 book The Man who Changed
Everything, gives an idea of the density of Maxwell’s mind, etc.
● His work On the Equilibrium of Heterogeneous Substances, which
founded chemical thermodynamics, is so dense that very few
people (such as Maxwell, Clausius, and Lewis) have been able to
understand it; he his one of founder of statistical mechanics (1901);
● William Cropper (Great Physicists, 2001) states that: “Few
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theoretical scientists have had the talent and assurance to do their
work in such isolated fashion. Only Einstein (IQ=160-225)—who
wrote some of the most important papers before he even laid eyes
on another theoretical physicist—may have outdone Gibbs in this
respect.”
● Einstein, himself, described Gibbs as “"one of the most important
and creative minds in the field of science America has produced.”
● Ludwig Boltzmann described Gibbs "the greatest synthetic
philosopher since Newton (190-200)."
● J.J. Thomson described Gibbs as: “one of the greatest molecular
physicists in the world.”
● E.P. Bell describes the reading of Gibbs' Equilibrium as something
like reading Pierre Laplace (IQ=190).
● John Stru commented to Gibbs that his Equilibrium was “too
condensed and too difficult for most, I might say, all readers.”

190-200
(added)

● Translator of the Rosetta stone, inventor of the double slits
experiment (1801), can first to coin the term energy (1807), in its
modern formulation, and his kinetic energy work formed a partial
basis for the later (1811) work of Joseph Lagrange (IQ=185) who
used calculus to show that a factor of two (or ½) is involved in the
relationship “potential” (potential energy) and “vis viva” (kinetic
energy).

Hermann
Helmholtz
(1821-1894)

190

● A founder of thermodynamics and chemical thermodynamics;
work on conservation of force and physiology is that upon which
Freud (IQ=156) is built; theorized about the thermodynamics of
Goethe's Faust; pioneer of acoustics theory, etc.

Leonhard
Euler
(1707-1783)

180-200
(added)

Thomas
Young
(1733-1829)

● #2 greatest equa ons of all-time (Crease, 2004); his work in
mathematics formed a large part in the development of the
modern language of science.

Other possible/questionable 200+ IQs?
The following are individuals having marginal or questionable references (needing further corroboration) to claims of
possible 200+ IQs:
● Ivan Cherevko (1991-) (IQ=200+) (Quote:
● Gregory Smith (1989-) (IQ=186, 200+)
“his IQ has been estimated at much higher
(IQ scores) (Gregory R. Smith) (Hi IQ News
than 200” (link) (IQ scores)
link); Quote: “[His IQ] is in the top one
(AskMeHelpdesk) (Twitter) (link); reading
quarter to one-half percent of IQs in the
at age 3; began winning various science,
world.”; Leung, Rebecca. (2005). “Whiz
law, and dictionary awards at age 8 (link);
Kids: Science, Music & Memory”, 60
wrote first book age 10 on topics ranging
Minutes, July 01.; (Article: BS in
from microbiology to heraldic to poetry (link); entered
mathematics, in 2002, at age 13; plans to have four PhDs
the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy, and elite Ukrainian university
by age 27 (2016)). (IQ=186); in 2005, age 16, Smith was
at age 12 (link); at age 14 stated that he’s “developed
working towards four doctorates: math, aerospace
the analytical theory of a municipal solid waste
engineering, international relations, and biomedical
management, storage and recycling - both post-factum
research (link).
and pre-factum”.
● Daniel Simidchieva (c.1955-) (IQ=193, or
200?)
● Hristakieva, Diana. (2009). “Daniela
Simidchieva: by Being Good we Bring Good
to Our Lives”, BNR Radio Bulgaria.
● Sherriﬀ, Lucy. (2004). “World’s Cleverest
Woman Needs a Job: an IQ of 200 is a
Sorry Thing to Waste.” The Register.
● Amble, Brian. (2004). “IQ of 200 but can’t Get a Job”,
Management-Issues.com.
● Anon. (2005). “World’s Cleverest Woman Inundated
with Job Offers in Bulgaria”, Novinite.com.

● Marta Eugenia Rodiguez (Martha
Eugenia Rodriguez de la Torre) (1969-):
IQ=218 at age 6 (link); Quote: “I have an IQ
of 218, that of Einstein was 180” (link).
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● Adrian Seng (or Terence Tao?) (Possibly a Miraca Gross (Excep onally Gi ed Children, 1993) assigned pseudonym)
(1977-) (IQ=233) spoke first word at 13-months; taught himself to read before age 2; by age 3, could read, write, and
do math at a six-year-old level; at age 3.5 could multiply two-digit numbers in his head. Quote: “at age of 6 years he
was assessed on the Stanford-Binet and was found to have a mental age of 14, a ratio IQ of more than 220 [possibly:
(14/6)*100=233]; scored 760 on the SAT (mathematics) at 8-years 10-months; completed BS at age 15; completed MS
at age 17; then won major scholarship to study math at a prestigious American university. [9]
● Gena Leung (1983-) (IQ=210) at age 5-years 7-months, began to teach other children how to read; at age 11, scored
730 SAT-M; at age 10 was studying French, Latin, and Japanese; completed her university entrance math
qualifications at age 13; at age 16, was a certified violinist and also a member of the five person Australian team that
competed in the International Physics Olympiad; was diagnosed with depression at age 18, placed on medication, and
withdrew from school for a year; at age 20, has “completed a three-year bachelor of medical science degree and is
now commenced a four-year bachelor of medicine degree. She wants to make her career in medical research”;
quote: “assessment on the Stanford-Binet L-M, two weeks after her tenth birthday, revealed a mental age of 21 years
and thus a ratio IQ in excess of 200 [specifically: (21/10)*100=210]”; [21]
● Ian Baker (1980-) (IQ=200); spoke first word at 12-months; reading and counting before age two; quote: “[at 9
years and 3 months] Ian scored a mental age of 18 years and 6 months and thus a ratio IQ of 200.”. [9]
● Christopher Otway (1977-) (IQ=200) taught himself to read before age 2; was reading children's encyclopedias at
age 4; at 11-years 4-months, scored 710 on the SAT-M (supposedly fewer than 4-percent of college-bound eighteenyear-olds score at this level) and 580 on the SAT-V; Quote: “at age 11, he achieved a mental age of 22 on the
Stanford-Binet, and a ratio IQ of 200.” [9]
● Quote: “Pascal and Voltaire both probably had IQs in the neighborhood of 200.” [3]
● Masoud Karkehabadi (1981-) (IQ=200+, at age 11). [8]
● Joseph N. Hall (1966-) Quote: “he was assigned an IQ of 200” (link); quote: at age 9 his “intellect can’t be measured
by simple intelligence quote tests” (link); in college at age 11 (link); Wikipedia User page (link); Wikipedia article (link);
EoHT discussion thread (link).
Some of the people listed here are found with mentions of high IQ scores simply based on having taking various 40+
question IQ tests (which take about 100-hours to obtain a high score); then, via various convoluted extrapolation
formulas, go on to claim that an obtained score of say 44/45 equates to an IQ of 190 and that if this score is ratioed
to another so-and-so scale it gives a “ratio IQ” of 250, etc. Scoring 48/48 on what is called the mega test, for instance,
is said to give an adult or deviation IQ of 210+. Thus, supposedly, if one takes a 100-hour logic problem test and gets a
perfect score, one will be as smart as Goethe, which is an illogical conclusion.
The Mega Society has in article entitled "Who's the Smartest Person on Earth" (link) in which they give a list of
seemingly unknown individuals, being qualified by their “Mega Test”, as having ratio IQs of 204+ or deviation IQs of
174+: Anthony Bruni, Arthur Kantrowitz (Mark Kantrowitz), Jim Ferry, John Sununu, Benoit Desjardins, Keith Raniere,
Kevin Langdon, Paul Johns, Ferris Alger, Rick Rosner, Greg Treyling, Ronald Hoeflin, Solomon Golomb, Steve
Schuessler. These types of scoring methodologies, however, make little sense when compared, for instance, to
someone like Einstein (IQ=220) who spent decades on one single question: “what happens when you try to run
alongside a beam of light?” or Goethe (IQ=230) who spent about half a century on the question of the relationship
between chemical affinity, love, life, work, and death. Another Mega Society lists individuals, supposedly, in the
IQR=183, IQD=164+. [4]

Anon 200+ IQs
● Lovecky (1993) discusses the mindsets of 6 children scoring over IQ 200 via scores obtained using the StanfordBinet Intelligence Scale Form LM, e.g. Zachery (age 7), James (age 9), Lydia (age 11), and Christopher (age 11). [10]
● Anon girl (c.1910-) Quote: "Langenbeck (1915) described a young girl who at age 5 had a mental age of 11 years
(and thus a ratio IQ of over 200), and an oral vocabulary of almost 7,000 words.”; Langenbeck, M (1915). “A Study of
a Five-year-old”. Pedagogical Seminary, 22, 65-88.; Gross, Miraca U.M. (1993). Exceptionally Gifted Children (pg. 25).
Routledge.
● Quote: Theman and Wi y (1943) reported a girl, ‘B’, with an IQ of 200, who took several steps by herself at age 8
months ‘under the excitement of running after a dog’. [9]
● Quote: “Morelock (1995) is engaged in a longitudinal study of six children of IQ 200+.”; (a) Gross, Miraca U.M.
(1993). Exceptionally Gifted Children (pg. 21). Routledge; (b) Morelock, M.J. (1995). “The Profoundly Gifted Child in
Family Context”, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, Tufts University.
● Quote: “Zorbaugh and Boardman (1936) described a boy, ‘R’, of Stanford-Binet IQ 204, who began to design and
make books at the age of 3 and who had applied to the US patent office for two patents by the time he was 8.” [9]
● David (1975-) (IQ=200) at age four, speaks 6 languages, interested in comparative philology, calculates
mathematical equations, does chemistry experiments, studies the violin, reads New York Times and college
textbooks, asked his parents to find him a physics tutor to explain parts of the electromagnetic spectrum, which he
didn’t understand (all at age 4). [23]
● Quote: “Dr. Julian Stanley knows two children with IQs in the 200 range.”
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● Korean boy (IQ=210): at age 4-years, 8-months spoke four languages (McWhirter, Norris. (1978). Guinness Book of
World Records (category: Highest IQ, pg. 49). Bantam Books.)
● From 1979 to 2009, the Gi ed Development Center, in Denver, Colorado, has assessed over 5,600 gi ed children,
finding 18% to be exceptionally gifted (IQ=160+) and 87 to be above 200 IQ (link); prior to this, a consultant to
parents of gifted children in the Denver, Colorado area found more than 42 people with an IQ above 200 since 1979.
[11] This would imply that cities the size of Denver, with populations around 500,000, would produce about 1 to 2
children per year with IQs about 200.
● Anon nine-year-old African-American girl (c.1930s) (IQ=200) (Simonton, Dean K. (1994). Greatness: Who Makes
History and Why (pg. 31). Guilford Press).
● Anon Las Vegas waitress (c.1970-) (IQ=238); Quote [Marta Eugenia Rodiguez (IQ=218)]: “the smartest person in the
world is a waitress in Las Vegas, who has an established ratio IQ of 238”, 2007 interview (link).

Unknown IQs
● Ruth Lawrence (1971-) (IQ=?) BS
mathematics (1985) at age 13, BS physics
(1986) age 14, and PhD (1989) age 17 at
the University of Oxford; academic post at
Harvard (1990) at age 19, and associate
professor with tenure at the University of
Michigan in 1997.

● Eric Demaine (1981-) (IQ=?) BS age 14;
MS mathematics age 15; PhD age 20;
joined the MIT faculty in 2001, at age 20,
reportedly the youngest professor in the
history of MIT.

● Moshe Kai Cavalin (1998-) completed an
associate’s degree in astrophysics (age 11)
in 2009.

Sky Choi (1997-) (IQ=?) at age 3, could
speak and read both English and Korean;
started taking college courses at age 10
(link); was taking Calculus II, Intermediate
Chinese Conversation, Physics with
Calculus, at age 12 (2009), at Florida
International University, plans to double
major in physics and math (link).

● Alia Sabur (1989-) (IQ=?) completed BS
(2003) in applied mathematics from Stony
Brook University at age 14; MS (2006) and
PhD in materials science and engineering
at Drexel University; professor of
mathematics at age 19.
● Vinodhini Vasudevan (1986-); read 100
books the summer she was 5 (link);
mastered college algebra at age 8; at age
12 set record by becoming the youngest
person to score a perfect 1,600 (800 on
math, 800 on verbal) on the SAT (link),
correlates to IQ 165 (link); could be age
ratioed higher (e.g. (18/12)*165=247?; in 2007, at age
21, graduated from MIT with a BS in electrical
engineering with a minor in biomedical engineering
(link).
● Balamurali Amba (1977-) mastered
calculus age 4; BS age 13 from New York
University; MD at age 17 from Mount Sinai
School of Medicine; ophthalmology
residency at Havard; in circa 1987, Set a goal
to become the youngest graduate of medical
school after reading about Ben-Abrahman’s record in the
Guinness Book (link), did so at age 17 years, 294 days.

● Jay Luo (1970-) BS mathematics at Boise State
University in 1982 (age 12) with a B+ average, degree
completed in three years (link); started graduate work at
Stanford afterward, but dropped out.

IQ: 200 estimation issues
The topic of estimating 200 range IQs is a difficult subject, primarily owing to the fact that there are different facets
of intellect. Moreover, aside from the rigorous Cox-Buzan ranking methodology, in which entire books on the subject
are written, groupings of geniuses in bulk to give a side-by-side comparison, using a formulaic point-per-facet scoring
methodology to discern rank. Aside from these estimate references, the other "claimed-to-be" 200-range individuals
originate from the following main secondary sources:
● American philosopher Ronald Hoeﬂin’s 1985-1999 Omni magazine Mega Test.
● Childhood age-ratio extrapolations Stanford-Binet test scores.
Nearly all 200-range estimates originating from these two sources are or seem to be false positive estimates, in some
cases yield pure outlandish estimates (e.g. De Mello's (IQ=400) father claiming his child to be twice as smart as Da
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Vanci (IQ=200)). This is compounded with a smattering of accelerated learning child psychologist test estimates, a
few parental estimates of their own children (e.g. Kearney, De Mello, etc.), along with one or two show boaters (e.g.
Rick Rosner or Marilyn Savant) who, seeking publicity, find juggle or fudge the results of their own test scores until
they so to tell people that they have a 200-range IQ. When these estimated 200+ individual are grouped and sorted,
separating the whey from the curd, the issue arises that there seem to famous potential 200-range individuals
missing from the list. This page, subsequently, discusses this issue.

IQ societies
The original IQ society, Mensa, occasionally boasts a few claimers to have
supposed 200-range IQs (e.g. Marlyn Savant or Daniel Simidchieva). The
claimed-to-be top of these sites, the Giga Society, founded in 1996 by Danish
guitar teacher Paul Cooijmans (link), claims to have members all with IQs at or
above 196, some of which include: Suresh Sharma, Paul Johns, Andreas
Gunnarsson, Thomas R. A. Wolf, Evangelos G. Katsioulis, Rolf Mifflin, and Scott Giga society founder Paul Cooijmans; a
Durgin. Cooijmans claims to have created the “world's hardest I.Q. tests
Danish guitar teacher who claims to
attracting over 2000 candidates”. These individuals, however, seem to be pure have an IQ of at least of 196 (thus
show-and-tell IQ estimates, as evidenced by Savant's faked IQ scores. To give an believing himself to be smarter than
both Newton and Leibniz)
example, when Evangelos Katsioulis was requested to submit a modern-day
scientific explanation of Goethe's Elecltive Affinities, he declined. These
individuals may certainly be clever, but not in the Da Vinci-Leibniz-Newton IQ range (193-200), as they claim to be.

Fake/scam/joke/boast 200+ IQs?
One can also find random anonymous parents online postings making claims to their children's intelligence (e.g. “As a
parent of a 7 year old with 200 IQ, what advice would you give to our family?” (2002 article); this, generally, is an
example of the difference between parentally-driven (derived) IQ scores (e.g. Sidis) versus self-driven (derived) IQ
scores (e.g. Einstein).
● Jim Diamond (1942-) Quote: his score of 200+ was achieved under the strictest conditions using the best IQ testing
system in the world.” (link); supposedly scored “very superior” or three standard deviations above the mean (IQ=145)
on the Wechsler Adult IQ test (which has a max IQ score of 155) (link), but he boasts that this equates to 200+.
● Avi Ben-Abraham (1957-) Quote: “His IQ
is so high that it cannot even be
● Maria Dos Marinos (1941) (IQ=307) (link)
measured.” Boasting: mastered relativity
at age 7; MD at age 18 from the University
of Perugia, Italy; held Guinness Book
record 1987-90 as youngest doctor;
● Quote: "es mated IQ around 250" (link),
supposed based on one of these 22 Jul 2001 Chicago
Tribute articles (link) (link)
● supposedly all faked or scammed (link, link, link, etc.)?

Internet Joke IQs
● William Alfred Quannigton (Child IQ=350+; Adult IQ=300+) is a fictional person introduced as a joke by an
anonymous poster on Sep 5, 2006, to both the AnswerBag forum: "What is the highest rating of IQ ever recorded?"
and, it seems, to the "What is Stephen Hawking's IQ" forum, at faq.org (see link), claiming that he was Quigly
Anderson (see: blog), who was writing book on the 50 highest IQs ever recorded. Below is an archived screenshot of
the post (see: archived link):
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Quigly Anderson Ten Highest
IQs

In the years to follow, this quickly became incorporated into various high IQs Internet lists. It was likely a on William
James Sidis. See examples (here, here, here, etc.). This may be, from where the Da Vinci IQ=225 estimate originated
(as Cox estimated 180 and Buzan
estimated 220)?

200-range IQs and suicide
● Brandenn Bremmer (1991-2005) –
scored IQ=178 on a test at age five, at age
10, his first year of college as a music
prodigy, was said to have an IQ twice his
weight; later stated in an interview that
“America is a society that demands
perfection”; shot himself in the head at
age 14.
● Chris (or Jus n) Chapman (1996-)
(IQ=298) at age 6 the IQ purported was
fabricated by his mother Elizabeth
Chapman; who had her child removed
after he attempted suicide a year latter. [5]

Brandenn Bremmer (1991-2005),
in 2001, at age 10, shown next to
the stack of books he had
absorbed to finish high school
prior to entering college that year;
shot himself in the head four years
later (link).
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Further reading
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Gifted, edited by P.N. Klein and A.J. tannenbaum: 94-140. New Jersey: Ablex.
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External links

● 100 Scientists Who Shaped the World (four lists) – Adherents.com.

IQ: 225+
In genius studies, IQ: 225+ refers to
someone with an intelligent quotient
(IQ) cited, estimated, opinionated, or
calculated to be at or above the 225
range on the IQ scale; a subset of
individuals from the genius IQ table and
or the IQ: 200+ scale.
“One rater (M) has scored on the basis
of the record of Goethe’s youth an IQ of
225. Goethe’s true IQ may in the history
of mankind have been equaled in a few
instances; one may well wonder
whether it has ever been exceeded?”
— Catherine Cox (1926), Early Mental
Traits of 300 Geniuses

Left: the Cox-Buzan ceiling genius mark of IQ = 213, that of the mind of
polyintellect Johann Goethe. Right: a logo of a "real genius" as a thinker with a
true IQ approaching the 225+ range.

“The lecturer had said that Albert
Einstein had an estimated IQ of 225, but
that was a pure estimate, or ‘guesstimate,’ he said, because by all accepted tests the peak rating was 145. Anything
beyond that would be in the realm of genius and there simply was no way to test that high.”
— Joseph Harrington (1966), Blind Spot [17]

The following individuals, listed below, throughout history, have had tested, estimated, approximated, biographicallygauged, comparatively approximated, cited, and or opinion/voted determined intellectual quotients at or above the
225 range on the IQ scale. These individuals, shown below, are the taken from: (a) the 2011-launched Genius IQs
table, a work in progress "true IQ" ranking of the world's greatest 425+ geniuses, (b) the top portion of the 2008-2010
constructed 200+ IQ table, which is ranked purely by descending "claimed-to-be" IQ, albeit re-ranked based on a
more realistic intellectual stature, capped by Goethe, the leader of the agreed-upon Cox-Buzan IQ ceiling geniuses
(above right), and (c) recent citations.

Adult-age estimates
The following are adulthood age individuals with IQ estimates, guesstimates, or citations in the 225+ range (IQcite),
values that can be compared to real or true IQs (IQtrue), as are found on the Genius IQs table—all of which by no
coincidence have independently interjected on the implications of thermodynamics and human existence, date of
theory interjection shown in last column:
#

1

2

Person

Johann
Goethe
180-230
(1749-1832)

Albert
Einstein
160-225
(1879-1965)

Theory

230

Date

A = TΔS – ΔH
AB + CD →
BD + AC
1796
(elective
problem)

Gravity ≠ Love
220

(elective
problem)
(E = mc²)

1920

“Throughout his life Einstein was a
man of the book, to a much higher
degree than other scientists. The
remarkably diverse collection of
volumes in his library grew constantly.
If we look only at the Germanlanguage books published before 1910
that survived Einstein’s Princeton
household, the list includes much of
the cannon of the time: Boltzmann,
Buchner, Friedrich Hebbel, the works
of Heine in two editions, Helmholtz,
von Humboldt, the many books of
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½mv²
3

Nikola Tesla
140-310
(1856-1943)

195

4

Christopher
Hirata
(1983-)

190±

5

225

William Sidis
195-300
(1898-1944)

(human
energy)
1915
(defunct theory
of life)

ΔG = ΔH – TΔS
X + Y ↔ XY 2000
(elective
problem)
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Kant, Lessing, Mach, Nietzsche, and
Schopenhauer. But what looms
largest are the collected works of
Goethe in a thirty-six volume edition
and another of twelve volumes, plus
two volumes on his Optics, the
exchange of letters between Goethe
and Schiller, and a separate volume of
Faust.”
— Gerald Holton (2008), German-born
American physicist; Harvard PhD under
Percy Bridgman, 1948

ΔS
185

(life problem)
(universe origin 1916
problem)

Hirata, to note, should correctly, be listed in the "teenage tested-estimated" range, below, because, as it seems to be
the case, his IQ =225 estimate was made when he was a teenager (possibly age 13 or 16); nevertheless he has been
regrouped here, owing to his circa 2000 age 17, near-adulthood range, human chemical thermodynamics theory,
independently arrived at by both Goethe (1796) and Thims (1995), who are also both, independently, assigned with
an adulthood 225+ IQ—and in this sense, independent derivation of a human chemical thermodynamics theory
seems to act a cogent ruler to possible adulthood range 225 IQ.
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Building on shoulders
One salient commonality among IQ=225+ cited
geniuses is the vicarious penchant to be drawn to and
read Goethe extensively—Goethe himself, at the time
of his reaction end, having a 5,000+ book personal
library, encompassing the total extent of human
knowledge allowed to him, such as the optical and
affinity chemistry work of Newton, who in turn had
built on the shoulders of other giants, as shown
below:

Tesla

“Should I not be proud, when for twenty years I have
had to admit to myself that the great Newton and
all the mathematicians and noble calculators along
with him were involved in a decisive error with
respect to the doctrine of color, and that I among
millions was the only one who knew what was right in
this great subject of nature?”

Einstein

Goethe

— Goethe (1823), Letter to Eckermann (Dec 30)

While Goethe was amiss in his color theory, his
extension of the principles embedded in Newton's
famous "Query 31" would go on, through the hands
of Thims (2007), to launch the science of human
chemistry.
Einstein not only kept a bust of Goethe in his study,
but Goethe’s collected works, as summarized by
German-born American physicist Gerald Holton
(2008), above right quote, dominated the largest
portion of his 1910 Princeton home library—and
when doling out advice on what to read would
recommend Goethe:
“Read no newspapers, try to find a few good friends
who think as you do, read the wonderful writers
of earlier times, Kant, Goethe, Lessing, and the
classics of other lands, and enjoy the natural beauties
of [the] surroundings.”
— Einstein (1933), advice to troubled despondent jobless
Munich musician (Apr 5)

Tesla, likewise, owned a thorough collection of
Goethe’s scientific texts and read these to the
exclusion of all other philosophies, Voltaire (IQ=195)
aside, the latter of which he commented in
retrospect:

Newton

Descartes

Aristotle

The personal libraries of Tesla and Einstein were dominated by the
works of Goethe, whose philosophy each tended to read to the
exclusion of all others; all four which have been independently
cited with an IQ of 225 or above; Goethe, in turn, built on the
shoulders of Newton (IQ=215)—particularly his Query 31—who in
turn in 1676 stated that he had seen further by “standing on the
shoulders” of Descartes (IQ=195) and Hooke (IQ=195), and also
Aristotle (IQ=195), originally, whose motto: "Plato (IQ=180) is my
friend, but truth my greater friend" he scribbled in his notebook at
age 19.

“I had a veritable mania for finishing whatever I
began, which often got me into difficulties. On one
occasion I started to read the works of Voltaire when I learned, to my dismay, that there were close on one hundred
large volumes in small print which that monster had written while drinking seventy-two cups of black coffee per
diem. It had to be done, but when I laid aside the last book I was very glad, and said, ‘Never more!’”
Tesla’s idea for a self-starting AC electric motor, in fact, came to him one evening as he was reciting a poem of
Goethe, specifically a passage from Faust, a book which he had memorized in entirety (among other books), and
watching a sunset, at which point he imagined a magnetic field rapidly rotating inside a circle of electo-magnets. [20]
Thims, similarly, in his 1,300-book personal library, as of 2013, has a number of works on or by Einstein, many articles
by Tesla, and some 27 books by or about Goethe and his philosophy, particularly his chemical philosophy—and in
particular upon discovering Goethe and his Elective Affinities in 2006, via footnote 2.5 of Belgian chemist Ilya
Prigogine’s 1984 Order Out of Chaos, nearly hypnotically entered into the Csikszentmihalyi flow state and over the
course of 18-months and 14-days wrote the world’s first textbook on human chemistry (Human Chemistry, 2007),
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which as of 2010s has begun to be classified as a new scientific field, an example of which being the following photos
and paper presentation excerpts from Russian-born Israeli chemical engineer Alec Groysman's 2011 generative art
conference presentation “Use of Art Media in Engineering and Scientific Education”, wherein he discusses Goethe's
1809 physical chemistry based Elective Affinities up through modern free energy and human free energy theory, cites
the work of Thims, classifies Goethean-based "human chemistry" as a new scientific field, and advocates its use in
engineering and scientific education (see: two cultures department): [21]
“Dobereiner helped in refining Russian platinum, discovered catalysis, and reported his work to Goethe. We can
only suspect that Dobereiner read the tragedy Faust and the novella Elective Affinities.
The latter work of art gave impulse to a new scientific field named 'human chemistry'.

In the exact sciences there are quantitative measures of estimation of each value: mass, length, force, energy. In
the humanistic disciplines (history, philosophy, psychology) as well as art there are no quantitative criteria. This is
similar to the question of how to measure beauty, love, friendship, democracy? The function named Gibbs
energy defines ‘love’ between substances [and][possibly] people ... and is similar to Hamlet’s ‘to be or not to be?’
of William Shakespeare.”
American prodigy William Sidis did not directly seem to directly build on the shoulders of Goethe, but seems to have
been aware of his genius. The following passage from his father Boris Sidis’ 1914 The Foundations of Normal and
Abnormal Psychology, which the young Sidis would likely have proofed and or read, on the subject of what Boris
described as the “moment threshold”, gives evidence to this: [22]
“Once a particular moment is stimulated in its appropriate way, it may go on developing, and usually does so by
stimulating and setting into activity aggregates of moments associated with it, or may form new combinations of
aggregates. The solution of a problem may present great difficulties, but once started on the appropriate line, the
whole series of combination goes on unfolding, stimulating other moments and aggregates and forming more and
more complex combinations. Thus, Archimedes, as the story runs, while in the bath, made the discovery of the law of
specific gravity. According to the popular account Newton was led to his discovery of universal gravitation by the
accidental fall of an apple. Hughes was started by the idea of symmetry in his discovery of the laws of crystallography.
Goethe was led to his conception of metamorphosis and evolution by a skull [see: human intermaxillary bone] on the
plains of Italy. Darwin by reading Malthus' economical treatise on population was inspired to work out the great
principles of the struggle for existence and natural selection. Myers was led by the greater redness of blood in the
blood-vessels of tropical patients to his grand conceptions of transformation, equivalence, and conservation of
energy. All these examples illustrate the fact that once a moment has been started it goes on developing by
stimulating other cognate moments and aggregates to functioning activity.”
It has not been ascertained yet whether or not Christopher Hirata has read or is even aware of Goethe?
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Life problem | Life does not exist solution
See main: Defunct theory of life; Great problem of natural philosophy

Of curiosity, among the 225+ IQ group, the "what is life?"
problem, when descended downward on the evolution timeline to
the atom-chemistry-molecule and or animate molecule point of
demarcation, wherein supposedly, at about 3.85 billion years ago,
an undefinable something (property, principle, or description)
called "life" is, supposedly, to have come into inception or
Goethe
Tesla
"emerged", with the strike of a bolt of lightening or following a
(1809)
(1915)
meteor impact, in the years to follow the the ignition of the sun,
4.8 billion years ago, according to the Nebular hypothesis and
Urey-Miller model, was worked on by Goethe (1809), who
teetered on the solution, and solved, independently, by Tesla
Goethe, Tesla, and Thims, each independently cited
(1925), tersely, who concluded:
“There is no thing endowed with life”

in the IQ=225+ range, have worked on the "defunct
theory of life" solution to the theory of life
problem and or life from non-life problem.

and by Thims (2009), more aggressively, who arrived at the conclusion:
“I am under the view that the term ‘life’ is a defunct scientific theory.”
Thims likewise, arrived at the view that human is an animated molecule, or geometric chemical, with a measured
molecular formula, and atoms and molecules, by definition are not alive, nor can atoms and molecule be made to
come alive, nor has is there such a thing as a “living molecule” or an “alive chemical”, as was a theory common in the
19th century; views that in modern speak amount to panpsychism or panexperientialism at the atom/sub-atomic
particle level and are thus incorrigible and untenable views and hence incorrect—a forced mythology/religious-based
chemical anthropomorphism, so to speak, maintained in the public mind though prolonged centuries of culturallyingrained religious teachings: particularly those of Anunian theology and the breath of life/clay creation origin of life
theory, rewritten in the form of the Biblical/Quranic story of Adam and Eve, which nearly half the modern world
currently believes is a true story (see: existence of God; life force).
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See main: Elective affinities problem

The hardest intellectual genius puzzle of them all is the
"elective affinities problem", namely to explain human
passions, turmoils, experience via the chemical affinities or free
energies, such as depicted adjacent. German philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer (IQ=185), Goethe’s protégé, described
the problem of trying to explain the physics of love—or
metaphysics of love as he called it—like this: [13]
“We should be surprised that a matter that generally plays
such an important part in the life of man has hitherto been
almost entirely disregarded by philosophers, and lies before us
as a raw and untreated material.”

Goethe
(1770)

Einstein
(1920)

Hirata
(2000)

The elective affinities problem is the only puzzle common to
the rare ceiling adulthood geniuses, Tesla (?) aside, cited in the
IQ=225+ range, namely:
● Goethe (1796) (IQCit=225; IQ=230), who called his solution to
this problem his "greatest work" or "best book" (1809), of all
his 142+ collected works publications, in which he embedded a
secret principle which he said was “true” and which was “only
production of greater extent” in which he was “conscious of
having labored to set forth a pervading idea”;
● Einstein (IQCit=225; IQ=220), who commented on the
problem (see: Einstein on love), in a somewhat irritated
perplexment scribble note: “gravitation cannot be responsible
for people falling in love” (1933) and previously in query to
geneticist Thomas Morgan: “how on earth are you ever going
to explain in terms of chemistry and physics so important a
biological phenomenon as first love?” (1920s);
● Thims (1995) (IQCit=225+; IQ=190), who was led into the
problem, similar to Goethe, via a mixture of the "love thought
experiment" and the "reverse engineering puzzle";
● Hirata (2000) (IQCit=225; IQ=190), who called his solution a
"fun compilation of worthless applications of physics and
mathematics to relationships";

Goethe, Einstein, Thims, and Hirata, each independently
cited in the IQ=225+ range, have worked on the "elective
affinities problem", namely how to explain passions and
the turmoils of existence and experience in modern
physical chemistry terms—Bergman's 1775 chemical
affinities theories (Goethe's day) or Gibbs' 1876 free
energies theories (modern day) (see: human free
energy).

Even the great child prodigy William Sidis (IQCit=250-300; IQ=195) attempted solution, in a round-about-way, via his
1920 theories on animate matter and entropy; entropy, itself being one of the components of chemical affinity, as
quantified via the Goethe-Helmholtz equation. Some may, to note, be quick to label the "elective affinities" problem
as bunk or childish or trivial among other pejoratives. In 1810, for example, German poet and writer Christoph
Wieland described Goethe's solution to the elective affinities problem:
“To all rational readers, [Goethe's] use of the chemical theory is nonsense and childish fooling around.”
Yet, conversely, Goethe, himself, described his solution as his "best book" of 142 total published works. Wieland's
objection, however, was religious one. Hirata, puzzlingly, listed his solution attempt to the problem a "fun
compilation of worthless applications". These naysayers, however, will find it hard to explain the fact that two of the
five smartest women of all time, namely George Elliot (IQ=190) and Germaine Stael (IQ=185) also, independently,
worked on the very same elective affinities problem:
● Elliot (1854) (IQ=190): did an analysis of Goethe’s solution, with her lover George Lewes; and expanded on
Goethe’s model to account for, in the 2007 words of Carl Crockel, the “wider social relationships through affinity” in
her most-famous 1872 Middlemarch, said to be the best English novel ever.
● Stael (1803) (IQ=185): in 1803, moved to German and entered into Goethe’s circle, eventually commenting
favorably on his solution.
through their association with Goethe.
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Blue sky color problem
Among the 225+ group, the blue sky
problem was worked on by both Goethe
(1826) and Einstein (1908).
“Although ideas about the origins of the
sky’s blue color can be traced back to
Goethe
Einstein
(1926)
(1908)
Greek antiquity, the first concerted effort
to reach a plausible explanation is
Every single genius in the IQ=205+, and two, Goethe
attributed to Leonardo da Vinci. The Italian and Einstein, in the 225+ range, worked on the range
master was followed by Newton, and later worked on the blue sky problem.
by Bouguer and de Saussure. Tyndall
wrestled with the problem around 1869—‘I think Strutt on the sky-blue is very good. It settles Clausius’ earlier
vesicular theory to explain the blue sky’ [Maxwell, 1871]—but the definitive explanation would be proposed only in
1899, by Lord Rayleigh [John Strutt].”
— Pedro Lilenfeld (2004), “A Blue Sky History” [14]

Also, interestingly, from the Genius IQs table, among 205+ geniuses group, to to note, every single genius worked on
the blue sky problem: namely Da Vinci (c.1508), Newton (1704), Goethe (1826), Maxwell (1871), and Einstein (1908),
in some way or another, prior to and even after (in the case of Einstein) its partial solution by Rudolf Clausius
(IQ=205), in 1847, and final solution by John Strutt (IQ=190), in 1899.

Religion problem
The previous quote by Peter Medawar on Galton's 200
IQ—“ God alone knows”—gives an excellent lead into
the opinions of what the IQ=225+ geniuses say about
the existence of or rather more-correctly nonexistence
of God. To give a bit of comparison preliminary, among
geniuses in the IQ=210+ category:
Goethe

Tesla

Einstein

Sidis

● James Maxwell (IQ=210) expressed his views in a
(1809)
(date)
(date)
(1905)
semi-riddled manner in his last dying poem “A
All IQ=225+ cited thinkers, Hirata aside, have digressed into
Paradoxical Ode”, in which he seemed to be ambivalent aspects of the so-called religion problem.
on the matter to some extent.
● Isaac Newton (IQ=215) vacillated about in his views on God: he denied the divinity of Jesus Christ and the Holy
Spirit; but did seem to have some type of belief, at times, in a deity, which informed his creed of absolute space and
absolute time. At one point he wrote: [3]
“God who gave animals self motion beyond our understanding is without a doubt able to implant other principles of
motion in bodies which we may understand as little. Some would readily grant this may be a spiritual one; yet a
mechanical one might be shown …”
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A circa 2012 SuperScholar.org infographic listing
Christopher Hirata and Terrence Tao as both having IQs at
or over 225 (link); the difference between the two,
however, to point out, being that Tao’s ratio IQ estimate
was made at age 9, Hirata’s at age 16, the younger aged
estimate being easier to skew upwards.

Here we see Newton grasping at the mechanical model
replacement for God, that would not arrive, in part, until the
time of Goethe and his 1809 “moral symbols” of physical
chemistry replacement for God. Here, we note that Newton errs
in his attribution of "self-motion" to humans, in what amounts to
perpetual motion of the living kind. In one of his other draft
notes that did not see the light of day, Newton wrote of his possible atheism views: [3]
“Can God be nowhere when the moment of time is everywhere?”

● Albert Einstein (IQ=220-225) was a bit of bush-beater when it came to his religious beliefs. It is commonly known
that he claimed to have believed in the “God of Spinoza”, most-likely meaning that he believed that “nature” was
God, or something along these lines. At age 75, as described in his famous Bible-bashing letter that sold for $400,000
dollars in 2008, he gave his opinion that “the word of God is nothing more than an expression of human weakness";
described the Bible as “pretty childish”; and stated that “all religions are incarnations of the most childish
superstitions.” [4]
● William Sidis (IQ=190, 225+) was a confirmed atheist at the age of 6 and at age 21, when asked in court if he
believed in god, he replied “No” and clarified that evolution was his god; when pressed further about this he stated
that he did not believe in the “big boss of the Christians”, but that he did believe in something “that is in a way apart
from a human being”. [5]
● Johann Goethe (IQ=230) had questioned the traditional concept of God at an early age; in Dichtung und Wahrheit
he describes, in poetic language, how at age 9 he built his own alter to nature out of his father’s natural history
collection, surmounting it with a candle, which he lit when making his devotions. It has been argued that his readings
of the works of Benedict Spinoza later confirmed these feelings. [6] At age 21, at the University of Strasbourg,
completing a dissertation (rejected on the grounds that it was unorthodox) on “The Legislature, On the Power of the
Magistrate to Determine Religion and Culture”, in which he contended, among other things, that “Jesus Christ is not
the author of Christianity, but rather a subject composed by a number of wise men and that Christian religion is
merely a rational, political institution.” [7] In July 1782, he described himself as"not anti-Christian, nor un-Christian,
but most decidedly non-Christian." In his Venetian Epigram 66, Goethe listed four things that he loathed: "tobacco
smoke, bugs, garlic, and †." [8] In his collected works of poems, Goethe famously stated the following famous
synopsis:
“He who possesses science and art,
Possesses religion as well;
He who possesses neither of these,
Had better have religion.”
It does seem to be the case that Goethe had some type of belief in the existence of God—some have summarized to
be similar to the embodiment of nature type of god held in the mind of Benedict Spinoza (similar to Einstein) one of
Goethe’s intellectual mentors. In a 21 November 1827 letter to his friend, German composer Carl Zelter, the same
letter that he famously comments how people have treated his Elective Affinities like the “garment of Nessus”, to
exemplify, Goethe comments in ending: [9]
“With the kindest greetings, let me exhort and cheer you on to persevere in that activity, to cultivate which—in the
midst of peace—we are encouraged and compelled by the hostile pressure of the world. If we help ourselves, God
will help us.”
In 1831, a year before his end, Goethe commented the following: [10]
“I have found no confession of faith to which I could ally myself without reservation.”
Interesting, indeed. In retrospect, however, we not that Goethe's 1809 conception of physical chemistry based
"moral symbols" is what will eventually lead to the downfall of the Bible and eventual replacement of the worlddominating Anunian theologies (Ra theologies): Christianity, Islam, and Hinduism.
● Nikola Tesla (IQ=140-310) held adamantly to a Goethean philosophy: he owned a thorough collection of Goethe’s
scientific texts and read these to the exclusion of all other philosophies. A noted Tesla quote on religion is as follows
(link):
“Religion is simply an ideal. It is an ideal force that tends to free the human being from material bonds. I do not
believe that matter and energy are interchangeable, any more than are the body and soul. There is just so much
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matter in the universe and it cannot be destroyed. As I see life on this planet, there is no individuality. It may sound
ridiculous to say so, but I believe each person is but a wave passing through space, ever-changing from minute to
minute as it travels along, finally, some day, just becoming dissolved.”
● Libb Thims (IQ=170-225+), typical of many American children, was synthesized into a non-scientifically educated
family, and was taught the Lutheran version of Christianity. From an early age, however, he was ingrained with a
strong inquisitiveness, similar to Scottish physicist James Maxwell's famous age three repeated query "What's the go
'o that?", and deep sensitivity to boredom, similar to German polymath Johann Goethe's famous age eighty to "die of
ennui" phrase, and insight into the value of the truth above all else, similar to Aristotle's famous motto "Plato is my
friend, but truth my greater friend."
Thims' earliest recollected question, asked sometime around the age of 3 to 5, while being led through a local park,
was "where does God live?"; a followup, supposedly, to an earlier query: "what happens when you die?", although
Thims does not recall asking this specific question—to which Thims was told "he lives in that gardener's shack", a
small white toolshed near the edge of the park. The satirical response to this question—a query that embodies the
notion that both "God exists" and that "life exists", a viewpoint ingrained into the minds of most young children of
the world from inception (see: belief system (child)):

sat in the back of Thims' mind for some time, that is until he would latter enter into scientific studies, then and
comparative mythology and religion studies in adulthood, after which, some 85+ books later in religio-mythology,
after spending an exorbitant amount of time tracking down the etymological structure of the Abraham/Brahma
character, from which all humans are said to descend from, he would come to discern the hidden but dominate
Egyptian mythology underlying over 72 percent of the world's belief system—which is, naturally enough, is the basis
behind the answers to questions he was given as a child. The following shows the sub-branches of the modern
"Father Ra Born of Nun" (Abrahamic/Brahmaic) faith based religions, otherwise known in ancient days as Anunian
theology or Ra theology (aka Egyptian mythology), that currently dominates the mindsets of nearly ¾-ths of the
modern world: [19]

World Religions Distribution
Christia
nity
(33%)

Islam
(20%)

Judaism
(0.2%)

Baha’is
m
(0.1%)

B-Ra-hmaic faiths:
(19%)

Hindu
(13%)

Buddhi
sm
(6%)

Sikhism
(0.4%)

Jainism
(0.07%)

Nonreligious/Ath
eist:
(15%)

Secular
(12.6%)

Atheist
(2.5%)

Ab-Ra-hamic faiths:
(53%)

Mandaei
sm
(0.001%)
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(13%)

New
Chinese Ethnic
Spiritist
religion
religions religions
s
s
(6.4%)
(4.2%)
(0.2%)
(1.7%)

Confuci
ans
(0.1%)
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Shintoi
Zoroastri
sts
ans
(0.05%
(0.005%)
)

which resulted to position him into the Dawkins number 10 category of belief system. The idiocy of this situation is
summarized well by the following 1883 synopsis, by English Egyptologist Gerald Massey, of the learn-unlearn process
the majority of intellectuals (readers) are forced to go through: [18]
“It takes the latter half of all of one’s lifetime to unlearn the falsehood that was instilled into us during the earlier
half. Generation after generation we learn, unlearn, and re-learn the same lying legendary lore. Henceforth, our
studies must begin from the evolutionist
standpoint in order that they mat not have
to be gone over again.”
In 2011, following much "unlearning", as
Massey puts it, Thims had written one
manuscript entitled Purpose: in a Godless
Universe, shown adjacent, and after
learning of the Dawkins scale (2009), in the
shown adjacent "What's Your Dawkin's
number?" video, declared himself publicly
an adherent, similar to Tesla,
Schopenhauer, and Einstein, of Goethean
philosophy, in the chemical philosophy
sense of the term, such as he discusses in
the adjacent 2011 video, wherein he
explains that, on the Dawkins scale, he is a
Left: A 2011 draft manuscript entitled Purpose? (In a Godless universe) by
10 and that in verbal terms:

American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims (IQ=140-225+), aimed at
dispelling (a) the purposeless universe hypothesis, (b) belief in the existence of
God, and (c) explaining morality, or the "moral symbols", as Goethe put it (24
Jul 1809), in terms of what is natural (dG < 0), and what is unnatural (dG > 0),
and the connection of the two via coupling theory. Right: A 2011 clip of
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims explaining, at about 19:10,
following Bertrand Russell's explanation of "rational morality", how he is a
Goetheanist, an adherent to Goethe's 1796 chemical philosophy of human
existence and experience.

“Myself, I am a Dawkins number 10. Like
Russell, I was forced to tread through a
path of self-education, starting from an
age 5 question about where does God
live?—upward through chemical
engineering studies—and further
prolonged research in the field of
comparative religion and mythology, in a
quest for knowledge, which, to note, is embodied presently in a personal library totaling 1,247 books, of which 330
are in thermodynamics, the subject upon which the modern physical chemistry morality system is based.
In plain speak, for me, there is no God—it is not even a thought in the back of my mind—there are no
supernatural forces, all that exists is matter and energy governed by the laws of hard physical science; the theory of
life, death, afterlife—in particular ‘life’ [theory of life] and the ‘origin of life’—is a defunct theory, passed on to us
through religious-mythological teachings. Morality, however, does exist: and is explained within the framework of
thermodynamics, the laws that govern the known universe in particular, by way of being explained by differentials of
Gibbs free energy, the same energy that governs and describes the nature of the reactions that occur between the
atoms of the periodic table—a morality system as outlined in 1809 [1796] by German polymath Johann von Goethe—
hence I am what might be called, one step above atheism, as a ‘Goetheanist’ or a believer in Goetheanism—or
humanism mixed with physicalism mixed with materialism.”
In short, to elaborate, although about 95 percent of modern scientists (see: existence of God) are atheists, by
declaration and definition, this only explains what one does not believe in—Goetheanism, or a belief in (a) the
periodic table (what one is comprised of), (b) the laws of thermodynamics, and (c) the main tenets Goethe's chemical
philosophy of existence, is a step above this, a way of explaining what one does believe in—a cogent distancing from
nihilism or belief in nothing.

Teenage estimates
The following individuals have IQ=225+ citations made while in the childhood age range, Tao (age 9), and LaibowKoser (circa age 8). Ratio IQs, to note, tend to be overestimates and not accurate representations of resultant
finalized adulthood IQ, being that they are based on age of the tester rather than the difficulty of the test. In other
words, to give an example, to quote from John Morgon’s 1941 Psychology: [16]
“The individual with the MA of nine years and the CA of four years would have an IQ of 225. The actual ratio would
be 2.25. In order to eliminate decimals, the ratio is multiplied by 100 and the IQ expressed as a whole number.”
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In other words, IQ estimates made below age of about 13 give or take, tend to be overinflated, being that it is
relatively easy to train a four year old to pass a test designed for nine year olds.
#

Person

6

Terence Tao
(1975-) ↑

7

Marnen Laibow-Koser (1975-) ↓

IQ

Theory

Date

211-230

268

Tao, to note, did win the Fields medal and the following is a Tao favorite quote from his online genius section: [15]
“When a true genius appears in this world, you may know him by this sign, that the dunces are all in confederacy
against him.”
— Jonathan Swift (IQ=155), Thoughts on Various Subjects, Moral and Diverting (1706)

Tao, in respect to the "religion problem", on the same page, has an online selection of favorite quotes on God, much
of which is represented by Voltaire’s views.

Parental-estimated ratios
The following are 225+ range IQs made by the over-zealous parent or parents of each child, Cawley (age 7), Kearney
(age 4), and De Mello (before age 11), the given test scored ratioed up to an estimated adulthood equivalent:
#

Person

IQ

8

Ainan Cawley
(1999-)

263-349

9

Michael Kearney (1982-) ↓

200-325

10

Adragon De Mello (1976-) ↓

400

Theory

Date

Parentally estimated 225+ IQs, however, firstly biased, and secondly, and most importantly, are "near mathematical
abstractions", as Georgi Gladyshev likes to define such contrivances, generally based on some trivial test or feat that
the child did during the sub age 6 level of development, that any above average adult could do, such as passing junior
high or high school level chemistry test, math quiz, or reading test, etc., and as such are what are called overestimates. To exemplify, in 1917, American psychologist Lewis Terman, in his “The Intelligence Quotient of Francis
Galton in Childhood”, used his newly-developed IQ age ratio formula to calculate the the world’s first ever 200 IQ,
namely that of English anthropologist Francis Galton, based on the following age four letter Galton wrote: “I am four
years old and I can read any English book. I can say all the Latin substantives and adjectives and active verbs besides
fifty-two lines of Latin poetry. I can cast up any sum in addition and can multibly by 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 11. I can also
say the pence table. I read French a little and know the clock.” [1]
In other words, supposedly, as we are led to believe, Galton has an IQ of 200 because he knows the pence table and
can read a little French? In 1977, English biologist Peter Medawar, in his “Unnatural Science” article, famous
commented on this calculation: “God alone knows how [Terman] estimated Galton’s IQ as 200.” [2]

Other | Fictionalized/falsified/overestimated 225+ IQs
Below are a few outliers here who claim that their own IQ is above 225, have misrepresented sources to substantiate
such a value, among other contrivances, the prime example being Marilyn Savant, a newspaper columnist who sent in
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faked age when test was taken records in to the Guinness Book to claim world's highest IQ, falsely estimated at
228/230. The vacuousness of this faking an IQ issue is exemplified as follows:
“Marilyn vos Savant, with an IQ of 230 [falsified], has contributed little to science, literature, or art. Nobel prize–
winning physicist Richard Feynman, whom many regarded as a genius, had an IQ of 122.”
— Michael Michalko (1998), Cracking Creativity: the Secrets of Creative Genius [18]

Correctly, in retrospect, we know Feynman, in the meta-analysis of the ranking framework of the genius IQs table,
had a true or real IQ of 190, where Savant, in the meta-analysis of the ranking framework of smartest woman ever
comparisons, maybe had an IQ of 120 to 150 at best. In any event, this general group includes:
Person

IQ

Note

Marilyn
Savant
(1946-) ↓↓

Sent in incorrect test dates (which don't match actual school records) to the
127- Guinness Book to claim a 228 IQ (or 157 according to actual records) and when
228 questioned about this stated that documents supporting her claims were
provided by a teacher whose name she can’t remember;

●

Evangelos
Katsioulis
(1976-) ↓

Is the founder of the so-called “World Intelligence Network”, whose online
magazine (2006) explains that “spirit is the vital principle which gives the physical
organism life, in contrast to its material components”; citing Pierre Teilhard as
180justification (link); lists himself as IQ=180-205 [11]; a YouTube page lists him as
258
IQ=258 [12]; quote (2011): “I created my high IQ societies and the World
Intelligence Network, in order to host spiritual and human interactions in a
safeguarded, morally respectful environment.” (link)

●

Rick Rosner
(1960-) ↓

Stated that “at age 26 I forged about 40 documents and went from being a 26140- year-old undergrad to being 17-year-old high school student Gilligan Rosner. I got
250 good grades in most of my courses: due to my advanced age relative to my
classmates, I had a functional IQ of about 250”;

●

Avi BenAbraham
(1957-) ↓

Seems to have faked college records and or medical school records to boast that
250 he graduated from medical school at age 18, with articles on him stating his “IQ is
estimated around 250”;

●

K. Vishalini
(2000-)

210- In 2011, began to be touted in Indian as IT whiz kid with “IQ around 225” (link)
225 (video).

●

Iqbal Abba
(c.1950-) (?)

Possibly a fictitious person, who, as some claim, sent in proof of 235 IQ to
Guinness Book in circa 1989, but who seems to be non-existent, outside of a few
235
postings on him, claiming that he exists anonymously somewhere in New York at
present.

●

William
Quannigton
(fictional
person)

A completely fictitious person, modeled after William Sidis (IQ=250-300), posted
300- to the internet in 2006 by someone under the pseudonym of Quigley Anderson,
350 who claimed that he was writing book on the 50 highest IQs ever recorded. The
name and listing did the rounds about the Internet for some years.

●

To note, the same Quigley Anderson person, in the same 2006 internet joke listing, cited Da Vinci as being at 225 IQ,
but this seems to be the only citation of Da Vinci this high.
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List curator
See main: Libb Thims (genius ranking)

The following table the shows IQ
measurements, citations, and estimates of
American electrochemical engineer,
thermodynamicist, hmolscientist,
encyclopedist, Goethean philosopher, and
paradigm change initiator Libb Thims, the
originator, curator, and current metaanalysis re-ranker of the above IQ 225+
listing—a listing that owes it origin to field
of human chemical thermodynamics
(Thims’ central field of study), by virtue of
the curious finding that IQ=225+ range
American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' original circa 2007 personal
thinkers are common or rather attracted folder collection of fifteen IQ=200+ range geniuses (asterisk = Cox IQs).
to the subject: the first two discovered, in
2007, being William Sidis and Johann Goethe, and later Christopher Hirata (in 2010), Thims himself, by community
vote (in 2012), then of course Einstein (in 2006) and his paradoxical views on the physics and chemistry of love.
Historically, the above table originated in Thims' circa 2007 15-person personal folder collection of newly discovered
200+ range geniuses, with citations, as shown adjacent. This was made into a first-draft 2008 online listing: IQ: 200+
table. In 2009, the online list was made into a quickly-made 10-minute YouTube video entitled “IQ 200 | Smartest
person ever”, containing about 18-individuals, getting about 30,000 views. In 2010, the video was remade and
reranked into the format of better-quality 52-minute four-part video series, containing 37-individuals, was uploaded
to YouTube, having since attracted over 600,000+ views (Jun 2012). Commentary, feedback, suggestion, and debate
from this growing collection of videos and online listings resulted in this webpage (launched on 24 Oct 2011).
IQ

Person

Libb

IQ estimates

[
:1] Library=1,250+ books; main initiator of modern human chemical
thermodynamics—the subject defined, in 1910, by Henry Adams, after continuously
working on the subject for 37-years, as one requiring the “aid of another
=210
Newton (IQ=215)”—the only science common to the queries of adulthood
IQ=225+ geniuses—a very rarified group, inclusive of: Johann Goethe (IQ=230),
=140-150
William Sidis (IQ=195, 300), and Christopher Hirata (IQ=190, 225); adheres to a
Goethean philosophy, to the exclusion of all other philosophies (similar to Tesla
(IQ=195)); noted for discerning the “defunct theory of life” solution to existence
(2009); a theory also independently arrived at, in 1925, by Tesla (IQ=195); a
scientific revolutions—Goethean revolution—genius (IQAVG = 189); a considered-tobe polymath (IQAVG = 189)—urged to apply for membership to Giga Society
(IQ=196+) by Mensa Society (IQ=132+) friend (c.2003); quote: “Thims’ edits are far
and wide. Unless Physchem is an incredible polymath, I doubt he would be able
to pick up on all the BS a Thims-type editor introduces. That’s not knocking
Physchem, I don’t think there is anyone who could deal with the range” (Keith
Henson , 2007); quote: “I stumbled onto your website by accident but I have to
confess this might be one of the most stunning undiscovered intellectual
achievements of the 21st century. I have browsed through your wiki and I cannot

=225+
Thims
(c.1975-)

Description
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express how tragic it must be to a man in your position—to be a pioneering
thinker yet to be rejected by an uptight academic community with neither the
depth nor will to understand your unique work, defending their own turf like dogs. I
can only compare you to the many other pioneering heroes of science, Newton
(IQ=215), Einstein (IQ=220), Tesla (IQ=195), men (IQAVG = 210) who like you blazed
their own paths but were too victims of their own genius, only to be validated
years after their death. Perhaps one day historians will look back and have a
chuckle—that the pioneer of enthropology published by a vanity press in a book
resembling a third rate romance” (Steven Pierce, 2009); quote: “Thims: the great
oracle and developer of human thermodynamics—the philosophical revolution of
the 21st century. A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts
in human chemistry” (Mark Janes, 2011); quote: "I think the guy narrating this video
has the highest IQ [ever]" (shown above), 34 thumbs up votes in three weeks
(YouTube: "IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever" , 2012; vote rate: one thumbs up
every 175 views (1.6 days)).

Key
The following is a key to some of the icons and IQ subscripts used above:
Symbol

Key

The following are the links to various
(Terman IQ),
(Cox IQ),
(Buzan IQ),
(CoxBuzan IQ),
(Ratio IQ),
(Deviation IQ),
(Mega Test IQ),
(Guinness Book IQ),
(Psychologist IQ),
(Other IQ: cited at IQ references, or per numbered reference),
(Estimated
IQ: estimated fit per extrapolation of established previously made Cox-Buzan IQ estimates),

IQSymbol (Stanford-Binet),
26),

(or AI IQ) (development to age 17),

(or AII IQ) (development from 17 to

(YouTube community "IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever" , video thumbs up rankings/votes),

(Esquire “Gεπ1us Tεst” IQ),
with existing IQ estimate) [31] .

(Baez crackpot index score),

(comparison-to-person
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IQ history
In genius studies, IQ history refers to the history of
the development of the concept of IQ or
intelligence quotient as a means of labeling,
estimating, and or quantifying the relative
brightness of any given individual. [1]

IQ

Description

0

Coma

10-19

Idiot

20

Monkey

50

Homo erectus

20-49

Imbecile

50-69

Moron

70-80

Deficient

80-90

Dull

90-110

Normal

110-120

Smart

The modern IQ scale was conceived between 1916
and 1926 by Stanford psychologists Lewis Terman
and Catherine Cox who set the scale, as shown
adjacent, approximately: [47] A more recent
distinction, as added above, is the standard IQ
cutoff for a child to get into a gifted program is 130.
[48]

125+

Genius minimum

130

Gifted

177

Mega Society cutoff (1989)

210

Cox ceiling genius (before 1850)

220

Buzan ceiling genius (before 1994)

Binet IQs

225

Goethe-Hirata HCT theory level

Examples
In fiction, a few examples are, at the low end, the
character Forest Gump, who, as a child with IQ of
75, was below the 80 or above level for normal
students, and thereby was mandated by the stated
to be put into the special education class. At the
high end is the character Eddie Morra (played by
Bradley Cooper) of the 2011 film Limitless, claims an
“four digit IQ” or IQ=1,000+

IQ

250-300
Good Will Hunting level
The world’s first intelligence measuring device was
the Binet-Simon intelligence scale published in 1905
300-400
Test / Ratio IQ overestimates
by French abnormal child development
401+
No estimates ever made this high
psychologists Alfred Binet and Theodore Simon,
originally designed to test for “inferior states of
intelligence”, so to diagnose and thus facilitate the
education of the subnormals, categorized as either: idiot (lowest state), imbecile (intermediate low state), and moron
(state nearest normality). [14] In 1912, German psychologist William Stern added to Binet's work by inventing the
concept of "mental quotient", defined as the ratio of the age the test was designed for divided by the age of the
person who takes the test. Thus, for instance, if a eight-year-old took a test designed for a ten-year-old, and passed,
the child's MQ would be 1.25 or ten divided by eight.

Terman IQ
In 1916, to translate Stern's mental quotient concept into more workable whole numbers, American psychologist
Lewis Terman, a professor at Stanford University, modified Stern's formula by multiplying it by 100, creating a new
formula, 100(MQ) that he called an "intelligence quotient" thus setting the person's intelligence at a value of 100,
values below being indicative of reduced average intelligence, values above being indicative of above average
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intelligence. Terman, however, failed to speculate as to what formulaic values above 140 would mean except that it
would be the genius range.

Cox IQ
In the 1920s, Terman assigned his new graduate student Catherine Cox the job of assigning IQ values to the world's
greatest geniuses, so to affix the top of his IQ scale to recognizable points or intellects. Cox published her results in
her 1925 PhD dissertation "On the Early Mental Development of a Group of Eminent Men" and the following year,
the now-famous 1926 book Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses, which presented an in depth formulaic IQ ranking of
the top 300 geniuses who were at adult age between the years 1450 and 1850, setting the ceiling genius IQ value of
210 to German polymath Johann Goethe.

French
psychologist
Alfred Binet
(1857-1911): in
1899 was
appointed to the
Commission for
the Retarded, a
repercussion of a
new French law
that mandated
school for children
ages six to
fourteen, whose
aim was to
develop a test to
differentiate
between normal
and abnormal
children, so to be
able assign each
to different
classrooms. [14]

American psychologist
Lewis Terman (1877German psychologist
1956): refined the BinetFrench psychologist
William Stern (1871-1938): Simon scale (1916) to
Theodore Simon
reviewed the work of Binet focus on testing the
(1872-1961): was an
(and others), and
‘average’ student and
intern at the asylum in developed the idea of
used Stern's proposal
Perray-Vaucluse,
expressing intelligence in
that an individual's
studying abnormal
the form of a single
intelligence level be
children, during which number, the "mental
measured as an IQ: idiot
time he began to work quotient" (1912) as one’s
(below 20), imbecile
with Binet to develop a mental age divided by one’s
(20-49), moron (50-69),
test that could
chronological age: [15]
deficient (70-80), dull
measure intellectual
(80-90), normal (90development of
110), smart (110-120),
children ages 3-12.
superior (120-140),
genius (140 and over).
[19]

American psychologist
Catherine Cox (18901984): completed her PhD
with a dissertation “On the
Early Mental Development
of a Group of Eminent
Men” (1925) under
Terman and expanded this
into the 1926 book Early
Mental Traits of 300
Geniuses, in which she
assigned IQ values to the
top 300 geniuses who
lived between 1450 and
1850, setting the ceiling
genius IQ of 210 to
Goethe. [16].

In sum, the modern intelligence test was developed by Stanford psychologist Lewis Terman, beginning in 1911 and
first published in 1916, called the Stanford-Binet scale, a modification of the Binet-Simon scale, albeit focused on
testing the 'average' person. The original Stanford-Binet (score range: 0-168) was designed so that the average
person would score 100, with two-thirds scoring between 85 and 115. [13] Scores from the Stanford-Binet were then
multiplied by German psychologist William Stern's "mental quotient" (age the test was designed for divided by actual
age) to give an IQ, according to the following formula (shown below with a score of 100): [19]

In short, the age of designed test (e.g. a Stanford-Binet test designed for 12-year-olds) would be divided by actual age
(e.g. age 8) of the tester multiplied by 100 (or possibly the score received) then . This original IQ formula is said to
work fairly well for children but not for adults. An 8-year-old who scores a 100 on a Stanford-Binet (designed for 10year-olds) would thus be said to have an IQ of 125 = (10/8)*100. Yet a 40-year-old who scores 100 on the same test
would yield a nonsense value of IQ of 25 = (10/40)*100.
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In other cases, specifically, those who score answer
all the questions correctly, at a young age, the
resultant value is far skewed. The over-estimated IQ
of 325 for Michael Kearney, for example, was
derived from a score of 168 on a Stanford-Binet test
designed for children aged 6 or above. Taken
literally, this would correlate to an IQ of 252 =
(6/4)*168. Kearney's parents, however, claim they
calculated an IQ of 325 using instructions on how to
do the age ratio at their local library. The only way
to arrive at a value such as this would be to assume Sample Binet-Simon question for five-year-olds called “copying the
square”, where the tester draws a square, 3 or 4 cm on each side,
a 'mental age' of 7.74-years, which would give an IQ and asks the child to copy it using a pen. Versions 1-3 would be
of 325 = (7.74/4.0)*168, assuming he was exactly
considered satisfactory, whereas versions 4-6 would constitute
four-years old at the time of the test. This
failures.
nonsensical IQ value of 325 (115 points higher than
the Cox ceiling genius IQ of 210), however, does not corroborate with Kearney receiving a 3.6 GPA in a relatively easy
subject of anthropology at a average-ranked college (University of South Alabama) six years later.
An example question to test for supposed ‘normalcy’ of four-year-olds is the question: “are you a little boy or a little
girl?” When asking four-year-olds this, not all will answer correctly; sometimes the child will simply say ‘yes’ or ‘no’. A
normal four-year-old, according to Binet and Simon, however, will always answer correctly when asked its sex. An
example five-year old test is called copying the square, where the child is instructed to reproduce a drawn square, as
depicted adjacent. The following example questions (1911 version) were added by Terman to Binet’s original IQ test
to create the "Stanford-Binet test":
Question
#1:

An Indian who had come to town for the first time in his life saw a white man riding across the street.
As the white man rode by, the Indian said - “The white man is lazy; he walks sitting down.” What was
the white man riding on that caused the Indian to say, “He walks sitting down.”

Terman explained that the correct response is: “bicycle.”; whereas incorrect responses include: tricycle, unicycle,
horse, wheelchair, rickshaw, automobile, or motorcycle.
Question
#2:

My neighbor has been having queer visitors. First a doctor came into the house, then a lawyer, then a
minister. What do you think happened there?

In this case, Terman explained that a satisfactory answer must normally involve a death: “The doctor came to attend
a sick person, the lawyer to make a will, and the minister to preach the funeral.” The following answer was failed by
Terman: “Someone was sick; the lawyer wanted his money, and the minister came to see how he was.”

Guinness book IQ
To give an example of how answering these questions can yield an IQ score, to create the infamous "230" IQ score
boasted by Marylin vos Savant, as published in the 1986 Guinness Book of World Records, in 1956, at age 10, she
correctly answered all of the questions, such as those above, on the Stanford-Binet, which is designed for people up
to age 23 or specifically 22-years 10-months (22.83 years), thus her ratio IQ (see below) at age 10 was determined as:
IQ = (22.83/10)*100 = 228.3. Here we see a nonsensical calculation. According to Cox, an IQ of 190 is a genius
intelligence on par with Newton. Yet vos Savant, who according to the Terman IQ formula has a 228 IQ, became
pregnant at 16, later a college dropout, and careered as a news paper columnist, and thus may be a smart person,
but certainly no Newton. To illustrate further issues with the Terman IQ formula, if Savant retook the Stanford-Binet
test at age 40, scoring a perfect score again, it would tell us she has an IQ of 57 = (22.83/40)*100 used the same
formula at age. In this context we see the issue with ratio determined IQs, in that answering a collection of trivial
Stanford-Binet type questions does not make a 10-year old the world's smartest person.

Buzan IQs
Buzan IQs are those determined by English accelerated-learning expert Tony Buzan and English chess grandmaster
Raymond Keene in 1994, using a method independent to that of Cox, in which they scored the top 100 leading minds
on an 835-point scale (GS=Genius Score): dominance in the field (100), active longevity (100), polymath (100),
versatility (100), strength and energy (100), IQ (100), ongoing influence (100), prolificness and achievement of prime
goal (100), universality of vision (15), outstanding originality (10), deliberate desire to create teaching avenues or
academies to further the genius’ ideas (10). [18]
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Ratio IQs
(a) IQs shown in Italics in the above table were determined via the less-accurate estimated Stanford-Binet ratioed IQ
formula method, discussed above. This formula can then further vary according to both the score of the test used and
the test given, which combined can give various ratio IQ scales. Using this scaling, if a young child gets a perfect score
on, for example, the Stanford-Binet (168), extropolative ratio IQs can be determined well above 200 and near to 300
if child in in the low to mid single digits in age.
(b) Ratio IQs, to note, can be very inaccurate, may vary depending on reference, and calculations of which can give
quite skewed IQ approximations.
(c) Michael Kearney (as discussed above), to cite an example, had his IQ, at age four, age-ratio scored at 325, based
on a 168 test score (maximum possible), according age-ratio calculations done by his parents in their local library. The
Stanford-Binet L-M version measures a mental age that can then be adjusted for a child's chronological age to obtain
a true IQ. Using the above formula, a 325 ratio-score would correspond to a mental age of 13-years. If the ratioed IQ
were correct, Kearney should be smarter than anyone alive. Yet, six years later, he obtained a 3.6 GPA in a relatively
simple subject (anthropology), at an average ranked school (University of South Alabama); thus putting him in the
slightly above average college graduate IQ range (110-115).

References
1. Note: This page lists the references to the IQ: 200+ (and IQ: 225+) page. These were put on a separate page owing
to the fact that the EasyEdit tool bar, to this wiki, stops working when a wiki page gets past the circa 26-30 page
mark.

IQ key
In genius IQs, IQ key refers keys to the subscript marks and letters used in the various IQ citations found in the
Hmolpedia genius rankings pages. The following is a key to the icons and IQ subscripts used herein:
Symbol

Key

Baez crackpot index score
(or AII IQ) IQ development from 17 to 26; a Catherine Cox ranking technique
Buzan IQ
Cox IQ
Comparison-to-person with existing IQ estimate.
Cox-Buzan IQ
Deviation IQ
Score derived from 1999 Esquire “Gεπ1us Tεst” IQ. [1]
Guinness Book IQ
Mega Test IQ
Other IQ, e.g. cited at IQ references, or per numbered reference.
Psychologist tested IQ
Ratio IQ
An IQ estimated by American psychologist Dean Simonton, e.g. as are found on the American presidents
page. [3]
Stanford-Binet extrapolated IQ
Terman IQ
An IQ estimated by Herbert Walberg et al. [2]
YouTube community "IQ: 200+ | Smartest person ever" , video thumbs up rankings/votes
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Guesstimate IQ (some shown in red, e.g. estimated fit per extrapolation of established previously made
Cox-Buzan IQ estimates.
Won a Nobel Prize; two medals signifies two wins.
[

:#]

Nominated for a Nobel Prize but did not win; number signifies number of times nominated.
Won a Fields Medal, the highest award in mathematics, for thinkers under the age of 40.

See also
● IQ subscript table on the IQ: 200+ page.
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Patrick. (1999). “Gεπ1us Tεst”, Esquire, Nov.
2. Walberg, Herbert J. Tsai, Shiow-Ling, Weinstein, Thomas, Gabriel, Cynthia L., Rasher, Sue, P. Roesecrans, Teresa,
Rovai, Evangelina, Ide, Judith, Trujillo, Miguel, and Vukosavich, Peter. (1981). “Childhood Traits and Environmental
Conditions of Highly Eminent Adults”, Gifted Child Quarterly, 25(3):103-07.
3. (a) Simonton, Dean K. (2006). “Presidential IQ, Openness, Intellectual Brilliance, and Leadership: Estimates and
Correlations for 42 U.S. Chief Executives” (pdf), Political Psychology, 27(4):511-26.
(b) IQ estimates [of US Presidents] by academics (section) – Wikipedia.
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In genius studies, IQ ranking methodology refers to the
methods, i.e. Terman (1916), Cox (1926), Walberg (1981),
Simonton (1983/2006), Buzan (1994/2005), Thims
(2007/2013), etc., by which IQs are assigned to geniuses
(140+ range) and thereby ranked accordingly and
respectively.

Overview
The general method by which IQs are assigned and geniuses
ranked in Hmolpedia is via the meta-analysis method, such
as exemplified on the greatest mathematician ever page, a
snippet of which is shown below, which explains how Euler
and Gauss are respectively ranked, not necessarily by IQ, but
respect to mathematical prowessness, according to 8+
different means of intellectual magnitude gauging and
ranking studies:

An IQ upgrade (↑) / IQ downgrade (↓) icon, a ranking
methodology used by genius studies scholar Libb Thims in
doing adjusted IQ rankings of the world’s greatest 500+
geniuses (see: genius IQs).

Historically, the theory that one can assign a numerical value to one's level of relative brightness, began with the
1916 work of American psychologist Lewis Terman (see: IQ history), who affixed the numerical value of 140 and
above, on his so-called "IQ scale", to geniuses. Originally, the method by which these numbers were calculated were
done so via the Terman IQ formula, designed specifically to test of potential ability (or disability) in youth, therefore
being an age ratio (see: ratio IQ) focused formula. Terman then applied his formula to geniuses of history, Francis
Galton in particular, whom he assigned with an IQ of 200 (the first ever estimation at this level), reasoning that his
formula methodology could be used to estimate (or guesstimate) the IQ of individuals of the past, based on their
documented mental ability at a given sub-adulthood age relative to an adult; hence, eliminating the need to take an
actual so-called "IQ test" to gauge discernment.

Galton
In 1869, English naturalist Francis Galton published his Hereditary Genius: an Enquiry into its Laws and Consequences,
wherein he examined a “large body of fairly eminent men” and the “kindred of the most illustrious commanders,
men of literature and of science, poets, painters, and musicians, of whom history speaks”, in attempts to show that
genius is inherited. [1] Although Galton, it seems, doesn't given an actual "ranking", the date of publication of his
book is sometimes cited as the start of the field of genius studies.
Cattell | Top 10

Cattell

In 1894, American psychologist and science editor James Cattell undertook a
1. Napoleon Bonaparte
monumentous so-called “big names” of history project in which analyzed name
2. William Shakespeare
dominance in four biographical dictionaries: Lippincott’s Biographical Dictionary
3. Mohammed
(American), Rose’s Biographical Dictionary (English), Le Dictionnaire de
4. Voltaire
Biographie Generale (French); and two encyclopedias: The Encyclopedia
5. Francis Bacon
Britannica (English) and Brockhaus Encyclopedia (German), to obtain a first
6. Aristotle
draft listing of the top 6,000 names found therein, according to space allotted;
7. Johann Goethe
he thereby then narrowed this list into a ranked-by-eminence listing of top
8. Julius Caesar
thousand preeminent individuals of history, the truncated methodology of
9. Martin Luther
which Cattell describes as follows: [2]
10. Plato
“The method I followed to discover the 1,000 men who are preeminent was
this: I took six biographical dictionaries or encyclopedias (Lippincott’s Biographical Dictionary, The Encyclopedia
Britannica, Rose’s Biographical Dictionary, Le Dictionnaire de Biographie Generale, Beaugean’s Dictionnaire
Biographique, and Brockhaus’ Conversationslexicon)—two English, two French, one German, and one American and
found the two thousand men (approximately) in each who were allowed the longest articles. In this way some 6,000
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men were found. I then selected the men who appeared in the lists of at least three of the dictionaries, and from
these (some 1,600) selected the thousand who were allowed the greatest average space, the value of the separate
dictionaries being reduced to a common standard. Thus was obtained not only the thousand men esteemed the most
eminent, but also the order in which they stand.”
The result was the resulting list famously became known as the Cattell 1000. This list, in many respects parallels the
so-called WorldCat 100 (below), the a cloud tag of the top 100 world authors by prominence of the 20 million
"identities", found in the world’s libraries. A salient issue in Cattell's top ten is that Mohammed is not a real person,
but rather a mythological aggregate; the same way the WorldCat 100 lists Jesus Christ, also not a real person, in the
top ten.

Cox methodology

In the 1920s, American psychologist Lewis Terman, inventor of the modern IQ
scale (1916), where 100 = average; 140 or above = genius, assigned his graduate
student Catherine Cox to use his newly invented IQ scale to rank the top 300
most intelligent geniuses in the Cattell 1000, who lived (existed) in adulthood
age during the years 1450 to 1850, and who achieved eminence on their own,
as compared to eminence via inherited throne. The following is Cox's definition
of IQ as far as it concerns geniuses:
“IQ is thought to be a measure which expresses the relative brightness or
intelligence of any given individual.”

Cox | Top 10

1. Johann Goethe

210

2. Gottfried Leibnitz

205

3. Hugo Grotius

200

4. Thomas Wolsey

200

5. Blaise Pascal

195

6. Paolo Sharpi

195

7. Isaac Newton
190
To make her list of geniuses, ranked by IQ, a team, led by Cox, in association
190
8. Pierre Laplace
with Terman, and psychologists Florence Goodenaugh and Kate Gordon
9. Voltaire
190
developed a ranked list by reading through 1,500 biographies and to each
genius independently assigning an estimated intelligence quotient, based on
10. Thomas Schelling
190
The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Intelligence Scale, based on each
individual’s life accomplishments and childhood abilities. The result was an 8,500-page report, part of Cox’s 1924 PhD
dissertation, which was then truncated into the now-famous 824-page 1926 book Early Mental Traits of Three
Hundred Geniuses. [3]
The ranked listing of IQs from this book has since been known as the Cox IQs, and has become a sort of first draft
“genius IQs ruler” employed in genius studies.

Psychologist testing methodology
Into the early 20th century, psychologists began administering IQ tests to people. While some of these “intelligence
testing” methods supposedly were done on the overt premise that such values would be useful in determining school
and or job performance, or something along these lines, when it came to geniuses, calculated values often gave
misguided results—calculations done being something akin to throwing darts upwards at clouds and in many cases
done so with either far-low mis-calculation and or high-end estimation overzealousness.
French genius Henri Poincare did so poorly on the Binet IQ that he was judged an imbecile (IQ=35); though we
now, correctly, rank him at IQ=195. Likewise, William Shockley, eponym of the Shockley diode, the co-inventor of the
transistor, along with along with John Bardeen (double Nobel Prize winner) and Walter Brattain, who all received the
1956 Nobel Prize in physics, at age 8 he scored IQ = 125 on the Stanford-Binet and 129 at age 9; these early IQ scores
frustrated him, and he would later frequently joke about how he could win a Nobel Prize in physics, but not qualify
for Terman’s gifted study. [15] The following, likewise, gives an example of overestimation:
“Helena Sidis told me that a few years before his death [1944], her brother [William Sidis] took an intelligence test
with a psychologist. His score was the very highest that had ever been obtained. In terms of I.Q., the psychologist
related that the figure would be between 250 and 300.”
— Abraham Sperling (1946), director of New York City's Aptitude Testing Institute [14]

In this latter example, Sperling, a psychologist, not being intellectually equipped to successfully judge the harder
sciences which comprise the basis of Sidis self-defined magnum opus (The Animate and the Inanimate, 1920),
subsequently makes a large incorrect overestimate. The same is the case for many so-called "certified genius" IQ test
scores many boast about. Gauging, via a "test", of the so-called "genius" ranking of any given individual is a very grey
area and in most cases a type of snake oil science, that for many is very lucrative, often playing on insecurities. In
most cases, "geniuses", as Arthur Schopenhauer put it, tend to hit targets that "no one else can see" (see: forest
blind), hence one can not put into writing (e.g. a test) something that has not yet been seen. Whatever the case, in
some cases psychologist and or test based IQ calculations due tend to result in close to target estimations, one
example being Christopher Hirata, estimated, supposedly by a psychologist (c.1999), with an IQ of 225 at age circa 16,
who by no coincidence was drawn to the same subject (human chemical thermodynamics), as was Goethe, also
estimated with an IQ of 225, by one of the psychologists of the Catherine Cox team (1926).

Walberg methodology

Volume Nine Misc (A-I)
Walberg | Word
Count

Walberg | Citation
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Walberg | IQ

In 1981, American learning and
education scholar Herbert Walberg, in
1. Samuel Johnson 1. Rene Descartes 1. Johann Goethe
200
association with Shiow-Ling Tsai, Thomas
Weinstein, Cynthia Gabriel, Sue Rasher,
2. Napoleon
2. Martin Luther
2. Gottfried Leibniz
200
Teresa Rosecrans, Evangelina Rovai,
Bonaparte
Judith Ide, Miguel Trujillo, and Peter
3. Isaac Newton
3. Hugo Grotius
197
Vukosavich, inclusive of a research team 3. Rembrandt
involving 76 scholars, expanded on the
4. Leonardo da
4. Gottfried Leibniz 4. Blaise Pascal
192
Cattell 1000 turned Cox IQ estimates by Vinci
including additional estimate of
5. Napoleon
eminence by counting the number of
5. Martin Luther
5. Paolo Sarpi
187
words in the primary biographical articles Bonaparte
on each of the 282 persons in the 1935
6. George
6. Georg Hegel
6. Voltaire
185
New International Encyclopedia and the Washington
1974 Encyclopedia, and listed top ten
185
individuals by word count, citation, and 7. Abraham Lincoln 7. Immanuel Kant 7. Giacomo Leopardi
IQ.
8. Johann Goethe 8. Charles Darwin 8. Philipp Melanchthon
180
The 1974 top ten rankings by word
9. Isaac Newton
9. Galileo Galilei
9. Thomas Macaulay
180
count, citation, and IQ are shown
adjacent. [4] In this three way grouping, 10. Charles
10. Leonardo da
10. Jacques Bossuet
177
we see Goethe holding about the same
Dickens
Vinci
position in word count ranking, i.e.
positions #7 (1894) and #8 (1974), respectively. The citation ranking is very interesting, wherein we see Rene
Descartes and Isaac Newton climbing in ranking, which can be attributed to the "catch up effect", namely that it
generally takes several centuries for deep thinkers to pass from high citation rank to high word count rank. These,
word count aside, can be compared to Hmolpedia citation and IQ ranking (below).
Although Walberg and associates seem to be on target with a number of IQ estimates, e.g. Goethe, Leibniz,
Voltaire, Pascal, give or take, they are way off in their IQ estimates of scientists, namely: Darwin, Newton, Descartes,
Pascal, most of which nearly absurd, e.g. thinking that Newton was less intelligent that Descartes, whose shoulders
he specifically said he built on; or that Albrecht and Pascal are smarter than both? The correct IQs of these four, for
clarification sake (per genius IQs citation, are shown below):
Cox | 1926

Charles Darwin (165)

Isaac Newton (190)

Rene Descartes (180)

Blaise Pascal (195)

Walberg | 1981

Charles Darwin (160)

Isaac Newton (170)

Rene Descartes (175)

Blaise Pascal (192)

Buzan | 1994

Charles Darwin (163)

Isaac Newton (195)

Rene Descartes (175)

Thims | 2013

Charles Darwin (175)

Isaac Newton (215)

Rene Descartes (195)

N/A
Blaise Pascal (190)

Suffice it to say that accurate IQ estimates of elite scientific genius may be beyond the acumen of the psychologist,
who is limited by a lack of complete understanding of higher end subjects of the hard sciences; hence, misquesstimated IQs may often result.

Buzan methodology

In 1994, completely independent to the Cox study, Englishmen accelerated
learning expert Tony Buzan and grand chess master and literature scholar
Raymond Keene, in their Book of Genius, attempted to rank the hundred
greatest geniuses of all-time using an eight category, 835-point, so-called
genius scoring methodology, assigning points to different categories:
dominance in the field (100), active longevity (100), polymath (100),
versatility (100), strength and energy (100), IQ (100), ongoing influence
(100), prolificness and achievement of prime goal (100), universality of
vision (15), outstanding originality (10), deliberate desire to create teaching
avenues or academies to further the genius’ ideas (10). The so-called
“methodology” by which they assign IQs to their top 100 group, which they
explain below, is rather haphazard: [5]

Buzan | Top 10

1. Leonardo da Vinci

220

2. Johann Goethe

215

3. William Shakespeare

210

4. Albert Einstein

205

5. Isaac Newton

195

6. Thomas Jefferson

195

7. Thomas Edison

195

8. Archimedes

190

190
“As IQ is a significant factor in genius, we included it, and provided a sliding 9. Aristotle
scale with a range of only 30 points. We assumed that each of our 100
10. Brunelleschi
190
geniuses would have comfortably been able to pass Mensa’s introductory
tests, and therefore commenced with a minimum IQ of 140, which is basic genius level. Using a further sliding scale
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we awarded 70 points to an estimated IQ of 140, 88 points to an estimated IQ of 170 and 100 points to an estimated
IQ of 190.”
This IQ listing of estimated IQs of geniuses is known as the Buzan IQs. Buzan and Keene comment on the Cox list
(1926) in respect to their list (1994) in 2005 as follows: [6]
“It is interesting that the Cox analysis and our own totally independent inquiry both produce an identical number of
IQ record holders of 180 or above. In Cox’s case 14; whilst we also identified 14!”

Simonton methodology
In the 1980s, American genius studies psychologist Dean Simonton began building on the work of Cox and in the
decades to following began estimated IQs of geniuses (see: American presidents), using a similar type of
methodology to Cox. [7] Some of Simonton’s estimation methodologies seem to have issues, e.g. he thinks that John
Adams (IQ=173) was 13 IQ points brighter or smarter than Thomas Jefferson (IQ=160), in his estimate, which is not
the case by a long shot (e.g. compare
Buzan 195 IQ estimate above). [8]
Human Chemical Thermodynamicists | IQ = 225+

Thims | Hmolpedia IQ rankings |
Origin
In 2006, American electrochemical
engineer Libb Thims discovered, via
footnote 2.5 of Ilya Prigogine (Order Out
of Chaos, 1984), “Goethe” the person he
had been searching for, as the person to
first apply chemical thermodynamic
prediction theory to human relationships
modeled as chemical reactions and
sought after “intellectual twin” of sorts,
for some eleven years, after which, via
the Wikipedia article on Goethe, which
prior to version 5:08, 10 Feb 2007 (Ѻ)
had the following ending lead sentence
with accompanying footnote:
“[Goethe] is widely considered to be one
of the most important thinkers in
Western culture, and is often cited as
one of history's greatest geniuses.” [N1]
N1. Psychologist Catharine M. Cox, in her
1926 Early Mental Traits of Three Hundred
Geniuses, speculatively estimated Goethe's
IQ at 210, the highest score that she assigned.

Johann Goethe
(1749-1832)

William Sidis
(1898-1944)

Christopher Hirata
(1982-)

Into 2006, American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims, while doing research in
human chemical thermodynamics, kept coming across "thinkers" in this niche
field cited with IQs in the 200 range, e.g. Voltaire or John Mill, or 225+ range, e.g.
Goethe, Sidis, or Hirata, as shown above, and thereafter began to be curious just
how many so-called "IQ: 200+" range geniuses there are, and so in 2007-2008
began to gather a personal folder of "cited" 200-range IQ geniuses, purely out of
curiosity; and soon thereafter was "forced" into bringing some order to
hodgepodge cracker jack science of ranking geniuses and calculating and or
assigning people with genius IQs (140+).

Thims took this "IQ at 210" citation factoid (highest of 300 geniuses); and also of the various page deletions and readds, and also talk page discussions of suggestions to remove (Ѻ) and to re-add (Ѻ) The so-called “idiotic ‘estimated
IQ’ of Goethe, and its comparison with da Vinci's estimated IQ” (Ѻ) , as one anon American poster from Bloomington,
Indian, put it.
In any event, by 24 Dec 2007, Thims had broken off from Wikipedia and began writing Hmolpedia, and soon
thereafter, through research and writing of thinkers to have applied chemistry, thermodynamics, and or chemical
thermodynamics to the questions of human existence and experience, puzzlingly, began to discover more cited to be
200+ IQ range geniuses: William Sidis (2008), IQ cited at 250-300, Christopher Hirata (2010), IQ cited at 225, and so
therein began to be curious as to just how many of these so-called “IQ 200-range” geniuses there are? Sometime
therein, following mental footnote notice of the Goethe-Sidis IQ=200+ citation commonality, a 15-person personal
folder collection of newly discovered 200+ range geniuses (with citations) resulted, scan of list shown adjacent,
ranked solely by descending order of cited IQ, each IQ estimate taken at face value:
Thims | IQcitation (2007)

Thims | IQcitation (2010)
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→

American electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' original circa 2007
personal folder listing collection of fifteen IQ=200+ range "cited"
geniuses, ranked in descending order of IQ (assuming correctness of
the given citation).

1. Adragon De Mello [?]
2. Michael Kearney [?]
3. William Sidis
4. Terence Tao [?]
5. Marilyn Savant [?]
6. Christopher Hirata [?]
7. Johann Goethe
8. Leonardo da Vinci
9. Albert Einstein
10. William Shakespeare
11. Kim Ung-Yong [?]
12. Nathan Leopold [?]
13. Hypatia
14. Christopher Langan [?]
15. Emanuel Swedenborg
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400
325 (age 4), 200 (age 14)
250-300 (age 42)
220-230 (age 11), 211
228 (age 10), 186 (age 40)
225 (age 16)
180, 210, 215, 225
80, 210, 220, 225
160, 200, 205, 225
210
200-210
200, 206-210
170-210
174, 195, 190-210
165, 205

Thims' 2010 version of listing of people with IQs at or
over 200 per purely descending order of citation
estimate; at which point the list was becoming
nonsensical.

This was made into a 24 Mar 2008 (version 18) online listing of the now popular: "IQ: 200+" table. This list, being
purely ranked at this point via highest IQ cited (no questions about method of calculation), began to grow. In 2009,
the online list was made into a quickly-made 10-minute YouTube video entitled “IQ 200 | Smartest person ever”,
containing about 18-individuals, getting about 30,000 views. At the point of 23 Feb 2010 (version 300) when
American forced prodigy Adragon de Mello, with his age four IQ=400 citation (calculated by father), was added to the
list, as shown above (right), it thereafter became
completely nonsensical to rank purely via IQ citation
number.
In other words, it makes one's head hurt to look at
such an incongruent listing; something is amiss? It takes
a little while to figure where the estimation errors are,
but given time one finds out, e.g., that de Mello was a
ratio estimate made by his overzealous father; the same
for Kearney; Sidis, likewise, though not a ratio estimate,
was made by an overzealous Abraham Sperling, director
of New York City's Aptitude Testing Institute; though it is
not as easy to dismiss Sidis until one, competent in
science, mathematics, thermodynamics, evolution, and
astronomy, and hmolscience in general, actually sits
down and reads his greatest book The Animate and the
Inanimate, in slow critique detail, wherein difficulties on A portion of the "genius studies" books section of American
electrochemical engineer Libb Thims' personal home library of
theory become apparent, after which the veil of his
apparent supergeniusness disappears, and his "real" (or circa 1,500 books.
true) IQ estimate drops down to 185±, if that, at best. A reality check is done on each, so to speak. Tao, likewise, is
solely productive in mathematics, and so thus can be compared to the known established IQ estimates of the
greatest mathematicians ever (e.g. the Gauss-Euler-Descartes IQ=195 level), and ranked accordingly. Savant famously
used incorrect high school age test records to turn a 127 grade school test result IQ into a false 228 Guinness Book IQ.
The mental incongruency of this so-called "de Mello" add table was the "tipping point" that forced Thims into the
practice of doing his own rankings and adjustments of known estimates, via meta-analysis reality-based up or down
adjustments, based on a number of factors, merit being a large factor. On 2 Apr 2010, the "IQ: 200(±) candidates
page" was started to catch, collect, and analyze purported or recommended IQ=200+ range “candidates” suggested
in YouTube forums, Hmolpedia threads, Internet or Google Book searches, or via other means. On 19 Oct 2010, the
first video was remade and "reranked" into the format of better-quality 52-minute four-part video series, containing
37-individuals, was uploaded to YouTube, having since attracted over 1.4 million total views: part one (848,000), part
two (314,000), part three (112,000), part four (159,000), and some 4,200+ comments as of 18 Nov 2013. On 6 Dec
2010, knowing that the 1926 Cox IQ estimate study and the 1994 Buzan IQ estimate study were each done
independently, Thims took the mean of the IQs for all geniuses common to both studies, resulting in the Cox-Buzan
IQ page, the top ten of which are shown below (left), a hardened genius IQ ruler of thumb for guesstimates of uncited
geniuses.
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Cox-Buzan | Top 10

Hmolpedia | Citation

Hmolpedia | IQ

1. Johann Goethe

213

1. Johann Goethe

1. Johann Goethe

230

2. Leonardo da Vinci

200

2. Willard Gibbs

2. Albert Einstein

220

3. Gottfried Leibnitz

194

3. Rudolf Clausius

3. Isaac Newton

215

4. Isaac Newton

193

4. James Maxwell

4. James Maxwell

210

5. Galileo Galilei

183

5. Gilbert Lewis

5. Willard Gibbs

210

6. John Mill

183

6. Hermann Helmholtz

6. Rudolf Clausius

205

7. Rene Descartes

178

7. Isaac Newton

7. Gottfried Leibniz

200

8. Michelangelo

178

8. Ludwig Boltzmann

8. Galileo Galilei

200

9. Desiderius Erasmus

178

9. Sadi Carnot

9. Leonardo da Vinci

200

10. John Milton

177

10. Charles Darwin

10. Thomas Young

200

Genius IQs
On 24 Oct 2011, commentary, feedback, suggestion, and debate from the above growing collection of videos and
online listings resulted in the genius IQs webpage, a meta-analysis merger of the 300 Cox IQ estimates, the 35
Walberg IQ estimates, the 100 Buzan IQ estimates, some of the Simonton IQ estimates (American President's IQs,
etc.), among all other known IQ estimates, calculations, and or citations, which is presently aiming to rank the top
500 geniuses of all time in a realistic meta-analysis descending order of IQ, using the 23 mean Cox-Buzan IQ anchor
point geniuses as relative reference points; the top ten of which (as of Nov 2013) shown adjacent, along with the top
ten names in Hmolpedia citation ranking. These can be compared to the similar 1974 Encyclopedia Britannica
rankings (above). On 21 Jun 2012, the “genius IQ candidates” page was started as a means to collect and analyze
suggested candidates and or newly found geniuses, e.g. via literature, reading, or videos, etc., prior to their possible
or tentative add to the main genius IQs page. In 2012-2013, many Hmolpedia articles began listing IQs on various
pages of certain historical figures, for point of reference, linking to the genius IQs page. Threads below all of these
Hmolpedia pages (~100±) and in YouTube forums (4,200+ comments) have since generated a certain amount of
discussion.

Thims | Hmolpedia methodology | Criterion
In regards to “criterion” and ranking “methodology”, some of this has been outlined on the “IQ: 200+” page, the
“genius IQs” page (to a good extent), and discussed in overview on the “genius” page. This specific page, started on
18 Nov 2013, was initiated to give some focus to overall genius ranking, whether be it the top 500 geniuses of all
time, the top 50 living (existive) geniuses of a given year, or whatever genius be in question of ranking protocol. The
following to quotes give some overall guidance in respect to relative ranking of geniuses in respect to each other:
“I have little patience for [thinkers] who take on a board of wood, look for its thinnest part, and drill a great number
of holes when the drilling is easy.”
— Albert Einstein (c.1940), recalled by Philipp Frank [11]

“A person who writes so much must spread his message rather thin.”
— Willard Gibbs (c.1901), comment to Edwin Wilson on uncut (unread) books

To go through one example, people will sometimes ask: who was smarter: Nikola Tesla or Thomas Edison? The
following, for instance, is a 2012-launched poll at RRRater.com, which as of 19 Nov 2013 had 255 votes: (Ѻ)

Poll results showed that 59 percent of people believed Tesla to have been smarter than Edison. General opinion
therefore might reason that among the top 100 greatest geniuses of all time that Tesla might fall in at a respective
position of #40 and Edison at #60, or something along these lines. Yet when we look at the Hmolpedia stats on both,
we see a clearer picture:
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Nikola Tesla
(1856-1943)
HCR=59
Patents: 700
WPlinks: 3,000+
WParticle: 21-pages

=230310
=200
=140160

[GEE]; known for:
defunct life theory,
electricity,
magnetism, human
energy, radio
technology,
alternating current,
electromagnetic
motors; adhered to a
Goethean
philosophy, to the
exclusion of all other
philosophies.

Thomas
Edison
(1847-1931)
HCR=7
Patents:
2,300
WPlinks:
2,500+
WParticle: 13pages

=195
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[GEE];
invented:
practical light
bulb,
phonograph,
and motion
picture camera;
and originated
the concept
and
implementation
of electricpower
generation and
distribution to
homes,
businesses, and
factories.

Here we see much trait overlap: both were greatest engineers ever [GEE], Edison (#2) ranked higher than Tesla (#8),
according to EngineeringDaily.net, both were primarily in the field of electrical engineering, and both strangely had
milk-focused diets: Tesla lived (existed) on milk, and for many years, and Edison's only foods were milk and the
occasional glass of orange juice, as Clifford Pickover reports, the reason being, supposedly for calcium brain cell
content and myelin sheath function increase factors. [12]
The "biggest" discernment factor between the two, however, is Hmolpedia citation ranking [HCR] count, Tesla
cited on 59 Hmolpedia pages, Edison on at most seven Hmolpedia pages (nearly all of which being genius-related
pages, none having to do with content or discussion of work). In other words, Tesla didn't just spend time inventing
thing, he was also focused on some of the "deeper" questions of human existence, experience, and meaning. HCR
ranking is a strong indicator of IQ estimation, though not precisely, variations existing per person. Likewise, more
internal Wikipedia pages link (WPlinks) to Tesla (3,000+) than to Edison (2,500+), which means his work is being
discussed more at Wikipedia. Wikipedia also has more pages, in printed article length, 21 versus 13 pages, devoted to
Tesla than to Edison. If we compare IQ estimates, both are comparable, Buzan assigns Edison with an IQ of 195,
whereas three other spurious citations assign Tesla with an IQ between 140 to 310. Some of these high end estimates
attributed to Tesla, to note, seem to come from his overzealous fan following, which is large. To exemplify, the
following are the so-called "missing candidates" discussed in the threads/forums in regards to the IQ:200+
page/video collected up till May 2012:
Tesla (57 votes)
Euler (3), Feynman (3), Poincare (2), Kant (1), Ramanujan (1), etc.
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More ranking input comes from the TheTopTens.com ongoing ranking of
“Top 10 Smartest People in History”, which according to commentary
thumbs up voting ranks Tesla (#1) and Edison (#247) out of 269 Top Ten
candidates currently (19 Nov 2013), as shown below: [13]

TheTopTens.com

1. Nikola Tesla

955+

2. Albert Einstein

307+

3. Leonardo da Vinci

356+

4. Adolf Hitler

In other words, while both Edison and Tesla were renouned electrical
inventors and are often compared to each other as combating genius
peers of sorts; yet when raw intellectual power comes into question, in
comparison of the two, Edison drilled more holes in easier wood (spread
his focus over 2,300+ patents and was focused more on money), whereas
Tesla drilled in harder wood (e.g. defunct theory of life, read 100 volumes
of Voltaire, so to master the "beast" as he put it, thought up alternating
current while reciting a poem of Goethe’s, gave his patents away without
concern for monetary reward, etc.) and not just in the wood of electrical
invention, but also in the deeper philosophical woods of the uncharted
forests.

3,327+

5. Isaac Newton

347+

6. Galileo Galilei

76+

7. Stephen Hawking

123+

8. Charles Darwin

129+

9. Benjamin Franklin

58+

10. Pythagoras

57+

11. Aristotle

13+

12. William Shakespeare

17+

13. Mahatma Gandhi

24+

14. Johann Goethe

11+

15. Karl Marx

26+

16. Wolfgang Mozart

16+

17. Archimedes

25+

18. Ludwig Beethoven

11+

19. Solomon

7+

20. Plato

16+

So while they were both “sharp” geniuses, using the
“harder wood” (Einstein) + “focused message”
(Gibbs) idiom, we are cogently able to rank Edison
(#94) and Tesla (#20), current rankings (19 Nov
2013), shown adjacent. Other methodologies are
used beyond this; and ranking ups and downs
accrues likewise for other geniuses. The following 15
Nov 2013 commentary, on the 19 Oct 2010 IQ:200+
video series, by YouTuber Gottfried Leibniz, gives
indication as to call for written details of genius IQ
assignment and ranking methodology: (Ѻ)
“I notice the person/people who posted these videos
ask(s) for suggestions. Was this list created by a
democratic process? If so, who truly believes that
intelligence is a popularity contest? What criteria
really produced this ranking? The narrator makes
numerous mispronunciation errors. How can
someone so poorly versed in such matters rate
himself worthy of creating such a list? Indeed, no one The 19 Nov 2013 ranking position of Tesla (#20) in genius IQ
should do so.The first problem is that intelligence
rankings, above Majorana (#21) but below Descartes (#19); once
into the top 20 all-time geniuses, ranking methodology becomes
must be well-defined before it can be measured. If
complex.
we use Galton's method for calculating IQ then we
concede we are only estimating norms in order to
figure into the equation. Yet, it becomes a kind of circular logic to estimate one person's IQ based on estimates of
others ONLY.
If we claim that breadth of knowledge across all fields is a strong factor for our determination of high intelligence
then I agree that von Goethe [IQ=230] (with his immense vocabulary) qualifies as the highest in this regard. For
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artistic creativity, Da Vinci [IQ=200] reigns supreme. However, if we choose to measure intelligence by the vastness of
complexity that is required in order to maintain within the mind each candidates grandest brainchild instantiations
then James Maxwell [IQ=210] has demonstrated the greatest ability in this regard. His gigantic conceptions of the
structure of mathematical relationships which exist in the physical world are phenomenal. By the way, those
"Maxwell" equations which appear in the video are a simplified (notational as well as conceptual) version of
Maxwell's original 17 equations. The loss in the translation was a disservice to Maxwell, but was altered by others
[Oliver Heaviside, IQ=195] because most mortals could not conceive of the grandiose perfection within Maxwell's
originals.”As for general criteria, meta-analysis comparison of cited IQs aside, all geniuses are measured up against
the following general bench marks:
● Hmolscience citation
● Poli cal geniuses
● Genius IQ candidates
ranking
● Polymath
● Greatest chemist ever
● Humanities citation
● American Presidents | IQ
● 50 greatest polymaths
● Greatest engineer ever ranking
rankings
● Another Newton
● Greatest mathematician ● IQ: 150+ | Smartest
● Cattell 1000
● Scien ﬁc geniuses
ever
woman ever
● Smartest person ever
● Catch up effect
● Greatest literary author ● IQ: 200+
● Cox IQ
● Smartest person alive |
ever
● IQ: 225+
● Cox-Buzan IQ
existive
● Greatest philosopher
● IQ history
● Buzan IQ
● Two cultures genius | Two
ever
● Last person to know
● Early parental death
cultures
● Greatest physicist ever everything
and genius
● Universal genius
● Greatest
● Last universal genius
● Epicenter genius
● Uber genius comparison
thermodynamicist ever
● Magnitude geniuses
● Genius IQs
quotes
● Military geniuses
● Guinness Book IQ
● Uberman
● Nobel Prize winners in
● Hard science
● Walking encyclopedia
thermodynamics

Thims | Hmolpedia IQ rankings | Rater credentials
See main: Libb Thims (genius ranking)

In respect to “rater” credentials, namely in respect to the questioning of the intellectual capacity of
Hmolpedia/HumanChemistry101 IQ list maker, organizer, and ranker Libb Thims, a short answer to this semicommon query is that while historically genius IQs have been assigned by teams of psychologists collecting lists of
name predominance in biographical dictionaries and encyclopedias and thereafter attempting to rank or assign
estimated or guesstimate—an estimate based on a mixture of guesswork and calculation—Thims first wrote his own
encyclopedia, namely Hmolpedia (6-volumes as of 2013), inclusive of over 1,000+ biographical entries, of all the "big
thinkers" over time to have gone after the "big questions" of human existence and experience, from a physical
science point anchored of view, and thereby has an “intuitive” sense as to how the majority of all big name geniuses
modern and in history rank in respect to each other, in short. In response to a specific query such as: "How can
someone so poorly versed in such matters [as name pronunciation] rate himself worthy of creating such a list?"
(above), the following bullet point opinions may give some guidance:
Polymathy

Quote: “Thims’ edits are far and wide. Unless Physchem is an incredible polymath, I doubt he
would be able to pick up on all the BS a Thims-type editor introduces. That’s not knocking Physchem,
I don’t think there is anyone who could deal with the range” (Keith Henson , 2007);

Genius

Quote: “I stumbled onto your website by accident but I have to confess this might be one of the most
stunning undiscovered intellectual achievements of the 21st century. I have browsed through your
wiki and I cannot express how tragic it must be to a man in your position—to be a pioneering
thinker yet to be rejected by an uptight academic community with neither the depth nor will to
understand your unique work, defending their own turf like dogs. I can only compare you to the
many other pioneering heroes of science, Newton (IQ=215), Einstein (IQ=220), Tesla (IQ=195), men
(IQAVG = 210) who like you blazed their own paths but were too victims of their own genius, only to
be validated years after their death. Perhaps one day historians will look back and have a chuckle—
that the pioneer of enthropology published by a vanity press in a book resembling a third rate
romance” (Steven Pierce, 2009)

Oracle

Quote: “Thims: the great oracle and developer of human thermodynamics—the philosophical
revolution of the 21st century. A genius of outstanding stature and originator of many concepts in
human chemistry” (Mark Janes, 2011)
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Quote:“I think the [Thims]
has the highest IQ
[ever].” (alphawolf099 ,
2012)

Encyclopedic Quote: “Thims is [a walking] encyclopedia of human thermodynamics.” (Milivoje Kostic, 2013) [9]
Total: 1,500+ books
→ thermodynamics: 360+, mate selection:
140+, religio-mythology: 85+, medicine:
100+, neuroscience: 50, general non-fiction
(100s), general science (100s), etc.
Library

Publications

Total: 10+ volumes
→ one journal
→ one book, one two-volume textbook, and six-volume encyclopedia (over 1,000+ biographies)
→ unﬁnished manuscripts, dra s, ar cles, video, lectures, etc.
Beyond these snippets, a near complete biographical of Thims would be required, but one as such at the present is
beyond the scope of the current objective, which is the past time of ranking geniuses, learning something along the
way, and possibly teaching others something in the process. The bottom line, ranking procedures aside, is that Thims
can "feel" the rankings in his head, off rankings, up or down from an incorrect position make bring about an ache or
throbbing of sorts in Thims' head; when the correct position is reached the ache subsides.

Smartest person alive | Existive
On 22 Jul 2013, as a sort of carry over from the ubiquity of thread and forum candidate recommendations of actual
"living" (existive) people who some deem worthy of either a genius IQ ranking and or a IQ: 200+ ranking, some (e.g.
Edward Witten, Stephen Hawking, etc.) being cited independently multiple times, that Thims launched the "smartest
person alive | existive" page, with current aims to make an annual (end-of-year) video series: Smartest person alive |
existive (2013), Smartest person alive | existive (2014), etc., out of it. Possibly, some further ranking methodology will
be added as this latter process ensues.

Quotes
The following are related quotes:
“My IQ is somewhere between Dr. Seuss, who in 1931 claimed an IQ of H2SO4, and Dr. Faustus, who in 1514 sold his
soul to the devil for truth, knowledge, and power; the embodiment of the latter found in the mind of Goethe, who in
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1809 professed that he and his wife were like CaCO3 (limestone), who when put into contact with H2SO4 (Captain)
have no “choice” but to debond, and who in 1926 [Cox] became the first ever person ranked with an IQ of 225.”
— Libb Thims (2013), reply to query by Paul Rael, Aug [16]

“I think [Thims] is a pretty cool guy, he ranks IQ and doesn’t get afraid of anything [or] official IQ rankings. Why do
people get so worked up over IQ? Because they’re scared little monkeys.”
— IJustWantToSignIn (2013), comment (Ѻ) on IQ 200+ | Smartest person ever (4 of 4), Nov 10

See also
● Who was smarter?
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In intellectual categorizations, a Genius IQ table is a
listing of geniuses in descending order of IQ. The famous
Catherine Cox genius table (1926) and Tony Buzan genius
table (1994) are shown below, in side-by-side
comparison:

Cox | Buzan genius lists
The 200+ IQ table was compiled using a number of
sources. The two main sources are American psychologist
Catherine Cox's 1926 Early Mental Traits of 300 Geniuses,
containing a ranked IQ listing of the top 300 geniuses
Tony Buzan's 2005 genius tabulation of the fourteen greatest
who lived between 1450 and 1850, and English
geniuses of all-time. [18]
accelerating learning expert Tony Buzan's 1994 Book of
Genius, containing a ranked listing of the 100 greatest geniuses. The top 100 of each list is shown below. Of note, in
Buzan's list, we removed #3 Great Pyramid Builders, as this is not one person, and there is slight discrepancy between
Buzan's top 14 Genius IQs (tabulated adjacent) from his 2005 book Buzan’s Book of Mental World Records and his
earlier 1994 values. The values below use the newer estimates. Of similarity, both lists contain only four people with
IQs over 200 (Cox ceiling: Goethe IQ=210) (Buzan ceiling Da Vinci: IQ=220) and there are only thirteen reoccurring
names in both top 100 lists: Goethe (1,3), Da Vanci (27,1), Leibnitz (2, 46), Newton (7, 5), Michelangelo (30, 4), Galileo
(16, 64), Descartes (29, 39), Faraday (78, 26), Mill (31, 12), Spinoza (57, 41), Dickens (40, 84), Erasmus (41, 48), and
Raphael (99, 62). These thirteen might usefully be termed as Cox-Buzan "anchor point" geniuses, in that they can act
as anchor points on which to compare other up-and-comer prodigies or newcomers with supposed high-end IQ
scores. This logic is graphically diagrammed below:

Cox’s 1926 ranking of 300
Geniuses

Buzan’s 1994 Ranking of 100
Geniuses

Buzan’s 1994 Ranking of 100
Geniuses

(by IQ) (1-100)

(by IQ) (1-99)

(by GS) (1-99)

1.

Goethe (IQ=210)

1.

Da Vinci (IQ=220)

2.

Leibnitz (IQ=205)

2.

Goethe (IQ=215)

3.

Grotius (IQ=200)

3.

Shakespeare (IQ=210)

1.

Da Vinci (GS=822)

2.

Shakespeare (GS=818)

2.

Goethe (GS=816)

4.
Wolsey (IQ=200)
-----------------------------------------

4.
Einstein (IQ=205)
-----------------------------------------

4.

5.

Pascal (IQ=195)

5.

Newton (IQ=195)

5.

Newton (GS=810)

6.
Sarpi (IQ=195)
-----------------------------------------

6.

Edison (IQ=195)

6.

Jefferson (GS=809)

Michelangelo (GS=814)

7.

Newton (IQ=190)

7.
Jefferson (IQ=195)
-----------------------------------------

7.
Alexander the Great
(GS=808)

8.

Laplace (IQ=190)

8.

Aristotle (IQ=190)

8.

Phidias (GS=808)

9.

Voltaire (IQ=190)

9.

Archimedes (IQ=190)

9.

Einstein (GS= 804)

10.

Schelling (IQ=190)

11.

Arnauld (IQ=190)

10.
Brunelleschi (IQ=190)
----------------------------------------11.

Copernicus (IQ=185)

10.

Edison (GS=799)

11.

Homer (GS=797)
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12.

Berkeley (IQ=190)

12.

Mill (IQ=185)

12.

Plato (GS=797)

13.

Haller (IQ=190)

13.

Franklin (IQ=185)

13.

Euclid (GS=795)

14.

Melanchthon (IQ=190)

14.
Eliot (IQ=185)
-----------------------------------------

14.

Elizabeth I (GS=795)

15.

Archimedes (GS=798)

16.

Aristotle (GS=798)

15.
Pitt (the Younger) (IQ=190)
-----------------------------------------

15.

Leibnitz (IQ=182)

16.

Euclid (IQ=182)

16.

Galileo (IQ=185)

17.

Lagrange (IQ=185)

17.
Borges (IQ=182)
-----------------------------------------

17.
Brunelleschi (GS=788)
18. Carnegie (GS=785)
19. 1st Ch'in Emperor (GS=783)
20. Sinan (GS=782)

18.

Davy (IQ=185)

18.

Galileo (IQ=180)

21.

19.

D'Alembert (IQ=185)

19.

Faraday (IQ=180)

18.
Comte (IQ=185)
17. Campanella (IQ=185)

20.

Curie (IQ=180)

22.
Beethoven (GS=779)
23. Picasso (GS=777)
24. Alberti (GS=777)
25. Pavlov (GS=776)

21.
Gassendi (IQ=185)
22. Humboldt, the Younger (IQ=185)
24. Leopardi (IQ=185)
25. Mirabeau (IQ=185)
26. Niebuhr (IQ=185)
-----------------------------------------

21.

Hawking (IQ=180)

27.

Da Vinci (IQ=180)

29.

Descartes (IQ=180)

30.

Bacon (IQ=180)

30.

Michelangelo (IQ=180)

31.
Mill (IQ=180)
32. Byron (IQ=180)
33. Arago (IQ=180)
34. Bailly (IQ=180)
35. Bentham (IQ=180)
36. Bossuet (IQ=180)
37. Brougham (IQ=180)
38. Chattterton (IQ=180)
39. Condorcet (IQ=180)
40. Dickens (IQ=180)
41. Erasmus (IQ=180)
42. Fenelon (IQ=180)
43. Gibbon (IQ=180)
44. Hugo (IQ=180)

22.
Plato (IQ=180)
23. Alberti (IQ=180)
24. Bell (IQ=180)
25. Pitt (the Elder) (IQ=180)
26. Bonaparte (IQ=180)
27. Alexander the Great (IQ=180)
28. Khan (IQ=180)
29. Pavlov (IQ=180)
30. Phidias (IQ=180)
31. Dali (IQ=180)
32. Stravnsky (IQ=180)
33. Elizabeth I (IQ=180)
34. Carnegie (IQ=180)
35. Sinan (IQ=180)
36. Duchamp (IQ=180)
----------------------------------------37. Doyle (IQ=182)
38. Tinsley (IQ=182)
----------------------------------------39.

Descartes (IQ=175)

40.

Michelangelo (IQ=175)

41.
Spinoza (IQ=175)
42. Dante (IQ=175)
43. Homer (IQ=175)
44. Picasso (IQ=175)

Copernicus (GS=780)

26.
Faraday (GS=776)
27. Stravnsky (GS=770)
28.

Franklin (GS=770)

29.
Darwin (GS=769)
30. Sophocles (784)
31. Ali (GS=763)
32. Vyasa (GS=756)
33. Doyle (GS=755)
34. Bell (GS=754)
35. Dali (GS=752)
36. Aquinas (GS=750)
37. Borges (GS=750)
38. Milton (GS=746)
39. Khan (GS=744)
40. Bach (GS=741)
41. Disney (GS=740)
42. Columbus (GS=739)
43. Ueshiba (GS=739)
44. Graham (GS=739)
45.

Curie (GS=738)

46.
Leibnitz (GS=737)
47. Cezanne (GS=734)
48. Marconi (GS=733)
49. Wright (GS=732)
50. Stephenson (GS=731)
51. Aeschylus (GS=730)
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45.
Liebig (IQ=180)
46. Malebranche (IQ=180)
47. Milton (IQ=180)
48. Musset (IQ=180)
49. Oersted (IQ=180)
50. Peel (IQ=180)
51. Pope (IQ=180)
52. Scalinger (IQ=180)
53. Stael (IQ=180)
54. Tasso (IQ=180)
----------------------------------------55.
Huygens (IQ=175)
56. Kepler (IQ=175)
●
Spinoza (IQ=175)
● Kant (IQ=175)
58.
Gay-Lussac (IQ=175)
59. Humboldt, W. (IQ=175)
60. Bunsen (IQ=175)
61. Spenser (IQ=175)
62. Adams, J. Q. (IQ=175)
63. Agassiz (IQ=175)
64. Bichat (IQ=175)
65. Buggon (IQ=175)
66. Calvin (IQ=175)
67. Cardan (IQ=175)
68. Coleridge (IQ=175)
69. Cuvier (IQ=175)
70. Jonson, B. (IQ=175)
71. Lamennais (IQ=175)
72. Macaulay (IQ=175)
73. Southey, R. (IQ=175)
74. Thou (IQ=175)
75. Vega, de (IQ=175)
76. Wolf, F.A. (IQ=175)
----------------------------------------77.

Lavoisier (IQ=170)

78.

Faraday (IQ=170)

79.

Carnot (IQ=170)

80.
Hamilton (IQ=170)
81. Atterbury (IQ=170)
82. Bentley (IQ=170)
83. Calderon (IQ=170)
84. Canope (IQ=170)
85. Chalmers (IQ=170)
86. Chalmers (IQ=170)
87. Constant (IQ=170)
88. Fichte (IQ=170)
89. Handel (IQ=170)

45. 1st Ch'in Emperor (IQ=175)
46. Averroes (IQ=175)
47. Suli (IQ=175)
48. Erasmus, D. (IQ=175)
----------------------------------------49. Heisenberg (IQ=173)
50.

Gates (IQ=173)

51.
Darwin (IQ=173)
52. Crick (IQ=173)
53. Sophocles (IQ=173)
54. Milton (IQ=173)
55. Stephenson (IQ=173)
56. Aeschylus (IQ=173)
57. Euripides (IQ=173)
58. Lao-Tzu (IQ=173)
----------------------------------------59. Cesar (IQ=170)
60. Confucious (IQ=170)
61. Lincoln (IQ=170)
62. Raphael (IQ=170)
----------------------------------------63. Marconi (IQ=165)
64. Wright (IQ=165)
65.

Beethoven (IQ=165)

66.
Machiavelli (IQ=165)
67. Aquinas (IQ=165)
68. Bach (IQ=165)
69. Lister (IQ=165)
70. Wren (IQ=165)
71. Brunel (IQ=165)
72. Sun Tzu (IQ=165)
73. Sappho (IQ=165)
----------------------------------------74.
Socrates (IQ=160)
75. Mozart (IQ=160)
76.
Jung (IQ=160)
77. Suleyman (IQ=160)
78. Gandhi (IQ=160)
----------------------------------------79. Montessori (IQ=157)
80. Vyasa (IQ=156)
81. Hannibal (IQ=155)
82. Alexander, F.M. (IQ=150)
83. Verdi (IQ=150)
84. Dickens (IQ=150)
----------------------------------------85. Cezanne (IQ=149)
86. Graham (IQ=148)
87. Ali (IQ=147)
88. Megellan (IQ=145)
89. Wellesley (IQ=145)

52. Crick (GS=725)
53. Montessori (GS=723)
54. Wren (GS=723)
55. Heisenberg (GS=722)
56. Socrates (GS=715)
57. Brunel (GS=714)
58. Gates (GS=713)
59. Cesar (GS=713)
60. Bonaparte (GS=712)
61. Lister (GS=710)
62.

Jung (GS=708)

63.

Hawking (GS=708)

64.
Galileo (GS=707)
65. Alexander, F.M. (GS=707)
66. Suleyman (GS=706)
67. Pitt (the Elder) (GS=701)
68. Megellan (GS=699)
69. Eliot (GS=699)
70. Duchamp (GS=697)
71. Tinsley (GS=689)
72. Verdi (GS=689)
73. Dickens (GS=688)
74. Confucious (GS=687)
75. Lincoln (GS=683)
76. Chaplin (GS=680)
77. Mozart (GS=676)
78. Nelson (GS=675)
79. Euripides (GS=673)
80. Wellesley (GS=672)
81. Lao-Tzu (GS=671)
82. Averroes (GS=655)
83. Raphael (GS=654)
84. Dante (GS=653)
85. Sun Tzu (GS=652)
86. Gandhi (GS=639)
87. Washington (GS=638)
88. Suli (GS=632)
89.
Mill (GS=620)
90. Titan (GS=611)
91. Descartes (GS=609)
92. Machiavelli (GS=597)
93. Erasmus, D. (GS=569)
94. Rembrandt (GS=549)
95. Zizka (GS=540)
96. Hannibal (GS=536)
97. Gutenberg (GS=529)
98. Sappho (GS=514)
99.

Spinoza (GS=491)
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90. Irving W. (IQ=170)
91. Kotzebue (IQ=170)
92. Longfellow (IQ=170)
93. Luther (IQ=170)
94. Marat (IQ=170)
95. Metastasio (IQ=170)
96. Napier (IQ=170)
97. Penn (IQ=170)
98. Racine (IQ=170)
99. Raphael (IQ=170)
100. Renan (IQ=170)

Cox’s 1926 ranking of 300
Geniuses

Cox’s 1926 ranking of 300
Geniuses

(by IQ) (101-200)

(by IQ) (201-300)

101. Reuchlin (IQ=170)
102. Robespierre (IQ=170)
103.
Smith, A. (IQ=170)
104. Strauss (IQ=170)
105. Tennyson (IQ=170)
106. Turgot (IQ=170)
107. Velasquez (IQ=170)
108. Vergniaud (IQ=170)
109. Wagner (IQ=170)
110. Wieland (IQ=170)
----------------------------------------111.

Boerhaave (IQ=165)

112.

Darwin (IQ=165)

113.

Watt (IQ=165)

114.

Diderot (IQ=165)

115.

Beethoven (IQ=165)

116.
Bach (IQ=165)
117. Addison (IQ=165)
118. Bayle (IQ=165)
119. Beaumarchais (IQ=165)
120. Beza (IQ=165)
121. Bronte, C. (IQ=165)
122. Burnet (IQ=165)
123. Canning (IQ=165)
124. DeFoe (IQ=165)
125. Disraeli (IQ=165)
126. Fielding (IQ=165)
127. Fouche (IQ=165)
128. Guicciardini (IQ=165)
129. Guizot (IQ=165)
130. Guizot (IQ=165)
131. Hastings (IQ=165)
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90. Nelson (IQ=145)
91. Titan (IQ=145)
92. Rembrandt (IQ=145)
93. Zizka (IQ=145)
94. Gutenberg (IQ=140)
95. Washington (IQ=140)
96. Columbus (IQ=140)
97. Chaplin (IQ=140)
----------------------------------------98. Ueshiba (IQ=131)
99. Disney (IQ=123)

201. Schleiermacher (IQ=160)
202. Sevigne (IQ=160)
203. Sumner, C. (IQ=160)
204. Thiers (IQ=160)
205. Wesley (IQ=160)
----------------------------------------206. Adams, J. (IQ=155)
207. Ait Weil Zade (IQ=155)
208. Balzac (IQ=155)
209. Baxter (IQ=155)
210. Beranger (IQ=155)
211. Bolivar (IQ=155)
Bulwer (IQ=155)
Cervantes (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Younter) (IQ=155)
Cervantes (IQ=155)
Cobden (IQ=155)
Danton (IQ=155)
Durer (IQ=155)
Emerson (IQ=155)
Fox, G. J. (IQ=155)
Fox, George (IQ=155)
Fulton, R. (IQ=155)
Gambetta, L.M. (IQ=155)
Hamilton, A. (IQ=155)
Hawthorne, N. (IQ=155)
La Fontaine (IQ=155)
Maintenon (IQ=155)
Miller, Hugh (IQ=155)
More (IQ=155)
Necker (IQ=155)
O’Connell (IQ=155)
Palestrina (IQ=155)
Pitt (the Elder) (IQ=155)
Prescott (IQ=155)
Rembrandt (IQ=155)
Savonarola (IQ=155)
Seward (IQ=155)
Swift (IQ=155)
Temple, W. (IQ=155)
Van Dyck (IQ=155)
Walpole (IQ=155)
Warburton (IQ=155)
Wilberforce (IQ=155)
Blake, H. (IQ=155)

Ranking Methodology
(notes)
Cox Ranking Methodology
● Methodology: to make this list, a
team led by Stanford psychologist
Catherine Cox, and Lewis Terman,
the co-inventor of the IQ test, and
psychologists Florence Goodenaugh,
and Kate Gordon, gave an historically
determined IQ ranked listing of the
top 300 geniuses who lived between
1450 and 1850, by reading through
1,500 biographies and to each genius
independently assign an estimated
intelligence quotient, based on The
Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon
Intelligence Scale, based on each
individual’s life accomplishments and
childhood abilities.
● Cox, Catharine, M. (1926). Early
Mental Traits of Three Hundred
Geniuses (Genetic Studies of Genius
Series). Stanford Univ Press.
● Estimated IQs of the Greatest
Geniuses – (Goethe ranked 1st (IQ =
210))
● Cox's IQ Estimates of 301 Geniuses
- IQComparisonSite.com.
Buzan Ranking Methodology
● Methodology: to make this list,
English accelerated-learning expert
Tony Buzan and English chess
grandmaster Raymond Keene scored
the world’s leading minds on an 835point scale (GS=Genius Score):
dominance in the field (100), active
longevity (100), polymath (100),
versatility (100), strength and energy
(100), IQ (100), ongoing influence
(100), prolificness and achievement
of prime goal (100), universality of
vision (15), outstanding originality
(10), deliberate desire to create
teaching avenues or academies to
further the genius’ ideas (10).
● Methodology (Buzan 100 Geniuses)
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132.
Hegel (IQ=165)
133. Heine (IQ=165)
134. Herder (IQ=165)
135.

Herschel, W. (IQ=165)

136.
Hobbes (IQ=165)
137. Holberg, L. von (IQ=165)
138. Jenner (IQ=165)
139. Johnson (IQ=165)
140. Law (IQ=165)
141.
Linnaeus (IQ=165)
142. Locke (IQ=165)
143. Mazzini (IQ=165)
144. Mendelssohn (IQ=165)
145. Montaigne (IQ=165)
146.
Mozart (IQ=165)
147. Newman, J.H. (IQ=165)
148.

Priestley (IQ=165)

149.
Raleigh (IQ=165)
150. Robertson (IQ=165)
151. Sainte-Beuve (IQ=165)
152.
Schiller (IQ=165)
153. Scott (IQ=165)
154. Shaftesbury (IQ=165)
155. Sheridan, R.B. (IQ=165)
156. St. Simon (IQ=165)
157. Swedenborg (IQ=165)
158. Tieck (IQ=165)
159. Weber (IQ=165)
160. Webster (IQ=165)
161. Winckelmann (IQ=165)
162. Wordsworth (IQ=165)
163. Zwingli (IQ=165)
----------------------------------------164. Alfieri (IQ=160)
165. Andrewes (IQ=160)
166.

Berzelius (IQ=160)

167.
Boyle (IQ=160)
168. Bunyan (IQ=160)
169. Canova (IQ=160)
170. Channing (IQ=160)
171. Chateaubriand (IQ=160)
172. Chesterfield (IQ=160)
173. Claredon (IQ=160)
174. Clarke, S. (IQ=160)
175.

Copernicus (IQ=160)

-------------------------Bright (IQ=150)
Burns (IQ=150)
Cobbett (IQ=150)
Franklin (IQ=150)
Lincoln (IQ=150)
Marmont (IQ=150)
Moore (IQ=150)
Murillo (IQ=150)
Nelson (IQ=150)
Rousseau (IQ=150)
Soult (IQ=150)
Thackeray (IQ=150)
Wilkes (IQ=150)
--------------Alberoni (IQ=145)
Anderson, H. C. (IQ=145)
Blucher (IQ=145)
Garrison, W.L. (IQ=145)
Gluck (IQ=145)
Hogarth (IQ=145)
Jackson, A. (IQ=145)
Marlborough (IQ=145)
Meheme Ali (IQ=145)
Moreau (IQ=145)
Napoleon (IQ=145)
Poussin (IQ=145)
Reynolds (IQ=145)
Rossini (IQ=145)
Sherman (IQ=145)
---------------------Bernadotte (IQ=140)
Clive (IQ=140)
Cortez (IQ=140)
Garibaldi (IQ=140)
Lee, R.E. (IQ=140)
Monk (IQ=140)
Vauban (IQ=140)
Washington (IQ=140)
+ 11 more below 140

– Braintrust.org.
● Buzan, Tony and Keene, Raymond.
(1994). Book of Genius. Stanley Paul.
● Greatest Geniuses of All Time (150) – Buzan’s book of Genius.
● Top 10 Geniuses of All Time (1-10) Buzan's Book Of Genius.
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176. Corneille (IQ=160)
177. Cowper (IQ=160)
178. Dryden (IQ=160)
179. Dupin (IQ=160)
180.
Eliot, G. (IQ=160)
181. Etienne (IQ=160)
182. Franklin, B. (IQ=160)
183. Gaskell, E.C.S. (IQ=160)
184. Grimm, J.L. (IQ=160)
185. Grote (IQ=160)
186. Haydn (IQ=160)
187. Helvetius (IQ=160)
188. Hunter (IQ=160)
189. Jansen (IQ=160)
190. Jefferson (IQ=160)
191. Lamartine (IQ=160)
192. Lessing (IQ=160)
193. L'Hopital (IQ=160)
194. Madison (IQ=160)
195. Martineau, H. (IQ=160)
196. Mazarin (IQ=160)
197. Moliere (IQ=160)
198. Richelieu (IQ=160)
199. Rubens (IQ=160)
200. Sand (IQ=160)
(a work in progress))

See also
● IQ: 225+
● IQ: 200+ (references)
● IQ: 200(±) candidates

Transition note
This completes volume nine of the [ten]-volume print set of Hmolpedia: an A-Z Encyclopedia of Human
Thermodynamics, Human Chemistry, and Human Physics, written online at EoHT.info, and transitions into volume
ten:
Hmolpedia, Volume 9 Misc (A-I)
Hmolpedia, Volume 10 Misc (J-Z)
The key point to remember from volume nine is the HT pioneers list, a precursor to the human free energy list, and in
turn the social Newton rankings.
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